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station can be heard without interfereiwe.
previous position caused difficulty due
HE introduction of automatic tuning in The
to
the
proximity of the London at.ionaI
many cases will result in the need transmitter.
Station-named dials may, of
for some form of compensator which will course, be altered
by obliterating the old,
cnsur that the tuning condenser will be naine, or by scratching
it out and indicating
adjusted to the correct setting. In a the new position with drawing
ink.
modern supeihet, the slightest error in
tuning exactly results in distortion due to
side-band cutting, and thus to enable a Vatican Directional Station
motor-driven condenser to gb o good
new Vatican transmitter which was
results it is almost essential to use an I'HEused for the first time in December last
automatic tuner which ill compensate is now ready for mal tests, although the
for slight inaccuracies. At the moment directional European aerial has not yet been
there appears to be only one manufacturer
wlio has produced on the English market a
motor-driven gang condenser, and this
receiver, by Ekeo. utilises the autoON OTHER PAGES
frequency control device to ensure that the
Page
final setting is exact for every station.
Auto-Tune Units ..
..
63
The push-button or other auto-tuning
Stability in Radio Receivers 64
system which switches in pre-set condensers
Short-Wave Section
.. 65
does not, of course, need this form of control
a. each condenser may he adjusted to give
On Your Wavelength -1 67
the exact setting require(l and the switch
Transmitting Topics
69
mechanism will not affect the adjustment
Readers' Wrinkles
71
of the condejiser. it is essential, however,
Tuning and Operating the
that the pce-seta retain their setting under
"Sprite" Three.
72
all normal conditions such as will be met
Cossor Telediat Receiver
74
with in any type of receiver, and in this,
connection one or two interesting suggesAuto-Frequency Control .. 76
tions have been put forward by various
Practical Television
78
manufat.urers and vill be mentioned in
Readers' Letters ..
80
óther articles in these pages.
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in Scotland

of the
l'isdoes not satisfy the requirements
petition of

Sottislt hateijers and

a
protest
is shortly to be presented to the B.B.C.
in this cunneetion. A summary of tite
position in Angus, Perthshire, Fife and
other parts of Scotland has been drawn up
and a deputation of listeners and traders
from Dundc will visit London sorne
tinte (luring thig month and present the
petition to the publie relations ofticer of the
B.B.C.

Radio-Normandie
listeners do not appear to have
that the wavelength of this
station has now been lowered and this
accounts for their inability to hear the
station on its old setting. The new wavelength is l2.6 metres, and many listeners
in the London arca will now lind that the
MANY
noted

Xli

I

Auto frequency Control

Scottish Broadcasting
claimed that broadcasting

r*r1
VOL.

Techmcal Staff.'
W. J. Delaney, H. J. Barton Chapple Wh.Sch.,
B.Sc., A.M.l.E.E., Frank Preston.

,,

-

F.J.

completed. Tite new wavelengths upon
which titis station is to work arc 19.84, 25.55,
31.41 anti 49.75 metres.

Marchesa Marconi Visiting Australia
HER EXCELLENCY THE MARCHESA
MARCONI is visiting Sydney, N.S.W.,
this month, as the guest of the Iiìstitution of
Radin 1nginecrs, Australia. This visit
coincides with the World Radio Convention, and Hei: Excellency is to be accompanied by her daughter Elettra. Readers
will recognise this name as that wiich was
given to his yacht by the late Marchese
Marconi, and it was on the yacht that many
of his epoch-making discoveries were
made
-

American Police Broadcasts
THE principal frequencies imw employed
by the U.S.A. police, and which may
be heard in this country under favouraU
conditions are 30,100 and 33,100 he/s.

Theke correspond to wavelengths of 9.9 and
9.06 metres. These signals will be herrd

best after midnight and during the co!dr
weather, and under favourable circumstances the car radio broadcasts may also
be heard in this country.

f

'

"The Last Party"
E'DITH SITWELL'S first
I radio drania will take

cxcnrsioìi 'into
place ou April
3rd, with the broadcast of a new play
entitled "The Läst Party." Lance Sieveicing is producing this as the opening play
in the B.B.C. Drama Department's new
schedule. Only a short time ago Mr.
Sieveking discussed the problem of radio
drama with lier and he says "she grasped
the medium of radio nore quickly than any
other novice in this line whom I have
previously met. Within a very short time
she presented me with that rare delight of
the wireless prothicer, the script of a flawless
broadcast play to which absolutely nothing
has had to be done.'?

Empire Trophy Car Race

April t4th the Midland station will
QN supply for the National prognimrnc
a running commentary on the ear race far
tite British Racing Drivers' Club's Empire
Trophy at Donington Park. The race is
over the T.T. circuit of 3 miles, and there
will be, for tIte first time, a massed start.
The commentators 'ili be F. J. Findon and
Alan Hess.

Harry Roy for the Argentine
HARRY ROY and his band are shortly
leaving for a two-months contract
in the Argentine, and on Saturday week
they will give a farewell broadcast from the
London station. It is claimed that he will
receive a higher salary lItan has ever been
paid to a foreign band visiting the Argentine, and that he will make three broadcasts a day whilst there. In his farewell
broadcast he will introduce 14-year-old
.Tohnny Creen who is to lead a juvenile
band under his direction, which will shortly
be heard on the air and on the halls.
They have already recorded for Parlophone.
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WORLD
of WIRELESS
rene_se noi

number of radio receivers in the
THEU.S.S.R. is continually increasing.
In 1925, the country possesse4 350,000
receiving sets; at the end of 1937 the num-

-

leo.

(Continued)

B.B.C. Variety producer, and B. Martin
Marks has been responsible for the radio
adaptation of the script. Besides adaping
the old Viennese melodies, Jack Beaver,
responsible for the radio score, has specially
composed all the incidental music. The
broadcast has been made possible by
permission of Ufa Films.

INTERESTING and TOPICAL
NEWS and NOTES

ee.oelIelee._,

ber had increased to five million. Largo hoped that users of thcse will not be
nwnbers of listening-in contres have sprung suspected of complicity in the crimo.
up in the rural areas, in the shape of village
halls, collective farm club houses, etc. In American Radio Star's Fifteenth
Variety fróm Worcester
Anniversary
addition to the big broadcasting stations
like ' Komintern," VTsSPS, RTsS, there
HENRY BURBIG, whose "Cheer Up 1\/IIDLAND and. Regional listeners will
are also eighty.tvo other broadcasting
America" programme is heard from IVI hear half an hour of variety from
stations in difforent parts of the Union, as WLW, the Nation's Station. 7.45 to 8 n.m. the stage of the Theatre Royal, Worcester,
where there is a strong bill, on April 8th.

To-morrow's Songs
11E popular series of broadcasts entitled
To-morrow's Songs," presented l)y
Ivor Moreton and Dave Kaye at two
pianos, comes to an end with a programme

T

Il

on March 31st. It will consist of songs
selected from the six previous programmes.
The vocalist, Bettie Bucknelle, has been
singing in these programmes for seme
weeks, after scoring a notable success as a
solo artist in the "New Voices" feature
of the weeldy variety broadcast, 'Band
Waggon."

.Saturday Sport

-f

B.B.C.'s Outside Broadcast DepartTHEment has arranged for George Allison,
the famous director of the Arsenal Football
Club, to broadcast a description of the fist
half of the international match between
England and Scotland on April 9th.
Thomas Woodrooffe, of the B.B.C., will

r

tary.-

describe the second half. Both have
established reputations in radio coinmen-

Birmingham Military Band

;

V.e

.

The 150th performance of" ¡n Town Tonight," the popular broadcasting ikm which lakes place every
Saturday nigh!, was given recently. Our illustration shows Mr. C. F. Meehan, Ehe producer of" In
Town Tonight going ove? the script with his secretary al Broadcashng house,

well as 8,000 relay centres, 1,200 of which
also broadcast their own programmes.
Broadcasting is carried out in the different
languages of the peoples of the U.S.S.R.

E.S.T. on Thursdays, recently celebrated
his fifteenth anniversary on the air.
Way back in radio's infancy in 1923 a
young man named Henry Burbig began his
career as a radio comedian. Since that date
An O.B. Man's Desert Experiences he has taken part in more than 500 broad¡T is reported that M. Paul-Edmond casts, as a star and guest. He has starred
I Daeharme, a well-known outside broad- for more than a dozen sponsors during that
cast technician of Poste Parisien, recently period. Noted particularly for his dialect
returned from a 10,000-mile journey across interpretations of fairy tales and historical
the Sahara desert and French West Africa incidents, Henry Burbig has become one of
which he undertook in order to make radio's foremost American comedians. One
recordings of everything he could hear of the high spots of his career was a series
which was likely to interest European in which ho and Fanny Brice portrayed
famous lovers of history.
listeners.
In his "Cheer Up America" programme
It is the first experiment of the kind, and
he was very successful, capturing not only he is supported by the Funnyboners, Kay
native dances and songs, but also sand- Renwick, .John Holbrook, and Frank Novak
storms! He has experienced the astonish- and his Orchestra.
ing hospitality of the desert lords no less
Radio Version of" Congress Dances"
than the rigours of the desert treks.

Thieves Got a Haul of Pencils
WE are informed that on a recent Friday

Film
WE understand that Conrad Veidt, the
film star, has agreed to play his
original part of the Prince Metternich in
the radio version of the sound filin,
"Congress Dances," to be broadcast from
studios at Broadcasting House on March
30th in the National programme and on
April ist in the Regional. Eve Lister will
play the part of Christel, the little glove
seller, which was created in the filin by

night Scott Insulated Wire Co.'s
new factory at Queensland Works, Queensbury, was burgled. The thieves, however,
must have been disappointed, as although
the safe was expertly forced, the haul was
comparatively small, owing to Scott's
practice of paying wages to their workAmong the things
people on Fridays.
taken, however, were a number of the now Lilian Harvey.
Production will be by Douglas Moodie,
popular Scott wire pencils, and it is to be

QN Apr ii 7th Haydn Heard wifl conduct
the Birmingham Military Band, of
which he was the founder, ,in a light pro:
gramme, lncluo.uig part ot tile -. Uockney
suite by Ketelbey, who is -a native of
Birmingham. Dorothy Byrt, the Birmingham contralto, who has broadcast several
fins ,, She, .'.t*F,'..),y*_,s.t,
,..nl,+
..,ill
4....
-.............
,,nsfl.L1s,.flt,

groups.
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PROBLEM

No.

289.

built a simple short-wave siperhct
converter for use with his 8.0.-DetectorFentode ct, sod when tested ont he found that ¡
althouuh results were quite good lie coull i
Rodgers

i
t

t

i

receive each ettion at two places on the L
dial. He spent some time endeavouring to
adjust thi,igs to çnt one setting ont hut wac
unsnceessful. Was anything wrong with the ¡
converter, and it so, what was the cure for the t.
trouble. Three bools will be awarded for the t
first three correct solutions opened. Address
your envelopes to the Editor, PRACTICAL
AND AMATECII WIRELESS, Geo. Newnes, Ltd., s
Toe'er House, Southampton Street, Strand, s
London, W.O.2. Envelopes must be marked j
Problem No. 289 in the ton left-hand corner
must be poste,1 to reach this office not later

and
than the first post on Monday, April 4th, iElS
Solution

to

Problem No. 288.

The trouble in Jacloson's case was to be found in tie
LT. battery leads. Either some of the strands of the
flex had broken, ,'ivinga high-reaistaneelead,ortheeontact between flex and spades was corroded and the
high-resistance was set np at that point.
The following three readers euccesafully solvcd
Problem 'No. 257, and books are accordingly being
Robertson, Aukfngill, Wick,
forwarded to them
Caltbness, Scotland. J. M. Leitch, 16, Ahercorn Street,
(lasgow, C.4. A Rlgby, 23, Sunning Hill Street,
Bolton, LaSts.

-J.

e
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xisting Receivers for Push-button
-

-

THE present development of push. Power Supplies
button tuning will give many
With a battey receiver the above
&xperimenters the opportunity of details are complete, but when a mains
inodernising existing receivers in oLder to set is in use it will he found that best
incorporate this new idea. Fortunately results are given if the unit is provided with
it is a fairly simple matter to convert the its own supply unit. Quite a small mains
mijority of sets now in use so that this transformer would be needed with a valve
new form of tuning may be employed, rectifier to supply the HT. If the addi.
and there are several schemes available tional parts for the voltage supplies are
for such a conversion. Undoubtedly the not favoured, a plug will have to be fitted
simplest of these is to use a superliet to the unit for insertion between one of
converter built on the same lines as the the receiver valves and the v.alveholder,
standard short-wave unit, but, of course, and although this will give the heater supwith standard broadcast coils in the ply satisfactorily, provided that the original
tuning and the oscillator stages. In place of transformer delivers sufficient current for
the ordinary ganged tuning condenser a the extra valve,' it may be found that a
push-button mechanism will 'have to be smoothing and decoupling circuit has.to be
fitted, and at the moment such a device included in the HT. lead to prevent certain
will have to be constructed at home as forms of instability. If the unit is employed
no manufacturer is yet in a position to
supply units for the home constructor.
The superhet unit may be built around a
triode-hexode, triode-pentode, or a simple
pentagrid valve according to the fancy of
the constructor, and in order to make the
unit compact, the valve may be placed on
its side, when the overall height of the unit
will be very little more than two inches.
It will be found that the majority of

By W.. J. DELANEY
makes of IF. transformer this gave greatly
improved results and perfect stability,
when an extension was run through the
entire hóhse in order to lind the maximum
length of extension which should be used.
With some other makes of transformer,
however, there was a definite loss in volume,
although no instability occurred.

Replacing Condensers
If the unit built on the above lines is
not needed for remote control it niay, of
course, be built into the receiver to replace
a ganged condenser tuner in order to
simplify tuning in certain types of quality
or short-range receivers. In such a case it
may be found possible to omit the frequencychanging stage and to utilise the circuits
already incorporated in the receiver, but

modern coils are designed for use with special
types of frequency-changing valve, and thus
the coils and valve will have to he choseü
together in order to obtain maximum perforniance in the H.F. unit. The question
of the correct oscillator tracker will not
arise when building a superhet unit of this
type as pre-set condensers will obviously
be used in conjunction with the push
buttons.

Circuit Designs

Circuit outline for a push-button funin, unit, which, is entirely selJ-coritained.

In most cases, however, it will be found
that pre-sets with a maximum capacity of

should be used for tht, aerial
tuning circuit, whilst .0003 mId, maximum
will in most cases give the required coverage
on the oscillator section. With sóme coils
.0005 mfd. condensers may be used for
both circuits, but it may be found difficult
to arrive at a critical setting on this
capacity with some coils ñow available,
and therefore the characteristics of the.
coils should first be carefully exàrnined
when building this type of unit. A standard
I.F. transformer should be included in the
unit, and the secondary should be earthed
(ignoring any question of A.VC.) with the
"top" end of the secondary taken to an
output terminal. To connect this unit to
the existing receiver, the simplest plan is to
disconnect the aerial tuning circuit already
in use atid connect the grid of the first valve
(which must, of course, be an H.F. stage of
some description) to the existing aerial
terminal. The output terminal of the unit
is then joined to the old aerial terminal
and the remaining circuits in the receiver
are tuned to a point on the long waves,
exactly as in the case of using a short-wave
superhet converter. The incorporation of
the IF. transformer in the unit and the
cutting out of the first tuned circuit will be
foutid to give better selectivity in most
eases than using a choke-ooúpled superhet
unit with the original seria! circuit acting
as an LF. transformçr.
.0005 mfd.

f

it should be remembered that selectivity
will not be improved and thus sorno
difficulty may be experienced in avoiding
overlap when the automatic tuning system
is employed. The inclusion of the additional stage as outlined at the beginning of
this article results in a considerable insprovement in the performance of the
Remote Control
Several different schemes have been tried receiver even if it is already a superhet,
for remote control with units of this type as apart from the increased selectivity
some interesting facts have emerged. (which may not always be a desirable
Up to 2Oft. or so, a simple extension lead factor) there will be an increase in the
consisting of only one wire has been found range of reception.
If it is desired to make the additional
quite satisfactory-the single wire 'in
question being that connected from the unit comprehensive and to avoid risks of
I.F. transformer to the original aerial second-channel whistles and other forms of
terminal. Beyond that distance, tuning interference, an H.F. stage may be included
has been found to be affected and hum before the frequency-changer, with the
introduced by pick-up from house wiring. additional tuned circuit coupled to pre-set
In addition, at certain wavelengths insta- conoensers un exactly tile same way as
bility occurred. An HF. -choke-coupléd for the stage already described. This will
scheme, with the extension lead taken from result in the unit being made slightly larger
the condenser, overcame this trouble, but and slightly more complicated to wire, but
signal strength was weaker and could not the improvement may be considered well
be regained by tuning either the unit or worth while.
Constructional details for a push-button
the receiver. A scheme which worked very
satisfactorily, but which did not answer tuning unit on the lines given will be
in every case, was to utilise two I.F. trans- published as soon as the push-button
formers, the second being connected in the mechanism is released for general use, but
grid circuit of the input valve in the for those readers who wish to go ahead, a
receiver, and the secondary of the first system may be built up as outlined in the
(included in the unit) then being joined to previous article on this subject in our issue.
the primary of the second. With, three dated October 30th, 1937.

at a distance for remote control, the separate voltage supply should definitely be
fitted, and this will permit of a much
simpler extension lead and will also avoid
difficulty due to the carrying of tho voltages
through the extension cable.

ad

-
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SOME years ago the radio industry
(2) It is important that the anode leads
was revolutionised by the introduc- be well separated from the grid wires, since
tion of the now universally-used any stray coupling between theni is liable
"screen-grid valve. This valve superseded to cause self-oscillation, or even damping,
the triode for high-frequency operation, dependent upon the direction of feed
since, due to the introduction of an electro- back through this coupling.
static screen between anode and control
(3) It is easy to realise that the anode
grid, it would deliver much greater leads vill b longer than the grid leads as
amplification than the three-electrode type. they must reach to tite anode cai of the
This statement may not be clear to every- screen-grid valve, and consequently they
body, but it must be remembered that the should always be screened.
triode is unsuitable for H.F. work since any
(4) All the screen-grid valves should be
attempt to obtain a large stage-gaiñ results screened
and if they aré
already metalin self-oscillation. This is due to feedback coated a valve screen cannot
be employed, and
of H.F. currents from the anode to grid will be found to provide
a satisfactory
circuits via the inter-electrode capacity substitute.
between anode and grid. The grid-anode
(5) When using indirectly-heated mains
capacity of a sçreen-grid valve is so small valves
care should be taken to ensure that
as to be negligible, and therefore titis type
the leads eonnectiñg the by-pass condenser
Of valve is not prone to self-oscillation.between
cathode and earth should be as
short as possible. On no account should
H.F. Stages
this by-pass condenser be of the electrolytic
The conception of the screen-grid valve type-electrolytic condensers, should, in
was probably the first important step in fact, never be included in any highobtaining greater stability ii radio receivers, frequency stage-mica and paper conThe second was that of decoupling. Now- densers arc specially suited for H.F.
adavs most receivers are decounied in every ,.-1r
stne and, of course, emploi screen-grid
(6) The coil and associated section of the
or HF. pentode valves throughout the radio- gang condenser should preferably be comfrequency stages, but it is still generally pletely screened, although with some of the
considered impracticable to build a straight iron-cored coils and semi-screened osnreceiver with more than two lowgain densers available, this is not always
H.P. stages, because of the difficulty of necessary.
obtaining stable operation.
(7) Precautions should be observed in
I am of the Opinion that, providing due mains receivers to ensure that heater
care is exercised in design, no difficulty wiring does not jun near to leads cariying
should be found in obtaining perfectly H.F. current. If this precaution is not
stable operation with three or four high- observed, A.C. ripple will be superimposed
gain H.P. stages. In point of fact I person- on the incoming signal, and become apparent
ally use a 4-H.P. type of set for long- in the loudspeaker as a loud hum.
distance reception, for I prefer a really good
(8) The insulation of all components
TR.F. set to the superhet as a greater must be beyond reproach, since faulty
signal/noise ratio can normally be obtained, insulation is a frequent cause of loss at
and there ai-e no annoying self-generated radio frequencies.
whistles to mai- reception.
(9) Lastly, unwanted coupling between
The circuit is typical of a good type stages must be eliminated, since this is a
of HF'. amplifier. It will give excellent common cause of poor selectivity, as well
results, and is very popular in com- as instability. Even if all these precautions
Supposing
mercial receiver practice.
three such circuits are employed in a
receiver, and it is found impossible to
prevent self-oscillation in one or more
stages; iell, the first step is not, as most j
people imagine, to find the faulty stages
and endeavour to rectify the trouble, but
to carefully consider whether the lay-out
of the circuits can be causing trouble. i
The faults given in the list below are very
common and cause considerable trouble, as
,ayF.J.cAMM-6th
many constructors imagine their methods
(Edjior, of
Proc/icc! Edition dT
beirreetc.,
to
of spacing components,
net.
and ?lmateur Wireless")
proachable.
(1) Grid wires should preferably 1)0 not
in. !on, but should the
more than
necessity arise for the use of longer grid
wires it is essential that screened leads
(earthed at each end) be employed thus
obviating -any interaction between the
various wires.

i
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A typical circuit for an H.F. amplifier.

are taken, they will be of no avail if the
chassis is earthed haphazardly.

Bus-bar Earthing Strip
I have spent some considerable time
experimenting with the earthing of metal
chassis, and found that if all earthed points
were taken straight to the chassis, as is
often the case, H.F. currents were found to
be flowing from one stage to another
through the chassis itself.
This led me
to adopt the following method: The
chassis must be earthed at one point (the
earth terminal) and a bus-bar run from this
terminal to the far end of the chassis. All
metal components, including the gang
condenser, are then carefully insulated
from the chassis. The next step is to take a
wire from the negative filament of each
valve (the earth end of the cathodebiasing resistor in the case of an indirectlyheated valve) to a portion of the bus-bar,
in such a manner that there is a space
between each of the valves. Then all the
earthed points in the set are taken to the
portion of the bus-bar belonging to their
respective stage.
Each section of the gang condenser must
be earthed to its appropriate strip of busbar by means of a wire from the earthirig
connection for the section. (Usually a strip
of metal bearing on the moving vanes).
If these precautions are observed an
increase in selectivity and sensitivity will
bethe probable result in moat cases, and at
least three H.F. stages .will normally give
stable operation even when used at the
limit of their amplification.
If greater stability is required, the H.P.
stages may be decoupled in their anode and
screen circuits, or even double-decoupled.
To obtain perfect decoupling the circuit
illustrated is very suitable, but unfortunately more components are necessary.
With this circuit, however, four H.P. stages
may be employed at full gain. An indirectly-heated valve is shown in the
diagram, but battery valves may be used
in the sanie manner, the only difference in
the circuit being the exclusion of the
cathode bias resistor, and the screen of the
H.F. pentodo (or SG.) must be potentiometer controlled. Although A .V.C. is shown
fitted, this not essential, but would be of
great advantage in a large T.R.F. set, and
also assists in "holding the circuits down"
as this process of stabilisation is sometimes

called.-R. J.
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especially in the casof directional reception
and the use of rotary aerial systems.
To take anothçr- aerial tuner exdmple,'
there is the solenoid type fitted with a
slider which makes contact with the bared
portion of the coil. Thus adjustment of.
o
the slider in relation to different numbers of
turns, semi-tunes the aerial.
!I i ÇI
In the instance outlined a definite signal
gain is obtainable, but as the tapped coil
is untuned, the gain to be expected is less
ÙNTUNED H.F. STAGES
than that obtainable when using a tuned
Untuned and Semi-tuned H.F. Short-wave Receivers H. F. stage.
Nevertheless, it is sufficient to warrant
are discussed in this Artide by A. W. Mann.
its use, and is definitely superior to the
resistance and choke methods of coupling
THE advantages of a stage of high- the coupling between aerial and untuned as cofnmon to untuned HF. stages.
frequency ahead of the detector H.F. tage. Instead of employing an
stage in short-wave receivers is H.F. choke or resistance, a tapped coil is Coil Winding
generally appreciated by short-wave en- used.
The winding of suitable coils offers a
thusiasts, but the question arises as to
By employing a tapped coil, we are
interesting field of experiment and
whether the high-frequency stage be tuned enabled to bring the aerial in resonance most
so far as the number of turns is con
or untuned.
with the grid circuit. Thus, in effect, we will,
The technical point of view is that if an have a semi-tuned H.F. circuit instead of a cerned, depend upon the bands to be
covered. The following data will assist in
H.F. staue is to be used it should be tuned, semi-aperiodic H.F. circuit.
making a start, and other coils, consisting
in order to obtain the full benefits to be
of more or a lesser number of turns, can'
derived from the screen-grid valve as an \y
\y
then be wound to suit individual require-i
HF. amplifier, which includes improved
ments.
selectivity and increased signal volume.
lin. diameter paxolin,formei'.
An untuned stage, whilst contributing
38 turns-26-gauge D.C.C. wire, close
some measure of H.F. amplification, acts
wound and tapped at 7, 10, 17 and
principally as a buffer, and is instrumental
32 turns.
in the prevention of dead spots in tuning,
.A coil of this type will cover the 18 metres
whilst on the other hand its use tends to
to 75 metres bands approximately, a crocobroaden tuning. It should, however, be
dile clip or rotary switch arrangement being
noted that there is a wide difference between
used for tapping selection.
broad tuning and flat tuning, the latter
As an additional suggestion, experi..
lmFd
providing, in effect, very poor selectivity.
].lmFd
mentors shòuld consider tise construction
It should also be borne in mind that if the
of coils on plug-in lines, using seven-pin
250,000 Q
SW. H.F.0
experimenter simply desires a buffer tae,
M ETA LL IS ED
valve bases as formers. or making up a
and to take precautions against dead spots
RESISTANCE
series of bare wire spaced wound coils with
iii tuning, or on the other hand is quite
prepared to remain satisfied with the com- Figs. and 2. Circuit diagrams showing ress!ance or without self-contained switching. In
the writer's opinion, a rotary type panel
paratively low gain in amplification, there
coupling and choke coupling methods.
switch and coil ba'se will be found to be
is no reasonwhy an untuned stage of H.F.
most adaptable and convenient method.
amplification should not be used.
Readers who at some time or other have the
The question of cost also arises. It may experimented with aerial tuning devices, To duplicate the coils used in the detecthr
1.ot be convenient to consider the purchase in order to tune the aerial in resonance circuit-i.e., grid windings-is a good idea
of additional coils and associated coin- with received signal freuuencies, will have on whieh to base experiments.
ponents in order to build a tuned H.F. noted that whilst it is possible to obtain
stage. If an S.G. valve is to hand, it can satisfactory results with a tuning coil Constructional Details
be used. The untuned stage will not and parallel capacity arrangement, better
With regard to constructional details,
introduce additional tuning complications, resUlts are obtained if the aerial or earth the writer has in mind later developments,
and will ensure a uniformity of efficiency lead is tapped on to the coil, and that namely, that at some future date a T.R.F.
throughout the tuning range of the receiver, comparative tests prove that altering the receiver will be contemplated, therefore the
together with some degree of amplification. tap position to another turn, or part of a construction of a semi-tuned HF. receiver
turn, results in increased gain when the along simple T.R.F. lines will avoid a total
Coupling Methods
aerial tuner coil is retuned after tapping rebuild and only call for slight modification.
Fig. i shows the resistance coupling adjustment. This illustrates in a practical
The first consideration is the form of
method and Fig. 2 theO choke coupling manner the importance of resonance,
(continued ovrleaj)
method. Although the writer prefers the
arrangement shown in Fig. 1, it is advisable
'HT±I
to try out and experiment with both
resistance and H.F. choke arrangements.
Both these systems are in common use,
50,0000
but there is another method which, whilst
0002 mId
its merits aie appreciated, is not so widely
I(TuuLAR)
used.
Before going further it will be as well to
\fl
revert to the comparative merits and
LS
demerits of tuned and untuned highH$Cj
frequency stages. A tuned stage enables
000a
L_
us to l)eak all signals by thning to resonance
flmfd
with the detector stage. An untuned stage,
how'ever, is semi-aperiodic.
Some method of compromise would
IQ000ç
appear to be acceptable, preferably one
which would enable us to enjoy at least in
FUSE
some measuro the advantages to be derived
from a fully tuned HF. stage.
-
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Untuned H.F. Circuit
Refrenco to Fig. 3 shows a conventional untuned H.F. short-wave receiver
circuit, consisting of a stage of imtunecl
high frequency, and triode detector transformer-coupled to an L.F. pentode. There
is, however, one modification, and that is

:
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Fig. 3.

-

-

A conventional untuned H.F. short-wave receiver circuit.
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construction. The writer's preference is in
all instances for the chassis method cornplete with metal panel.
The chassis may be of plywood construction metal-sheet lined on the top face, or
copper foil lined on the underside, with
end runners which will provide a depth of
2m. Alternatively the chassis may be of
aluminium or cadmium-plated steel.
A metal panel of 20-gauge material or,
as ari ilternative, a plywood metal or
foil-backed panel can be used.
Choice rests with the constructor, but
whatever method is used, the panel mounting l)rackets should be of robust construction with at least a 2in. foOt, in
order to assure rigid assembly and freedom
from metallic noises when tuning. Choice
of lay-out is hn important factor relative
to all types of receivers, as contributing to
over-all efficiency.
Screening in the case of an untuned stage
-

,et, lette tlIMleO
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is unnecessary, but in view of possible

conversion to T.R.F. the screen, also
additional pnel space for tuning condenser mounting, are included, thus obviating a complete rebuild; a slight modification of wiring only being necessary when
the extra coil base and condenser etc., are
fitted in position.

Mounting the Coil

April

2nd,1938

is not shown in the cIrcuit diagram, there
is nothing to prevent the experimenter
incorporating band-spread. [n fact, it will
prove advantageous to do so.

In conclusion, experiments with semituned high-frequency stages, as outlined,
will prove to be fully justified, and may be
carried out at low cost. Careful attention
to correct tapping, and a series of cut-andtry experIments, will enable the operetor
to obtain a satisfactory standard of elliciency on all bands, especially the amateur

The tapped coil should be mounted
horizontally, and supported above the bands.
chassis by means of small stand-off insuIn the interests of calibration, and in
lators, a crocodile clip being used for order to avoid confusion, it is advisable to
tapping purposes.
make a note of the tapping points in relaAlternatively, and when some method of tion to the various bands covered, and the
switching is to be used, the coil may he sanie applies to the individual coils if more
made on pluglines and mounted vertically than one is used.
in a suitable holder, the number of sockets
Attention to the above details will enable
deìending upon the number of tappiugs. the experimenter to log the various transin addition to the two full winding missions heard and tune for them at any
connections.
time with some degree of certainty so far
Whilst arrangement for band-spreading as his receiver calibration is concerned.

et

Brussels Tries out a New Channel
stallation of a 25-kW. s1ort-wave station
With the call: Radio Be/pique, Poste in the vicinity of Teheran. It is hoped to
get it into working operation by 1939.
National, ORK2, the Belgian short-wave
SHORT-WAVE LOG
transmitter at Ruysselede (near Bruges), More Short-wave Channels for Boston
may now be heard almost daily at G.M.T.
The Federal Communications Cornt.tfirrn n, 1F
1i
m (10
mission. (U.S.A.) has allotted two PanSan José on 25-metre Band
W L. iT..1Ä T-1
IPG, La Voz de la Victor, San José,
Persia To Go on the Air
Broadcasting Foundation at Boston (Mass.).
Costa Rica, is testing out a new
It is reported that the Iranian (Persian) In future, W1XAL will be entitled to use
channel, namely, 11.96 me/s (25.08

LEAVES

FROM A

(111

(1.1

''

(ìi'7 n,.,tlo'i

T

Government has placed a contract with a
1f the frequency is found to be
favourable regular transmissions will be German concern for the supply and in
ann
made on it in the near future. In the
meantime the radio programmes are broadcast daily from G.M.T. 18.00-20.00, and
from 01.00-05.00 on 6.41 mc/s (46.8 m.).
The studio occasionally calls itself La
Reine dei Aire, opens with a bugle call,
NATIONAL (261.1 ni. znd 1,500 m.)
uses as an interval signal 4 gongs in rapid
Wednesday, March 301 h.-Con gress Dances
down
succession (G, E, C, G), and closes
j
nmsicai comedy programme.
with Ted Lewis's Good £Vight song. Address:
Thursday, March 3lst.-A Variety broadTIPG, Alma Nica, Apartado Postal, 800, - caßt from the Holborn Empire.
San José, Costa Rica.
Friday, Aprii 181.-Feature programme
from Canada.
Prtiposed 50-kilowatter for Utah
Saturday, Aprii 2nd-A commentary on
m.).

I}nSIe

11.37 me/s (26.39 m

(19.83 ni.).

)

and 15.13 me/s

Important Broadcasts of the Week

(U.S.A.)

The Federal Communications Commission
is favourably considering an application
received from the Church of the Latter
Day Saints, of Salt Lake City (Utah), to
erect in the vicinity of that Mormon centre
a 50-kilowatt short-wave transmitter for
the broadcast throughout the world of
special programmes. The station would
be equipped with a five-beam rhombic typo
directional aerial to work on 11.68 m.
(25.675 mc/a); 19.78 rn (15.17 mets);
25.62 m. (11.71 mets); 31.55 m. (9.51
mc/a) and 49.83 m. (6.02 me/a).

Development, of German Broadcasts
On April 1 the German short-wave broad.
casting service will celebrate its fifth anniOriginaHy transmitting on 4
versary.
kilowaith, the power was increased tenfold
in 1936. From a daily service consisting of
hours in 1933, the broadcast has risen
1
to 47 honra, spread over varioustransmitters,
durintr the day and night. It is claimed
that during 1937 the studio authorities at
Bertht controlling the Zeescn stations
received 45,252 letters from listeners abroad.

Rome's Ultra-short- waver

The 2.kilowatt ultra-short-wave station
opened on December 2nd, 1937, at Monte
Mario, overlooking the Italian capital, and
which has been experimenting daily between

G.M.T. 18.00-21.30 on 6.9 m. (43.5 mc/a),
has now altered its wavelength to 7.4 m.
(40.54 mc/s).

-j

March 3lst.-Bath Music
Festival: British Light Music, from the

Thursday,

Pavilion, Bath.
Friday, Aprii lst.-A Folk Song Almaneck: Aprii.
Saturday, April 2nd.-A La Carte: A
j
,nixed menu of light fare.

WELSH (373.1 m.)
Oxford y. Cambridge Boat Race.
j
J Wednesday, March 3Oth.-Orchestrai con(342.1
REGIONAL
)
cert.
JVednesday, March 3Oth.-Lillilntlero, a. Thursday, March 3181.-Orchestrai con¡
j
diorama of the Great Siege of Lomoonceri, front the Town Hall, Llaruiudmw.
j derry (1688-89).
Friday,
April
1st-Dr.
Aberneihy:
fransj! Thursday, March 31s1-Band programmne.
taled into Welsh by Mary Hughes, from
Friday, Aprii 1st.-Pssriety front the New the play, Doctor My Book, by Aiiciz j
Theatre, Northami.son.
Ramsey and Rudolph de Cordova.
j Saturday, Aprii 2nd-Television cabaret. Salerday, April 2nd.- A Recital of son4J8 j
by Beckett William.g.
Í MIDLAND (296.2 in.)
lVednesday, March 30th.- Vocal recitai.
Thursday, March 31st.-Orchestral con- SCOTTISH (391.1 m.)
Wedneeday, March 3Oth.-A Ceilidh
cert, from the Town Hall, Birmingham.
Friday, April lst.-Variely from the New Evening in Dingwall: songs and instru.
nwntal music.
Theatre, Nor/hampton.
Saturday, April 2nd.---Steeplechasing at Thursday, March 31t.-Fan Fare: The
story of tite Scottish Cup.
Crawle: a running cam mentary on the
JVorcestershire Hunt Point.to-Point Race Friday, April lst.-The Scottish Country:
The Land, of Seaforth, an impressiem of
for Lady Dudley's Cup (recorded).
the life of the district.
NORTHERN (4491 m.)
Saturday, April 2nd.-The Lai rd of Udny's
Wednesday, March 301h.-Concert Party
Fool: Scenes from the life of Jamie
programme, from the Royally Theatre,
Fleenwu (Circa, 1713-1778).
Chester.
Thursday, March 3lst.-The Doncasler NORTHERN IRELAND (307.1 m.)
Schools Musical Festival, from the Corn Wednesday, March 3Oth.-Lillibulero, a
Exchange, Doncaster.
diora,na of the Great Siege' of LondonFriday, April lst.-Variety from the
derry (1688-89).
Theatre Royal, Stockport.
Thursday, March alst.-A hymn recital
Sa/urday, April 2nd.-Orc/te.slral concert.
from Duncairn Presbyterian Church,
Belfast.
WEST OF ENGLAND (285.7 m.)
Wednesday, March 30th.- A variety pro. Friday, April lst.-Concert from the Ulster
Hall, Belfast.
qramme from the Hippodrome, South.
Saturday, April 2nd.-Orche.stral concert.
amp/on.
1/te

._o,_s
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ON YOU
The Ray Again
ONCE again I find it nècessary
to allay the fears of the general
public whose withers have been wrung
by statements in a Sunday newspaper
that someone has invented a ray, or
rather discovered a ray, which will
cause whole armies to lay down their
arms and surrender to the enemy.
Now I am aware that there are dozens
of ignorant people styling themselves
"scientists" who are able to catch
the ear of some bright reporter who
may not be scientifically knowledge
able. Even so, I cannot understand
how this sort of nonsense ever gets
into print. I think I know most of
the ray fanatics in this country; as
well as the really scientific people

who have investigated the claims.
The latter all agree with nie that a
ray cannot stop a motor-car, or an
aeroplane, or affect a human being
in any way. You will remenber a
few years ago some silly experiments
which were conducted with shortwave apparatus in an aeroplane by
some youths who could know but
little about wireless, and obviously
knew nothing about science. I want
my readers to tell their friends to
take no notice of this rubbish about
rays, and to accept the word of
Theriiion that most of it is merely
an effort to gain personal publicity.
My Quality Receiver Again
J MENTIONED that you cannot
i have quality at low price, and a
xeader in agreeing says
"If we
cannot afford to build your design
we shall, nevertheless, mentally build
it. We shall also seize eagerly on any
unorthodox features and incorporate
them in our own box of tricks. Some
of us will sort out the box of junk,
rub the mildew off the selected bits,
and make up your L6o job for nix.
The result might be satisfactory to
us, or it may be a ghastly failure.
We shall not do this in ignorance,
and shall derive a lot of pleasure from
our efforts.
Our failure will not
condemn your design. As you say,
there is little doubt your circuit will
come in for lots of criticism, and I
would love to read some of them when
they arrive; and if your draughtsman
puts a wire in the wrong place, I can
see your journal coming out with a
black border on the cover. Think
of all the people you soaked in your
:
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By Thermion

letter that my remarks are more than
justified. He tells me that he works
about seven or eight hours every
day, apart from three hours hanging
about with nothing to d,o waiting for
his call. He can earn from
to
3 55s. a week, and has to pay all his
own expenses except travelling. He
must rise early every Sunday morning
to catch an early train, and travel all
day Sunday. He leaves the theatre
at nearly midnight every night, and
must attend a rehearsal next morning
at 9 o'clock. If the work is so arduous
and so painful, and musicians "are
fed up with the sight of a line df music,
and with grinding it out with aching
fingers and sore lips," I wonder so
many of them remain in it. I like
my reader's reference to " grinding it
out," it seems so apt; and why so
much rehearsal?

articles. Can't you see themeagerly
awaiting the publication of your
circuit? If the set doesn't zip up to
25,000 cycles
and zoom down to
2 cycles without the decibels jumping
about you will hear of it. If there is
more than plus or minus quarter
per cent. of harmonic distortion at
You're for it.
20 watts-'struth
You'll have all the technical wallahs
gibbering at you with equations.
The design of Thermion must be Non-stop Television
like unto Casar's wife beyond
THE Ideal Home Exhibition,
reproach." This letter is, I suppose,
which opens on April 5th, will
intended to put the wind up me. house one of the largest television
However, I will take a chance.
displays yet given. The B.B.C. and a
number of manufacturers will coThese Diplomats
operate, and the main item of attracIAM invited by M. W., of Harrow, tion will be a glass-walled studio built
to find out what
all these to B.B.C. specification, and which will
diplomats are doing in Egypt. He be used for a number of television
tells me that they seem to have broadcasts. A film talents comaltered the wavelength of Radio petition will run throughout the
Normandie, and spoilt his beautiful Exhibition and entrants who perform
station-named dial. He also asks me in the studio will be seen on thc
when the law making imerference an television screen. Judging will be by
offence is going to be passed. I don't well-known producers, and the winner
know. His den apparently is over an will be offered a part in a film.
electric motor which is time controlled
lbr ten minutes of action and three Bigger Demand for Battery Sets
minutes of inaction throughout the
NDER the Air Raid Precautions
day, so that h gets only three minutes' U
Scheme it is suggested that at
listening out of ten. I would recom- least one room in a house should
be
mend M. W. to report the facts to made gas proof, and the suggestion
the Headmaster or the local post- has been made that this room
should
office.
contain a battery-operated receiver
in case the mains fail. It is thought
Those Appendages
that this will result in an increased
AGLASGOW reader, who is demand for battery receivers. This
engaged in a band, is all does not strike me as being a sound
superhet-up concerning my para- argument. Of course, all sorts of other
graph on page 703 of our March 12th things apart from the mains may fail
issue. He thinks that J am pre- also. The water supply may become
judiced against dance music. I am polluted, the gas mains fail, the local
sure that anyone who has read my grocer's shop may be blown up, but
notes regularly will know that I am that does not mean that we should all
loo per cent. in favour of it, er- run our own farm, sink our own wells,
being abolished altogether. It would and revert to medieval systems of
seem from the tone of this reader's room lighting.
i
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The Scots Protest
.
LEARN that it is proposed to
1)rcsem to the B.B.C. a petition
.

i

from dissatisfied Scots who are objecting to the indifferent programmes
radiated from the Scottish National
Transmitter. The scheme, of course,
has the full support of all the Scottish
M.P.s, whether they represent Scotland or not. Now does this petition
mean that the sets used in Scotland
will not rccivc any other station?
Arc all the Scots using crystal sets? I
ask these questions lecause if the
Scots are dissatisfied with programmes
designed by the B.B.C., which is, after
aU, govcrncd by a member of their
own race, they could easily change
over to some other station. It is
believed that a deputation all the way
from Dundee will present the petition
to Sir Stephen Tallents, Public Relations Office? of the B.B.C.
I
understand that many Scottish radio
manufaeturer.s are supporting the
petition. My only comment is that
when an Englishman is dissatisfied
he switches over to the Continent.

Television at Worhinc
in VVorthing is

difficulty to overcome is static produced from J.C. engines. Cars are
bad if one is near a main road, but
low flying aircraft, with which Worthing abounds, make reception impossible during flying hours, i.e., during
the afternoon session.
Mr. Spicer,.of Barnes and Spicer,
the dealers who brought television to
the town, told me " We think that
television in Worthing will be a great
success. Wc have already booked a
numbcr of demonstrations in customers' own homes."

Chain Letters
H. B. (Birmingham) writes:
"Your remarks about the
Chain Letter' interested me greatly,
and to pass a few idle moments away
I found that if the conditions of the
Letter' had been carried out,
the total number of recipients of the
letter this week would have been
7,656 followed by 13,377 noughts.

April 2d,- 1938

\7C
NIL.sJ

The present population of the world
is i followed by eight noughts."
The Engineer's Guide to Success
,4 .rom tne
HE present year sees the coming
of age of The Technological
Institute of Great Britain. Founded
1917, the Institute has enabled
Testing All-wave Sets
poor results are obtained upwards of 25,000 men to embark
4/HEX
with an all-wave set, it will qpon careers in Engineering through
the medium of correspondence trainoften prove of' value Io disconnect all coiL
except one, testing the set on that par- ing, and the tutorial service of the
embraces the various
icular range iii order to judge of the T.I.G.B.
perfonnance. This suggestion is made as branches of Engineering and Allied
it .is often fornid that the general results Sciences. These are covered very
given by I/ia set are below standard due thoroughly, and there arc over 200
to a fault in a component or a valve which courses-the widest choice of engineer-

k

'i

jfl

is not up lo efficiency, and considerable
time may be wasted in trying coil connections and the switch assembly.
The
set should be tried with the medium-wave
coil only, as results will more easily be
judged oil 1/ial band. If satisfactoty, tite
short-wave coil should be wired info
position and 1/te performance checked in
titis respect. By proceeding fl 1/lis manner
tite efficiency of the coil switching and tite
various coils may more easily be 1e3 led.

Testing Audio Circuits
a 7'HE majority of amateurs are unable

qualified success. Although over
TELEVISION
6o miles from Alexandra Palace
signals on both sound and visioh
channels give excellent results. They
do not suffer from fading to any
marked degree. The sound channel
only fades slightly and the. vision
signal is remarkably steady.
There is no loss of synchronisation.
The signal strength here, measured
at aerial input, is in the neighbourhood
of 6o micro-volts, which tompares
very favourably with many other
towns outside the service area.
It would appear that the main

-

lo afiord a cathode-ray oscillograpli
testing hie audio response of the various
receive rs which i1y build up, but il
should be remembered that very accurate
lests may be carried out by means of
special gramop/ion.e records. It is possible
lo obtain not only constant -frequency
records, but also records of the individual
insirwnents mentioned in an orchestra, and
ly making a careful selection of these
you can check for such details as highfrequency response, bass response, instability, etc. For all normal purposes a
check with these records will be found
aaequate.

for

Cellulose Cement
VERT experimenter should make a
point of keeping a bottle of
cellulose cement of one kind or another in
his works/tap. The uses of this material
are endless, as ii may be used for repairing
loudspeakers, fixing coil windings in
position, repairiiig broken bakeliie components, etc.
There are ziariou.s forms
of this material 710W Ofl i/te market and il
exceedingly easy to handle and use.
i.
Short-wave components may be cleaned
and polished, and then coated wit/i tite
cement to reduce losses due to dirty surfaces
and resultant increase in H.F. resisiance.
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Wireless Construction. Terms, and Definitions
explained and illustrated in concise, clear
language.
From oil Bookseller,, or by posi 5/6 from Georg,
Newno,. Ltd., Tower Hoss,e, Sooihampton _Strri,
Strand. London, IV.C.2.

ing courses mn the work!
The courses fall into two categories,
(a) Engineering Educational Courses,
known as the Diploma Courses, and
(b) Courses covering the Examination
Syllabuses of the various Professional
Institutions, Government Departments, and other Bodies.
The T.I.G.B. conducts the training
of students in all parts of the world,
and in order to ensure that a student
shall study only for an examination
for which he is eligible to Sit, the rcgulations governing admission are clearly
set out in "The Engineer's Guide
to Success," a handbook which gives
full details of the various courses.
The headquarters of the Technological Institute of Great Britain
are at Temple Bar House, London,
E.C.4.
All-Fools' Day
TELEVISION set owners will be
given a rather unusual programme on April ist. Following the
amusement caused by his Crazy
Cabaret last year, in which the
compère was seen thrdughout in. his
bath, Cecil Madden is once more
devising a presentation which he is
calling " Nice Work," an even crazier
programme, which follows a general
theme, but I am sorry that I cannot
divulge further details. I can tell
you, however, that Joan Miller will
he seen as Cleopatra in a skit on the
producers' ioo per cent. Broaday
programme, with Guy Glover as
Hyman Kaplan Anthony in a new
sketch, "You Can't Take Your
Needle with You, Cleo " specially
authored for the occasion by Shakespeare and the producer.
There will also be burlesqües on
aspects of television programmes from
American Travelogue films to Talks,
in which Charles Heslop and Cyril
Fletcher will appear. People in high
places will be seen in still higher
places as Acrobats, and others taking
part will be the Bashful Boys, the
Three Pirates, the Three Romps, and
the Narkover Gang, Campbell Rogerson, George and Frank Dorinonde.
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form of Morse Code signals is to be transmitted it is obvious that some arrangements must be made whereby the coutinuous note can be broken up into notes
of long and short duration.
/
I
To enable this to be done, a switch,
more usually referred to as a Morse "key',"
i
is .inserted in the oscillator circuit so that
______________
the eeneration of osoillations can be eontrolld at the will of the operator. This
may sound quite a simple matter, but, as
we shall see as we progress, there are
certain items which have to be considered.
The oscillations can be stopped and
started by simply opening and closing
the H.T. supply, the filament circuit, or
by varying the bias applied to the oscillator
as indicated by the diagrams shown in
Figs. 4
5, which show the various
methods applied to battery and ¡nainsoperated valves.
Keying, and Further Detais
When considering keying arrangements
of the 10-watt Transmitter are
it is advisable to remember that if tite key
in this Sixth Articie
is placed in the H.T. supply it is possible
of the Series by L. Ormond Sparks
to obtain a shock across the contacts or
between key and earth, therefore it is not
THE circuit shown in Fig. i is that of thc two mo3t common methods being by usual to use that method if high power or
a simple tiiode valve used as a a system of code signals which makes use voltages are in use. Generally speaking,
crystal-controlled oscillator.
It of the Morse Code, and by telephony, which the cathode, filament or bias arrangements
will benoted that the circuit is the T.P.T.G. allows speech and other sounds to be trans- are the most satisfactory, though each
mentioned previously, but, as we arc now mitted.
system has individual characteristics and
concerned with crystal-controlled arrangeWe are concerned with both, but before applications according to the type of
ments, the normal tuned-grid combination proceeding with telephony it is necessary oscillator circuit in
of coil and condenser has been replaced to obtain a working knowledge of the code
by a suitable crystal which maintains the method. The Morse Code consists of sounds The lO-watter
grid at a fixed frequency response.
I have had several requests for informaof long and short duration, the letters of
Vhile triodes are quite popular, pentode the alphabet and numbers being repretion concerning The total cost of this
valves receive more support by iñany sented by short and long periods of sound, transmitter and, while I fully appreciate
Le., dots and dashes, or by a combination the òbjeet prompting such requests, I am
afraid that it would be very misleading if I
of both.
Reverting to the oscillators again, it gave the cost as that of the complete rig
must be appreciated that they act purely
as a generator of oscillations and, if stich
oscill tions arc depicted graphically, a
series of waves as shown in Fig. 3 will be
produced. If the graph is examined, it
will be seen that the curves arc symmetrical
about the horizontal lino, indicating that
the oscillations are maintained at a constant
-

-
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/

,/
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use..

Fig.

1.-A

-

_,_ ,,,.z_
tiiode
oscillalor.

simple

crystal-controlled

amateurs iss they possess many desirable
features which help to overcome some of the
snags encountered with triodo circuits.
It will be remembered that a crystal has
certain safo working limits; it must not be
subjected to excessive strains or currents,
thus the power Output obtainable is usually
low compared to that so often desired.
With a pentode, however, it is possible
to generate greater power for a given
input than with a triode without imposing
harmful operating conditions on the crystal. Secondly, owing to the reduction of
inter-electrode capacities of a pentodo,
due to its coistruction and characteristics,
less feed-back voltage is present, and, there.
forc, much higher anode voltages can be
applied. The fundamental pentodo circuit
is shown in Fig. 2, the modulating arrangements being omitted.
W'hile only one circuit of each type of
valve is shown, it must be appreciated
that there are runny different arrangements,
each of which appears to receive support
according to individual opinions.

Fig. 3.-Graplsicd representation

of

continuous

oscillations.

Fig.

circuit

ojo

pent ode

CO.

frequency, and at a constant amplitude or using brand new components, as I am not
clown the actual makes of comstrength. It is not difficult to see that a tying
continuous train of oscillations or \%aves ponents or valves, and I am suie that
are being produced, in fact, such signals many constructors will have quite a
or generations aro known as "continuous good amount of the gear on hand. However,
I will endeavour to get out an overall price
waves" or, more briefly, as C.W.
selecting,
so far as possible, average prices.
If a receiver is operating under certain
(Co,,:inu?d overleaf)
conditions, and it is tuned to a CW.
NO7.
/M/5 C&e'Ávìi- WNN
R
¿
transmission, a continuouc ilote or sound
8/s S'ORIED ßy H &-hW; aosso
will be heard, so, if intelligence in the

_

j..

i

Keying
The sole object of any transrnitter is to
radiate inc1Ugencc in one form or another,

2.-The fundamental

Fia.

4.-Showing -varIous

t4itij-w

eyin3 arrangements for battery-operated valves,

tIse

key

being ai salt

potential.
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new output t.etrodes, 'although a power
pentode can be used if so desired.
As suppressor-grid modulation is being
The Power Pack
used it will be ilecessary to embody a
The theoietical circuit of this is shown m suitable
transformer in the anode cicuit
Fig. 6: {t,is quite orti odox excaptin the of thé output valve. One having a ratio
nmall 'f4.T- transformer for, the American1: 1 or 2: 1 being quite satisfactoiy. A
type valves, which wilibe used in the actual of
transformer which is quite good for this
transmitting seçtion.
well-made Class B input.
There 'is only one serious item to watch, position is a
and that is the smoothing 'arrangements,. model,
The mention of suppressor/grid modulaThe choke I am using happens to h very tion
will, undoubtedly, cause commeñts
efflcie'it, aii4 serves the 'purpose quite well, from some constructors hut, bearing jim
but if a spare choke should be on hand- mind all considerations, it is the most sattsca)able, of course, of carrying the total factory for the job in hand.
,airrent,-then it eavi hr inserted as inlicated by the sinai! sketch to obtain
hJter sinthjng, and more evenregulation. Co-operation Circle
Ve1l, the circle i gradually expanding,
Jegarding the wiring, use. say, 18 S.\V.G.
wire with gHod sleeving, and solder all aiTd.the poste bag getting heavier, so why
'nirncctions where possible, all A.C. leads not be one of he founders and send along
your views or news.?
voli iii- twist-ed pairs.

TRANSMITTING TOPICS
(Coutinued fro,n previous page)
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am sorry if I am
gto dash his hojm
for a blueprint but it might be arranged m
a semi-pictorial form ¿ventually.
H. V. asks if an existing LC.operateel
amplifier can be used as the 'modulaling
stage. Certainly ¿t can. provided that it is,
capable of giving satisfactory output fr5m
a microphone input..
I P., Herts, wishes to know if it is
essential to be able to read Morse for one to
obtain the A.A. licence. No, it is not
essential, but everyouìe taking ui traiismitting should make a point of mastering
the code and get up to a receiving speed of,
tut least 12 words. per minute, if they
intend to apply for their full licence even-

tually.

A. N. W., of HUYTON, write lo query.
my statement regarding frequency doub1mg, in which I said that if the frequency is
raised to the third harmonic the resultant

o

'1

J

+
o
-I

The three switches must be of the Q.M.B.

tipe, and of a good make. I would suggest
Bulgin, and this firm can siso supjly a
very neat pilot light bracket and lamp
holder, the lamp being wired across one
of the 4-volt supplies of the Varley transformer, thus allowing it to indicate when
the main supply is switched on, and when
the rectifiers heater is alive.
It is essential to see, that the sides
of the rack are covered in, as shown by
the design, as one cannot be too careful
about keeping all apjaratus-especially
the power pack-protected, for very
obvious reasons.

(Above).Fig. 5
Cathode and filament
keying for mains valves.

PILOT.

.

LI.

63v
Fig.

6.-The

power
described
in
a previous article.

paci

-

-+
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2DFX, Leicester, hopes that the wavelength would be a third of tite funtransmitter being described will give 10 damental. In spite of my warning about
watts and not, say, 7.5 watts,- and asks me the brginner often being confused by titis
to bear in mind the cost of the PA. valve operation, A. N. W. made the mistake of
when I reach that stage.
He also asks multiplying the fundamental four times,
for "anode modulation," but while I can i.e., doubled twice, instead of considering
satisfy his first two requirements, the third the tank circuit as being tuned to a f reThe Third Shelf
is right out of the question for the rig quency three times that of the original. If
.any others are in doubt about the matter,
This shelf is intended to carry the concerned. Still,many thanks,2DFX.
G. H. A.. also of Leicester, wants to it is a simple procedure to check up one's
modulator section. which consists of an
know
how
the
complete
will
circuit
be figures by reference to a frequency/waveLF. amplifier designed to give distortionfree output from a microphone or PU. shown, blueprint or theoretical. Well, I length table.

input.
The thought of this section inunediately
raises the question: ' How many valves?"
As the total amplification reqúired natorally
depends on the strength of the input, one
has either to tie down all factors or allow
sufficient latitude in the design to cover
extreme cuses, therefore, t he -latter method
has beets adopted and three valves used in
the circuit.
This arrangement allows a low output
microphone to be used; in fact, the first
stage might be looked upon asa" head"
amnplther and other inputs, such as high
output pick-ups, being connected to the
second stage.
The shelf, so far as construction is
concerned, is identical to tise fourths with
following exception:
To avoid any possible interference from
the power pack it is advisable. to cover the
baseboard with stout copper foil or thin
sheet aluminium, thig being cut to shape
and then held in po3ition by smalF screws
or

drawing pins.

AllstagesareresistieeapaeitycoupIed,

'the valves being two triodes and osie

of the

Foreign

Broadcasts

Foreign Department of the B.B.C.
THE has for some time been awaiting the
improvement of the lines between Lithuania
and this country for broadcasting music.
Recently these have been 'eclared sufficiently
serviceable to relay a programme of music

fom

Kaunas.

LITHUANIAN

EASTER FESTIVAL
Easter Festival music has been for generations a feature of Lithuania's customs. lt is
proposed, on April 17th, in the National
programme, to broadcast for a period the
varied music of Kaunas Easter Festival. The
music consists of orchestral, choral by male
and female mixed choirs, and national music
for choir and orchestra. All the music,

both orchestral and choral, will be by Lithuanian composers.

ORCHESTRAL

MUSIC FROM BERLIN
A-$rogramme by the Berlin Philharmonic
Orchestra is to be relayed from -Stuttgart

During

-

April

the Regional programme on April 4th, the
Beethoven Symphony No. 5 coflducted by
Furtwangler being the chief programme
item. From America on Tuesdays the series
entitled " America Speaks " will continue
in

and, on Saturdays, Raymond Gram Swing's
commentary on American life;
Theodor Loos will be heard on April 13th
from Berlin, broadcasting on the National

wavelength a reading from, poetry of the
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries.

AMERICAN HUMOUR
A programme of American humour will be
relayed from New York on April l4th'on the
National wavelength_ This programme will
feature the type of humour with which
listeners have become familiar in London
evening papers.
Tea-time music will be broadcast to
English listeners from Italy on April 19th,.
and- from Crecholsovakia on

ApriI 26th.
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Ah
accompanying sketches show a
riginated some little dodge which would
rather unuuaI type of extension
speaker multi-contact plug switch I have
recently made.
I submhted,and for every other item published
° tIi page ve wilipay haIf-a-ginea. Turn
The type of socket
used is of American
of yOuI to account by senthng at
pattern, having twoslots for a flat-pin-type I thattoidea
ut addressed to the .Edito, " PRAC;
plug. By shaping
brass strips and I TICAL AND AMATEUR WIRELESS,
George Newnet Ltd., Tower HouseSouth.
fiing those to the panel, I was able to'
Street,Strnd,W.Ç.2. Put your name
secare the socket-having previously ! ampton
and address on every item. Please note
that every notion lent in must be original.
removed the base and flat contact pieces.Mark envelopes " Radio Wnkles." DO
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A simple bu! efficienimakeshifi reduction ¿rive.

after fitting the rod through the " U
bracket. I then cut a length of tin. brass
rod, drilled and tapped it to take the jin.
spindle, and finally carefully aligned the
parts. Before fixrng down to the baseboard
I made sure that I had the correct tension
for the drive.-T. G. JoiiesToÑ (Margate).

..

A Speaker-fret Map
MAP of the world

is incorporated in
my receiver by utilising the space
covered by silk over the loudspeaker. The
FutASSvAN&S
oto1ocoNDNafra station data and wavelengths are indicated
with a flue mappmg pen prior to gummmg
/4Xi'8'
the map in place in the centre of the silk.
EBONITh
As ray receiver dial is not marked with
ROO
station names I find this a great asset, and
in addition, it enhances the appearañee of
the set. The accompanying sketch fluattítts the idea quite clearly.-A. DUNcAN
( inner)
.
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A noveldevicefor modifying tite tracking ofa condenser.
}our 2BA cheese-head brass
screws were used for the
contacts, .these having been let . into -the . The two brass vanes, controlled by the
socket moulding at equal distances from ebonite rod, are acting simph as an
each other, and their heads filed to a additional capaçity in the neighbourhood
slight groove. A two.piii standard type of .0000& mfd., and all that is necessary
plug was then inserted, with One pin to the after construct-ion is -to connect a short
original centre fi.dng Isole of the socket length of bare copper (tinned) wire bétween
nsouldmg, the other pin acting as a wiper f-he fixing screw of one vane, and a length
contact, and obtaining sufficient resilience of covered wire between the fixing screw
by virtue of its springiness. A short brass of the other vane, and the fixed vanes of
tube is let into this fixing hole providing the reaction condenser ; these connections
the wiper contact the plug pins must, of being represented in th sketch by " X "
course, be short-circuited with a piece of and " Y."-E. J. LONOARTU (Wanstead).
wire. The output valve used is a pentode,
.
.
.
iviaKesnhrt reuuctiofl
mcient
and I employ ehoke.capacìty filter. The An
Drive ,'.
inset theoretical -circuit shows the method
.
ofwiring.-G. EMERY (Bath).
-.
EING short of a slow-motion drive
recently, I decided to make one up
A Novel Condenser Tracking Device which would answer the put-pose temporyJHEN carrying out some experiments arily, and the accompanying sketch illusVV
recently òa the sensitivity of certain trates t-ho result.
tuningarrangernents, I hit upon tlii rather
Firstly, I constructed two brackets out
novel idea
minutely, .bu effectively, of aluminium, one of these was of the

.
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wrinkles in future must be
accompanied by the coupon cut
from page iii of cover.
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altering the characteristics of the lower
frequency end of the medium-wave band1
Reference to the sketch will make it
clear that by using this method in con]UflCtlOfl with the normal reaction, the
required extra reaction on the abovementioned end of the wave-band can be
simply achieved without any alteration to
the existing oondenser.
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and- the other an ordinary

main drive
reduction drive I used an old
durtarn Pulley 'vheel which was soldered to
a length of jin. diameter brass rod, as
shown in the drawing, this bemg clone
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incorporatin. a map of the world in a
radip cobi nel.
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HEN mounting the coils take
care not to touch the windings,or you will defeat the
idea underlying the removing ot
the coils, which is to prevent the
winding from being damaged or
shifted.
The coils are, of course,
matched in production. You can see
the position of the slots in the coil
bases from the blueprint, and the two
bases should be screwed down in the
positions shown. Note that coil C6 is
placed 'nearest the panel, and this is
the coil with the red lead protruding
through the bottom of the coil base.
(You will, of course, have to cut off
the soldering lug attached to the end
of this lead in order to remove the coil,
but this is quite in order as the
end of the lead has to be joined to the
aerial socket.) \Vhen the coil bases
are in position you can mount the
reaction condenser and volume coni

'THE
the two leads from the condenser,
pushing the sleeving right through the
holes in the chassis so that there will
be no risk of the leads short-circuiting
against the metal surface of the
chassis.

Completing the Wiring
Now carefully tin each of the tags
on the coils, being careful not to allow
the solder to run down and obliterate
the numbers embossed on the tags.
Push the coils into position, and place
the screens over them, turning the
chassis over again and
completing the wiring,
Note that a number of
leads will have to be
attached to the coils
before the switch is
placed into position,
as the coil contacts will
be obscured when the
switch is mounted.
The blueprint indicates quite clearly
where thevariousleads
are attached, and the
lettered or coded
reference shown on the
upper section of the
print should be read
in conjunction with
the underside view and
vill make the matter
quite clear. Complete
the wiring, and attach
various battery

A

t'

Completing the Cori struct
to Operate and Adjust ¡j
it

into the 6o-volt socket, H.T. 2 into the
8o-volt socket, and H.T. 3 into the
120-volt socket, when the receiver is
ready for the preliminary tests. Switch
on, by turning the right-hand control
clockwise until a click is heard. The
receiver is
then adjus- 'y
te d

fo r
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test

trot and commence some of the wiring.
The filament circuit and several other
leads can be placed into position, and
the chassis can then be turned over
and the fuse screwed down.
Solder two leads to the tags on' the
underside of the gang condenser and
push these leads down through the
holes in the chassis and screw the
condenser in position. Remember to
use the bolt for the rear foot of the
condenser. Turn the chassis over and
slip lengths of insulated sleeving up

and

-

LT.- leads should

This illustration of tite switch will assisi you in wiring.
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panel or

ued movement -of this control will
build up the volume until maximum
,.... ....

OF COMPONENTS FOR
-
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CAMM'S

"SPRITE" THREE.
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-
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when......................
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ceiver is

-
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R
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Two Screened Coils, types C6 and C7, Bu!gin, lOs.
One 2-gang Bar Type Condnser .0005 mfd., Polar, 12s.
One Micro-Horizontal Dial, Polar, 9s. 6d.
Three chassis-type Valvcholders One 4-pin, one 5-pin, one 7-pin,
Clix, 2s. 5d.
Two Socketstrips (A.E., LS.), Ch,5, Is.
One Microfuse and Holder, Is. 6d.
Three Component-mounting Brackets, B.T.S., is.
One Switch, type S.121, Bulgin, 6s. 6d.

be attached to the
One Differential Reaction Condenser .0003-mfd., Polar, 3,.
negative ends of the
One 50,000-ohm Potentiometer and 3pt. Switch, Erie, 5s.
H.T. and LT. batteries,
Two 2-megohm Grid Leaks, Dubihier, 2s.
Two Tubular .0002-mid. (type 300) Fixed Condensers, T.C.C., 2s.
whilst the GB. positive
One HF. Choke, ftTS., 3s.
One -L.F. Transformer, ratio 4 to I, B.T.S., 5s. 6d.
plug should be inserted
One Mesalhised Chassis 10m, by 8m, with 3-in, runners, Peto-Scott,
into the positive socket
Flex and Screws.
Wire,
on tht GB. battery.
Valves: 210 VPT (Mctalhised), 210 DET (Meiahised);
220 OT, Cossor.
GB.-i should be in- Three
One 6-way Battery Cord, 2s.
serted into the 4.5-volt
One 120-volt H.T Battery
One 2,volt LT. Accumuator
socket and GB.-2 into
One 9-s'oIt GB. Battery,
One W.B. Stentoran Speaker (Type No. 38J).
HT.
i
the 9-volt socket.
should then be placed L....
....

....

.....

.
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n of this Receiver, and How
for Maximum Performance.

Ii

i

output

(.

is

obtained. If the reaction

should

bead-

Control (centre bottom) is at minimum, no oscillation should occur
when the volume control is at maximum, and if this should happen, the
voltage at H.T. i should be modified.
It will be found with each valve that
there is a voltage which gives maxi-

justed,

and it

found

that

-

,\

'-

volume

-

tobe

brought to a
m ax

i

m u in

when both circuits are in
tune, the setting of the
trimmer will also control the position on the dial
at which the station is received. Therefore, the two
trimmers should be adjusted
to bring the local at the Correct point on the named dial, and
also so that volume is at maximum,
indicating that the two circuits are
lined up.
Economy Operation
If a slightly increased volume is
desired this may be qbtained, at

I
This

1/se

is

comp/cte

reodí foi

receiver

tre

the expense of more H.T. current
of course, by modifying the bias
on the output valve. When .5 volts
are applied to this valve the anode
current will be. approximately 4.5 to
mA, but by reducing the bias to
3 volts the anod& current will he increased to about 7.5 to 8.. .,..

urprchcaI

lIT / 2

I!!

// T7'

)UARANTEEb

J

Ii\iEJ

A4
o/i

Coi'

4ITÛ

&

2

3

±\ TNT

0002

°

4/TO

0002
.43.-ß

-

apart
from
enabling

I

If

-

will be

mum performance without instability
even when the bias is at minimum
(position of maximum volume).
Similarly, the voltage on the
detector stage will control the
smoothness of the reaction, and
, again a voltage should be selected
which enables the reaction control
to be turned up to build up a
signal without a sudden bursting
/ into oscillation.
Turn the wave-Yj
to
change
switch
the mediumrí
wave position and then find the
local station which should
be very near to the name
indication on the dial. It
may not agree exactly when
the receiver is first tested,
but the position will give
some idea where to search
for the station. Having
tuned in to the best
volume, the trimmer on
the front and rear section
zbinel frani.
\tI

L

/

h'AD

COIL

0003
4/TO

C3
3
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r:iee

the signal diode, while the A.V.C.
diode ja fed from the primary which

-

osso r, uper e t
."Lo'wboy:'7Y[oc/el3952
e..

-

-

over forty stations is provided for correctly
marking each buttoiì, and clip-in celluloid
covers are proviüd to protect each individual station name. A simple too!
is also included with which the buttons
are set up- to whatever ststions are
sclectçd.

.

-

Controls
-

Pre.selection Turing

-

-

-

-

.

-

-

'

»

-

The novelty' of this
receiver is still further
enhanced. by a novel
to suit the particular taste of the user»
form of station prethough it is readily accessible should oecaTeledial
selection
sion arise. 'When it is not desired to select
which has the appehrany station automatically by means of thern
ance of an ordinary
Teledial, tise latter may be treated as ass
dial with ten' holes
ordinary dial and rotated in the normal
each about the size of
manner. The scale is worthy of mention,
-Each of
a shilling.
being edge-lit by a very soft green light
thesq holes exposes a
which throws up .boidly the lettering and
button bearing the
the travelling cursor. The cabinet is'
name of a stdtion, black
finished in attractively grairied walnut, the
on gold for medium
speaker opening being covered by a modern
waves, red on gold for
woven material. It is interesting to note
long waves. To tune in
that when this receiver is used horizontally
one of these stations,
as a table model the speaker opening
the finger is placed on
points upwards to the ceiling. Two slots
tise appropriate button
are provided for convenience in carrying
and the whòle dial
and being backed by perforated metâl;
turned bntil it stops,
they also assist 'with ventilation.
just like dialling the
'm
receiver
lin
cosser
Superbe!.
Model
3952
used
.o
chair-side
Showing
automatic
telephone.
Test Report
sound will be
No
(in testwe found that the sensitivity and
heard, howèver, until the finger is removed Bandpass Circuit
selectivity were of a high order and well
a s pressure on any button mutes the receiver
The circuit comprises an inductively maintained at each end of both the medium
so that'intervening stations are not audible coupled band-pass pie-selector circuit that
on page 79)
when dialling. The most remarkable feature is speciall3-designed
of the Teledial is its simplicity-there ore to givu sensibly
no pre-seteondensers, coils, or resistances, level response over
and there is no motor. it is a purely manu- the whole of the
ally operated mechanical device which is so medium and longsimple and robust in construction that it is wavé bands. The
inconceivable that anything could go wrong. first valve is the
When the receiver is despatched from the frequency changer
s
Cossor Works, only three buttons are set, (ossor 41 MPG)
giving a choice of four stations-the which works in
/7
Nationals, Droitwieli, London Regional and quite conventional
Luembourg, the last-named two occupy- circuit, the modulaing one button as the receiver is so cali- tor grid potential
brated that these coincide. The remaining being controlled by
seven blank buttons are intended to be set the A.V.C. diode.
on any seren station-9 thai hie itser may desire, The next. stage is
which are, well received locally at good the J.F. amplifier
volume and free from interference; it is using a Cossor
LUX
necessary, however, that the selected MVS1Pen. the grid
stations be fairly well distributed round the of which is also
dial. The instruction leaflet given with the controlled by the
set describes with great clarity the procedure
to be adopted toset the buttons on the A.V.C. diode. The
selected stations, although it is expected output of the
tliat generally this adjustment will be done second IF. transZ
by the dealer who supplies the receiver. A former secondary
paper
with
the
names
of
is
applied
A close-up of the Cossor TelediaL
across
sheet of gold

-

-

-.

would be exeeted, there are Only two variable controls, tise volume-coñtrol
511(1 Teledial, the third knob being com
bined.wave-change, ?ram., on-off switch. .
Plie tone adjustment is situated at the rear
of» the chassis and is intended rather in
t he nature of a pre-set control to be adjusted
»As

-.

mno

diode -ttiodé----Cossor DDT, the circuit
around. which is quite convehtional, excepting for the introdubtion of the muting device
referred to above which -virtually short:
circuits the grid of this valve to chassis w hen
anyTeledial button is depressed. The anode
load of this valve is shunted by a fixed
condenser in series with a variable resistancê
forming a tone control. The output valve is .
directly heated triode-cossor 4XPhich is capable of an outputof nearly
3 watts, and works into a load consisting of
a specially designed moving-coil loud'speakeiwhieli, although etremeIy sensitive,
has an almost level resnonse from 507,000 cycles.
Tise mains pack is designed around a
Cossor 442 BU full-w.ve rectifier whichis
capable of handlisig morç than double the
required H.P. eurre'nt; the smoothing
system comprises the loudspeaker field in
cOijunction with two 8-mfd. electrolytic
condensers.
-

-

COSSORModel 3952 is a five-valve
superhet that makes a distinct
break-away from convention. The
manufacturers have styled ita" Lowboy";
it may be described as a convertible armchair or table radio, two sets of domed feet
being provided, wooden ones on the end
so that t may be stood
on the flóorforuse as
an armchair receiver
and rubber ones on the
side, permitting it to
tãnd horizontally on
the -table. Tise mains
leadissometwenty feet
in length, and has aerial
and earth lends braided
with it, thus avoiding
loose wires when the
receiver is used in» the
middle of the room.

-

-

-

-

.
-
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lines for discriminating purchasers. Radio equipment for every
requirement. Cash, C.O.D. or Easy Payments. See previous announcements
-.
fo illustrations .òr available- on request. IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.'
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Pick-up. 'ro-total Wotn,ot Cabinet.
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by Maker's (l,mcxtstse. Scaled carton.
i'eeseob
17 17e. 11.1. OUR PESCE £5 ita, 04. OAtH oc 5,- huiro esci 15
monthly paymenta o! 1/4.

15 ,r,oe,ihly payrr,ents of 11/3.
8-VALVE ALL-WAVE AO. SUPERHET CHASSIS. 4 Woyrlandu:
12:6-l'a, 25-115, 000-5211. 949-2,'tOO motee,. A,otoo,atic Volume
'anteil on 2 tage.. toter-si;,tlou notte .apprr,slotn I O'watt
pooh-pull output calve,. Up'to-ttne-mluote AIl-o-os-e Randpooa
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Systems

SYSTEMS ot automatic tuning are ...............................
-: Discriminator atid Corrector Valves.
rapidly gaining favour and representA C
The usual method of obtaining A.F.C.
imp
e
xp
ana
ion
o
e
one of the most important features
is by using two additional valves, skeleton
of the latest commercial receivers.
A
Method of Bringing the Receiver
circuits of hieh are shown in the accomgeneral explanation of automatic tuning
panying diagram. One valve is described
in o
xac T une wi+h ih e ranswas given in these pages two weeks ago,
as the discriminator and the other as the
and many readers have asked for additional
mission by Means of the Signal Itself
corrector. The first "decides" whether
information, particularly in respect of
............................................................... or not the frequency of the oscillator is loo
the method of obtaining automatic fiehigh or too low to produce the correct
uuencv control. This onens Ut) an cxtac second
cremely interesting subject, althouglì it is vernier adjustment is, in effect, performed interineniate Irequency;
"corrects" or modifies the oscillator
not as new as many readers appear to by the signal itself.
tuning.
believe. It was first dealt with in the
A special double-diode vals-e serves asissue of PRAc'rIcAL AND AMATEUR WIRELESS Oscillator Frequency
discriminator. it is similar to the normal
dated November 9th, 1935, soon after one
The system is applied principally to the
or two systems liad first been put into use superhet; as this type of circuit is used double-diode except that it has two
separate cathodes in addition to the two
tiri this country on a fairly wide scale.
anodes. Part of the output from the last
1F. valve is applied to the two anodes,
Not New
as shown in the diagram.
For this purIt is significant that the methods now
pose a centre-tapped I.F. transformer is
being used vary only in minor detail from
shown. Two load resistances of equal
those broadly described in the issue referred
vahie are included in the cathode circuits
to. We remind readers of these facts
and the junction of these is connected to
in case they should be led to believe that almost exclusively in the largest and most the centre tapping on the I.F. transformer
automatic frequency control-or auto- sensitivo receivers this is understandable. throuch an H.F. choke.
matie tuning correction, as we should As most readers Pare aware, the most
prefer to call it-is not something that has important tuning circuit in a superhet is
only just como into being.
that of the oscillator circuit.. Intermediate- Opposing Voltages
If we go farther back than this we can frequency transformers are accurately made
Now suppose that the intermediate
point out that a system of automatic and adjusted to respond only to one pre- frequency is slightly off tune. This means
tuning very similar to that now being more determined frequency, this being the that the signal voltages applied to the two
Ñtcnsively employed was described in
I/I T.,
I
#1
these pages more than five years ago.
But conditions have changed sunco then.
At that time the superhet was not in
general use as it is to-day, and the degree
of selectivity required of a receiver was
by no means as great as it is now. The
system to which we now refer is that
in which an electric motor us employed
to rotate the spindle of the tuning condenser. Much more than live years ago
the method of pro-tuning, or automatic
tpning i. you wish, consisting of the
combination of a number of pre-set condènscrs with multiple switch to bring each
into circuit as required, was known and
used.
..

...........................

I

.

7..'-

Motor-driven Condenser
It is n)t really difficult to design

a gang-

cdndenser-motor assembly in which the
niotor can be moved to any desired position
by means of press-buttons that set the
motor in operation, and stop it auto.
matically when the required station is
tuned in. Rut that is not the end of the
story. lt is not mechancially possible
to adjust such a system so delicately that
the condenser will stop in. the correct
spot, accurate to within a small fraction
of a degree.
That introduces the difficulty which
automatic frequency control overcomes.
Broadly speaking, the object of the motor
drive is to turn the spindle of the gang
condenser to the approximately correct
tuning point for the required station.
After that, a final or vernier setting is
necessary.
So effective is the modern
automatio frequency control that the
necessary final setting can be effected even
more accurately than is the case when
using the norma! manual method of
tuning. Even this is not particularly
surprising when it is borne in mind that the

p

I

E

-

;

14

This skeelon diagram ii/astrales the princip!es described, and shrvs
va!vs are connected.

differeuco between the tuning frequency
of the input and oscillator circuits. Thus,
if a signal is approximately tuned in on
the input circuits, final tuning could be
carried out by modifying the tuning of the
oscillator circuit alone. In doing this,
tile object is to ensure that the intermediate
frequency is precisely the same as the
resonant frequency of the IF. transformera. This is, of course, one of the most
important aspects of superhet tuning, and
is in large measure responsible for thg
unusually high degree of selectivity ofthis
t pe of circuit

-,

110w

th. discrimina1 or and

corr.cor

anodes of the double-diode are unequal.
As a result, unequal voltages will be
developed across the two load resistances.
The voltages are in opposition and, tinrefore, the voltage at the point marked A.FC.
is different from that of the earth line. This
voltage is applied to the grid of the corrector
valve in tile form of bias, which is additional
to that provided by the normal bins resistance vhich is included in the cathode
lead of the corrector.
Correction
Lt is necss'ry now to

turn to the cori ce

555
S
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tor valve, which in the diagram reproduced

S

iìode

ì*w&mes'Sales co

BS

ing of the oscillator coil. Varying bias
voltages produce varying currents in the
anode winding, the effect of which is to
altr the tuning of the oscillator circuit.
The principle can be understood more
easily ¡f it is considered as being similar to a
form of permeability tuning. This analogy
is permissible because the varying current
!tas the effect of slightly modifying the
inductance of the tuning coil.
When the intermediate frequency cori4sponds exactly with the resonant frequency
of the I.F. transformer, the signal voltage
applied to each diode anode is the same,
since the two halves of the IF, transformer
secondary are in accurate "balance."
In turn, the opposing voltages developed
across the cathode toad resistances are
equal and thus cancel each other. In such
csrumst.ances the bias applied to the corrector valve is that provided by its own
bias resistance.
It should be clear from the foregoing
explanation that once the gang condenser
is turned so that a signal is received, the
automatic frequency controls align the
tuning circuits and thus bring the receiver
to exact resonance with the required transmission. The reader will appreciate that it
is still essential that the electric motor
shuuld operate the gang condenser with
fair accuracy in order that the signal can
he received and applied to the final I.F.
transformer; until this condition obtains
the auto-frequency coútrol circuits cannot
operate.
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Alternative Corrector Circuits
In many commercial receivers a corrector
circuit different from that illustrated is
employed. The triode is replaced by an
H.F. pentodo which, along with a resistancecondenser network, is connected in parallel
with the oscillator tuning circuit. The vary.
¡ng A.F.C. voltage has the effect of changing
time impedance of the circuit, and this in
turn modifies the inductance of the oscil.
lator-tuning system. Otherwise the principle
of operation is substantially the same as that
briefly explained above, for the positive or
negative A.F.C.voltage reduces or increases
the "standing " grid-bias voltage, and thus
alters the character;stics of the correctoroscillator circuit until the intermediate
frequency is exactly the same as that to
whieh the IY. transformers are designed
to tUne.

2-VOLT

rnvestment for every sot owner and construcer. 3 matched, brand new worldfamous Philco 2-volt valves, comprising 2 S.G.11.F.'s and i Output Pentodo
packed ¡n original cartons. Three different valve types indispensable ter modern
censtructers' circuits using any number et valves, invaluablo also 1er replacement purposes. Offered to
you at a fraction of manufacturine cost. .
Never before has a set of iíighy officient valves been offered yf such a low price. Every
Practical Wircless " Reader is urged to secure at least erse set before il is too late.
I

LIST VALUE

diagram

pages.

7I
half raTue, i

Overseas Orders please send full _cash plus approx. postage, or
balance C.O.D. SEND FOR FULL LISTS.

Not for the Constructor-Yet
Let it be made perfectly clear that the
given is not intended to be complete, and that values could not be given
to enable the constructor to use the A.F.C;
device. TIse technical staff of PRAcTIcAL
AND AMATEUR VrnELESS have been working for some time with a view to producing a
practical A.F.C. unit, but at the moment
that are too many technical difficulties in
the way of the average constructor who
might wish to build a receiver incorporating
this interesting refinement. Actually, it
is not apparent that readers have any desire
to use the system, since the majority of
constructors and experimenters prefer to
tune the receiver manually. And when they
do require a simple "automatic tuning"
receiver foi' domestic use they ire quite
content to use the completely satisfactory
s,rrangement of pie-set condensers and
selector switch, full details of which have
been given on previous occasions in these
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A New Claim
'!.SJHENE VER it is stated that an entirely
VV
new method of telex iion has been
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A Good

Sign
last. few days have sçen a remarkI able analysis of the television position
take place. First of all, Capt. Evans, in
the House of Commons, sought a reply

THE

from the Postmaster.General to give reasons
that can be assigiied for the public response
of television not being up to the standard
expected. While the P.M.G. did not give
a direct reply to this query, he dealt with
the remarkable progress which has already
been made in the'service, coupled with the
simplification and cheapening of the commercial receivers now on the market.
More important still, however, he stated
that a Sunday television service is to be
introduced at the beginning of April, while
the week-end hours are to be extended
and every effort made to provide programmes of an interesting and attractive
type. Yet another item whicli was welcomed by every manufacturer was the
P.M.G.'s assurance, on the recommendation
cil the Television Advisory Committee, that
the present technical standards of transmission from the Alexandra Palace station
shall remain substantially unaltered for at
least three years from January, 1938.
This has removed at one stroke the fear
in the publie mmd of early receiver obsolescence, and given to the manufacturer
every incentive to plan his set production
on ambitious lines in order to create a
publio demand at a reasonable cost.

Improving Performance

developed in the laboratories, a measure of
scepticism always exists, it being felt that

r
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through the medium of
several receiving points chosen carefully
to give a correct idea of the range covered
by the signals, together with information
concerning picture defects and synehronising difficulties. The standard of definition
to be liseO m tills ease lias not yet been
made public, but. no doubt it will show a
marked improvement on the low-definition
broadcasts which have been employed for
such a long time in that country. In France
the Government plan to erect a station at
Lilie, but the nature of the equipment used
is contingent on the results of the protracted tests still being undertaken in Paris.
Four separate and distinct systems are
vying with one another in the capital for
the honour of being chosen for the proposed
French service, and until the investigation
into their merits and demerits is complete,
plans for extension must of necessity be
very nebulous. From the very early days
of low.deflnition television the Don Lee
broadcasting station in Los Angeles has
done pioneer television work through its
station W6XAO. Instructions for building
receiving sets to suit the standard of
signals furnished by the station have been
given reaaily oy me autHorities, ano now
it is proposed to transmit high-definition
signals from a relatively low-powered ultrashort-wave radio transmitter. Due to the
geographical position of the station the
range covered should be very considerable, comparatively speaking, and with
a licence to transmit daily it will be
interesting to see how the work, prois to be collected

Y7HlLE a gas-filled photo-electric cell is gresses.
known to give a greater output
than one of the vacuum type, the former is

sinceestablishedmethodshave,outhewhole,
proved satisfactory, new schemes would
have to be outstanding in their accomplishments to displace them.
In New
Jersey, however, an experimental television
licence from the Federal Communication
Commission is being awaited by the Allen
Du Mont laboratories to carry out field
tests on a new method of transmission and
reception, for which important claims have
been made. One of the major differences
between the Du Mont scheme and those
already in ue is that the radiated vision
signal 'does not include the line and frame
synchronising pulses. This automatically
reduces the complexity of the type of
modulated carrier now employed, for zero
to 100 per cent. modulation is given over
to the vision signals for the black to white
range, instead of 30 per cent. to 100 per cent.
as exists in this country. Another important
claim for this system is that the band width
required is reduced. In America sixty
frames interlaced in the usual two.to-one
formation to give thirty pictures per second
is the standard, but in the new system the
picture frequency is halved to fifteen per
second. Under normal circumstances this
would result in a picture having considerable flicker, but to counteract this the frame
frequency is maintained at sixty, and the
interlace ratio is doubled so as to give four
to one. With the conventional method of
incorporating synchronising pulses in the
vision signal, an interlaced ratio of 4 to i is
extremely hard to achieve. With the B.B.C.
system, for example, a time accuracy of
about a micro-second must be maintained
in the receiver, by the time-base generator,
if perfect interlacing is to result with the

trijping or pulsing governed by signals

embodied in the vision carrier. A higher
interlace ratio than two to one is very
liable to failure using this method, so
with the Du Mont system the synchronising signals have been eliminated
altogether.
(Continued on the facing page)

VV

not able to respond to the rapid light
fluctuations found in television work. One
way of increasing the output of the vacuum
cell is to use an electron multiplier in conjunction with it, as readers will know from
the notos which have appeared in these
pages. Another scheme is to use special
shaping of the electrodes. Between the
photo-electric cathode and the anode is
interposed a bell-shaped glass section having
a metallic deposit on its inside surface.
When subjected to the influence of light
the electrostatic field which is then made to
exist between cathode and anode is said to
draw the released electrons to the anode
and so improve the total current collected
by the anode for passing into the external
circuit.

r--'.------

,,-.----

Activities Abroad

ALTHOTJGH no other country in the
world is rs yet in a position to
provide a regular daily television service
as is now enjoyed by viewers within the
signal range of Alexandra Priace, there is
ample evidence that foreign activities aro

being directed towards this ideal. In Russia
equipment has been bought for transmitting
and receiving purposes, while apparatus
has also been developed by Uovernment
scientists. In the next few weeks an
expes'imental transmitting station erected
ñear Moscow is to start working and data

The Cambridge Crew watch intently Ehe HM. V. television receiver installed in their quarters
Hur!ingharn Club whilst lests for ¡he transmission of pictures from the rivCr are going on.
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Advantages Claimed
By halving the picture frequency the
hand width of the vision signal is also
halved. This makes it possible to employ
longer wavelengths than the present ultra
shorts, with the consequent increase in the
range over which the signals can be received
with the desired service regularity. Of
course, the amount of information radiated
is really reduced, but, except in the case of
the televising of scenes including some form
of rapid motion, the effect seen is said to
differ but little from the usual American
30 pictures per second. At the transmitting end only one generator is used for
producing the horizontal and vertical sweep
voltages, and it is the wave-forms of the
scanning voltages which are used to
modulate the sound carrier, instead of
employing rectangular-shaped pulses injected into the vision carrier. When
demodulated and amplified at the receivmg
end it is these wave-forms which are
employed directly to bring about the
horizontal and vertical scanning of the
electron beam in the cathode-ray tube.
In this way it is claimed that the receiver
design is very materially simplified, for it
does not contain its own sweep generator,
which has to be time-tripped by synchronising pulses in order to keep in step with the
transamtter. In place of this equipment
is the detector and amplifier which passes
on the received sweep wave-forms direct to
the cathode-ray tube's deflection system.
Yet another advantage is claimed for this
system, namely, that any changes iii the
degree of definition will be carried out at the
transmitting end, and this will automatically
bring the receiver equipment into line
without changing any components at all.
It is said that the inclusion of the synchronis
ing wave-forms in the sound-channel does
not in any way upset aural reproduction,
while the feature of versatility in so far as
any scanning changes are concerned removes all fear of obsolences, and enables
bigger production plans to be undertaken,
with a consequent cheapening of receivel'
costs. According to reports, the results
seen with this system using a wire link
between transmitter and receiver have been
most promising.

Going Ahead
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Club Reports should not exceed 200 words in length and should be receivel
First Posi each Monday morning for publication in the following week's issue.
THE CR0YDOI RADIO SOCIETY
I OCAL talent came to the fore at tite Croydon
L
Radio Society's meeting on Tuesday, Marcia 15th,
in St. Peter's Mall, Ledbury Road, S. Croydon. The
occasion was a demonstration by Mr. R. P. Jonas (lion.
librarian) of his Voigt loudspeaker and Quality
ampliller. Before the demonstration, Mr. Jonas took
his audience over a very thorough examination of bis

loudspeaker, and went backwards through the amplifier
describing the importent points until he canso to the
receiver, at carefully-chosen superheterodyne circuit.
This was similarly dealt with in detail. Members themselves, by their questions, guided Mr. Jonas in tite
topics he discussed, such as the curing of AC. hum and
the operation of variable selectivity. In the demonstration minimum selectivity ssas used, hence highnote response was at a maximum, and, in fact., the
apparatus gave a most impressive performance.
Finally came some helpful comments from Mr. Voigt
himself, Ile thought the amplifier was pretty well up
to scratch, and the loudspeaker wa iv1ng results
such as he expected this instrument to do. He agreed
that even the purchase of n good loudspeaker was not
finality in correct reproduction, as the next thing
one had to do was to re-build the amputer. The last
meeting of the session is on Tucsday April 5th. The
occasion is n loudspeaker night, and the work of the
session will be summed up in, lt is hoped, some particularly good results in reproduction. PRACTICAL AND
AuiArEuIa WUtELaSS readers will be particularly
welcome for this finale.
Bon Pub. Sec.: E. L. Cumbees, Maycourt, Campden
Road, S. Croydon.
ROBERT BLAIR RADIO SOCIETY

Wednesday, the 2nd inst., a debale took place
Oy at onr weekly meeting on the subject of Tise
Superheterodyne Circuit versus the Straight Circuit
Tu F.," our technical adviser, Mr. E. W. A. de Kretser,
summing up at the conclusion, bringing Out the points
missed by both sides.
Tite service group of the society are each evening
working at full pressure, for the facilities oflercd to the
members are taken full advantage of.
The morse class Is going ahead line, and are now
at the stage of receiving at the speed of six words a
minute in one group, the second group taking the
dictation at ten words a minute,
The 10-watt transmItter, which is being built, Is
taking shape, and the society Ire anxiously awaiting
the reply from the G.P.O. giring'them authority to uso
the transmitter when completed.
On Thursday, the 31st inst., we are having a visit
paid to the society by a lecturer froni the Radio,
Physical and Television Society, to lecture to time
society on the subject "The Design, Construction, and
Test of Tran5íormners."
On Saturday April 2nd, a party is to visit the
B.B.C. transmitter at Brookmsns Park.
A hearty invitation is extended to anyone to attend
Our meetings.
Hon. Sec,: A. It. RIchardson, 24, Mercers Road

Work in Germany as far as television is
concerned is still going ahead, although
outwardly the rate of progress is slow. This
is due to the fact that the authorities in
that country still look upon thu transmissions as experimental, and the receivers in use are employed mainly for Londoim, N.b.
engineering test purposes, and also for the RADIO, PHYSICAL AND TELEVISION SOCIETY
use of prominent citizens who are judging
UItING the pat few months membership of the
above society has increased considerably. One
their value in connection with the special
the reasons for the increase In membership is
of
politicial television broadcasts which are undoubtedly
due to the fact that. the Society now
often made. On the other hand, the public meets every Friday evening, Sod new members are
viewing booths in Berlin are nearly always welcome to coule along any Friday at 8.15 wIthout
full during the evening periods when pro- formality.
On Friday. March 15th, a lecture was delivered by
grammes of a relatively simple character Dr. V. G. Lemon, the subject being "The Desigia of
for Radio 'l'ranamittera and iteceivere.'
with little action are radiated. It must Anteumnse
Lemon drat explained that all aerials may be
not be overlooked, however, that work is Dr.
divided into three categorIes, all other antenne being
going ahead in building national trans- derivatives of eIther Time Marconi," "The Hertz," or
The Terminated Aerial."
Altogether some thirty
mitters in specially selected sites, so 'that aerials
and the- well-known "Colline Coupler ' wore
when these are complete, the service area described.
Perhaps, however, the most interesting part
of the radiated signals will embrace a very of the whole lecture was a description and demonstrawide field, which is sure to outstrip this tion ofen antenna of tile lecturer s owls design which is
and which is only half the usual size.
country unless definite plans are formulated uui-dlrectioual,
Earlier In the evening members who had arrived early
soon, to enable those residing in the Pro- for the lecture were able to hear G2GL In contact with
vinces to have the same facilities for looking. several VE and W stations using the slew antenna.
The headquarters of t.he society is 72a, North End
in as are now enjoyed regularly by residents Road,
West Kensington, London, S.W.14. Further
in the Greater London area. It would be
part iculare may boobt,nined by writing to the honorary
a matter for national regret if, after being secretary, Mr. C. W. Rdmana, at the above address.
the leading nation in the field of television CARDIFF AND DITR1CT SHORt-WAVE SOCIETY
for such a long time, we found it necèssary 9"HE society has continued quite' aCtive thtoughout
to take second place to a country in which L time winter session and a magazine lías now been
It Is circulated to members of the Society and
the first experimental broadcasts were started,
contains articles on both transmitting used receiving.
undertaken in 1929.
At a recent general meetiag of tlme sóçiety It was

D
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decided to Introduce an associate membership to
persons living well out of reacia of the local headquarters
and those interested arc circulated with the magazino
The News-Reel."
The society lias now established a series of lectures
and tito first entitled
56 MIes-General Inferences-" will be given by G2JL, on March lIst.
Others connecting short-wave reception svitia the
transmission side will be given from time to time atid
the society will be giving demonstrations of lite latest
short-wave receivers.
Tite membership of the socIety will be co-operating
with tite Radio Society of Greatl3ritain during National
Field Day in June, and the location for the transmitters,
which will be set up un the 20-metre band, has been
fixed for Lavernock Point near Cardiff. Those members
of the radio fraternity interested in short-wave
transmission are cordially invited to attend. Full
particulars as to membership, etc., may be obtained
from the secretary, H. H. Phillips, 132, Clare Road,
Cardiff, upon receipt of a stamped, addressed envelope.

-

EOGWARE SHORT-WAVE CLUB
AT the clubs meeting on March 16th,

Mr. L.

Gregory of OSAI, gave a lecture on the best
types of transmitting aerials for DX. This sras followed
by an enthusiastic discussion.
The lecturer has promised to join the club, and lt
Is hoped that he will give another lecture at a later date.
A special general meeting was called before the
lecture, when Mr. F. Bell kindly consented to take over
tue secretarial duties. Will all prospective members
of the club either write direct to him at 118, Colin
Crescent, Colindale, N.W.9, or come along to the
Conservative Club, Edgwnre, at 8 o'clock say Wednesday eveuing or from 11 am, to 1 p.m. any Sunday.
Mr. R. Newland n'as also elected on to libe committee
and has accepted the position of librarian to time club.
Futurg activities include a visit to
large Power
Station, lectures to be given by Mr, X. Lowers nd
Messrs. Erie Resistors, and a uuk Sale on April 6th.
um

THE EAST DORSET AND WEST HANTS RADIO
CLUB
THE next meeting will be on April 5th, when Mr.
Jackson of Messrs. BelOng Lee will gis-e a lecture
on "lnterferenco'Suppressiouu." A morse class will be
held on this and every ensuing club night at 7.30, at
111, Wimborne Road, Poole, under G5OH.

-

e

--

THE COSSOR SUPERHET
(Coni inued fro,n page 74)

and long-wave bands ; tested in a London
suburb, no difficulty was experienced in
receiving at good volume all the 40-odd
Continental stations listed on the dial ; it
took us just 17 minutes to select the seven,
stations, adjust the seven blank buttons
(a simple matter with the special gadget
provided), cut out the station nemes, and
fit them in place with their celluloid covers.
The Teledial in action is simple and
practical in use, and will prove a boon in
households where members have difficulty
in correctly tuning an ordinary receiver.
The A.V.O. action of this receiver is,
remarkable ; it is able to hold stations
that many receivers with similar valve
combinatiön would lose.

Specification
Five valves, including power triode
output. Ten-station Teledial, which also
act-s as normal single-knob tuning ; edge.
illuminated wavelength scale with station
names. Volume control and tone adjustment; two wavebands, 200-550 metres,
and 800-2,000 metres. Provision for pickup and extension speaker. Station names
and setting toolforTeledial. For AC. mains
only, 200-250 volts adjustable, 40/100 cycles,
List price, 10 guineas, or on hire-purchase
terms, viz: 15s. deposit and 12 monthly
payments of 18s. 4d., or the same deposit
and 18 monthly payments of 12s. 8d,
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though the solution may have been quite
likely in their cases, it is an impossibility in
mine, as, although my postal address is
Wigan, I reside almost five miles awav,
right in the country, and the nearest relay
service wires are at least four miles away.
Also, the nearest telegraph wires five
hundred yards away. There is only one
aerial running parallel with mine, and they
had their sets off at the time.-JAaIEs
WILSON (Wigan, Lanes).

"Down to

SIR,-I was much interested in the letter
The Editor does not necessarily agree with the opinions expressed by his correspondents.
"Down to Earth," from D'Arcy
All letters must be accompanied by the name and address of the sender (not necessarily
Ford (Exeter), in which he gives his expertfor publication).
encewith a lOOft. length of aerial laid
I hope this information will be of interest along the ground.
One of Our Oldest Readers!
It would seem that the fact of getting
reader Bradbury and others.-J. KING
SIR,-I ans an old telegraphist, and I to
reception with this depends on the type of
(Cricklewood).
daresay one of the oldest wireless fans
receiver used. About two years ago I had
reading your journal, being in my 70th
a well-known three-valve commercial reFrom
a
Canadian
Reader:
Correyear. I possess three ets: SG2-v-3 (includceiver (supplied as a kit set for home
spondent Wanted
ing iush-pull), ashort-waver(SG1-v-2), and
assembly). I did not have this in my
I also use a portable (SG-v-2) for outdoors
IR,-I was very interested in the possession very long before I discovered
and night duty. Naturally, morse-the L) article about a "straight" set in a I could get quite good reception from
bugbear of the ordinary listener-gives me recent issue of PRACTICAL AND AMATESnt Droitwich and a few of the other more
I've WIRELESS. I have at present a seven-tube powerful stations without either aerial or
Lite greatest pleasure and interest.
logged all the beacons, lightships and light. straight set made by a well-known Canadian earth.
houses as far north as the Orkneys and the radio manufacturer in 1929. It has two
On one occasion, when using it in a room
west coast of Ireland. I hold QSL cards stages of R.F. amplification, a detector, without any aerial or earth arrangement,
for Australia and South America on the one stage of L.F., and an output stage to but with about l2ft. of wire lying out
short-waves.-" ETHERWATEa" (London, a dynamic speaker. This set still lias the through the door and hung across a shrub
S.W.).
same tubes in it as when it was bought in by the wall, I tuned in Rome with the
1929 and it will rival any superhet on lady announcer giving the English news
medium waves (200-550 metres). I am (about 6 p.m.) clear and distinct, and with
An Interesting Log
16 years of age, and am willing to correspond no earth at all.
SIR,-As -I have not seen a log from my with
At the present time I have an identical
anyone. I also have a l-v-1 homedistrict, I thought it might be of
receiver with only 90v. on the set in every respect (lying by as a spare),
interest to other readers to see my log of made
anodes, and with which I can hear a great but I can get no reception at all without
14 me/s stations received here on a mains
many European broadcasting and amateur an aerial. It will, however, give good
week
9th
to
16th
March.
duiing
the
1-v-2
stations.-R0BEBT F. DUSTON, St. Stephen, reception by using the earth wire as an
is
new
stat
ion
interest
I
think
the
Of special
aerial, and with no earth-WM. J. HILL
New Brunswick, Canada.
received
Pitcairn
Island,
which
I
have
on
(Rathdrum, Co Wiekiow).
a
07_39
with
strength.
of
here at about
R7-8. The call used is VR6A. 111 W Radiation Interference
stations, including W5FSS, W6LMG, BAW,
SIR,-In reference to my query of about An Enthusiastic D.X.er: Corres
ITH, IDX, IDV, MZD, also YV1AP,
a fortnight ago, I should like to thank
pondent Wanted
4AA, SAC, 5ABY; PY3KS, CO2UG; 3HY; the correspondents who suggested solutions
SIR,-I
have been taking PRACTICAL AND
CE3CO, FT4AH, CN8AL, FA3XC, liLI, to my problem, but I'm afraid that, al-

-

-

VO6D, Voix, VR6A, vQ4KTB;vK3NP,
1J1KG, lSD, JRH, JRD, 2GP; CT2AB,
RASO, SV1NG, and 15 VE stations,
including VE3QL, GK, KL, BY, ATh,
and many local European stations.
Difficulty was found in logging stations
outside the American 'phone band owing
to the CW contest bemg on, and causing
terrible QRM.
Thanking you for the very interesting
articles in your paper, which I have been
reading for the last fifteen months.I. W. K. Sirnr (New MaIden, Surrey).

-

-

AMATEUR WIRELESS since No. 1, and
PRAcTIcAL WIRELESS for about six months

CUT THIS OUT EACH WEEK.

-

-

I
-

Station VP3THE

-

reader Bradbury, of
S'R,Burton-on-Trent, and the report that
he sent to station VP3TBIE, I also sent
a report to that station, and the verification

-

I have received is as follows:
"This card will verify your reception of
station VP3THE, operated by the Terry.
Hokien Expedition, now located near the
Brazilian border in British Guiana.
"This station does not transmit on a
regular fixed schedule, but from time to
time its programmes are broadcast exèlusively over the Red and Blue Networks
of the National Broadcasting Co.
"This card came from the National
Broadcasting Co., 30, Rockefeller Plaza,
N.Y. City."
The address the report waa sent to, as
requested by the operator of VP3THE, was
as follows: W. Hungerford, Esq., N.B.C.,
RCA Buildings, Rockefeller Centre, N.Y.,
U.S.A.'

j

I

-THAT

an

earth lead should

be

insulated

throughout, and only bared where it comes Into
contact with the earth plate.
-THAT stranded aerial wire is more efficient
it each strand is separately insulated, either
by enamel or some other covering.
-THAT il a lightning arrester in fitted In the
aerial circuit, it should be short-circuited from
time to time to remove static charges which
might give rise to variouc troubles.

-

I

-THAT

three coils may be used in an unscreened condition without Interaction, but
when more than three are used some form o!
screening is essential.

-

available

-

-THAT

low-voltage valve rectifiers are now
for battery-charging and similar

purposen.

-THAT

when fitting a visual-tuning meter
indicator, it should preferably be of the movingcoil type.

The Editor will he pleased fo consider articles of a
practical saltere suitable for publicat ion in PRAUrICAL
Such articles should be
AMI) AMATEUR WinEi,Ess.
written on s'ne side of the paper only, and should contain
the name and address of the sender, Whilst the Editor
does 'not hold himself responsible for maIsU8criptS, every
.ffort viii be snade to return them if a stamped and

All correspondence
addressed envelope is enclosed.
jeten ded forthe Editor should be addressed: The Editor,
PRACTICAL AND AMATEUR WIRELESS, George Newnes,
Lid., Tower House, Southampton Street Strand, W.C.2.
Owing lo the rapid progress in the design of wirelesa
apparatus and to our efforts io keep our readers in touch
with the latest developments, we irire no varcantit that
apparatus described in our columns is not the subject of
letters

patet.

before you incorporated Amateur Wireless
with your journal, and must congratulate
you on producing such a fine paper. The most
interesting items to me are the transmitting
articles and Short-wave Section. I have
also read with interest the various letters
from readers, and think that a brief
description of my receiving apparatus might
be of some interest to others
The -receiver, which was built about
three months ago, replacing an o-v-1
which was sold, and a l-v-2 which was
scrapped, is an 0-v.l using a variable.mu
HF. pentode for the detector valve and
a Mullard P.M.2 for the output valve.
The detector stage consists of six pin coils
in conjunction with bandspread, and handset condenser. The bandspread condenser
is operated by means of an Eddystone
100-1 slow-motion dial, and is an Eddystone
.000 1 condenser which has been cut down
until the 20-metre amateur -band covers
from 10° to 170" on the dial. The detector
stage is coupled to the output valve by
means of a well-decoupled R.C.C. stage.
Another feature of the set is automatic
grid bias.
I should be pleased to correspond with
any reader anywhere who is interested in
general short-wave topics, and should be
only too pleased to send the circuit of my
receiver to anyone interested.
Wishing the PRACTICAL. AND AMATEUÌI
Wucxr.xss every success.--R. Q. MARRIS
(2BZQ), 80, Wyberton West Road. Boston.
Lines..
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-tIuy -chOse
The following replies to queries

are giren in abhreiiatcet forse
either teca nue of non-cocupliance
with one ratee, or because (he point raised is scot of
generai interest.
S. B. (E.). Either the controls are not connected

to earth or your earth ednoection Is inefilcient..
H. L. T. (Buckingham). A faulty grid circuit can
glee rise to the trouble you mention.
G. B. (S- Shields). You have fitted thee grid condenser
between tite coil awl the condenser. lt should be
placed between the junction of tite tuning coil and
condenser and the grid of tite detector valve. Titis is
tite only fault in tite circuit.
P. R. W. (N.17). You could not use tite sante
valves in tise Universal receiver, hut will have to
obtain tite special A.C./F).C. valves which we specified.
B. C. U. (St. Kitts. B.W.I.). We have not publislicti a
cincuit which would give you tite desired results.
We are at present experimenting with receivers which
might eventually be of use to you.
F. R. J. (Wellington). There may be several reasons
for your trouble: tan inefficient choke, wrong s aloes
of reaction condenser or reaction winding, inefficient
earth, wrong value of grid leak or insufficient HT.
Ait ordinary miiliainnieter may be used in tite detector
stage for measurement.
R. G. (Weybridge). 1f only use4 for record ampliileation no licence is necessary. Theoretically you are
required to take down your aerial.
C. S. B. (Minster). Are you using tite colis in the circuit recommended by tise ittakers ? Your tuning
dial must be designed for use ivitli coils and condensers
of definite values.
J. D. (Halifax). You should write direct to tite
makers of tite receiver as it may be unsuitable for use
with a pickup.
C. O'C. (Co. Donegal). The aniplifler should be quite
suitable for your purpose.
D. P. M. (Rentrew). An artificial centre-tap iltay
be provided by connecting a 30 or 50 olmi, resistance
across the winding, and using the centre-tap of the
resistance. Special components of titis type-known
as " lium-dingers" are-readily acathable.
E. J. B. (Ashby-de-Ia-Zouch).
The components are
interchangeable.
N. W. M. (Liverpoo!, 13). A mitiitn,tm bias should
be left o the valves ¿nid you nay therefore have to
use two switches gauged in the %.V.C. circuit.
E. B. S. (Uxbridge).
We meant that tite aerial
must be placed so that it is clear from the apparatus
causing lie interference. Theretòre you have first
got to find what causes it. The trolley buses may be
responsible, sud you should try one or two expertmienta in this connection. The issue in question a still
available, price 4d.
D. S. (Wotton-under-Edge). We do not recommend
the modification mentioned in your letter.
F. D. (N.W.1o). The total cost would be about lOs.
The one-waIver would be of much greater use und would
forni the nucleus of a larger set.
J. C. C. (Brighton). We think you evlll find that
the speaker is only intended for a 100 volt supply,
and thus you are over-running it.
A. F. G. (Castierea). We regret that wo cannot
identify the sketch and it does nut appear to be one of
our receivers.
D. O'D. (E.17). Write to the Rotlierniel Company
at Rothermel Rouse, Canterbury iloasi, N,W.O.
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lIEESS1tS. British Television Supplies, Ltd., have
1i advised us that a statement ivade in coJuu,ectioa
with theIr Trophy 3 receivers on page St Of March
.Zfith.issucu. is Inclined to be misleading t0 interested
readers. The B.T.S. Trophy 2 circuit conlornms in
every respect to that of the designer's with which lue
secured the American Trophy for short-wave logging,
but the Trophy 3 models h-awe been developed subsequently, employing in different circuits, special
features which permit of sitnpiified tuning and loudspeaker rcsuits ;.the Trophy 2, of course, was designed
mainly for use with headphones.
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Emergency Items of Interest

A.R.P. CRYSTAL SETS with Headphonos and 5Oft. Aerial, 11/-.
Ball-bearing DYNAMOS. 120-watt, 12/16
volt, 10 amps., with pulley, 35/-. .kw.,
12/16 voIt, 30 amps., with pulley, 45/bedplato, 5/-.
Windmill Drive DYNAMOS, totally enclosed, 300/2,000 revs., 6/12 volt, 8 amps.,
35/-. Petrol-Electric Sots and Batteries.
CHARGERS foi EMERGENCY BATTERIES
AC/D.C. BARY CHARGERS AND RECTIFIERS. METAL
Weuttlugbouuto 'uS'ali tflue
.
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Copies of appropriate issues conthining deucriptions

B L U E P IN T SERVICE
PRACTICAL WIRELESS

.

Date

No.

of 183ue.

of

BluepthU.

CRYSTAL SET.

Blueprint, 6d.
.... 9.1.37
PW7I
Crystal Receiver
STRAIGHT SETS. Battery Operated.
One-valve Blueprints is. each.
PW31A
'All-wave Unipen (Pentx1e)
P'sS'8
Beginner's One-valver
.... 19.2.35
Two-salve Blueprints, Is. each.
PW368
Super
Mag
Two
(D,
Pen)
Four-range
29.8.30
PW7O
The Signet Two (D & LF)
Threeva1ve Btueprints, is. each.
The Long-range Expreso Three
PW
24.4.37
(SG, D, Pen)
Selectosie Battery Three (D. 2 hF
PW1O
(Trans))
Sixty Shilling Three (b, 2 LP
PW3IA
Trans))
(LtG
PW35
22.5.37
Leader Three (SG, D, Pow)
PW31
Sismessit Three (H? Pen, D Pen)
All Pentotle Three (H!' l'en, D
P\V39
29.5.37
(Pen), Pen)
PW41
12.6.37
Hall-Mark Three (SG, D, Pow)
P',V48
Hall-Mark Cadet(D, LP, Pen (RC)) 15.3.35
F. J. Comm's Silver Souvenir (HF
Pen, D (Pen), Pen) (All-wave
PW49
13.4.35
Three)
l'Mi
Omet Midget (D, 2 LE (Trans)) .. Jane '3$
Corneo Midget Three (D, 2 LP
PWS1
8.6.55
(Trans))
1930 Sosiotone Three-Four (EF
PW53
Pen, 14F Peu, Wevteetor, Pen)
Battery All-Wave Three (D, S LP
1937

:

-

:

-

.

:

......

........

......

.

.

.

-

......
.

.

........
........

........

(RC)'
Tuo Monitor(HF Pen, D, Pesi) ..
Tise Tutor Three (HF Pen D Pen)
..
Tise Centaur Three (SG, D PS
The Gladiator All-Wavti Three
-.
(HF Pen, D (Pen), Pen)
L. J. Canum's Record All-Wave
-.
Three (HF Pesi D, Pen)
Tise "Colt '.All-'Wave Three (D,
2 LP (RC & Trans))
"Rapide" Straight 3 (D,
Tli
2 LF (31G & Trane))
F. J. Cansm'v Oracle All-Wave
TlOree(HF, Bet, Pen)
1938 "Triband" All-Wave Three
(HF Pen. D, Pen)
F. J. Gamma "Sprite" Three
HF Pen, D, Tet)

....
....
....

-

PW55

21.3.36
14.8.37

PW62
PW64

20.8.30

PW6G

31.10.36

PW6O

5.12.33

PW7S

4.12.37

PWS2

28.8.37

PW7S

-

Pwei

Four-valve
Blueprints, is. each.
Sonotone Fòur (SO, D, LF, P)
Fury Four (2SU, D, Peu)
Betu Universal Four (SU, D, LF,
Cl. B)
Nucleon Class B Four SG, 0
(SG), LF CI. B)
Fury Four 'Suprr (SG, SG, D, Pen)
Battery Hall-Mark 4 (HF Pen, D,
Pusis-Pull)
F. J. Cansm's " Limit " All-Wave

15.37

.

8.5.37

22.1.38

PWS4
PW87

NEWNES

-

Four (HF Peu, D, LF, P)
All-Wave " Corona " 4 (HF
"

'

PW34C

PEOCOCAL

PWTS

1

:

.

.

......

(D, Pow)
Three-valve Blueprints, is. each
Double-Diode-Triode Thrco (HF
Pen, DDT, Peu)
D.C. Ace (SG, D, Pen)
A.C. Three (SG D, Pen)
AC. Leader (HF' Pen, D, Pow)
D.C. Premier (HF Pen, D, Pen)
Ubique (HF Pen, J) (Pen), Pen)
Armada Mains Three(Hl',Pen, D,
Pen)
F. J. Comm's AC. All-Wave Silver
Souvenir Three (UF Pen, D,
.. Pen)
"All-Wave A.O. Three (D, 2 LP
(RC))
AC. 1936 Sonotone (HF J'en, EF
Pen, Westcctor, Pen)
Mains Record All-Wave 3 (HF
Pen, D, Pen)
All-World Ace (HF Pen, D, Pen)
Four-valve Blueprints, is. each.
AC. Fury Four (SO, SG, D, Pen)
AC. Fury Four Super (SG, SG, D,
Pen)
AC. Hall-Mark (HF Pen, D, Push-

2.38

.......
....

........

......

........
'

......

........
........
Universal wall-Mark (HF J'en, D,
......

-

31.3.34
28.7.34

-

o potoI order to cover the coot of the
iorn,e lotompo over Gd. onaepthI,je), to

W.oa.000
Bloepriot Dopt..
Ltd., Tower Hoose, Southoopto Street,
Ao.oeoro

Battery Sets

:

SUPERHETS.
Blueprints, i s. each.

PWS3

£5 Superhet (Three.valve)

PWlS

Comm's £4 Superhet
j'
Camus's " \ itesse
AllWaver (5.valver)
Bluecrint?, Is. each.
Mains Sets
Ac. .s Superhet (three-valve)

F. J. Camm' 2-valve Superhet
,,

-

,

Stmnd, W.C2.

PW31

..

.

.

.

,

PW1O

£5

Superhet(Three.valve)

Univesl

.

£tS
Superhet (Threevalve) '
p j. Camm's AC. £4 Superhet 4
F. J. Camm's Universal £4 Super-

PW23
PW25
PW2O
PW35C
FW35B

27.2.37

--

_
317.37

PW9

-

PWGO

PW73

16.1.37

:

PW33

PW43
PSV4ì

1.12.34

SHORT-WAVE SETS.
Fwovalve
Blueprint, is.
Midget Short-Wave Two (D, Pen)
Blueprints, is. eacs.
Three-valve
Experimenter's Short-Wave Three
(SG, D, Pow)
The Prefect 3 (D, 2LF (RC and
Trans)) ..
7.8.37
The Band-Spreasi S \\ 'Three
(HF J'eus, D (Pen), Pen)
20.8.36
PORTABLES.
Three-valve J Blueprints, is. each.
F. J. Gamma ELF Three-valve
Portable (EF Pen, D, Pen)
Parvo Flyweight Midget Port-

PW36.t

PW.75

-

.......

Qualitone" Unlvejsal Four

PW2

-

tat

"

PW4O

5.6.37
13.7.33

.

:

:

Pooh-Pull)
AC. All-Wave Corona Four

o

OOO

0.10.37

Pose PMd

(prferobIy)
bloepriot ond tho

PW40
PWO7

4d...,
'ja....,
4d.

.

I'W34B

2.Q.36

.

oF

Wireleo Magaoine
1/3
The index lettoro wI,hh prorede the Eluoprint Noo,br
Ia,5icte tho periodlrn,I in ohich tho deoeriptlou ojooro:
thoo P.W. reforo to 5'o,c,cu. Wouoo. .iW. to Ao,oln,r
W,rok. PM. to P,o,,lkol .Mhooir., W.M. fo JJ'j,5o.t

4

Maine Operated.
Two-valve Blueprints, is. each.
AC. Tiss (D (Pen), Pen)
A.C.D.C. Two (SG, I'ow)
Selectone AC. Radiogram Two

.

Amateur WireIe ....
P,oeticai 3Ceba,nco
.

J'Wll

Pesi,

......
(HF Pen, D

D, LF, Pow)
Acme All-Wave
(Pen), LF, CI. B)

ProticoI Wirelese

05

PW46

PW17

6.1.34

......

Pull)

20.3.38

'°

:

.

1938

ApriÏ .2nd,

-

PW3S

t

:

11.5.35

PWSO

-

PW54

-

PWS6
5.12.36
28.8.37

-

PW7O

PW8O
PW2O

PW34D

24.7.37

PW4S

9.2.35
6.11.37

PW47

able (SG, D, Pen)

Four-valve Blueprints, is. each.
Feathera'eight Portable Four ESO,
D, LP, dB)
"Imp" Portable 4 (D, LE, LP,

PWS1

Peu)

........

HOME MECHAÑICS

PW3OA
-

PW(3

PW9S

-

PW(;5

19.6.37

PW77

15.5.37

PWJ2

10.3.38

PW86

SERIES

you are handy with tools and like making things, you ought to become acquainted with
from the List
this excellent Series of Practical Handbooks. Brief descriptions of a selection
appear below. Why not get one or two that expressly appeal to you?

if

THE HOME WOODWORKER
The various examples of woodwork described in this
Handbook have been designed by practical craftsmen. They
are modern in style, and their construction is well within the
powers ofthe average home-worker who follows the instuctions
given.

MODEL BOAT BUILDING
All designs shown in this book have been actually made and
tested.' All work well and each type is quite simple to make,
no elaborate equipment being necessary Both sailing and

power-driven boats are featured.

THE HANDYMAN'S ENQUIRE WITHIN
Hundreds of Practical Ideas and Hints-many not hitherto
published. Classified according to the subjects. dealt with,
an Index being provided to facilitate speedy reference.

MOTOR CAR OVERHAUL AND UPKEEP

There are many to-day who, by undertaking their own repairs,
can afford to run a car, and it is the purpose of this generously
illustrated handbook to explain how the owner-driver may
carry out most of the adjustments and repairs which every
car sooner or later needs.

NOTE-A

TOY MAKING FOR AMATEURS

Over 200 illustrations. Instructions and diagrams are given
for the construction of innumerable toys of all kinds, from the
simplest to the more complicated mechanical sorts.
25 SIMPLE WORKING MODELS
All the models described in this book can be constructed from
the simplest materials and with very modest equipment.
None requires lathe-work. 147 illustrations.

ACCUMULATORS

An accumulator (whether for Wireless or the Car), if properly
used and cared for, is an extremely reliable piece of apparatus.
Proper care and proper use cad only follow a possession of the
knowledge which study of this book will impart.

MODEL AEROPLANES AND AIRSHIPS
This'Handbook is intended as a guide to the beginner in model
aeronautics. It presents in clear language the first principles
of aviation and incorporates these in various forms of simple
flying models. Copiously illustrated.

,SIMPLE ELECTRICAL APPARATUS

Interesting and useful apparatus, easily constructed, with
which the student is enabled to test for himself the theory and
text-books. 138
practice of Electricity as laid down in
illustrations.

te

-

.

complete List of subjects dealt with in this Series will be forwarded on request.

Price 1, Net Each

from all Bohsel1er. Newsagess. etc.. or by post 1/2 each fto George Newnei. Ltd.. Tower Hose.
Sotztliampton Street. Strand. London. W.C.2
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o! any assistance you can give me In this
connection."-R. A. C. (Birmingham).

do not recommend any modification in the wiring to the tuning
circuits of this receiver, and probably Qe
only manner of improving the performance
of an individual receiver is to experiment &find the maximum voltage for each valve.
Thus, you can cut out the decoupling
in the detector anode circuit,
and fit a separate battery lead to resistthce
M.This will then enable you to chahe
the voltage on the anode of the H.F. valve
and also on the detector stage, giving
improved H.F. gain in the first stage md
also enabling you to find a suitable voltage
for the detector which will give smooth
reaction and maximum gain. Beyond this
alteration we are afraid there is no simple
improvement other than changing valves,
and this we do not recommend.
WE

Difficultisresistance

Acme Output Stage

"I am going to build your Acme receiver,
but as I already have a good loudspeaker
there is one point which puzzles me. You
have fitted the set with three output terminals
marked L.S., but my speaker has only two
terminals. Perhaps you could tell me which
pair I have to use in the set in order to get the
my speaker. This is
best results from
energised and has its own power pack."B. F. S. (Gainsborough).
'THE output stage of this receiver is a
I Class B arrangement, and thus a
centre-tapped output transformer has to be
used to couple the speaker to the set. In
the speaker especified a centre-tap is
provided and thus it is a simple matter to
As your
couple the speaker and set.
speaker has only two terminals it will be
necessary to fit a special Class B output
transformer between the set and your
speaker, or to fit a centre-tapped output
choke between the two. As it is important
to remove as much iron as possible (to avoid
distortion) you would probably find best
results would be obtained by purchasing a
low-ratio Class B transformer, and removing
the transformer iow fitted to your speaker.
The speech coil should then be connected
to the secondary terminals of the transformer and the primary should be joined to
the three terminals on the receiver us the
usual way.

Wiring
"I should like to designmy own set for
all-wave reception, but there are several
snags which occur to me after reading
various articles in your pages on set design.The most important is the reduction of
components,
wiring
lengths
between
especially as the set is to be used, if possible,
to tune down to 5 metres. Are there any
special components you would recommend,
or can you refer me to any article giving
layout details? "-K.E. (S.W.9).
AS you intend the receiver to tune from
5 to 2,000 metres you vi1I certainly
have to spend considerable thought and

"I am building a mains set with three
indirectly-heated A.C. valves and a directlyheated output valve. I have found a circuit,
but this shows an indirectly-heated output
valve and I am rather puzzled regarding the
bias arrangement. There is no cathode..on
my valve and I should be glad to know how
to arrange the auto-bias for it. I know the
value of the resistance as this is on the
maker's data sheet."-E. P. (Romford).
\/OU may find it difficult to arrange for
i bias, but we cannot say for certain
in the absence of complete details of the
circuit and apparatus in use. For instance,
it is desirable that the output valve should
be fed from a separate heater winding on the
mains transformer, when all that is necessary is to include the bias resistance in the
centre-tap lead to that winding. If,
however, you only have a single heater
winding for all of the valves it might still
be possible to fit the bias resistance in the
centre tap, but in some circuits this may
result in troubles from various reasons.

Lamp Resistances

"In

building a trickle charger I underbe used for dropping thevoltage supply. Can you convert the wattage
rating of the lamD into resistance or current-so that it is a simple matter to find the type
of lamp required for any required current

perhaps experiment, in obtaining a suitable stand a lamp may
RULES
We wish to draw the reader's attention to the
fact that the Queries Service is intended only
for the solution of problems or ditliculties
-

-

-

¡

arising from the conaruction of receivers
described in our pages, from articles appearing
In our pages, Or on general wireless matters.
We regret that we cannot, for obvious reasons(1) Supply circuit diagrams of complete
multi-valve receivers,
(2) Suggest alterations or modifications of
receivers described in our contem
poraries.
(3) Suggest alterations or modifications to
commercial receivers.
(4) Answer queries over the telephone.
(3) Orant Interviews to querists.
A stamped addressed envelope must be
enclosed for the reply. All sketches and
drawings which are sent to us should bear
the name and address of the sender.
Requests for Blueprints must not be enclosed
with queries as they are dealt with by a
separate department.
Seat soar queries to the Editor, PRACTICAL AND
ORATEUR WIRELESS. George NOwOes, Ltd., Tswer
Hous, Soathomptos Street. Strosd. Losdon, W.C.2.
The Carpos mart b, esciosed with mers query,

L.... _0._4,._.._.._._0_.1_4,,0_.4.j

Auto-bias

-

layout.

or vice versa?

"-O.

\yJ
ATTAGE is
VV

R. (Harringay).

the product of voltage
and current, and therefore you can,
from the voltage, ascertain the current which
flows. The resistance is naturally dependent
upon current and voltage and therefore
to ascertain the resistance you can divide
tise voltage rating, squared, by the wattage
rating and this will give you the resistance
of the lamp in ohms. You will find,
however, that the resistance will vary with
the brilliance of the lamp.

Drilling Chassis

"I

am going to use a thin steel chassis for
my new set andwonder if an ordinary bit
would do for drilling the large holes needed,
for coils and va!veholders. Can you give
me any hints on this subject ?4"-P. S.
(Dublin).
\TOU do not stato the largest size of holè
you require, but for valve-holders
11m, should be the maximum. For this
you can use an ordinary wood centre-bit,
provided that you only permit the tracing
edge to come into contact with the metal.
Cut through until the score shows on the
reverse side, and then turn the chassis over
and cut through from that side. In this
w ay you will not seriously damage the wood
bit a-s the cutting edge will not come into
contact with the metal. For larger holes
if you do not want to go to the expense of
buying a washer cutter, you can drill round

i

Modern components aie available
which will enable you to arrive at a satisfactory scheine and we suggest that you
obtain one of the J.B. or Polar Bar-type
ganged condensers on which a connecting
lug will be found at the bottom of each
section. By mounting your coils and switch
gear immediately underneath the chassis
you can drop the connecting wires straight
down from the condenser and thus use only
an inch or so of wire with great increase in
efficiency. The Wearite "P" type coils
will enable you to arrange quite a useful
the outline with a small twist drill and
all-wave tuner on these lines.
knock out the piece, afterwards finishingthe edge with a good half-round file. In
Corona 4 Modifications
some cases a large clearance bolo is not
I am using your battery Corona receiver essential, as small holes to
accommodate the
and although I am very satisfied with the leads may be quite sufficient.
results I should now like to try to hot
up ' the set.
I realise that I am taking a
liberty in doing so, but I find that the
The coupon on page iii of cover
experiments which can be carried out with
must be attached to every query.
a set interest me far more than mere station
logging, and I should therefore be grateful

r-----

.NICORE COIL UNITS

-

.-.

arley
'

Build an efficient Battery or Mains Set with one of the famous Nicore Coil Units
ganged units are giving excellent resulta in the following receivers :No.
(B.P.111)
Mains Superhet (110 k.c., IF).
No. 2
-Battery Superhet (465 k.c., IF).
(B.P.112)
3:valve Mains with band-pass tuning.
One HF. valve,
No. 3
(B.P.113)
No. i
(B.P.114)
S.C. Battery 3 with Pentode Output valve.
No. 5
(B.P,120)
All-wave Mains Suerhet (465 k.c., IF.).
Write for blueprints of the above sets, 6d. each (B.P114 is 3d.) POST FREE

These

1

VA RLEY (OLIVER PELL CONTROL LTD.), Cambridge Place, Woolwich, S.E.18.
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Miscc2neous i.dvertisemants
accepted for theie
columna at the rate of 3d. per word. Worda
in bloch face and/or capitali are chaeged

Advertiemants ate

double this rote (minimum charge 3/- per
paragraph). Display lines are charged at
6/--per line. All advertisement, must be
prepaid. All communications should be
addressed to the Advertisement Manager,
Practical
and Amateur Wireless,"
Tower House, Southampton Stret, Strand,
London, W.C,2.

RECEIVERS, COMPONENTS AND
ACCESSORIES

E

I

PAGE MANUAL

Not a ratulogue with o law vago, o! MassaI satter. Complete
receiving snot transmItting tobe chart o! oharacteristico. Amateur
Presoer List ot Short-wave braadraal stations ;'soetor(Kr Contersioo Chart. Shari-wave Aerials ; ampliñer,. modutatora, rtretvers
Doctos 01
and 5-metre transceivers
short-wave converters.
titolo atad tipa. The parvient valve asid 0,SeO
L D Po
rampreheasie lolanu*j ever published in this
2 i',iw.
manley.

THE NEW RAYMART CATALOGUE
iD

shows dozens of New Short-wave

2

Components.

Poott

l'ree.

RAD IOMARTi
44, HOLLOWAY HEAD, BIRMINGHAM

for operating D.C. Ileceivers
from tOE hams, improved, type, 120 watt
olitpslt at f/J0/0. Send for olor coosiprelteotsive list
of wpcoskera, resistasa-eot anti other components.
441, Farringslon
Street, London, E.C.4.
WARD.
'l'elephone : Holborsi 9703.
CONVERSIOPt UNITS

')5ONiV FOL SM,1i.-3-vaive kits willi valves
ausi diagram, 12/G ; 3-raleo S/G kits wilts
rostres aisd oliagrans, N/-. Orders executed in rotation.
-ljiiiversai Radio Co., 221, City Road, Londoti, RC.!.

b

Battery Set:£3.
Fitted Large
T
600
tite two-Banks,
Steeker, £2/b/U.

S

24ltt. Box Bitfite
O

gas,

£9/12/0.
hohn
l'eooshiirst,

Cost

Kent.

ÇO3tMUMCAT1ON receivers, the new 1938 Sky
Challenger, Rallicrafters newest. job with iufinite

Image rejector, £23 ; with Crystal, £25.
!C8OX, National Companies 1938 J'roduetioii AC.
or B.C., operation any voltage, £25, or
NC81X. Covering only amateur bands. £25.
Note tIto list price of these two models has been
iiwreiised by a eoiisiderablo amount, and future
supplies will sell at a considerably tiighier figure. 'lake

athantage of this opportunity.
All other mauuftictiliers at least, such as EME. Hhlicralter, National, Howard, avail:ul,le froi» stock.
All equipped icitli itadlograpitic's pccial power

tranloruior.

Watch for opening dato of our new London premIses.
Ilomeruher our guaruntco of satisfaction or money
refunded.
iladiogralallic, Ltd., 66, Onborne Street, Glasgow, Ci.

GUARANTEED Short-wave coIls, 8.5 tolGO metres,
4 for 2/-; singles, 8i1., post free-Modern Radio,

439, High itond, Bleed, E-nex.

L1 lines previously advert seit still available.Radio Clearance, 03, flight flolt,orii, W.C.i.
PItone, Holborit 4631.

A

OIAVEH.S offer Erie 1-wail colour-coiled resistances
3b1. each, 3/-dozen, 2/6 rlozen iii 3 dozen dha.
CentralalaVolumeCoiitrols sil liSit it.rli,all tabes. 2/Chassis niount ing Valveliolticra, 2td.

encli.-pin

7-1iri, 3ld.
Altinti tinto í'hassb, 16" y JO" a 3, 18 saline, undrilled boa type, 5/3 16 italige, '7/8. Any size eonstriictcd IO olcr, quotai oils upoit receipt details.
l'a tels, Screens, Drilli in, a speciality. Ali work eau
lie supplied pi)liSlled or at extra rost Brown or Black
Criikle Finished.
Erais Nuts and Bolts, CHA r, 4d. (loren; 1", 5d.
411A j", Cil.;
r, 7i. - Soldering tags, tinned, 4 or
GItA, single j,J gn;q ; double-etuded, 7(1.
Cardboard case electrolytiis, i tutti. anzI 2 miii.,
S tutti., 1/9; 8 mId. plus
4 mM., I/C;
Oil, cacti.
S mid., 2/9; Ii) bild,, 30v., 1/9.
push-pull, triode,
transformer
hola 0.12. Speakers,
pentode. 2,500 anti 1,250 ohiun field, 62/19/-. I'M.
Model, Ch/12/0.
OlIves's, (176, christs'Itnrett Rood, 1loseonit', Hanta.
Orders under 5/6 postage extra ; lnip for lists,
:

Surplus, Clearance or Secondhand, etc.
ALL goods previously isilvertisesl are staildari!
hugs, still available. i'os cart! for list tree.
UT[LhT118, 163a, Strand, W.(..
VAU.XHLL
Over Denny's tise .l3ooksrllera. (Temple Jktr
-

9338.)

AL L

RS

POST ORDERS

C

Jubi'eo Works,

165 &165a,
Fleet Street, E.C.4

167, Lower

É

Central 2833.

Clapton Rd.,

London, E.5.

50, High Street,
Clapham, S.W.4.

An,harst 4723

racautay 2381.

GET YOUR COPIES NOW!
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RECEIVERS, COMPONENTS AND
ACCESSORIES

STRES

Surplus, Clearance or Secondhand, etc.

OUR NEW

I

Aprii 2nd, 1938

-

ltargai,s.-List free. All good new.
ltr,i,,swick 6v. AC. superhets. 4-basal, ¡ ¡al e,!
J3ANXRUI'T
1)38 13 gus., for 7 gus. Philco 4v. 1938 btte'ry tillware 90/-. 1)eera 1937 6v. AC. superhete. £4/ 17/It.
1)ecra 1(135 11g,,. AC, stiperhiets, all-wave, £3/li'!-.
Lotus 4v. A.C./1).('., 57/6. 1'lesey 4e. battery siqierlirt
Clinnils. colnlrlete valves und MC. speakei's..''I6.
Mni,v others, large stock salves and eonìponents.Wih!
qtiote.-Bsmtlin, 6, Starifortl Avenue, Brighton.
-

Now Ready. Our New 1938 Enlarged
Illustrated Catalogue, Handbook and

Valve Manual.

Price

Pages.

90

-

VALVES

6d.

3-WATT AC. OR AC/D.C. TWO-STAGE HIGH GAIN
AMPLIFIER KIT. completo Kit of toortv,.wlth siw'ially niotelted valves, 40/- or o,'lred stool loot ed. £2/I 5/-.
8-WATT A.C./D.C. THREE-STAGE HIGH GAIN
AMPLIFIER, wills puais-pull outtputt. Coosiplete Kit
of parta, with five specially estile/sed valves, 84/4/. or
wired and testes!, £5'5/_.

5/6, post
AMI,:JUCAN

.w.10.

-

Valves itt Scaled Cartons, alt

paid-Valves,

6111/3,

tyj."t'

Harrow Mutin,

LOUDSPEM(ER REPAIRS__-

OFFER ROLA SPEAKERS.
P.M's,
15/-; 10" PM's, 19/11; (.12 12' High Fidelity I'M.,

SPECIAL

79 6
0.12 MatoiS Eiuergtneel. 51/6.
BATTERY VALVES, 2 volts, 11F., L.F., 2/3. Power,
Super-Power, 2/9. \"ar-niu-S.G.; 4- or 5-pIto l'ettiorlea,
H.P. l'ens, V-osto-H.P. l'ens, 5f-.. Claus 11, 5-. 1'req.
:

Changers, 7 6.
EUROPA MAINS VALVES. 4v. AC. Types, AC/IlL.,
..C.JL., A.C./.C., A.t'./V.M.S.G., A.(' 121F., AC.!
V.B.!'., A.C.!P., asid i watt ]).H. l'euitv,deno. all 4/8
each. AC/Pens, 1.11,, 5/6: A.C.Ji'..4, 6/6; Ort.
Freq. changers, 5/6; l)ouotilo l)icdt- Triodes, 7/6;
Tri. Cold, l'en., 13/6;
'rrlode Reo. Freq. Cli., 8/6;

lt watt 1.14. l'elude, 7 6.
UNIVERSAL TYPES. 20v'. ISa. S.C., Var-psis, S.G.,
Power, H.P. Pesi., 'Var-nuts. 11.1". Peso., 4 8 each.
13e. .29. Gen. Purpose Triodes, 5/6; Itt". Pens antI
Var-nito, H.P. Pens, J)ooil,le Diode Triodes, Oct.
Freq. Changers, 7/6 each. I'uil-Wave atti! Half-Wave
Rectifiers, 5/9 arch.
AMERICAN VALVES. We are sole UrlI istu Diotcihutors
for TRIAD High-grade American Valves. All Types in
stock. Standard types, 5/6 earls. Ail the new Octal
base Tubes at 6/6 eaclo. 210 ans! 250, 8/6 carli; 81
ont! 2A3, 8/- each.
PREMIER TRANSFORMERS, wire-s-sod type willi
orreeutet! primaries, tapper! 200-250 y. Filaments
(Itsaranteed osos year. H.T.8 & 9 or H.T.10 svillu
4 a'. 4 a. CT. and 4v. la. CT., 10/-. 250-250 v.60 m.a
or 300-300 V., 4's'. 1 a., 4 y. 2 a. and 4 s'. 4 n., all C'I'.,
10f-. 350-350 y. 120 ma., 4 t. 1 a., 4
2 a. aisti 4 t'.
4 ii., all CT., 13/-.' Willi etigravert izinel and NP.
termInals, 1/6 extra. 500-500 V. ISO m.a., 4 y. 2.3 ii.,
4v, 2-3 a., 4v.2-3a., 4v. 3-4 u., aIlC.T., 21/-. 500-500v.
200 ma., 5v. 3a., 4v2a., 4 t. 2ft., 4 s'. 3.5a., all CT.,
25/-.
NEW 1-VALVE SHORT-WAVE RECEIVER OR
ADAPTOR KIT5 13 to 86 metres wil-liotit coil cliangitig.
Conipleto Kit and Circuit. 126. VALVE GIVEN
FREE
DE LUXE MODEL, 14 to 170 metres, complete Kit with
Chassis, 4 Coils and all InrIs, 17/6.
ELECTRIC SOLDERING IRONS. 200-250 y., AC.
or D.C., 1/6. Super model, 4/6.
S.W. SUPERHET CONVERTER KIT, for A.C. Mains
Receivers, 2216. AC. Valve given FREE
NEW 2-VALVE S.W. KIT, ill lo 86 un-tres svlthiont
coil changing. Complete Rit and Circuit, 19/6.
VALVES GIVEN FREE
DE LUXE MODEL, 14 to 150 metres, completo Kit
suit Circuit, 4 Coils amid all parts, 23/-. VALVES
GIVEN FREE.
MOVING IRON METERS. Any range between 10 anti
500 in/a. Also 1.3 or 5 amps. ]heail AC. or D.C.
Flush liakelite case, 2jin. diatu. ilESA, standard
specifIcatIon 89. 5J9 euch.

L

OUDSPEAKE ru-pairs. llritiulo, American, estoy
ntatho.
24-hour service, mooierate prices.-

Slsuelair Speakers, Alma Grove, (.'opeiuliageut Street,

London,

Kl.

PEPA!ll.S to Moving COlI Speaks-ru, Cones and ('e'ila,
fitted mitici lir-eotinrl. Fields altered, l'aires
Quoted inclusi ints Etimiivatcirs. 1.00idspeakers Repaired, 4/-. Li". ano! Speech Tronofornocro, 4f- l'5L
tree.
'l'rido invitent. Guarsiitecel. Satitilitet litt,.
l'rontpt Service, Rat/mints-s Free.-L.S. Repair Servis-e,
ii, Balliaun Grove, London, S.W.12. liattersea 1321

CABINETS
surplus cabinets for RadioLosodupeakera, Largo
vorteil stock. Inspection invited, or send leurtirsotirs of youor requirements, wilts nsoasiiremciits of
clissais. Photos sent for selection. (No eatalomue.t
L. Susoittu k Co., Ltd., 287-289, Edgware huai!,
London, \V.2. (Pad. 5891.)
granos. Radio sets anti
MANtACT('RE1tS'

uuout

-If.

t'.

h

MOVING COIL METERS.
resistance. Diameter 3in.,

i

nia.

Scale.

100 ohms

22/i. 1"lmisli mounting,
ilakelite case. B.E.S.A. first-grade accuracy. Multipliers for shot-c. 1/- each,
PREMIER "TROLITUL " Short-Wave CONDEN-

superior
to Ceramic. All-brats
Construction, 15 mmtd., 1/6. 40 mmtd., 1/9, 100
mmtd,, 2/-, 160 mmtd., 2/3, 250 mmld., 2/6 ; Double
S.W.H.F.
Spaced 15 mmtd., 2J9 ; 40 mmfd., 3/6
Chokes, 9d.
screened, 1/6, All-Brass S.W. Condensers
.00015 Tuning, 4/3 ; .00015
with integral slow-motion 45
MICRO-CURSOR DIALS,
Reaction, 3/9. UTILITY
Direct and 100 1 rutio, 3/9 certi.
Premier Battery Chargers. Westinghouse Rectification.
Cosisplote Ileady for sise.
amp.
To charge 2 volts at 1 amp. 10/-, 6 volts at
16/6, 6 volts at I amp. 19/6, 12 volts at 1 amp. 21/-,
6 volts at 2 amps., 32/6.
SHORT-WAVE COILS, 4- and C-plu types, 13-2G,
22-47, 41-94, 78-170 metres, 1/9 eali, with Circuit.
Special set of SW. Coils, 14-.150 incIrca, dl- set with
circuit. Premier 3-band S.W. Coil, 11-25, 19-43,
38-86 metres. Simplifies SW. receiver construction,
stubble any type circuit, 2/5.
COIL FORMERS, 4- or 6-pin low-loss, If- each.

SERS.

Certified

TUITION
"-established 1929-still leati. (.zt
'[ .1. free particulars latest Radio autii
postal and private._LRustllo
Teles'ieioti courses:
'I'rainluug Imistitiite, 40a, Earl's Court Road, London.

R

M ISCELL.ANEOUS

G
E
perfect.

11.1'.
e" flattery Smiperhet anti 3iilnc
.,,.
anti Acei,mnniatorl. (mi;i rad l'id
\Vill separate. SA E. pieuse-1385, (;rcat

tilt

College Street, N.W.1.

TELEORAPHY.-Pi'is'ate

ret'eis'e trainiitg. 2/- per
Westbonrnc itouse, S.W.1.

Tuition.

bonr.-W.

Send

H. 1L,:11.

TOURIST ATLAS of Great Bnl am ii iii
Route Guide" Ediled lay Johst B,urtlinlomuivsv
NEWNES
Ltd., 120 pages of fully-coloured eonlouur nielo
for the su'holO of England, Scotland, irebatuml tutu
Channel islands, wIth index to the principal Iiluulu'rimuu
from
and Cyrling centres and dIstances, 2s.
Booksellers.-George Newnee, Ltd., Tower house,
Southampton Street, Strand, London, V.C.2.
i1

Son,

l'uil.

till

OUTLINE OF WIRELESS," by Ilalph
Fill li Edition, Ss. 6ul. nel -Titis
look, which covers the cult/eel from A to Z, is to le
rcronmnueiudet4 to all who desire to master the theory
of Modern \Vireless At all Booksellers and Nesi-tagemil s.
-Ororge Newnes, Ltd., Touer House, Souttlamploci
Street,Strand, London, W.C.2.
Stranger.
Tt,R

ADICTIONARY OF WIRELESS TERMS, by

Ralph Stranger. A Wireless Work of Reference
be on the bookshelf of every keen amateur.
Compiled by a master of lucidity, It gives the meanings
of all TechnIcal terms in general use. Price 2s. OsI.
front all Booksellers and Ness'sagcnts.-George Newnes,
Ltd., Tower Rouse. Southampton Street, Strand,
London, W.C.2.

that should
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£'FTY

TESTED WIRELESS CIRCUITS, y F.
Comm. 2e. Oil-This handbook contains every
umlern circuit complete with instruçtions for a.ssOffifiling, component value,, and iiote5 on Operation.
Oiitainahle at ali Booksellers- and Newsagents.George Newnes, Ltd., Tower Rouse, Southampton
Street, Strand, London, W.C.2.
.1.

i

ITIES and
D EIIPLEX
Strand Problem Book

STILL

.0

.1.'.

REST. ALL-WAVE

ON THE MARKET

,.if h every oed,i--fsL isotrection,
or boudiez.
cÓ,opon.rnto a. sporised, by Mr. Soott-Tsegart.

FREE
AU

ps,c8e,i

Cnn-lofty

tron csrtoo

in

pnt

Any

'Designer'

W.B. Senior STENTORIAN 385.
Iba (se,t Pis,n,r,ent Stognet Unit so he Mortel.
oitb order and il ,nontbly pnyn.rnt, 5(4/.. cant 42/-
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THE

ELECTRICAL
ENGINEER
POCKET BOOK
Some of the
ACCUMULATORS
A.C. THEORY
BATTERY CHARGING
FUNDAMENTALS
LIGHTING
MA6PiETISrc
#OTORS
POWER-FACTOR
CORRECTION

III'

.

Contents
RECTIFIER3
TABLES
(MATHEMATICAL)
TRANSFORMERS,
A.C.
TRANSMISSION
SPACE HEATING
WATEIt HEATING
WIRING TALES

Thishanllvpocket volcoUS ra ions
urne contains a profunon of diagrams and sketches together witi

graphs. Also included for convenience Is a srnail
section of blank pages for notes, calibrated pages
for graphs, so that the Pocket Book can contain
Information ota particular or personal nature as
well as being a reference book of encral facts.

The Book
In

.,,

makes of

a

Itself:
durable art, leather-deep reti, richly graine,!,

and embossed In gold. The book measures appro.
Inìately (l x 4 Inches, and lias rounded corner,,
so flint it is in the truest sense of tice word a
pocket book. The paper has been specially
chosen to give the minimum bulk consistent
with good printing, again making for conventencc
in handling.

An Essential Everyday

Reference Book
o

Handy, Practical, Up-to-date

CIO0SOC

ebowe

British

Institute

unique llnndbOok
the envy way to

Rto.d,k,rt
,jian, Portal Book eon be
I,'e
oli pool ,ian'ogaoi5 od toot.nallae at t,6 jet. or to
ratet of dllLo,,Ity dicevi feon ita I', loterO. GeoryO Xenoe5
Led Root Duel.. Tome Noam, Sood/eo,vpioa Sloeot, Sl,00d.
Loado,,, W.C'2 ni 2/5 psoe ¡roe.
The
from

NEWNES

:

LONDON

-

A

© ND O

t1

RADIO SUPPLY
COMPANY!k

Ie.!

ll.

OAT -LAE0NOBLE
LONDON.

Sect and
Luecni Ter,nv.

On

A.M.X.C.E..

s't

E.C.2.

th.

Phone:

NATIONAL 6828-9.

4

tnd sImilar qoaliCCa-

of

This Rook Ensures Perfect Radio Reception
in Ensery Home-

RADIO UPKEEP

AND REPAIRS FOR

Engineering

109. Shakespeare House. 17. IS. IS.

Technology,
Strntforl Pl. W.I

AMATEURS-

-

ry

AtstoT.

VITTS,

A.MI.E.E.

New in da Third Edition.
Keep your ugt up to the highest pitch of perfgction.
This book for radiolisteners shows you exactly how
to deal with all breakdowns andimper- /
fections in your set aoci its components. / net.

FREE ADVICE BUREAU

COUPON

This coupon is available until April .9th,
1038, and must accompany all Queries und
Wrinkles.
PRACTICAL A1D AMATEUR WIItEL1SS,
2/4/38.

"A vary useful and ievst,-ucIjve book
essentially prac.ical.'
il ORLD RADIO.
Order front a bookseller or

PITMAN, Parker St., Kirsgsway, Lorson, W.C.2

ADVERTISEMENT INDEX
Page

Automatic Coil Winder ond Electrical Equipment
Covar ii
Co., Led
Cover iii
British Institute of Engineering Technology
.. 8!
British Mechanical Pcoductiono, Ltd
81
Electrodix Rodios
Cover iii
Esit
81
Henyberd, F. C. & Co... '
Cover iii
London Radio Supply Co
Cover
iii
Rodjo,
Ltd
..
McCarthy
Cover iii
M.P.R. Electrical C0
..
..
77
New Times Soles C0
75
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,,
0
.. Coven iii
Pit man
,
84
Premier Supply Stores
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10/-

50j-.

A.M.I.MeOh.E., A.M.I.E.E..
A.M.I.W.T..
A.M.I.A.E.,

AMERE.,

V

.

diste Delivery;

WE GUARANTEE-' NO PASS-NO
PEE." Details are riven of over 150 Diploma
Courses in all br5nclws of Civil. Reoh Else.,
Motor Agro. Radio and Television En.
gineering, Building, GOvernment Employ.
ment. etc. Writs for thin enlightening Handbook
to-day FREE and post free.
tiogn.

45/-

i

EG0.01'
Sent
«'
eccure

or

prìaooIte*uu.

LTa

5n

la..;

iocmedlntety.

in stock.
Writø tor term'.

0A
ru

Cash pitee
c.c

or C.O.D.

VALVES

Thio

a

moni hly
Laymen

ORDERS DELIVE&ED B! EETUEN OF POST.
We can guarantee suela prompt delivery oniy laeconce
are aa.rry large atocho Otat, t.dne placed vo fvoarut!v,
ne are at,le to secore-anylIaing Raafla or Electrical

Ali

Bauewaiee 3201 /2.
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HE PRACTICAL. MOTORIST'S F.NCYCLOPhDiA, by F. J. Carom, 3s. Gil. net. A lucid
exposition of the principles, upkeep and repnir or
every psrl. of the car. 442 illustrations. From bookveliers everywhere.-Oeorgo Newnee, Ltd., Tower
ilouqo. Southampton Street, Strand, London, W.C2.

Tondon, W.2.

Canent.

Mearon-,

acpp!icat ion.

44a, Westbourne Grove,

ORDER

Slill

-1I

u.lteclrnicail dclails, catalogue, easy ternis ou

IA ic

5#

rod ii monthly
payment, of let?.

UOEVER

i

WIRELESS BOOK, by F. J. (amm,
35. 61. net.
An invaluable book of relerence,
'5
explaining the operation, upkeep and overhaul of all
types of wireless receiver. 200 illustratIons. From
all Booksellers and Newaagents.-George Newnea,
Ltd., Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand,
London, W.C.2.

:

W$CARTI

i

LRS-4

-

Screws, Discs, ei r.), Neon Lamps, The Cathode-Ray,
Oscillograph. How to build Short-wave and Ultrashort-wave Receivers. Fully illustrated, is. 6d. net.
From your bookselter.-Oeorge Newnes. Ltd., Tower
House, Southampton Street, Strand, London, W.C.2.

I-

I

Wtb ALL COILS. VALVES
NO RXTEAS WIL'.T-

oto.
f

'

WITH

(fl!

Voltosi,

A new 4-Wave Battery Receiver, price 9 guineas
complete with valves, with exceptionally lively
performance, unusual waveband coverage, and
satisfying output. 7 stages, 19 separately
tuned circuits. Circuit comprises : RIF ampliier: triode-hexode frequencY changer with
separate oscillator: IF. amplifier: double
ctiodc-triodedotectcr,A.V.C. and LF. amplifier:
double pentode quiescent output valve. Waveranges
12.8.33, 28-80, 190-550, 1,000-3,000
metre s.

KIT 'C
[itnot5Ii5ii, or

COMPLETE

' ELEVISION.-Newnes Television and Shortt wave flaudhook, by F. J. Camai, deals authoritatively with Scanning Systems. (Drums, Mirror

.:

and sent post Irre.
orporotely.

oopplinl

ABSOLUTELY

'

W.C.2.

.

THE

--

BATTERY SET

TANTALISERS.-' The
is the Il nest collection 01
razzies of ali kinds ever assembled, mathematical,
1eographical, literary-acrostics nnd Codes, by W. T.
Williams (Tantalus) am'. G. E. Savage. Only 2s. Od.
net from all Itookeellers.-Oeorgo Newnes, Ltd.,
Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand, London,
IT
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Wonderfñl
EXPLORATION::
H.
ÄN1ÄD.VENTURE NEW. PART:
Ediied by

.BRIG.GEN.

SIR

PERCY SYKES

K.C.I.E.,

CB.

5

The First

4

Goînpletè

I!

Record of
,

Manç

:

r. Stirring

Tra veis
Throughout.

The World
-

bi
DIS. After the Painiln5
London!
of the Skinnee, Company,

...

tHE EAST
LANCASTER FOR Bu permeeion
bEPA1URE OF
R,A.
Frank Branuwin,

TO BE COMPLETED
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FORTNIGHTLY PARTS

GEORGE NEWNES PUBLICATION

A

DRAMATIC ADVE\TURES
OF TIlE WORLD'S
EX-

PLORERS

North
In Greenland,
America, to the North and
South Poles, in China, Tibet,
Australia and New Zealand,
to Central Asia, Lhasa,
Malaya, the Desert
of
Arabia, the New Hebrides,
Sinai,
Basin,
Amazon
Borneo, Afghanistan, Abyssinia, Libyan Desert, Lake
Tsana, N.W. Frontier, in
tropical Africa, Brazil, to the
Kiondike and Mount Everest-all the explorations by
land, sea and air from the
earliest times to the present
day.
Profusely Illustrated with
PHOTOGRAPHS, PAINTINGS AND MAPS OF THE
AREAS EXPLORED.

ON SALE
THURSDAY,

THE epic narratives of exploration throughout the world make
most fascinating reading-and the whole stirring story is being
told for the first time in this Great New Part Work. Edited by
Sir Percy Sykes, K.C.I.E., C.B., C.M.G., Gold Medallist of the Royal
Geographical Society and an outstanding authority on travel, THE
STORY OF EXPLORATION AND ADVENTURE is assured of
authenticity and will undoubtedly become the standard work on this
enthralling

MARCH

subject.-

31ST

i,-.

Written by Famous Men and Women Explorers
Wherever possible, the contributors are the very men and women
who have taken part in the expeditions. Among the authorities
writing for thé work are Sir Leonard Woolley, Rosita Forbes, J. N. L.
Baker, 'Lt.-Col. Blacker, Evelyn Cheesman, Sir Denson Ross,
Bertram Tbomas,'Sir William Gowers, Dr. Hamilton Rice, Capt.
Kingdon-Ward, Sir Chas. Close, Hans Heifritz, Lady Hosie,
Viscount Kelburn, Dr. H. R. Mill and J. A. Williamson.

I
f
I

____________________________

Beautiful Photographic Sections and Colour
Plate in Every Part
Thrcnighout the Work
Parti ousaleMarch 31st at all NewsagentsandBookstalls,IP, orbypost
1/2d. from The Publisher, George Newnes, Ltd., Tower House,

Southampton Street, Strand, London, W.C.2.

E-i.
I

'jÑ

±!J

I

IEL!_L0

Ccoe' Newfles. Ltd.
1lehed every Wednesday by GEORGE NEwNES, LIMITED, Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand, London, W.C.2, and I'rintekl iii 'Engandby
PEARSON PRINTINO Co., LTD., Exmoor Street, London; W.10. Sole Agents for Autraba and New Zealand Goapos & GOTCIT, LTD. - South
.1rtca: CTR.&L NEWS AGENCY, LTD. Practical and Amateur Wrelesa can be sent to any part of the World, post free, for 17s. Sd. per annum; si
months, 8e. 101. lLegtstered at the General Posi Ornee as a newspaper and for the Canadian Magazine Post.
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kly

THOUSANDS of enthusiasts

I

.

We

i

.

1
.

N

talking

"fLYNG"

about

Since No. I made its appear.
ance a few days ago the demand for this new popular
aIr weekly has been amazing.
" FLYING " has achieved
thi6 great success because it
presents enthusiastic non-

tech nica,I reading-anair
pageant of the world in every
issue.
'With its stirring
air fiion, true adv.entures
of Service and Civi' pilots
and the pioneers of flight.
its 5'nside" information on
aH that ís new in flying, and
illustrations, it satisfies the very keenest desire
for aerial knowledge.

--

f.

.

li
Contents

of th week's
I

j
a
.

I

The greatest of all women flyers describes the
exhilarating tentation of mototless flight.
She says, "This i, real flying-the next best
thing to graduating as an angel."

THE STORY OF THE
BALLOON BUSTERS
'

observataon balloons.

iI
By
t

---a.-..

ORDER
REGULARLY

-

.

h. dock

-

I

FLYING FOR EVERYBODY

r'
Of ali Newsogents and BookstalJs, or,

(Th

by post 4d.

from The Put,!isher, George Newnes, Ltd., Tower
House. SQ&Ithampton treej, strand, London. W.C.2
gwngi, LII.

"ON TIME"

William Courtenay

A short story for the sir-minded of a man who flete
York
0d
on d
from Landon to N
hI
business reputation by Snatching ve hours (rara

IT

t..rwU.

TOOK UP GLIDING

By Amy Johnson

By JOhn C. Hook
The thilIIng career, of o-cr-tigne "ore,
wen fame b thrilling dog-fights and deetroying

it

V

FLYiNG" include:

By

Duncan Davi9

(M.onoging Director. Brooklandn Flying CI0b

D.

EVERY
FRIDAY

ALSO
TIdE BIOGRAPHY OF A PETaOL MODEL
POTTED HISTORIES OF R.A.F. SQUADRONS (No. 2).
LATEST ' INSIDE" NEWS AND GOSSIP
FROM AVIATION CIRCLES.
MURDER BY MR." A THRILL1NG
SER IAL STORY
nnd

SPECiAL PHOTOGRAVURE SUPPLEMENT.
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W. J. Delaney, H. J. Barton Chapple, Wh.Sch.,
Bic., A.M.I.E.E., Frank Preston.
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Automatic Tuning

-

THE increasing popularity of automatic
tuning is evident from the number of
films who are now developing apparatus
1r the purpose, or complete receivers in
which tite automatic-tuning device is incorporated.
Details are slowly coming to
hand from the various manufacturers
showing hosv they are utilising the idea, and
in this issue we add to the details which \ve
have already published on the subject.
There is an intensely interesting field of
experiment opened up by this new developmerit, and we have already given details for
Luilding apparatus in which the automatic
tunng may be introduced. In this issue we
give some more details of the commercial
ptish-button.pr automatic tuning devices,
and in addition we give constructional
j details of a simple device which may be
fitted t.o any receiver to enable a number of
tations to be tuned by means of a dial
similar to the telephone dial now in common
sise. The apparatus is capable of modification to enable various forms of automatic tuning to be incorporated, and this,
in conjunction with the other article on
automatic tuning, will undoubtedly prove of
interest to amateurs who are keen on trying out the latest form of tuning system.

Glasgow Exhibition
are being made to broadcast from

PLANS
the Glasgow Exhibition, and the broad-

e1&

/7Ï

CAÑIM

_____

ÇEdLLLe4.b' F.J.

of

o.

2s0. ApriI 9th, 1939.

WIRELESS

end of the television programme. A" s'till" Racing
caption or picture is projected whilst tite
FOR the first time, the Two Thousand
news is readand important items received
Guineas, famous Ne*rñarket Spfing
âfter the normal" third news "are added at Classic for three-year-olds, will he broadcast
the discretion of the television announcer. on April 27th in tite Begional programme.
This race is a prelude to the Derby to be
broadcast on June ist.
Crystal Sets and A.R.P.
MANY firms are now specialising in
small crystal sets suitable for ilse Peak Day Broadcasts
under air-raid conditions. Tite receivers
APRIL 30th is regarded as a peak day
are being known as " A.R.P." sets, and it is
the outside broadcast point of
important to remember that these will view. front
that day the B.B.C. will relay
enable news bulletins and other announce- the CupOit Final
and the opening of the
ments to be heard in spite of the failure of Cricket season, and
in the evenine a relay
will be taken of the Royal Academy
Banquet.
Broadcasts'-

FOLLOWING some recent brass band
broadcasts in the Midland programmes,
listeners were asked to send in questions
regarding the composition of brass bands,
theirtraining, conducting, and otherdetails.
The fi-st batch of questions received will be
answered on ApriI 11th by Denia Wright,
a well-known adjudicator and composer.
Where illustrations are needed they will be
furnished by Munn and Felton's band fi-orn
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Ecuador in the Log

Hc2CW, Guayaquil (Ecuador), using the
slogan: Ondas dei Pacifico, has been recently
101
logged on 35.71 m. (8.41 mc/s). The call,
given by a woman announcer. is made in
106
Spanish only, namely (phon:) a1-hay say
107
doss say doobk-vay and is followed by three
chimes. Times of transmission would
appear to be from G.M.T. 00.00-04.30 on
Bristol Radio Show
weekdays, and on Sundays from 20.30THE eighth consecutive Bristol Radio
Exhibition will be held from September other forms of communication, such as 23.00.The studio opens and closes with the
playing of the National Anthem (Sangre
7th to 17th. The venue is the Coliseum, telephones, etc.
Ecuadoriana). Address: Casulla PostJ,
Bristol, and full details concerning this show
1166, Guayaquil, Ecuador (South America).
may be obtainedfrom the assistant secretary Ideal Home Exhibition
of the exhibition, 69, Old Market Street,
THE wireless constructor, amateur
Bristol.
engineer, motorist and handyman W2XE, Wayne, Alters its Schedule
should see the continuous demonstrations
On 13.94 m. (21.52 mc/s) from G.M.T.,
Television News Bulletins
of soldering with the Solon electric solder- 12.30-18.00; on 19.65 in. (15.27 mc/a) from
FOLLOWING the recent appeal by the ¡ng iron, which form the chief attraction on 18.00-22.30. On Saturdays and Sundays,
B.B.C. the majority of listeners appear Henley's stand (No. 223, Main Hall Gallery) instead of 25.36 In. (11.83 mc/s) the 19.65
to regard the news bulletins as of sorne at the Ideal Home Exhibition.
in. (15.27 mcfs) channel is used from G.M.T.
Solon resin cored solder is also exhibited, 19.30-23.30 and from G.M.T. 04.00.05.00.
importance, and accordingly the 9 o'clock
news, normally radiated on the sound pro- and the remainder of the display space is W2XE now returiìs to its old frequency
grammes of the B.B.C.. is included at the devoted_to Solon electric va ifiers.
of 6.12 me/s (49.02 in.).

casts, it is hoped, will include microphone
tours and feature programmes, some of
which will be devised to indicate the growth
of Radio both from a point of view of science
and of hoine:entertainment.

-

.

-
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ROUND the WORLD' of WIRELESS

-

France's National Transmitter
FRENCH papers report that the super.

INTERESTING and TOPICAL

power station which is in course of being
NEWS 'and NOTES
installed at Mehun-sur-Yevre, and destined
OS_IHÌuIt,,SIIPU,lIIIÌ_II_ÍII_ChSIe.Ol)IUUI4)e,(SIIIIÍW4IIÌ,lhÌlIlII,4HUuJ
to replace Radio Paris as the French
National long-wave transmitter, will carry
t'ions to use the same power. They are:
out its initial tests in June.
WZJ, Boundbrook (N.J.); WGY, SchenecIncrease in Indian Listeners
tady (N.Y.); WOR, Neward (N.J.);
ACCORDING to a recent report in Tite WHO, Des Moines (Iowa); WCN, Chicago
Indian Listener,

the number of
wireless licences

issued in India at
the end of 1937 wa
50,680, an increase
of nearly 13,000
over the previous
year. Considering
India's huge pOI)Ulation, this number
is very small, and
indicates that
about one person in
10,000 has a wireless
receiver.

Cabaret from
Torquay

-

ANCE Cabaret
from the Grand
Hotel, Torquay, on
April 16th, will include Marriott Edgam,

:

:

"in original Lan.

Shannon,

"Radio Diversions";

Sylvia Welling,

I

Cònti. -.

READERS should
note that in
Franco and Belgium,
official
S u m m e rTime this year began
during the early
hours of March 27th.
Great Britain will not

Ernest

"musical -comedy
and dancing
to Harry Evans- and

star";

-

"Summer. Time'

-

t

__'__'i__

his Dance Band with
Reg. Mitchell and'

Freddie Noakéis.
J

Sw is si Television
Appeal

t

LEADING Swi
radio journal is
appealing to, all
listeners in Switzerland to make donations
to a fund for the conchange over to
struction of a Swiss
Summer-Time tjil.
i
television transmitter.
the early morning of
i ne cost or Dunning
April 10th.
Diana Churchill. the well-known /1/rn actress, tries out a new record on a Marconiphone radio- the transmitter is
Knot," an Associated British Pictures film now estimated to be apAustrian Broad- gram, win le resting from making "Lover's
being produced at Elsirea.
roximately £6,000.
casting
It is hoped to have
IT is reported that Radio Vienna is now a (Ill.); KDKA, East Pittsburgh (Pa.); the equipment ready for operation at tile
I thrman Regional station, and is to be KSL. Salt Lake City (Utah); KFI and Swiss National Ehjbjtjon of 1939.
a branch of the Reichs-Rundfunk-Gesell- KNX, Los Angeles (Cal.); WSB, Atlanta
schaft.
(Ca.); WSM, Nashville (Temi.); WJR, A Paul Temple Thriller

Grand National Broadcast ¡n Arabic
ARABS who tuned in to Daventry on
Friday, March 2-5th, heard an eyewitness description of the Grand National
given in their own language by Mr. Aziz
Rifaat, a member of the Arabic staff of
the B.b.C. Mr. Rifaat spoke from the
-Grand Stand, and his talk was electrically
recorded for reproduction in the Atabic

-

-

cashire monologues";

only41

on the
nent

(Continued)

Detroit (Mich.); WOAI, San Antonio
(Texas); WHAB, Louisville (Ken.); and
WBZ, Boston (Mass.); in fact, most of the
stations at present working on 50 kilowatts.
If the new Boyle Bill, which is shortly to be
presented to the Senate, becomes law,
each of these transmitters will be liable to
an annual tax of 1 million dollars, an
aggregate sum which would piove a
welcome additional revenue to the U.S.A.
Exchequer.

programme;
The connection between English racing
and the Arab countries is not as remote as
might be thoughtl Aral, horses figure in
the pedigree of the aristocracy of' English
racing stock, and fresh blood from Arabia
has at various times been imported. Horse
and camel races have been known in Arabia
since the beginning of history, and the
Arabic language has a number of picturesque words for horses "placed" in a
race, instead of the colourless numerals
used in this country.
AU Out for $uper-power
Stations
iN view of the success achieved by the
¡ 5OOkilowatt WLW, Cincinnati is(Ohio),
now
U.S.A.

medium- wave broadcaster, it
revealed in a report recently published by
the Federal Communications Commission
that 15 other stations have lodged applica.

SÉIJLW Th1S2
PROBLEM

No.

290.

5mb hies decided that he could obtain
greater volume from hb Iwo-valve shortwave set by coupling it to his IC. mains
Accordingly,
anperhet (broadcast receiver).
le connected the 'phone terminals on the
short-wave set to the pick-up terminals of ¡
lije superbet, but instead of obtaining greater
volume he could get no signale of any kind.
Why was this? Three books is ill be awarded
for the first three correct solutions opened.
Address your envelopes to The Editor,
PRACTICAL AND aJIATEUR WIRELESS, teo.
Newìes, Ltd., Tower House, Southampton
Strand, London, W.C.'2. Envelopes
must, be marked Problem o 21)0 In the top
left-baud corner and must be posted to reach
thl office not later than the first post on
Monday, .pril 11th, 11)ßS.
i

8trt,

-

THE second of tile eight episodes in t he
serial thriller entitled " Send for
Paul Temple" will be heard on April 14th,
and will be repeated on April 16th in the
lunch-hour. This thriller is by Francis
Durbridge, the well-known Midland radio
playwright, and deals with a series of jewel
robberies in the Midlands which are solved
by Paul Temple, detective. The title of
episode two is "Room Seven."

"Let's Celebrate"
WITH the above title, a new 15-minute

programme scheduled for thrice
weekly, and featuring some of America's
leading radio acts, will make its debut over
WLW (428 im) the Nation's Station, on
Tuesday, April 26th. The programme will
be heard at 6.30 p.m., EST, Tuesdays,

Thursdays and Saturdays.
Booked for a run of six months, "Lets
Celebrate" will present Martin Block,
famed in New York for bis gift of "ed,
Solution to Problem No. 289.
libbing," and for his spontaneity and sense
When a simple autodyne converter is used ali
-stations will be heard at two settlngs,corresponding to of humour, as master df ceremonies. Such
the tllffereuee in freauencv both above an below stars as the Pickens Sisters, the Royalists,
the station setting. Thus Rodgers was wasting his the Eton Boys and the Melodeers QuaÍtet
time in ondeavouring to cut out one of the station. will be heard from time to time.
The k,ilowing three readers suecesÍu1iy aolved
Also scheduled as guests will be John
noblem No. 28, aud hooks have aocordingly bee ii
forwarded to them: D. II. McAllisterS, Percy Avenue, Gart, accordionist, and Lee Sullivan, singing
Cuilercoats, iorthumberIaud; R. J. Tooell, 3, HIgh hit tunes; Joe Ripes and his orchestra vilI
(rove, Siiiilinry Hill, Torquay: A Forbes, Queenswny
i
furnish the musical background.
Lambc, Liburn, N. IreInnl.
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Añ' Autb:dí1 Selector
In this

Article Constructional Details of an Interesting Unit are Given

THE mechanism herein described was
designed for the control of six
stations, which was considered a
happy medium for the average receiver
incorporating this type of movement.
Superhets, and receivers with a number
of tuned H.F. stages would, of course,

"malee," thus completing a circuit for
introducing that extra capacity across the
normal tuning condenser for alteration of
the wavelength.
The earn assembly is mountedi on a brass
tube through which passes the dial spindle;
also on this tube is mounted the ratchet
wheel,
whilst the
NAMES pawl and back stop
INDICATED springs are fixed to
ON DISCS the aluminium lugs,
OF PAPER provided for in the
GLUED TO design of tho complete
PAN&L
movement.
The cam
is cut
sufficiently tube
long to
protrude through the
end bracket piece
to the extent of half
an inch, thus allowing
STOP

:

V

sufficient room for
securing the restoring
spring.
The dial
spindle is likewise extended half an inch
beyond the end of the
tube for cleating the
of the dial
end
restoring spring, as
illustrated in Fig. 2.

Chassis and Dial
The chassis and dial
constructed
of
16 S.W.G. aluminium,
and whilst it may be
is

possible for the contO malee use
Fi5. 1.-A g, nerai view of the
of various parts out
compie le mechanssns.
of the "junk" box, a
piece of aluminium
require provisional contacting for each measurrng 4 square inches will, however,
stage, including that of the oscillator be required for the dial.
section, but if so required, two sets of
Reference to Fig. 4 will show the method
contacts, for example, could be made for of marking out the dial. With the aid of a
pair of dividers, scribe a circle with a radius
METHOD 0F CLAMPING
CLOCI( SPRINGS Ru
TO SPINDLE
of 2ips., with the point of the dividers in

structor

CLAMPED

10

TUBtASFORSPINDLE.
II
TRAaY ) .-BRAS$ TUBE

SPINDLE

Fig.

2.-This

diagram shows how the
spring is mounted on tise spindle

re/urn

automatically operating two tuned circuits,
snodification being arranged to permit the
function under the one dial.

Locator Mechanism
Referring to Fig. 1, it will be seen that a
paw! and ratchet movement forms the

locator mechanism, the restoration of both
the dial and the earn being effected by two
clock springs. The action of this movement
will be detailed later. The choice of tise
individual pairs of contacts is arranged by
utilising cheese headed screws so spaced
on the ebonite earn that for each hole on
the dial a screw, head engages with the
corresponding bottom spring of the required
Iair of contacts, causing these. contacts to

the dial, but these are not illtitrated in
Fig. 4; the approximate positioning can be
seen on referring to Fig. 1. The exact
radius of the fixing hole positions will, of
course, have to be ascertained by checking
the corresponding holes on the disc "A."
A wheel from a well-known mechanical
toy served in the model illustrated, but the
reader may devise certain improvements to
suit himself.

"Restoring" Springs
Referring again to Fig.

it will be seen

TOW14ICH
CLAM PtO.

II

II
U

BACK SÌOPAND
INCIDENTALS NOT

SHOWN

Fig.

3.-The

ratchet device

fOR CI.APIT

which provides the

locator.

mentioned, on a length of brass tubing
through which passes the spindle of the
dial. Fig. 2 shows clearly the method of
using two strong clock springs clamped to
alumnsium Jugs and centrally secured to
the brass tube and spindle respectively.
this method meeting the requireinents
the two restoring springs RS1 and RS2.
Owing to the difficulty in drilling clock
springs the ends had to be cleated by
using the slotted lug principle, and this will
be understood on referring to Fig. 2.
A word or two on tise operation of the
dial will show tbe reason for the lever "L."
When a certain station is required a finger

fr

the centre of the metal; then, with a
hack-saw, the corners of tise sheet should
be cut away, and the remaining corners-

shown dotted-filed down smoothly.
Finally, use a piece of emery cloth
for removing all burrs and to obtain
a neat finish.. The finger holes are
J
formed as follows.
11
A circle 1km. radius shotsld be
suade with tise divider point centralised on the dial, then a
straight edge should be placed K
across the exact centre, and a
line marked with a scriber;
next, and at right angles to':
the line, anöther line should
be made intersecting at the
centre, thus dividing the disc
into four.
With a protractor,
angles of 45 degrees should be
marked off with the scriber, as
shown, and at the six pòints of
intersection on the circumference,
centre puneis, dril], and then file the
six ein. holes, finishing off smoothly with
emery cloth, as these arc the finger holes.
Depending on the size of the dial
mounting dise "A" to be used, four Isoles
will have to be provided in the centre of

1,

that the ratchet" B "¡s fitted, as previously

(Co,,ti,,,,,d

overkof)

-
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DIAM.

FINGtR HOLES.
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AN AUTO-DIAL SELECTOR
(couth,ued from previous page)

is inserted in the reauired hole and the
dial is brought round Lo the finger stop, in
the same way as the operation of a telephone
dial; when the finger is withdrawn, the
dial returns, and the pawl engaging with
the ratchet, turns the ebonite cam cylinder
round, eventually causing the iarticular
pair of contacts to engage, and completing
the necessary circuit. When another
station is required, the "pawl and back
stop" release lever "L" must be depressed,
and the ebonite cylinder restores to
normal under the control of the spring RS2.
To ensure the restoration of the cylinder
to normal, a 6B.A. screw " Y" was let
into the side of the brass tube, and arranged
to engage with a 6B.A. screw let into the
side of the aluminium chassis, and the
spring tension of RS2 was checked to see
that iiot too violent a return is made.
-

Release Movement
The release lever movement is detailed
Fig. 5, and it will be apparent that a
very simple action is necessary for the
operation of both pawl and back stop.
Provisionary holes must be made in the
front panel for letting in the dial clamp in
disc "A," and for securing the lever
release brackets "Xl" and "X2." Old
condenser vane spacing washers will do
very well for keeping the movement away
from the rear of the front panel, and in

im

ApriI 9th, 1938

obtaining correct centering, although- screws had to be accomplished after the
for clarity-these are not shown in the whole assembly had been made up, and by
illustration.
marking the relative, positions with a
The movement "Z" (Fig. I) vas con.._RóWL.
structed entirely out of brass, and a spring
OF SOLDER
"M" was provided for restoring the back BLOB
FoR RESTORIN6
SC"A"AMPING
VIE6HT.\
stop after lever depression. This spring
HOLE
nay be made from a strip of springy brass,
then drilled and screwed tothe baseboard
or chassis, and finally bent over to engage
PINOLE
L) BRASS LEVER.
with the under sectión of the arm
The paw! and back stop springs may
similarly be made from strip brass or
phosphor-bronze.
BRASS LEVER ARM

'-

I:

-

.

SOLDERED

Contact Strips

i-'

10 5PIND

i

-

The contact nest is easily
BRACKET
X
.I'DIA' (INTERNAL)
constructed, consisting only of
BRASS-TUBE
three strips of ebonite drilled
6B.A. clearance for the contact
L
FiÉ. 5.-Details of the release
fixing screws. These screws
mechanism."
must be insulated from the
contact pieces, and short lengths
ALuMINIUM
of ebonite bushing will be
BRACKET
required here.
scribing tool, the holes were drilled and
The chassis, in the model described, was tapped in the ebonite, corresponding to
made to provide two bent-over strips on to each position given by the cam movement.
which the contact assembly could be when each finger hole was used.
secured by the two end fixing screws;
The whole moement is secured to the
this was done by drilling and tapping bascboard of a receiver or in a separate
6B.A. two holes in these bent-over portions. unit box by fixing screws through the hase
The contacts were made of phosphor- of the "auto" chassis. After completion,
bronze and measure approximately hin. it is advisable to lubricate the movement,
and light sewing machine oil, or vaseline
by - in. with tin. long solder tags.
The setting ofthe 4B.A. contact operating will be sùitable for the purpose.
r;.

t

.

The Eàrth Con nec ion
onjunction. with

And How it Functions in

a

Radio Receiver

the early days of the crystal receiver aerial/earth system for collecting radio
waves, and (B) as a device for holding any
contacting material in au electrically lead
to an aerial, and the other end to earth. state. The function of this connection
In the course of time, aerials-as they were under the heading (A) is very easily dealt
then known have been dispensed with, with by describing the earth as a conbut. the importance of a good earth has nection to a body that iselectricallydifferent
recently come to the fore. The battery from the aerial. It will be appreciated thatset is fast giving place to the mains set; the initial step in the functioning of any
unshielded coils set at critical angles have normal wireless receiver is the highgiven piace to screened coils, but the frequency voltage isting across the aerial
necessity of the earth connection has coil, and as the aerial is connected to one
remained unchallenged, and in fact with end, it is desirable that- the other end
the advent of more sensitive receivers the shouhi beeonnectedto somethingelectrically
necessity of earthiig mains, filters, chassis, dissimilar, as any H.F. voltage pick-up at
loudspeakers, etc., has become more and the end of the coil remote from the aerial
would reduce the efficiency of the
more apparent.
aerial.
both customary and necessary
IN itto was
connect one end of the apparatus

wineglass and the Atlantic Ocean, its
presence may be completely forgotteñ.

Hand Capacity
The use of earth connections as a means
of avoiding hand-capacity is not as fully
understood as it should be. Such a

connection merely ensures that the object
likely to be affécted is at the inme pdtential
as the hand. The mere connection t&
earth does not in itself stop hand-capacity,
but does so by virtue of the fact that the
hand-and for that matter, the whale
body-is also at earth potential, it also
completely stops capacity coupling between
the hand and the components, wires; ete
behind the screen.
-

-

Curing Instability
When a receiver is unstable,, in nine
cases out of ten it is cured by tying down
something to earth. In the laboratory
it is customary as a matter of routine to
earth everything, as by this means interaction, instabiity,iand most other troubles
are killed before they arise.
The earth has become such an integral
part of radio and everything to do with
it, that it is doubtful if one in a thousand
has ever bothered to consider how the
connection of a piece of the apparatus to
a poker stuck in a flower bed can bring
about such a profound influence. It would
almost seem as if the earth were some
mystically-endowed, bottomless electrical
void with an inherent greediness for
electrons.
For tise purpose of describing the
"earth." it is necessary to split it into two
headings: (A) the earth as pa of the

Actng As

a

Counterpoise

Under the heading (B) the function of
the earth connection can be most readily
understood by regarding it as a means of
making connection to a body of unlimited
size and zero potential, that can take up
or deliver any number of electrons required
without altering its own potential. It is,
in fact, a counterpoise without any
characteristics. Alternatively, the idea of
earthing, say, the chassis, may be looked
upon as connecting together the chassis
and a body so vast that the minute but
troublesome currents in the former are
completely lost, and no more harmful in
their particular sphere. A useful analogy
can be taken from a wineglass of water
in which has been dissolved a fatal dose of
arsenic. As long as the poison is isolated
in tue, wineglass, it is a serious matter,
but il the poison be shared between the

-

-
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Filters, and Details of the
10-watt Transmitter are
Dealt with in this Article
By L. ORMOND SPARKS

\

¡N the sixth article of this series, Fig.

3

showed the graphical representation of
a train of continuous waves which, it
was decidd, had to be broken up into long
and short träins to ènable information to
be conveyed by means of the Morse Code.
Sorne simple keying arrangements were also
shown, so let us see what happens to the
continuous waves when the key is operated.
If the letter "B" is to be sent the train
has to be interrupted so that a "dash"
and two dots" are radiated, and the best
way to indicate this is as shown in Fig. 1.
The wave-form is no longer symmetrical;
it rises from the base line to maximum value
and repssains constant until the circuit is
broken by the key being 'opened, when it
dies down again to zero. The procedure is
repeated for the "dot," but the period of
maximum current is not of the same
duration; in fact, it is, or should be, exactly
J

one-third of that of i "dash."
The new wave-form is denoted by the
dotted line which represents what is known
as the "modulation ene'ekn'pe," and it is
particularly important for the "envelope"
to conform to certain standards if perfect
transmission is to be obtained.

I

e'en though their reeeiers might hé tuned
to a wavelength very remote from that of

the Morse sigñals. The interference will
take thé form of clicks corresponding to the
key movement, therefore it' is particularly

Fig.

letter

,

'MODULATION
EN'4ELOP

desirable to see that such conditions are not
allowed to exist.
Another form of "envelope" distortion
is shown in Fig. 3. It will be seen that in
that example "peaks" are present each
time the key is closed, and this is a condition
which should also be avoided. It can be
caused by poor regulation of the hightension and unsatisfactory keying arrangements.

TTJ1H.1
2.-A

dis:orled wave-form caused by sharp cut: off '
or sudden break in power circuit.

For exrnple Ìt is possblc, with certain
operating. conditions, for the culìent to
rise and fall too quickly, with the result
that the "envelope ' will take up the
shape shown in Fig. 2. With such transmissions it is highly possible that interference will be causêd to any nearby listeners,
PEAKS

I-Showing

the new formal ion of
the wave-train when
key is operated for

SHARP CUTOFF

Fig.

included it is still necessary to pay a good
deal of attention to the complete keying
system, as nothing is worse than bad morse
transmission, ignoring for one moment
bad 'phone modulation which we will deal
with later.
One of the most simple filters is shown in
Fig. 4, where L represents a good make of
L.F. choke, R a resistance, C a fixed condenser, and K the key.
It is assumed that the key is inserted in
the plate circuit, i.e., HT. positive lead, as
that is about one of the most troublesome
arrangements so far as "click" generation
and elimination is concerned. It will be
appreciated that the higher the current
aóross the key, the greater the possibility
of trouble being experienóed, therefore the
keying circuits mentioned in the previous
article have this point in their favour, apart
from the question of safety
The complete anode keying circuit is
shown in Fig. 5, and it will be appreciated
that if the key is opened and closed-without the filter circuit-violent surges are
bound to be created, especially if reasonable
power is being used, and, among other
things, sparking at the key contracts will
take place. An L.F. choke has the property
of opposing sudden current changes, and

Fig.

4.-A simple form of filter to prevent
leying clicks.

.

B."

this property,' together with that of a
condenser and resistance, is used to secure
the desired keying effect by embodying
it in the filter circuit.
When the key is closed, a certain amount
of energy is stored in the inductance, and
the electro-magnetic field set up around
the choke. This is not instantaneous, as a
minute period of time is required to reach
maximum. Now when the key is next
opened, this stored energy will tend to
kick back, so to speak, into the circuit, and
if the current is of any reasonable value,
it vill try to jump the open key contacts
or, in other words, it will cause sparkingone of the very things we are trying tu
prevent. Luckily this little snag is not so
difficùlt to overcome if use is made of the
characteristics of a condenser hich, as
shown, is connected across the contacts.
The actual value is not too critical, and
it is advisable to determine by experiment
the one most suited to individual requirenients.

Wheujhe y is closed C is short-circuited.
-hilt whenhe key is open the condenser will
be in a position to receive a charge which,
if allowed to discharge by closing the key,
would in itself again cause sparking across
and if correct values are selected, a high the contacts. This little ite'm has not been
standard Of transmission can be obtained, overlooked, likewise the inclusion of the
but even when suli precautions àrè
(Cong in,d on neng pag4
Filters
'ocliniinate wave-form distortion, it is
usual to employ a simple circuit in conjunction With the key, which acts asa filter,
:

.

.

-

-

-c.

-

-

-

___

--

C
-

-

11 -------------52-, '*4'

'so
g.

3.-Another form

of wave-form distortion
created by boor H.T. regulation.

-

5.-The compkte circuit
key and filter when inserted.
in ¡he anode circuit.

Fig
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TRANSMITTING TOPICS

to either of these valves, and a control of
There is one point about which some
the ultimate output maintained.
constructors may not be sure, and that is
The
reserve
provided by the circuit the location of the microphone transformer.
,-esistance "R," which will tend to absorb
shown can prove extremely, useful if one
most of the energy so released.
Avoiding Hum
\Vhile carrying out its operation, the contemplates carrying out any experiFor compactness and convenience it would
condenser actually prevents a sharp cut-off ments with various forms pf modulation.
be ideal to house tho transfórmer on the
of the power, and if reference is made to The Layout
same shelf, but don'f do it. Even if the
the sharp corners of the "envelope" of
The actual layout is not reallycrit.ical. _eomponcnt is well shrouded there is always
Fig. 2 it will be appreciated that these
become nicely rounded off by virtue of the
p
condenser.
With an A.A. rig and a suitable monitor,
ou1Pu1.
many interesting experiments can be
2OOOO ci
carried out to determine the efficiency of
I
4MF0.
2MFD
keying and filter circuits.
I-1
fro,,,

previous page)

The lO-watter

Consideratde Interest is being shown in
this transmitter, and many points are
being raised concerning the ultimate circuit.
Several readers are inclined to think that it
is a little too ambitious for an A.A. station,
and would like to see something less costly.
\Vell, I have tried to make it a flexible as
possible, but I will not forget their remarks
when considering future gear. If so desired,
there is nothing to prevent a constructor
stopping at the Tritet stage and cutting
out the final PA., as quite useful power can
be obtained from the 6L6, providing anode
modulation is used. The reason for this
will be explained later.

5,000fl

5QOOOfi

-1

INPUT

JAO1

3O,OCO(

OIMFD
4I

ñ1IMH

LI
I:

!

The Modulator
The circuit- of the modulator is shown
in Fig. 6, where it will be seen that it is
perfectly straightforward and not costly to
construct. As mentioned before, it can be
modified to use American valves if price
has to be considered.
The point has already been raised: "Why
the three stages, surely that is not necessaryfor suppressor-grid modulation?"
My answer to that is "adaptability."
I stressed that the first stage could be
looked upon as a "head" amplifier for use
with a microphone of low sensitivity. The
input to the first and second stages can be
controlled by the potentiometers shown;
therefore, the actual input can be applied

Fig.

6.-Tue circui!

modulalor stage, fixed lone control king applied and a ¡acl
in the output anode circuil for turren! indication.

of Ehe

Adopt the usual procedure of keeping grid,
anode and cathode wires and components
as remote-as regards interference-from
each other as possible, consistent with
short leads,
Solder all joints, use good components,
particularly condensers, and see that all
valves are operating under satisfactory
conditions. I mean by that, check up all
applied voltages and anode currents,

inserted

the possibility of hum being introduced if
it is anywhere within, say, four to five feet
of the mains transformer. I always make
a point of housing thetransformer, together
with its battery-using a transverse current
type-in a neat metal container fitted with
two terminal blocks and an ' on-oft"
switch, thus allowing it to be placed in a
remote position, using, of course, screened
cable for the connections.

Thursday, April 71h.-Cotton, an aceouni
of how the country's grcate,st export

s

iwhLstry is managed.

NATIONAL (261.1 ni. and 1,500 ni.)
Symphony
Wednesday, April 61h.-A

Saturday, April 9/li .-Songs from the
American Son ybag: choral programme.

Concert.

Thursday, April 7th.-Concert Party programme.

Friday, April 8th.-Snooker: A commentary on the World Champiouship Final,
from Thu rston's Ha/i.
Saturday, April 9th.-Motor acinej. A
-QZflhtLJfl the B.R.D.C.'s Empire
Tròphy Raee,7r nDfdflgton ParAi.
REGIONAL (342.1 in.)
JVednesday, April 6th-We are noi alone,
a play by James Hilton.
Thursday, April 7th.-Colton, an account
Ike country's greatest export
of how
industry is manaqed.
Friday, April 8th.- Variety from Ike
Thea.tre Royal, Worcester.
Saturday, April 9th.-Perth Theatre Company in The Barrelts of Wimpole Street.
I

HT-

5OMFD

5OMFD

MIDLAND

(296.2

tu.)

Wethwsday, April 61h.-A vocal recitaL

Thursday,

April

7th.-Military Band

Coiweil.

Friday, April 8th-Send for Paul Temple!
A serial thriller
Ruisode 1.

in

eight

episodes.

WELSH (3"3.1 ni.)
JVednesday, April 6th-Wanted-Mr.
Stuart, a short play by Arthur Walkyn.
Thursday, April 71h.-A programme of
music by Morfydd Owen...
Friday, April 8th.-The Tenth Annua&
Cardiff Schools Musical Festival, from
Çardiff.
Lei,r Fach: The
&durday, Apnl
Little Railway, a talks feature.

jHgjl

thY

WEST OF ENGLAND (285.7 in)
Wednesday, April 6th.-Mnaica& Mixture,
light programme.
Thursday, April 71h.-Instrlfmental pro.
grammè..
Friday, April 811i.-The Maiden Voyage
of the Steamship Great Western, Brisi'ntNew York, April, 1838, feature pro.
gramme.'
Saturday, April' 9th-Israel in Egypt
(Handel), from the Coiston Halls Bristol.

NORTHERN

(449.1

fl
tu.)

Wednesday, April 6th-Variety from the
Argyle Theatre, Birkenhad.

,uaOI,e,,Oeflalflfltefl

8th .-Variei.y from the
Palace Theatre, Hudderefield.
Saturday, April 91h.-A ran.ning conimentary ou the second half of (fie Rugby
Leaque Match. Barrote y. Warrinqton,
from Craven Park, Barrow-in-Furness.

Friday, ApriI

I

SCOTTISH (391.1 w.)
Wednesday, April 6th.-ScoUish Dance
Music.
Thirsday, April Wi.-VarieJy from the
Theatre Royal, Edinburgh.
/ßçli9h CountrU:
Friday, April
TM U,'l7flarty Firth, an tmression of Ike
life of the districi.
Saturday, April 9th-Perth Theatre Company in The Barrett8 of Wimyole
Street, a comedy by Rudolf Besicr.
NORTHERN IRELAND (307.1 w.)
Wednesday, April 6th-Ulster Variety
programme.
Thursday. April 7th.-Dr. O'Toole, a play
by J. B. Fagan.

Friday, April 8th.-A BalicA Concert.
Saturday, April 9th-Point-to-Point: A
running cotnmentary on the Open Race
at (he Meeting, of the County Down
Stag hounds, from the Course t Ballyhaft, near Newtownard8.
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bout of side-splitting laughter, offers
to let you do a spot of side-splitting,
and yet classes the cause of his mirth
as an 'affliction.'
"Yes, I think on second thoughts
it must be 200 watts distorted
"Ere this becomes a ream, I will
to oecl-conscious

Wise Reader

of Biimingham, who tells
that he is a genuine reader
from No, i, says that there seems
to be many other "readers from
" who have looked through
No.
all their back issues, and have never
'found what thèy require, although
the information they seek has
appeared only three or four weeks
before. I-le also asks me what happened to the two Scottish readers who
wrote an identical question some time
back, but whose replies were returned
marked" not known." He suspects, of
course, that they are library readers,
who wait until the librarian is out
of the building and then steal the
coupon. Regarding my Quality set,
G. T. says that he cannot tfford a
big outfit, but if he does build it he
uill certainly adhere to the specification. He is not going-to toy about
with junk parts, and then blame the
designer for bad results. Only the
best or specthed parts are ot any use to
him. One of his friends built the
Signet Two withjunk parts, bought for
a lèw shillings secondhand. It worked
just like any other dozen or so two'alve sets, but when he bought the
spified tuning condenser and put
that in, he found stations at the
bottom and top of the dial that
were not received before. He also
tells me that in his works one of the
young ladies, in looking down the
sititations vacant column of the
morning newspaper, stated that she
as going to apply for one of the
jobs which she said was at a tinnedmilk factory. Investigation showed
that the advertisement had been
inserted by a wdl-knowi firm of
condenser makers.
me
G.T.,

'

ï

A Return to theAttack!
AFEW issues ago I published a
letter regarding a reader who
wanted a Quality receiver for about
íso. This reader returns to the attack
as Ibilows
"Do you know that I am the
bloke responsible for
unknown
reader's' rcturn from unconsciousC

ness?

"'Tras I who brought him back
to the land of the living, and what
thanks do I get for this kindly deed?
He just falls over himself,
Nix
grabbing the pen and ink, and
!

ENGTH
!

By Thermton

The" Wireless Constructor's Encydopadia"

proceeds to tell the world of the
bloke who wants-and expects, mind
you-a fJ15 tuner, Ero amplifier,
and 5 speakerS all for Ero. I ask
you
Having revived a corpse it
turns round and dots you one.
And this, fellow workers, is gratitude
I call it !-well, next week-if I
have time to arrange the epithets in
proper equence. Anyway, as a
diligent, enthusiastic and appreciative reader from No: j (Have you
heard that one ?), I feel myself
above the necessary oblication of
replying to such a liase ininuation.
Should I 'expect' JJo worth of radio
Asan
for Lb? Archibald, CN.
aforesaid D.E.A. reader, do I 'want'

THAT article in a recent issue on
the Romance of a Famous
Volume takes my mind back to the
early days of this journal. I was not
then serving it, but was ve1l aware of
the quakings which rumours of a new
wireless weekly caused. The "Wireless Constructor's Encyclopedia,"
you will remember, was published at
the same time as No. r of PRACTICAL
WIRELESS and I obtained one of the
first editions. I was amazed at the
fact that in so short a time (the Editor
of P. W. wrote the book in six weeks !)

-

!

!

£20 for

Lio?-well,

"Never again do

ask me.
I revive

the
unconscious.
"I propose swotting up a few old
songs like ' Pal o' Mine,' 'Mate o'
Mine,' 'Love Me for Ever,' etc.,
which I shall sing beneath Mr. X's
window some night, accompanied
on the accordion or jews' harp.
Seeing I have no voice worth mentioning-at least, I'm told it's unmentionable-thc effect should be
O.K. at R9, provided he keeps off
my D.X. work with old boots.
Perhaps it would be betterfor me-if I kept out of range and
rigged up a super-quality amplifier
of about ioo watts pure distorted,'
üsing three sets of push-pull valves
in cascade with j-8: traflsformer
coupling for each stage. Yes, ' ioo
watts distorted' of 'Love Me for
Ever' should go down well, especially if I couple up half a dozen old
tin-horned speakers. The jangling
effect of the tin horns could be
mistaken for the joy - bells ringing.
I think such a procedure would cause
Mr. X. more anguish of soul than
red-hot knives.
'You will note the further ingratitude of Mr. X. He has a fitie
C

such a very complete treatise on
wireless arranged in alphabetical order
could be produced. There is no
other book to compare with The
Wireless Constructor's Encyclopadia." It not only tells you how to'
make, how to test, but also it explains its own terminology ; with an
ordinary text book you may come
across a word which the book itself
does not explain, and which is probably too new to be in the current
dictionaries, but the Encyclopdia,
however, explains all of the terms.
Thus, if in consulting the section on
mains receivers you come across the
term "voltage doubler" for the first
time in your life, you merely have to.
look up the term "voltage doubler"
under the letter V. The latest edition
which I have before me contains a
complete list of wireless clubs, a list
of the wireless anniversaries and
important dates, international callsigns, complete list of broadcasting
stations, short, medium and long;
sections on making coils, chokes and
transformers, tables of copper wire
data, wood-screw sizes, B.A. sizes,
decimal equivalents, metric equivalents, accumulatot charging data,
series of circuits, making mains
transformers, colour-code data, how
to test receivers, and so on and so ou.
It is impossible to open a page
without finding some valuable item
-

.
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of interest. It is a work which you can
consult, and one which you can read;
a 1)00k for the fireside hour in which
you can browse among its 396 highly
interesting pages, and have on your
shelf ready to consult on almost every
branch of radio: My copy of the
6th edition will not leave my possession. Copies of it have been sold in
every country in the world. I advise
you to obtain one, and to every youth
who is considering, entering the wireless trade may I say that the volume
forms the most useful work which
such a beginner could have.

Noø.

Th

The Britannia Joint
QUERIST recently

caine across this
connection wit/i aerial
design and asked what it meant. It is an
electrical term for a form of joining bare
copper wires which gives great strength
with certainly of low resistance-two
factors which are valuable in aerial design.
The two ends of the wires being joined are
In the Colonies
thoroughly cleaned and laid side by side
HE following extract from one of for a distance of two inches or so. The
our Colonial readers needs no overlap is then wrapped with thin tinned
I
comment:
copper (or bare) wire, taking the binding
I expect I will call down upon on lo the single leads at each side of 1/se
my head your wrath, when I say joint. The joint is then snieared with flux
as far as literature for the constructor and thoroughly soldered, giving a very
is concerned there are only a few efficient junction which will not give rise
ïorth reading. to ¿rouble under all normal conditions,.
English journals
Mind you I am not presuming tojudge

T"

or express añ opinion regarding how
far this contention applies to the British
Isles. I am satisfied that, taking
into consideration conditions there,
PRACTICAL AND AMATEUR WIRELESS,
at least, is a journal of outstanding

merit; understand me, I am applying
now wireless literature to our own
peculiar conditions."
A Car Radio Year

IAM informed that car radio

is

duc

for a big spurt during the coming
season.
This is the definite belief
of Philips Lamps, Limited, who have
just launched a big campaign to

popularise their MotoRadio. Their
conviction is supported by some very
interesting facts and figures, based on
past experience, which tend to show
that there are solid grounds for maintaining that car radio is now a practical and widely welcomed addition
to the amenities of the modern motorcar:
In the early days of the car radio
movement it niày have been true that
its appeal was limited to the wealthier
The ordinary
class of car owner.
motorist,lt was said, either does not
want or cannot afford car radio.
That the position to-day is very
different is shown by the following
analyses by horse-power and price of
cars equipped during the last six
months with Philips MotoRadio
Price
H.P.
%
%
Up to /J200 19
and 8
5.5
io and 12
£200-/j500 74
43
Over £500
3!
13 - 20
7
16.5
2! and over
zoo
Unspecified
4
I.

term
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It is interesting to note that neither
the size nor the age of a car is apparently any bar to the installation of car
radio.
Philips fitting stations have
MotoRadio /
successfully installed
in the smallest car on the road-a
500 c.c. Fiat, while the oldest car they
have equipped was a 20 h.p. Daimler
which was no less than nine years old

in

Anyone Seen

a

e

Mermaid?

Is
WHAT is the mermaid?
she fact or is she fiction?
Evidence for and against these
questions will be put forward in the
programme which John Pudney will
produce on the Regional wavelength
on April 15th.
All through the ages evidence
occurs of some kind or another in
support o1 the elusive mermaid.
Sometimes she is a voice on the spray,
at others a dream of half-human, halfpiscine loveliness rollicking in the
brine. She has been seen, so they say,
riding the foam with a mer-child at
The Lead-in
her breast, or sunning with burnished
appears that many listeners pay scales on wind-broken reefs. At one
JT rallier too much attention lo the moment she is a monster of terror
design of the aerial and ignore the in the eyes of her next observer a siren
question of the lead-in. ¡lis hopeless to
spend considerable time and thought on
the design of the aerial, only to destroy
all the advantages by taking the lead-in
through a hole in a metal window-frame
and then to run the wire round a wall för a
T1ie set should be
considerable distance.
placed as close to the window as possible,
the lead-in should be held rigidly at least
¡8 inches from tite wall (so that it does
not sway in the wind and give rise to
erratic tuning effects) and when it enters
I/te house a low-capacity to earth should
be provided.
Use a special lead-in tube
with air-spacing between the wall and
metallic portion, and renember that a
capacity connection using the glass of the
window as a dielectric will often prove
desirable to avoid drilling a wall or
u4ndow-frame.

The Argonauts
of enchantment.
were the first recorded travellers to
see and escape the dreaded sirens.
Columbus was called to his ship's
side by an excited seaman who swore
that he had seen a woman with a
silver tail playing among the white
horses, but the explorer, fearing alarm
on the part of the crew, accounted for'
the phenomenon as the figure of a
manatee or dugong, a sea mammal of
slightly human appearance.
No mermaid in history was so
universally acclaimed and -recognised
as that which, according to the
chroniclers of old Holland, was caught
in a fisherman's net at Edam and
brought for examination before the
worthy burgomaster of that town in
the early fifteenth century. The mermaid was committed to the care of
a townswoman until "she become
Trimmers
JJti making an all-wave receiver it. is both chaste and devout, showing a
important to
remember that the becoming reverence for the Cross and
trimmers fitted to 1/je ganged condensers growing skilled in all womanly arts."
(which are of standard type) are not Her sudden disappearance from the
needed, and f left on the condensers records is presumed to have been
the additional parallel capacity included accounted for by her actual disappearin t/ie circuit may Lrevent ¡he short-wave ance down some village waterway to
section from fu,ctioning properly. The the sea.
Sir Walter Raleigh testifies to
makers of most all-wave units proide
trimmers on 1/le coils and, therefore, the having seen a sea-woman floundering
trimmers OU 1/le gang condenser should be in the shallows of a West Indian
lagoon, and, in the programme, he
completely dismantled.
has an argument with Ben Jonson and
Finally,
Will Shakespeare about it.
enthis
scaly
óf
marine
cavalcade
WIRELESS
CONSTRUCTOR'S
chantresses will come to an end with
EP1CYCLOPDIA
the strange tale of one William
5/- or' 5/6 by post from
Beeworthy-an adventure so outstandCcorgo Newnes, Lid., Tower Hoose Southnn,plon Si,
Stror,J, London, W.L.2.
ing that it is best left to speak for itselti
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ment, and bare wire may be used and all
connections should preferably be soldered.
The tuning condenser specified has a maximum cpacit3 of OOI6 mfd but if desned
you may use. temporarily a .000n mfd
standard condenser with a .0003 mfd. fixed

give-rather more difficult tuning due to the
wider wave-range còvered with that
capacity. A set of coils may be bought or
Details
Practical
of
a
Short-wave
OneConstructioral
[
made and with these the
valve
Set
Which
May
Be
Built
at
a
Minimum
of
Ç
rècoiver may be used to
a
Expense,
and
to
Most
Efficient
Modified
Form
-.
cover all wavelengths from
Receiver.
9 or 10 metres up to 2,000.
It is not advimble to try
mId
the
the
coil,
and
a
of
.0002
on
cpacity
THE success which has attended
of this type
mfd.
be
employed.
In
shortor
should
building of one or two simple
.0003
to tune below 10
larger
value
of
most
the
will
be
cases
found
wave sets which have been described
metres, and
in these pages has led to a demand for a most use. A normal tubular or mica fixed
therefore if it
is
connected
in
the
grid
circuit
receiver of a type which may be improed condenser
is desired to
fixed
grid
of
3
megohms,
leak
but
from time to time as funds and necessity with a
again
this
value
may
be
modified
to
permit, and for which a blueprint may be
and up
w a y e len g t hs
.
supplied to simplify construction. T lic 5 megohms employed. The choke is most
below 10 metres
recejyci described in this article is shown in important and although it is possible to
an ultra-shortvery
hosse
it
efficient component at
its simplest form, and the blueprint whi ch make a
wave set should
is available for it shows only the bss.rc is recommended that a really reliable cornbe made up.
necessities. In this condition, howevi r, merciai article be employed. This will
the receiver may he relied upon tofurnish avoid difficulties due to "dead spots,"
Refinements
erratic reaction, etc.
A simple baseboard form of
Th receiver
construction is used, as there
is operated by
only a feu' components
means
H.F C
of
a
and a chassis is not called Fig. 3.-How a
66-volt battery
4-pin
coil
i
for. A good qualitycoil-holder
and the voltage
0002 MFD.
may be used,
should be used, and although
should be ada metal 1)aIel is not a justed to give a smooth reaction control.
HT.
- -necessity it will be found very By way of refinements the first improvement
useful in assisting in the would be the fitting of a bandspreading
removal of hand - capacity condenser. This should consist of a snìall
H
effects. 1f desired, a wooden variable condenser having a maximum
or ebonite panel may be capacity of about 20 minfds. and it may be
MED.
employed and a thin sheet of mounted on the panel quite dose to the
or foil fitted behind the tuning condenser. It is wired in parallel
i metal
L .T panel and connected to earth. with that condenser-that is, the fixed and
00O2
It is preferable to eut holes in the mo ing vanes of each condenser are
MF.
this so that it does not corne connected together as shown in Fig. 2.
Fig. I -The circuit of hito Contact with any ot the When this addition is made tuning will be
panel components, and then very much simpler.
the iimp!e one-valve r.
to connect a separate earth
The main tuning condenser is simply
lead to it.
advanced about one degree at a time, and
at each setting the smaller condenser is'
a most comprehensive log and untier all Construction
turned throughout its range, thus spreading
normal conditions some really good D.X.
The terminals should preferably be out the waveband which each adjustment of
work may be accomplished with it. After mounted on separate mounts, well separated the main condenser covers. Good slowit has been in use for some time, however, to avoid any loss which might be introduced motion dials will be found of the utmost
it will be found that various little improve- by a leakage path between them through value in a set of this nature, as they enable
ments may be added, and these are described inferior ebonite or other material. The the smallest movement of the condensers to
in this article so- that those who wish to coil and valveholders should be firmly be made and many stations which would
build the set in a more advanced form may attached to the baseboard, and the panel otherwise be missed will thereby be heard.
do so.
components firmly locked to the panel. This will be especially noticeable where
The circuit selected is the simplest Remember that any looseness, either in the two or more' stations are found very close
than
detector
arrangement,
rather
reacting
mounting or in the subsequent wiring will together on the main tuning condenser. A
a special circuit utilising an S.G. or HF. result in tuning difficulties and perhaps in slight adjustment of this, and the bandcoils
home-made
valve.
Although
pentode
erratic effects resembling fading. The spreading condenser will enable quite a
may be used, a standard 6-pin plug-in coil wiiing should be carried out with fairly large movement to be made with the dial
build
may
is specified, but the constructor
stiff wire to avoid any subsequent move(C'ontinurd on page 94).
fot himself a set of such coils, taking for his
in
our
issue
dated
data the details given
July 24th, 1937, or that which will be found
in our latest book, "Coils, Chokes and
Transformers." It Bhould be noted that a
4-pin coil is not recommended, although it
can be used. Tlie reason is that the aerial
has a marked effect upon the performance
of the receiver, and a 6-pin coil permits of
à loose-coupled aerial arrangement being
employed with theresult that the damping
effect of the aerial is removed. A condenser may, of course, be connected
Fig. 2.This diabetween the aerial and the grid winding
gram shows how the
(thus omitting the aerial coupling coil), but
conbandsp reading
tue effect is not so good as when the
denser is joined Io
coupling coil is employed:
the main tuning conThe Circuit
denser.
Reaction is obtained by means of a
BAND SPREADER
standard reaction condenser and winding
BANDSET TER

A SIMPLE SHORT-WAVE

SET

I
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to separate these stations and overlap will
be avoided.
Coil Ranges
In the Eddystone range there are 9 coil
of the 6-pin type which may be used, aid to
enable the constructor to obtain sorne idea
of the ranges covered the following are the
iype numbers and the bands which are
covered with a .00016 mfd. condenser
6BB 9-14
6P 150-325
OLB
12-26
60 260-510
OY
22-47]
6BR 490-1,000
6R
41.94
6GY 1,000.2,000
6W 76.170
If a .00025 mfd. condenser is used, or if
the .0005 standard condenser with series
fixed condenser scheme is adopted, the
tuning range will be slightly greater thati
the above figures, and this will obviously
be accompanied by the tuning difficulty
already mentioned. It is desirable in a
short-wave set to provide as small a tuniiig
band-width as possible, so that difficulties
in tuning due to the close proximity of
diffèrent stations ate removed. Another
important point regarding tuning concerns
the minimum wavelength to which each
coil may be tuned. This is dependent
upon the minimum capacity of the tuning
condenser and an inferior condenser will
obviously tune to a higher minimum
wavelength.

'

IRING DIAGRAM
I{T.- Li.-

-

'__5

P'H.TI-

-

i__1

:-

.

REACTION.

LIST OF COMPONENTS
One .00016 mId. tuñing condenser typr 922)
(Eddytone).
One .0003 mfd. reaction condemer (Polar).
One 6-pin roil-holder (type 969) (Eddy«onr).
One 4-pin valvehoider (B.T.S).
One H.F. choke (type 1010) (Eddytone).
One .0002 mid. fixed condemer (tubular type)
(T.C.C.).
One 3-megohm grid leak (Pubilier).
One on(off switch (Bulgin).
Four terminals (Clix).
One wooden baseboard 8m, by 7m.
One ebonite panel (see test) 8m, by 8m.
Flex, connecting wire,screws.
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Another Ultra-short-waver
-

Leaves from
..

a

Short-wave Log

(Ethiopia) on 25.09
in. (11.955 mc/a), of which the power

¡UC, Addis Abab

J
broadcasts the Rorne-Torrenova 25 kWcommercial transmitter 111F, on 30.52 in.
(9.83 mc/a).

has been increased to 10 kilowatts,
may be heard working radio-telephony
with Rome (Italy) on most days towards
G.M.T. 20.00. Occasionally, earlier in the
evening, entitainments provided by native
musicians or by Italian Military bands are
relayed through this channel to the EJ.A.R.
network, and re-broadcast through the
Rome, Milan, and Florence medium-wave
stations.

Lisbon Now Works Three Channels

Harmonics of Fcamp

India's new Short- wave Channels

The Louvetot high-power transmitter of
Radio Normandy having reduced its wavelength to 212.6 m. (1411 ko/a) a fourth
harmonic of the basic transmission may
now be picked up on 53.15 ni. (5.644 mo/s).
Listeners also report having logged the
programme faintly on 26.575 in. (11.29
or eighth harmonio.

Another Transmitter of the Rome
Broadcasts.

In addition to the stations working on

25.4 ni. (11.811 mc/a), and 31.13 in. (9.635

respectively, the E.I.A.R. has brought
into operation for the late evening and night
tue/a)

W2XOY is the call-sign of the 150 watts

!
I

.

-

Addis Ababa Again Heard

$

Programmes from Portugal have been
recently logged ou three separate frequencies, namely, U8W4, 25.34 in. (11.84 mes.).
from G.M.T. 17.00-18.10; SW2, on 27.17
in. (11.04 me/s) from 19.00-23.00; and
CSW3, 30.18 m. (9.94 moIs) freni O.M.T.
23.00-01.00. "Trial trips" are also made
at odd tOnes.
-

Although many tests have been carried
out on varius channels, it is stated that the
following frequencies aie those which will
be probably definitely adopted by the new
short-wave stations in British India.
Bombay, 31.4 in, (9.55 mc/a) and 49.3 in.
(6.085 mets) for day broadcasts, and 90.63
m. (3.31 me/a) in the later evening hours;
Calcutta, 49.1 m. (6.11 inc/a) for both
services; Delhi,. 31.28 in. (9.59 mo/a) by
day and 86.46 in. (3.47 mc/a) by night;
i'iIysore, 49.59 in. (6.05 mcs); Madras,
49.36 in. (6.077 mc/a); and Colombo, 49.06
in. (6.11 mc/s). Experimentaltransinissions,
however, on other channels aie still being
carried 0lit.

tady, N.Y.) on the top of the State Office
Building at Albany (N.Y.). Experimental

broadcasts a-re being made ou 41.04 me!s.
or 7.31 melt-es.
-

Colombians Move to 60 m. Band
Many of the Colombian transiiiittera
having deserted tho nattaI broadcasting
channels, are endeavouring to settle themselves on frequencies in -the 4 megacycle
hand. HJ3ABH, Bogota, Le Voz de' ¡a
Víctor, of which the interval signal so
closely copies the three N.B.C. chimes, may
be heard on 61.22 m. (4.9 me/a). HJ4ABP.
Medellin. E,ni8so,n Pitilco; is working on
61.48 in. (4.88 mc/s), and HJJABE, Cartagena. La Voz da 1o8 Lubo;atoriea Fuentea',
which habitually broadcasts a sousa March
to mark the end of every hour, is now logged
on 61.72 in. (4.86 mc/a). Slightly above on
61.9 ni. (4.84 mc/a) you should find olomhia
Broadcasting emanating froni HJ3ABD,
Bogota, with the call punctuated by three
loud chimes. HJ2ABC, Cucubs, previously
on 31.34 ni. (9.572 inc/a) is also said to be
ivorking on 62.63 m. (4.799 mc/a). Here five
chimes are used (C, D, E, F, C). HJ1ABB,
La Voz de Barranquilla, has'been logged on
62.75 in. (4.78 mc/s). HJ6ABC, Ibagne,
reported by U.S.A. listeners to have
moved to 63.29 in. (4.74 rnc/s) does not
appear to have been heard so far in the
British Isles.
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Detector Unit

QN a nVnber of occasions I have been
told that my receivér gives an unpleasant high.frequeìicy whistle which is
oniy audible in certain positions in the room,

HT-
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THAT DODGE OF YOURS!
Every Reader of "PRACTICAL AND
AMATEUR WIRELESS" must have
originated some little dodge which would
interest other readers. Why not pass st on
to us? We pay £l.1O-O for the best wrinkle
submitted,aud for every other item published
on this page we willpay half-a-guinea. Turn
that idea oí yours to account by sending it
to us addressed to the Editor, "PRACTLCAL AND AMATEUR WIRELESS."
George NewneC Ltd., Tower House, South.
ampton Street,Strand,W.C.2. Put your name
and address on every item. Please note
that every notion sent in mustbe origina!,
Mark envelopes "Radio Wrinkles." DO
NOT enclose Queries with your wrinkles.
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mains, I devised and constructed the unit
shown in the accompanying diagrams.
Most of the components used were found
in the junk box, wìth the exception of the
condensers which were purchased from
a reputable firm.
The components required are as follows:
Two condensers .01 mid. (high voltage
test).
i
Two condensers 0.1 mfd. (high voltage
test).
a
Two condensers 1.0 mid. (high voltage
test).
Eight or/off toggle switches
(Bulgin S8OT).

'

medium for attaining speed in reading. .
j
\
It will be seen that a paper tape, painted in
stripes with Indian ink, is passed beneath
.7'
two contacts ; the ink being to a certain
ì
extent conductive, completes the circuit
.
.
vin the microphone transformer secondary
and headphones.
Althòugh the buzzer
operates continuously, the sound is only
.
heard when an inked section of the tape
passes under the contacts. The take-up
j
a a
'r
f '
reel can be rotated by hand, but it is more
' '
convenient to drive it by means of a small
5,ij
o'
,
electric motor geared down, as the speed
°"
can then be varied to individual requirements. The reels aie made by nailing
ss
A noveItster rod for detecting rcsnance.
plywood discs to the ends of cotton reels,
An
tntcrfe,ence
analyser
and the contacts are cut from thin sheet
and as I am a trifle deaf I thought that brass. No sizes are given, as these will vary
unii, and diagram of
possibly my receiver was on a little too according to the material to hand.
connecitons.
'' '.It
loud. However, it occurred to me that as should be noted that the volume can be
the use of headphones might ,faciit.ate my controlled to a certain extent by moving
fintng a solution to this problem, I experi- the contacts in or out.-D. BESSANT
TWO insulated crocodile clips.
meñtecl with various (and J musli say, in
One double fuse-holder (enclosed type,,
soue cases weird) devices, eventually suc- (Morden).
Bulgin F14).
ceecling in constructing a testet rod, which
One HF. 11 Buigin dual-mains choke.
proved to nie that the "note" referred to An Interference Analyser
The chokes could be made but it will be
HT
'
.
was only audible when m more or less an
AVTh&experiencedgreatmc.onvenience
better to fit the ones manufactured b'sexact line with the speaker.
with interference carrieJ along tite
1essrs. Bulgin.
The input and outpit
The accompanying sketch shows the
sockets ale ordinary 5-amp. mains sockets.
tester rod, which is made as follows
By arranging the switches on the earth side
TT
,
A thin glass tube containing iron filings
,.,_,(,I(/.,
of the condensers it is possible to connect
ILOCKS
and with two electrodes let in at both ends oRJItEPAPIS
IIl
any one condenser from one side of the
;(.
as shown, formed the "pick-up" unit, this
,.j!;
mains to earth.
'
being connected to a small ampliflet in the HAROOO
A5
'
After connecting up the analyser, draw
same manner as an ordinary microphone
the fuses, and by operating the switches the
button, using a 1: 1 ratio transformet' in PAPER
best eombmation of
c
the circuit. By. moving this detector rod STRIP
condensers can be
,'../.
h
about in the vicinity of the room and
found f o r c u t t i n g
.:///
.ii
speaker, it was quite interesting to note the
down the interference.
eel
.,, ç
'
..
effects obtained, although the receiver was
1$e
'-i-,'.
'
-i
I t w 1 1 1 b e noticed
i';"
,
not tuned to a station.
that switches areacross
,.i .(_,
HY. instability was the trouble, and I
the chokes, as it will
think that this idea could very well be
not always be necessimproved upon and made use of for other
CE
ary to have mains
experiments in speaker or receiver repro.
.
-,
chokes in circuit. The
duction.-li. E. WATTS (Blackburn).
pictorial sketch show a
è-'
the finished unit,
.jI
k,j'4An Autömatic Morse Transmktee
- PosE
the connections beine
BUZZER.
given in the inset
'T'HE simple automatic transmitter
diagiam.-G. LE ES
I shown in the sketch. may be of inPictorial view and circuit diagram of a simple ¿ulomatic
(North Shields).
Morse transmitter.
torest to other readers, as it ywovides a
s

.
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Further Details of the Latest DE
with Special Reference to the E

-

Tise

Invicta receiver, showing

the large dial with
the auto-station indications.

IN ourissue dated March 5th last
I

we gave preliminary details of
some of the latest developments

in automatic tuning, and explained
how the present systems utilise either
pre-set condensers switched into cirCuit by means of a selector device, or
a motor was energised to rotate the
tuning Condenser. It was explained
that the pre-set condenser arrangement has the advantage that it may
easily be fitted up and adjusted by an

inexperienced perso», and any type
of receiver may be so arranged. One
.of the main drawbacks which has
been experienced with this type of
selector, however, is that the pre-sets
are liable to go out of adjustment
from many various causes. Temperature, vibration and humidity are only
three of the things which can upset an
,,.

adjustment to ordinary types of preset condenser, and accordingly steps
have to be taken to prevent tuning
In the
shift due to these things.
Decca receivers a special type of preset condenier has been developed and
it is claimed that this is of such a
nature that it may be placed in
extremes oftemperature without modificatiori in the capacity and a novel
locking device ensures that it will
not be thrown out of adjustment due
to vibration.

Invariable Pre-set
The body of this particular cona ceramic
denser is made from
material and is circular in shape. It
is slightly reçcsscd and a centre hole
is provided and has a number of
serrations round its edge. One half
of the recessed portion is provided
with a metallic deposit, and a similar
section of the material is similarly
treated. When the two halves arc
placed face to face the two
metallic portions are separ/
ated by the projecting edge
i!
of ceramic material and as
the upper half is turned the
¡f

'.

t

I

These

illustrations show the Ekco mechanism and the arrangement of ihe mohr
and selector clips.

)
f

t

i

-r,

two metallic portions are varied in
regard to their overlap. Consequently,
by providing a central bush in the form
of an adjusting screw the capacity
may be varied, and when the screw
is locked up the serrations will ensure
that the two halves cannot shift.
There are two pre-sets to each station
adjustment in the Decca receivers,
one for the aerial circuit and one for
the oscillator, and there are eight
push-buttons on the receiver.
In the Invicta receiver, which is
scén at the top left-hand corner of
this page there are no push-buttons,
but the selection of the pre-arranged
stations is carried out by turning the
large selector knob seen below the
tuning dial. This knob also carries
out the normal tuning operation and
the makers claim that this ai-rangement is to be preferred to the fitting
of additional controls. There are only
five pre-selected statidns, two tuning
circuits being adjusted by standard
type pre-set condensers of highquality, and these may be seen in
the special chassis illustration shown
in the bottom right-hand corner.
The pre-sets are of the sprayed n!ica

-

'
)

-

/

type which Cannot possibly shift,
and an additional smaller capacity
of 15 or o mmfd. is connected in
parallel and adjusted in the usual
A special locking device is
way
provided on this additional trimmer
so that the resultant tuning is sound
both mechanically and electrically.
As supplied by the manufacturers this
receiver is adjusted for the London
and Home Counties area, but when
the receiver is supplied to other
districts pairs of condensers ready
adjusted for the required stations may
be obtained from the makers and are
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cornes to the end of its travel when
the motor automatically reverses and
the pointer travels back until itcomes to the selected station

p

9 J\7'
veiopments in Automatic Tuning
kco, Invicta and Decca- Systems
pilot lamp goes out and that indicates
that the correct position has been
located for the clip. When the button
is pushed at any future occasion the
motor will turn the condenser until
the clip interrupts the Circuit and the
condenser will stop at that point.
Obviously, with
this system the
critical adjustment necessary
in a sharplytuned superhet
circuit may not

simply substituted for those already
in the receiver which do not provide
sufficient volume from the station to
It is
which they are adjusted.
interesting to note that this particular
receiver has the same sprayed-mica
type of trimmer fitted to the I.F.

r

I

The Cossor System
Unlike either of the

be

ï:.

d

/

,)

which eml,odies the motor tuner.

The Ekco receiver

transformers to ensure reliability
under all conditions.
The Ekco System
At the moment the Ekco receiver
is the only one on the English market
to be fitted with a motor-driven tuning
system, and the lower left-hand illustration shows the chassis and-also a
diagrammatic illustration of the manner in which this operates. As many
as eleven stations are obtainable
with this system, in which the condenser is driven through a belt drive
from a small motor situated beneath
the chassis. The position at which the
motor stops is governed by the small
metal clips seen round the edge of the
semi-circular unit mounted on the
upper part of the chassis. These
clips are numbered to correspond
with the push-buttons on the cabinet
front, and it is a very simple matter to
re-arrange the clips at any desired
point in the following manner. A
station is tuned in the ordinary way by
means of the ordinary tuning knob
and when correctly adjusted a button
is selected for that station.
The
number is noted, and the clip corresponding to that number is simply
moved round the rail until a small

-

-

-

the method
upon which

operates
this
was described
last week.

The motor
movement is fairly rapid, the maximum movement of the tuning pointer
from one end of the scale to the other
taking about eight
seconds.
This f
means that to tune
from the London
National to the
London Regional
(or vice versa) takes

-

I

exactly

found, and to
compensate for
this an A.F.C.
or automaticfrequency control circuit is
provided, and

.

-

previous
systems the Cossor mechanism does not
employ motors or pre-set condensers,
the tuning being carried out by thrn
ing the gang condenser exactly as
when manual tuning is employed.
A large circular plate has a slot cut
in it, and the button which is depressed when the finger is inserted
Into a hole in the dial fitted to the
receiver, carries a small projecting
pin. The dial is pulled round. This
turns the condenser spindle üntil
arrested by the projecting pin dropping into the slot in the plate, when
the station should be heard correctly
tuned in. Each button is mounted
on a webbed disc provided with slots
and the button is locked at a suitable
position in the slot by means of a
special key provided by the.makers.
lt may be repeated again that all
systems which operate by moving the
ganged tuning condenser require some
muting device so that the various
stations which are passed as the condenser moves round to the desired
setting are not heard, whereas the preset selector condenser arrangement
provides an instantaneous jump from
one station to another and no muting
device is needed. This obviously is the
better scheme for the constructor who
wishes to make up auto-tune devices.
-

approximately

three seconds. It
should also be
noted that the
pointer travels
directly, backwards or forwards,
to the name of the
station selected.
In some of the
American models
the motor continues to travel in
the direction in

which it last
moved, and should

tnc requirea

-

station be in the
opposite direction
the pointer conThs iñusiralion shows the p re-set condenser assembly in the ¡,victa
tinues until it
receiver shown at ihe top lei i-hand corner.
CIICI,eiIe,ISIIIC
e4 ICI SI ICI,
el 1fl1111e1)eI lei el ICI ICI IflI ICI IS ISI411 ICII
-

t
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Hum

Tracíng
Modulatiön
LJ.
Acount of

Tests That Were Made with añ A.C./D.C. '-Aii-wa'vè Receiver.
Ma y'Uefu! Hints are Given for the Short-wave Experimenter.: By FRANK.PRESTON
Ari

Som

hum is rarely troublesome
nowadafys, even with the most
MAINS

sensitive type of receiver, but
modulation hum is sometimes encountered;
when it is, a cure is often difficult to
deyise. This fact was emphasised recently
while testing a home-made A.C./D.C. threevalve all-wave receiver. It was of a comparatively standard type and was intended
principally fQr short-wave reception, although using a well-known make of allwave coils. The circuit was of the general
type shown in skeleton form in the accompanying diagram.
From this it may be seen that there is
an H.F. pentode coupled to a leaky-grid
detector through a' timed-grid coil, the
detector being transformer coupled to
the output pentode. A half-wave valve
rectifier is included in the mains circuit
for H.T. supply and a barretter limits the
heater- voltage.

Bad Lay-out

-

This circuit is of such a usual type that
the constructor would carcely expect to
have any difficulty in obtaining satisfactory.
reception, even if the design were not too
carefully planned. The builder of the set
in question had, been of that opinion;
thus he had taken more liberties with the
lay-out than a 'thore .experieneed amateur
would consider'prudent. The components
liad been assenibled on a baseboard that
was small, because it was intended to fit
into an existing cabinet. Despite the fac1
that the constructor had placed the parts
very approximately in their "circuit"
positions, he had obviously been more
concerned with finishing the set than with
studying the most suitable arrangement.
As a result, reception wa-s in many
respects disappointing. A fair number of
stations could he received on each of the
three wavebands covered, but there was a
steady, if subdued, background hum. That
would not have been so very serious had
it not been accompanied by a far more
pronounced hum when a strong signa-1 was
being received. When Zeesen or Romo
was tuned in, for example, reception was
practically drowned by a fairly highpitched hum-almost a howl. The same
thing happened when receiving the National
or Regional transmissions, but the background was reasonably quiet when listening
to "W" stations or when receiving many
amateur transmissions. It was perfectly
clear that the main trouble was due to
modulation, or tuning, hum.
The obvious procedure would have been
to remake the set, taking greater care with
thé positioning of the smoothing choke,
L.F. transformer, coils and H.F. choke, but,
as an interesting experiment, it was decided
not to remodel thi set. Instead, it was
thought that a good deal of interesting
experimental work could be carried out if
an attempt were made to overcome the
troubles without making any major modifientions. If it had been realised at first
how much difficulty would be entailed,
perhaps a different decision- would have
been made
!

Moving the L.F. Transformer
L.F. and Detector Chànges
It was argued that the first step should
With the object of discovering whether
be to dispose of the genral background the trouble arose in the L.F. or H.F. cirhum, dealing with the more prnicious cults, additional decoupling was tried fr the
modulation hum later; or possibly both detector valve, and choke-capacity coupling
forms of trouble vohld be curéd at the of the speaker was experimented with.
same time. The LP. trâ'sfoiiTer was Neither made any differencê; sò it seemed
detached from the baseboard and rotated probable that the H.P. portioh of tl
to different positions, making testo at each receiver was at the root of the trouble. A
movemént. This had only aslight effect, higher-resistance anode decoupling resistor
but thebest position was f6Tnd and the was tried for the H.P. pentode, whilst con-

-

trausfornier agaiu'"îd'éved dOwn. Next it
was thought that the -ssnthing choke
might not be pulling its' weight," so it
was shtcinluited That'irnply increased
the hum level to an unbeüable 'extent.
Another choke was trid,rwithout noticeable effect, and then additi1 'rnoothing
condensers, were connected in parallel with
those originally fitted. Again thé ièsuft was
practically nil.

densers of both higher and lower capacity
than the original were tested in the anoderesistor by-pass circuit. It was
that a
20,000-olìm anode resistor with a .01 mfd.
by-pass condenser reduced the modulation
hum to such an extent that it was troublesome only on the most pwerful signals.
Attention was then turned to the detectoi
valve. The .0001 mfd. grid condenser was
changed for one of half the value, and the
5-megohin leak was replaced by à 1 -megohm
Resonat Smoothing Circuit
was that component. This certainly made' an imAnher idea
it might be possible to "tune " the smooth- provement, and by this time background
foun4d

thâte tÌnd

Skeleton diagram of the A.C./D.C. set with which various expiriments were carried out with a view Io
preventing modulation and background hum. Broken lines and figures show the principd changes that
proved to be most successful.

ing choke, so a few condensers of capacities
between .005 mfd. and .lmfd. were connected in parallel with it. A value of
.05 mid, proved most effective wheli the
set was operated from D.C., as it was
throughout the tests. (On AC. the hum
was fa-r less prosiouneed.) A hint that is
worth remembering in connection with
"tuning" the smoothing choke is that a
resonant frequeñcy of 100 cycles-which is
generally what is wanted when using a
full-wave rectifier from 50-cycle mains-is
obtained when tise product of choke inductance in henries and the parallel condenser capacity in mfds. is equal to 2.5.
On D.C. the hum frequency can vary
withui wide limits, so it is usually bst to
try several alternative capacities.
However, the parallel condenser was
effective in considerably reducing the background hum, but the modulation hum was
little changed. At this stage the earth lead
came under suspicion, but when another
good one was tried there was no appreciable
change. The effect of increasing the
capacity of the eoffdenser in the earth lead,
and even of short-circuiting it, vas tried

without result.

'

hum was audible only when the set was
completely off tune.

The H.F. Coupling
It was decided to replace the tuned-grid

coil between the first and second valves by
an 11.1. transformer with tuned secondary.
That produced a greater improvement

than any one previous alteration, but modu-

-

lation hum still persisted. Quite by
accident a large screened-cap connector
was tried for the H.P. valve, and that pro-

duced auch good effect that it was decided
to fit a screen over the complete valve,
despite the fact that it was of the metallised
type. Complete screening was ns more
effective than the screening of tise unmetallised top of the valve by the cap
connector.
...
Up to this point it had not occurred that
the valves might be receiving an incorrect
heater voltage, becaie it was known that
the range of the barretter was amply wide
for the- valves in use. Nevertheless, the
voltage between the heater terminals of
each valveholder was checked, and was
found to be slightly too low. That led' to
-

-

(Con: inued
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short distance from where the receiving
sets were accommodated. For a long time
experimental broadcasts have been carried
out froni Eindhoven, but the general publio
have not participated as so far no standards
of transmission have been settled. lt is
known, however, that the I)utch authorities
are keenly interested in television and arc
already undertaking a searching investigaLion with a view to inaugurating a service
in that country at the first opportunity.

ceiving. It is now stated, however, that a Making Progress
Welcome Extensions
NOW that the B.B.C. has received its Lancashire inventor working in secret in a
ALTHOUGH the Germans decided last
additional grant of approximately Surrey laboratory has succeeded in devising
year to use a 441-line definition for
a
method
for
recording
and
reproducing their television service there has
£300,000 for television, work has already
up to the
television
signals
through
the medium of moment not been any publie transmissions
been put in hand in coniiecion with the
a
wax
record.
No
details
of
the
method with this degree of picture dissection. It is
plans for providing the much-needed extension to the studios, etc., at Alexandra have yet been made available, as it is the now stated that a new television studio
inventor's
intention
to
perfect his idea before has been opened in Berlin a short distance
Palace. It is learned that nearly 25,000
square feet of space is to be taken up for making known any technical data. It will from Broadcasting House in readiness for
be
amazing
if
ultra-high-frequency
record- the 441-line inauguration, which it is hoped
studios and dressing rooms. Incidentally,
this will mean the conversion of the old ing can be undertaken in this way, and a to start in May of this year. The studio
of
measure
controversy
is
bound to exist is said to have a sloping floor so as to keep
A.P. theatre, which up to the present has
been used almost entirely as a uscful as t whether such an idea is technically the heads of the artIsts in focus as they
possible.
On the other hand, the history approach
annexe by the department responsible for
the "camera" for a close-up.
providing the scenery noW used so exten- of every scientific invention is bound up Surely it would have been a better plan to
sively in many of the television productions. with the scepticism of "authorities" who relieve the artist of the responsibility
It is probable that this theatre will be have proved, to their own satisfaction at and make all questions of focusing a camera
reconstructed on multiple studio lines least, that certain ideas were technically operator's responsibility? On the other
somewhat resembling those employed by impossible, only to find their ideas exploded hand, if a spot-light scanner is being used
the leading film companies. Producers and by the practical man who had the courage with this studio, then the plan adopted is a
control engineers will then be accore- to pursue his investigations in the face of reasonable one, for the equipment naturally
That television has lacks that degree of flexibility associated
inodated in a central tower to enable them apparent ridicule.
to have complete jurisdiction over the sets proved no exception to this rule is by now with electronic scanning devices. The
erected in all the studios. Obviously, the common knowledge, and it behoves every German authorities have been a very long
expericnco gained during the past eighteen theorist to temper his dogmatism with a time acquiring the right programme
months that the television service has been measure of credulity, for in this scientific technique from the point of view of
in operation will be embodied in this new age even the wild schemes of Jules Verne entertainment production. The bulk of
-

-

.

and permanent structure, and no doubt
once the space question is cased the present
studios will be re-designed so that they can
be eflhl)lOyed on more efficient lines. The
ofthe theatre stage will bring to
demolition
light an interesting relic in the form ofa gas
control unit which was designed for stage
and footlight illumination when the old
Palace was built just sixty years ago. It is
hoped that no time will be lost in cornpleting the work which has been conteni.
plated for a long time, for this will enable
the B.B.C.'s ambitious programme plans to
be put in hand and so give viewers a wider
variety of material, coupled with a welcprne
extension in the time that the programmes
are available for using the television
receiving sets.

iiave necorne a commonpiace occurrence.

In Holland

the course of the trade fair at
DURING
Utrecht, in Holland, the Dutch
people were introduced to their first

high-definition television demonstrations,
These were undertaken by Philips of
Eiiidhoven, who employed an electron
camera based on the iconoscope principles,
This was used as a portable transmitter a

-'

-

their work has been undertaken on a 180line standard and, since the picture quality
has been so far below the scheduled 441-line,
it has no doubt misled the producers and
given them an entirely wrong impression
ofthe nature ofthe items which are capable
of providing sustained entertainment value.
It will, therefore, be interesting to see what
changes take place in programme quality
when the new television picture service is
put on the air.
I

I

Television Recording

advantages associated with the
THErecording of sound on either disc or
film have long been appreciated, not only
for their entertainment value but also for
historical and industrial purioses. It has
long bceii the aim of inventors to record
vision signals in a form suitable for repro.
duction at any subsequent period that
desire may dictate. In 1928, when lowdefinition signals were being employed,
Baird succeeded in recording on standard
gramophone discs both vision and sound
signals and callêd his scheme "phonovision." With the advent of high-definition
television, however, and the enormously
increased modulation frequencies associated u ith it, wholly satisfactory methods
of vision recording have been difficult to
develop. One very obvious scheme has
been intermediate film television where the
vision signiils have been passed through a
standard television receiving set and theq
photographically recorded on ifim as a series
of intensity modulated lines resembling in
miniatura an ordinary television nicture.
Naturally, this is expensive, but strangely
enough has found considerable favour in
Germany both for transmitting and re-

.
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This illustration shows how the television cameras are used to relay hot/s the actual artists
Tise small model
and small models which arc mixed' to provide most realistic effects.
provides the proscenium and the raising of the curtain before the artists appear.
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looked. These are designed for use with a
2-volt supply aiid consume .06 amps.,
the overall heizht including the pins being
only .75 mm. They will give quite a good
degree of amplification with only 30 volts
H.T., although they may be used with up to
60 volts on thé anode. The anode current
is very small, being only 2.2 rnA. at 60 volts

connection which should be made. Crocodile clips are extremely useful, but in some
circuits, especially where high voltages ale
argnmentconcerning the best method present, they may be the muse of damage
of rectification forstandard receiver8, as they will not remain stationary and swing
but in recent years the grid-leak scheme about under certain conditions. Similarly.
has been exclusively employed. The method simple terminals can often cause considerof anode-bedd rectification has, however, a
tmuble' due to shocks
number of merits vhich still appeal to able
short-circuits, and excertain listeners, although, of course, the or
jrimenters should therediode rectifier will give just as good fore bear in mind that thcr
IAL, EARTH. +5 -.
quality.
a very valuable termijJifjff94
The main point concenis the volume which is
WUT,
is
available
which
nal
now
k
is fed into the valve and the amount of insulated and shocl - proof
H.T. at the disposal of the user, and for the and at the same time offers
benefit of those who are anxious to try out perfect contact under all
this form of rectification the following conditions. This terminal is
details are given. No drastic alteration to known as the Clix "All-in" terminal and
/JN :'
the circuit will have to be made, and is available at the moment marked Aerial,
although the grid leak could bè disconnected
and Input and Output.
artli, + and
from the LT. positive line and joined to a
is extremely sturdy and completely
grid bias battery (in the same manner as It
and should find great favour
The Clix
All-in" terminal.
when applying bias to an H.F. valve), the shrouded
keen experimenters. The Price of
presence o! tne gria conneiier may oe amoni
and .95 mA. at 3 volts, so that a small is
fid:
this
item
thought inadvisable. Therefore, the gnd
H.T. battery will give very long life. These
eondener should be short-circuited simply
valves cost 15s. each.
by twisting some bare wire across the two Deaf-aid Equipment
terminals on the condenser, and the grid
We are continually receiving applications
leak should be disconnected from the from members for details of construction
LT. positive line. It may, of course, be of deaf-aid amplifiers. We have carried Out 1938 BROADCASTER RADIO
left connected to the grid terminal. The considerable experiments with this type of
ANNUAL
lower end of the tuning coil should then be amplifier, but have found that each indi.
dsconnected from the earth line and con- vidual requires some special device which
PRACTICALLY every aspect of the
nected to th grid-biasing condenser at a renders it exceedingly difficult to design a
Radio Industry is covered by the
suitable voltage tapping dependent upon "general purpose " amplifier which sill 1938 "Broadcaster Radio Annual" just
the valve in use. It may be found in some suit everyone. One person needs only one published by the "Wireless Retailer and
cases desirable to include a 50,000-ohm stage of amplification, for instance, whilst Broadcaster," of 29, Bedford Street,
resistance in the biasing lead and to by- another may riced two stages. One needs Strand, London, W.C.2. It is colour.coded
pass this to earth through a non.ínductive considerable high-note amplification, whilst into four parts
Statistical, Technical,
.1 mfd. condenser, and these two com- another needs high-note cut.off, and so on. Legal and Commercial, and Directory;
ponents are shown in broken lines in the It is therefore, necessary when building and these are printed on white, yellow,
accompanying illustration. Many experi- this type of apparatus to take a standard white, and green paper sections respectively
menters fit a change-over switch so that L.F. amplifying circuit and to find byexperi. for easy reference.
anode-bend may be employed for the near- ment just how many stages are needed, and
Amongst the varied contents there is a
by local station, and grid-leak when reach- then to experiment to find whether high. "4irst-aid" Quick Test data for pearly
ing out, and this is certainly a good scheme note cut or high-note emphasis is needed. 100 best-selling sets; characteristics and
and enables good quality to be obtained In this connection the use of the special prices of 2,500 different valves; a 30-page
from the local station.
midget Osram valves should Abt bc over- Service Section; a directory of the electricity voltages in 8,000 towns; the officials
Terminal Connections
and details of the 50 radio Associations;
The problem often arises when building
and Who's Who" entries for 250 radio
experimental apparatus as to the type of
personalities. In the Directory Section
is given the full address of every radio
GRID CONDENSER
manufacturer, wholesaler tmnd agent in the
SHORT<IRCUITED
country.
To L F
AND GRID LEAK
If you want to know whether you are in
D SCO
t.he television reception area, there is a
11+
g
map giving exact details of where the
O
Alexandra Palace broadcasts are being
p
received; a special Television Section
k
showing how an installation should be
carried out, and giving a special trans- t'
mitter-to-liome explanation of how' teleGB

Methods of Rectification

AT one time there was considerabe

V!
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the Radio Market, which
together are available in no other publication, form the ol)ening pages of the Annual.
The information includes quarterly licence
figures for 500 districts, covering the whole
country, a survey of the electrified homes in
1 000 aieas in the British Isles radio expoit
and import trade, and the success of the
Radio Industry's Annual Exhibition-in
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figures.

How Io converl a sIanJad' detector circuit for anode-b.nd reçlificalion.

"Broadcaster Radio Annual"
an encyc1opdio publication which
everyone with a radio interest should
obtain. The price is 5s. Od., post paid.
is
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the
the above
Monday, March 1et.
A Industrial
Rectification."
T

his talk

meet Ing of

society, held nu

Mr. W. S. Pyrsls lectured
Mr. I'yrals illusti'atctl
with sorne very excellent slides, -and finished

with n movie 01 thé E.C.C. Works, and this latter Item
was nade ajore interesting because it illustrated the
isetilal inaiau1cture of some of the large rectifying
vivfis which had been described by tise. speaker.
Mr. Pyrab gave a very lucid and detailed description
nl wdern power transmission, and at question time
tnaii varied points were raisedand answered very
dearly. Thi was the first time that Mr. Pyrali bad
lectured to the E.D.W.S., but the members were
umiriimous in their rcqnest for another talk front sucht
an tibie speaker.
Meetings aro held each Monday at No. 3, DIX'S
Tick!. Exeter, slid ail those interested should get ii
touçh with tite secretary, Mr. W. Ching, 9, Sivell l'tace,
Heavitree, Exeter.
THE CROYDON RADIO SOCIETY

in Commercial Set Design" was tite
Mr. MarI.s at the Croydon
Radio Soclety' méètin on Tuesday, Match 2tnd,
in St. Peter's liait, Ledbury Toad, S. Croydon. Ho
recalled the "boom' of the early days when manufacturera introduced gadgets lu receivers wherewith
to create interest, but ignored the vital feature of
servire, and to-day the retailer was the sufferer.
Mr, Marks welkt onto dwell upon the day when only
the qualified engineer *ouht ho employed by the
uiamdacturer, and explained at length that. sets
at nine guineas were far too cheap, at the knowledgo
irivolted was iiot saleable at that ligure. Nor were
the Ielects,.i mass production Ignored, and a well)mown radin-gramophone was choscii as au example.
it arrived from the factory with five correct passes
from various departments, but no loudspeaker I
Mr. Marks wondered sshy all-wave reception was
considered as so vital to our listening. Did we all
really want to be thrilled by morse and static from all
over the world? He admitted, of course, that a receiver properly designed for short waves was of value
for a wider scope of programase. in the practical
demonstration, receivers with fluid light tuning, self
tuning, and hIgh-quality radio-gramophones were'
typical uf current practice, Questioned on the
ptrbllc'a taste, Mr, Marks salti it definitely preferred
music to jazz I Hon. Pub. Sec., }l, L, Cumbers,
Mycourt, Campden Road, S. Croydon,-

P°topic diseusedby

LONDON TRANSMITTING SOCIETY

ON Thursday, March 24th, a representative number
of Qnr.mdembers visited the Golders Oreen Radio
and Scientific Society at the Regal Cinema, Goldeis
freen, where a lecture by Mr. Blake was given. The
lecturer gave a most interesting talk and went very
fully into bis subject. The proceedings terminated
with nanny questions. Wo have now coat badges
for our mdmbers (bine ground and gold lettering).
All members must
w)1O .zipw number over fifty.
4'dusses an AA. or full tr*nsnuit.tlng licence, and
membership of the society is free. All applications for
membership should be addressed to the flou. Sec., G.
Yale, 40, liaeburnRoad,Edgware, who will be pleased
4o supply fiNture cartla of 5-metre field days, etc.

S
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Use a Fuse-,
IN our issue dated March 19th we pub......

Club Reports should not exceed 200 words in length and, should be received
First Post each Monday morning for publication in Ihe following week's issue,.
TIlE EXETER AND DISTRICT WIRELESS SOCIETY
Ltd., on 'uilsy, April 8th; ansi "The Rubber Planta.
or,

......

9th,

'..,

lished an article under the above,
heading and included the following illustration, Unfortunately the wrong manur
facturers Were mentioned in connection'
with one of these components, which
is, of course, from the well-known BeltingLee range. It will be seen that the upper

tion Industry." tiy Mr. E. R. Corbett, of Messrs.
Thomson, Aiston amI Ch., Ltd., on Friday, .4prIl2fitli.
BRENTWOOD AMATEUR RADIO SOCIETY (G8HV)

A3IEETl
of the above society was held on
March 11th, 1938. Messrs. Warriek, of the
M.P.H. Electrical Co., of Roniford, kindly gave a
lecture on, anti demonstrated their 7-watt amplifier,
which succeeded in blowing a 14.watt lamp! Tito
quality was excellent when tht! amplifier was delivering
12 watts. A new microphone giving high sensitivity
and negligible feed-back wits aio shown, and caused

tite BellingLee and Bulgin fuse
units referred to in
these notes.
These are

great interest.

At tite moment the society is very active.

118KM

is doing good work ou 7 inc., using 'phone and C.W.
He uses an 15H21 driven by a 59 and employs suppressor-grid modulation for 'phone. lIe.hopes to be active
on 1.7 nie. slidrtly. GICQ of Ilford, has worked W
on 'phone using a very small input on 14 mc. He. too,
la going to try tite top hand. 2CIH has built a dual-

band Jones Exciter, using a (1L611 as crystal oseiilator.
2DJB uses a crystal wavenieter for frequency measurement. lie is building a super artificial aerial for his
Hartley. 2CHJ loo, completed construction of his
regelt. CO, and uses a DET5 iii the fluai.
A very ambitious programme lias been arranged for
the comise spring, and ai! interested readers requiring
further Information about society muattersshoukl get iii
touch with time ¡ton. Sec., J. R. Deane Saiinsbury, Esq.
(2CYW), "Jirmiouk," crosswuys, Shenlield, Essex.
KINGSTON
SOCIETY

ANO

DISTRICT

AMATEUR

RADIO

OWednesday, March 10th, Mr. J. P. Stuart.
Williams (GSJW) gare a most interesting lecture
on his oscilloscope, whIch lie demonstrated In conjulic-

tion with his NR.0. receiver. Modulation PlIttIMUC
of many amateurs and C broadcasting stations were
wathed with interest by hie members.
The SOme. group are making headway, and at
present are busy building a portable transmitter and
receiver for field dug use. lt la hoped that this trans.
mitter will be on t-lie air every evening testing with
fiied stations. We hope to publish a schedule of
transmissions from stations iii tuis group n tite near
fnture. An interesting lecture has been arranged ihr
Wednesday, April luth, at the "Three Fishes"
Hotel, Richmond Road, Kingston, ujien Mr, Dednian
(h12NH), o Tli Qnartc Crystal Co., w ill lecture Ori
"Quartz (ryatrml." Visitors are sure of a welcome,
and tile ieture starts at 8 pum. Mori. Sec., D. N. Riggs
(GOBI), 4-1, Poole)' Oreen Road, Eglianm, Surrey.
WORTHING AND DISTRICT SHORT-WAVE CLUB
THE first meeting of this club was held on Wednesday. March 23rd, and the following officers werc
elected. Mr. J. liowers, Alpine Nurseries, Durriugtoti
Lane, Worthing, us l'resirlent, and Mr. G. Laumbourne,
10, Angola huart, Wort-hing, as lion, secretary.
it was derided that meetings should be held every
week on Wednesday evenings at 7 o'clock, at tire
President's house, New members rire urgenly ireeded,

and any really enthusiastic short-wave experimenter
would be gladly welcomed. Ali requests for nrembersimi i
should lx' addressed to the secretary, hut if any
Intending member likes to tall direct at tue club ou
meeting night- Ire is sure to have a hearty welcome.
RADIO, PHYSICAL AND TELEVISION SOCIETY
Arrangements have been made for members to have
above society invites any reader who is a morse instruction, and an ex-Army signaller has kindly
THEkeen radio enthusiast to attend our meetings,. agreed to come along and conduct this class.
which are held every Friday evening at 8.15 at 72a,
- Programmes are in the course of preparation, null
North nd Road, West Kensington, W.14.
each iiìembera Interests will be studied before any
On Friday, March 2fith, au interesting lecture was programme ja finally agreed upon.
delivered by a representative ol The Telegraph Con- WEST HERTS RADIO CLUB
denser Co., Ltd. Although the properties of paper
ANY SW. enthusIasts living in Hert who widt_to
sad nica condensera were touched upon, the mala
Into touch,wlth-fellow fans, are invited to
part of the lecture dealt with thu manufacture and uses jol thegetWest
{erti Ensilo Clul. which bas its monthly
of eieetrolyticcondensers. One extremely Interesting meetings at tlerkliamsted.
All who are interested
with
electrolytica
was
that
ex- in S.W. D.). work are welcome,
Point in connection
whether they own ais
Iained was the fact that roughening the surface- O-v-I ora transmitting rig. Further
details of the club
of the anode approximately doubles the condenser's
can
be
obtained
from
Colin
Peck,
3, Queen Street,
capacity. Another interesting fact not known to Triug, or from the address given below,
which any
essay people a that there exists electrolytic condensers reader living in the district Is invited toto eau-Hou.
which may be connected to a D.C. supply without Sec., D. A. Steward, ti, Weymoutli Street, Apeley,
regard being paid to polarity. Such condensers were Heils.
produced In fairly large quantities lay the T.C.C.
until a few yeart ago. They we.re used mainly for NEWCASTLE RADIO SOCIETY
READERS residing In Northumberland and Durham
D.C. radio receiving seta. Interesting particulars
were also given of special low-voltage condensers of
County are reminded that there are other readers
tremendous capacities that are iow being manufac- in those dIstricts who have the sanie interests, and who
tured for use in telephone exdhanges und which, would like to air their viewa on radio matters in general.
in spite of their wery large capacities, occupy only a Such readers are invited to join the above society,
few cubic inches of space.
where membership is free, and meetings arc held every
The society caters mainly for the wireless amateur, month. Beginners can avail themselves of the help of'
although many suhiects of aclentilic interest are dealt experIenced constructors. Full particulars can lie
with at our weekly meetings. ForthcomIng lectures obtained by enclosing a stamped, addressed envelope
neinde "The Optics of Photography," by Mr. E. W. to the Ron. See., (. (i. Castle, 25, Sendringliani Itond
L4elwyn, B4c.. FInaLI'.. F.B.i'S., of Messrs. Kodak South,. (icufcsrth. Newcsstlo-on-Tyne, II.,

component possesses the advantage that
the mains leads are protected and the
removal of the lid which contains the fuses
in clips still permits the live leads to be
protected so that the user cannot receive
a shock.

Halford Phantom XV

A

receiver shortly to be produced
by Halford Radio possesses a number
of novel features. This is of the combined
straight and superhet type, acting as a
'2 H,F, for quality reception and superhet
with 6 to 1ö kc/s separation for longdistance reception. It is interesting to
note that the speaker supplied with this
set is a 16m, super-cinema model, weighing
between 60 and 70lbs, and having over
six miles of wire in the field winding, The
receiver tunes from 4 to 2,100 metres.
NE\SV

Exide Price Reductions
SEVERAL important price reductions
are announced by Exide in the Hycap
range of cells. These are as folloas's

TypeNew
OCG3-C.
OCG3J

..

List Price
d.
.

.86

GFG4-CL

GFG4 J
GKG5-C
..
..
..
12 0
At the same time Exide advise us that they
are now fitting their famous indicator to
all cells iii their "CZG" range, with the
exception of the CZG2 and CZG8, at prices
at present obtaining for the non-indicator
range.
The range of "CZG" cells with indicators is now priced as follows
New List Price
Tupe
-

s.

.

CZG3-C
CZG4-C
CZG5-C
CZG6-C

..

..

..

...

..
..

..

.

cl.

..

it

o

..

12

9

14
16

3

..
..

0

Non-indicator cells are still available but
there is no price advantage to customers
ordering CZG cells without indicators.
(Continued on facing page)
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New-Jùnes Sales

Service Equipment
E recently commented on the novel
Wand useful scratch remover supplied by Messrs. Holiday and Hemmerdinger. This firm also supplies many other
useful accessories for the service engineer
and those readers wishing to get into touch
with the firm should note that they have
now moved to larger premises. The new
address is Holmer Works. 74-78, Hardman
Street, Deanogate, Manchester, 3.

CHASSIS BARGAINS
y.r
AC. SUPERHET c.ci:o,:c.o.ts.
CHASSIS
J.,,a VaheS
(.

AK

EM

EBC3

EBF2
EBL1
EF5
EF6
EF8
EF9
EH2

DD6ds
DDT6s
New Type
DDPP6BS
VP6s
SP6s
New Type
New Type
VX6s

New Type
PP6As

PP6Bs
PP6Es
New Type
Ne's Type

di

-

5'n

18 50

-A.C. BANDPASSS.Ó.4 CHASSIS
WomlerfOl oeiectle Ily

ort LiST PRICE £6,6 :0

.

BATIERY CLASS' B' CHASSIS
LIST

SHORT

TUBE SCREENS

f2:19:ßCs,h or COD.

tAILJ

A

-Valves

WAVE

M UMII

4-VALVE

BAND-SPREADSHORT-WAVE KIT.

-N.T.S. WORLD S.G.3.and4 KITS(prea.ously illustrated)
20,017

World 5.0.3 Model.

j

VALVES FREE.
tfctevl circuit. PnoI.,.l-

ootpnt. ldo'oI l'E. Urcoloer, romplete Kit ,*h t)
of gell. for ohogt coo r l'ornlx on,ly. or cdc roil, roch lue
4116 or 28 deco and
eliot). medium alu! long onoro.
3 matched volee. FREE.
12 monthly poynnt. of 4-,
Wocid S.G.4 Mod,l.
A. ot,ovo lot n'ith ',Ihm 5.42.
Sti,lfon-r.00w
Audio 0140e. ui.,rtelIouo station getter.
dit Sor Be.ad,u,t nod clfl,r,stei for cuero. C«n,ph'tr
Kit with alterluitive ti pole. of rollo for ohort-wo4c ando
or coo 8W., Mcdfo,n god Long-oxee bouda. 51/41 or 4'8
doen nod 12 monthly payrorot. o 47. Valor, Siero
FREE.

X

S

GANG CONDENSERS. Shielded
roudonor,,
rul'd,

itolSIt

0410$

2-

und

with

3-cony

Trhnuvrr..

JACKS AND P2.005. B.T.S. Sinl, und Dool,lr Circuit
Jaot,o, 1/- roch. Jock Plug,. 1f- ,ah.
M,t,uf lined wrll.koowe nuke., oli value..
RESISTORS
1-watt, Id. ; 4,6 dcx, 2-cult, Sd.; 6/8
t-wstt, 4d. 3/6 dux.
doc. 3-coU, Od. S - don.
jS15upre.oeflsltite type. 38 per pair.

bT

'.0,0.

-

...,0o,c,

ue3e

o

12 roor,ial,, pooaol, of 7/6.
Or .1rO ,,,olrl.sl ,'lproier 24219:6 soot. or 5/ood 15 .,,ot'lhli, P,v,oeei, nf 7/U.

.1.0,.

comp,lor-a reery port loe 000mbiy, torlodlot. fl-plo sollo,
srlelng, and asoe,,,bly tort r,wtton.. le,s volves ,...ly, (loot' or
COD. ('ocr. P.1. 42-. or 2,6 clou,, and 19 monthly payment, 014'-. 4 MATCBED VALVES FREE.

4-VALVE A.C. BANDSPREAD KIT.
12-94occIre,. EntIrely new de,ogo. Ooom,teed w',rl,l wide
reception. Kit, .-ol..plrte with II nil,. U,t ,aioe07:t1:6'.
BARGAIN, 63:15:0. or 5'- do.,,, 0,01 12 monthly psyfl,eOl, 067,'.. Four motohed Volteo FREE.

£3:19:6

o .aargain
Complet. with -ALL VALVES
.On,oain9 46-pe, Sand-F.., All-Ware oiieit, Witt, ('laco
S -. o.otpot gt.inf pance u.r1 coluros equal tos power(r,l
Oa0 et. Wss-s-,o,ge,: lt'42 200-lillO; 003,10(1
,eire.. Sta,tim,n-na,9e opi wa,rleotilh illuminated dial.
niruilor t 5-Volve All-Ware Clu.so. lico.
trat.d-prn left. LooH.T. Conosr,.ption.
Cl,omrIo noel loin., higI,. liOne. oldo,0rnn.
1sep. Csplot, wit!, four ro,ot,-hed raiceo,
knob, nat eocotelrepr,n.
(luonruteed folly
tOtted. 61:19:6 cacA or b- .re,,ee,., ¿no!,, ree i', ___________

LE/D.C. 5-VALVE SUPERRET Bro,okaet ('lrar,io,
rtotloo-na,,,e dial. Complete with .11 soIrs,.. B,00d oes,
fully te,t,,l.

VALUE

£7

Matched }'ieI,i Eurrioe,i 3105l01fott Ilpeoker, ready to, play, lint tarira
lI&s. Borgain price. 84395. or 5- dow,,
and 12 monthly oynrrnt, of 8j9.

-

-

-4-Va've ALL-WAVE-

silt

pist,

-'

-

STRAIGHT 3 CHASSIS

dit.
ortete.

,lek.np.

r

Asm,eI,ln.l o,oJ laity tooted. tlloo.n,otlor, tootoR
i.iOti-'2.tMtrt meIr-e.. Lr
volee.. Liot ,luo 45gBARGAIN.
BROADCAST 8.C-3. CHASSIS
16-pillar elerolt ami dlneenolon. as all-wore rondel. ltngrocr'l
1)i,,l i11l111'9,llrsi o,etrro. O,a,,i, only 198. (',lob Or C.t1.D, or
complete with mntp,l,e.l N.C.Det., rood j*4.e,9.
39 6
or 216 do,... not 12 o.oathly i'oyuorotn of 3,9.
.

Wove canee '260-2,000
metre,. For AC. M.joo ONLY 260-LItI sOit,
4000 cycle,,. C.h or COD. 62:19:6, oL5ldo,... ml 12 monthly payment. of 6'-. Or
tu beautiful w,tn,,t ver,eere.1 eat.inet rolo-

:-

SPECIAL OFFERS -.

K.B. REJECTOSTAT RECEVER
-CHASSIS

.....

5-Volve ttoprrlrrt

Model 540:

oral D.(',/A.C. nroslol,.
Station r,o,oe.s oppri niel ero.
Wo,eroo4e. 21l0.2,llttO metre.,, (7onrptete rtraoio *41.1, 1.00er
track witt, L'VA. Volse, ost bi9h tldeiity Rin. eons oprgl.er
000ntrd on .ill,-llttepl tratfO board, 1.00 catho-t. Fargain
£4:4:O, Vos.. to, 5f.. door, aol 15 mrootl.le Pnroo'ovn uf
0/5. Fslly Teetod. tiroly for sor. Lorollet o,. requer,t.
-.

l'ototm,e' illn.pirrnled Cal.

3

Battery

MATCHED

LIST

VALUES

r
WHATEVER YOU CEDER
nenni at root mr rot of

tu

tutet'

tp
YOURS FOR

-

U.

l'ti
:1

rog.tcLsrt

BARGAIN

35/

5/6 only. POST FREE.
nolorboldeo. ,4000 S'REE. POe ,pr/ct
.',i,r,00neenitnt !'WWTWOL SV,etLcu

Notti, (ti,

noue.

10,-ui

laien

tot

t

OX-

Icelrnrn)ol porpoe..SIo,et V.sg nod
Alt-Woro owoivor, und .,ldltio,aot crol
rrpl.ui-rmrnt

porpooto.

Piense cross

5,00cc

Post S'reo

P.O's o,,ui

NEW
TIMES
(Pr.W.59),

56
LUDGATE
-'Phone: City 5510

re.fixIer

turresry

SALES CO.
HILL, LONDON, E.C.4.
Est. 1924.fl
5.-ne-....

When writing to Advertisers, please mention
Practical and Amateur Wireless."

WIRELESS
STATION

BOOK
By F. J. CAMM

"EXIT"

-.

\Vireless Pnnciples and Fault
Tracking simply explained.

SEPARATOR

AMAZING RADIO GADGET. CUTS
OUT UNWANTED STATIONS.
No more "ibree programmes at

-

or 4/- by post from Gro, Newnes,
Ltd.. Tower House, Southampton Street,
Strand, London, W.C.2

i'

Woceiength

I r..tt. o,,tpnf.

u

h. to topai male.
___________________________________________

Screened coil,, ,Iow-motloa

Gr,000.

14110.

f

¡JÍJ

Esoepttof nl porrtosa. I'ess.
ioda outpost. Wide rbotoe
Beittah. forni-O and short-wane stationo,
10-62 ,s5 e t r r a.
Engroveot dial 200.
2.000 nsetrno. Amassai tone and aclame.
Mntrhesl raiv-,. Asue,eIblust ami l,stiv
tested.
Thmon,iona; 10 z
si.

reo.ltlrity. 4 ßriti,l, volee..
t,,olne

,

'

poi

od

manufacturers of Trix Quality
Sound Equipment, andstablished for over
14 years in Clerkenwell Green, announce
that, owing to steadily increasing demand
for their products, the business was transferred on March 25th, 1938, to
218, Great Portland Street, W.1.
Entrance:65, Bolsover Street, Wi.
Telephone Nos. r EUSton 5471/2.

EVERYfrIAN'S

.

eure,

PVA6s
PVB6s

factors associated with -the
constituents used in making the final
powder, the method of production, presence
of impurities, etc. Even one part in a
million of impurity can alter the final
screen colour to a marked extent, so that
the work of preparation is a specialist's
job. For a long time-indeed in America
the change has only very recently taken
place-green was the predominating screen
This
biuse Q jj
was built up from, a zinc ör caifnium
but a combination of zinc silicate and
cadmium tungstate ,hs produced the
bluish-white screen which is now so
popular.

£4:15:O.

BARGAIN
£2 12 6

Input 80 Pre-,elrntor atne, titode besada deterpentodo. do,sbie-d.iode Ossi
detictuO resistance enpuelty coopted to bigb-nlope oastaost
Output 3 mutis.
Combinat on-00
peotode.
Separate tone control.
switch and atome control.
lito4-position ,as,.-rhsasgo and gassno-switsh.
minuted rrrtoatsslor Toll-vision slow-motion di.. 80-1
and 9-i rednetions. seule injonoed station name, tad
Overall dimea,ioos lOin. high, lilia.
wavelengths.
wide. Olio, deep. Far AC. mains 200 250 soils, 40/SO
avoirs. Fatly tested and acarnosteed.
boIarxee 15 moorthly Panmenlo 7111.
7,6 doua
05D15 ,coir ?o A l'Oli) l)1NAPPOÎWI'M«N?.
if cs1o.i,.-4 with ,00tehrd ,..octc,-eo,l epeo*.r odi 97'S
Io
ot,
0e 7/6 dore,,
17o.o..Sl.I',peercs,,Sr sf819.

No.

chemical

'C

to, ooeiloto,. VM. H.P.

V06s

WITH cathode-ray tubes increasing
daily in their importance in so far as
their application to telex isbn is concerned,
questions associated with t.he tube screen
loom large in the problems which have
to be solved satisfactorily by the manufacturers. The exact "mechanism" of
luminescence is difficult to understand,
but it is known that in the cathode-ray.
túbe there is a specially prepared surface
which becomes luminescent under the
stimulus of the fast-moving electrons at
the point of impact. The colour which is
produced is dependent on a number of

b

.1

EZ3
EZ4
PVS
Trix Change of Addresi
THE Trix Electria1 ompay, Ltd.,

C.R.

.

mes
A.C.00?ba,,dt

r-

No.

N

cOMPLETE

valves supplied by Messrs. Tungsranì
have now been altered and the range
extended. The following details should
therefore be noted
New Type Old Type.New Type Old Type

EK2
EK3
EL2
EL3
EL5
EL6
ELLi
EZ2

I

Cor,,plete with matched .tah,eo. knobs
and escutcheon. List Value

ii

-:

ea,.

A

£4:17:6

THE type number of all th 6.3 volt auto.

No.No.
New Type

i-

old set or decide NOW
Immediate delivery.
WAVE S.G.3 CHASSIS

ALL

1938ALL-WAVE5.valve

Tungsram Automobile Valves

EAB!

-

Fully tested Chassis at Bargain Prices. Replace
on a second receh'er. Satisfaction guaranteed.

..'

¿
-

¿M

3/6

No'ioos of ligoal

EACH

SPECIAL
p
A

,...''

otrestk,

No tiresome a4josim.as,
aro av with seemi it required.

TRIAL OFFER

EXIT,"

II,

Street.

POST FREE

New statIon
Leeds,

.1.

Odd 50/-WEEKLY 'F
atithzg

LP
Charge

accunsu,atcrs iii your spars
time.

Complete Charger, Incorporating
Westinghouse Metal Rectifiers.
Will

hauge

NI urerumulatOre wrokP.

Price4.4.O
0e 8/.

Send

p

S,

moattils.

-

for full particulars.

M.P.R. ELECTRICAL CO..

Z52,

Rotutord, Esex

Victoria

Road,
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TRACING MODULATION HUM

-

the discovery of a bad contact between
one of the detector valve pins and the
holder, which wa overcome by cleaning
the pm with emery cloth.

Detector Heater-Cathode Circuit

wonderful little battery receiver described in March 21st and 28th issues,
has captured the interest"of hundreds
of readers of " Practical Wireless."
CLIX "MIDGET"
VA L VEHOLDERS

ld., 5-pin, 8d.

CLIX CONTROL
PANEL
Used as a Wovrchossge
Switch for th0
IMP.
Price complete, 1/-.

The Cure
At this stage the bright idea occurred of
connecting the earth lead-'with series
condenser in cirouit-directly to the cathode
terminal of the detector.
Surprising
though it may seem, that completely overcame the whole trouble; immediately the
set behaved as it should have done atfirst:
The reason was not very clear, because
there was no question of high resistance
between the earth terminal and the cathode
of the valve. Tests with an ohmmeter
showed this to be negligible-at least, it
would normally have been considered
negligible!
In order to re-check the conclusions that
liad been drawn, most of the alterations that
had previously been made were discarded.
Many oVthem were thus proved to have
been unnecessary. Among them were:
change to tuned-transformer coupling;
increased decoupling of H.F. pentode
(which had slightly reduced -efficiency);
"tuning "of the smoothing choke. Changes
that were still worth while were reduction
of grid-condenser capacity; reduction of
grid -leak resistance ;
eondens'ei' across
detector heater;
condenser from one
side of heafeïto cathode.

Snoall, I-Id. Large, Zd.

"MASTER" PLUGS
The pins arc ison.collapsible

lfd.

CLIX CONNECTOR

Rcsiliet Socket and Solid
each.

Folders "1V" Free.'
BRITISH

MEC

NIcTfl'N

Rochester Row, London, S.W.1

9a,

ARMSTRONG
7-VflLVE
(including Cathode Ray VIve)

Sugerhetorodone AU Ways Radiogrnm Chipais, with lull cive 8-lech
Moneg Cod Speaiece. Model 3NBPIT. Ready to
Iaw,leh OD.
PRICE
Tiste neo charol, is u development of the earlier popolur IBP/T
nd incorporates many reflennenta hitherto'obtniuuble only
on the higher ps-lord models.
It ha,
Cathode
Ray
-.
Tuning
Jodleator
nod
°
Floodlit
plaie
glaaa
tuasiog
acule, whilst
the wove band cover.
w.
age non includes the

-

-

38-metre-band.
All the beet BrittA
componeit, ale used
.tbroughout.
Full range volume
and toge control le
provided and 'enries
On
gramophone ej
well no radio.
The price include,

riollogram chassie corn'
plots olth Modish valve.
nod Stach Moving coil
apeaheronctoobed to the
ebaseie, Them, leads,

:

o

-

-

'
,o

.

,

.

-

pliOtlightsasd

mec'

everything
reedy for

'

It must not be iiferred from the above
that the changes made would he helpful in

-

-

Inunediate use.

e'"

-

ovel'y instance and it should be i-emembered that the design of the set in question
was not good. At the same time, the complete description of the tests that were made
will probably be of assistan,ee to readers
who experience similar troubles. Many of
the changes are equally
to A.C.,
D.C. or AC/D.C. sets, but in tile case of
A.C, receivers there are a few other items
that should receive attention. For example,
the connection of a condenser between each
anode, of the rectifier valve and H.T0 +
is often helpful; condensers should have
capacity up tè ibout .01 mfd. and should be
rated at twice the normal H.T. voltage.
Then again, trouble mightbe due to incor-

the heater wmdtng
This can be cilecked by
taking the cathode lead to the centre of a
'' humdinger.''
rect centre-tapping

-

-e-'-

'T'le

barg

weil be

7

Day, Trial.

-

Carriage Paid,

Armstrong 12 months guarantee.
In

0gb

one of many nttravttvo models need full details

vent ou appllrat.ico.

ARMSTRONG MANUFACTURING Co.

100, KING'S ROAD, CAMDEN TOWN, N.W.I.
'Picone: COL/n'cr 3105.
-

i

priun. and lenses fer photocell inspection, 12 6. Bess'
X.Ray Tubes, 15/..
MIRRORS.-'-5ln. stia., Hello or Television. 1/8. Bzmblio Cos.
cuve, 101o.. 25/-; Usarr. bd. Neon Lamps, 2/8 ead 3/- earls, witt.
holder, Mioioture Neons, 2 8.
CRYSTAL SETS. (Need no hintere, work oTo ,uetteeoo serial. 5/6
us.d 7/0. ]lsuso 'phone,, tobte sand wsell. 15/-. ' Bells. Iteob type
citi, movement Io cone, 2/6. Wall bells, 1f-. Jorge ojal.' 7(6.
Large ironclad, single stroke, 15/-. Mains outdoor lire alois,) hello.
10', 17/6.' EcU Pushee, Od. Sfe.svy bruIs, 1f-. Bell Wire, Trio.

3/ 1110 yale.
METERS. For Isoli Sodsog. etc. Recrois lisse io portable
moving-roll, by Eserrtt Eslsroosobe, 4))' to 120 viali,. 10v l,bre
conversion to.multl-range, 21(8. Westen fluiti pnud ,eUhtam
soetero,. 830 or 8100, 1756 rar!., N.E. voltioet,crs, AC,, 310
y., 21]-,
MEGGERS os nere. Direct Rending .001 ohm to 10 megs. Long
orale dial for Resislance meaourewruto, 300, 230 und 100 volts.
feue. £5.
SILVERTOWN Portable Testar, combines Wbeotstone Bridge.
Galro, shunts end ratine, as nere. £8,
G.P.O. Plug'iu Bridge
Ryalstugc fl0rs, to 0,0011 ohms, 60/-.
MICROPHONES. Table Model "N.W.11." For home brosodrssotlne.
Ilabflite saInare body on bronze buse eootainbog transformer, ow itrit
VorlI.
rod plugs, io a onarvelloue productIon at u lost prier.
Lesdie No. JOB Pedestal, itrios. Islet,.
3 guloeae. Only j5
128. Leedlo Superior No. L2BB Ring. I lin, pedestal. 10 6.
Hood mikes in Gist, cuse, No. It et 5/Il, Superior type, Bolla.
Honte misrophone No. Il is a solo senrral.purpoee reboot.
7,6.
issue, with solid tralsrltte body, bark tern,ioss!s, iront utetal grille,
(sand or ellas design, 5/8.
-

REISZ MittEl. 10. & 50f-. having C-oil Huart, 55f..
STUD SWITCHES. Slate panel Sin, n lin., with 20 ntsda, two
contact arms, ring and hoob. 58. 1-alud on ebonite 'ville plug.
1/9. Yasleyl wave-change, 2-gang eviti, knob one isole. 1/2.
livyrolle Foo'er Fingo, Il amp,, ehrousled panel vv,,lI, too pairo o,,
Qiron boo, unused, 10/-.
i HEADPHONES,
Light "eight2,iO viern'. 41',
Rocie high re,. e,srpirsoen, 2 8. Sullivan 121e cha,. WI).
rondel,
Aiamioion, bcely und heudio,s,si-, SIckern
ps-lev te-dey, 15/-. Oar prier I'S l'cr pale. od, poslaiw.
VALVES, 'Rldget Peanut i volt, 4-pin. 11 long. nec'. 2,'vselv,çp 32,'- dozee,
DYNAMOS end Switchboard, CeOe, 58 evaita to S kW'. Sevveal
l,',o,,leed, So select 1,-on,, Morse chain, nod wies-eIn. '25'-' set.
Skewgear boaco,
hp,, 10/-. (lear hoaes, 1.1 tOr I leu., 4/S.
Electric Gove'eivoes, 7/8 Ronden RAE. ilvoseotc Cools-vIa, 15
r
pointe. 76
200 WATT ROTARY CONVERTERS for AC. Radio on Leyton
120 ,'.'t).c.',,o,in,. l,ieSerlooblflet,vith Imiter, 110, O,hera 20lit.
to AC, 110 o. or '210 o. 34 erden i', stoat breen 13 watt, to 380
motiv.

.,,

Buy,
2d. Every Wednesday

-

-

C

-

.

.

,

-

"N"FREE ON REQUEST.

ELECTRADIX RADIOS

Upper Thames Street, London, E.C.4

218,

Telephone: Central 4611

OF special interest
-

NEWNE'S

-

to
-

-

-

-

-

HANDBOOK.-'
By
CAMM

(t'dUo, " )'escljcoi
-

F. J.
Feleri,Io,s," " l'rselirsl

sod

4,asl,'ser

tVj,s'beon,'' ele.)

EVERYTHING ABOUT-Drums, Mirror Screws,
Scanning Discs and other Scanning Systems,
Neon ' Lamps, the Cathode-Ray Oscillograph.
How to build Short-Wave Receivers, straight
and superhet, etc. Fully Illustrated.

pages

Only 3/6' net

From Booksellees everpwhcre
-

yoú

TELEVISION-, ANE)
SHORTWAVE

280

"THE CYCLIST,"

.

-

APRIL BARGAIN LIST

Of

of the transformer.

"aching nul Carriage Free,

EMERGENCY SETS. Petrol Enlne coupled 30 V- D omP. 1)500100
012
Amil Airerait Loeatore rith AmPlIfiere LID. Fortable Field Telei,honee, Cable and Excungee.
EDISON Sied Storace telle.
ELECTRIC PUMPS, for AC. or D.C., 12 o. to 210 o. ceutetfilgot
,ti-b.onzs pomp, throsas 120 gals. per !soo. For 6ft. -go,rnt.Io,
Caravans. Bungalows and Boats, 61/6. Larger pumps quoted for.
AIR COMPRESSORS, for Point Sproylmi, Set Clearnug Iofztion
cte. Foot operated, 37,8. Electric. No. i size, 55/11/-. 10o. 2
Toini'yl., 61110)-. A few BIS., hi good order, cheap.
-

.....

A.C. Sets

V-o''(
C

I

3f-.

SPADE
TERMINALS
Give full, surface contact,

Plug, 41d.

L

wAS

. CLIX

-

-

There was still a final trace of modulation
hum, and this had -become really exasHOME SOUND RECORDING at low cost.
per ating by now. A .01 mfd. fixed condenser
The FEIGE RECORDER fits any
itadlogeam, positive drive,-oorIII
was connected between one side of the
d;ae Complete ready tor
detector heater and the cathode of the same
king
Fidelity Set, 4li6.
valve-slight additional improvement. This
tleg
be s,sed
blot
was replaced by a pair of .005 mfd. confor ilesordlng Bikes,
densers in series across the heater, with the
"C
,isi' aniplillers
I a! litt yMoillio bi t
° "°
centre tnpping connected to the cathode
25/-. AC. Stains pre-ampiltlers.
and earth line; that was no better than the ml, solve rectifier, steel-eased osodel. 60/-.
AC/D.C. sviti, tsrntab!o
(brear,!
llnirerse.l
GRAMOMOTORS.
single condenser. Other values down to so, auto suite!,, £ljIO/.. AC. Grauso Motors
aisd Sondable, lit'
.0005 mfd. were tried without any appre- volts, 25/-.
Kissyotoo.
CELLS.-.$elenisam
Reyersft,
LIGHT
AND
RAY
ciable difference being noted, although it 15f-. P!sot,onic Self Gen., 17/6. Revrr,.ft outftt21f.;
with relay md
sod Rey
seemed that capacities in excess of .002 mfd. torpiller, 45f., Photocell,. foe sound on Filo,, Television mounted
WorL R.C.A., 25f-; OEE.C.. £3110. Beck .'.aia Pri,m,.
were best.
Jtyepierra
ist r,tcrier. 5/O. Mlcromter adjustors for lene,

Speciolly designed by Clos
for use with the range of
Hivc
Midget
Volves.

4-pin,

1938

9th,

ELECTRADIX BARGAINS

(Continued from page 98)

Have your "IMP" 4-valve Portable
ready before the Easter Holidays. This

April

-

GEORGE. NEWNES, LIMITED
Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2
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GÓOD JOB
O R Y O li

?hefollovng replies lo querica.

or, girds in aM,rei,iaIe./

focas
croisse of nOii-cossiplis flee
because the point ya/scsi is US! of

either

ri/h our rules, or
B. H. S.

niegohnis.

I

(N.W.l). 254),$5O ohms is tise same
.25
All of the perte may be obtained troni

Messrs. reto-Scott..
E. D. A. (Birmingham). We regret that we cannot
supply n blueprint of tise type of set referr,sI
J. A. M. (Kew). Wo regret that we haro no details
now available of the iiìit si quest ion nod shlggwst that
yret write direct to Messrs. Mollard who SPOiisorfd tise
uflit and who nosy still be able to let. you havesome stata
.

concerningit.
J. C. B. (Warrington). Tise firm.ln question made.
:107.008 of different types of coil smi it scould be essenS ial
to kuow Ilse type number before connections couil be
given.

-

.

,

I

I

I

I

-

i

I

I
'

I

-

.

Radio
coupon below if you wish.

D. R. W. (Redland).

-

:
:
1

1

r

r

'

-

,

-

.

[

booklet, stating your subject-or use the
..

-

94,! NtERNATIONAL BUILD I NCS, KINCSWAY, LONDON,W.C.2
Radio Engineering.
l.E.E. Grad. Exam.
Complete Radio.
I.W.T. Exam.
Radio Servicemen's
C. & Q. in Radio Corn. Exam.
Elementary Radio.
P.M.G. Certif.
Radio Service and Sallo.'
Air Ministry Prov. Certif.
TelevisIon.

Name

-

.

n

front of Couries

¡n

whirl,

you uro i,serevsed.

.......................................................
......................................................

1

Addces,

TO BUILD THE MOST EFFICIENT
AMERICAN TYPE SET0 must

include

-

NATIONAL
UNION

NEWS

VALVES:

Longer Broadcasts from Japan
Tranmissions in forign languages

destined :to Europe from JVP and )7T
Tokio. on 39.95 nl. (7.51 me/s) and- 31.46
rn. (9.535 mc/a) have beeñ xtended; they
are broadcast simu1tanenii'siv fjrn. both
ttations daily from G.M.T. 19.30-21.00.

Undoubtedly

stiti'°,..

-

¡j
'

u

Ultra-short-Wavers

II'

THE ADVISORY DEPARTMENT
INTERNATIONA. CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS Ltd.

Mork X

¡

"

i

of

-

.

profitable.

Write for our free

"Popular Wireless.'

News

I

The I.C.S. are the crative pIoneers of vocational training by the postal
method, 'md by far the largest, greatest and' most successful correspondence institution in the world. You can trust I.C.S. Instruction. lt is
sound, practical and

be suitable.

H. (Salford 5). We cannot supply us blueprint
of the set in question, which was originally published by
C. E.

I

'

\Vhatever branch of the Industry appeals most strongly to you, the
International Correspdndence Schools, have a Course to fit your needs
Under I.C.S. direction, You-study when-and where you like. You ar
guided throught' by highly qualified instructors, whose advice and
assistance is 'otF just as often asyou care to ask for it. Ñeàrly half a
century of unrivalled experience Is at the back of this work.

I
.

-

.

.

T. B. M. (Sowerby Bridte). Messrs Peto-Scott can
t he materia I in quest on.
K. E. S. (S.W.11). Wo regret that we cannot supply
the details you require without more comprehensive
We have published several tonus of'
itiforinatlon.

S.W.

i

i

i

We do not know of any form
of handle of tIse type mentioned, bitt you houk1 lue
81)10 to make up stielS an arrangement from an ordinary
length of strap. Mess. Peto-Scott may he utile to
supply you \vltt) a proper carrying handle which vouukl
be of sullielent length to serve your purpose.
T. H. A. (Biltinge). Messrs Peto-SebIt can supply
the forniera and also the svire if you need lt.
J. S. (S.W.7). Although the theoretical diagram
floes not show 7 couuections, this particular valve Is
Sulpplie(t both as a 5-pin and a 7-pin component. In
Ilse latter the unetallised surface is connected to one
pin and one 1)11) tS left blank. We regret that, we cannot
identify your coil which is apparently an 01(1 model.
W. R. T. (Burton-on-Trent). The aerial is joined to
No. 4, earth to Nos. 1 antI 1, and reaction condenser to
No. 6. The tuning condenser (fixed vanes) i joined to
terminali and tite grid condenser to terminal 7. 1f tite
roil in used In an 11F. stage tIse grid could be joined lo
terminal t, Ignoring No 7.
S. J. H. (Dronfield).
We regret that the blueprint is
no longer available.
S. S. (Sheffield).
The trouble mac ho due to the
fact that tle speakOr cone la ditOried aiutI the speech
coU fouls the pole piece; On tjue oilier haitil the noise
may easily be cause,t by an overloaded outputS calve.
You may be able to readjut the tuning dial If all of the
readings are out. There are special erreurs for tuIs
purpose.
A. G. S. (Edinburgh). There Is no stich chiari ntiulable. A transverse current microphone voulu be most
suItable.
G. H. (Cock). A simple LF. stage mar be added.
We have described stiels a si age uft'eqiueuut y, mind you
will flail detti ils of a stiitablo unIt in our ss(ue (lateut
Pebruuarv (5th, 1937.
C. C. B. (Cowley).
The set described in our shuort
wave section tilIa week duotil9 meet your requuiremeuutru.

I
I

-

The Radio Industry is short oltrained men. You may still be an untrained
assistant in a wireless shop, or doing a dead-end jobon the bench, yet
you have a grand opportUnity to get a progressive, highly paid post-ii
you equip yourself for st by spare.time study.

I

supply

calibrated oscillator which should
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American
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Type
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best

for

Valve

resuits you

plan.

Guaranteed 365 days lull life.
As used by America's leading
short wave experimentalists.

TEED
-,
W3XEY, Baltimore, 31.6 mc/a (9.494
I36s
rn), .100 watts, is on tito air from G.M.'r.
Post the coupon for com21.00-05.00;
WIXEQ
New Bedford
plete range of valves and
(Mass.), on' tite saine channel, works from
.G.M.T. 19.00-23.00.
W1XER, Mount
price list.
Washington (Mass.), is carrying out testh
- with. a directional- aerial on 41.90 mo/s
MADE N U.S.A.
(7.133 rn). W8XH, Buffalo (N.Y.). on this
frequency. operates daily from G.M.T.
18.00-22.00, and from 22.45-02.00 W2XHG,
POST THIS COUPON
New York, sharing this channel, can
Send at once complete range of NATIONAL
UNION Genuine Guaranteed Amer,can Valves
be heard relaying an N.B.e. programme
together 'with prices,
between M.T. 14.00-05.00.
W3XES,
Baltimore, which has been using 25.6 mcfs
Name..............................
(11.70 rn.), is reported to be changing over UNIVERSAL RADIO
to 38.6 mo/s) (7.78 m.) on May ist. Finally,
DISTRIBUTORS LIMITED Address............................................................
another station giving the eal1-igri W2XQO, 24, FITZROY SQUARE, LONDON, W.l
hnd situated a'Frushing(NY.), lias beên Telegram Uui,nbo. Rath. Telephone Entton 3018/9/10.
heard testing on 26.55 mets (11.29 mj.
-

-

JIONAL UNU

-

RADIO VALVES
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money, but it is not of much value to them,
as they cannot 8pend it on the island.
They speak English very well indeed, and
seem quite a happy crowd. Their laws are
very peculiar, and are very amusing to
English people. The liners stay about one
hour, and after all the mail, etc., has been
cleared, the natives disembark and row
back to the island.
I do not think they are quite so lonely as
it appears from your correspondent's remarks, and visits are only postponed when
weather conditions are very bad; after all
there are islands
British isles under
The Editor does not necessarily agree with the opinions expressed by his correspondents. similar conditions,offthetheinhabitants
of which
All letters must be accompanied by the name and address of the sender (not necessarily have to rely on the weather for mail, etc.
for publication).
In conclusion, I wish 2CHD the best of
luck, and also other readers who care to
information about XZ2EZ, as lie is not forward QSLs to this station.-C. HiDLu
". Down to Earth"
SIR,-I wish to thank Mr. Leslie Tea mey listed anywhere.-C. RIJSHTON (4, West- (G8JA) (Blackburn).
for his interesting 1etter in your issue moreland Street, Nelson, Lanes).
IR,-I have read with interest I,1r. D. C.
of March 19th, in reply to mine. I note
-) Chamberlain's letter which is published
that his unusual aerial is below the surface Station VR6AY-Pitcairn Island
the March 26th issue of PRAcTIC4L
SIR,-I was rather interested to read in
of the earth. It looks as though it will have
to be admitted that wireless waves travel
D. C. Chamberlain's (2CHD) remarks AND AMATEUR WIRELESS, regarding the
short-wave transmitter in Pitcairn island.
not only over the surface of the earth, but re Pitcairn Island.
I myself have heard this station several
For some considerable time Pitcairn
through the earth, and with your correhave some further information
Island has been working on the 600 In. times, it.and
spondent I am in agreement.
When I first heard Pitcairn Island,
Since writing my original letter I have band under the call-sign P1TC. It might about
given was VR6A; and this has been
again changed the directioh of my aerial interest other readers to note that prac' the call
same up to March 19th, when the station
which is now laid "permanently" along ticaily all Shaw Saville Albion steamers the
itself as "VR6AY, Pitcairn
the ground beside a hedge, but the reception outward bound to New Zealand (via identified
from I)roitwich is much weaker than when Panama) call at this island and also call on Island."
Apparently VR6AY is the official callthe return journey to Panama. Several of
the aerial was in a different direction.
whilst VR6A was used only ternI am now informed that ground aerials the New Zealand Shipping Co.'s steamers sign,
porarily, as the official call, at the time the
were in use for reception 20 years ago-it is also make a call.
apparatus was received, was not known.The gear at the station was given by the P.
therefore amazing that the subject is not
L. CHAMBERLAIN (Norbury).
Weather permore folly understood and explamed in Marconi Marine Service.
present-day theory t I will run the risk of witting, intending ships who wish to pay A Good Log With a One-valver
being laughed at by suggesting that wireless a call at the island, call PITC when likely
SIR,-4 enclose my log and hope that it
waves can be radiated with the aerial of the to be in range, and arrangements are then
prove of interest to other readers.
tran-mittrr on or in the ground. 1f success- made as to the aproimate time of arrival. The will
period of listening covered was from
ful, this would be very useful in the unfor- This is important, as owing to the rocky 3.20 to 4.20 am., in the early hours of
tunate event of war. I am of the opinion coast of the island, liners cannot approach Saturday, March 19th. I am rather proud
that it will be successful.-D'Aacy Foau the coast, and anchor about three miles of this list, as the set I use is only a onefrom the island. The natives row out in valver, taking only 40 volts HT., and the
(Exeter).
punta filled with all sorts of curios they usual 3Oft. " inverted-L " antenna. All
Amplifier
Three-stage
H.Q.
A
have made, and also large baskets of
music lovers should thank you fruit. They are allowed on board, as the signals were easily readable, most being R7.
Amèrìcans :-W1CND (R8), WIOGY,
.SIR,-A1l
for Mr. Bonavia-Hunt's interesting passengers cannot go ashore, and exchange
article on Direct oupliag (March 12th their goxls for shirts or razor blades, soap, W1GED, W9VPK, W1AHJ W4BRR,
issue) and hope for further contributions etc. Of course, they will accept English W3EDO, WNUN, W2CP, *2JQ (R8),
W1JWD, WZAMM, W2IKV, W3EMM,
from him in due course.
W3LN, WITW (R9), WIFNT, W2YC,
Quality enthusiasts will find bis claims
W2IXY (R8), W2CLA, W2AZ, WIAVK,
fully substantiated. Gra.mophiles, too, will
W3BNC, W4BYY (R9), W1IEE, W4AII,
assuredly hail the amazing improvement
W2EE, W8JQ, WIBLO, W2CIL (R8),
on previous methods of reproduction, and
W1BKK, W4BMR (R9), W3GWL, W1CM,
will find a new lease of life in many of their
W1KKM, W1BLA, W4GW, W6GRL and
older i'ecords.-G. G. WILLIAMS (Guildiord).
W9ARL. I also heard CO2WM, in Cuba,
-THAT although H.F. tnstability may someA 20-m. Log from Lancashire:
and the following Canadians VE2DE
reducing
coitage,
limes
removed
by
anode
be
a
(R8), VE2FK, VE2LP, VE3KG, VE2EE
Correspondent Wanted
I the efficiency oT the stage is also reduced by - and
VE2KF. Only one "G" was heardso doing.
hope my 20-m. 'phone log, which
obtained,
G3TL.
! -THAT stability Should always be efficiency.
S1 I give below, will prove of interest. All
of
wIthout
reduction
where possible,
tuis list, my set pulls in atR7
stations weiSe heard from March 20th to i! -THAT a small rubber-band twisted round the - allBesides
the American §hort-wave broadcasting
22nd, and times of listening were 09.00 to
arms of a Simple puSh-pull ou-off switch will
stations, the best being W2XE on 13.94 m.
09.30 G.M.T., and 16.00 to 17.00 G.M.T. - often preeent noises due to had contact.
and W8XK on 25.26 an. Japan is heard
whistles in a superhet receiver may
KAIBH, IME, 1MG, IZL, IJR (Philippine - -THAT
various
often he traced to bad alignment of the
regularly at good signal strength, and
Is.), VU2CQ (India), ZBJL (Malta), ZS2N (S.
tuning circuits..
$
Africa), HRSG (Honduras), K4EMG (Porto ¡ -THAT variable selectivity may often be - South Americans are heard very well indeed.
I should be pleased to correspond with
Rico), K7FDB (Fairbanks, Alaska), XE1GT, J incorporated in a suporhet withOut altering
any reader interested in amateur transany existing components.
1GK, 2BJ (Mexico), YT7MT (Yugoslavia),
the simplest scheme of the above type
mitting.-D. B. DirrroN ("Sunny Home,"
FI8AC (French-Indo-China), VS7GH (Cey- j -THAT
is a variable condenser botween primary and
9, Albert Avenue, Skegness).
lon), VS2AK (Kuala Lumpur), VR6AY
secondary windingi.
(Pitcairn Island), ZL2AF (New Zealand),
[Noie: Owing to the large nwaber of' logs'
ai su. ele as.j
LM eu...,, .uMe,
PK1MX (Batavia), VK2OQ, 2GU, 2VV,
which are now being sent by readers, these
be pleased fo conoide, articles of a
will
The
J?ditor
3NP2BE, . 2YU, 2ABC, 3WA, 3WB,
lists will not be pubIìhed tttss tite letter is
practical ,ial ire vuitable for pith/irotion in Pa/CTicAL
15 watts input (Australia), XU8RD ARI) AusrgtR WIRELEsS.
Such acucies ohoeUd be
accompanied by yen's in respect o/the stations.
COSI
aies
and
should
oft/u.
only,
pieper
on
ewe
side
Burma),
written
(Shanghai) and XZ2EZ (Rangoon,
'Local' reception .shonld nOt be regarded as
JVhulvttFse Rdilor
11w name and address of the vender.
also W's from all nine districts.
a 'feat' and only real D.X. work should be
does not hold hiiaeelf re.vponuiMe for manuscripts, every
amateurs
on
Altogether, I have heard
effort will be sade loreturn f/scm if a clamped and
comneen ted upom.-En.]
All cOrrevpondenee
enclosed.
20 metres from 60 countries during FebrUary addressed envelope is sl,otdd
be addressed: The Editor,
for he Editor
intended
twoa
and March. All reception was on
NOWREADY!
PRACTICAL AND ASIATEUR WIRELESS, Ceorye Npwne,
valvebattery set using headphones, with a Ltd., Tower Moose, Soul ha in pl on SI reef Strand, W.C.2.
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aerial.

I should like to get in touch irith any
short-wave amateur in the Nelson district.
Ato I would greatly appreciate any

Owimi to the rapid proyress in the des/ya of wireless
apparatus and to our efforts to keep oar readers in touch
willi the latest derelopmenls, we sise 'no warranty tjuat
apparatus described in oar columns Io not the subject of

l4tcrs palest.

--

WIRELESS
FORMERS.

COILS,

CHOKES
AND HOW TO

AND TRANSMAKE THEM.

2/6'nï 1/10 huf post from

Gea. Newne, Ltd., To'ei
House, Southompfo,, Street, Strand, London, W.C.2.
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ilJ dipuid upon the bias oltage
icquired md the total anode current
of the i cceis er dividmg the latter into the
former. In a Class B circuit, however,
the anode current of the output valve
H.F. Instability
fluctuates with the signal strength, and
"I have made an H.F. receiver which I thus the bias would also fluctu.te if you
cannot stabilise. I have made several emplos-ed an automatic biasin arrangetests and the only thing which puzzles me ment. it is, therefore, not a satisfactory
is that I can stop the whistle which is proposition to attempt auto-. bias with a
continually present by putting my finger circuit of the Class B type.

-

"-

Set for a Ship
should be glad If you could suggest

"I

a set from your Blueprint service that would
be suitable for use on board ship. The
voltage is 110 D.C., and most commercial
sets are subject to engine-room interference,
hum, etc. We desire good short-wave
reception when out East."-J. D. (M.V.
-B.M., E.C.).

Tone Controls

"I send you a circuit ol my eight-valve.
set, into which I should like to Incorporate
a tone control. I am uncertain as to the
best method of doing this and should be
glad of your advice on this point. Perhaps
you would also state componein values
for the ldea."-H. W. A. (S.W.9).
do not give instructions for modi-

\JE fying

VV
commercial apparatus, and
can, therefore, only deal with the ntatter
from a general point of view. When fitting
a tone control tnc ooject is to suppress
the higher frequencies (it being generally
assumed with standard circuits that bass
cut-off is not desired and bass boost
difficult to attain). The suppression of the
higher frequencies usually gives the effect
of more balanced reproduction. We therefore suggest that you include such a cut-off
circuit in the most suitable part of the
receiver. Although it is usual to place it
in the output anode circuit, it is often
desirable to place it earlier in the LP.
circuits so that the subsequent amplification is only at the desired frequencies
and this often prevents certain forms o
frequency distortion.

THE most likely cause of the trouble is
that HF. is getting through to the
remainder of the circuit, and when you put
your finger on the anode you by-pass this
H.F. Connect a fixed condenser at that \JOU would probably find that a battery.
point and to earth to confirm this. If I
operated receiver would be the best
that stops the w histle also you must arrangement
in , our partiu1ar case. (ood
improve the decoupling in the H.F. stage,
Testing
and if choke-coupling is employed a better
e_lea Circuit
"I am building a comprehensive transchoke should be used. If, however, the
mitter and receiver and wish to make some
condenser does not stoP the trouble it
provision for rapid tests of the various
We wish to draw the reader's attention to the
will indicate that your bdy simply damps
lisct that the Queries Service is intended oisltj
circuits. What, in your opinion, ¡s the
the H.F. stage which is oscillating, and,
for tite solution of problems or difficulties
best way of doing this, say, for monitoring
therefore, the H.T. voltage shoùld be
arising fiom the cçsnstructioll of receivers
purposes? "-H. Y. (Warrington).
described in our pages, from articles appearing
reduced, the screen voltage modified, or
In our pages, or on general wireless matters.
the bias altered. Pay particular attention
You will ind that ordinary plug and
We regretthat we cannot, for obvious reasonsto the lay-out and the screening of the anode
jack connections cannot be beaten
(i) Supply circuit diagrams of complete
lead.
multi-valve receivers.
for this purpose. You could, by this
(2) Suggest alterations or modifications of
systen, use a ingIe meter with converter
receivers described Ist our contemTunisig Difficulties
scales and connect just where you desired,
poraries.
with
which
puzzled
my
receiver,
"I am
-(8) Suggest alteratIons or ntodâllcations to
whereas with certain circuits permanently
commercial receivers.
does not tune in the same station at the
wired to a meter a greater expense woul4
(4) Answer queries over the telephone.
same point two days running. I have called
be needed for the equipment. Closed(5) Orant interviews to qumists.
at the local dealer and he advises me to
A stamped addressed envelope must he
circuit jacks are usually suitable and may
enclosed for the

LRULES

-

ii

short-waver such as would probably be
found desirable in the pai't of the world
covered by you.

QUFRIFS

on the top of the S.C. valve. This also
gives a slight Improvement in signal strength
and I can tune right through-the range
satisfactorily. Does this indicate to you
the fault and how can I stop it?
F. G. L. (Cork).

107.

send it back to the makers; but this will
mean being without the set for a long time
and I would like to cure the trouble myself
if possible. There is no instability or other
trouble, but simply that when I get, say,
London, it is always at some difterent point
over a space of about three-quarters of an

inch."-T.
WE

E. (Dewsbur).
think you will find that the dial

locking-screw has become loosened
and this causes the drive to slip over a short
distance. On the other hand, there is a
special form of dial now fitted to a number
of receivers where a slow-motion drive
comes into action over a short distance
upon reversing the direction in which it is
turned. A small screw provides for the
locking of this device, and this may have
fallen out. It would, therefore, be preferable to have the set examined by a representative of the firm or the makers.

-

reply. AH sketches and
drawings which are sent to us should bear
the name and address of the sender.
Requests for Blueprints must not be enclosed
with queries as they are dealt with by a
separate department.
Send your queries to the L'alec, PRACTICAL AND
AMATEUR WIRELESS. George Nec's,,. Ltd., Tswe
House. Susihumpton Stre,t. SIrgad. London, W.O.2.
The Coupon mast he enclosed ilb every query.

circuits) to ascertain rapidly the anode
circuit which in most cases will automatically cheek grid-bias, anode volts, and valve.
Care will have to be taken in some circuits
to avoid open.eircuiting the apparatus
when the plug is inserted or removed.
-

Peak Volts
HT. accumulators could be employed
for the HT. supply and kept charged from

the ship's installation, and this would
overcome all difficulties due to the possible
erratic nature of the ship's supply. If,
however, the D.C. is really smoothed you
could no doubt fit some sort of interferencesuppressing device to prevent HF. inter.
ference and reliable smoothing could be
employed, but for the operation of a mainstype set you would have to use a converter
to change the supply to AC. and then
step it up and convert it back to D.C.
Any good battery set would give satis"I am building a set using the amplifier factory
results, but we have imot published
of Class B type, and I would like to use
automatic grid-bias, but am not sure how to a design for a superhet or other powerful

Auto-bias-

wire it. I have enclosed a circuit and
should like to know if this is the method,
or, if not, perhaps you would pu(me right."
-W. G. (Darwen).
THE arrangement which you have
-sketched is incorrect and the only
wny in which you can obtain bias in a
battery receiver is to connect the normal
(IB. terminal of the L.F. transformer to
H.T. negative and then to connect HT.
negative to the L.T. negative line through
a fixed resistaice of a suitable value. This

be included in the cathode leads (or anode

TO FIND THAT FAULT!
THE WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR'S
ENCYCLOPJEDIA
or 5/6 by post foni

5/-

George Newnes, Ltd.,

tower House, Southemplois Si, London, 14' 1.2.

"I

have a condenser which is marked
300 peak, and should like to know exactly,
what this term means. I want to use the
condenser in a set I have just built which
has a 250-volt rectifier, and I wonder it
the condenser may be used in the smoothing
circuit."-J. C. (Sheffield, 6).
THE peak rating is the maximum which
may be applied to the condenser. In

a mains unit of the type using a directlyheated reètifier, the voltage when the set
is switched on may rise to a very high
value, which will fall as soon as the valves
have attained maximum temperature. If
you include a voltmeter in the circuit you
will find that with the type of rectifier
mentioned the peak may easily be wellover
300 volts for a few seconds and thus a much
higher rating is desirable on the condenser.
If an indirectly-heated rectifier is employed,
or a thermal delay switch is used, the
question of the surge or peak voltage will
not arise.
coupon on page iii oí cover
must be attached to every query.
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Miscellaneous Advetisements
Advertiuements are accepted for these
columns at the rate of 3d. per word. Word,
in black face and/or capitale are charged
double this rate (minimum charge 3/- per

RECEIVERS, COMPONENTS AND
ACCESSORIES

E.

POST ORDERS

CALLERS

ART'S

(Two Radios in every home)

BARGAIN OFFERS:
An opportuniy for callers only to secure
remarkable value for money in Receivers.
Such wonderful value is worth a visit to see
and choose a real bargain.

TABLE

RECEIVERS

(Mains Models)

167,

ens

125

....................

O,l, AERODYNE All-wave Slodet 54 6-Volve
Full Vision Di,tl. iVatnut
Saperin't. AC Stains.
Cobinci. 3-saLin OULIut. List price, £4- 15 -O
s

(bEy ALBA All-wave AC MinIas Model 870. Iron
Co,ed Cods antI IF'S. AVC. Two-spied 15ml. 17.1 and
Airplane Dial. iValnut Cabinet.
100-1
4 - 7, List 11 ens.
Na
AC All-wave Sisperhet.
2 O,,tt, INVICTA
dial lun/liS. .bVC. 11,511 liaI and 'eliabla
Sloop

pr,ce.
......................
- All-wave
(tallaIt.
Suporhet.ÂVC.
L,st Price
qaslily
......................
iogua
Superhet.
Mains
RIGGS
reprolItlel tun ou 3 lrtntk. List
12 505
Ost,, -RIGGS AC Mains

& 165a,

Fleet Street, E.C.4

Lower

Crntral 2833.

Clapton Rd.,

London, E.5:

50, High Street,
Clapham, S.W.4.

Amherst 4723

friacaulay 2311.

3-WATT AC. OR A.C./D.C. TWO STAGE HIGH GAIN
A M PLI FI E R
IT. ('ollItilete Kil of ii. rl,., with spot-ially matched talvea, 40/. ; or ivi raI i iiI tented, 62/15!..
8-WATT A.C./D.C.
STAGE HIGH GAIN
AMPLIFIER, with Ptl0lÌ-PlllI )littlltt. Complete Kit
of parla, t,ith five specially matched valves, 64/4'. ; or
wtre,l suit tented £5/5'-.
l'li.,.,
SPECIAL OFFER ROLA SPEAKERS.
8
15/-: liC P.L'n, 19111 G.12 12 high Fidelity I'M.,
7916
i.12 Slat,,,. Literglsetl, 57/6.
P.ATTERY VALVES. 2 s-oIt,., HF., L.V., 2/3. Power,
Su, er- t'oser, 2/S. Var.niu,-S4ì ., 4- o, ?.- iii Petrsles.
il I". l'i-mio, V-mini-12F. l'eisa, 5/-. Class Ii, 5/-. Iraq.

(4 bandy)

leers, 1/6.
EUROPA MAINS VALVEE.

('hmm

AC/HI,.,
's.f/I,., A.C./i.O., A.(./V.M.S.(4., k.C./H.P.,,!.(./
V.1-I. t'., A C/P.. amai I iraIt 1).H. l'ento,lea, ,II 4,6
1v. AC. L'ypes.

IlL,

i-act,. AC/Polio,
56 ; À.C./1'.X.1. 6/6; 0(1.
Krcq. changers, 8/6 ; Joul,l,- l)i,ele 'rriodes, 7/6
'l'rimsle flee. li'rert. Ch., 8'6 ; Tri. (rhl. l'en.. 106;
',5 matt, 11.11. Trirste, 7/6.
UN VERSAL TYPES. 21h'. ,1":l. S.(., 'i ar-mIt.
I'oas'er,
l'en. Va r-11111, Ii. L. PelI.. 1,5 en-ti.
13v. .2a. ((en. Purpose TritileS, 5'6 ; 11F. l'elio all'i

l'i.

H.P. Pens.

1

'OIT1 'le

11111e

Ir/lIc-',

1)4
alt-Wa n'e

AVC

Fret1. ('lountucra, 7/6 cacti. I-'ttll-\Vanc 2 od li
Rectilb-rî, 5/9 e2(-tl.
AMERICAN VALVES. ','c ncc sote llrit.lnh 1)tstrtb':to,s
for TIllAD High-grade Alllerlean Vats-cs. Alt Tyte,u ht
stick. 8titntlartl types. 5/6 carli. A li t te low Octal
bose-Tibes at 6/6 each. 211) nial 231, 8/6 each; Si
niid A:t, 8/- tcTi.

Battery Models
Ocltt COSSOR 3733 All-wave Super Ferrody ve.
3-wave band. List Price, £7/15/ £2 - 17 -6
Osti COSSOR 373 Stifler Sr1eliVO Super FiresLint Fries,
2-wave bands.
dyOe.

screened prImaries, tapueti 2iPO-Ld) y. Fliituactita.
Guaranteed otte year, H.T.8 & 9 or H.T.10 witt,
4 n'.3a.C.T. and 4v. la., CT., 10/-. 250-250v.60 ma.
or 300-300 y., 4y la., 4 s'. 2a. and 4 v.4a.,altt..T.,
19/-. 350-350 v.120 ma., 3 V. la., .4 Y. 2a. anti 4 y.
4 s., alt CT.,' 13/-. Willi engraVed pallet autil N.!'.
tCrItliIlai$, 1/6 extra. 500-500 V. 150 N.a., 4 y. 2-3 n.,
4 y. 2-3a., 4 V.2.3 a., 4 s'. 3.4 u.,ait CT., 21/-. 500-500 n.
200 ma., 5V. 38., 4 v.2a., 4V.2 a., 4v. 3.3 zu., alt Cl'.,

.1

3

rt'proti3etiofl

5-walls

5.Vaive

AC

12 Osta
a id

with

fine

roe Control. In fine yvalnot L CalibrI. List Price, B gns
SlIVer FerrodysC. 'Ihr
2 OutIl COSSOR Model 378
Lint
Radio.
ill
reliable
last word
£3 - 7 - 6
Pa ice, £3181- ...............

£6/15/

.......

.................... -

-

RADIOMART
(Birmingham) Ltd.
C5N1

HOLLOWAY HEAD, BIRMINGHAM,
Telephone MID. 3254

44,

3-gang,
Sel.
VÁLXI[ALL-Polar
Its.

Midget conslenseÑ, 2-gang,
Ss.

Od.

4-gang, 13s. litt.

Polar full vision horithntal drives, 1w.
Rivac s-aires, entire range, full illsPolar station-unused se-ales for lioncounts.
VAUXHALL,
contaI drives, Is.
8 itiuil.
/ UXI1ALL. T.C.C. electrolytiecondensers.
and 4 mId. 500 volt, 2s. tIti. 50 nifd. 50 volt,
%
Is. lid.
Iron-cored colla. 3-gang, oil liase,
svith,cireuit, 17s. J.B. drives with stat/onVALnAU
minted scale, Sa. Od.
Magnavox and Mola PM. tpeakera.
7iui. cone, lOs. Oil. lOiti. cone, 2±is. - Eitergisa-sl
AUXHALL
models. /?,IUll liebt eolia. 7iii., 12s. Od.: lOin., 17s. Bd.

/AI'X,RALL UTILITiES, lola, Strnd.

W.C.2.
Temple Bar 9338. Send postcard for tree list.
2v. Gel, and over, or tOD,

V

I'oat paid

BTllDt'iE Rectifiers, I or 5 n.A., for output or
jitilversal meters perfect condition, rrite 10/-.-A112, e/o 1'R.tcTmCtt. Wirrettisri.

ilox

ltcaders.-MaiI your or,Icrs to us. Full stock
EIRE
valyee, components. STool) finisheul instrument,
specilleti components, valves sial 10 11T.S. Inductors,
£(u/15/0.-Itice & ,Beruey, itad io Eitgincers, CooteliilI,
Co.

Lavan.

fl

RadIo at 50'/ discount. Valves, Speahers,
2
I
Condensers, Receivers. S '-f- 8, 450 work7J
lug. 9/ui; 8, 500 workIng, 2/-; G 12 i'M., 62/C; G 12,
1,230, 47/6; fluodc"33,"52/0.-CofllphOno.Orunakirk
I

8

PREMIER TRANSFORMERS,

wire-cIa! type

brand new All-Wave Radio Seta, fully
Cartons, at sia ugl tt'i
Money returned if not ta represented. (aals
with order or CO.]). Model A637 Table 6v. AC. Matita,
list 13 gus., sacrifice Lo/lS/O. A537 'fable 5v. AC.
Mains, list 12 gita., sacrifice LS/JO/O. P.337 Italtery ¡lv.,
list LS/lS/O, sacrifice £3/16/O. 450 Itattery, litt 13 gus.,
sacrifice £6. (Ji't our List of otlici- Bargaiiie.-Antit
1)irect Supply Co., - 261-3, Lichlleltl lid., Astn,
gua raitteed, iowa h-er's sea led
pHILCO

Iwices.

]tiriniiiglia

is.

fl%ONVERSION UNITS for operating D.C. Jteceisera.
W front A.C. Mains, improved type, 120 )talt
output at £2/lOb. Send for our comprehensive list

of speakers, rosi-tances and other components.
%JARD, 46, Farringdon Street, London, R.C.4.
Telephone: Holborn 9703.

Now Ready.
Our New 1938 Enlarged
Illustrated Catalogue, Handbook and
Valve Manual. 90 Pages.
Price 6d.

-

O,'ln DECCA All.wave, 6- Volve AC. wilA arc and
aol,.c S,lj,premlon. HcistiInI Walnut Cabinet. 31-salta
List Price,
Model 520.

Oiiii,ul.

165

Jubilee Works,

AND.

Surplus, Clearance or Secondhand, etc.

SUPPLY

Surplus, O!earance or Secondhand, etc,

RADIO

RECEIVERS, COMPONENTS
ACCESSORIES

E'

paragraph). Display lines are charged at
6/- per line. All advertisements must b5
prepaid. All communications should be
addressed to the Advertisement Manager.
Amateur Wireless,"
Practical
and
Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand,
London, W.C.2.

______April 9th,'1938

triti,

O1'LY FOR SALit-3-valve Icits wiLli valves
sud diagram, 12/O; 3-valve S/D kils si itli
amid diagram, 20/-. Ordern executed in rotai joli.
-Universal lladio Co., 221, City Itoad, London, EL'.).

5
2
valves

,

ALL lute, previously ativertise,1 still availal,tp.llailio Cien rance, 63, HIgh Rolbor,,, Y.C. I.
Phono, IJott,ormu 4631.
QLIVERS otter Centr,nlsb Volions
switch, 2/-; Erie Resistances,
dozen, 2/6 dozen in 3 (lozea lots.

(,III

rois,

viti,

3/-

35.1. each,

-

-

405 kc/l itz irounml LF. Tramusformmmers, whim trimmers,
st-reeiioul, brand Heim, 2/6.
_%lumniinlum L'bassis, lOiti. by lOi mu., by 3m., 18 gange,
5/3; 16 cunee, 7/6. Ally size to Order, trices pro rais.

8peuker Transformers, Power/Pen, U,.! versais, 3/3.
Push-back, remi or broirit, Oyds. Ill.
osmno.'ortI piçk-ujms, with Volu,ime Coni rol a id rest,
9/6, 1 mid, an,! 2 nit'd. electrolytici.. thI.
Colla,',, (iraimmo. Motors, AC. 110-25th-., 50 cycles,
U IlItlIlmil e, Tmir,,tabhe, Auto-stop. Brand mew, 2.flL.
Olivero. 6gO, (h,ristchnrth Root. (oscomntji-, hauts.
Seim,! brIm's uu,id quotimt jolis. Unu-rs under 5/6 host Luge

ef ra

Xitn, iiirludiig

Spet-itteul

and

fipet-Itteil

Valves,

10

('oils

£4/131-.

AC. Versione, £8/is!-. STS(XI, hit hors Kits B,'
£3/12/..-$ernwehi W releas Supplies, 64, Prcstbnry
Road, London, J.7.
'

HagiIns.-Alt new. Phillips 195$ At'.
5v. nllperhet 'alt-wave chzsis, complete 0111 ut
12t go, sets, less only en(tilNtC, 65/15/-. Ferguson
5v. A.C./D.C. chassis, all-wave, 64/17/6. Piensey 4v.
battery suipertiet chassis, 2-banti.57/iI. Ail with valves
titi MC. speakers. Erilllswick Os'. 4-hand 1938 seta,
AC.. 7 gus. l)ecca 6v. b.C. 2-band 1937 sut»erhetv,
64/17/6. Decet 1938 model 55 5v. eli-wave A.('./J).fi.
transportables, 5 gus. Lotus 4V. b.C/D.C., 57/6.
Plzilco 1938 battery all-wave, 90/-. Mau»' others. SI lite
requirements. F1111 stock vaincs nil eontponeitls.
-Jiutli,,, 6, Stanford %n-enue, Jirlgliton.

B-1
i

25f-.

NEW 1-VALVE SHORT-WAVE RECEIVER OR
ADAPTOR KIT. 1:1 toSO lot-tres wit hoot t-oit cl,aiigiitg.
VALVE GIVEN
12/6.
Complete Kit and Circuit.
FREE t
DE LUXE MODEL, 14 to 170 metres, comticte Kit trill,
ChassIs, 4 toits atttt alt luarts, 17/6.
S.W.SUPERHET CONVERTER KIT, lör t..C. Majas
leeivers, 2216 AC. Valve given FREE
NEW 2-VALVE SW. KIT, 13 to SB imetres without
Complete E it ojal Circuit, 196.
Coil cita aging.
VALVES GIVEN FREE
DE LUXE MODEL, 14 to 151) metres. complete Kit
isial CircuIt, 4 Coils asid oli parIs, 25/-. ' VALV ES
GIVEN FREE.
MOVING IRON METERS. tny range between lIt just
liti) mu/rl Also 1.3 or S sin is. Reati t C. or 1).C.
11ES, t str, sirirrl
Fluait Jtakelite case. 2 lii. diani.
allOcliICrit oil 89. 5 9 cotli.
i nia. Seule. 100 alujuis
l'i'OVING COIL METERS.
ieistance. Disusieter 3 iii., 22/6. Flrisli nioiimst 111g,

IlESA,

lirai-grade :icelirscy.

Jiakelite jase
pliers for above. 1/- cacti.
PREMIER "TROLITUL"

Short-Wave

Multi-

CONDEN-

to
Ceramic. All-brass
ConstructIon, 15 mmtd., 1/6, 40 mmfd., 1/9, 100
Double
rsmfd., 1/-, 160 mmfd., 2/3, 250 mm!d., 2/6
Spaced 15 mmtd., 29 ; 40 mmtd., 3/6 ; S.W,H.F.
Chokes, 9d. screened, 1/6. All-Brass SW. Condensers
with integral slow-motIon .00015 TunisI, 4/3 .00015
UTILITY 4' MICRO-CURSOR DIALS,
Reaction, 39.
Direct arul 100 1 ratio. 3/9 carli.
FILAMENT TRANSFORMERS, 'Irillpeil Prluuilriesu,
200-250 V. Ail see.,ndnnies CT. 4 r. 3 a., 7/6: 4 r.
7.5 V. 3 a., 7/6 ; O y. 3 a., 7,6; 2.) y. $ a,,
5 a., 8/6
76; (1.3 3 a., 76 5 y. 3 a.,
SHORT-WAVE COILS, 4- antI O-;Ium types, 13-20,
22.47, 41-94, 78-170 metres, i 9 cati,, with circuit.
h1s, 14-150 metres, 4/- set witlu
81a-chal set of SW.
circuit.. Premier 3-butai SW. Coil, Ii-25, 19-4:,
3-8ij metres. Simplified SW. receiver co,,sl ruct io,,,
su,ithblo ins' type circuit, 2/6.
COIL FORMERS, 4- or 6-pin low-loss. 1/- each.
ELECTRIC SOLDERING IRONS, 200-250 w., AC.
o,' D.C., 1/6. Super niodel, 4/6.
SERS.

Certified

s'.

VALVES
AM}ltlC.AN.Vatves
5/O,

N.W.10.

post

lut

Sento!
arto,ia, all types.
061/5, Harrow Road,

paid-Valves,

LOUDSPEAKER REPAIRS

-

LOUDSPEA ERR repairs, British, Americau, any
issake,
24-liosi' service, moderate pr/ces.-

$iuclair Speakers, Alma Grove, Copenlirugeis Street,
Londois, N.

1.

peskers, Ciies and coils
lit (c'i a ud itesoti ud. }iel(ls altered. Pr ices
Qiioteil
inuit hin El ini iuuators. Loudspeakers Reluusiresl, 4/-. L)'. tuttI Speculi Transformers, 41- post
free.
Traite invited.
(Juaraiitee,I,
Suutisfacltouu.
('rompt ServIce. Estimates Free.-LS. Repair Service,
5, Ralliant Grove, Lqusdo,u, S.W.12. llattersea 1321,

RE1'AIRS to Mo'vingCoil
I

Superior

CABINETS
4ANUFACTIJPtEIIS' surplus cab/nets for JiarlioiVi, grams. Radio sets sial Loudspeakers. Large
alud varied stock.
Inspection invited, or send particiilars of your requirements, 'situ nueasurenienl.s of
chassis. Photos sent for selection. (?o catalogue.)
-11. L. SmIth & Co.. LttI., 287-289, Eulware itoad
W.2. (l'ad. 5891.)

7/6.London,

TU ITION
"

J

.1.

'

-established 1029-still lead. Get
Irre JiartiCullurs latest Mutilo and

posisi anti prlvate.-llatlio
Training Institute, 40a, Earls Court l{oncl, London.
Television

courses:

'a
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STILL

caretieiy oct.ed m strong cortoS ami 50t
Any part npphed .eporstiy.

!s-

'Designer'
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i- AVOMINOR
Th:iTESTl1ETEØ

'P

CO.
£

_

cam cml wIth order end
omorstcy. in kcod- 10
monthly
tOSCO Willi

poynseots

i

e

USIVECSAL AVOMETER.-Cach price
with cidre and 11 monthly tormento oS

I

I

or

n

guarantee

he on the bookshelf of-everv.l4een amateur.
Compiled uy a master of lucidity, ifgives the mennhtigs
of all Technical terms in getteraI tise. Price 2e. Od.
f rom sil Booksellers and New-sageiits.-Georgc Newnes,
Ltd., Tower House, Southanipton- Street, Strand,
London, W.C.2.

cuadi

________________

tcuuuediunely.

IOcCARTHYGHASSIS
OUR EPECIALITYALWAYS Ill STOCK.
All maceu o:

eeoorrnuuua

A

VALVES

tO NDON
P-

StOCk.

III

'RADIO SUPPLY

'COMPANYs

SrstGgrruua:

ii,

diuteDdlivoy:

On

tise

cud

liest

Lonest Term,.

OAT LANE NOBLE St
LONDON E.C.2.

Phone:

NATIONAL 6828-9

FIFTY. TESTED WIRELESS CIItCUIT, l'y F. J.
Camm, 2s. GcL-This handbook contains every
modern circuit complete with i nsti'uetions for asseothUng, coniponent value,, and notes on operation.
Obtainable at all Booksellers and Newsagent,.Geoige Xewnes, Ltd., Tower House, Southampton
Street., Strand, London, W.C.2.

PERPLEXITIES

and

TANTALISERS.-" The

Strand Problem Book" is the finest collection of
isizeles or all kinds eve; assembled, matheniat ial,
geographical, llterary-arrt ice and cotles, Ity W. T.
Williams (Tantalus) and G. II:.Savage. Only 2s. Od.
net from all Bi)oksellers.-Geecge Newneo. Ltd.,
Tower Rouse, Southampton Street, Strand, London,

This

introduce. Radiographic's

STREET,

.......
.....
-

Armstrong Manufacturing Co
British lnvtito:e of Engineering Techno!ogy
British Mechanical Productions. Ltd
Electradix Radios

C.l.

FREE ADVICE BUREAU

COUPON

:oupon is available until April 18th,
1038, and must accompany all Queries ami

This

4

Wrinhlcs.
PRACTICAL AND AMATEUR WIRELESS,
0/4/38.
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Pge
104
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104
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Caver
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iv

104

Cuver
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.4ndbarsds,
g,ihdt

a
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s

There isn't
doubt
T1a:'s your sgr,al

.

Oui the FLUXZTE
-and see io yoar
Wiring.

that FLUXITE is always by

soldering and ask for
HARDENING STEEL
TOOLS with FLUXITE.

..........
..................
...........
.......
........
...........
.................

Flaxite, Ltd
International Ccrrespondence Schools Ltd
London Radio Supply Ca
M.P.R. Electrical Co
McCarthy Radio, Liai
.,
New Times Sales Co.
Peto-Scott Co., Ltd
Pitman
'
Premier Supply Slocea
Radio5raphic
Universal Radio Distributors

t

sounds

libe motora bark-

h.

X

'-5t

,j(k

-complete with full instructione, 716.
Werte for Free Book on the art of "soft"

ADVERTISEMENT INDEX

'Ext

t

i

i
i

LTD.,

u,waler 3201/2.

you-in the
house-garage-workshop-wherever
speedy
soldering is needtd. Used for 30 years in
governineot works and by leading engineers
and manufacturers. 01 lronmongers-in lins,
4d., Cd., 114 and 2/8.
Ank to see the FLUXITE SMALL-SPACE
SOLDERING SET-compact but substantial

Order front a bookseller or
London, W.V.2

lists.

GLASGOW,

Telephone t

Ses

PITMAN, Parker St., Kingsway,

REGULAR LINES

tALIC

till
Westbourne Grove, London, W.2.

44a,

s

AMATEURS

SOME REAL BARGAINS

OSBORNE

applicai lors.

5tcCAITl1V

Book Ensures Perfect Rodio Reception

ByALFRED T. WITT,, A.M.I.E.E.
Now in ils Titled Eddie,,.
Iceepyonrset opto the highest pitch of perfeclion.
This book for radiolisteners shows you exactly bow
to deal with all breakdowns andimper/
tections in your set and its componenls.
I net
'A wry useful and instrttcllve book
essentially practical." ¡VORLD RADIO.

are offering

RADIOGRAPHIC

:

*

RADIO UPKEEP
AND REPAIRS FOR

EAN HOUSE
DEA St, Wi

Write for

:

in Every Home

New London Branch

ÏN

A fleW 4-\Vave Battery Receiver, price i guineas
complete with valves, with exceptionally lively
performance, unusual o'aveband coverage, and
satisfying output. 7 stages, 59 separately
tuned circuits. Circuit comprises : RIF atoplifier triode-hexode frequency changer with
separate oscillator: IF. amplifier: double
diocic-triode detector, A.V.C. and L.F. amplifiez
double pentode quiescent output valve. Wavt r
ranges
X2.833, 28-So, 590-550, I,000-2,00
metres.
Fn.ltechnical details catalogue, easy t.rr,,to os

J. Camm,

Is. (itt. net. An invaluable book of reference,
ea.ciiuing the operation, upksep and overhaul of all
typesof wireless receiver. 200 Illustrations. Froto
all -Booksellers sud News.sgcnts.--(Jeorge Neuntes,
Ltd., Tower House, Sout lmnunptoo Street, St vsi nd,
London, W.C.2.

ONE MONTH ONLY

V/c

1.

WC.2.

EVERYKA'S WIRELESS BOOK, by F.

To

:

that should

OY RETURti 0F POST.
piolupt drifters env licensee
(user; large Ion., und. *ietg placed so larnhiralil;.
aSule to necios cotlul.nr Raailo or Electrieci

actas

-

ADICTIONARY 0F WIRELISS TERMS, be
lialioh Stranger. A Wireless Work of Reference

bO/

ORDER3 DELIVERED

Lf
I

bL;

10/-.

or C.O.D.

CASJ-

Ih

-

-

Street, Strand, London, W.C.2.

oS

Cask prIes 45/£h

Mt A i i
''«

id

OUTLiNE OF WIRELESS," by Ralph'
Stranger. Fifth Edition, 8u. liai. net-This'
TIgE
book, which covers the subject from- A to E, is to be
recoinnieneled to all who desire to master tite theory
of Modern \Vireless. At stil Bookscllcrsand Newnagcstts.
-George Newnes, Ltd., Tower Moase, Southampton

I

croco tie

great

NEWMES TOURIST ATLAS of Great BÑtain pntt
Rosit-e Guide." Edited by John Bort hion1cw
& Son, Ltd., 120 pages of fully-coloured contour maps
for the whole of Ritgiand, Scotland, Is-gland asid
Channel Islands, with tndex to the principal Motoring
and Cycling centren and dIstances, 2e. Od. frani all
Bookseflero.-Georgc Newnes, Ltd., Tower Bouse,
Southampton Street, Strand, London, \V.C.2.

7.

Stilt Le emit Feemenent Slsgr.et Unit on tise Market.
,,tth ordernod U monthly paymenta 014/-. (oah 4/-

j

the

Detectiou principles and cruits,
UNORTHODOX
Loudspeaker output- tunes! ¡iiaudiljlot,
ldoolf.
lu.id.-WArs-y Ford, Candy Street, Exeter.

W.ß. SenorSTENTORIAN 38S.

LRS-

fELIVJ1ON

MISCELLANEOUS

ORDER

Li

pn

SOEYER

posts in

jasO Sim.

WITH

1

VALVES.

CO1LS

EXTRAS

wejipa4

KIT 'C1

A9&OLUTELY
COMPLETE
with

fo

ALL-WAVE

BEST

-

.

03

iii
05

on CASETEMPERING

Leaaet

a4

TO CYCLISTS, 'joue wheel, will NOT
keep round and feue, unies, the spokes are tE0d
urli!, fine wire of Ihr crossing, AND SQLDERED.
Th
altes a euch stronger

If , simple-with
IMPORTANT.

wheel.

I

FLUXITE-isuf

THE FLUXITE GUN
is ainvays ready to put
Fluxite on the solder.
ing ob instañtly. A
little ,pressure places
the right quantity on
the right spot and one
cbargsng laits for ages,

Price 1/6.

'

,

L

iii

103

Cover

iii

103

Cover

.....
,

99

iii
08

Cover.ii
..

105

IT SIMPLIFIES ALL SOLDERING
FLUXITE LTD. (Dept. WI'.) DRAGON WORKS,
BERJ1ONDSEY STREET, S.E.1.
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'7AiIMpORTANT GUIDE

-

toSOCCESSFtJL
ENGINEERING CAREERS
V/: After
months
and

i.

/

''.

of intensive effort
research,.. we are
pleased to announce that the 1938 edition of our Handbook, ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES, is now

outofthepublishers' handsand readyforfree

/

I

il
!

,'

-,

disiribulion.

Containing 268 pages of practical guidance, this book is,
beyond argument, the finest and most complete handbook on Successful Engineering Careers ever compiled.
It is a book that should be on the bookshelf of ev.ery
person interested in engineering, whatever his age,
position oi experience.

-

The Handbook contains, among other intensely interesting matter, details of B.Sc., A.M.I.C.E.,
A.M.I.Mech.E., A.M.LEE., A.M.I.A.E., A.M.LW.T.,
A.M.I.R.E., CIVIL SERVICE, and other important
aminations; out ines courses in all
Engineering
branches of CIVIL, MECHANICAL, ELECTRICAL, AUTOMOBILE, RADIO, TELEVISION, and

AERONAUTICAL ENGINEERING, BUILDING,
GOVERNMENT EMPLOYMENT, etc.» and explains
the unique advantages of our Employment Department.

NW

WE DEFINITELY GUARANTEE

" OPAS -NO FEE"

//

f
'

'

.

-TE

If you are earning less than £10

/
,

io cost ¿r obligation of any kind.

House. 17-19, Stratford Place, Wi.

I
u

I

LI

Please forward, Free of Cost or
your 268 page Handbook

obllgtion

ol any kind,

-

1

I

I
-.

BRITISH INSTITUTE OF
ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY
409A, SHAKESPEARE HOUSE,
19, STflATFORD PLACE, LONDON,
&
17,- 18,

BRiTISH INSTITUTE OF
ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY,

-I
.

is

I

/

409A, Ehakespear

--NOW.
There

-------- I

FREE COUPON'

per week you cannot afford to
miss ieading "ENGINEERING
OPPORTUNITIES." In your own
interests, we invite you to write (or
forward the coupon) for your copy of
this enlightening guide to well-paid posts

/

/

aF

NAME.................................................
-

i

..............................-. ..............
s

ADDRESS

:.

I

Wi.

I

Published every Wednesday by GROItOR NEWNES, LIMITen, Tower House, Soutiìarnpton Street, Strand, London, W.C.2, and Printed in lngíand by
PEausox PRINTING Co., LTD., Exmoor Street, London, W.iO. Sole Agents for Australia and New Zealand: 001100M & GOTCI!, LTD South
TRE NEWNES
Melca: CENTRAI. NEWS AOcNCY, LTD. P,wtitai and Amateur IVireieJ.s can be sent to any part of the World, poet free, for 17e. 8J. per annum;
mouths, da. 101. 1teLatered at the General Post OlUce as a newspaper and for the Cana.lian Magazine Poet.
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OUTLINE
By RALPH STRANGER
-

N E

'

WNES

-7

OF

d-

WIRELEl!

816 pages, lavishly illustrated

8/6 net (9/- post free)

Bere is a book which covers the theory and practice ol Wireless Reception Irom
A to Z, and makes everything plain even to the most "non-technical" reader.
FROM ALL BOOKSELLERS or from Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2.
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won Ing conditions of
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he

All-wave Tuners

\)E
have published several suggestions
VV
for making receivers and all-

wave tuners, and in view of the increasing
popularity of all-wave circuits we give in
this issue sorne interestingdata concerning
the modern all-wave tuners. There aie now
many suitable components available for
the home-constructor, and some of these
are shown in the illustration on the cover
this week. The term "all-wave," as we
have before pointed out, may be very confusing, as the majority of receivers and
components described as of this tyl)c have
a wide gap, ranging from some point
between 50 and 100 mettes to 200 metres
or so. In most cases it is found, however,
that the wavebandwhieh is omitted does
not furnish good entertainment value,
beiag occupied by amateur and commercial
transmitters. It is not a difficult matter to
introduce coils to cover this band, but the
additional complications in the switching
and wiring are generally not worth whiie.
The greater problem is generally concerned
with the lowest waveleagth to which the
all-wave set or tuner will operate, and in
most cases it will be found that 5 metres
is the lowest efficient tninimuni. Various
details connected with this subject will be
found in the special article on page 120 this
week.

Dummy Valves

are still being reported of
CASES
American receivers being fitted with
valves which do not perform any useful
function, merely being included as a
selling point. .One case is mentioned of a
with 14m, speaker which,
15-valve
upon examination, was found to be so
wired that eight of the valves could be
removed without in any way affecting the
receiver, the heaters only being wired in the
set4

circuit.

Radio Nurse

HIS novel term is applied to special
T
type of inter-communicator now
available in America. It has a small" radio
a

ear" which is placed

in a room and connected to any ordinary electric outlet and
a small receiver unit is connected to an
electric outlet in any other room. No other
connecting link is needed and the "ear"
and "voice" unitsi then enable the user
to eavesdrop or hear sounds in the distant
room. It is particularly designed to enable
a mother th hear when the baby wakes.

WORLD

Talking Lamp Posts

IT is stated that a suggestion

of WIRELESS
Trolley-bus Interference

has been put

LISTENERS who experience interference
from trolley-buses will be interested
forward and tried, out to facilitate
trafflo movements during a "black-out" to learn that satisfactory interferencearising from an air-raid. The suggestion is suppressors are now available and have
that loudspeakers and talking film equip- been fitted to a number of such vehicles
ment be fitted to lamps at cross-roads, the in various parts of the country. The
film being automatically set in motion latest district to he so modified is Hartlewith the changing of the traffic lights, and pool, where the buses running from \Vct
the loudspeaker then announcing clearly Hartlepool to Hartlepool ai-c now intemthe naine of thc cross street or intersection. ference-free. It is to be hoped that all
new vehicles of this type will be made w'th
the suppressors as part of the equipment
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Con-

NOW that the Oermaii Post Office has
taken over the former Austrian
administration the Austrian delegation at
the Cairo Conference has been instructcd
to join the German delegation and for the
two parties to act as.one.

Push-button Tuning
ASPECIAL snemorandum has been
issued by the makers of a wellknown American push-button receiver
warning dealers and service-mumm not to
adjust any pre-sets connected to tite automatic tuning circuits until the set ha been
switched on for sonic time. It isstatcd
that, even if A.F.C. is fitted, the ebages
of tuning duc to the changing character.
istics of the valves in the initiai warmingup period will result in wrong adjustments
if this point is not attended to.

Radio Propaganda
THE recently-fornitI, French Ministry
of Propaganda has dècided that radio
Forgotten Anniversaries
is to play a very large part in its activities
1-HIS title is to be given by the B.B.C. in the future. This Ministry is under the
I to a new series of talks to take placo control of M. Frossard, a well-known
in the April to June quarter. The talk journalist who has already experienced
will be given within a week of the anni- the value of radio propaganda.
versary of some picturesque but generally
forgotten event. The choice of occasions New Mimes Company
will be wide and the significanco will cover
THE manufacture of all the well-known
science, literature, art, politics and other
Milnes radio products lias been taken
subjects.
over by new company to be known as
Milnes Electrical Engineering Co. (Bingley),
Children's Concert
Ltd.. of Victoria Works. Church Street.
N April 22nd Sir Adrian Boult will Bingley. The popular HT. unit is to b
conduct a concert for young listeners, continued, and the servicing of the original
the B.B.C. orchestra (Section E) led by Mimes receivers is to be carried on by sonic
Laurance Turner, performing for this members ofthe staff ofthe original company
purpose in the Concert Hall at Broadcasting operating under the style of Bingicy Radio
House.
Services of Church Street, Bingley.
a4
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Easter Sunrise Services
IT is announced that special short-wave

broadcasts of the sunrise services from
the Easter Bowl and the Death Valley
National Monument, California, will be one
-of the special features of the NBC Easter
Sunday programme on April 17th. The
broadcasts will begin at 12.30 a.in. G.M.T.,
with a programme from the Sylvan Theatre
in Washington; and fifteen minutes later
listeners will be
.
taken to the Hot
Springs National
Park to hear the
'oices of a choir
of 400 singers from

Hot Springs
churches.

of

WIRELESS

INTERESTING and TOPICAL
NEWS and NOTÉS
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quartz crystals foi- exact Irequency control in our radiofrequency oscillators.
22nd. Radio -frequency- Amplifiers.
Vacuum tube circuits iu,ed for
the amplification of the power
generated by the oseillatofs.
April 29th. Radio-telegraph Transmitters.
-

Apiuil

Station
E Minister of

/

M.

Jean Lebas, recent-

ly opened the
powerful new shortwave station at

Essarts -le-Roi,
marks an
important development in international broad-

casting. The

station has

been
fifteen
wavelengths b e tween 16 and 50

allotted

lu
Iii'

J

J

M;.

-

-

-

Birmingham Militry Band

4F

t r a n s m i t te r can
t-each a power of
100 kW.

HAYDN HEARD will conduct the
Birmingham Military Band (which
he founded about two years ago) in
a programme of popular music on April
17th. The vocalist will be Vera Healy, the
Coventry contrlto, who won all four Contralto classes at the Brighton Festival in
1935, and has since taken two prizes al
the Royal

,'

Isle of Man

Academy.-,

and

n'y school iii
the Isle of .Man is
now equipped with

rnuips Itaulo. IRIS
re pres ents the
ou te orne of dis-

The combination of an oscillator and amplifier for the transmission of code signals.
'
May 6th. Plate Modulation.
Acconiphishing radio-telephony by
varying the plate voltage on
one of the amplifiers.
May 13th. Grid Modulation. Accomplish.
ing.radio-telephony by varying
the grid voltage on one of the
amplifiers.
-

modulation the

' VERY element-

-

-

-

metres, and with

Schools
Radio

(Continued)

will include the Violin òoneerto by Christiaji
Sinding, played by M. E. Glaser.
Examples of German folk music from
Munich will be heard in the National
programme on April 24th, and on April
27th (National) Sweden will contribute
a concert of light music.

.L

New French SW.

which

1938

CIlS
ele le
finding of 200 of these persons. As a rule
the missing persons have been discovered
or have turned up the day following the
broadcast announcement, or at any rate W1XAL Rebroadcast Periods
only a few days after. The record was the
HE schedule of rebroadcast periods,
Section II, from Station W1XAL,
University Club. Boston, Mass., is as
follows
Fridays at 5. Op.m. E.S.T., 11.70
(25.4 m.).
April 15th. Crystal Oscillators. The use öf

-

FH P.T.T.,
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On Wednesday, March l6th, the new £3,000 Complot, Ogan was put into
commission in the" His 1klaster's Voice "Recording Studios, St. John's Wood.
The first record was mad e by Reginald Four!, who played a medley of tunes
from The Gondoliers," and a medley of film hit tunes. Incidentally, this
was Reginald Foori's hue ldredt/i recording session for " His Master s Voice.

eussions which have
been going on for
some time between the Edueation Authority
and the teachers. A total of 30 mainsoperated, 15 battery sets and 20 extension
speakers have been supplied through
Mr. E. H. Dickinson, Philips Service Dealer,
of Prospect Hill, Douglas, Isle of Man,
who has also undertaken the work of in-

finding of a person ten minutes after tl
announcement had been broadcast.

An Easter

Parade

Easter Parade, devised tind arranged
AN by P. Allende" Fryer and José
Craven, will be broadcast on April
22nd, from tite Odeon Theatre, Liandudno.
Jesse Yates and Rene Craven will be at
the pianos, Aliender Fryer will be at the
organ, and the compère will he W. E.

DJLWE

This]

PROBLEM Nó.. 291
Jackson had a three-valve battery set which
gave very good volume und he decided to add
an additional speaker for use in another room.
The existing speaker was connected direct In
the anode circuit of the output valvc and Ii's
accordingly decided that the primary of ho
speaker transformer would act sg a choke for
choke-feeding the secoiid speaker and he
therefore ran a single lead from the anode et
the output valve to the distant room. Itere
lie mounted two ternilnais, connecting one a
these to earth, und ho t)icn joined the second
epeaker to the two terminals. S\hen he switched
on, however, he could obtain no signals. Why
wie this? Three books wilt be awarded for this
first three correct solutions opened. Address
your envelopes to The Editor, PCACTICAL
SND AMArauc WIIISLESS, (leo. Newnes. Ltd.,
Tower House, Soutlsasnpton Street, Strand.
London, W.C2. Envelopes must be nsarked
Problem No. 291 in the top Left-hated corner
and must be posted to reach this office not later
tissa the first postosi Tuesday, April 19th, 1938.

stallation and maintenance. It is interesting
to note that this development brings the
Isle of Man iistoline with the county of
Ayr, which is the oniy other complete
cdncational area in the British Isles in
which every elementary school is equipped Holland. The production will be by Glyn
,Jones, whose light programmes, "When
with radio.
Day is Done" and "By Firelight," have
been so popular with listeners. It is
Swedish Broadcast Appeals
possible that this programme will be
AREPORT by the Swedish Broadcasting followed by a "Whitsun Parade" and
Solution to Problem No. 290.
Company gives an interesting indica- "August Parade" later in the season from
Smithies overlooked the fact that by connecting 11s3
tion of the effectiveness of wireless broad- two other North Wales coasb towns.
output terniluals o' his short-ware set to the pick-up
cast appeals for missing persons.
terminals of another act he was applying the Hi'.
positive supply to the grid f lili second set and thisIt is stated that 350 persons were called Music from Abroad
prevented signals. He should have joined a i to i
foi over the radio as missing in Sweden
between the two sets.
QN April 22nd (Regional) a concert of transformer
during last year, of which about 300 were
The following three renders succe8sfully. eolvcd
Norwegian music given by the Oslo rrobleun 289 sud books have accordingly been
found, or turned up of their own accord.
to them: J. T. tuaw, 143, Agnes tteet,
By a system of checking it has been Philharmonic Society's Orchestra, will forwarded
Belfast:P. J. ilunnery, 6, Stanstead Road.
estimated that the broadcast appeals were' be broadcast from Norway. The conductor Bill, S.E.23; It. Barrett, 19, Shepherds. Fure
Lane,
directly or indirectly responsible for the will be Hsgo Kramin, and the programme Dartford, Kent.

I.-
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and Gonnections-

The Experimenters Show How Coil Connections,

1

Although They Often Appear

to Vary Considerably, are the Same in Principle, and are Easily Understandable

this week we are going to
devote our notes to the lessMany
experienced constructor.
such have written to us recently, sorne of
them suggesting that we might enlighten
them on some of the more elementary
matters, so that they will better be able to
follow our other articles. Tuning coils
appear to cause more confusion to the
average beginner than does any other Part
of the receiver. This is not difficult to
As a change

the aerial tapping is moved toward the
earth end of the coil, the smaller is the
damping effect. This is shown in Fig. 3,
where the capacity of the aerial system is
represented by a fixed condenser in broken
lines. It will be clear that when the aerial
lead-in is near the "top" of the winding
the capacity is in parallel with a large
proportion of the total winding; when it is
near the "bottom" of the winding, the
capacity is across comparatively few turns,
miñal of the coil as that from which the and thus has
a smaller effect on the coil as
grid lead is taken. In order to prevent a whole.
the ful! capacity of the aerial-earth system
following valve, but aso to the preceding
one or to the aerial and earth. The simplest
method of connecting the aerial is by
joining the lead-in to the same end or ter-

-

Grid Tapping

GRID

HT.-

HT.-

The tuning circuit is also "damped"
to a certain extent by the valve connected
on the output side, since the valve representa a combination of resistance and
capacity in parallel with the tuned circuit.
That explains why tuning is sharpened by
connecting the grid to a tapping on the
winding instead of the upper end. A t.appcd
grid connection is indicated by a broken
lino in Fig. 2.

Two Windings
Fig.

Fig. 1.-The simples! type of
tuning circuit,
On the right
is the diagram relating to a
two-range coil.

Fig. 2.-Selectivity can be increased by connecting both aerial
and grid to tappings on the
tuned winding.

understand, owing to the great variety of
coils available to the amateur set builder.
Those who build a complete receirer to a
published design cannot go far wrong,
because they have a full specification of the
exact parts required. On the other hand,
a ieader who wishes to try ont a new
circuit often finds considerable difficulty in
obtaining the correct connections for a coil
that might be on hand, and which probably
varies slightly from that shown in the diagram to be followed.

3.-The

capacity to earth

the aerial has the same effect
as an additional fixed condenser
in parallel with a portion of
the tuned winding.
of

from bei'ng placed in parallel with the coil,
and thus with the tuning condenser, a
fixed condenser of about .000l-mfd. is
generally included in series with the aerial
lead, as showil on the right in Fig. 1.

Aerial " Damping"
Provided that the condenser capacity

is
low, the connection of the aerial has only

Interchangeability.
Fortunately, the majority of the coils
available can be interchanged in experimental circuits due to the fact that they
are fundamentally the same. But since
there is such a variety of terminal number
connections and so many different methods
of using those connections confusion arises.
Fig. 1 shows the essential arrangement
of the simplest type of coil. It consists
merely of a winding of wire which, in use,
is connected in parallel with a variable
condenser which serves for tuning. The
combination forms what is known as an
oscillatory or tuning circuit. In the simplest
form. orse end of the tuned circuit is joined
to the grid of the following valve, the other
being connected to the earth line. In a shortwave circuit there is generally a single
tuned winding, but for broadcast reception
the coil usually consists of two windings
in series with a switch arranged 'to short
circuit the larger winding when receiving
on the medium-wave band. This alsó is
shown in Fig. I, and can be considered as
identical in principle with the single tuned
winding also shown.

Combined Input-Output Circuit
The one (or double) windïrg is frequently
used for both input and output. In other
words, not only is it connected to the

Another method of obtaining a resnit
similar to thatproduced by connecting the
lead-in to a tapping on the coil can be
obtained by using a separate aerial winding,
as in Fig. 4. The aerial winding-often
called a loose-coupled winding-is, in effect,
a continuation of the tuned winding. If
it. has a fewer number of turns than the
tuned winding an increase in selectivity
is isroduced. Actually, selectivity niight
well be increased if the two windings were
the same size, especially if the two windings
are not very close together; this is because
the oscillations in the aerial winding pass
to the tuned winding and to the input
circwt of the valve through a combination
of capacity and inductance coupling. There
are two diagrams in Fig. 4, and although
both appear different they are identical
in principle and effect. The first diagram
shows that. if both windings arc wound
in the same direction, the aerial must be
connected to the "bottom "of one and the
"top "of the other. If you study the two
diagrams, you will see that the aerial winding in the second has simply bsen "bent"
to give a better impression of the usual
disposition of the two windings in an actual
coil.

(Cou,s,,.ed overteaf)

Fig. 4.-Although they appear dujeren!, these
circuits for a separate aerial winding are identical.

a very si ight effect on the wavelength to
which the oscillatory circuit will tune.
This assumes a fairly short aerial. But if
the aerial is fairly long it is nearly always
better to connect the lead-in-through a
small-capacity fixed condenser-to a tapping on the tuned winding, as shown in
Fig. 2. This connection is indicated by
broken lines, the connection first mentioned
being shown in full lines.
The effect of using a tapping is to reduce
what is known as "aeria! damping." In Fig. 5.-Hw both aerial
other s'ords, it gives the same result as and grid winding can be Fig. 6.-This tuning
shortening the aerial, as faç as added tapped, a sectionof'each circuit is She same in
ca pacity is concerned, and so produces being short-circuited for principk as thai

sharÌr

tuning. What

is

more, the nearer
-

.x

medium-wave reception,

...,

shown in Fig. 5.
'

ti
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COIL TYPES AND CONNECTIONS
(o,ai,ed from

previou5 page)

Double Tappings
An elaboration of the Fig. 4 arrangement
is shown in Fig. 5, which applies to a dual-

range tuner with separate aerial winding.
A three-point wave-changeswitch is used,
this short-circuiting a portion of each wind-

1
,

_____

/

;

r;
)

0-.

GRID

i'i

I

rj

-

into use by means of a. three-way wavechange switch. This simple circuit is not
always satisfactory because it cannot convemently.be used with tapped coiI, and the
grid cannot well be "tapped down." In
the circuit under discussion it vill be seen
that pre-set condensers are shown by broken
hues in parallel with each of the three
windungs (generally separate coils). These
are required only in a set having two or
more tuning circuits controlled by a ganged
condenser. The condensers are trimmers,
and their purpose is to enable the
corresponding coiLs to be matched so that
accurate tuning Call be obtained by means
of the ganged condenser.
A better ánd more usual arrangement is

ççzi

April 16th, 1938

winding is virtually a continuation of the
tuned winding, the "upper" end being
joined to the earth line and the lower to
the detector anode, through the reaction
condenser. In many coils the three connections shown in heavy lines are made inside
the coil, so that no variation in the method
of connection is permissible.
In other coils the three wiadings are
entirely separate from each other, as shown
in Fig. 10. In this case it is sometimes
possible to obtain increased solectivity. by
connecting the earth lead only to the aerial
winding, as shown. At the sametíme, it is
usual to join together the " bottom" ende
of these two windings in the interest of
stability ; the connection is shown by a
broken line.
The chief advantage
of the separate windings
is that the reaction con-

F

:c,çi

'

GRID

nection.s can be modified
by Joining the" bottom"

of the reaction winding
directly to the detectot
anode., including the reaction condenser between
the "top" of the winding
and earth. By doing
this the reaction condenser is;at earth potential and there is less risk
-u
of hand-capacity effects
being troublesome.
In this article we have
Fig. 9-How reaction consimpler
nections are made when all dealt only with the
circuit and
three windings are interna//y forms of tuning
one
joined together. Heavy lines coi), but in a later
fully
show the connections that are we hope to go more

MÍ..

:1
7.-A

.cimple method of all-wave tuning ¿'q
using three separate coils wit/i a three-way switch.

Fig.

J-

ing for medium-wave reception. Eveii this
circuit can be further elaborated by having
a grid tapping on the tuned winding, as
shown by a broken line.
Fsg. 8.-An improved form of the
A corresponding circuit which produces
a/I-wave tuning system, shown in
a similar result in a different manner is
Fig. 7.
In this case each tuned
shown in Fig. 6. In this case both medium
winding has its own primary or
and long-wave sections of the tuned winding
aerial winding.
made inside the coi/.
are tapped, a change-over su itch being
used to transfer the aerial connection fmiii that in Fig. 8; it is essentially the same as
one to the other. Thisswiteh is ganged with the circuit given in Fig. 4, but comprises
the shorting switch across the long-wave three two-winding coils instead of one.
section of the tuned winding, so that two There is a double three-way switch used to
GRID
alterations are made by one movement of connect the aerial to any one of the three
oT
the combined switch. It will not be difficult aerial or primary windings when the grid
Ar-400_
to appreciate that if either of the circuits is joined to the corresponding secondai-y or
HT.shown in Fig. 5 or Fig. 6 were shown in a tuned winding. As before, a pre-set concomplete diagram, the other could generally denser would be connected in parallel with
REACTION
be used without altering the performance of each of the three tuned windings if ganged
CONDENSER
the receiver to any appreciable extent. In tuning were to be employed.
the same way, Fig. 2 and 4 circuits are
generally interchangeable.
The Reaction Circuit
All-wave Tuning
In the circuits so far considered no
When we come to consider all-wave attention has been given to the reaction Fig. 10.-The same circuit as that in Fig. 9, but
tuning circuits the sanie general principles winding which is generally used on the coil using entirely separate windings for aerial, grid,
hold good. Thus it can be seen that the feeding into the detector. A simple arrangeand reaction.
circuit given in Fig. 7 is essentially the nient of this is given in Fig. 9, where it can
sanie as that represented by the full lines be seen that the reaction winding corre- into this interesting question by explaining
in Fig. 2 In Fig. 7, however, provision is sponds with the separate aerial winding more - advanced and complicated coil
made for bringing any one of three w indings shown in Fig. 4; in other words, 'the arrangements.

I.
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NATIONAL (261.1 ,n. and 1,500 n'.)
lVednesday, April 13th-Boxing: Tite
Services Tournament; a commentary on
the final stages of the imperial Services
Boxing Association Tournament, from
the Empress Hall, Earl's Court.
Thursday, April 14th-Military Band
programme.
Friday, April l5th.-The Dream of 0erontvs (Elgar), from (lie Queen's Hall,
London.

Saturday,

161/i.-Interna(ional

April

Junior Football: a conamentary
match, Scotland

REGION4L

y

(342.1

on tite

England.

in.)

Wednesday, April 13th-Faust: a lyric
draina in five acts by Charles Gounod.
Thursday, 'April 141h.-Galkry 6!odde.is:
a romantic comedy of the Theatre, by
Joyce Las/garten.
J
I

-

- --- ______

'IMPORTANT BROADCASTS!
OF THE WEEK
-

-

.

Friday, April 151h.-Fact oi Fiction
Mermaids, an enquiry into their existence, written by R. F. Delderfield.
Saturday, April 16th.-Vivanti, a play

WEST OF ENGLAND (285.7 ni.)
Wednesday, April l3th.-Les Dames
Blanches: A Radio Roadhouse-variety
programme.

Thursday, April 14th.Westward Ho!
No. 8, of a radio magazine.
I5th.-Mnsic of Other
Friday, April
Countries, No. 9-Russia: choral pro-

from I/te book by Sydney Hoiler.
qrítm me.
Saturday, April lfith.-Mrs. Presidie and
MIDLAND (296.2 ,,,
her times, read by VC. Clinton Bad,deley.
Wednesday, April l3th.-A song recital,
Thursday, April 14th-An eye-witness NORTHERN (449.1 ni.)
account of Tite, Maundy Thursday Wednesday, April l3tii.-Not very lm'vj
ago first of a fortnigh(iy series of talks.
Ceremony at Wicken, Northants.
Friday, April 15th-Music Irma tite Thursday, April 141h.-Odllery Goddess, a
ronwntic comedy of the beatre, by Joyce
Gilbert niul Sullivan Operas: Orchestral
Lust qn rten.
programme.
Saturday, April 16.-Easter Carols and Friday, April lSth.-Instrume,nlai programme from the Hotel Majestic, St.
Hymns. choral and orchestral proAmines-on-Sen.
gramme.
-

:

I

-

$
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EVEN the simplest of receivers normally
incorporate at least one example of
H.F..coupling, while in more elaborate
assemblies not only may there be a number
of H.F. couplings, but the performance of
the receivers concerned will be very
dependent upon the design and adjustment
of these.
As already stated, the coupling of two
circuits involves some form of impedance

common to the two circuits. Fig. 11
illustrates a ease where two circuits, LI, L,
Cl, and L2, c2, L, have the inductance
coil L in coulmon. This form of coupling
is known variously as "direct" coupling
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In the case of mutual inductance coup(Fig. 13), the secondary e.m.f. is the

ling

voltage electromagnetically induced into
the secondary by the primary current and
is equal to wMI volts, where M is the mutual
inductanée, in henrys, and I is, as before,
the primary current.
At this stage it is advisable for us to look
into the matter of degree of coupling.
L2
LI
Suppose there were two separate coupling
cases, both involving a similar kind of
C2
L
coupling, but that in one case a small
E
value of primary current produces (comparatively speaking) a large secondary
output, while in the other case a large
primary current produces only a small
secondary output, then although the coup.
CI.
lings are of similar type, there is obviously
Fig. 1.-Two coupled circuits witlr-z
a difference of degree. How can the degree
common inductance.
of coupling be expressed? The matter is
not quite so simple as first ideas might
or "auto-inductive "coupling. In Fig. 11, suggest, for, actually, it is not only the
and the succeeding diagrams, E represents value of the coupling impedance that must
the source of e.m. f., so the left-hand
be taken into account, but also the values
cuits must De regaruea as primary circuits, of the impedances (of the same kind as that
and the right-hand ones as secondary forming the coupling) which are present
circuits.
in the circuits, but which do not happen to
In Fig. 12 the common coupling im- be common to the two circuits. In thé case
pedance is formed by the condenser C,
which is obviously part and parcel of the
two circuits. This is a case of capacity
LI
coupling.
Fig. 13 illustrates a case where the diaLI
L2.
gram itself actually shows nothing that is
common to the two circuits, but if the coils
La and Lb are so disposed in relation to
each other that current in one produces
a magnetic field which threads through the
turns of both the coils, then this magnetic
field provides the coupling. It will, as a of Fig. 11, for instance, the degree óf
matter of fact, be a case of mutual induct- coupling depends not only upon the common
ance coupling (sometimes referred to under impedance cuL, but also upon the values
the simple title of "inductive" coupling). of cL1 and wL2. (Note: resistance is
Figs. 11, 12 and 13 cover very commonly neglected here.)
used forms of coupling, although they must
It is customary to express
degree of
not be looked upon as being a complete coupling as a ratio. For Fig. the
11survey, of all Possible cases.
L
The three examples given merit very
/TL1+LL2Tí
careful consideration. First we must have
a clear understanding as to how the primary
For Fig. 12circuit excites the secondary. With autok=VCa C1
inductive coupling (Fig. 11) the primary
C
current passing through L sets up a voltage
where Ca=joint capao4ty of Cl and C in
across the latter which, ignoring resistance,
series
is equal to wLI volts.
and Cb=joint capacity of C2 and C in
where w6.28 x frequency (in cycles per
series.
second),
For Fig. 13I=primary current (amps.),
M
.L=inductance of coupling coil
k
/(L1+La) (L2+Lb)
(henrys).
k is known as "coupling coefficient," or
As far as the primary circuit is concerned
0jLI volts represents the inductive reactive "coupling factor." Sometimes it is given
voltage in L. To the secondary circuit, in percentago form (simply multiply k by
however; this voltage acts as the injected 100).
The larger the value of k the "tighter" is
e.in.f., and will set up a secondary current
to be the coupliig; the smaller the
the value of which will be dependent upon said
tue values of the voltage and of the effective value of k the "looser" is the coupling.
Certain similarities of form will be noticed
secondary impedance.
With capacity coupling (Fig. 12) the in the three eases, but the common capacity
secondary c.m.f. is the voltage established case,VCa Cb/C has an upside-downeharacter
across C by the primary current and is about it compared with the other two.
equal to i/wC x I, or I/.0 volts (C being This arises quite simply as a consequence
of the fact that, with common capacity
in farads).

r.

I

CiL'-

coupling, the larger the value of the
coupling condenser, the smaller is its
reactance 1/WC and, therefore, the looser
is the coupling.

The Tuneil Secondary H.F. Transformer (Intervalve)
We will start with the ease of the HF.

intervalve transformer (sec Fig. 14). The
untuned primary circuit somewhat simplifies
this case, and it will be a good example
to start with.
Fig. 16 is the theoretical equivalent of
Fig. 14. Ra represents the anode A.C.
resistance of the valve Vi. M indicates that
there is mutual inductance between the
awo circulLs.
As neither diagram directly shows any

inductance in the two circuits, apart from
the two coupling coils, it may appear at
first that there is loo per cent, coupling.
This will not be the case, however, because
there will necessarily be magnetic leakage,
i.e., there will be a certain number of
magnetic lines of force which will not thread
through all the turns of both the coils.
To move the coils farther apart, so as to
increase the magnetic leakage, is, of course,
one way of loosening the coupling.
As a matter of interest it should be
noted that if the coupling were to be 100
percent., then M would cqual i LI L2 (ref.

Fig. 14).
We now come to a very important fact
about coupled circuits. When two òircuits
are coupled together, each one affects the
___4'_7ç7ç7ç\_

[-

vj

Fig. 12 (left) Two .circuits with common coup!ing

i

u

b

impedance.

2

13.-Two circuits
with nagnetic coupling.

Fig.

£iT11JLj

other as regards tuning and impedance
so that neither behaves exactly as it would
if it were isolated. In connection with Fig.
14, and as regards the influence of the
secondary circuit upon the primary, we
need only consider the casein which L2 C2
is tuned to resonate at the frequency of
the e.m.f. which is inducel into it by the
primary. This would be the normal circumstance, in reception.
L217

¶C2v2.

LI

Fig.

TO

4.-C,cut

I
diag)-am
showing an H.F intervalve transformer.

VI

'The primary current sets up a secondary
e.m.f. equal to wMI1 volts (where I is
primary current). As the secondary is in
resonance its impedance will simply be R2
(R2 representing the H.F. resistance of the
secondary circuit), so the secondary current
will be wI%111/R2 amps.
There is nothing to stop this secondary
current utiising the coupling to induce
(Couti,d

oycrleaf)
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which we are taking as approximately satisfactory selectivity and, at the same
representing the load resistance, is very time, as near to maximum signal amplitude
dependent upon the closeness of coupling, as it is possible to get, consistent w'th the
a voltage back into the primary, and it does it follows that there is an optimum decree selectivity reauirements.
do so, this voltage being wMl2 (where of coupling for maximum stage amplificaThe fa.nilir aerial coupling system of
"new" tion.
Thu
15 is secondary current).
Fig. 16 has much the same ideas about it,
voltage operating in the primary has the
The question of selectivity, howevér, The HF. resistance of an aerial circuit is
direct result of putting up the pnmary introduces a complication. The selectivity necessarily rather high: Quite apart from
circuit opposition. Actually, the effect is of the tuned secondary is lessened by the the possibility of their being, in some cases,
just as though the secondary circuit luud presence of the primary circuit, and as far heavy losses due to inefficient rigs, the aerial
thrown an extra value of resistance into the as selectivity is concerned, the primary circuit is-of the open oscillatory type arid
primary. This resistance (souìetimes called circuit most be regarded as a damping load must therefore have radiation losses.
the "reflected" secondary resistance) is
By using L2 C2 (Fig. 15) we gain the
upon the secondary. To be
equal to (wM)2/R2 ohms and, with a low
more exact, the primary cir- selectivity of this closed circuit, lc.weiied,
loss secondary circuit, can very greatly
cuit reduces the selectivity however, by the H.F. resistance of the
modify the conditions in the primary.
of the secondary circuit to aerial circuit in so far as it is " reflected"
amplifyrepresents
an
HF.
Since Fig. 14
th& extent that would be into the secondary. The value of this
ing stage there are two factors in which we
reflected resistance will decrease. tl:e looser
view
in
particularly
interested,
need to be
the coupling. There is here, too, an
first
is
practical
importance.
The
their
optimum coupling value from the signal
JJC2
TO
the value of the voltaye that is developed
strength point of view, but it is normal to
FIRST
VALvE
voltage
that
will
be
This
is
the
L2
across C2.
Li
use looser coupling than this, in the interei5ts
applied as input to the succeeding valve.
of selectivity.
of
L2
C2.
second
is
the
selectivity
The case of Fig. 15 is actually somewhat
The
more complicated than that of Fig. 14.
It will need little thought to appreciate
Fig. 5.-Circuit diagram of a
In the H.F. transformer case that we conthat the greater the amplitude of the
.
simple aerial coupling.
sidered we had an untuned primary. This
oscillations in L2 02 the greater will be the
primary must, of course, possess a resonant
voltage built UI> across C2. This implies
that the greater the HF. power that can caused by anextra H.F. resistance of frequency, but this will normally he vemy
he introduced into L2 02 the greater will (cM)2/Ra thrown into the secondary. much removed from any of the signal
he the output voltage of the stage. Coining This brings to light two interesting facts: frequencies. This fact, allied with that o!
bc.ck a step, the greater the HF. power in (1) The resistance (Ra) of the valve lias a the presence of the very high valve resistthe nrimarv the izreater will be that in the considerable bearing upon the selectivity, ance in series with the primary, enab!ed
re3ondary.
The transformer primary and (2) Selectivity, as veII as amplification, us to ignore any influence of the primary
represents a pou er consuming load on the is dependent upon the coupling. Selectivity, upon the secondary tuning.
valve Vi, so it becomes obvious that the however, progressivly improves with
Secondary Tuning
matter of anode circuit power efficiency is loosening of the coupling.
It has, perhaps rather maliciously, been
important.
In the aerial coupling case the secondary
Before investigating the optimum condi- said that Radio is "the art of compromise," circuit is variably tuned. The aerial
tions from this roint of view it may perhaps Be that as it may, a compromise is certainly circuit is not variably tuned. Its natural
be advisable to emphasise that all this talk
frequency w ill be partly dependent upon
about power is not contradictory to the
the inductance value of Ll. but in the nìot'
idea of the stage illustrated by Fig. 14
common cases the natural fre4uency of the
being an H.F. voilage amplifying stage:
aerial circuit will be higher than any of the
signal frequencies. The fact that the
As regards the primary circuit, there is
aerial circuit's natural frequency is not very
the anode AC. resistance (Ra) of the valve
far off signal frequencies has the result
VI, and also the effective load resistance
that the tuning of the secondary circUit is
set tip by the H.F. transformer primary.
somewhat affected by the aerial circuit.
This load resistance is made un of the H.F.
In a case where the signal frequency is
reiistance of the primary itself plus the
The Fig. 16.-This diagram represents the theoretical "below resonance" in the aerial circuit,.
reflected secondary resistance.
equivalent of Fig. 14.
the capacity reactance will exceed tIte
reflected secondary resistance is so very
inductive reactance and, as a consequevmre,
much greater than the HF. resistance of
the primary itself that the latter can be called for with au H.F. transformer of the tha aerial circuit will have an essentially
neglected in comparison. So we have an Fig. U type. If the coupling were to be capacitive character. The effect upon the
internal valve resistance of Ra ohms, and designed for maximum amplification the secondary circuit will now be as though a
an external load resistance of (o,M)2/R2 selectivity would almost certainly be too little extra capacity had been "reflected"
ohms, approximately. Under what con- low, and it is customary for the coupling into it. Unfortunately, the magnitude of
Tlii
ditions will there be maximum HF. power to be made rather looser than the aniplifien- t is effect varies with frequency.
does not matter at all if the secondary
developed in the load and, consequently, tion optimum.
is
individually
circuit
tuned,
but
it cointhe maximum HF. voltage developed
plicates matters when the circuit is gangacross the secondary? The optimum conAerial
Coupling
tuned
with
othems.
It
is
to
be
noted
is
that
load
resistdition
the internal and
We can sco from the foregoing that the the influence of the aerial circuit upon the
ances should be equal, i.e., that (cM)2/R2
main object of using a tuned secondary secondary tuning will decrease with
should equal Rn.
Since the reflected secondary resistance, H.F. intervalve transformer is to obtain loosening of coupling.
(Conit sued front previous page.)
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"Bedside Anthology"
/JR. JO}IN

to
IVI many listeners for his microphone
readings, talks and radio discussions,
will give the first of a new monthly series
of broadcasts in the Regional programme
on April 25th.
The series, which is entitled "A Bedside
Anthology of Diaries and Letters," is
intended to provide the sort of quiet fare
that many people may fancy just before
turning in. The broadcasts will, in a sense,
be a kind of radio bedside book.
Mr. Maude's broadcast in April will
consist of rcadings fron notable diaries
and letters written during
month
in past years. The
me idea will he
carried Out h each of the subsequent
C. MAUDE, well known

tht

brohdents.

PROGRAMME NOTES
Red Marley Hill Climb
ANNUALLY on Easter Monday. the

Old English Melodies
FROM a collection of old English tunes
made by Dr. Desmond MacMahon, a
programme has been chosen for performance
b' time B.B.C. Midland Orchestra, conducted by Dr. W. K. Stanton, on April
18th. The vocalist will be Robert Easton,
the well-known bass.- Altogether .Dr.
MacMahon has collected nearly a thousand
old tunes dating from before 1800. Some
are purely instrumental and others are
vocal with instrumental accompaniment.

Red Marley Hill Climb for rmothr
cycles draws large crowds to the Abberley
Hills in Worcestershire. The event is
organised by the Birmingham Motor Cycle
Club, and was first held in 1928.
Many
famous riders take part, ascending this
froak hill in pairs. In the middle is a Bristol Ensemble
stretch with the terrifying gradient of
THE Bristol Light Ensemble is composed
one in one-and-a-half. Graham Walker,
of a string quintet and pianoforte,
the foimer crack rider, will be the corn- and its aim is to play the better type
men tator.
of light music, as opposed to jazz.
Phis
This broadcast will be given in the combination will make its debut in the
Midland Regional programme.
West of England programme on April 2lt.
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YOU AX»E
spelling or pronunciation. Additionally, what is to prevent the compiler of a dictionary inventing a few
words of his own? I see that someone
can spell words backwards better
than most people can spell them
forwards. How comic it is to reflect
that several Continents can be linked
up by radio by such a childish game

The Ray Again
HAVE only to peñ a paragraph
i about rays or crooners, when
one of my argus-eyed critics, who
seem to be on the look-out for me to
drop a brick, turns my paragraph
upside down, inside-out, reads between the lines, places his own
interpretation on my words, subtracts
the meaning of my paragraph, multiplies by the hatred of my hatred of
crooners, and divides by his estimation of his own intelligence, and
writes me a snorter telling mc exactly
where I alight. We have units for
every thing nowadays, except intelligence, and I am now trying to
think up some unit of intelligence,
so that I can appraise my critics
accordingly.
The other week I wrote a paragraph about the drivel which apeared in daily papers from time to
time about remarkable rays which
would stop aeroplanes and motorcars, and I stated the fact that a ray
cannot do this, nor affect a human
being in any way. One of my readers
H. T. G., of S.W.i4, has gone all
berserk over -this, and has penned
a letter which he thinks excruciatingly
funny. I have read it several times,
and presume that he could not bave
read my paragraph correctly.
I
accentuate, underline, and emphasise
my paragraph by repeating that
these so-called rays cannot affect a
human being in any way.
I was not
referring to ultra-violet rays or any
other of the rays-not even the ultraviolet lays which the hairless barber
etails to you at about 5s. per second
with the assurance that it will stop
you from going bald. I think it is
time that the British Medical Council
put a stop to this nonsense. I theretbre advise H. T. G. to get out the
ashes and sackcloth.
-

-

The Scots Protest
ONE or two of the few remaining
Scots who still reside in Sèotland have written to me protesting
that the majority of Scots people have
up-to-date sets, and do not wish to
depend upon foreign programmes for
the greater part of their wireless
entertainment. They assure me that
-the Scots are not according to the
well-known jokes, and that they are
not afraid to spend when their comfort or pleasure is concerned ; they

By Thermion
n

..............................................

protest that the National programme
cannot be received over the district
it is intended to serve. However, as
I write this, I believe that an army
of them is marching do n South to
soice their protests in person. One
of them says that he has a high-class
six-valve set, and that when listening
to the Scottish National the quality
is bad, and sometimes the transmission
bursts into an ear-splitting blast.
If he switches over to Droitwich there
is a terrible amount of interference,
It. is too bad, and I hope the B.B.C.
'ill do something about it.

Joke
THIS joke comes from Scotland.
Three men were sitting in a
railway carriage, and they were ducussing wireless. One said: " I connected my neighbour's and my own
aerial together and I got China." I
won't tell you the answer, but I offer
a book for the best received by me not
later than Monday next. Readers
who send me the obvious answer
about Chile will get

H-!

The Spelling Bee
AN Irish reader (that's a good one)
is disappointed because in my
paragraph aboux the Spelling Bee I
referred to pronunciation.
This
reader, however, spells it pronouncialion
There's a critic for you. On
second thoughts I am in favour of
this spelling bec business. He thinks
that it is too sweeping to ay that you
can find a dictionary to agree with
yóur spelling, and as far as the word
pronounciation is concerned I agree
with him. I recommend this reader
to listen in to the Spelling Bee quite
a lot. My point was that the work o
compiling a dictionary should be in
the hands of a Government department. It is impossible to believe that
every lexicographer never makes a
mistake, and c'ery dictionary must
therefore contain a mistake either in
!

asthis!

Television

¡\J0W

-

that the television pro-

grammes are developing in
duration I hope they will develop in
quality. A gang of my special cronies
invaded my den to see the broad-,
cast of: the Grand National. Presented on the screen was a map o
the entire coirse, and a pointer
was used to illustrate the remarks of
It would have
the commentator.
been much better to have shown
snatches or the race by means of the
delayed television system. It was not
a good performance, and my friends,
who had not witnessed a television
demonstration before, were not impressed. Nor were they with the
programme which followed. Regarding these broadcasts, I have had a
number of letters from readers protesting that only Englishmen should
be alIo-ved to act as commentators
on an event so obviously English as
the Boat Race which was first inaugurated in 1829. Surely, there are
Englishmen who can describe English
events?
The dealer seems to be dome very
little to help television, and" untl
he does so he cannot expect sales.
The average dealer wants the manu1cturer to do all the work, whilst
he sits behind his counter smoking
a pipe, or dangling a cigarette
limply from the lower lip, handing out the goods at a fair margin of
profit. I suggest that the television
manufacturers should appoint one
reliable dealer in each district to
handle television. He would soon
corner not only the television business of the district but the radio side
as well.

Blackburn's New £100,000 Factory
ON Wednesday, March 3oth, the
Mayor of Blackburn, Alderman
James Fryars, J.P., laid the foundation stone of the new £ioo,000
factory of Philips Blackburn Works,
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Limited, which is now in course of
erection on a 32-acre site at Whitebirk Drive. Supporting the Mayor
were Sir Alan Hutchings, K.B.E.,
Chairman of the Company; F. J.
Philips, Esq., Director of Philips,
Eindhovcn; H. N. Grundy, Esq.,
O.B.E., Divisional Controller, Ministry o!' Labour, and J. \Tisman, Esq.,
Managing Director of Philips Blackburn Works, Ltd.
To the eagerly watching crowds
there was a good deal more in this
simple act than the symbolism usually
associated with such ceremonies. It
represcntcd the practical realisation
of their hopes of new employment
and better times after the grim
depression which has for so long lain
heavily over this part of Lancashire.
At the luncheon at the Town Hall
which followed the ceremony, the
Mayor expressed the gratitude of the
Corporatiin and people of Blackburn to the company for what this
new development would mean to
them. Obviously the lull employment capacity of the
làctory
would only be realised as time went
on, but its establishment had had
an immediate effect on Blackburn
employment.
Apart from the erection of the
factory buildings themselves, the development of the Site involved the
Construction of an entirely new road,
and this had already been the means
of providing immediate work for
skilled and unskilled workers.
Responding, Mr. F. J. Philips
paid a tribute to the excellent cooperation they had received from the
authorities, and particularly from the
Blackburn Industrial Development
Committee. In making Blackburn
their choice for the new factory, they
had been very fiivourably impressed
with the type of labour that was
Proposing "The Coravailable.
poration and Trade of Blackburn,"
Sir Alan Hutchings said that he looked
forward to a development comparable
with that which had taken place at
their factory at Mitcham, Surrey,
which started in 1928 with only a few
hufldred workpeople, and which today gives employment to nearly 5,000.
The physical and social well-being
o their workpeople liad always been
an essential part of the Company's
policy, and he felt sure that the
Blackburn workers would be as happy
and contented as those at Mitcham.

Triumphant Over Difficulties
THOSE viewers who had the opportunity, as I did, of witnessing
the first televising of the Oxford and
Cambridge boat race must join with
me in congratulating the B.B.C. on
the way they triumphed over un-

the

Tt Bench
Intermittent Signals
VER T common trouble e.Aperienced in
mains receivers is that which gives
signals of an intermittent nature. It is
found very often that signals will suddenly
die away, without any apparent reason.
If ¡ha set is switched on and off quickly
they are restored, or operation of ¡lie
wave-change switch may also be effective
in bringing . back the signal.
This
trouble is generally found lo be due to the

fact that

a condenser or an inductive component has broken down.
Wizen the set is
switched on and off quickly, or the wavechange switch is operated, a surge takes
place and this causes the broken ends of
the cotnponenls to move or the gap at the
broken point to be bridged by an arc which
ionises tite air across the gap and provides conductivity.
The fact I/tat the
wave-change switch or 1/te on-off switch
will restore the signals may also assist in
locating the source of the trouble, as in
some -cases only one of these operations will
prove effective.

Earth Connections
sorne short-wave receivers it may be

found that performance

is below
average and is not brought lo a high
standard until earth return wires are, all
bonded. Although a metal chassis or
common bus-bar may be employed it
should be remembered that under certain
circumstances sue/i earth returns may form
inductive loops which will introduce either
ins/ability or peculiar tuniiig effects. The
same (hing may also OCCU? in the actual
earl/i wire, where the earth is attached to
a water or gas-pipe which eventually
louches some other eartlied body.

Calibrated Resistors
1,J,THESV making lest equipment, or
daring experimental work, it is
often found necessaly to rna/ce use of a
standard or calibrated resistor which will
enable other values to be ascertained. A
standard wire-wound resistor may be
provided with a scale marked off to
provide equal divisiout (taken from the
pkvsical characteristics of the component)
or some of ¡lie specially desiened Commercial components may be used. Several
manufacturers now supily resistors guaran/eed accurate lo b /c'r cent., and these
may be used for all u/ purposes.

NEWNES' TELEVISION ANO
SHORT-WAVE HANDBOOK
3/6, or 4f- by post troni
GEORGE NEWNES, Ltd., TOwer Nouce,

!outhnmp(nn Street, Strand, Londen, W.C.2.

April lóth, i938

expected difficulties. A blusterin g
windy day more typical of March
than April started the trouble, and
when Elizabeth Cowell appeared on
the screen she had to ask the indulvence of viewers because telenhonic
ommunication with both î3roadcasting House and the river had
broken down owing to the Post
Office telephone lines being damaged.
The sound accompanying the vision
transmission from Alexandra Pal ace
was therefore the London National
station commentary received by radio
and re-radiated as the sound modulation on the ultra-short-wave carrier of
41.5 megacycles. On a large chart in
the studio we sav Elizabeth Cowell
rather nervously move the model
boats along the river route in accordance with the positions given by.. the
B.B.C. announcer on the river launch,
and then as the two University craft
approached the winning post a fade
over was made to the television
cameras admirably positioned on the
iiver bank. All the intimacy of the
historic occasion associated with this
spot on the river came throúgh with
marvellous clarity-the triumphant
Oxford crew, th exhausted
bridge rowers, spontaneous interviews with some of the crowd near
the boathouses, and finally a few
words from each of the coxes. Thc
obstacles which had conspired to
wreck the B.B.C.'s effort had been
overcome admirably, but that was
not all. A film was taken of the race,
and when the procesed. negative was
being rushed to Alexandra Palace so
as to be in time for the evening transmission the B.B.C. van was" gonged"
twice for exceeding the speed limit.
Empire Exhibition
IAM informed that public address
equipment incorporating i 6o
lou dspeakers and 20 microphone
points will be used at the Empire
Exhibition at Bellahouston Park,
Glasgow, from May to October.
Part of this equipment, involving
30 loudspeakers 'and 5 microphone
points, is a completely self-contained
installation. It was recently supplied
for the adjoining Ibrox Stadium,
which will accommodate r 20,000
people at sports, tournaments and
tattoos in connection with the exhibition. The installation in the
main exhibition grounds will form
what is probably the largest and
most comprehensive sounu sysern
of its kind ever used in Great Britain.
The output will be I,loo watts and,
taking into account the feed amplifiers,
this total will be increased to nearly
1,500 watts. All the necessary equipment is being supplied by The
General Electric Co., Ltd.
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The Principles and Operation of Regenerative Detectors are Briefly

Explained in this Article

THE regenerative detector circuit has

reception
long-distance
made
possible with the simplest of wireless receivers. It has always been standard
practice in such receivers to employ the
most sensitive of all regenerative detectors
-the oumulative (or leaky-grid) detector
with a capacity-controlled reaction circuit.
In the arrangement given in Fig. i a
typical circuit of this type is shown. The
principles of the cumulative grid detector
are well known, but a brief explanation of
the reaction circuit will help the reader to
iippreeiate points raised in subsequent
paragraphs.

-

By R. J. STRICKLAND

Another way of considring the matter
that the H.F. resistance in the
grid circuit has been decreased, or that
various grid-circuit losses have been made
good. Reaction, therefore, has the effect
of improving the T.R.F. grid circuit, consisting of an inductance tuned by a variable
condenser. Two outstanding advantages
thus derived are:
J. Better selectivity.
2. Better sensitivity.
When a regenerative detector is used on
the point of oscillation the selectivity and
sensitivity of the stage are both at maximum.
On the type of receiver
employing, say, a threevalve circuit, reaction is
L.F
the only form of volume
control available, and a
serious disadvantage
arises in consequence: if
the reaction control is
turned back to decrease
volume the selectivity
receiver falls off
LI ofa udthe adjacent
- channel
interference increases.
L.T.+
is to say

HT.-

1.-A typical
Reaction Circuit
Fig.

cumulative g'rid. ¿elector circuit.

The signal voltage on the grid of the
detector (Fig. 1) is both ampIiflel and rectified, but an amplified H.F. component
still remains in the anode circuit. There
aro two paths in which high - frequency
current may flow: either through the
H.F. choke into theH.T. line, or through the
reaction coil L2 and the reaction control
condenser C2 to earth.. The HF. currents
will flow through the path of least resistance
which is L2C. The impedance of C2 is
or
ohms, and from
given by
this formula it can be seen that the larger
the capacity of the condenser the lower
its ohmio impedance. In other words,
.when the condenser C2 is at maximum, i.e.,
vanes closed, the path L2C2 will he of
minimum resistance, and the flow of
current will reach its greatest value. The
reaction condenser, then, may be said to
control the amount of H.F. current fed
back from anode to grid circuit. The flow
of an alternating current through L2
caúses an alternating magnetic field to
build up, and since L2 is eoupkd to Li
(both coils are normally wound on the same
former) the field around L2 will induce an
alternating voltage of the same frequency
across Li and if the readion coil is wound
in the correct direction this induced AC.
oltage will be in the same phase as the
signal voltage, and will cause greater
variations in anode current, i.e., an increase
in the iectffied detector output. This means
that greater variations of grid voltage will
be obtained-since the anode feed-back
is greater-causing a further increase in
anode power. The action is cumulative,
and if the transfer of energy from anode to
grid is great enough the stage will burst
into self-oscillation.

Constant Selectivity
This snag is partially
overcome in some sets
by employing a variable
mu screen-grid in the
-
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illustrates the, circuit necessary for constant
selectivity. It will be seen that there are
twò variable controls that affect selectivity
-the aerial coupling condenser Cl and the
reaction condenser C2. Both controls are
ganged in the normal manner, so that
when the one condenser is opened or closed
the other is in the same position. When
they are closed the detector stage should
be oscillating, but if the reaction condenser
is turned back until oscillation just ceases
the detector cirêuit is operating at maximum
selectivity (and sensitivity). -But the aerial
circuit is coupled to the grid coil through
the large capacity of the condenser Cl,
which is almost closed, and the damping
due to the aerial reduces the selectivity of
the first stage. When it is desired that the
volume be reduced tbe reaction condenser
is turned back, and since they are both
ganged the aerial coupling will be reduced.
Consequently, the aerialloading on the first
grid is lessened and the selectivity of the
first stage increased. It will be seen that
when the selectivity of the first stage is
increased that of the detector is decreased,
and vice versa.

Practical Consideration

A value of about .0005 microfarads is
recommended for the aerial condenser, and
the reaction condenser may be of any
conventional value. Actually the capacity
o Cl, the aerial condenser, depends upon
the position of the aerial tap, and this
must be found by experiment and a position
will be found that gives the best constancy
of selectivity. The ganging of the circuits
-is a simple matter, as a mechanical coupling
consisting of about an inch of metal tubing
tapped at each end to allow two grub screws
to be screwed through the metal tubing,
and bear on the condenser shafts, serves
admirably.

Smooth Reaction
In order that the system be used to fullest
advantage it is essential that the reaction
is efficient and allows smooth control.
The circuit in Fig. 3 includes an H.F.
filter in the anode circuit of the detector,
and this, together with a mechanically
sound reaction condenser, ensures very
LIsmooth control, and also lessens the damp.
ing of the grid circuit due to Miller effect.
It will be noticed that an H.F. stage is
included in the circuit shown in Fig. 3:
this is not essential but is merely shown
TO ANODE to indicate the connections when such a
stage is used before the detector. In this
GANGED
case it must be noted that Cl and C2,
Fig. 2.-A circuit for prôviding constan!
although ganged together, must be screened
selectivity.
from each other.
first stage, and
-H.T.-fcontrolling the
10 GRID

CI

bias on its

grid. The bias
potentiometer
then becomes
the vo lu me
control, a n d
the re a e t ion

000mFd
000lmd

20000
Q

Iio,000

000inFd

conde n s e r

solely a selectivity control.
This is quite a
good method,
but there is a
better way in
wh ich con-

stantselectivity is obtained

irrespective
of the setting
of the reation
condenser. The
crcust of Fig. 2

HT-

_T

n1d

50000Q
[

LT.+

-

GA//GÉL)
L

__________
Fig.

2

1
3.-!n

this

circuit

an H.F. stage

is
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Meter Connections
is sveli known that the inclusion of a
IT milliammeter in the anode circuit of a
valve is one ofthe most satisfactoryniethods
of tèsting a complete stage. If the H.T.

repaired, one of the la-test small ceranii
trimmers should be mounted on the
condemer or on the baseboard o chassis
and wired to the eoìdenser, but t.hposipn
selected should be that which provides the
'oltage is first checked, the milhiammeter very minilpuin of wiring between trimmer
will enable you to ascertain whether the and condenser.
anode circuit load is broken or shortcircuited; nhether the bias applied is Breakthrough
correct (and incidentally whether an auto/jANY. receivers are found to give disbias circuit is working properly); whether IVI appointing results on account of
the valve is up to standard, and iiiany other what is now loosely referred to as breakdetails. To do all this it is, of course, through." This term is applied to the
necesary to have the valve-makers' curves trouble which causes medium-wave stations
at hand, but the meter alone will enable to be heard on the long-wave band; longmany tests to be made in the shortest wave stations to be heard on the medium
possible time and with the minimum of waves; medium or long-wave stations to
be heard on the short
waves, and also to the
trouble met with in a
supem1me'nere a station
or stations operating at
the LF. are heard at all
settings of the tuning
dial. In practicallyevery
case it will be found
j
that the trouble arises
from the fact that the
aerial circuit iwsonates
Th ruY
to the frequency of the
station w hich biwaks
through. Consequently,
CÌÏ7IÇ
the cure foi- these
When using a millianimeter in an anode circuit il s/ioald be on I/me earl/i troubles is to modify the
side of the anode load.
frequency of the aerial
circuit, and the most
difficulty. The fact which must be borne suitable way of doing this is to fit a choke
in mind when using a meter in this way is in series with the aerial.
By using a
that it must be included on the earth side medium-wave choke, medium-wave breakof the anode component. The accompany- through will be avoided, and so on.
Ing illustration shows the arrangement, As, however, the inclusion of the choke
where an HF. choke is included in an 8.0. will affect the performance on the waveanode circuit, and it will be found in the band con-espondin to the choke, a shortmajority of cases that the inclusion of the circuiting switch must be included across
meter will not affect the performance of the it so that it may be shorted when reception
receiver. If, however, instability sets in is desired on that wave-band.
The
when the meter is included a large capacity accompanying illustration shows the idea,
fixed condenser should be joined across which will be found of great use with simple
the meter terminals. Either i or 2 mfd. rets used in close proximity to a highwill be found suitable. The meter should, powered station, commercial code stations,
of course, be of the moving-coil type and and similar cases. have a low resistance.
.
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general design. of the'intruinent. Thus,
many amateurs who wish to use a mike for
sonic purpose. obtaiii the most sensitive
instrument they can afford, whereas it
might be advisable to choose an insensitive
instrument for their - pñrticuIa purpose.
This fact is brought höiie at the moment by
the announcemént that the B.B.C. have had
a special insensitive mike developed for the
use of an announcer at outside broadcast
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announcer to beprompted wits regard to
various items.
The prompter is nble to make his
annoimeements in a normal voice which is
heard by the commentafor, but which i
not picked up by the mike. Consequently,
he is able to carry on his announcements
through the mike without interruption, and
incidèntal sound effects u hich kre needed
are provided by a separate mike situated
some distance away, and the output from
this is "mixed" by the control engineer.
A device of this type might prove very
valuable in a dance band, where two or
more insensitive mikes could be iilaccd in
the various sections, and by ha\ ing controls
handy the rhythm section, for instance,
could be given prrnninemicc in certain
numbers, whilst the melody section could
be emphasised in other numbers. A
judicious blending of the outputs would
result in perfect balance between the
sections, no matter w hat type of hall was
being used.

I

I
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Microphone Sensitivity
Trimmers
THE selection of
THE small condensers used for trimming,
microphone often
and mounted on gang condensem- has to he made with
units, operate, in t"e majority of cases, by a view to the use

means of the springiness of omie of the to which it is to be
plates. This is depressed when the adjust- put, rather than, the
swrrdi-i
ing screw is tightened, and should return to
its original position when the screw is
released. It has been found that in some
cases of receivers built by home-constructors continued adjustment of the
screws has resulted in the springiness of the plate being destroyed, AERIAL
with the result that movement of
the screw does not affect the
capacity between the two sets of
PR.5ç
plates. In this case the trimmer
should be dismantled and the
.0003
upper plate bent so that it will
open fully with the screw in the
Where the Hou' to include an anli.4reaklhrougli choke in To A .TEPMminimum position.
condenser has been so abused (lie aerial circuit, wit/i a switch lo s/sortcircuit
when not needed.
that the trimmer cannot be so
-

t

it

STEREOSCOPIC TELEVISION
THE activities of Zworykin , th luyentor of the Iconòscope, which gave
television a much-needed fflhi at the
transmitting end, have now been turned
towards the perfection of a scheme which
aims at giving television pictures reproduced
with all the advantages of stereoscopic
relief. In normal human vision each eye
sees a sepârate picture, and the combination
brings about vision in three dimensions, or
in other words scenes have depth, which is
missing when either of the eyes is used alone.
As far back as 1928 Baird experimented

with stereoscopic television, using lowdefinition disc-scanning with two sets of
spirally-traced apertures. The results obtained, although rather crude whem compared with modern standards, definitely
established that stereoscopic pictures were
possible. Now Zworykin has advanced astage further and applied his researches to
images of a high-definition standard so that
the results appear on the receiver screen as
though they had depth, just as the original
scenes televised would be seen by an eyewitness on the spot. To carry this into effect
two transmitting tubes are employed, these
being spaced apart the same distance as the
human eyes. Each Iconoscope in this
way sees a separate image of the scene
being televised, and the convem-sion of these
optical pictures into television signals is
effected in the usual way by allowing the
beam of electrons to scan the photo-electric
mosaic. The actual scanning in each tube,
however, is carried òut alternately.
ANTIThat is to say, the tubes operate in
BREA(4
turns, th'e beam in the first tube,
THROUG.$ for example, scanning the
odd lines,
while the beam in the second tube
does the even line scanning. In
this way each Iconoscope analyses
alternately adjacent lines of the
scene under observation, and the
result is that two separate and
distinct electrical pictures, corresponding to that which each eye of
observer would see, are broad0l SET. an
cast over the usual ultra-short- wave ether channel.
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through the bend. Itext a ring of heavy
gauge wire is soldered to the top of the steel
part. The tool is completed by fixing the
bent' steel strip 'to the screwdriver with a
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An easily-made tripsmer.

From the junk box take a piece of
tlit'eadëd brass rod, abolit 2m. long, several
tints to fit, two fairly large washers, a spring
washer and knob, and also a piece of flat
brass or copper. A hole is drilled into the
metal panel close to the dial of tuning condenser, to take the threaded rod, as shown
in the top sketcli.
The piece of sheet metal, which should be
filed to a disc about the size of a halfpenny,
should be fitted eccentrically on the roel
and fairly close to the fiied vanes of the
tuning condenser. Set the small plato half
in, tune in the ordinary way to the station.
von are receiving, and a touch on the controlling knob will bring the station nicely
into tune.-J. Hoon (Wilmslow, Nr. Manchester).
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Mounting a Microphone
following dodge may prove itsef nl
AA. licence holders who are
using cheap carbon microphones. While
using a microphone of this type I discovered
that there was a very bad "echo" and
This was
boom effect on the sneech.
ROX: SIGNALremedied as follows:
I obtained a metal
UMIT
box of suitable size and mounted the microphone by spring suspension inside, as shown
in the sketch. I then filled the box entirely
i,

THEt-o other

A

D

with cotton wool.-H.

.7.

Bnrrror, Jnr.

(Laclywood, Tl3iimingharr.).
r,
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Control

HERE is a device that may be useful
to other short-wave readers at
night when the rest of the family prefers
sleep. It is so arranged that on reception
of a signal above a certain limit, the needh
of a milliammeter, or an R meter (such
as described in PRACTICAL AND AIATN1JR
WIRELESS some months ago), carrying a
bunch of fine wires ou one end, moves
along a resistance wire and acts as a volume
control. It cuts down the + signal to a
certain limit while having no action on
signals below that strength.
The element comprises three sections:
AB a piece of wire of very low resistance in
series with a length of fairly low resistance (BC) in series with a very high resistanee (CD), the sections being nearest the

useful tool
made u' h a
screwdriver and

-

small nut and bolt.- This tool will be found
useful for such jobs as holding small nuts
in place, picking up blobs of solder, etc.
With the 'steel-jaw removed the heist driver
is handy for removing stubborn valves from
their sockets, adjusting trimming condensers, and many other little jobs whese
ali ordinary screwdriver would be useleis.
-G. H. HUSTER (Ashington).
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zelo of the meter in this order. If the
resistance AD is bent to conform to tite
curve traversed by tjie end of the pointer,
the signal strength limit cati be increased
by moving the resistasice clockwise, and
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A Simple Trimming Device
WHEN listening on the short waves
there is often some difficulty in
tuning dead on the station to be received,
and even with small variable condensers
tuning is a$ to be very sharp. For brodening the tuning, the simple deiee shown
i the sketch will be found particularly
usefuLwith receivers, such as one-valvers
and adapters, especially with metal panels,
as no wiring is required.

119

V

CONTROL
A ¿ombined milliammeler and volume conirol.

reise. In the construction of such an
instrument as described it is important that
the surface of the resistance AD should be
level and parallel to the path of the needle,
otherwise the latter may stick.-T. H.
vice

Piuwes

(Shirley).

A Handy

Tool for Awkward

Corners

/IANY uses can be found for the simple
1% 1 tool shown in the accompanying
illustration. The only parts required are
a st.rip of sheet steel anc a screwdriver.
After sliapiiìg the steel as shown the
screwdriver is heated and the end bent at
tight angles, after which a hole is drilled

An effective method oJ moun1in. a microphone
avoid

"boom"

io

effects.
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N the early days of broadcasting many
receivers employed a single tuning
band only, and this was subsequently
modified so that a medium and a long-wave
range could be employed. The idea originally was to enable alternative programmes
to be obtained and to assist the listener in

obtaining maximum volume-it being
assunied that the long-wave signals couldbe easily obtained under practically any
Subsequently the short
circumstances.
waves were explored and gradually broadcasting stations in various parts of the world
utilised a short-wave ba-nd for signals
intended for far distant countries. Shortwave reeeiveis came into use and eventually it was found possible to receive both
the short waves and the ordinary broadcast
waves on a single set, one common way of
doing so beiiig to build a complete shortwave detector stage in a corner of the base-

,.eoI

Description of the Evolulion of the Modern
Component May be- Built U

À

round timo multi-contact switch, and the
circuit of such a tuner is shown in Fig. 2.
As it is necessary to use a .0005 mfd. tuning
condenser to etploro fully the broadcast
wavebands, it becomes necessary with this
type of tuner to use a similar capacity for
the short waves, and whilst this gives a
wide waveband with a single coil it obviously
renders tuning slightly moro difficult.
Furthermore, the lowest range to which
the receiver may be
tuned is also limited,
due to the high minimuni capacity of the

capacity of .0005 mfd., and söme of these
are included in the group on the cover.
With the aid of these a multi-range tuning
unit may be built up to includo the television signals, and by stripping one or two
turns from time smallest coil and adopting
one of the ideas to be mentioned later,
these coils may be used to tune down to
5 metres. The Bulgin unit, whieh is also
shown on this page, makes mise of a similar
type of coil and tunes from 5 UI) to 2,000
metres in five separate bands, namely,
-

ft

-

standard tuning condenser and the- asso
ciated stray wiring.
To-day there aro
hundreds of listeners
who vill find the telej

SWITCI-

-jpuI

/2W'

TUNNG CONDENSER

JI'

J

Fig.

I

-The basic

arrangement Jar an all-waoe tuning circuit, ulitising
separate standard components.

board and transferriìg the aerial froni one
section to another. It is not to be denied
that this arrangement works with 100 per
cent, efficiency and such a scheme is still
recommended where it is desired to get
maximum efficiency on all vavebands.
Unfortunately a large and cumbersome layout is needed for such a scheme, and it is
ixssible to make a receiver in which the
change from one circuit to another is carried
out by nieans of switches. In the simplest
form this could consist of an ordinary
medium and long broadcast coil and a
standard 6-pin plug-in coil, with a changeover switch to bring either into circuit.

Circuit Design

-

vision sound signals
of interest and to tune
to these it is necessary
to go down to 7
metres. On the 5-metro
band there are also
hundreds of amateur
transmitters, and t here
also prove of interest
to the keen listener.
lt is tflerelore
while to use an allwave tuner to cover
from 5 metres upwards, but a standard
.0005 mfd. tuning eondenser will be found
very awkward when
used on such a band.

Multi-range Units
It becomes necessary when tuning

so
low to use i more efficient type of reecivei'
in the majority of cases, and our old friend
the superhet has to be called into use.
This necessitates a minimum of two tuned
circuits-one for the grid of the frequencychanger and one for the oscillator section,
and to enable maximum efficiency to be

-

This scheme is shown in Fig. lin pictorial
forni, but it will be seen that this is only
applicable to a simple detector circuit, and
although this can give remarkable results
under suitable conditions, it is not so
efficient as sonic types of circuit now in
general use. To avoid the difficulty of coil
changing (which would be needed to enable
the short-wave range to be explored fully)
certain manufacturers have now produced
coil units in which the necessary shcrtwavc and broadcast coils are assembled
with the necessary wave-change switch,
and two of these arc illustrated in our cover
design this week. The screen of one of
these has been cut away to show the
method of assembling the separate coils

L1IJ
2)k

Fig.

I'J

.1.Iu

(n

2.-The circuit which is employed
Wea rile at/-wave tuner.

in

the

-

obtained separate coils should be used to
cover two or three separate wave ranges on
the shorter wavelengths. There are now
available some neat and efficient coils
designed for use with a maximum tuning

Fig.

3.-This

is

Ehe Bulgin 5-range

Iunr, ce

aerial or

from 5 to 10, 12 to 33, 30 to 85, 200 to
and 900 to 2,000 metres.

osci,

550f

Series Tuning
The first requirement on the very low
ranges is to reduce the maximum tuning
capacity, and this may very easily be
carried out by connecting a small pic-set
condenser in series with the tuning condenser on that particular coil as shown in
Fig. 5. A .0003 mfd. pre-set will reduce
the effective tuning capacity to approximately .0002, the actual maximum depending upon several things. A really high-class
variable condenser should be employed,
and the pre-set should preferably be of the
ceramic type. The principle of avoiding
all losses on tIse hort waves mut be rigidly
borne in mind, and heavy gaugewire should
be used for connections, cutting down the
leads to the short-wave coil to the very
minimum. These toils should be mounted
as close to the switch as possible. removing
the hroadcast onus at a suitable distnne to
avoid interaction, and also placing them at
right angles if possible, to prevent any stray
inductive coupling.
A rigid mounting
should be employed for the coils and the
be
bolted
switch should
to the mounting
plate, following in tisis respect the same
idea as in the Bulgin component. The
latter is made in such a manner that two or
more may be gauged and a common spindle
used for adjusting all the switches, whilst
the oscillator unit is provided with air-
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dielectric trimmers to provide the necessary
high efficiency. It should be noted that
when using several coils in an all-wave
tuner the necessary trimming for aligning
each set of coils should not be carried out
on the gang tuning condenser, as it will be
inîpossible to adjust the trimmer Capacity so
that it holds for each coil in the range.
This form of trimming is quite satisfactory
for medium and long-wave coil combinations, but the minimum capacity will be
found too high for short-wave coils and

may then be trimmed with the chassis in ono
position. The above details cover the general design, but for maximum performance
there are two or three interesting refinements which may be carried out, and which
we have found very useful when building
an all-wave receiver, to give as good a
performance as a specially-designed shörtwave set. The first point concerns tuning
shift and we recommend that the tunerconsisting of the gang condenser and the

6.-Small ceramic trimming condensers are
available in the forms shown here for all-wave
trimming and similar purposes.
Fig.

thus be handled on the short waves with
much greater ease, and stations which would
otherwise be found difficult to tune wilt
be brought in with certainty. The scheme for
such a tuning unit, including the shunt
resistance and series capacity, is shown in
Fig. 7, and readers who aro interested in
building a really worth-while tuner are
advised to design the unit on these lines.
It should be remembered, of course, that a
tuner of this type could be employed in a
straight T.R.F. circuit, hut the superhet
will provide certain advantages-especially
from the point of view of stability.

I

I

usw
TRIMMER

-I TO

I

TRIMMER

CO.IL
seriisg from 5 to 2ß00 metres and available
1lolor tuning.

for

furthermore- an adjustment would be very
difficult to attain which would hold for all
ranges of the coils.
Refinements

Therefore, each short-wave coil should be
provided with a separate tri miner, connected
-n parallel and mounted direct on the coi!

Ii

Fig.

4.-A

suitable type

of

multi-con! act switch

for use in all-wave tuners.

if possible to avoid additional wiring. These
trimmers should be of the type shown in
Fig. 6, having ceramic insulation (to nduce

losses) and with a maximum capacity of
only approximately 50 mmfds. To assist in
trimming the coils all trimmers should be
mounted so that the adjusting screws are
available in one position, and the receiver

I

-

BROADCAST
-

1SEIECTOR
I SWITCH

Fig. 5.-Efficiency on the ultra-short wavelengths
may be increased by including a small capacity
in series with tise ultra-short-wave coil.

tuning coils and associated switching-be
mounted on a separate small metal chassis.
This should then be attached to the
standard receiver chassis by means of
rubber mounting bushes so that it "floats,"
and in this way it will not vibrate when
placed in a cabinet which contains also a
loudspeaker working at fair volume. It
will no doubt be found, if the tuner is
rigidly mounted, that under certain circumstances the signal will vary due to tuning
drift, the amount of variation being quite
considerable on the shorter wave-ranges.
A further useful idea is to shunt the ultra.
short wave coils by a non-inductive resist.
ance-a value between 20,000 and 50,000
ohms being found most suitable. This
should not affect the efficiency, but will give
a slightly better coverage and in some
cases may even improve the performance
owing to the simplification of tuning.
The utility of band-spread timing is
already well known to short-wave listeners,
and a scheme which we favour and which
has been tried and found very effective,
is to include a band-spreading condenser
assembly on the all-wave tuner chassis,
ganging two or more (according to the

nuinberoftunedcircuits)tosimplifycontrol.

only to the Lt.wavc coil:, and thus the
manipulation of the wave-change switch
not only brings into circuit the short-wave
tuning coils, but also introduces the bandspreading condensers, and tue receiver may

_h

MAIN
TUNING

0005
Mro

MW

LW

TRIMMER

-

7.-A comprehensive all-wave tuning circuit,
showi/ig bow to incorporate all refinements as
mentioned in this article.
Fig.
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brought before the screen m rapid succession
then the pictures projected on to the-remote
screen can be made to merge into one cokur-
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/TANY factors have to be considered
IVI when preparing a good tube screen
for television picture reproduction and not

-,

April. 16th,
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brigiter than its fluoresce,nt- counterpart,
this gi es a very miterni advantage foi

' projection purposes.

.:

..

-
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The OB. Equipment
normal news bulletin broadcast later in the
SINCE it is felt in many quarters that
the future of television will depend
very materially ou the successful develop- Another Colour Television Scheme
went of outside broadcasting on RU
ROM reports whiéh keej) coming to
extensive scale, the B.B.C. have quite
it- would appeir that the pronaturally carried out an exceedingly large benisband
-issociated with colour television
numbet- of tests with the mobile television at-e engaging the earnest attention of the
unit in oider to gain all the experience leiing laboratories throughout the world.
that is possible. Before any actual This is particularly gratifying, for it is

Mit1hOuMhaVea
eeeeseo
produce a properly contrasted picture in
either daylight or normal room illumination. There is a growing tendency nowadays
to. use television receiving sets in rooms
which are not darkened, a factor so essential
in the earlier days when tubes were far less
efficient. In this connection it is important
tO remember that a television tube screen
looks quite a different coloni- when viewed
television's answer to' the filn industry's in a darkened room and when observed
-

-

-

television transmissions ai-e undertaken
(rom a dosen site, engiiieers carry Out a
preliminary investigatiog with the aid of a
low-powered (100 watts output) portable
tramniitter which'is a miñiature replica,
except for, the modulator equipment, of

theactualbrQadcastlinknorinallyeniployed.

-

-

A seetioiialised mast capable of running up
to 5Oft. carries the, aerial, and with this

equipment valuablo information can be
gathered for the purpose of showing wheth
the full-dress transmission of television is
likely to be free froni difficulty or not.
The motor van housing the main tramisniiter which forms oiie unit of the OB.
equijiment accommodates all the ultra.
short.wavc transmitting ápparatus in rack
form, and when fully 'modulated the
transmitter is capable of delivering one
kilowatt to the aei'ial working ou a carrier
wavelength of apiro;irnately 5 metres.

The Beamed Arial

-.

-.

The transportable aerial is compass
beaméd onto the Alexandra Paiace aerial,
Lut to facilitáte muaters a fourth unit is to
be added shortly by the B.B.C. This will
be a van housing.,a vertical dipole reflector
aerial which can be raised and lowered
from the roof in a manner similar to a
modern fire escape. The effective aerial
height will then be 8Oft., and this will
enable the radiated waves to be clear of
any local electrical interference which in
the past, on occasions has marred what
would have been otherwise an excellent
broadcast. To enable full advantage of
high and open ground to be taken, the
control room van can be cable-linked up
to a distance of 1,000ft. from the transmitter, while the cameras themselves can
also be separated from the same van by
long lengths of niulticoro cable (24 conductors arc actually used in this cable)
and so furnish a degree of flexibility which
is so essential for broadcasts of this nature.
That the B.B.C. is making a strenuous
effort to ensure the greatest possible success
with these outside broadcasts is borne out
by the results achieved in the head of the
river races. On this occasion not a trace
of interference marred an admirable
broadcast and incidentally a new record

wasestablished,althoughwiththej.nerased
range of reception which is now coming to
light it is a recordwhich will no dOubt be
broken hi the very near future. The
transmission of this race was watched under

nearly perfect conditions on a television
receiver at Eastbourne, which is approximatcly seventy miles away from Alexandra
Palace. So pleased were the B.B.C. that
this was included as an item of news in the
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the producer's control gallery, On the screens in the background appear 1l,c televised pictures
picked up by the three television cameras employed, one being transmitted. Through a large
window on El,e right he can follow the performance in the studio.

colour talking fliws with which they had
hoped to offset the public's attention on the
rapid growth of television as an entertainment service. Many and varied have been
the schemes proposed and one of the latest
reports concerns an interesting suggestion
to replace a fiuorescent picture with an
incandescent one. It is proposed to use a
cathode-ray tube of the projection type and
replace the normal screen with a screen of
'atomic thickness made from molybdenum
or tungsten foil. This gives an incandescent
picture as a result of the electronic impact
during the scamming process. This meandescent picture is claimed to have all the
primary colours present as against the
monochromatism of the fluorescent screen
and by using varying coloured filters it
should be possible to project on to a remote
screen a reproduction of the original scene
resplendent in all its natural colours. For
example, if different colOured filters are

in daylight, and this factor has to be
allowed for in modern design. Afterglou,
that is the persistence of screen luminosity
after tise stimulus 'from the eiectton beam'
has been reduced or removed, calls foi' a
very special study. if there is too much,
then movement of the subjects in tise television image will be blurred. For example,
a rapidly moving bail would appeal' h
have a comet's tail, or a face a series of
ghost images. On the other hand, experiment has shown that a measure of afterglow is capable of reducing anY inherent
flicker in the brighter parts of tho picture
to a tolerable level. These apparently conflicting points call for a careful balance and
a knowledge of the conditions and form of
service under which the tube is to be
employed. Another oft-overlooked point
is the fact that a good screen has a sensibly
linear response over the range of excitations
corresponding with full brilliance 16 dark.
O-
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'the amateur,

so there is no need for it to
be discussed at this stage. To obtain a more

acurate idea of amplitude modulatioi, -

.'

'

\

I

_J,
-

t'.)

V

reference should be made to Fig. 3.
The original amplitude ofthe carrier wave
is shown, and it will he seen that when the
modulation is applied the amplitude varies
between twice that of the carrier, and
zero. This, at first sight, may seem rather
strange, hut I hope the following, will
make the matter more clear.

Carrier Amplitude
Withoutgoingintothequostioiiof"sïde.
hands," which will come at a later (late, it
must be appreciated that it is possible to.
etn the amount of modulat.son'i pphed

_iiii
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-
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Modulation, Carrier Ampli
tude, and Further Details of
the 10-wafter, are Discussed
this Article by L. ORMOND SPARKS
.

in

I

-

HAVING briefly explained the funda: mitted; and the process of doing this is
mental keying' arrangements of a known as "tnodulation"
To make thi quite ejem, graphical iilnC.W. transniiter, it now becomes
necessary to proceed further with the ques- trationa can he used, and Fig. i shows a
tion of modulation to see how the "carrier traits of continuous waves, i.e., the can-icr
wave" can be utilised for the transmission wave and, belou them, a wave having a
very much lower frequency, so low, in fact,
of speech and other sounds.
In the first place, soui'ids do not possess that it represents an audible sound and is,
any electrical characteristics; therefore, therefore referred to as ait L.F. oscillation.
before any modulation process can be By one of the processes w hich will be desadopted, it is esential for sorne arrange- cribed later, tite carrier wave is modulated
ment to be employed w hereby the sounds
under consideration eau be converted into

carrier amplitude. The example shown in
Fig. 3 is of a catTier modula ted 100 per cent.,
and it is importint to note the charactoris
tics of the resultant wave-form.
If a smaller percentage modulation isapplied, then the formation shown in Fig.4 wiu ne more in Keeping, tne percentage ip
that ease being in the neighbourhood of
60. Note tite difference in the maximum
and minimum amplitudes.
WThile it is more usual to under modulate
it is possible to go to the other extreme and
over modulate the carrier, but if duo consideration is given to Fig. 5, it will be seen
that such undesirable procedure not only
causes prolonged breaks in the carrier and
distorted transmissions but it also means
that signals will be radiated over a much
wider waveband and cause severe inter-

-

their electrical equivalents.

This conversion is carried out in several
ways, but it is not the purpose of this article
to elaborate on the different methods which
cati be employed, it being sufficient to say
that the apparatus used for the process is
known as a "microphone."
By virtue
oft he properties of a microphone, any sound
produced within its effective range is converted into minute electrical variations,and
if these variations were depicted graphically,
it would be seen that all sounds 'produce
wave-forms the shape of which would depend

Fig.

I

-A train of continuous waves before modula-

the characteristic and amplitude of the tion is applied. Thr lower curve represents an
sound originally produced. For example, L.F. oscillation which will be used for modulating
the vowels a, e, i, o, and u, would each
purposes.
produce different wave-forms, but that
for
do's not mean to say that the wave-forms by the L.F. oscillation, the result,
will always he identical for any given vowel. perfect conditions, being shown in Fig. ,
So much will depend otithe 1)itch and tiiñbre where it can be seen that the carrier has
of the voice, the inflection placed on the taken a new shape. As in the case of the
vowel, and the quality of the voice, thus Morse transmission, the dotted line denotes
allowing individual characteristics to be the "modulation envelope," and if the
new wave-form is examined, it will be
recognisable.
noted that the frequency of the carrier wave
reina ins unaltered, but the amplitude varies
Modulation
in accordance with the shape of the L.F.
Bearing in mind that the original oscil- oscillation. This is an important item,
lations produced by the transmitting oscil- as it denotes that the "amplitude" varialatoi possess in themselves definite wave- tion method of modulating is employed as
forms, as previously illustrated, it now distinct from another system which makes
becomes a matter of combining them with use of variation in the frequency of the
the wave-forms of the sounds to be ti-ana. carrier. The latter is nQt likely to interest
ois

Fig.

3.-Indicating

flic wave-form when 100% modula!iou is applied.
N0te the well-defined maximum and minimum.

Fig.

4.-The
-

same

Fig. 2.-Showing the slape of the n,odu!tion
envelope after the L.F. oscillation has been applied
to the

train

of

C.W.

ference to nearby listeners;
don't do

therefore,

it.

The percentage -of modulation can be
determined or written

t SUS. 2Lloqiula5ion ampIfPule-earieranglit,gle
Corner aniplitode
The lO-watter
Before leaving the modulator section
mentioned in my last article, there are a
few words I would like to say on the
subject of microphones.
For general utility-bearing in mind
cost-a good transverse current type of
microphone requires a lot of beatmg, but
(Coni inued on iwni page)

wave-train modulated only 60%.
better than Fig. 5.

This is

far
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TRANSMITTING TOPICS

Just above the meter is a Bulgin pilot
light., this being connected across the
heater of the valve to indicate when that
circuit is alive. it is always advisable to
embody some visual indication for each
stage as the operator can then see at a
glance just what is on or off.
The three holes below the meter are
drilled to allow the meter leads to come

Contisued from previous page)

before deciding hear some of the various
makes and tvies.
If funds pniit, one cannot overlook the
sterling features of the moving-coil afl(l the
crystal microphones, so it really comes
down to a question of individual tastes,
requirements and finance. The nianufactui-ers of the various types will always through the panel and to allow the fitting
of twó closed-circuit jacks. The meter
supply full details of their models.
WThen purchasing, it is always advisable
to allow the makers to supply the transformer, if such is required, as so much
depends on the matching and the quality
of the transformer. A good microphone can
be ruined by a badly designed transfohuer.
1f all the constructional work so far
described has been completed, it would be
advisable to test out the mains unit and
the modulator section, and cheek up all
operating potentials, but don't forget that
a certain voltage drop will be produced
when the other stages are added. It is rn
this respect that it is better, if funds or Fij. 5.-Showinit the effects of over modulation.
gear permits, to provide tise modulator Note the wave form distortion and breaks in the
with its own power pack, but that can come
carrier.
at a later date as one progresses with the leads terminate in a suitable plug so that
subject.
it can be plugged into either pack.
On the extreme right is a Q.M.B. switch
The Tritet Stage
for the control of the H.T. supply to this
The next shelf to be completed is that shelf, it being very essential to provide
which holds the heart of the transmitter, such means whereby the apparatus can be
namely, the Tritet oscillator and doubler, rendereddeadduringtestsand modifications.
and I expect that many of you have been
Baseboard
anxiously waiting for the details.
The panel, as indicated in Fig. 6, carries
Very little is shown on the baseboard
the two tuning condensers, the one on the (Fig. 7), for the simple reason that it has
left being for the cathode circuit and very little to carry, but that does not alter
having a capacity of .0002 mfd. It is the fact that due consideration must be
very advisable to use a condenser of good given to tue placing of the components
and accurate make, and I would suggest which will be required.
the J.B. special short-wave type, the same
The first thing to do is to prepare the
as used in the original rig. This particular mounting strip which is going to hold the
type is provided with three- or one-hole two coil holders and a chassis-type octal
fixing. It is. quite immaterial which is valveholder.
used, though the latter is quicker to fix
The strip can be
and quite secure.
made from ebonite,
The condenser on the right is used to fibre, bakelite sheet
tune the anode tank circuit, and again or dry, well-seasoned

5WÌTC.

Fig.

6.-A

-------

2 PIN

SOCKET

[

VARIABLE
CONDENSER

it is very important that it has low losses
and perfect H.F. insulation. I used an
Eddystono type 900 having a maximum
capacity of 50 mmfds., as it is ideal foi the
job and very compact as regards size.
The type of knobs and dials is a matter
of individual taste, but as it is not necessary
to use elaborate slow-motion types, I do
not think those shown-Eddystone---can
The mifliammeter-the fixing bole for
which should be already cut-can be of
the low reading type with suitable shunts,
or, say, having a maximum reading of
30 rn/A's and shunts to bring it up to 60
and 120 rn/A's, thus allowing it to be used
for most purposes.

.

-

Keep

-

HOLE FOR CHASSIS
TYPE

PLUÇ,

suggested lay-out for tise panel o/the Trile! sethon.
the condensers below thç centre line.

be improved upon.

tion and may bring about changes as
important and as far reaching as those
which followed in the train of the inauguration of talking pictures. Coming
from such a well-informed and important
source the comment was significant and
was regarded as something more than a
wild prophecy. It is regarded as practically certain that one day television will
become a regular part of the cinema
patrons' entertainment. It will, of course.
necessitate a complete change of policy,
inasmuch as the film industry is concerned,
but if based on co-operative lines then both
sides will benefit. That no universal
ban on large screen television presentations
in cinemas is contemplated, at least for
the time being, is borne out by the Post.
master:Generssl's reply to a questinn in
the House of Commons when he was asked
what steps the B.B.C. sas taking to
protect its rights under the Copyright Act
regarding television in cinemas.
His
reply was to the effect that in a few special
cases in which the interests of other parties
were involved; a precautionary nòtice
regarding copyright was inç)uded in the
programme. Beyond this no general steps
had yet been found necessary. There is
no doubt that for legal purposes television
pictures on large screens in paecs.of public
entertainment can be deemed to come

RACKT

M/AMMEÎEP
-

LARGE SCREEN TELEVISION
AT the recent annual meeting of one
of this country's biggest cinema
companies, the chairman was quite
frank in admitting that television was
rapidly becoming a commercial proposi-

$wIlCM

-

-

holes too high 'up the panel; if anything,
be below the centre line. The small
terminal strip or sockets shown at the baek
of tue baseboard are to take the H.T.
supply from the bottom shelf.

(p

-I__
METER JACX-

April 16th, 1938

VALVE

HOLDER

Fi9. 7.-Showing the approximate position of the coi1 and valve platform.
The two-p7n socket and terminal strip is for H.T. supply.

wood, its length being lOins, and its width
2ins, The brackets which raise it above
the baseboard can be madeout of aluminium
of the same width, but do see that they
form a really rigid support, otherwise the
whole structure will be free to vibrate and
too flimsy.
As regards the exact height., this must be
determined by the location of the variable
condensers and the height of the panel.
The sole object of the platform is to
bring the coil and valveholders close to
the terminals of the condensers to allow
short and simple wiring to be obtained,
so t-ake sorne care in placing it and locating
the variable condensers. Don't make the
mistake of drilling the condenser fixing

within the scope of theatrical and cinema
enactments with all the implications of
copyrights, fees, etc., and the detail work
involved is more than any single organisation is prepared to face at the moment,
hence the simple precautionary measure.
It is known, however, that steps are being
considered by some of the large cinema
circuits for circumventing these difficulties
by making films in their own studios for
televising ' in special cables to their own
cinemas. While this scheme bas a special
application it is the instantaneous trans.
mission of selected news events which will
have the greatest public appeal, and it is
in this connection that the biggest problems
will have to be solved.
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far as the average short-wave listener is
concerned, matters most and around which
many erroneous ideas centre. The degree
of selectivity obtainable enables the operator to tune in a complete mixture of C%V
telegraphy sigials which can be best cheserihed as, and is, noise, due to the complete jumbling and overlapping of signals,
and by switehing in the crystal filter circuit
the selectivity is increased to such an extent
that the separation of individual W
signals is possible, unless, of course, more
than one signal occupies the same frequency.
Now in achieving such a high degree of
selectivity most of the side-bands are removed, and the question arises as to how the
reception of speech u ill boaffected. The same
principle applied to speech or music will
result in unintelligible reception of a given
transniissìon.

most desirable features which contrihnte
indi idually and colleotively towards outstanding performance and reliability. Efficiency and flexibility are the basic requireinents, and all other considerations are of
secondary importance.
For example, in one receiver the panel Increased Band-width
carries eight separate controls, in another
Where, however, provision is made to
six, and in yet another twelve controls. enable the selectivity as obtained by
Ease of peration as associated with the means of the crystal filter to be varied, it
domestic all-wave-type receiver is not the is possible to increase the band-width
subject 01f consideration. Maximum per- sufficiently to obtain intelligible speech.
For example, where series-parallel nrformance, electrical efficiency and precision
mechanism are the hail. rangements are provided in the crystal
marks of modern corn- filter circuit the series position allows a cutd
munication receiver design.
off of a few hundred cycles off resonance,
The crystal filter incom'- and thus allows perfectly intelligible
porated in the single signal speech, but, of course, affects quality,
cominu nication-tyl)e super- whilst by means of the parallel position the
heterodyne receiver is by no crystal, phase control enables an interfering
means a new idea. The carrier to be reduced, and in some cases
idea of employing a quartz elirninated,.on oiic side of the desired
crystal in order to sharpen frequency.
considerably the selectivity
The foregoing gives some idea of the
of a tuning circuit was communication-type receiver, and the purL
t
suggested at least fourteen pose for which it is designed and intended.
It will thus be appreciated that the
years ago.
i.
Apart from the fact that amateur communication-type receiver Sis
at that. period super selec- designed first to meet the exacting requiretivity was not called for, the inents df amateur and commercial comcost factor relative to satis- nìunication.
factory quartz crystals made
This type of receiver can, of course, be
impracticable. used for short-wave broadcast, DX
the idea
About seven years ago,. reception and also medium-wave reception,
Fig. 1.-A typical cornrnunications-Fype supe rhet recoVe?,
however, Dr. Robinson, the high usable sensitivity, independent highinventor ot the Stenode frequency and lov.fi-equoncy volume or gain
requirements. Consequently the over-all Radiostat, utilised a quartz crystal filter control enabling the operator to receive
efficiency is low, and he feels that some- ìn much. the same way as at present.
many transmissions which would otherwise
thing better is desirable if satisfactory
Regarding the application of this system be over-ridden by noise.
results are to be obtained. Due to a con- as at present applied to amateur communiThese features, together with short and
fusion of ideas and opinions neither really cation receivers, however, credit must be broad intermediate tuning adjustments,,
knows exactly what he requires, and is gwen to Mr. James J. Lamb associated and push-pull output, snake high-fidelity
afraid to go ahead.
with an American publication.
reproduction possible, exclusive, of course,
Short-wave listeners
hose primary
The present conditions prevailing on the of the crystal filter.
interest does not centre on amateur-band amateur bands Can best
reception, but who do listen on those be described as chaotic.
OUTPUT
bands to telephony conversations at inter- A few years ago they p
vals, will at most times hear discussions were sufficiently bad to
concerning communication-type receivers. call for a super-selective
Much useful information may thus be receiver in order to assure
gathered concerning them. On the other some measure of dependahand much that is apt to be misleading or bility relative to consistent
"T"
misconstrued is t-o be heard. In every contacts.
___:
Taking
into
instance, however, individual opinion based account the number of
on first-hand personal experience is given, amateur operators in the
and must therefore be respected.
U.S.A. an idea as to the
If, however, correspondence can be taken congestion experienced is
as a guide, a communication receiver not difficult to imagine.
complex is apparent amongst certain secr
A_,_1__.) UtiC1UIC
[I_._I__.,: ....
tions of the short-wave listening fraternity,
CICttIIIity ¡hic'
,1 ÇJySIUL guic Onu
'-'g.
who are apt to regard every other type of Single-signal Receiver
The single-signal receiver
receiver as obsolete, and more or less useless.
The crystal filter cannot he used in the
This is an entirely erroneous and mis- uses a quartz crystal filter in the interrange of the
guided point of view, and some discussion mediate-frequency amplifier and enables instance, due to theasextended
wit-h those
relative to communication-type receivers extreme selecti\ ity, more appropriately musical frequencies compared
expressed in cycles as against kilocycles, necessary for CW and intelligible sprech
seems desirable, in order to clear the air.
reproduction. To sum up, the communi-.
tu he obtained.
as a LIA short-wave
Communication-type Receivers
In some instances the use of the crystal cation-type receiver
amateur proposition is unThe communication-type short-wave filter system enables selectivity hundreds of broadcast and
instrument.
receiver, of which there are many excellent times greater to be obtained, as against doubtedly an outstandrng
There is one point however, which must not
examples, stands undoubtedly in a class by any other method of selectivity increase.
(Cc,:inued on page 127)
itself. In its design are incorporated all the
Now this brings us to the faetoiwhieh,so
SHORT-WAVE listeners who are beginners may be divided roughly
into two classes.On the one hand
there is the potential enthusiast who,
having listened to short-wave and amateur
transmissions on a friend' receiver, has
decided that he must have a recelcer of his
own which is capable of bringing in the
short-wave tT ansmissions. On the other
hand is the new enthusiast who tises an
experimental receiver of simple design and
built from spare parts, none of which is
specially designed to meet short-wave

-

,
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A Reader's Thanks
SIR,-Thank you for the very usef&
book "Everyman's Wireless Book,'

J

awarded to me for solving Problem No. 288.
Though I have been interested in the
"great pastime " of wireless for about
ten years, there is always something one
can learn about it; " Everyman's Wireless
Book" is a book "young" and "old
hands" would do well to have in their
library.
Wihing your paper every success.R. J. TOSSELL (Torquay).

Ihe Iditor does not necessarily agree with the opinions expressed by his correspondents.
All letters must be accompanied by the name and address of the sender (not necessarily
for publication).
A High-quality Amplifier
Q1R,-May ¡ he allowed to say in reply
L) to Mr. W7. F. Pine's letter criticising
my article on "A High-quality Amplifier"
(I) that the .025 megohm referred to is an
obvious misprint for 0.25 megohm, the
printer having put, the decima point in the
wrong place; and (2) that there is no mentioú of a .001 mfd. condenser in the whole
I

article?
-

i am perfectly content to let this direct
eonpled circuit stand ors its own meritsNOEL B0NIVIA-HuNT (Stagsden, Bedford).

QIR,-I
s.-)

am puzzled by Mr. Pine's letter
about Mr. Bonavia-Hunt's High-quality

Amplifier.
.The .001 mfd. condenser from the first
anode to ground that he mentions is very
Ìalainly marked .0001 on my copy of the

diagram; quite usual, surely?
Also, I thought ii was generally acknowledged that it is difficult, if not impossible,

to choose a cosidenser for ReO. that will
result in an equal amplification of all
audio frequencies.
As for the grid leak R7, doesn't this
suggest a nisprint and the valuo should
be .25, not .025 megohm?
Regarding the shorting of condensers.
anyone intelligent enough to study' the
article should be able to see thé necessity
of first altering the amplifier to meet the
conditions. I have tried out some of Mr.
Bonavia-Hunt's ideas with creat success.
an(l .always read his articl
with great
-

interest.-S.

R..

Parr

A Good Log from Shoreham
SIR,-Perhaps other readers of PRACTICAL

AND Asi.&rtnt WIRELESS would be
interested in the following short-wave

log

The receiver is a 1v. converter (H.F.
pentode) coupled to a S.G. V. Power, A.C.
mains set, listening being done on both
'jihones and speaker. Both the receiver and
converter ale home-constructed.
13 metres: W2XE (Wayne).
16 matres: W3XAL (Bound Brook).
19 mot res: W2XAD (Schenectady), W2XE
(Wayne). W8XK (Pittsburu). TOWA
(Guatemala City).
20-metre Amateur Band: 63 W's on
'phone; also: PAOMZ (Holland). F3JD
(France), SU1H, SU1RD, SU1KG (Egypt),
CT1AY, CT1QG (Portugal), VE2BV,
VE2GP, VE3G1,
VE2CP, VE3NF,
VEIDQ, VE1FG, VE3HX (Canada),
SV1MK (Greece), LY1J (Lithuania),
YR5AA, YR5PC, YR5CF (Roumania),
SPIFD, SPÌRX (Poland), LAIF, LA1G,
LA4R
(Norway),
HBBR, HBOCE,
HB9AY (Switzerlaml), OZIU (Denmark),
VU2CQ (Bombay, India). Antenna 45f t.
(approx.).
I would like to see the circuit of an
improved Iv. converter, using an H.F.
pentode.
Wishing PRAcTICAl. ANO AMATRUR WIRE.
LESS every success.-H. E. CHAMBEPLAIN
(Shoreharn-by-Sea, Sussez).

would welcome such a receiver
na mentioned ira PRAC'rICAL ANt)
AMATEUR Wjagt.ass recently, i.e., twO
tagos or more of H.P. amplificatioñ, as
I prefer straight H.F. to the superhet principle. May I add that an H.F. unit (two
Os three stages) could be operated
by

ILT. units for mains operation and headphone reception ?-E.'MAYS (Rotherlìam).

Wrile to Southern Radio, and
University Radio of 82, Uampstead Road, Loados,.

-THAT small rectifying valves are now avail. ,
able for chargers delivering 12 volts at I amp. !
approximately.
-THAT the cheapest television receive, now
available cesto £31 10v.
-THAT the above receiver must be used with
a standard broadcast receiver to previde the
sound component.
-THAT the dearest television receiver new on
the market costo £178 los.
-THAT the mobile B.B.C. television vans are
on view at Olympia and are being uvedto relay
special events.

Radiation Interference

-THAT

the speed of a synchronous nioto, is
directly related to the frequency of the Supply
and the number of peles on the moto,.
-THAT the full formula for the above speed is
twice the frequency multiplied by sisty and
divided by tha number of rotor poles.

the unit.

R. W. W. (Leigh.on-Sea). We have not yet described
a set of the type you require, but hope to do so in time

N.W.1.

(Swinçlon).

IR,-I

7!i Joì4ow-ing replies to queries
are giren in atbreriated forni
either l.ecaase of s#on-coniplieniee
ritA oar rules, or tecausa 1/ic point raiseit is noI 0)
çe'fleraI interest.
H. M. (Clapham).
The Add-on WF. tait described in our issue dated January 25th, 1036, should
be suitable for your purpose.
A. F. J. V. (S.E.9): We have no details of the coils in
question and as they are of rather old design we do not
recommend you to use them in the set in question.
P. A. (Rotherham). We cannot SUi)ply you with a
blueprint for the purpose and we think you would find
It difficult to use suore than the parts froiai one of the
seta in view of the fact that the output valve' would be
overloaded.
J. M. (Malta). Any good standard supeihet converter
unit should be suitable.
J. MCL. (Gourock).
You need not worry about tite
point when using 'phones. Separate wires or a continuous one may he used for t.ho LT. wiring. It Is not
important. Sparing depends upon circuit design, etc.
Follow the Prefect lu this respect.
W. W. W. (P1.9). The trouble may be due to overloading of the output valve. Use more HT. and make
certain that the correct GB. is employed.
C. A. M. (P1.14). We have no data eoncerniimg tite
coils in question and suggest you write 'direct to
Messrs. Telsen regarding them.
E. Pt. (W.8). We would not recommend the additlws
of a further stage, bot you might use a more powerful
output valve and perhaps modify the input circuits
by using more modern coils.
O. O'R. (Southampton). W rite to the firm in question
Thr details of the component and their book describing
the construction of a unit for your purpose.
H. B. M. (Gidea Park). We cannot supply Individual
wiring diagrams, but If you obtain the parts specified,
and follow thé blueprint you mviii see all the points
umore clearly and it will be quite sImple to make np

near future.
J. N. S. (Redhill).

CUT THIS OUT EACH WEEK.

Two H.F. Stages!
s.j

.:'

a

W., of Wigan, saya that, the
STR,-J.
Two-station Phenomenon is an im¡
possjbilityin his case, yet from the tone of
ltjs letter ho seems a bit doubtful.
The Editor n'il! be pkas.'d.to cemside articles of n
He can tell by making the following test:
salure suitable foe publication in PRACTICAL
Disconnect aerial and earth from the set, practical
Such article, should c'e
AND AMATEUR WIRELESS.
-then connect a pair of earphohes between written on one side of the paper only, and should contain
these; if the interference is caused by the name and adtre,s of the sender. Whjlt the Edito,
not hold himself responsible for ,oanuscripls, every
re-radiation the two stations will be heard does
effort u'ill be made to return them if a stomped afld
in the 'phones. I would like to get in addressed enrelope is enclosed. A Il correspondence
-touch with J. W. (Wigan) as he seems to intpudcd for the Editor should be addressed: The Editor,
AND AMATEUR WIRELESS, George .l'ewneo,
want to get to the bottom of this matter, PRACTICAL
Ltd., Tower flouse, Southampton Street Strand, W.C2.
and I know a few of the tricks that the
Owing to the rapid progress n the design of wireless
Relay System can play.-A. G. MAulis apparatus and to our efforts to keep our readers in touch
the latest derelopwenlo, we rise no warranty that
(27, Cunard Road, Litherlandr Liver- with
app« rat us desrribed in our columns is not the subject of
pool, 21).
letters palest.

We could not recommend a
C. F. G. (St. lvex.
blnepclnt to vsse up tise pacts lis question. !So coil
types are mentioned by gou
G. H. (York). The coil has obviously been ilanusged
and the medium-wave winding mssvt be rewound.
P. L (BlackpoOl). We do isot advise a hIgher rasare
than350 metres with thest particular arraisgement.

Join Newnes
Practical Group!
PRACTICAL MOTORIST
The owner-driver's journal which
tells you how to repair, overhaul
and obtain the best performance
from your car.
3d.-Every Friday
PRACTICAL MECHANICS
The only English journal of its type.
It deals with every branch of Science,
Mechanics, Invention, Model-making,
Chemistry, As;ronomy, Photography,
Television.
6d.-Every Month
THE CYCLIST
The leading weekly for every Cyclist,
Clubman, Utility Cyclist or. Tourist.
Join "The Cyclist" Road Club and
also take advantage of the FREE
Insurance.
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mitters for the broadcast of the (laity
oriental musical programmes and news
bulletins namely JVP, 39:95 rn (7.51
mcls); JZI 31.46 m. (9.535 mc/s), and.
h
a
'j JZ.J, 25.42 ni. (11.8 mc/s). Transmissions
j
destined to Europe are now simultaneously
_I.4,_.r.OaS4,.SCfl,
ol4IIIfl
n.o(1e0
broadcast through JVP (50 kW) and JZI
L....
Other
(20 kW) from B.S.T. 20.30-22.00.
VR6AY
the
operator,
Andrew
Young,
broadcasts are carried out between B.S.T.
France's New S/W Network
made
ari
announcement
to
the
effect
that
06.30-07.30; 13.00-14.30; 14.00-15.30;
pARIS-ONDES-COURTES, the naine
given to the new Paris-Colonial the frequency used was 14.35 me/s or 2009 22.30-23.30ad also from miduiht to
m.,
and
that
he
was
able
get
into
touch
to
0030.
group of transmitters at Essarts-lemost days with amateur transmitters
Roi, near the French capital, has been on
in
North
America
and
Australia.
The
plant
officially adopted, and the stations have is no longer the crude equipment
which had Madrid is on Air Nightly
now taken over the duties of the older been previously
used, but is a modern radio
Under the call-letters EAR, the Madiidones located at Pontoise, The ¡wer is now transmitter which
was presented to the Vallecas 10-kilowatt transmitter broad25 kilowatts, and fifteen different f requenisland
an
by
American
inanufactuier.
casts a musical programme ever evening
cies will be used for the broadcasts.
Current is generated by means of a wind- on 31.65 in. (9.48 mc/s), followed by neivs
driven
electrical
power
Unit,
bulletins in Spanish, German, French and
League of Nations Broadcast
English.
All reception reports will be
A new schedule of transmissions was
Japanese
News.
Bulletins
verified if they are addressed to: Radio
brought into operation on April 3rd, and
'rhe Kokusai Denwa Kaisha, Ltd., now Bureau, EAR, The Voice of Spain, Pest
the extended broadcasts bring four transinitters at Prangins (Switzerland) into operates three powerful short-wave trans- Office Box 786, Madrid (Spain).
action, namely, HBH, 16.23 m. (18.48
me/a); HBJ, 20.64 m. (14.53 mc/s); HBO,
26.31 m. (11.4 mc/a), and HBQ, 44.94 m.
In addition to the usual
(6.67 mc/a).
bulletin describing the activities of the
league during the past week, listeners will
now also hear a short musical programme.
The times are as follows: On Sundays from
for
B.S.T. 16.45-17.30 through HBH; from
19.45-20.30 through HBJ and HBQ.
On Mondays a broadcast is now made
increases daily- say WI).
ILLS
through HBO from B.S.T. 0!.00-Ol.45,
and again f rom 08.00-08. 15 (during April),
and from 07.00-07.15 (during May-June).
Later, from 08.30-08.45 (April) and 07.3007.4 (May-June) the transmission is made
-

Leaves

rom

og

ort-wave

-

The demand.

CI%PSTAN

.

-

& HOW

by

-

HM.

More About Pitcairn Island
In a recent transmission picked np from
-

-

S.W. SECTION
from tase 125)

-

r

be overlooked. Price is a certain indication
as to performance, and as we get into the
higher price class even better perform-

ance is obteinable.
Now the average short-wave enthusiast
cannot afford a receiver of this class, and is
prepared to content himself with something
less ambitious, preferring,!as it were, results
to ambition. He will be satisfied with a
lesser standard of selectivity, and amongst
the non-communication type receivers there
is a wide field from which to choose. Thus
a compromise can be struck.
So far as CV reception is concerned,
the big and little sets compete on level
terms, for whilst the former has higher
sensitivity and greater range plus greater
output, the little set has a very low noise
level, :C.. high signal-to-noise ratio.
Whilst it is possible to bring in at good
strength telephony signals which are weak
on the little set, the latter eau, and often
joes, receive weak signals which due to the
pievaiing noise level are missed by the
big set

.1-i.

T

i4

General Consideratkns
For headphone reception of world-wide
short-wave broadcasting, and amateur
phone on all bands, the writer favours a
straight two-valve receiver in preference
to a straight three in the interests of low
noise and also prefers to tune his aerial
system in harmonic relation which, in
addition to other advantages., assures
maximum signal gain.
The straight three-valve receiver, howeyel, enables occasional
loudspeaker
reception of the more powerful transmissions to be obtained.

T
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ULTRA ALL WAVE. MODEL

ELECTRADIX BARCAl S
ELECTRIC POJMPS,

for 2.C.

or D.C., 12

('*rovono. Jtm alo

Jnflatoo, cte.

md Ito2i

Foot opereted_

No. 2 Twin-Cyl., £7/10/..

S5/1b/-.

Details

and

Report of

Test

Eleetrlc, No. i olee.
SM., in good order,

37/6.

A (ccv

the

°e

dogm.00c

Ultra

A.C.

Superhet
-

HIS particular receiver utilises the
superhet feature and is designed
for all-wave operation, tuning from
uoe.
o
SopeF6h
Sor
16.8 to 2,000 metres. These are divided
Jj6
((ear po. 217-.. EIther 4/- dos.
into three bands-16.8 to 50, 200 to 550,
and from 900 to 2,000 metres. It is a four.,,
mcb. Pre-ccrnpi(IIer, for Jieeocdvalver (including rectifier) and the valves
j
employed are Mazda types AC/TH.1,
25/-,
?
otyoi.eaoed
model.
SOI-.
rre-ooPlftero. with racor motHer.
AC/VP.2, AC2/PEN.D.D. and U.U.4. It
RE1SZ MIXES crow 30/-. Siovcn5 Cod Sicker, 55/-.
Will thus be seen that the third valve
Garrard Utciveruui A.c./i).O. otth toofltal.!e
GRAIOO-MOTORS.
.i ao wiLd,, £31101-. AC. Gramo Motoro oud turntable; performs
the
dual function
10ÇANSFORHERS. tntervulve md Furim.pofl. ego.
ofsccond-detecLjGT RAY CELLS.-Seleniom light ,en,ittre
tor, A.% .0. and
8eid grimic, .nol,toreproot. L t.o I). ratio 5to 1,5/- awh. Siouotrd
//
3O
k
at rt ,°1 output stages
HOME SOUND RECORDING'at low cost.
The FEIGE R9RD
lit,

Latest

Table-mode! Receiver

PETROL OR GAS ENGINES with Dynamo, 150 watt (04 kW.
EDISON Steel Storage Cello. DYNAMOS aod Switcbbootdo Chut
SS 'cotto toi SW. SCremI huSdeed, (5 celeet loom.

-

i

-

Ltger putope quoted for

67/6

i

'

e. Çeotritost
For Oit. bantam,

to 2f0

e.

pump, throws 120 gale, per hour.

oli-bronzo
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loudspeaker (complete with muting switch
for the internal speaker), and a simple
adjustment for mains voltage.
The chassis is a very neat and rigid
affair, the speaker being fixed to the cabinet
independent of the chassis, thus allowing easy removal of either section if
such unlikely steps should become

necesary.

Test Report

j

On removing the packing from the
receiver and placing it on the test bench,
plugging in the aerial, earth and mains
lead to the time then it ws dismantled
a matter of several weeks, the
receiver was put through the most
stringent tests possible, as we were
determined to reproduce as nearly
as possible the conditions tinder
which it would operate in a
iiormal household
The object
being to see how the various
controls stood up to continuous
tise.
Minor defects in volume
controls switches and tuning ad
justments are not unknown in
commercial receivers, but we can
say most definitely that such
°-trouble-makers do not appear to
exist in the Ultra products-that
This V/ew of the Ultra receiver shows
is, if the model we had for test
the novel Inning dial which is fitted,
can be taken as a criterion.
The quality of reproduction was
housed
a
The receiver is
in
handsome quite pleasing, bass and cabinet boom being
oblong walnut cabinet, the finish and lines entirely absent, even with the volume
being particularly good and quite pleasing control over to maximum when an output
to the eye. In keeping with modern ten- is obtained which will give a comfortable
dencies, the speaker fret follows the general reserve for most domestic requirements.
lines of the cabinet and is of most generous
The station settings were accuratethough,
proportions, occupying practically the whole of course, it was found necessary to make the
width of the cabinet and at least two- usual adjustments of the actual transthirds of its height.
mission topreventanydistortionduetosjdeThe tuning or station indicator 'calls for band cutting through careless or inaccurate
particular attention. Its position, as shown setting of the pointer by the listener.
Theoverailselectivityisexceptionallygoogj
in the illustration, is on top of the cabinet,
and as it is illuminated without glare, it and, what is equally important, the signaldoes-in the true sense of the word- to-noise ratio was such that background
dispense with "tuning contortions" or, in noises could be considered as non-existent.
Tests on the medium and long waves
other words, a clear view of the long white
indicator pointer is obtainable from all were simply a matter of tuning in one
station after another at any time of the day,
angles.
The scale ja marked in both wavelengths but with the short waves it was found, as
and station names, and it is again pleasing one would expect, that conditions would
to note that the stations shown are those vary front hour to hour and day to day.
obtainable at good entertainment strength, However, even in the heart of London we
so it can be said that every name is a received dozens of good-volume short-wave
transmissions, including the real longprogramme.
distance stations, enough to convince us
that the 121 is an all-waver in actual
Controls
performance.
The three operating controls are placed
along the bottom edge of the cabinet, their
SPECIFICATION
RECEIVER: All-wave Superheterodyne, Table
height being just right for the position of
Model.
the hand when the forearm is resting on the
VALVE COMBINATION
Frequency.
table. On the extreme left is the waveband
changer, IS. amplifier, combined double.
diode pentode, and full-wave rectifier.
selector switch. On the extreme right is
CONTROLS: Three only-wave-band selector,
the on-off switch combined with a volume
dual-ratio tuning, and combined on-off switch
control which has a delightfully smooth
and volume control.
TEST REPORT: High selectivity and accurate
action. In between these two controls
setting of stations on the tuning dial. Good
is placed the main tuning adjustment
tone reproduction without cabinet boom or
which is of the "split-knob" type allowing
undue resonances. Gramophone record
reproduction adequate in volume and of
a rapid and a very slow-motion control to
pleasing quality. All controls have operated
be obtained, the second being particularly
over a long period without introducing
useful on the short waves.
noises or other service teouhles
MAKERS:
Ultra Electric, Ltd., Western !
At the back of the cabinet-actually
Avenues Acton, W3.
on the chassis of the receiver-are sockets
for the aerial and earth, pick-up, external
-
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VALVES. Midget PSmat 1 volt 4.pin, ir long,'nese, 2/- roch, or
12/- dozen.
MICROPHONES. Tibie Model "N.W.11." For home bronzienthig.
Baheilts square body on bronzo i,ase, containing
tntndor,acr, switch and plug,, iou marvelloUo production at a
low price. Worth 2 guineos. Only 15/-. Lcaoilo No. joli Pedestal,
]Oi,s. high, 12/6. Leodis Soperior No. iSSiR Sting. lOin. perleolui,
18/8. Stood mike, in 2m. case, Ito. n at 5/6. Sapes ior type
Ito. 11.. 7/6. Mame microphone No.
io a solo genen.I-po,poso
r,sl,aot mike, with solid boloelite body, hock terminale, iront metal,
wrllle, hood or sling deziim, 5/6.
SWITCRGEAR AND RELAYS-Foe tiny currents from light relia
sr loe toned circuit cells. Moving Coil pivoted. czarS on 50 mioro-

ji

I1lf usual price, 60/-, LIghtweight t,vps D, 2.00(1 ohms,
aa., 20t. '22.ssay Auto Selector i3.goog Relay,. 10/-. Heavier

amps.
li

Ro'izzy, for Tn.nsuoitter,. Awerico,,, 7/6. Sounder type.
25/-. Creed polarioad 2.wny ReLaye, 35/-. ShIp magnetto Key
Jt&ay, 15/-.
- STUD SWFrCHES.-Siate panel tilo, z rito., with 20 itoda, two
e,mtaat aeme, slog and knob. 5/6. 7ukd oes ebonite with plug,
Yasley wave ohooge. 2-goog with knob, one hole, 112.
1 9.
Iteyrolle Power Plugo. 15 amp., shrouded panel w.zll, two pairo on
iron box. zmuoed, 10/-.
gWITCHES.-For 50 ampo. D.P. chooge over, 25/- PorcelaIn D.F.

oosrrot

:o

atnsa, 1/U.
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EVERYTHING ABOUT-Drums, Mirror Screws,
Scanning Discs and other Scanning Systems,
Cathode-Ray Oscillograph.
Neon Lamps, the
How to build Short-Wave Receivers, straight
and superhet, tic.
Fully Illustrated.
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Worldwide

Club Reports should not exceed 200 words in length and should be received
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THE EXETER AND DISTRICT WIRELESS SOCIETY
the meeting of this society held oit Slai'eh 28th,
AT a new departure was :niade when Mr. H. A.
)tartlett conducted a talk entitled Questions and
Answers," The questions were chosen trotti a recent
examination paper set by the New Zealand liovernnient for intending aniatetir trarasrtiitters, titi! each
member preset' had a copy of tite questions coneeritt-il.
The answers were given by varions members of tite
society. The hlaekboard was exteitsit'ely used, anti
Inatty interesting points arose when boitte of tite
questions called for circuit tllagratns.
This is the first time titis type of evening has teen
introduced in the syllalaus of the society, nial lito tirite
atteltdancft was unanimous iii ils request for another
at some date iii the hear future.
Tite next lecture is to be given by Mr. ¡f. Ridge
(G3Ha), entitled " Telegraphs, Wii'e atti! Wireless."
Meetings are held each Monday at No. i, fix's
Yield, Exeter, atti! all those interested shoulti get in
touch with tite secretary, Mr. W. Oliittg, 9, Siveli
Place, Ifeavitree, Exeter.

THE CROYDON RADIO SOCIETY
annual general meeting of the Croydon Radio
'FHi
I Society took place on Tuesday, March 29th, In
St., Peter's Hall, South Croydon, and Ilse s'iee-presldent,
Mr. G. 8. VeIlacott,, was lis the chair. Presenting (tie
halauice-aheet the hon. treasurer, Mr. C. L. Amos,
i iidicated
bow fina flees had ga ned on the year's
working. Even inure noteworthy was tite fact that
stiice Christmas the average attendance bud reaclieti
a figure never attaisied before.
In electing olticers, o
new chairman and vice-chairman hail to be sought..
'(Ir. P. G. Clarke, a member of several years' standing,
lecatise chairman, ami Mr. R. A. Bailey, an exceptionally keen new member, was elected 'icechairman. The hon. secretary, Mr. L. F. Marshall;
and
the hou, treasurer, hon. publicity secretary,
the auditor, Mr. A. Bateman, were re-elected. The'.
lusting future programmes, it was decided that those
on qnality reprodnetion should be Increased to 75
1er cent, of the whole.
To conelnde tise evening members gave a number of
teui-minute taik. One deuiuonst ratine his hsome.tnade
citienoatoirraph film, unid another, Mr. \Vehater, fiesi'ríinng his two-stage record amplifier, were particularly interesting. Hon. mb. See. : E, L. Cumbers,
Maycourt, Canspdei.s Road, S. Croydon.

t'

EASTBOURNE AND DISTRICT RADIO SOCIETY
meeting of the above society was lieht
ARECENT
In the Science Room, (aveitdlsh Senior School,
at 8 p.m. Two of the members, 3CX and 2AVQ,

brought t ransnsltters, T.P.T.G. and T.N.T. respectively.
They denionstrated how oscillation could lie indicated
by means of a turn of wire closed with a fuse-bulb.
The next meeting will be held on April 2itli, when a
lecturer from Betiii-Lee will describe a number of
that firm's manufactures.
lion. Sec.: J. P. (hickman, Meras!, Brodrick Road,
Hainpden Park, Eastbourne.
DAVENTRY SHORT-WAVE RADIO CLUB
'THE first lecture of the above club was held on
I Friday. March 25th, tIse subject beiiig Aerials
and Aerial 1)eslgit, which was ably dealt avitli liy Mr.
A. Roi,bins, who explained the types of aerIals and
their use.
Morse classes are a regular feature of each meeting
under the direction of Mr. J. Ballard and 1Er. W.
Turner. The club receiver ta now under construction,
nad it is hoped will be finIshes! in time for the next
meetiug. A summer programme is now being drawn
up, and it is hoped to include visits to lora! clubs and

scietles. If sulficient support from members is forthc)niiiIg it is proposed to hold a DX. contest, for which
a small prize will be given.

New nieuibcrs tire required,

and ali inlerested
readers residing lit Daventry and district are cordially
Invited to attend the meetings at the Methodist Hall oit
Friday evenings at 7.3kt p.nt., or write or call on the
Secretary, at titi, Warwick Street, Daventr, between
5 and 7 p.m. any evening. The following officers have
been elected: Chairnian, Mr. O. H. Wilkins (2AFN).
Vice Chairman, Mr. A. lt. Harris. lion. Treasurer,
Mr. A. Robbins. itou. Secretary, Mr L. W. Bazley.
-

LONDON TRANSMITTING SOCIETY

bulletIn has been

issued by this

AMONTHLY
soeiety, a copy of tIte first number having been
sent onto us. Apart front the usual notices concerning

forthcoming events, the publication also contains useful
technical information. It is circulated privately to
members, the laitue of bulletin being L.T.S. Hon.
Sec., G. Yale, 40, itneburu Road, Edgware.

INTERNATIONAL SHORT-WAVE CLUB (BRIGHTON
CHAPTER)
Weditesday, March 30th. Mr. Beur, of tite
ON
London Chapter of the I.S.W.C., gave alt interesting lecture oit, und demonstration o1; a tow-priced
conimunicatiott type receiver.
The following nteetiiigs liste alo l,een arranged by
Wednesday, %prii 20th, )lr. J. C.
the Chapter:
Cholot, of Messrs. Limen. Ltd.. will deinotistrate and
lecture oit Lissen 4hort.Vsre Receivers. Wedttestlar,
April 2th, Mr.11alph Stranger trill lecture oit 'The
Lienteitta of Vlretess."
Meetings are tteld at Seatheld Thinee Hail, Kiitgssrity,
Hove, every Weditesitay at 8 p.ni.
All local readers of Ptu.kC'Ttt'AL liNt) AsuaTttVP.
Wtartsss should tattLe a jsdtit ol' atteittihiug tite lilt-resting meetings held tir tite 'lob, to niest new l'rieitds
attd enthusiasts. Full lorI culais trotti tite Acting
See., C. T. Fairebtid (SDC.R), la, llover Roitd, Itrightoit,

6.-

WIRRAL AMATEUR TRANSMITTING AND SHORTWAVE CLUB
E annual meeting was held oit March 30th. when
the chairman' announced that io satIsfactory
year's actIvItIes had resulted in us increase In membership of thirteen, bringing tite total to thIrty-four
meutibers. Siusee tite formation ot'the club six nienutes's
liad ohtaisedtlsgir full transmitting IlOenece. 'these
were Mr. Bretherton (08NH); Mr. Rogers (080C);
Mr. Taylor (G8PG); Mr. Clurontan (OSQO);
Mc..
Miller (G3BH), ant! Mr. Cumberhhtge (GIcht). The
club has now a dozen fully-licensed transmitters, and
six unessubere with ari telai aerial colt-aigus.
It was decided to continue with tite inousthly meetInge, to holds field day in the summer, and to dra" sip
a programme of vIsits to power stations, transmitting
stations a nil places of Interest.
The Chairman, Mr. Bretherton, the Hon. Secretary,
Mr. \'itllainson, ¡sutil tite Hon. Treasurer, Mr. Ciiutuberlidge, ivere re-elected, and Messrs. Taylor and Barlow
were elected to the Committee. Hon. Sec., J. lt.
Williamson, 13, Harrow Grove, Bronmborougls.

pl

RADIO, PHYSICAL AND TELEVISION SOCIETY
the above society caters principally
ALTHOUGH
for tIse ansuiteur wireless enthusiast, the weekly
lectures often deal with other snbjects of scientific
interest. Ais extremely Interesting lettere osi Chensistry
was gives on FrIday, April Ist, while other recent
lectures desilitig trilli iton-radio subjects include Electric Furnaces," "l'il Icroacopes," sits! "BacterIology."
Ou Friday, Aprii 211th, Mr. E. lt. Corbett, of Messrs.
Thontsont, Alstoii sud Co., Ltd., ivill deliver a lecture

entitled, "The Organisation of the Rubber Plantation
Industry." Any readers who are interested in" Rubber."
either front a financial standpoint, or front the scieuitiSc aspect, are welcome to attend this lectutre.Admiseioit
is free and without ticket; light refreshments lire
provided at a moderate charge.
Meetings of the society are held at TIti, North F.ud
Road, West Kensington, London, \V.14, every Friday
evening at 8.15. Further ¡sirticulars may be obtitiitesi
by writing to the lion. See., C.' W. Edsnauis, at tite
headquarters of tite society.

INVEST NOW in the arnacing B.T.S.
Trophy 'l'liree, the most efficient 3-valve
self-contained short-wavè receiver ever
offered. ¡deal for the D.X. fan and newcomer to the short waves alihe. Scale
alil,rated 6-200 metres.
Moving-coil
Speaier fitted, all valves and two coils for
Il-53 metres. Guaranteed and fully tested.
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PRACTICAL WIRELESS
¡hite of ¡asee.
CRYSTAL SETS

No. of

151

neprinl.

Blueprint, Gd.
rW71
..
9.1.37
..
1937 Crystal Receiver
STRAIGHT SETS. Battery Operated.
One-valve Blueprints, is. each.
PWI1A
All-wave Unipen (Pentvxie)
PWSS
.... 19.2.33
Beginner's One-valver
Two-valve : Blueprints is. each.
I'W368
Four-range Super Mag Two (D, l'en)
.. 29.3.36 PW7O
The Signet Two (D & LE)
Three-valve : Blueprints, le. each.
The Long-rst* Express Three
PW2
24.4.37
(SO, D, Pen)
Selectone Battery Three (D, 2 J.F
PWlo
(Trans))
Sixty Shilling Three (D, 2 Lb'
l'W34A
(RC & Trans))
PWIS
22.3.37
Lender Three (SO, D, Pow)
pV37
Sumnsit Three (HF Pen, D, Pen)
All Pentode Three (HF Fest, 1)
PW3O
29.5.37
(Peni. Pets)
PW41
EallMark Three (SG, D, Pow) - 12.6.37
i''48
hall-Mark Cadet (D, LT, Pen (R{)) 16.3.35
F. .1. Camm'e Silver Souvenir (HF
Pest, D (Pets), Pets) (All-wave
PW49
Three)
PW1
Cenet MIdget (D, 2 LF (Trssns».. June'35
Cameo MIdget Three (P, 2 LT
PW51
8.6.35
(Trans))
1936 Sonotouc '1sree-Four (HF
PW53
Pen, HF Pets, Westeclor, Pen).
Hattery All-Wave Three (D, 2 LE
PWS5
(RC)) ..
PWBI
The Monitor (HF Pen, D, Pen) ..
1'\V62
The Tutor Three (11F Pen, D, Pen) 21.3.30
PW64
14.8.37
The Centaur Three (SG, D, P) .
Tice Gladiator All-Wave Three
PWO6
(t11 Pen, B (Pen), Pen)
-. 29.8.36
F. .1. camm's Record All-Wave
PW69
31.10.30
Three (HF Pen, D, Pen)
flce "Colt" All-Wave 'three (D,
PWP2
5.12.36
....
Trans)
2 LF (RC
The "Rapide" Straight 3 (D,
PWS2
..
4.12.37
-.
2 LP (BC k Trans))
F. J. Casums Oraete AU-Wave
PWP8
....
28.8.37
Three (HF, Del., Pen)
1938 "TributaI" All-Wave Three
PWS4
-.
22.1.38
-.
(UF Pen, D, Pen)

-

......

........

-

------ -

......

-

........
......

-

-

-

t

ï.

anree

,t. camnss -- aprite
(HF Pen, D, Tet)

...

263.38

PWS7

Blueprints, is. each.
Sonotone Four (SG, D, L?, I')
Fury Four (S432, D, Pen)
Beta Universal Four (SG, D, LF,

1.5.37
8,5.37

PW46
PW11

Cl. B)
Nucleon Class B Four (SG, 1)
(SO), LP, Cl. B)
Fury Four Super (SG, SG, D, Pen)

6.1.34

Four-val-ce

Ç(

:

,

........

......
Jiattery Hall-Mark 4 (HF Pen,
D, Push-Pull) ......
t'amni's 'Limit" All-Wave
F.

-

PW17

PWI4B

-

J'W34C
PW4O

.1.

26.0,30
Four (HF Pen, D. LF, F)
All-Wave "Corona" 4
Pen)
I),
9.10.37
LP,
Pow)
.. Acme " All-Wave 4 (UF Pen, D
(Pen), LF CI. B)
Mains Operated.
Two-valve B'ueprints, Is. each.
AC. Twin (D (Pen), Pen)
A.C.-D.C. Two (&, Pow)
Selectone AC. Radiogrm
(D, Pow)
Three-valve Blueprints, 1. each.
Douhle-Diode-Trode Three (HF
Pen, DDT, Peu)
D.C. Ace (S( D, Pen)
AC. Three (SG, D, Pen) .
AC. teador (HF Pen, D, Pow)
l.I.34
D.C. Premier (HF Pen, D, Peu).
ljbiquo (HF Pan, D (Pen). Pen)
28.7.31
Armada Mains Three (HI' l'en, D,
Pen)
Y. .1. Comm's AC. All-Wave Silver
SoTivenir Three (HF Pen, D,
Pen)
"All-Wave" AC. Three (D, 2
LP (RC))
AC. 1936 Sonotone(HF Feu, H.P
Pen, Westeetor, l'en)
Mains Record All-Vave 3 (If P
Pesi, D, Peli)
5.12.81',
All-World Ace (HI' Pen, D, Pen)
25.8.37
Four-valve Blueprints, Is. each.
AC. Fury Four (SO, SO. D, Pen)
A.C. Fury Four Super (SO, SG, D,

PWO7

PW7O

.

:

.

....
:

.

To

......
.

.

.

.

.

.

........
........
........
....
......

:

..........
......
.......

l'en)
AC. Mall-Mark (UF
PILSIIPtIII)

l'en,

D,

Universal Hall-Mal-k (HI' l'en, D,

24.7.31

Push-FisH)
9.2.85
AC. All-Wave Corona Four
0.11.37
SUPERHET.
Battery Sels Blueprints, is. each,
LS Superhet (Three-valve)
., 5.6.17
F. J. Camm's 2-vulve Superhet
13.7.35
F. J. Casmn's £4 Suerhet
F. I. Camm's "Viteuse" All.
N'aver (5-salver)
27.2.37

-

-------

JI

j'W44
PWS9

...........
"Qualitone' Universal Four .. 16.1.37

PWOO

het

4

PW73

SHORT-WAVE SETS
One-valve
Blueprint, Is.
Simple SW. Oue-vals'cr ....
9.4.33
Two-valve
Blueprint, Is.
Midget Short-wave Two (D, Pen)
Three-valve Blueprints, is. each.

PV25

Amotrur Wirole......
Proeticil Meehoslc,
..

44

.....

714.

Wieele,s Mogosio.
1/7,,,,
The ts,des lettera hielt peeev,i the Blueprint N,,mhe,
lodlsote thu perlodkv.l to wl,kh the deverlptioa t,peer:
thus LW. yticts to Pnertean WItekisos, .1W. to ¿Douleur
Wieeiec., P.M. to P,oriirel .tfeeie,,,fr.,
V.M. to ltirrie.,
-

.t!.,.juei

.

g.

Send (prelvrul,lyl s poetel sede, lo roser the cs,,t o, the
blueprint sod the lisse Dtso,ps over 64. oouccertatlol, to
P,,s,.-r,ea,. Aso Ausevo. V loutres Blueprint Dept..
Geore Newg, Ltd., 'tower Moore. Southatssijto,t eerrel,
ßteood. ll'.C.2.

:

:

PW3SA

:

Experimenter's Short-wave 'Ihrec

......
.........

-

(SG, D, Pow)
The Prefect 3 (D, 2LF (RC and
'fruste))
7.S.37
The Baud-Spread SW. Three
(11F Pen, D (Pen) Pen)
.. 29.8.36
PORTABLES.
Three-valve Blueprints, Is. each.
F. J. Casnm's ELF Three-valve
Porta bIc (HIP Pen, D, Pen) ..
Parvo Flyweight Midget Portable (SG, D, Pen)
19.0.37
Four-valve Blueprints, is. each.
FeatherweIght Portable Four (SO,
D, LE, dB)
....... 15.5.37
"Imp" Portable 4 (D, LP, LP,
Pees)
19.3.38

SW. Converter-Adapter (1 valvn)

PW&3

I'W68
-

PWOS

AC. Pentastuester (HF Pest,
Pets)
Mantov ant AC. Three

I'W12

D, Pen)

PW8O

--

-

-

-

:

:

-

......
........
......
.

-

AIIBritain
Three (HF Pen,D,Peu)
..
Th
(HF

-

AV44

(11F

-

WM2841

-

AW383
A\V390

19.8.33

AW3911

.

.

Pen,

------

23.6.34

A\%439

-

WM374

......
......
......

WM380

ourc,sntIa.

:

-------

........

:

. -

-

......

-

-

-

:

......

........ ........

-

.

.

-

.

.

:

-

.

.

:

......

....
........
.

-

.

-

.......

Wy1313

-

\V11l333

WM397'

-

:

......

AW453

AC-D.C....,

WM3PtS

WM3&i
WM351

:

-

....

WM326

Battery Sets Blueprints, (a. 6cl. each.
Modern Super Senior
WM375
....
VarsIty Four
Od. '35
WM3OS
The Reslus'stAll-\Vaver .,
..June'36 WM4OÏ
1935 Super Five Battery (Superhot)
WM37O
Mains Sets Blueprints, Is. 6cl. each.
1934 AC. Century Sups-r AC.
AW425
!leptode Super Three AC.
WM351)
May '34
-, WSL.' itiidiocraus Super AC.
WM366
1935 AC. Stenode
Ap!. '35
WM3SS
PORTABLES.
Four-valve Bluepriiste, Is 6d. each.
3lidctet Class B Portable (SU, D,
LF, Clase 11)
B).5,33
AW3SO
Holiday Portable (SO, D, LP,
Class B)
AW393
Fancily Portable (UF, D, ItC,
Trans)
AW447
22.9.34
Two 11F. L'oxtubte (2 SG, D,
QP2I) .......... Juste '34
WMIII3
Tyers Portable (SG, D, 2 Trans)
WM367
SHORT-WAVE SETS-Battery Operated.
One-valve
Blueprints, iv. each,
SW. One-valve converter (Price lid.)
AW3?t)
SW. One-valve (or America -. 2.11.37. AW423
I0IW ShortWaver
AW4
Two-vatve Bluepnnts, Is. each.
Ultrashort Battery Two (SG dot.,
Peu)
Feb. '3$
WM402
BoflIcn9.ilc Coil Two (D, l'eD)
AWIIC
Three-valve BIueprint, la. cach.
Wand-ranger Short-wave 3 (D,
RC. Trans),
AW35
K'periinenter s ,,metre Set (D,
Trans, Super-regen)
80.6.34
AWI38
Experimenter s Short-sensor (SG,
D Pen)
Jan. 19, 35 AW463
The'lJarricr Short-waver (SG,D,P) July '35
WM3UO
Four-vales Blueprints, le. 6d. each.
.\V. Short-wave World-Bciiter
(HF Pon, D, RC, Trans)
AWI3G
Empire Short-Waver (SU, D, RC,

......... -

.

........

......
......

WM4OI

:

-

........

'

AW403
WM394

D,

Pen, D, Pen)
A\V451
3.1 I..l
PW29
Three (SO,.D, Pen)
WM7I
PW350 Tranoportoble
£6
Badiograrn
(D,
1W,
Trans)
'WMlI8
PV.IhB SinipIe-ne Three (SG, D, Pen)
June '33
VM3!i
PW36A Econotny-Fentode Three
Trans)
(SG, D,
Standard Four-valver Short-stayer
Pen)
Ori. '5.1
WM337
(80, D, LP, P)
llar. '33
Wy." 1934 Standard Three
(SG, T), Pen)
WHISI Superhet Bluepnnt, is. Gd.
Siniplified Short-waver Super .. Nor. '35
LS 3v. TIerce (SO, D, Trans)
.. Mar. .j
P$
iron-core Band.pass Three (SG,
Mains Operated.
D, QP21)
WMSO7
Two-valve
Blueprints, is, each.
P'iV.,4
1935 LO Os. Battery Three (SCi, D,
Two-valve Mains Short-waver (D
Pen)
,,
W51371
Pen) AC.
PWaO
PTP Three (Pen, T), l'cn)
.. Ju:re '33 WM38) " wy." Band-spread Short-stayer
trlainty Three (SG, D, Pen) ..
WM393
(D, Pen)
PW7O
linitssbe Three (8(4, D, Trane) .. OrI. 35
WM3911" W.M." Louse-wave Converter..
l"OSO
AU-Wisse Winning Three (SU, D,
Three-valve Blueprint, is.
Pen)
!3ec. '33
WM400
Esnigrator (SG, D, Pen) AC. ..
PWO Four-valve Blueprints. -In, 6d, each.
Four-calve
Blueprint, is. Ed.
65s. Four (SG, D, RC, Trans) ..
- A\V370 Stanslard Four.valve AC. Short
PW34D "A.W." Ideal Four (28G, D, Pon) 16.9.33
AW402
waver (SG, D, RC, Trane)
..,'lug. '35
211F lotir (2 SG, D, Pen)
..
AW4IL
MISCELLANEOUS,
PW45 Crusader's A.V.C.4(211F,D,QP2I) 18.8.31
AW445
lnthustaat's Power Ampither (1/6) June'35
(J'c.nte and Clisas B Outputs for
Usfrsera' 5-watt AC. Amplitler
Pw47
stove: Blnoprisits,6d.eaeh) .. 25.8.33 AWI45A
(116)
PWS1
Self-contained Four (SG, I), LP,
Radio Unit (2v) for WM392
..Nov.'35
Class B)
Áu. '33 ItMI3L Harris Electrogram (battery aluLucerne Straight Four (SO, D,
plUler) (1f-)
Der. '35
PW4O
LP, trans)
WM350
De-Lssxc Concert AC. ElectroPW52 £55v. Battery Four (HF, D, 21.1') Ft'S.
WM3MI
gram
Ma,. '30
PW5S TheME. Four (SG, SG, D. Pen) iJar. 35
cw Style Short-Wave Adapter
WM384
Tite Auto Straight Four (HF l'en,
(1/-)
June'35
PW75
HI' l'est, DDT, Pen)
4pr. '36
WM4OI
Trickle Charger (Od.)' ..
.. Jan. 5, '35
.

VM34O

1936 j.C. Rasliogr;tm
iSa.
(I1l', D, Pen)
Jan. '36
Four-valve Blueprints, Is. 64. each
All-Metal Four (2 SG, D, Pesi)
July 33
Harris' Jubilee Radlogrstm (lIE
Pen, D, LP, P)
May '35

£15

-

:

asor

........
........

S.C.

--

........
--------

W11344

Three (SG, 1), Pees) AC.
AC. Triodyne (SG, D, Pen), AC

PW77

AWI4U
Two-valve : Blueprints, is. each.
Melody Ranger Two (D, Trans) AW388
Full-volume Two (SG det. Pen) AW302
D.B.C. National Two wills Lucerne
Coli (D, Tram)
AW',177A
Big-power Melody Two with
Lucerna Coil (SG, Trans)
AWS3SA
Lucerne Minor (D, Pen)
W42tl
A Modern Two-valver
SV M 409
Three-valve : Blueprints, Is. each.
Class B Three (D, Trans, Class B)
ÀW3SG
New Britain's Favourite Three
(D, Tram, Class B)
.... 15.7.33 AW394
Rome-built Coil Three (SO, D,
Trans)
.kW404
Fan ansi Family Three (D, Traits,
Class B)
2.5.11.33.
.hw4oe
£5 Is. 8.43.3 (SG. D, Trans)
.. 2.12.33 - 85V412
1934 MUser Searcher; Bitsebosird
Model (SG. D. Pen)
Aw117
....
1h34 Ether Searcher
Ciss
Model (SO, D, Pen)
AWItO
Lucerne Ranger (SO, D, Trans)
A\V42
Melody Makerwith Lucerne
IO
-.AW423
Mullard Master Three with
Lucerne Colla
AV424
£3 5S. Three
De Luxe Version
(SO, D, Trane)
AW135
Lucerne Straight Three (D, RC,
Tra)
AWI37
-

WM320

..........

:

------ --

........

........

PW4S
AMATEUR WIRELESS AND WIRELESS MAGAZINE
CRYSTAL SETS.
Blueprints, 6d. each.
Four-station Crystal Set .... 12.12.36
AW427
1934 Crystal Set
A5V441
150-mile Crystal Set
..
. .
AW4IIJ
STRAIGHT SETS.
Battery Operated.
One-valve
Blueprints, Is. each.
B.B.C. Special One-valver
AW387

Twenty-station
Loudspeaker
One-valver (Class B)

:

Class B)
Dec. '33
New Class B Five (2 SG, D, LT,
Class B)
Nov. '33
Mains Operated.
Two-valve Blueprints, is. each.
Consoelectric Two (D, Pen) AC
Eeonomy AC. Two (L), Trans) AC
Unicorn AC-D.C. Two (D, l'en)
Three-valve Blueprints, Is. cech.
Honte-Lover's New All-electric
Thgee (SO, D, Trans) AC.

PW3OA

:

........
MISCELLANEOUS

Blueprints, Is. 64. each.
Super-quality Five (2HF, D, RC,
Trans)
May '33
Class B Quadradyne (2 SG, D, LF,
Five-valve

£W88

-

:

PW23

'

-

PW

-

:

1

FW28

PWI9

-

1.12.31

........ 31.7.37

.

-

-

-

t'

PW4S
PW'42

.

I'W83

-

-

Maies Sets
Blueprints, is. each.
AC. £5 Sisperhet (Three-valve)
D.C. £5 Superhet (Three-valve)
UnIversal £5 Superhet (Threevalve)
F. J. Oamm's A.C. £4 Superitet 4
F. J. Comm's Universal £4 Super-

E

,,.,,,..

.

-

......
........

........

-

W31331

WM'J87
WM3O-2

WMI9S
W.M399

WM403

W31.8
AW4112

-
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Trimmers

I.F.

1jj1?

(2-#ui
about which I am a hule
doubtful. Should the trimmers affect results?
That is, will it improve matters if I use airspaced trimmers instead of mica types? I
am anxious to make these components as
emcient as possible, and should tlerefore
like to know about this little point."-G. F.
(Dunoon).
¡F you wind the transformers on good
I quality insulators, using Litz wire, then
you would certainly find that the use
or air-dielectric trimmers s mild he worth
while. If, however, you are using ordinary
wooden dowel with solid wire, then the
is Just one point

WQ«IRIIS
Seven-pin Contacts

"I have started building oñe of your
receivers in which a 5-pin H.F. pentode is
specified but the makers have sent me a
7-pin valve. I cannot see how this will do as
in the diagram there are only 5 contacts
to this type of valve. Can you, therefore,
tell me what the extra 2 pins are for?"A. F. (Redhill).
IN the 7-pin HF. pentode for battery
I operation there is only one unused
pin. The 7 pins on the base are used for the
filament (2), grid, screen grid, and SUppi'essor grid. This gives you one additional
connection more than found in a 5-pin
valve, the suppressor grid n.ornially being
internally connected.
In addition the
metallised surface of the '7-pin valve is
joined to a further pin, thus accounting for
6 of the lower contacts.
The anode is
joined, in the usual way, to the top cap.

am uncertain as to the best circuit to
employ. Do you advise a push-pull
output stage with triodes or pentodes ?
Should I use more than two stages, and is
transformer better than resistance cou phog? I can use A.C. mains supplies and at
the moment I have not got any components
which would be of use so that I am starting
from scratch."- -G. S. (Twickenham).
THE type of amplifier depends to a great

extent upon the individual listener's
ear. One listener prefers deep-toned
reproduction, whilst another likes to hear
plenty of top. As a general rule, however,
we would say that a mixed coupling, that
is two stages of amplifier with one resistance-

en,
RULES

-

Adding an Amplifier

"I should like to add the two stage L.F.
amplifier described in the S.W. section
January 15th last to my short-wave one
valver, but I am not certain how to connect. Could you please explain the matter
simply asl am only a beginner? "-T. W. S.
(Northampton).
]'HE circuit referred to employs resisI tance-capacity coupling both in the
second stage and in the input. To complete this coupling to your present single
valve you will need a resistance and a
fixed condenser. Disconnect your 'phones
from the single-valve set and connect a
30,000-ohm resistance across the 'phone
terminals. To the negative side of the 'phone
terminals (that is the side Mhieli is joined
to the H.F. choke) a .01 mfd. condenser
should be joined and the spare terminal
of this condenser is then cosuiected to the
input terminal on the amplifier in question.
No other alterations will be iteeded.
Instability
1 have made a mains set and lind that
as soon as I tune In the local station, which
i receive at really marvellous volume, there
is a form of motor-boating or instability.
I should be glad if you could suggest what
causes this and how it may be cured."H. E. R. (Nottingham).
THE trouble may be due to some form of
H.F. instability and we suggest

that, if you have checked the layout and the

readrs attention

to the
fact that the Queries Service is Intended only
for the solution of problems or difileulties artalng from the construction of receiver,
described In our pages, from articles appearing in our pages, or ou general wireless matters.
We regret that we cannot, for obvious reasons(i) Supply circuit diagrams of complete
multi-valve receivers.
(2) Suggest alterations or modificntioa, of I
receivers described in our contenuWe wish to draw the

iorrles.

(3) Suggest alterations or modifications to

commercial receivers.

(4) Answer queries over the telephone.
(5) Orant ituterviews to quotiate.

stamped addressed envelope must he
for the reply. All sketches and
which ace sent to us should hear
the naine and address of the sender.
Requests for Blueprints must not, be enclosed with queries as they are dealt with by a
department.
-

enclosed
$A
drawings

i

Send your turelee to the
,separate
.IJSATEUR WIRELESS,

¡

Editor. PRACTICAL AND
George Newnyr. Ltd.. To,err
Houer. Southampton Street, Strsod, Loado.,. W.C.S.
The Coupon murt be muctored with every query.

capacity coupled and 011e transformer
coupled, feeding a push-pull stage will give
splendid all-round results. Tone controls
may be fitted, tuid, orn' preference is for
triodes of the super-power class in the
output stage. If you prefer pentodes we
would suggest that you include sorne forni
of negati ve feed.baek arrangement.
Nomnencla turc
enclose a circuit which has been given
to me of a receiver and there are one or two
terms on lt which I cannot understand. I
wonder if you could tell me what they
¡ndicate. The word POL,' for instance, on
one of the coils, and the word Bleeder ' on
the mains section are two which I cannot
understand."-G. P. (Margate).
THE word " Pol" is simply an abbreviation foi Police and indicates that the
coil ja question is used on the police or
short waveband. You will also notice the
letters AB. and B.C. on the coils, and these

America n
I

trouble is not due to interaction between
wiring, you will probably find that a separate
smoothed H.P. feed to the detector valve
would prove efficient. Take a separate lead
from the smoothing choke in the mains indicate the amateur hand and the broadsection and include another iron-core choke cast wavebands. A bleeder resistance is a
in that lead, connected through the usual resistance joined acm-cas a supply in order to
decoupling components to the detector take away additional current or otherwise
anode. You may need to increase the value connected so that condensers may disof the decoupling resistance in view of the charre wheim the suplv is switched off to
separate H.T. giving you more than ou are avoid a shock shouid the condenser be
at present getting.
touched. The letters R.F., of course,
indicate radio-frequency, corresponding te
Quality Amplifier
our high-frequency, and A.F. indicates
really first- audio-frequency corresponding to our lowI am anxious to build
class amplifier for record reproduction and frequency.

a

improvement obtained with air-dielectric
timmers will hardly be worth the additional
expense. Remember to avoid all highresistance joints in these components f you
are anxious to obtain-a, really good squarepeak, and keep the metsil can well clear of
the windings.
i

-

Ganged Condenser Adjustments

"I

have made a three-valver with bandpass input and am using a standard threegang condenser. The coils are Varley and
the condenser Polar with their station
calibrated dial. I find, however, that no
matter how I trim, the readings will not keep
constant. I can get the exact setting on all
station up to Rome, and beyond that they
gradually fall slightly until at the top they
are about in. too low. I find exactly the
same thing on the long waveband. Up io
Luxembourg is O.K., and beyond this the
readings fall. Does this Indicate any parlicular, fault to you ?
H. B. (Penrith).

"-I.

¡T

that stray capacities
introduced by the wiring would give you
an identical fall in readings on both long and
medium waves. The suggestion is, therç
fore, that the gang condenser has become
damaged and that the capacity inciesses
for a given movement of the dial towards
the top end. Have you removed the
screening cover of the condenser? If so,
there is a possibility that one of the split
epd vanes (used by the makers for adjustment of the individual séetions) has become
bent, and is very close to the fixed vanes,
giving an increase in the capacity in oneS
section which is probably the serial coil,
as this would give the lowered reading OSI
the dial. We would suggest that 3_Ou
let the makers examine the condenses' to
check this point.

I

is hardly likely

Wire-wound Resistors
-

For experimental purpöses I need some
small plug-in or similar type wire-wound
resistances of various values from about
Are there any comi ohm upwards.
ponents of this type on the market or could
you tell me how to make them up?
T. E.

(Nfl).-

SOME

"-

vry small screw-in resistors rated

watts were at one time on the
market and are still available froni the
Premier Supply Stores, whose advertisement appears in these pages. The resistors
are available from .5 up to 40 ohms and
have a standard screw thread suitable for
use with standard flash.lamp fuse holders
or similar components.The resistors cost
3d. each.

at

2

-

se aje S inCa

rIlIa
The coupon

on page ¡u of cover
must be attached to every query.
ilae,a.ea::n ei beoni at je

e
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iscellaneous

Advertisements

Advertisements are accepted for these
columns at the rate of 3d. per word. Wordo
in black fac. and/or capitals ar, charged

double this rate (minimum charge 3/.. per
paragraph). Display lines are charged at
6/- per line. All advertisements must he
prepsid. All communications should he
addressed to the Advertisement Manager,
Practical and Amateur Wireless,"
Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand,
London, W.C.2.

RECEIVERS, COMPONENTS AND
ACCESSORIES
-

Surplus, Clearance or Secondhand, etc.

RADIOMART
BARGAINS

SPEAKER

SC Permanent Magnet
Sneakers at One-third Cost.

W.B.

f

Extension Type

Standard Type
(withtransioriiicr)

f

(no traiislOrtnOr)

RECEIVER BARGAINS
:tiist a fcw left frotii those recently advertised.
itlarvellous value. NOTE? For CALLERS only.

SHORT-WAVE CATALOGUE
New Edition witt, dozens of ECW
1/d. post free.

liiie.

Yours for

G5NI's 66-PAGE MANUAL.

The greatest value end host comprcticiisird Ilanuai
ever published in this couutry.
Yours for 7d. post free.
Catalogue and Manual 9cl. post irce.

RADIOMART
44, HOLLOWAY HEAD,

BIRMINGHAM, i

K

goods previously ndvetised are etanilard
ALLlines, still available. Post card tor list. fiee.
UTILITIES, 101a, St rami!, W.C.2.
Over Dennys tise Booksellers. ('rejaillie llar
VAUXHALL
1038.)
UNITS for operating D.C.
C°RsI°N
from AC. Maiiie, lnhl.rOved type,

Receivers

120 watt
output at £2/lOb. Seuil for pur eoniprelieiasive list
of speakers, resistances and other cotiipoii6ut.
4tÇ,
Farrinudon Street, Lonclou;, M.C.4.
WARD,
Telephone:Ilulborn 9703.
')

ONLY FOR StLR.-S-s'ahs'e kits with valves

5 au;! diagram, 12/6 1-valve S/G kits with
L
valves and diagram, 20/-. Orders executed In rotation.
:

-Universal Radio Co.,

221, City Road, London, L.C.1.

LOUDSPEAKER

REPAIRS

repairs, British; Aiuierican, aiuy
make. 24-hour service, moderato prices..LOUDSPEAKEIt
Speakers,
Aliuia
Grove, Copenliageui Street,
Sinclair
London, Nl.
REPAIRS to Moving Gnu Speakers, Coiie and Coils
littest asid Rewound. Fiekis altered. Prices
Loudspeakers lieQuoted including Eliminators.
paired, 4/-. L.F. and Speech Transfottneis, 4/- post
Satislitctlon.
free.
Trade Invited. -Guaranteed.
Prompt Service, Estimates Free.-L.S.' Repair Service,
5, lIalliam Grove, Londoti, S.W.12. Battersea 1321.

CABINETS
4ANUFACTVI1ERS' surplus cabinets lbr R*diograms. Radio sets and Loudspeakers. Large
and varied stock. Inspection invited, or send par-ticulars of your requirements, with measurements of
chassis. Photos sent for selertion. (No catalogue.)
L. SmIth & Co., Ltd., 28i-289, Edgwarc Road,
London, W.2. (Pad. 5891.)
]

IVI

-If.

TUITION
"-established

1929-stilt

lead.
Cet
latest llailio and
and prls'ate.-Iladio
Training Institute, 40a, Earl's Court Itoad, London.

R

_T. J

Telecision

free

courses:

particulars
postal

AND

R

j
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STORES

SUPPL

RECEIVERS, COMPONENTS AND
ACCESSORIES
Surplus, Clearance or Secondhand, etc.

j

RADIO CLEARANCE
63, HIGH HOLBORN,
4631.

W.C.1. Holborn
SPECIAL ! SPECIAL
We score again by a keen
purchase tithe entire Radio Stocks of Messrs. Gambreilo,
165 & 165a,
Jubilee Works,
enablIng us to offer same at a fraction of the original
coot. Stock includes Chassis and complete Table and
167, Lower
Console Receivers. The demand is sure to be heavy
Clapton Rd.,
50, High Street,
ORDER EARLY TO AVOID DISAPPOINTMENT.
London, E.5.
Clappiani, S.W.4. GAMBRELL 7-Valse All-Wave, All Stage CHASSIS.
Macaulay 2381.
Amherst 4723.
o,istructed ttuoitgliout of heavy Caelmium-ptated
Stsel. This Chassis represents a real engineering jot'.
Now Ready. Our New 1938 Enlarged Fittest witls all the latest refinements, including Six
Illustrated Catalogue, Handbook and Harriet All Stage Valves, One Valve for lilt positions,
Price 6d. plus standard Kivar UEJ/J20/350 Rectifier. WaveValve Manual.
90 Pages.
Batid Ranges: Long eave 800 to 2,000 metres, inSPECIAL OFfER ROLA SPEAKERS. 8
P.M's. dicator Light Red; Medium-wave, 200 to 550 metres,
15/- ; 10 PM's, 19/11 ; G.1212 High Fidelity P.M., Indicator Liglst Yellow; Short-wave Band 2, 30 to 75
79/6 ; 0.12 Mains Energiantl. 57/6.
usetres, Indicator Llglst Oreen; Short-wave Ilansi I,
U.S.A. GEN. E. MOTORS STEP-UP, 12 volts to 2S3 12.5 to 30 metres, Indicator Light Blue. Provision
volts at 06 naipe. 1)0. output. Uoinplete iii Metal Pick-up and Extognsl Speaker. Fitted 2-speed Drive,
(ase Cia. x Sin. x liii. 25/- each.
Built-in Usual 'i'iiiiinst. Controls, Vave Clsarigo
BATTERY VALVES, 2 volts, KF., LY., 2/3. l'osver, Ssritch, Two-speed Drive, Combined Volante Control.
Super-Posver, 2/9. Var-mn-SO., 4 or 5-pill l'entoiles, Push-pull Tone Control, and Mains On-Off. 'J'he Dial
11F. l'ens, V-mu-HF. Pens, 5/-. Class 11, 5/-. l.req. isa really magnificent affair, size 9 Long and 5 Wide,
Uri.sisgcrs, i/b.
Tuning Indicator being t,u,ilt in the Dial. The Chassis
EUROPA MAINS VALVES. 4v. AC. Types, AC/EL., throughout is heavily screened, thus providing stability
A.C./L., AC/SO ., A.C./V.M.S.0, AC/HI'., A.C./ oit all bonds, with tIce finest all-round performance.
VUE'., AC/P., and i watt Dli, Pento(les, all 4/6 Valve Screens spun from one piece. Transformer and
each, AC/Pens, 1.11., 5/6 ; A.C./P.X.4, 6/I ; Ort. Choke ore of massive construction. lu fact, tite.
l'req. changers, 8/6 ; Double Diode Triodes, 7/6 Chassis throughout, is constructed In such a way that

CALLERS

POSTORDERS

fr

Tri. Grid. Pen., IO/i; overloads, etc., are Provided for withont strain. Size
of Chassis, 14% Long, 10V Wide, and 31 Dccl,.
20v..18a, SG., Var-mn, SG. Supplied complete wIth Sis of the latest Marries
All
Power, EF. Pen., Var-nm. HF. Pen., 4/6 each.
Stage Valves, plus Rectifier, 23/19/6 each.
13v. .2a. Gen. Purpose Triodes 5/6 ; 11.1.. Pens and As Above, but with Celestion 10 Moving Coil Speaker,
Var-mu. HF. Peas. Double Diode Trioilts, Oct. £4/lOs. each.
lEcq. Changers, 7/6 each, lull-Wave and Ithll'-Wave As Above, but fitted in Handsome Table Plano Finish
Jtettiflers. 5/9 each.
Walnut Cabinet, complete with Valves and Speaker,
AMERICAN VALVES. We are sole British DistributOrS £5/lOs. each. for TillAi) High-grade American Valves. All Types in As above, but fitted in Handsome Piano Finish Walnut
stock. Standard types, 5/6 each. Ali the new Octal CONSOLE Cabinet, complete with Valves and Speaker,
base Tubes at 6/6 enel,. 210 sud ±O, 8/6 each 81 £6/6s, each.
and 2A3, 8/- each,
Hunt's 1,000 Mfd. Cardboard Electrotytirs, W'irc
PREMIER SMOOTHING CHOKES. 2i nia., 2/9; Ends, Peak Voltage 12 vOlts, 2/- each.
41) nia., 4/6 ; (it) nia., 6/6 ; 150 nia., 11/6 ; 2GO ma.,
Special olfer iii i grosslots only, T.C.C. 0.1 Wire End
1 5/.. Sjeo Lcr field replescensent choke, (10 nia., St) uy.,
Tubulars. 15/- per half grow.
2,500 ohms, 6/6.
Folar N.S.F. Resistances. Our Selection, , }, I atid 2
PREMIER TRANSFORMERS, wire-end type willi Watt, 4/- per gross.
screened primaries, tapieji 200-250 s'. Filan,ents. Tubular Condensers, our selection, 1/- dozen.
Guaranteed ojle year, H.T. 8 & 9 or I1.T.10 wills Dubilier
meg. Volume Controls, with, Switch
4V.4 a. CT. and 4s. la., CT., 10/-. 250-250 V, 60 m.a., Standard Model, sery t.onuJoct., 1/6 each.
or 300-300 a., 4 v.1 a., 4 v.2 a. and 4 v.4 a., all CT., All orders 5/. or oser, post free ; orders under 5/10/-. 350-350 v.120 ma., 4 s. i a., 4 y. 9 a. ad 4 y. must lue accoinpausied by a reasonable amount for
4 a., all C'I'., 13/-. Witt, engraved poucE and N P. postage;
COD. orders under 5/- caiinft be ocrejiteul.
termliials. 1/6 extra. 800-500 a. 150 m.a., 4 2-1 a., Hours of business Il eins, to 7 pin. week-days, E) n.m.
4V. 2-3 n., 4v. 2-3 a., 4v. 1-4 o., ill CT., 21/-. 500-500. to 1 p.m. Saturdays.
200 ma.,5 v.3a.,4 v.2a,4 y. 2uu.,4v.3.5a.,ahhC.'l'.,
25/-.
RADIO CLEARANCE, 63, HIgh Holborn,
SHORT-WAVE RECEIVER OR W.C.1. Hoiborn 4631.
NEW 1-VALVE
ADAPTOR KIT. 18 to 86 metres without coil changing.
Loinplcte Kit and Circuit,. 12/6. VALVE GIVEN
Trioite Hex. Freq. Ch., 8/6
It watt., D.H. Triode, 7/6.

;

UNIVERSAL TYPES.

;

5-.

FREE

t

li to 170 mettes, comhtiCte Kit with
Chassis, 4 Coils and al parts, 17/6.
SW. SUPERHET CONVERTER KIT, for AC. Mains
Receivers, 22/6. AC. Valve give;; FREE
NEW 2-VALVE S.W. KIT, 13 to 86 incIrca without
coil changing. Complete Kit and CIrcuit, 19/6.
VALVES GIVEN FREE
DE LUXE MODEL, 14 to L0 metres, complete KIL
am! Cireuit., 4 Coils and all parts, 25/-. VALVES
GIVEN FREE.
HIGHLY SELECTIVE NEW 1938 SW. S.G.3 KIT.
l'entoile 11.1'., Detector and Pemutode. Circuit 14 to
170 metres. Complete Kit of Parta with; I Tested
Valves, 59/6. Metal Cabimiet, 7/6 extra. ideal for
Amateur Reception.
CENTRALAB POTENTIOMETERS, all values, 2/-.
Vitli Switch, 2/6.
MOVING IRON METERS. Any ranQe l,etween 10 and
500 rn/a. Mao 1.3-or 5 amps. Reati AC. or D.C.
Flush Bakelite case, 21m. ham. B.1I.S.A. staudard

SITUATIONS VACANT

DE LUXE MODEL,

V1AÇTED-ambitious voting own to prepare for
well-paid posts in TELEVISION, the great
VV
career of tIte future. Apply for free booklet from
BRITISH INSTITUTE 01 ENTUNEiRING TECHNOLOGY, ISP, Stratford Place, Wi.

-

MISCEL.LANEOUS
NEWNES TOURIST ATLAS of Great BrItain and
Boitte Guide." Edited by John Bartimolon;cw
Son, Ltd., 120 pages of fully-coloured contour male
for tise whole of Eagland, Scotland, Ireland asid
Channel islands, with Index to the principal Motoring
muid Cycling centres and distances, 2s. 151. from ali
Jiookseilers.-George Newncs, Ltd., Tower House,
Soutisanipton Street, Strand, London, W.C.2.
&

specifIcation 89, 5/9 cacti.
MOVING COIL METERS. I nia. Scale. 100 ohms
resistance. Diameter 31m., 22/6. Flush inoumitine.
T0UT11
OF WIRELESS," by Ralph
Ilakelite case, IlESA, first-grade accuracy. MultiStranger. Fifth Edition, Sa. Od. net-This
pliers for above, 1/- each.
PREMIER "TROLITUL" Short-Wave CONDEN- book, which covers the subject from A to Z. is to be
SERS. Certified
superior to
Ceramic. Alt-brass recommended to all who desire to master the theory
Construction, 15 mnitd., 1/6, 40 mmtd., 1/9, 100 of llolcrmi Wireless. At all Booksellers and Newsagesils.
mmtd., 1/-, 160 mmtd., 2/3, 250 mmtd., 2/6 ;'Double -George Newnes, Ltd., Tower House, Soutlianiptoti
Spaced 15 mmtd., 2/9
40 mmtd., 3/6 ; S.W.H.F. Street, Strand, London, W.C.2.
Chokes, 9d. ; screened, 1/6. All-Brass S.W. Condensers
with integral slow.motion .00015 Tuning, 4/3 ; .00015
ADICTIONARY OF WIRELESS 'TERSES, by
Ralph Stranger. A Wireless \Vork of Reference
Reaction, 3/9. UTILITY 4 MICRO-CURSOR DIALS.
Direct and 100 : 1 ratio, 3/9 each.
that should be on the bookshelf of every keen amateur.
FILAMENT TRANSFORMERS, Tapped Primaries, compiled by a master of lucidity, it gives the meanings
200-250 y. AB secondaries Cl.'. 4 y. 3 s., 7/6; 4 V. of all Technical ternis in general use. Price Rs. 151.
5a.,8/6;7.Sv.3a.,7/6;Ov.la., 7/6;2.5V.8a., from ail Booksellers and Newsagents.-George Newnes,
7/6 ¡8,8v. Sa., 7/6 5v. 3*., 7/6.
Ltd., Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand,
SHORT-WAVE COILS, 4- and 6-plis types, 18-20, London,
22-47, 41-94, 78.170 incIrca, 1/9 each, with circuit.
FIFTY TESTED WIRELESS CIRCUITS, by F. .1.
Special set of S.W. Colis, 14-150 metres, 4/- set, wIth
Cainm, Rs. 64.-This handbook contains every
cIrcuit. Premier 3-baud SW. Coil, 31-25, 19-43.
38-Sd metres. Simplified SW. receiver construction, modern circuit complete with instructions for assemsuitable any type circuit., 2/6.
'
bling, component values, and notes on operation.
COIL FORMERS, 4- or O-pin low-loss. 1/at all Booksellers and Newsagents.ELECTRIC SOLDERING IRONS, 200-250 y., AC. George Newnes, Ltd , Tower Rouse, Southampton
or D.C., 1/6. Super model, 4/6.
Street. Strand, London, W.C.2.
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WORK
GREAT NEW STANDARD

Edi/ed by

BRIG.GEN.

SIR PERCY SYKES

13.

K.CJ.E..0

..The First

Cornpiete

Record
ft.

::Mans

1

Stirring

Trá veis

H'

Throughout

The World
-

b

AJkr he Pait1ng
TH EAST INDLS.
Loodonj
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DEPAR I URE CF
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IN ABOUT 32 FORTNIGHTLV
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FIRST
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NOW ON

PUBLICATION

AGEORGE NEWMES

g

DRAMATIC ADVENTLRES
EXOF THE WORLD'S
PLORERS

In Greenland, North
America, to the North and
South Poles, in China, Tibet,
Austalia and New Zealand,
to -Central Asia, Lhasa,
Malaya,
the Desert of
Arabia, the New Hebrides,
Basin,
Sinai,
Amazon
Borneo, Afghanistan, Abyssinia, Libyan Desert, Lake
Tsana, N.W. Frontier, iD
tropical Africa, Brazil, to the
Klondike and Mount Everest-all the explorations by
land, sea and air from the
earliest times to the present

day..

Profusely Illustrated with
PHOTOGRAPHS, PAINTINGS AND MAPS OF THE

AREASEXPLORED.
George Newness

HE epic narratives of, expioration throughout the world make
znost fascinating reading-and the whole stirring story-is
being told for the first time in. this Great New Part Work.
'Edited bySirPercy Sykes, K.C.I.E., C.B., C.M.G., Gold Medallist of
the Roal Geographical Society and an outstanding authority on
travel, THE STORY OF EXPLORATION AND ADVENTURE.
's assured of autheniicity and vill undoubtcdly become the standard
work on this enthralling subject.

-

f

SALE

-

by Famous Men and Women Explorers
Written
________________________________________________________________
Wherever possible, the contributors are the very mn and'women

who have taken part in the expeditions.
Among the authorities
wtiting for the work are Sir Leonard Woolley, Rosita Forbes, J. N. L.
Baker, Lt.-Col. Blacker, Evelyn Cheesman, Sir Denison Ross,
Bertram Thomas, Sir William Gowers, Dr. Hamilton Rice, Capt.
Kingdon Ward, Sir Chas. Close, Hans Helfritz, Lady Hosie,
Viscount Kelburn, Dr. H. R. Mill and J. A. Williamson.

-Beautiful Photographic Sections and Colour
-Plate in Every Part Throughout the Work

-

rjN

'í-'

First Parts now on saie at all Newsagents and Booksialls, 1/-, or by post
1/2?,d. fro,n The Publisher, George Newnes, Ltd., Tower House,
Southampton Si reet, Strand, London, W.C.2.
-.

Ltd.

.

I

.

.l'ublished

every Wednesday by GEORGE NEWSES, LIMITEi, Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand, London, V.C.2, and PrInted In
ngland-by
TaR NEWNES & PRAILs0N PRINTINO to., LTD., Ixmoor Street, London, \Y.1O. Sole Agents for Australia and New Zealand: GORDON & GOTa!!, LTD. South
Mejes; CsTaL NEws AOEaOY, LTD. Practical and Amateur Wireless can be sent Lo any part of the World, post free, for lis. 8d. per annuso- ei
months, 8s. 101. lteszlstered at the General t'ost Olilee as a uewspiper and for the Canadian Madazinc Post.
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Connections

11E beginner is often confused when

This making
change in the tuning circuits
receiver, by finding that the new
a

coil
he proposes to use has a different number of
pins or connections from those fitted to the
older coil. Unfortunately, there is no
standardisation in the method of making
coil connections, and even in a three-winding
medium-wave coil the reaction winding may
or may not be internally connected to the
arid winding. Consequently, it is necessary,
if no details of a coil are available, to check
through the wiudings in order to find the
various connecting points, and in this issue
we continue the short article which the
Experimenters have written regarding this
detailed subject. You will find various coil
designs illustrated, and an explanation of
the reasons underlying certain types of
connection, whilst the method of using the
different windings is also explained. It
might be mentioned in this connection that
certain old types of coil are unsuited, for
use in inodrn receivers on account of the
fact that the minimum wavelength to
which the medium-wave winding tuned
was about 250 metres, and thus many
interesting stations and broadcasts will be
unobtainable. Turns could be stripped off,
but this might upset the long-wave winding,
and therefore modern coils should be used
when the low medium-wave stations are
desired.
of

hp

W/1

-
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¡44
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WORLD
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whether this will be used to broadcast the
six pips in piece of the present apparatus,
although the new clock is claimed to have a
very much greater degree of accuracy m
time-keeping. It is intended mainly for
special astronomical study.

as good as those at present obtained in
England, and a certap amount of diffIculty
would be overcome from the broadcasting
point of view.

St. George's Day
PRIL 23rd is St. George's Day and a

Short-wave Interference

CERTAIN forms of interference on the
short-waves are thought to be due to
two stations heterodyning one another, and
the resultant beat-note coincides with a
different station, giving rise to signals On
this new wavelength. Special laboratory

special programme is to be given on
the National wavelength. Entitled simply

"Eneland" it wiirim for sixty-five mmutes:
a pi'ogramme which, according to the
B.B.C., will try to make thoughtful and
personal contact with listeners on the
varying aspects of the nation, its history,
the character and humour of its people,
the tranquillity of its countryside and
country life, its ideals and strength. Reby Howard Marshall wil be interspersed in the typical items of English
music.
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Return of Philip Ridgeway
MAY 28th and June 11th will see the
return of Philip Ridgeway who has

not broadcast from the London studios for
nearly two years. His stage activities with
the famous "Ridgeway Parade" have

prevented him from fulfilling broadcast
appearances, but he will pay a flying visit
to St. George's Hall for a variety item on
June 11th and will act as Chairman at the
Palace of Varieties on May 28th.

More Ultra-short Wavers

W8XOY, on 31.6 mc/a (9.494 m.), was
clearly heard broadcasting a short programme in the course of which the address
was given as P.O. Box 830, Akron (Ohio),
U.S.A. On the same frequency, W3XIR
taking a relay of WCAU, Philadelphia (Pa.),
lias also been logged.
W3XKA, also at
Philadelphia, a 50-watt station operated by
apparatus is being built with a view to the Westinghouse Electric and Mfg. Comtrying to isolate the separate signals to pany, is working daily between B.S.T.
prove this effect and to ascertain what form 16.00-05.00.
Radio and Aircraft
W3XEX, on 26.05 me/s
THE many novel radio beacons, direction- the necessary interference suppressor should (11.51 m.), is the call of another 50-wattcr
take.
finders and other aids to- navigation
which takes the programme of WTAR,
are being thoroughly explored with a view
Radio Corporation, Norfolk (Va.).
to finding certain definite apparatus to be Sponsored Programmes
fitted to aircraft intended for the forth- IN reply to the recent agitation which has Delhi
Tests on 31-metres Band
been directed against commercial broadcoming Atlas tie Air Service.
VUD2, Delhi, has been heard testing out
casts in Europe, and in view of the proRadio Clocks
posed French ban on stich programmes, it on 31.28 m. (9.59 mo/s) on week-days beIT is stated that a new type of clock is is stated that investigations are being made tween G.M.T. 02.30-04.00. On the same
shortly to be installed at Greenwich in Iceland, with a view to using the 100 kW. channel, W3XAU, Philadelphia (Pa.),
Observatory, operated by a special syn- station at Reykiavik for sponsored pro- U.S.A., is now working daily from G.M.T.
chronous motor. It is not stated, however, grammes. It is stated that results would be

/IANY conflicting reports have .been
lvi received from time to time regarding
the effects of echoes. In television a ghost
image is sometimes seen, and according to
an Australian newspaper itis now a common
occurrence to hear the Daventry announcer's
voice on one of the Empire programmes,
accompanied by several strong echoes.
1

.

.

155

04.00-05.00.-
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Reinhardt (guitar) and Stephane Grappelly
(%'bojm).

-

are experimenting with a small portable
transmitter which is slung from the policeMusic of Holland
man's shoulder, the batteries being placed
OLLAND has been chosen for the
in his coat pockets. This transmitter, Radio at Woman's Fair
tenth broadcast in the series entitled
which operates on a pre-determined waveRADIO, television and electricity will be " Music of Other Countries," on April 25th,
length, is for C.W. only, and is under 2 lbs.
demonstrated at Woman's Fair and when the artists will be Glyn Eastman (bari
in weight, including batteries.
Exhibition, to be held at Olympia, from tone), Harold Fairhurst (violin) and WiniNovember 2nd to 26th this year. There fred Davey (pianoforte). Glyn Eastma.n
Baird's New Factory
will be sections dealing with home making, wilh sing in Dutch a group of folk songs
has been known for some tiin that
heating and lighting, domestic which he has collected during various visits
IT since the Crystal Palace fire in Noveni- decoration,
science and cookery. Radio, television and when he has broadcast from Holland,
ber, 1936, the Baird Company have been
3_ -------- -.-________----.
- -working under somewhat cramped condiI
tions in other buildings in the Palace
t
grounds. A modern factory replete with all
up-to-date research and manufacturing
facilities has now been completed in Lower
.
Sydenham, and occupation of the building.
-has begun. Bearing in mind the enormously
increased interest in all matters appertainmg
to television during the lant few months it is
%:.':Lj)
-,
gratifying to know that the pioneer comr
pany will ñow have the facilities to make
renewed progress in the - many ramifical.
,tions of the science with which they aro
associated.
I
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New Station for Vatican,
THE new 50.kW short-wave transmitter
to be erected in the grounds of the
Vatican at Rome will supersede the present

..
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At Sloughton Barracks, Guildford, Surrey,

¶

the depot of the Queen's Royal Regiment, wireless sels have
been installed in all the barrack rooms,
It is interesting to note that the troops at the depot drill to the
music of a radio-gramophone, installed recently. The illustration shows young soldiers in one of the
barrack rooms at Stoughton Barracks listening to one of Ilse receivers.

electricity will feature prominently in these
displays.
-

-

-

.

-

§J

The Australian Cricketers
I1IDLAND will provide for the National
&
programme running commentaries in
the lunch and tea intervals of the first match
of the Australians' tour, that against
Worcestershire on-the county ground by the
Severn. The match begins on April 30th.
Howard Marshall will be the commentator.

Northern Music Hall
THE Variety bill pu April 27th in the
Northern programme will be taken
from two "Halls" -the Grand Theatre,
Bolton, and the Lyceum, Sheffield. From
Bolton comes Terry Wilson, and from
there is an excerpt from " On with
transmitter, which has a power of only 12 Sheffield
Maisie
kW. Equipped with a directional antenna, the Motley," including Max and Murray.
Robert Keppel, Muriel
it will have a much wider coverage in all Norris,
Rosami and Elgai, young Cyril Barnes, the
directions than the present station..
Rhythmakers Band, the Six Blonde Bombshells, the six Dancing Delights, and Albert
Radiogram for a Cruiser
iIodley. The show is produced and arranged
ON the quarter-deck Of H.M. Cruiser by Max Norris.
Coventry, at Portsmouth, recently,
The ¿zll-seeng eye of the microscope is ca/led in by
the radio industry for a variety of purposes. - Here
the hardness of chassis steel is being tested at Ekca
Works.

Alderman Miss Alice Arnold, Mayor of
Coventry, presented to the ship's compapy
a silk Ensign to replace the one given to the
vessel when she was launched in 1919.
Accompanying the Ensign was a further
gift, a powerful radio-gramophone, which
Miss Arnold said was bought from a fund
raised by the people of Coventry.

:

"Swing" from the Continent
REGIONAL listeners are to hear a session
of Swing Music from the Continent
on the evening of April 22nd. It will be
played by a celebrated French Swing
-combination, the Quintette du Hot Club
de France. The orchestra is led by Django

i.i,:t:
.-
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Agnew had a three-Valve AC. maim receive'r
pentode
During an item lie heard a faiitt
click sOd signals immediately faded out. 11e
-

with' an indirectly-heated output
stage.
s

pirk-up, but ,tiil could not
oistain signals. 11e next connected a mIilIammeter in tise output anode,circuit asid this
registered no cuirent.
11e suspected the

connected a

mains unit, but the meter, when included in
jerjes with -the smoothing choke, showed a
fair current readIng. Re then suspeeted.thc.
output transformer, but on test this was hi j
order. 11e therefore took f lie output valve to
a local dealer for test., hut this showedthat
it was quite up to standard. What was the t
trouble? Three lsook will be awarded for the
iflrst three correct solutions opened. Address
your envelopes to The aditor, J'aAcTicÂL i.
AND AMATEUS. WIRELESS, GeO. Newnes, Ltd., i.
Tower House. Southampton Street, Strand,
London, W.C.2. iflVelol)eS must be marked ¡
Problem No. 292 in the top left-hand corner
and laust be l)Oste(l to reach this 0111cc not
later thais the lirst post on Slonday, April
S

i

25th, 1938.

Solution to Problem No. 291.
When Jackson added his extension lead he overlook-ed tIse fact that a flared condenser had to lse
included In tIse jilter circuit. As Jackson arranged
things be was short-circuiting the H.T. suppiy direct
to earth through the two speaker transformera.
The following three restera successfully solved
Problem No. 200, and book-s have accordingly been
forwarded to them: W. Battereby, 8, Elackledge
Street, Daubhill, Bolton: e. N. Oreen, 7, Greenfleld
Gardens, Cricklewood, N.W.2; V. Harrison, 2, Westbrook Avenue, Teignniouth, Devoti.
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Circu its

Some Further Notes on the Fascinating Subject of
Straight M ulti-H.F.-stage Receivers
IT

was, I believe, Euclid who said that Component Positions
"things which are equal to the same
Even within each individual section,
thing are equal to one another." He the closest attention should be paid to
certainly did not know anything about the positions of the components. If the
earthing H.F. stages.
accompanying diagram was any indication
It is altogether too tempting to look upon of the arrangement of the components,
a metal chassis as a common earth. That the relative positions of R2 and C2 are
word "common" is, in fact, the cause of a better than Pd and Cl. The wire "Y" is
lot of trouble. H.P. stages must be kept merely an H.T. lead, whereas "X" is
separate, but as soon as one starts thinking carrying H.F.
of the chassis as - one big earthing point,
those tages cease to be separate. It
seems absurd that a wire from the earth
end of a condenser to the earth end of a
coil should be different from the use of a
chassis as the connection between those

Another source of couplmg can occur
through the heater leads in a mains set.
In a large receiver, these can be quite
lengthy, and although they forni no part of
the radio circuit, they can causo coupling,
especially as the only earthed point is waytwopoints, but the fact remains that the back at the centre tap ou the transformer
wire i often much better.
winding.
The limit to the amplification obtainable
There are two ways of guarding against
from a multi-stage H.F. set depends on such trouble. One is to remove the earth
its stability. A receivr which is com- connection from the centre tap of the
pletely stable the first time it is tested is heater winding, and then earth one of the
open to suspicion, unless the design is heater leads. To be really on the safe
exceptionally good. Only too often,
stability is achieved by sacrifices in
efficiency, whilst if there are signs of
instability, the cures adopted take the
form of reduction in amplification.
In many cases, a deliberate reduction in
efficiency appears to be the only remedy;
but when it is, it usually points to faults in
design or layout. And as often as not,
these faults are due to unsuspected electromagnetic couplings, or "common impedance" couplings, such as the common
chassis-earth. Of course, capacitative
couplings can also be a source of trouble.

tap, but to earth the heater sockets on each
valve holder, so far as H.F. is concerned, by
means of a .1 mfd. condenser.
The use of screened leads is to be avoided
where possible. In the case of the anode
-

leads it is usually essential that the wires
should be screened and often it is wise to
screen the grid leads. But remember that
the screening must be earthed, so that
capacity effects will exist between the
screened lead and earth. It is better, theréfore, that the screening should not fit
tightly over the wire, otherwise thucapacity
will be higher than is desirable.
Still another source of common coupling
which can easily occur is through the
A.V.C. line, particularly if it controls more
than one valve. To guard against this,
each A.V.C. decoupling resistance and
condenser should be contained in the
section to which it belongs.
'All of which may tempt readers to ask,
Is it wortli it ? " In my opinion, it cer-

Coupling Loops
One trouble I experienced was due to the
metal frame-work of the wave-change
switch. The switches themselves were
located beneath the coils; the two metal
rods carrying the switches ran beneath ail
the coils and were riveted to the metal
locator plate. Althoueh these rods formed
no part of the circuit, the set broke into
oscillation if the rods were touched.
What was jiappening was that the two
bars, with the locator plate, were acting
as a loop which coupled all the circuits,
and several earthed connections had to be
made to the bars, adjacent to each coil.
Personally, I consider it safest to look
upon each stage as a complete and selfcontained unit, even to the extent of
building them in separate screening boxes.
As will be seen from the accompanying
typical diagram, the circuits can be entirely
separated, as shown by the dotted lines.
In this diagram, no connection is shown
between the individual "earth" lines.
In fact, it is very much better not to think
of them as earth lines, but simpiy as marts
of the individual circuits. By attention to
the layout it is often possible to connect
all the "earth" points in a section to one
terminal, mounted through the metal
chassis, and then run a short wire from this
terminal to the earth side of the corresponding condenser section.
Whatever the actual layout, each stage,
with its wiring, should be treated as a
completely separate section, and only
when this has been done, should a connection be made to the chassis or bus-bar.

AV.C.

Diagram of 2

HF.

stages indicating important points in regard lo layout and stability.

side, one heater socket on each valveholder
should be earthed, taking great care that
all the earthed sockets are connected to
the same heater lead, otherwise the trans.
former winding will be shorted. Do not be
tempted to dispense with one wire by using
the chassis as a common connector.
Another method is to retain the centre

-.

tainly is. Quite apart from the fascination
of tacklinga difficult problem and finding a
satisfactory solution, there is the undoubted
fact that a well-designed multi-stage HF.
set can give a widc choice of programmes at
excellent quality, whilst it has many points
in its favour when compared with a super.

het.-R. H. B.
"Like

a Ship

at Sea" and "Margie" on

Brunswick 02570.

Brunswick and Vocalion
APOPULAR star, Connie Boswell, has
recorded two old favourites, "Martha "and" Home on the R.ange," on

A novelty vocal with
instrumental accompaniment is supplied by
The Foursome, singing "Sweet Georgia
Brown "and" Chinatown, my Chinatown,"
on Brunswick 02571. Chick Webb and his
Orchestra have made a catchy recording of
"The Dipsy Doodle" and "Midnite in
Brunswick 02566.

Harlem" on Brunswick 02569, as also have

Jimmie Lunceford and his Orchestra with

Maxine Sullivan, who has made a number
of best sellers, appears on Vocaliosi S 137.
singing a popular tune of the moment,
"Nice Work If You Can Get It," from the
film "Damsel in Distress," and "Easy
to Love" from the film " Born to Dance."
"Lights Out" and "Ragging the Scale"
on Vocalion 576 is music in the Russ
Morgan manner, whilst Harry James and
his Orchestra have made two hot numbers,
"One o'clock Jump" and "Jubilee"
from the film "Every Day's a Holiday."
Hill Billies are always popular, and Jack
Savage and his Cowboys supply two"Sweetheart of Red River" and "Memories of Home "-on Panachord 25962.
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Special Article for the Beginner Explaining the
Value of a Blueprint and the Best Method of Using It
A

building certain forms of apparatus

blueprint is an essential, and many
IN ahours
are spent by the draughtsmen at

and tracing off the lilies with a sharp pencil.
Actually, however, neither of these schemes
is essential, and the method which is in
our opinion the best is to place the blueprint on a large table upon which the
constructional work is to be carried out and
then to transfer the various details one at a
time.

the drawing-board making the necessary
tracings. In wireless receiver construction
there are hundreds of amateurs who are
able to build any type of receiver merely
from the theoretical diagram. But it is
essential to observe. a certain order in Clearance Holes
making up some receivers; just as when
Pin the print down to avoid damage
erecting a building certain girders must be
placed in definite positions, so must certain to it, and then when the work is completed
components in a wireless circuit be placed
in a gien position. These positions are
found by the designer-of the receiver after
making up perhaps a dozen different models
in order to ascertain the most effective
lay-out. The question of the lay-out is not
always dependent upon the ease of wiring,
although this naturally plays a considerable part in the finished design. It is essential to avoid interaction between certain
components, and losses due to lengths of
wire in some circuits must be avoided.
Therefore, even if you can read and understand a theoretical circuit, it is necessary
if you are going to reproduce the original
design, to study a blueprint and see just what
arrangement was adopted by the designer.

i racing
I

The bluepriììts which are supplied for
receivers described in this journal are all
drawn full size. It is, therefore, a very
simple matter to place the blueprint on the
specified chassis and trace off every screwhole or hole used. for the passage of a confleeting wire. As the majority of modern
circuits employ what is known as chassis
construction it is necessary on the blueprint to show the above-chassis and below
chassis views, and these are produced always
with the above-chassis view at the top of the
blueprint. It would be possible, therefore,
to cut the print in half and to affix each
half to the respective sides of the chassis.
Many amateurs adopt this idea, placing the
print in position with one or two drawingpins and then when the receiver is completed the blueprint remains as a permanent
record should wiring be modified or be in
need of renovation at any time. An alternative scheme is to trace the print by placing ordinary carbon paper on the chassis

/%m
-

\

"-'

Fig. L-Wires which cross without touching are
always indicated b11 one of the schemes shown above.

the print may be filed away for use on any
subsequent occasion. Take first of all the

large holes such as will be needed for valveholders, coil holders and similar items. Carefully measure off the centres of these on the
print and then transfer the measurements to
the chassis surface. If you do not object
to damaging the print, of course, you can
place the print on the chassis and with a
small sharp.pointed awl, may prick through
the various centres and screw-holes. The
perforations will weaken the print and it
may subsequently suffer damage due to
this, and, therefore, the process of transferring the details is desirable. It is also
much more interesting, and adds to the
work of construction by giving something
more to do than just assembling a few odd
parts and stringing them together with

wire.
Having marked out the various holes,
drill them to the required size, and where
this is not quite clear from the print (due
to the proximity of other circles on the
components, for instance) the actual component should be examined asid measured
All holes in the chassis, which are always
numbered in sequence from one upwards,
should then be drilled, and in the majority
of cases a *in. hole willsuffice. Ifa screened
lead is indicated a lin. hole, will have to
be made to enable the larger diameter of
the screened wire to pass thrcnsgh. The
components should then be mounted,
unless it 'specifically states in the constructional article that certain items should
be left, until a certain stage in the constructional work has been reached. It will
sometithes be found' that the components
are o arranged that wiring is obscured by
a l'uge component and thus a certain part

of the wiring will have to be carried out
before that component is mounted.

Wiring Details
Therefore, follow the constructional
article where this is available, but if it is
not, a wire of the type referred to would
easily be seen as it would undoubtedly be
shown by a broken line-signifying that it
is partly covered. In the wiring plan or
blueprint the wires are shown in certain
definite forms, and these are clearly indicated in Figs. i and 2. It should be noted
that the wiring tracing does not indicate
which wires are above and which below
other wires and therefore it may le
necessary at certain times to pa-ss a wire
beneath another already in position, but
it should be adopted as a general rule that
all wires should cross as nearly at right
angles as possible. This rule should be
followed even although it may mean making
a double bend in a wire in order to get the
right-angle crossing. The crossing points
should also be insulated by slipping the
special insulated sleeving over the wire,
and this will avoid short-circuits
ould
the wires inadvertently come into contact
due to sagging. Junctions indicated on
a blueprint may not necessarily bè carried
out at the point indicated, but at some
convenient point, perhaps where a component with wire ends is attached. Make
all such junctions in a really sound manner,
using solder for joining the wires and making
quite certain that the joint is well made
and nota "dry joint." A point which
often causes confusion to the beginner is
what type of connection is indicated where
the letters MB. or M.C. are marked on the
blueprint. These merely indicate that a
wire is attached to a soldering tag or
beneath a nut or bolt-head at the points
indicated and are thus incontact with the
metallised baseboard (M.B.) or metal
chassis (M.C.). These points serve, as earth
return points and avoid running long leads
from one such point to another, and
eventually to the earth terminal.

a
-r-

-

P.

S

-

Fig. 2.-Wires which are connected or attached to
each other are shown as abC
e

MBMÇ©..
-

Fig. 3.-Cothino,i earth return points are joined
screws or bolts in the chassis, and are indicated
shown in this illustration.
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STREAM of electrons flows from
cathode to anode." This phrase
must have been read dozens of
times by the average amateur who may
frely ask, "Why should they?" and
"For what reason do electrons suddenly
leave the atoms to which they belong and
go rushing off into space."
The fact that the cathode and anode are
in a vacuum has nothing to do with it; the
air is pumped out of the bulb so that the
electrons may have an uninterrupted
journey from cathode to anode, and not
to assist with their initial brea.k away.
'Again, the anode is held at a high positive
potential to direct
j

jthe detached deetrons to this elecfrode, and may

t_'
(e.)

\\/
,,

.

'Fig. 1.-The hydrogen Fig. 2.-The
atom consists of a single
(negative)
electron
a
revolving
round
single proton (positive).

nucleus oJ
the carbon atom contains
12 protons and 6 electrons.
Six free electrons complete
this atom.

incidentally have some small effect in
helping them to break away, but the
significant fact remains that electrons will
leave the cathode (provided, of course, that
it is adequately heated) with all other
electrodes disconnected.

Peculiarities of the
Electron Stream are Dealt
With in this Article.
The

$

t,

Se

ca,

Free Electrons
The proton is the positive charge of the
atom, and accounts for practically all of
its mass, for it weighs about 2,000 times
as much as the electron, and may be regarded as stationary in space. The electron
is the negative charge and is, in other words,
just pure electricity and, unlike its counterpart, is readily movable, inclined to be
unstable, and possesses so little mass that
it has almost negligible inertia and momentum.
Some substances have the bulk of their
f ree electrons in their outer orbit, and those

4)

es)

ca)..

viz., eight, are inherently stable, as the
electrons are held strongly by the attraction
of the positive nucleus. Some substancea
have their free electrons travelling in
several orbits with only one or two in the
outermost orbit, such as the substance
strontium, which is used as the basis of
most cathode (or filament) coatings. Strontium (see Fig. 3) has its thirty-eight electrons arranged in five orbits, the outer
one having two, while the middle orbit
of this atom has eighteen. The result of this
particular arrangement is that the outer
two are easily detached, as they are relatively remote from the nucleus, and also
because the dense inner rings "screen"
the outer orbit to some considerable extent.

-
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lElectronic Theory of Matter
In order to understand the function of
a valve cathode, it is necessary that some
knowledge be gained of the structure of its
active coating, which, in other words,
means some idea of the electronic theory
of matter.
Matter, be it silver, oxygen, roast beef,
âommon salt, or anything that the reader
may think of, is composed simply and
solely of electrons and protons; the only
difference between, say, sulphur and copper
is the arrangement of the electrons and
protons in the atom. Take the hydrogen
atom as an example, which is diagrammatically illustrated in Fig. 1. It will be
seen that this atom is the simplest possible,
consisting of one proton and one electron.
Compare this with the carbon atom at
Fig. 2, which has a nucleus (or centre)
composed of twelve protons and six
electrons around which six free electrons
revolve on two separate orbits. It is necessary to note particularly that a normal
stable atom has an equal number of protons
and electrons, although the latter may be
divided into varying proportions of free
(i.e., revolving outside the nucleus) and
fixed electrons.

4)

that have the maximum number possible,

.

.

,/

-

Fig. 3.-The slroniium atom is very much more
elaborate than the other atoms illustrated ; the
nucleus is made up of 76 protons and 38 electrons,
while the 38 free electrons are arranged in 5 orbits.
Note particularly that the outer orbit has only
2 electrons.

Free electrons are held in their orbit. by
a balance between two forces, the pull of
tise positive nucleus (gravity, if you like),

and the centrifugal force due to the speed
'bf the electron. A simple analogy is a hail
on a piece of string; if the latter is held in

137

in a wide circle, then the string represents
the pull of the nucleus while the force that
keeps the ball from falling to the bottom of
its orbit is known as centrifugal force.
Normally, then, an atom of strontium
continues to exist as a self-contamed
"family." On the average cathode, there
would be of the order of a hundred X
million X million X million atoms of this
substance or a mixture to which barium and
other substances have been added. When
the cathode is heated the electrons,
(especially those on the outer orbit) revolve
faster and "spare" electrons originating
from the HT. current source arc forced
into the "family circle"; this completely
unbalances the atom, the nucleus being
unable to hold the additional electrons,
particularly as the increased speed of the
orbit will increase the centrifugal force and
cause the diameter of the orbit to increase,
and hence decreases the pull of the nucleus.
All this is too much for the inherent stability
of the atom (which we have already
indicated to be low in the case of strontium,
barium, etc.) and the" spare," and possibly
one, of the normal electrons, will be fiun

into space.
Once having left the cathode, the electron
will proceed on a tangent to its original
orbit so it may leave the cathode in any
direction.
Where there is a high positive
electrode, stich as the anode of a valve,
the electrons will be pulled into its find
and pulled towards it at a velocity that
increases as the distance decreases. In tise
absence of a high positive electrode, the
electrons will travel to the most positive
point, i.e., the extreme ends of the heater
or the positive end of a D.C. heated filament. The loss of electrons in the atoms is
made good from tite HT. current in the
case of a mains valve, while in the case of a
directly-heated valve, t lie L.T. current may
be involved.
The foregoing explanation has shown
what happens in ais individual atom, btit
the same thing is happening in all the
atoms on the surface of the cathode; atoms'
below the surface do not project electrons
into space, but they behave in the same way
and perform t.he very useful function of
feeding the surface atoms with ' spare"
electrons which they, in turn, take up from

the hand and the ball made to spin round the HT. current.

GILBERt

'

JUNIOR"

ELECTRIC HANDDRILL
AVERY useful electric 'hand-drill for
the amateur's workshop was recently
placed on the market by The Rawiplug
Coy., Ltd. This sturdily-built tool, which
in use is held in the hand by a pistol-grip,
is far more speedy and accurate than the
ordinary breast-drill. It will drill wood The Gilbert "Junior"
or metal and takes up to lin, drills. Other Electric Hand-Drill is
jobs that can be done with the aid of this suitable for many jobs
in the workshop.
handy little tool are, sandpapering-by
using a sand-paper disc; buffing and
burnishing, and even car polishing, if a
suitable polishing mop is placed in the
chuck. When fixing up aerial and earth
loads, the Gilbert "Junior" will save
much time and trouble by driffing the
necessary holes quickly and neatly through conplete with
window-frames, etc. The drill, which is switch, chuck and
supplied for various voltage. ranges from flex. The price is
105 to 250 volts. A.C. or D.C., weighs 3lbs., 35s.
I!
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AERIAL PROBLEMS
-

The Advantages and Disèdvantages of Yaríous Forms of
Aerial are Discused in this Article by Radio Engineer

are receiving their
annual overhaul and inspection,
and it would appear that many
will be modified or re-riggedito enable their
owners to experiment to improve reception
efficiency, freedom from interference, and
better signal-to-noise ratios. One cannot
consider-the aerial input side of any receiving apparatus without coming up against

..

downlead coming down and well away from
the outside of the house, it is possible to
obtain quite a high degree of efficiency,
and such an arrangement forms the most
satisfactory type of indoor aerial.
When it is a question of having to fit the
aerial in the same room as that housing the
receiver, then one cannot do better than
use the method shown in Fig. 1, where
it will be seen thatthe wire passes round
three sides of the room, so supported that
THIN WHITE ELASTIC
it is, at least, one foot away from the walls
and ceiling. It is surprising the difference
in results when the wire is so placed,
RUBBER RINGS
compared to when it is tucked down in the
picture rail.
their efficiency was naturally
Height plays a very important part with
INDOOR
well below that of an external any aerial; therefore, always remember
AERIAL
aerial. another nasty fault that an indoor arrangement will be more
was their susceptibility to efficient on the second or third floors than
AT LEPST tít
electrical interference, and the on the ground level.
FROM WALL
fact that the receiver, unless
it
was designed for use with a
TOREC&tVER
frame in the first place, had to Outside Aerials
have its input circuit modified.
The types coming in the class could
However, the frame aerial still be subdivided into further sections but,
11-UN WHITE ELASTI
has possibilities, and it is as space prevénts each form being treated
worthy of every constructor's individually, it must suffice to cover their
Fig. .-An efficient indoor acrid should be arrafl2ed OS ShOWn consideration,
as it offersquite general applications.
Wherever space
liete.
wide scope for experimental allo'ws the erection of an inverted L type,of
wnrk.
a
aerial (Fig. 2), having horizontal portion
that problem-which is the best type of
of say, 50 feet at a height of
&erial?
25 to 30 feet, this forms one
Many might think that that is an easy one
of the most efficient general
to solve, but it is not so simple as it would
5010 60F
purpose forms of aerial,
appear to the unenlightened. It is impossible
providing certain points
to state which is the best type of aerial
are noted. For example, it
unless certain information is provided
is very desirable to have
regarding matters which are so closely
the horizontal portion as
AT LEAST
related to aerial design and erection. For
INSU LATORS
remote from eai-thed objects,
example, one must have some idea of the
EACI-&ND
such as trees and houses and
space avilable, the conditions prevailing
overhead wires as possible,
in the area of operation, the type of receiver
while the downlead should
25to
to be used-whether all-wave, broadcast
beso arranged that it is kept
40F t
or short-waver while, similarly, somegmde
under reasonable tension
as to the form of reception the operator is
and well away from walls.
interested in-D.X. or local-must be given.
Theactùal direction will also
For the purpose of this article, it is proplay an important part, but
posed to divide the various forms of aerials
as that is so often limited by
-good or otherwise-into classes, and
local conditions, it is really
examine each class in turn with the hope
a matter for experiment.
that all individual conditions will be
The only snag with this
covered.
type of aerial system is
JEAR.TH
In the first class let us place frame aerials,
electrical interference.
If
in the second indoor aerials, and in the third
one is in a district where
outside aerials, but do not think that this Fig. 2.-An ideal arrangement for an inverted 'L type of aerial.
(Co,tin,ed o, page 149)
classification is intended to represent any Indoor
Aerials
order of merit
Many listeners are forced,
b
by circumstances beyond
Frame Aerials
their control, to make fuse
Systems coming within this class do not of some form of indoor
appear to receive the favour they did a few aerial and, while in some
years ago except, of course, in the case of cases it is possible to
portables and transportables.
arrange quite an efficient
As pointed out in an article which system, others are compelled
appeared ja these pages during the early to tolerate a poor perforDOU8LET
part of last September, frame aerials offer mance from their receivers.
AeRIAL
certain advantages which, even to-day,
The chief fault with this
should not be overlooked.
Their chief type of aerial is the tendency
vrtuo is their directional properties which, to make it too small, and
in turn, means that they are most useful with too great a capacity
TO
when additional selectivity or freedom from to earth. Where conditions
RECEIVER
adjacent station interference is required.
permit a long, say, 15 to 20
Another good feature is that they are not yards, horizontal length of
Lengths a and b are
so capable of radiating when they are used wire being suspended in the Fig. 3.-An efficient doublet aerial.
with a receiver or operator subject to that loft of the house with a
equal to wavelength depending n the usaveband concerned.
MANY aerials

undesirable habit. Apart from these mòre
or less tc clinical qualifications, it must not
be overlooked that the use of a frame aerial
allows one to dispense with the leads and
restrictions -usually associatediwith external
aerials, and this item alone was partly
responsible for their great popularity.
On the other side are, of course, the dis.
advantages, and these can be summed up
in the following remarks.
Most frames were inclined to
be on the clumsy side; they
did not add, so to speak, to the
decorative scheme of the room
in which they were used, and
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ON :VOUPÀk)<ELENGTH
The Price Factor
IN the course of conversation with a
prominent component manufacturer the other day he expressed the
opinion that whilst there would
always be a hobby of building wireless
sets, he did not think that it would
remain at its present level, which is
lower now than it was, say, five years
ago. I challenged him on this, pointing Out that the net sales of this
journal were as healthy to-day as
they were five years ago, and that the
enthusiasm of the readers and the
volume of letters had not declined. I
pointed to the fact that we were selling
as many blueprints as ever, that we
answered as many technical queries
per day as we did five years ago (an
inspection of the books shows that
actually we are answering more),
that as many sets were being built
from our blueprints, and that most
of our readers were loyal supporters and had been for a number of
years. He replied that the price of
components -was high, and that the
ommercial receiver was a fierce
The fallacy of this
competitor.
argument would seem to be almost
too patent to need explanation, but
I give 'it as theie views seem to be
held by so many manufacturers who
ought to know better.
If you consider that people build
sets because they are anxious to save
money, then, indeed, would home construction offer no advantages. But the.
fact that so many thousands of readers
still build sets irrespective of price
indicates that the fascination of the
hobby exceeds price considerations.
I frankly admit that some of our
readers are compelled to consider the
price question, and that they build
sets partly for experiment andpartly
to save money, but by no means the
majority of them do this. Each year
there is a new generation cropping up
which desires to build a "first"
receiver. Like photography, wireless
will always be a hobby. Many years
ago people built their own gramopholies, but only a very few do so
to-day. I do not consider that wireless
will ever follow that path. It is too
fascinating, too new, too full of the
possibilities of doing something better,
too educational, too all-absorbing, to
sink to the commonplace.
My friend then went on to the
.

By Thermion
questipn of price, and I agreed that
in some cases the cost of components
should be cheaper. This journal cannot control the price of components,
and I think that the main cause is that
most component manufacturers are
thaking'foi set manufacturers as well,
who quite obviously can place larger
orders with. them. This may account
for some of the chronic cases of slow
deliveries which are brought to my
notice almost daily. Some of the manufacturers have deserted the constructor
upon whom they built their businesses,
and have deserted therli in almost a
sacrilegious way. They have, not the
courage to desert the constructor
altogether; they like'to flirt with his
custom in case the set business fails.
The dealer has been educated to
believe that thére is more money in set
selling than in components; hence
the usual reoly, " I will order it for
you." Foriunately a few firms still
remain who give prompt service, arid
are not unmindful of the valuable
service which constructors render. It
is still possible to make a set cheaper
than you can buy one, particularly
if you can assess in terms of L.S.D.
that indefinable yet certain something
known as quality.
The race is not always to the
swift ; if it were, some of the swift
people who have flitted across the
set market, and fortunately are
no longer with us, would still be
tinkering with radio and jingling their
iigotten coins. Moreover, this journal has survived when so many
of our older competitors have gone
to the wall.
The manufacturer
should encoúrage the component
market, and he can only do this by
believinu that the market is there.

nor is it the national instrument of
the Scot. I am told by our blueprint department that the sales of
our blueprint for a crystal set are
consistently maintained, and, that
we sell many hundreds o!' them every
year. I listened-in the other day
to a crystal sèt, and it brought back
pleasant memories of' 1920, and
2MT. How many of my readers
remember the Writtle Transmissions ?
The fact that I have ndt ceased to
be interested in home construction
should be sufficient 'answer to those
manufacturers who think that the
'hobby is a passing phase.
Next on the list comes one-valvers,
and then three-valvers.
The twovalve set seems to be unpopular,
although I cannot understánd why,
for it is possible to 'work a loudspeaker from a well-designed two-valver. Perhaps my readers might
like to let me know why it is that
they shun the two-valver.
Set
manufacture.rs also inform me- that
two-valve sets are practically unsaleable. Bearing in mind the efficiency of modern valves and cornponents, a modern two-valve set is
equivalent to a thçee of two or three
years àgo. Needless to gay, thre are
plenty of blueprints in our list for
two-valve sçts.

Wanted!
ONE of my readers is particularly
anxious to get hold of either
bound volumes or loose issues of the
first three volumes of Amateur Wireless,
which, of course, is now mergect
in this journal. Any reader who has
these for sale should send mc a letter
stating the price.

Bound Volumes
As announced in a previous issue,
the Publisher has a few bound
volumes of Volumes i, 2 and 3 of
PRACTICAL Wip.auss.
Whilst the
stock lasts they may be obtained for
7s. 6d. each. They are, of course,
very rare, and most of the issues are
out of print. I am asked to say
that when the stock is exhausted
subsequent orders will ,be returned.

Prizes
Crystal Sets
IOFFER a prize of three books to
MENTION of blueprints reminds
the senders of what I consider
me that the crystal set is by to be the best letters on " My Most
no means so dead as people imagine, Embarrassing Moment in Radio."
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+hese letters should no exceed 250
.vords in length, and they should be
written on one side of the paper only.
Professional journalists, free-lance
writers and hack reporters are not
permitted to enter.
Mark your
r
envelopes " Thermion's Prize."
Centre-tapped Aerials
television it is now usual lo use a
B.B.C. Handbook for 1938
vertical aerial with a twin feeder
ADVICE to those with radio
masterpieces hidden away in joined to tite centre. A similar idea (wit/i
a drawer, to those seeking auditions the aerial wire horiontally arranged) is
and appointments, and to others also used very often for normal short-wave
It is important lo remember
who wish to explore Broadcasting reception.
House is contained in the B.B.C. that maximum efficiency will only be
Handbook for 1938, published on obtained with such a scheine when the twin
feeder is properly designed and connected.
April s.
I 'am interested to see in this A number of cases of disappointment with
booklet that the B.B.C. is as anxious this type of aerial"*ave been (raced to the
to secùre good broadcasters as are fact that it is overlooked that the two ends
most people to broadcast. Writing of the feeder, when this is untuned, must be
for the radio presents a whole new joined to the centre of the aerial system at
literary field, and in its chapter on a point equal in impedance to the surge
By using tite
the submission of scripts and scores impedance of the line.
twin-feeder
the Handbook expresses the B.B.C.'s modern specially-designed
or
television,
(lie
value
of
the surge
f
co-operate
wouldwillingness to
with
impedance of the line will be known
be radio writers.
The Handbook records the most as it is printed on the box by tite makers.
notable events and developments in For those who wish to calculate the inithe fifteenth year of the British pedance of a home-made line the formula
broadcasting service and contains a iS 276 loge D where D is the distance
r
great deal o! standard and up-to-date
information about the B.B.C. itself. between 1/ia two feeder wires and r is
It is the èleventh of such handbooks radius of one wire. It should be noted
that this formula applies irrespective of any
to be published.
There are chapters on the Corona- insulation that may be used to support or
tion broadcasts, on television, and the separate the wires.
new foreign language broadcasts. Speaker Magnets
The King's Coronation speech and
interesting case Caine to light
Christmas message are printed in AJV recently where a set of our design

Not:

lch
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-which

was, of course, that of the
Coronation-is. fully told in a special

section of the handbook.
Broadcasts to schools enjoyed a
record year and the number of schools
recorded as listening rose, in the
twelve months, from"5,000 'to 6,890
in England and Wales and from 750
to 88r in Scotland,
From the lay point of view one of
the most interesting sections of the
handbook is that which answers the
question, "What is the B.B.C.?"
The full story of the Corporation's
growth from the days when, as the
British Broadcasting Company, it sent
out its daily broadcasts from its
London station in the Strand until the
present time, is fully described. The
structure of the B.B.C., its methods.
of finance, and its national position
are closely analysed.
The handbook contains also licence
figures and the revenue account and
balance sheet for the past year, besides
advice on good reception and maintenance of sets. Its price is is. 6d.,
or is. sod. by post, and applications
should be addressed to the B.B.C.
Publicatìons Department, 35, Marylebone High Street. London. W. s or
to ü B3.C:'s Regional oäices.

-

f/ia

full.

had

been slightlj' modified to enable it to be

The year 1937, an historic one for incorporated in an existing cabinet, with a
broadcasting, is reviewed at sorne self-contained loudspeaker. Disappointing
length. It was the year of the new resu its were obtained, and some very
Charter, of thoroughly organised peèuliar tuning effects noliced.
Qjiali'

television, of the first broadcasts in
foreign languages, of the most extensive experiments yet made in Listener
Research, and of substantial increase
in the network of Regional transinitters.
There were, I see, over ioo,000
hours of broadcasting from the home
transmitters, a figure which includes
23,779 hours of Empire broadcasting
and 1,619 hours of television. The
aggregate for 1936 was in the region
of 87,000 hours.
saw the introduction
The year i
and success of two notable dramatic
innovations, World Theatre and the
Experimental Hours. While these
latter were expected to' appeal only
to a minority audience, the response
from listeners, it is disclosed, has been
enormous. The year gone by was
also witness to the most comprehensive and elaborate outside broadcast
ever to be heard in this country and
probably in the world. The story of
the organisation of this programme

was very poor, and it was decided lo make
a very systematic check of the wiring. The
chassis was removed from 1/za cabinet and
switched on preparatory to the tests, wizen
it was noted that quality was normal.
Tuning was also then found to be in order
and it was assumed that a loose connection
had been responsible for hie trouble. Upon
inspection no looseness could be observed
and the chassis was accordingly put back
into the cabinet, when the original effects
occurred. It was subsequently found that
the field surrounding the speaker magnet
was causing the trouble, 1/is H.F. valve,
the output pentode and one of the coils being
in luis field.
When the s/'eaker was
moved t/'e set peorined normally, and the
pefor:nance waí quite good even when the
H.F. valve and coil were left in the field,
but ¡lie output valve was removed.
I
I

NEWNES' TELEVISION AND
SHORT-WAVE HANDBOOK

-

3/6, or 4/- by post from
GEORGE NEWNES, Ltd., Tower House,
Southampton Street, Strand, London, w,C.2,
I

I
I

i

Empire Exhibition
SEE that arrangements are now
complete för many broadcasts
I
from the Empire Exhibition (Scotland), 1938, and I hope the B.B.C.
will take every advantage of the varied
programme material offered.
Programmes from the concert hall, the
bandstand and the theatre will be
heard, and religious services, interviews with distinguished visitors and
tours of the Exhibition should also
be broadcast.
On May 3rd the Empire Exhibition
will be opened in the Ibrox Stadium
by H.M. the King, whose voice will
be heard throughout Britain and the
Empire. On the evening of May 3rd
listeners to the Scottish and London
Regional programmes will hear a
programme entitled "Night Out at
the Empire Exhibition." This will
consist of a microphone tourintended
to give listeners a sound panorama
of the bustling scene with its various
Halts
interests and amusements.
will be made at points of exceptional
interest, such as the 300 feet high
Exhihition Tower which crowns the
hill in Bellahouston Park.
On four occasions the B.B.C.
Scottish Orchestra, augmented to
full symphony strength, will give
concerts, and it is expected that on
June i3th the B.B.C. Symphony
Orchestra, conducted by Sir Adrian
Boult; will visit the Exhibition and
broadcast a concert.

s
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Technicâl Fündämehtals
Band-pass Couplings. and Receiver Óver-aIl Selectivity are Dealt with
H.F. transfrmer of Fig. 17 has
THEboth secondary and primary tuned,
and the circuit arrangements are,
by the way, typical of an intermediaté.
frequency stage of a superhet receiver.
We will deal with the details of superhet
practice later, but since the intermediate
frequency remains fixed in value, the con-

densers Cl a.hd
C2 will be of the
oreset trimmer
type.
C
We will assume
-_.* tha4 both Li Cl
and L2 (2 are
La
IL,
tuned to the same
This asfrequency.
swnption not only
agreea with the normal
practice but, incident.
ally, greatly simplifies
the technical consider.
ation of H.F. transform.
ers of the Fig. 17 type.
Call the individual res.
onant frequency of each
of the two circuits F.
As both circuits are
Fig. l7.-Standard tuned to F it may ap.
LF. Irancformer con- pear at first thought
that the two circuits in
necIiÓns.
combination will exhibit
resonance at F.
If the coupling between the primary and
secondary circuits is loose this will, for all
practical purposes, be the case, but if the
coupling is tight some very specie leonditions
-

-

-

a rise.

It will be obvious that if both primary and
secondary are low-loss circuits, and both
individually.tuned to the same frequency,
then, with tight coupling, the interaction
between them will be considerable, and it is
to be anticipated that the behaviour of
either circuit will be greatly influenced by
the presence of the other. The matter is a
complicated one, and the mathematical
equations associated with Fig. 17, simple
though the circuit arrangements appear,
are quite formidable. Fortunately, the
practical effects produced can be stated
quite definitely, and they are certainly
of the greatest practical importance.

Interaction
In brief, the interaction between the
two circuits is such that, with tight coupling,
resonance shows up at two different frequencies neither of which is equal to F,
the frequency to which each circuit is
individually tuned. One of the resonant
frequencies is higher than F and the
other is lower than F.
WTith the system of Fig. 17. the higher
resonant frequency will be F[/1-k and the
lower resonant frequency will he F/\/1 + k,
where k is the coefficient of coupling.
Proni this statement it will be seen that the
tighter the coupling the greater will be the
difference between the two resonant frequencies.
If the coupling is sufficiently tight to
give a pronounced difference between the
two resonant frequencies, and if the f requency applied to the primary were pro.
gressively increased from a value below
the lower resonant frequency, it would be
found that the output voltage of the

secondary circuit would rise up to a peak
alue as the lower resonant frequency is
reached, fall away as this frequency: is
passed, rise to another peak as the higher
resonant frequency is reached, and then
fall away without further rise as this
frequency is passed. If both circuits are
low.loss, the response cai've will be markedly
double peaked, as shown in Fig. 18.
An increase of H.F. resistance would
have a levehlin effect upon the "trough"
between the two peaks. By suitable
circuit design andconpling adjustment it
is possible to get i response curve of the
nature of that shou n in Fig. 19. This
curve is steep-sided andi very nearly flattopped.
Here we have something ot
importance, because we have already seen
that a characteristic of this kind will prove
to be of value in tackling the difficulties
praót.ically associated with thb selectivity
veÑus quality problem.
A coupling system designed to give a
response curve of the character of Fig.- 19
is said to have a "band-pass" characteristic, this term implying that a band of high
frequencies is handled with negligible
attenuation; outside this band there is,
of course, fairly sharp cut-off. In connect ion
with band-pass systems, it must be remembered that the degree of coupling determines the ' band-width" (i.e., frequency

141
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this Article.

single peaked, but will become sharper and
sharper with reduction of coupling. The
output voltage will decrease, too, this beinj
maximum at the critical coupling. From the
point of view of voltage amplitude the
critical coupling is often regarded as the
optimum coupling.
Ins any practical case, and assuming
fixed coupling, an H.F. transformer of the
type showu in Fig. 17 may, according totk.
purposes of the designer have: optimum
coupling, for maximum voltage gainover optimum coupling, for band-puss
cha ract-erist ics, or, stub-optimum coupling
for high selectivity.

Band-pass Aerial Coupling

Band-pass coupling is not restricted
to intervalve H.F. transformers. Fig. 20
shows the basic arrangement of a very
commonly used type of receiver input bandpass coupling. Capacity coupling is employed. As the secondary tuned circuit
will normally form the tuned grid circuit
of the ffrst valve it may be necessary to
take steps to prevent the coupling condenser
C forming a D.C. break in the grid circuit.
A resista-nec connected across the condenser, assliown in Fig. 20, will e4fectively
close the grid circuit as far as D.C. is concerned.
$utnetimes pnixed couplings are used.
One of the practical difficulties associated
with the use of variably tuned coupled
circuits is that the coupling characteristics
change with frequency. With the circuits
of Fig. 20. for example, a given value of
primary current will produce a greater
e.rn.f. in tbe secondary the lower the
frequency. Mixed couplings are used
when it is desired to make the combined characteristic of the coupled cirPf C. O
Resonance
Kc. Off R.oncncc
cuits as constant as possible from one
end of a waverange to the other.
Fig. 19.-A squareFig. 18-A doubleFig. 21 shows a case of mixed capacity
pea' response curve.
- humped response curve.
difference between the peaks), while the coupling.20, This diagram is a modifleatiosi
and shows the pddition of a
of Fig..
Q of the coils has a great deal to do with "top end" coupling condenser, Cl, conthe extent of the troughing between the nected between the high poteiltial ends of
peaks.
circuits. C tends to be more
It is to be strongly emphasised that a the two tuned
at the lower frequency end of
circuit diagram like that of Fig. 17 does effective
not necessarily indicate a system with band-. the range, but Cl evens up matters by being
pass characteristics. Everything depends
upon the degree of coupling, and the circuit
Fi;. 20. Bond-pan coupling as used
diagram gives no indication of the value
in the
aerial or input circuit.
of this.
To appreciate the point at issue, imagine
that the coupling between Li Cl and L2 C2
of Fig. 17 is at first sufficiently tight to
give a band-pass effect, and that the
coupling is then progressively loosened.
The first.change in the characteristic will
be that the two resonant frequencies will
come closer together (Fig. 19) and the top
of the curve will shorten. If the coupling
is loosened still further there will come a
roint when the two resonant frequencies
are practically indistinguishable from each
t
other. The response curve will now have
lost its band-pass characteristic, and will responsible for greater secondary e.m.f. at
be sensibly single, peaked. A certain the upper end of the frequency range.
value of coupling must be regarded as a Very small capacity values are used for
critical value. At the critical coupling top end coupling condensers.
the curve is single peaked, but is, so to
speak, on the verge of becoming double Receiver Over-all Selectivity
humped.
As far as any one receiver is concerned,
If the coupling is made looser than this the selectivity of one of the HS. tuned
critical value the response curve wiiremain
(Conirnued orer!eafi

t
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TECHNICAL FUNDAMENTALS

gain or loss problems by, first, working in
terms of the power change involved and,
secondly, remembering that, for constant
circuits or of one of the pairs of coupled impedance, power is directly proportional
circuits is important from the design point to the scluare of the voltage or current.
ot view, Dut oniy in so tar as it fias a Dearmg
Thus,
U1)Ofl the selectivity of the reciver as a
Decibels= lOx logarithm of (voltage ratio)5
whole.
This is the same as saying that
Receiver selectivity is usually specified Decibels=20 X logarithm of voltage ratio
in graphical form. A graph is drawn showAlthough it is very easy to convert ratios
ing "selectivity ratio" plotted against to decibel notation with the aid of a book
kc/s off resonance. The selectivity ratio
at any given frequency off resonance is the
Fig. 21.-In this form of
ratio of the signal input voltage required
band-pass circuit hot/i top
at this frequency to produce a certain
and bottom coupling are
receiver power output, to the signal voltage
employed.
required at the resonant frequency for the
same receiver power output.
Fig. 22 is an example of such a graph.
There is one particular feature about
it which catches the eye, and that is the
manner in which the voltage ratio scale
is divided up.
This merits explanation
and brings us to deéibel notation.
(Conlinu?d from previous pjg)

'

T

Decibels
In radio

we are very much concerned
with ratios expressing gains or losses, or
involving gains or losses, of power.
The decibel is a unit that represents a
gain or loss of power in a maimer that has a
very particular significance. To understand this, imagine yourself to be listening
to the sound from a loudspeaker. Naturally,
the greater the audio power in the speaker
the- greater will be the loudness of the
sound. Would doubling the audio power
double the loudness, as appreciated by your
ear? The answer is, no. Actually, the
power would have to be about ten times
greater than before to give the impression
of double the loudness. To double the
loudness yet again the power would have to
go up to about one hundred times the
original value.
Take the numbers 1, 10, 100, 1,000, etc.;
the common logarithms of these numbers
are: 0, 1, 2, 3, etc. It becomes clear, then,
that where changes of sound power aro
concerned, the logarithms of the ratios
involved give a much better idea of the
effectiveness of the power changes than ib
the actual power ratios themselves. The
common logarithm of the power ratio is,
therefore, a very useful unit for expressing
..... ................................

.

-

of logarithms, the accompanying table may
be found useful for rough and ready

purposes.
Referring, again to Fig. 22, the vertical
scalo is evenly divided in decibel units, and
that is why the voltage ratios themselves
come out at such unequal spacing. Actually,
this methoa of plotting gives a much better
idea of the selectivity performance of the
receiver than that given by a graph plotted
with the voltage ratios on a linear scale.

Reception
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20
40
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gain or loss. The name of this unit i the
Bel.
For radio purposes it is more convenient
if we consider the Bel to be divided up into
10 equal parts and take one of these parts
to be our standard unit. This is the
Decibel.
Thus,
Decjbels=lO X logarithm of power ratio.
It is most important to appreciate that,
since the decibel is a unit of gain or loss,
there must always be some datum level
specified.
Although the decibel is primarily a
unit of power gain or loss we can bring
decibel notation into voltage or current

-

Variable Selectivity
Very obviously, the maximum of satisfaction will be obtained from a sensitive,
general purpose receiver only if the selectivity can be varied at will, enabling the
listener to adjust according to the particular
circumstances of each reception case.
It is especially useful, from the listener's
point of view, if the over-all selectivity
characteristic of the receiver can be varied
between the limits of a fairly wide band-pass
response on the one hand, to a single peak
characteristic on the other.
This suggests variable H.F. coupling,
and there is an important point to be noted.
If the coupling between two tuned HF.
circuits is of the mutual inductance type,
and the two circuits are correctly adjusted
as regards tuning, then variation of the
coupling will cause the response curve to
change syinme.trically about the carrier

-----------p--A-- -

We have already
seen that selectivity
and tidelity of reproduction are not in-

..-.-.-. -

Turning now from real high fidelity to
more average reproduction, we know that,
even if a radio receiver falls far short of
high fidelity, it can still be very pleasant to
listen to.
Taking the average mains receiver, giving
what we normally regardas" good quality,"
what would be the frequency range involved? Generally, something of the order
of 60 or 70 cycles per second up to about
7,000 cycles per second, within about 5
decibels up or down. Even this range,
however, is sufficiently wide to give interference trouble in some cases.
It should now be apparent, that for very
long range reception considerable sacrifice
of high-note response will have to be made if
frcedom from interference is to be secured.

Stan-

dards

conversion TabI e of Power and Voltage RatFos
to Decibels
PoserRatio. Decibels. Voltage Ratio. Decibels.
O
O
j
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dependent, and that
the whole matter is in
the nature of a problem, rendered difficult
by the present allocation of broadcast
carrier frequencies.
Hard and fast rules
cannot be laid down
but it is advisable for
all technically-minded
amateurs to have sonie
ideas of standards.
Let us consider real
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"high fidelity" first.
For truly "life-like

reproduction on a good
transmission the receivet- would have to
deal with atidio frequencies ranging Irom
30 cycles per second
up to something like
15,000 cycles per sec-
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Fig.

22.-Graph

about 3 decibels variation up or down. As far as the high-frequency section of the receiver is concerned,
this is going to mean handling sideband
frequencies extending to 15 kc/s above and
below the carrier
A little consideration of the present allocation of carrier
frequencies will show that real high fidelity
reproduction without interference is going to
be impossible except under very favourable
circumstances. There is the possibility,
however, with a local transmission if the
receiver's sensitivity can be kept down
sufficiently to give no audible response to the
adjacent channel transmissions.
frequency1

showing

the

selcciìvilg

rating

of a receiver.

frequency pointe This is not true of al]
types of coupling. Variation of capacity
coupling, for instance, will cause the
response curve to change, but it will not
keep symmetrical about the carrier frequency. It will therefore be appreciated
that mutual inductance coupling is parti.
cularly suitable for variable selectivity
circuits.
I

I
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IDEA

Obtaining Regeneration on an Allwave Superhet

'T"HE following method of " boosting
I the strength of signals received on a
commercial all-wave sueprhet receiver, and
incidentally reducing in strength QRM, is
in daily use and with good effect. In

PAGE

THAT DODGE OF YOURS!
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Every Reader of "PRACTICAL AND
AMATEUR WIRELESS" must
have
originated some little dodge which, would
interest other readers. Why not pass It on
to ui?, We pay LI-IO-O for the best wrinkle
submitted,and for every other item published
on this page we willpay half-a-guinea. Turn
that idea of yours to account by sending it
in to u, addressed to the Editor, "PRACTICAL AND AMATEUR WIRELESS,"
George Newnes. Ltd.. Tower House. South.

ampton Street, Strand,W.C.2. Put your name
¡. and address on every item. Please note
that every notion sent in must be or,,iaI.
¡ Mark envelopes "Radio Wrinkles." DO
NOT enclose Queries with your wrinkles.

¡

SPECIAL
All wrinkles in
accompanied by
from page

NOTICE
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Self-opening Pliers
are one of the most used tools
here is
a tip which saves the inconvenience of
opening the jaws with the fingers on the
inside of the leg. Take a piece of fairly
strong rubber tubing, a little longer than
the distance between the ends of the two
legs when the pliers are fully open, and
work each end of the tubing about tin.
on to the ends of the pliers legs, as shown
in tIte sketch. The tubing naturally
attempts to straighten out, and in doing
so forces the legs apart thus opening the
jaws. The flexibility of the tubing in no
way effects the grip. The pliers should be
eased and oiled to work smoothly if
they are at all stiff.-H. R. B.Dcus.a
(Sheffield, 8).
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An Easily-made Wire Gauge

the two-valve receiver is, just below oscillaEVERY wireless enthusiast has no doubt
tion point. This may appear to be a someat some time or other felt the want
SU PERHE T
what lengthy procedure, but in practice of a wire gauge. The one described here
REC E VE R.
it is done very quickly and easily.
is very easy to make and it possesses a
The same method is used to
TWO VALVE
receive C'SV signals on the superRLCIVER
bet except that the reaction control on the two-valve receiver is
increased until oscillation point is
IB
reached, and thus a "heat note"
NO EARTNIS
USED
is obtained which will give the
CWsignal a good note in the loud.4 method of obtaining regeneration on an all-wave
speaker, instead of the ' mushy"
super/el.
note obtained on a superhet
&
without a heat oscillator.
addition, a "beat" note for the reception
It should be noted that the
of GW signals can be obtained on a superhet above method may not be effective
not having a " beat oscillator."
to the same extent with every
Many short-wave listeners have in combination of two-valve receiver An COSI
wire gauge.
their den a stand-by or discarded two-valve and
but greatly
superhet,
THE WASHER
receiver of the detector-L.F. type and "boosted" signals are obtained
CA
LI BRATED
incorporating reaction. This is the only by the writer, who i able, by
additional apparatus required. The writer this simple means, to make R4 signals high degree of accuracy, in spite of the
uses a home-consi meted battery operated into R8. and cause them to stand out simpie apparatus which is used.
two-valve recewer as a regenerator, a.nd clear of QRM. The method certainly
The sketches show how the gauge is
the method of connecting this to the super- deserves a trial, and has proved of great constructed.
A piece of brass or steel,
bet is made quite clear by the accpinpanying value. -MAXWELL. S.
about iin. thick (A), is cut with a hackdiagram.
BEi..r.. (Leicester).
-.
sa
to the shape shown, and a brass washer
Regeneration is obtained as follows:
(B) soldered on top. A hole is drilled and
Switch on both receivers, leaving the
tapped
O-BA, to take the screw C on the
reaction control on the two-valve receiver
end
of which is soldered the pointerD.
osin a position well below
A similar hole is drilled and tapped to take
cillation point. Next tune
the screw E, the head of which is ified down
fairly
the superhet to a
until the screw-driver slot disappears.
then
t.une
the
weak signal,
The screw should, of course, be tightened
to
the
two-valve receiver
before filing. To calibrate the gauge, some
same frequency as the inpieces of wire having sizes from 18 to 36
coming signal being received
should be obtained, and these inserted in
on the superhet, at the
turn between the screws E and C. The
same time increasing the :
screw C is then screwed down until the wire
reaction control on the twois just gripped. Keeping it in this position,
valve receiver. This is very
mark on the washer the gauge of wire and
easily done by audible means,
the position of the pointer in each ease.
as the signal in the superhet
This can be done with a sharp-pointed tool
will increase greatly in
such as a file tang sharpened to a point.
volume as the small receiver
When testing an unknown size of wire it
;;_
becomes in resonance, and
\
is only necessary to insert the wire between
as the reaction is increased.
RUBB&R
the screws, turn screw clockwise until the
Optimum signal strength is
TUBING
wire is just gripped and read off the size
obtained when both receirers are approximately An ordinary pair of pliers can easily be adapted for self-opening , indicated by the pointer-H. DODD
in tune, and the reaction on
(Workington, Cumberland).
¡he simple method illustrated.

.
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()q lei leoSoel leftel lei

AST week we dealt with the general
methods of connecting most types of
coil of the kinds intended for use in
the aerial circuit, although no reference was
$
¡ made to the inclusion of these coils in inter.
valve circuits. Actually, the connections
are almost identical in both cases, since the
output from the 11F. valve can be considered as being the same in form as the
output obtained from the aerial system.
The simplest type of two-range coil, such
as was shown in Fig. i last week, can be
used for tuned-grid coupling between an
H.F. pentode and a triode detector by using

lei
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Concluded from Last Week, this Article Deal
Frequency Transformers and Some Simple M
for an Unknown Coil there is no internal connection between
the primary and secondary windings. If
such an internal connection existed this
circuit could not be used because the H.T.
supply would be short-circuited by the coil.

tFC

Better Stability

DE T
GRID

This tuned-trtnsformer method of connection is most frequently used in shortwave receivers, and is particularly satisfactory. In general it reduces any tendency
toward instability or self-oscillation. In
using a coil of the type shown in Fig. 5 last
week it would be necessary to employ a
double-pole-double-throw switch instead
of a three-point one, and to break the con-

.XxDI(4rc

ri
-IS

HT-

Fig.

L-Simplest arrangement

of

luned-g rid coupling.

that similar windings are used,
although there is no variable reaction control in the oscillator circuit, and the oscillater reaction windir. is included in the
H.T.-to-anode circuit.
In the case of a
short-wave receiver it is actually possible,
and generally fairly satisfactory, to use a
normal signal-frequency coil in the oscillator circuit, provided that a 35 mmfd.
trimming condenser is wired in parallel with
the aerial-tuning portion of the gang
condenser.
be seen

Triode.Heptode Oscillator
When using a triode-heptode frequencychanging valve jt is more usual, and generally better, to tune the
anode circuit of the
oscillator coil, leavIng the grid circuit
GRID
I p.

the connections showñ in Fig. i on this page.
No real difference, is there
Fig. 2 shows
corresponding connections for a coil of tho
tapped kind, as shown in Fig. 2 last week.
Y

Again no difference.

-

Tuned Anode

-

But the same coils can be used in a tunedanoee circuit, in wfllcii case tile Connections
do vary slightly because the coil then has to
carry the H.T. current to the H.P. valve.
In Fig. 3 we show tuned-anode connections
for both coil types illustrated in Figs. i
and 2. We have shown the practical connections, the circuit being one in which
a gang condenser can be used for tuning.
An older method was to connect the condenser in parallel with the tuned winding,
which meant

that one side was joined to

E

H.-

r

untuned. For that
reason the "reaction"
winding is used for
the grid winding, and
the "grid" winding
in the anode circuit,

-

as shown in Fig. 7.
The same coil would
lie used, merely trans.
posing the connections to the windings.

Apart from the
«,j. aerial and oscillator
coils mentioned, the
nection between primary and secondary
most frequently used cil in a superhet
windings, as shown in Fig. 5 of this article.
is the intermediate-frequency transformer.
This arrangement gives very good selectivity
Some constructors do not appear to
on both wavcbands besides min imising any
realise that this is a coil in every sense
tendency towards instability.
of the word; it is simply a doublewound coil with primary and secòndarySuperhet Oscillator
but no reaction. The simplest type is not
Let us now look at the oscillator coil of
tapped, and is coimcted as indicated in
a superhet. If separate tuning condensers
Fig. 8. One important difference is that
were used for aerial and oscillator circuits it
both windmgs are tuned, or rather piecould be identical with the aerial and intertuned. We say "pre-tuned" because once
valve coils dealt with before, so long as a
the correct settings have been obtained for
reaction winding were included. Neverthethe pre-set condensers further alteration is
less, that would be
not required. In this case,
unsatisfactory be.
both windings can be conHTcause of the lower
sidered as tuned windings, for
wavelength (higher
they tune to the IF., which
Irequency) to which
DT
the' oscillator circuit
H1+
must be tuned. For
this reason it is usual
to wind oscillator
GRe)
coils with fewer turns
than signal-frequency
coils, although the
general form and
ori.
ANODE
method of coimeetion are similar;,
Fig. O shows a skele-'
ton circuit of a simple r
type of pentagrid freHJ;
quency changer with
two tuning coils, and
i_:IÍ:_ _
the oscillator coiPis
r -e' I
compared with the
grid-with-reaetioncoil Fig. 4.-A double-wound coil used Fig. 5.-ft is necessary to use o
for a normal regenera- for tuned - transformer coup li ng. D.P.D. T. wavechange switch in a
tive detector. It may Reaction connections are also shown,
circuit of this kind.
Fig. 3.-Tuned-anode coupling, using tapped and untapped dual-range

-

.

p"
Fig 2.-A lapped Coi! used in a circul?
similar inform to that in Fig. I.

I

-

+;

in consequence a gang condenser
-with earthed rotor-could not be used.
A third common form of inter-valve
coupling is by means of a so-called H.F.
transformer, although this may be identical
with an aerial coil of the pattern with a
Tuned-transseparate aerial winding.
former coupling is shown in Fig. 4, where
the coil is similar to that included in Fig. 9
circuit last week. In this case, however,
H.T.

e111S41e*04e0
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Tracing Connections

s:with Superhet Oscillator Coils, Intermediatelhods of Dtermining the Correct Connections
-.

By the Experimenters

is generally either 110 ko/s (about 2,700
metres) or 465 ko/s (about 645 metres).

Centre-tapped

pre-set condenser between "opposite"
ends of the primary and secondary windings
as shown in Fig. 10. This does bring the
unit more into line with band-pass requirements, and the principal use of the additional condenser is for varying the degree
of selectivity or-in more technical parlance-the band-width covered.
Another method of obtaining variable
selectivity is by mounting one of the
windings in such a manner that its position
in relation to the other can be varied. For
instance, if one winding were
mounted on a spindle so that
+

If.

Due to the close coupling between the
two windings-for they are generally fairly
close together-a band-pass effect is

obtained, but it is not usually strictly
correct to refer to an I.F. transformer as
providing band-pass tuning. It has become
increasingly usual tO provide centro toppings
on LF. transformers. One reason is because
increased selectivity
can be obtained by
tapping the secondary and connecting
it to the I.F.-valvc
grid or double-diode
detector rather as
illustrated in Fig. 9.
The whole of both
windings is tuned,
but the output is
taken from only one
half of the second.
ary. This has thc
effect of slightly reducing.the available

output, but

145

Constructors who have coils on hand
often want to know how to use them after
the instruction leaflet has been lost. It is
not always possible for the amateur to
determine the connections from an examination, but this can sometimes be done by
tracing the leads from the windings to
H 1+.

rOi

H:;

9.-How a centre-lapped J.F.
transformer can 6e
prior to a
diode second detector.
Fie.

in

practice this is not C
Thalved as would be
HTimagined from pure. F g. 7.-" Standard ' connections
Fig. 8-Usual connections for an
Jy theoretical con- ¡ °r I/ic oscillator coil used wit/i a
untapped i.F. transformer.
siderations.
triode-hexode frequency-changer.It is rare thtt tue
tapping of the primary is used, even when it could be turned to make it either parallel
provided, but it mig ht be if a slight to or at right angles to the other, the
step-up effect were lesired, and some- degree of coupling, and hence the degree
times it is done in the interests of stabili, of sele tivity, could be modified. This
ty. This means that the anode of the is done i' in many sets of the type des.
preceding valve is joi ied to the tapping, cribed as having a variable - selectivity
the H.T. leed being t tken to the ' top" control. Several Other systems are availof the winding in the usual manner.
able- for producing the same result, but they
are rather too involved to come within the
scope of this article.
Variable Selectivity
It would be possible to describe and exAnother method of modifying the LF. plain a wide variêty of tuners based on
transformer is by connecting a variable or those already dealt with, but they would not
I-'

-

ir

-

ud

the terminals; For example, the aerial or
primary winding generally consists of
fewer turns than the others and might be of
comparatively fine-gauge wire.
There
will probably be two sections, one close to
the medium-wave and one close to the longwave tuning sections. The two latter can
frequently be distinguished by the slightly
heavIer wire and by the fact that the

medium-wave winding consists of side-byside turns. As to the reaction winding, this
is often in a single section placed between
the medium. and long-wave tuning windings.
Provided that ll three windings are in
the same direction (and this is usual) the
top of the aerial winding can be joined
to earth, the bottom of this winding to the
aerial. The top of the medium-wave
tuning winding will then be connected to the
grid of the valve, the bottom to the top of
the long-wave winding, the bottom of which
goes to earth. That being the case, the top
H1+

ir

1-41+

Fig.

.10.-A

of obtainselectivity bg, connecting
a pie-set condenser between the highpolen/ial ends of the i.F.T. windings.

simple means

'

¡ng variable

u

-

iuri

Fig. 6.-Conventional oscillator-coil connections for a pentag rid compared with those
for a similar pattern of coil used in a (node detector crcujt.

_a__,__,
-

ee,n,aSOfl

of the reaction winding should be connected
to the fixed vanes of the reaction condenser, of which the moving vanes are
connected to earth, the other end of the
reaction winding going to the detector anodeS
Additionally, there will be a lead from the
junction of the medium- and long-wave
windings, and the wave-change switch
should be jóined between this and earth.

-

-
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BROADÇAST EVENTS

OFTHEWEEK

I

Review and Test Report of a Neat
NATIONAL (261.1 in. and 1,500 in.)
I Jfednesday, April2O1z.-B.B.C. Symphony
A.C.ID.C. Mains Po rt a b e R ece i y er
Orchestra visiti the Guild/wi!, Plymouth.
THE majority of portable receivers are as a "local" or "distance" contri. Tite T/inrsday, April 21st-Who's Hooper, a
I

designed for battery use, and apart
from tite additional weight of the
batteries which are necessary, the efficiency
is sometimes low, due to the fact that a
minimum number of valves is employed in
the interests of weight reduction. To overcome this difficulty cèrtain types of receiver
were introduced undèr the name of Transportables, the idea being to provide mains
facilities, but with transportability, so that
the receiver could be taken from one room
to another with ease, or conveyd ou a
journey where a car could be used to facilitate transport. The latest Ekco receiver,
illustrated below; is a development from
this type of receiver, where
the portability and lightness
of the original battey receiver has been combined
with the facilities of mains
operation, and the jesuit is
an extremely small and effi
cient receiver, the actual
measurements being iliins.
by 7jins. by9ins. The name
given to the set by the mákers
is most fitting, and i is so
compact and well balanced
that a child can easily pick
up and handle the receiver.

'1° Comedy.
tuning control takes tite form of a flat
I
3m, disc which has vertical knurled sides jFridoy, April 22nd.-Concert Party pro-1
gramme.
a
and
transparent top of stout celluloid
across which is engraved a cursor line. The ISaturday, April 23rd.-Speecltes followiníjj
Lthcheon at the Annual Shakespeare
station and wavelength narked scale is a
Birthday Celebration, from tM Conferencel
fixt ure on the inside, so to speak, of the
transparent knob Therefore, on rotation, I Hall, Stratford-upon-Avon.
I
tue cursor line sweeps over the scale, the AEGIONAL (342.1
.)
I
medium-wave stations being arranged round
April 2Oth.-Band Waggon
the top half of the scale and the long-wave Wednesday,
I
programme.
round the bottom half
j
Thursday, April 2lst.-Concert Party I
Test Report

I

.

After adjusting the mains selector inside
the cabinét, the supply lead was 'plugged in

- -

-

-

-

-

-

'

-

Concert.

I

Daine Ethel Smyth-a concert in honov
her éiejhtieth birthday.

I

Saturday, April 23rd.-Chamber Music

iof

-

-.

NORTHERN

-

-

(449.1

Wednesday, April
programme.

General Features
The cabinet is covered in
good quality black rexine,
while the speaker fret is
framed by a highly polished
green bakelite moulding which
also extends to form the main
control panel on top of

programme.

Friday, April 22nd.-Norwegian European

MIDLAND (296.2 in.)
Wednesday,
April 20/h -Revolt in .
Suburbia, a comedy by Neil Tuson.
2lst.-Running rom- - Thursday, April
mentary on tite Woodland Pytchtey Hunt I
Meeting.
j
Friday, April 22nd.-Sdd for Paul'
j
I Teme, serial thriller, episode 3.
jSaturday, April 23rd.-C/toral programme j
of Shakespeare's songs.

-

-

-

April

1Thvrsday,
of the J\T0j,

n:.)

I

2Oth.-After Dinner I

2lst.-A

j

Cycling Tour1

a ta/k.
j Friday, April 22nd.-Sports Talk: Thel
Cup Finalists, by Ivan S/mrpe.
Saturday, Apri! 23rd-Reginald Dixon atI
Tower Ballroom, Blackpool.
j
j WELSH (373.1 m.)
_ _--_______ ---.
.J
j Wednesday, April 20th-A Welsh ligFi1
)uilt-in turntable is
The simple lines of I/ic Ekco Portable may l'e seen in this
proqran,me from Bethesda.
fitted to the bottom of the
The
price
is
£8
fis.
Od.
illustration.
April 211.-The Wedding,. a1
I Thursday,
cabinet, thus allowing fingerdramatie feature.
touch rotation for maximum results and, at and the receiver switched over to the j Welsh April
22nd.-An Easter Parade
the same time removing any possibility of th medium waves. After allowing a fewj Friday,
'j
from the Odeon Theatre, Liandudno.
table bemg marked during such operations. seconds for the valves to reach operating
At the side of the ease two sockets arè temperature we listened very carefully for j Saturday, April 23rd.-C/toral programme. j
provided to enable an external aerial and any trace of hum, but as this objectionable j WEST 0F ENGLAND (285.7 sn.)
$
earth system to be used should the owner so form of interference was entirely absent, it ¡ Wednesday, April 2Oth.-Gaffer
desire, but, in commonwith many portables was impossible to tell whether the set was ! GasoIls, 22.
when used with an aerial, the selectivity switched on or not. This, by the way, j Thursday, April 21s1.-Dance Cabaret,
j
is likely t be reduced by such additions.
was on A.C. mains.
¡ Irons f/is Royal Bat/s Hotel Ballroom
At the rear of this neat outfit; one only
ï
Bournesnouth.
On manipulating the volume and tuning
sees the mains lead, of generous length, controls it was oon evident, however, that Friday,
April
2nd.-Seaview--1 : j
approximately 10 feet being provided, the set was fully alive as regards station. j Visitors, a tel/c.
while in the adaptor which connects the getting abilities, while the tone was really j iSaturday, April 23rd-Sonata recitai.
lead to the receiver two fuses are fitted as surprising for such a compact job with a
I
prescribed by the Institute of Electrical limited baffle area.
SCOTTISH (391.1 ,n.)
April
201 h.-Mair li/ce a
Engineèrs.
I Wednesday,
Bearing in mind that the tests vere carried
Dream: Memories of a Fern Deemie.
The Circ"ut
out in a modern steel-framed building in Tliurwlay,
April 21st-Who s Here?, j
In this portable a straight three-valve the heart of London, it was really amazing j a radio visitor's book.
circuit is employed, with a variable-mu the number of stations received, at enter- Friday, April 22nd.-The ScoUish Country,$
H.F. stage, supplied by a standard variable. tainment value, on both wavebands, and - Orkney-a picture -in speech and sound
mu KF. pentode, a straight pentode in the we have every confidence in stating that j from Kirkunli.
'j
detector stage, and a pentode output valve. the P.U. 148 is an outstanding example of a j Saturday,
April
23rd.-Irneginary
The two-gang condenser, coils and valves high-efficiency mains-opetated portable.
Mrs. Orainger, wsfe of the j
The" local distance." Iwtch is a useful - Bioysaphy:
are mounted on a small chassis suspended
of Kinneff.
Mini8ter
from the top of the cabinet. whilst the mains featuje as it allows the circuit to handle the
section is fited to the bottom of the cabinet, input from a powerful local station without ! NORTHERN IRELAND (307.1 in.)
thus avoiding all interaction and giving overloading the valves and causing dis- Wednesday, April 2Oth.-Organ programme
from the Ritz Cinema, Belfas!.
adeguate heat dissipation.
The frame tortion, while in other circumstances it can
aerial does not enclose the mains section, bè used to eliminate interference between ! Thursday, April 218t.-C/iarnber Mvsic.
.Friday, April 22nd-British Legion Singbut is arranged in a special manner, thus two adjacent stations.
avoiding trouble from mains hunt.
The volume control is very smooth in ¡ Song, from the Legion Rooms, Belfa8t. On the top panel is fitted the main action and effect, allówing just that final ! Sainrday, April 23rd.-A running coinmenary from the Point-to-Point Meeting
tuning control, which iii itself is worthy of adjustment to be obtained which so often
of the Killultagh.
mention, the wave-ohä
switch, volunlé makes such a differeñ bets'een satisfactory
control and a small s*itch which is arranged reception of a distant station or othervise.
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erected it is proposed to close down
the existing medium-wave sound station
which has previously served the area in

ò

.

been

of combined sight and sound signals has
been realised, and no effort will be spared
to ensure that everyone will have the
opportunity of seeing and haring simultaneously with a receivmg set which will
not be unduly expensive. The provinces

.

.
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Tracing the Trouble
SOItIE of

the more recent outside broad-

1938.

-

,-

-

Vol. 3.
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No. 97.

just the right value for applying to the
main camera outfit. In this way any picture
defects are neutralised, and the final result
is free from any flaws arising from this

propose to agitate through various channels
for the provision of a television service to
meet their needs, and there is no doubt
that the leading radio manufacturers will
support this, for it will mean a rapid
improvement in sales and enable receiver
production programmes to be planned on
economic lines comparable with that now
undertaken with ordinary radio sets.

casts of television, which have formed
,part of the B.B.C.'s ambitious programme planned to coincide with the advent source.
of brighter days, have suffered from a very
A Novel Suggestion
curious form of interference which has Signs of Impatience
There are signs of growing impatience
The attitude of some of the organisers
marred what otherwise would have been a
praiseworthy effort. A good deal of in- in the provinces over the complete lack of of national sporting events, and the
vestigation has been undertaken to locate television facilities, and they envy the producers of plays, is reflected in the notice
wrilen precenes
the trouble, which in the picture itself took
some of the B.B.C..
the form of pernicious flashing, coupled
television broad.
with a peculiar expansion and contraction
casts to the effect
of the picture area which was erratic in its
that it is a copytiming. It has now been traced to an
right transmission
interaction between the incoming carrier
for private reception
wave working on 64 megacycles from the
only.
We have
directional transmitter aerial array of tue
commented on this
O.B. unit, which in turn was picked up by
problem
several
a receiving aerial positioned at the summit
times in these
of the dual vision and sound aerials on top
columns, but a
of the Alexandra Palace lattice mast. The
novel suggestion
proximity of the aerials caused a beating
has now been put
with the re-radiated carrier wave on 45
forward by one of
megacyclçs, giving a convulsive effect
England's leading
which to the viewer was most annoying, and
showmen. He
to the -television engineers was a big
realises
disappointment after the praiseworthy
4
will
television
efforts to provide good programme material.
develop
rapidly,
To prevent a recurrence a careful search
and is anxious not
has been made in the locality of the
to have a recurAlexandra Palace for an alternative high
rence of the earlier
site to erect another receiving aerial.
difficulties which
From here the signals could be transferred
arose when the
by a special line to modulate the ultra.
B.B.C. expressed a
short-wave transmitter at the Palace. So
desire to broadcast
far the spire of a nearby church has proved
excerpts from
satisfactory, and this was employed for the
leading plays or
Head of the River races which gave such
music-hall shows.
excellent results recently. No doubt a
His proposal is to
permanent site will be found soon, and
the effect That each
this will then remove a good deal of anxiety
television set
from the minds of the engineers engaged on
should be able to
this .interesting and pioneering outside
serve a dual purpose
broadcast work.
through the
medium of two
Compensation
separate switches.
Although electron cameras of tJe IconoThe first switch
scope type have proved so successful fer.
would enable the
both studio and outdoor transmissions,
receiver to bc emcontinual improvements are being made to
ployed
for the
overcome all the inherent defects. For Television cameras at work at the finish of the Oxford and Cambridge Boat normal B.B.C.
example, the mosaic often exhibits a form
television
broadRace which was televised for the first time,
of false brightness which occurs as patches
casts trom the
of highlights which seem to have no real service given to those residing in 'the studio and selected outdoor events.
relation to the true illumination of the Greater London area. Other countries- For programme "high spots," however,.
scene being televised. There is more than Germany in particular-have been im- such as an important race, boxing match,
one method of compensation which can be pressed by the technical success achieved stage play, etc., where there is a large
used to neutralise this effect, but one of the by the present B.B.C. service, and in assembly of the public paying to watch
most satisfactory is now used in Germany. consequence have made the most ambitious the item, a coin would have to be
Iq the main, this comprises a second form plans for television development. In Ger- inserted in a slot integral with the set.
of electron tube which is provided with a many a 10-year plan has been drawn up This could be sixpence, or a shilling, and
secondary emission screen so arranged t.hat by the Post Office and approved by the would enable a second switch to be used
separate areas can be biased differently in Nazi government. This has been based to render the set receptive to this special
relation to the main collecting anode. on the assumption that once a person has broadcast. The sums collected in this
This is fed in exact synchronism with the sampled television broadcasts received in way couldthen be applied to the payment
main camera tube, and the unwanted light thehome he will no longer be content with of copyright fees, costs of providing the
patches bring about varying secondary a sound service. With great pains, there- special transmission, and so on. Revoemissions in accordance with the light fore, the German authorities have mapped lutionary in its application, the idea serves
distribution over the surface. These separate out the country with districts which can to indicatethat the entertainment industry
currents can then be passed through resist- be covered efficiently with a local television is alive to all aspects of television's
ances to produce correctmg voltages of. transmitting station, and when this has importance.
J
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tested individually, and without 'any
trimming capacity. Small changes in
frequency of each coil may be compensated
for by the trimmer condensers when the
IF. transformer is actually in use in the
receiver. It will be understood, of course,
that any experimental IF. transformers
may be wound up and checked by the above
method, for, short and ultra-short-wave
superhetrodynes.

SMrtWo ve
VT,.

Section

SHORT-WAVE SUPERHET S1LECT1V1TY
Notes on a Variab!e-coupling I.F. TransEoraier and
a Pre-1-I.F. Amplifier are Givè in this Article.

THERE are still a great many home- the two coils will resonate on exactly the
constructed superhets which suffer same frequency, it is desirable to use a
badly from "image" rnterference. simple test oscillator the circuit of which is
That is to say, the same station is tuned in shown, in Fig. 2.. The oscillator anode coil
at a second point on the dial at twice consists of 100 turns of wire, wound to a
the I.F. Now there may be several diameter of 2m., and tuned by a .0005

reasons for this. The set may not possess a, condenser. The valve thay be a medium
stage of pre-H.F. amplification, the fre- impedance triode. A low-range milhiammeter
quency changer may be of the autodyne is included in the H.T. feed for indicating
variety, or it may be just that the overall resonance. The tuning range of the oscilselectivity is poor.
SCREENING
If, however, the above
CUT
points have been attended
to, and ' image" interHERE.
/
ference still persits, the
trouble will most likely be
the intermediate frequency,
particularly if the reeeivci
was originally designed and
constructed a few years ago,
as it was common then to
use a very low frequency,
usually 110 or 126 kilocyclee.
If this is the case then it is
II WASHER
generally found that a station
i' equally as loud at both
liUIWI1LHufffflffifflUHfflilliUilllllfl
points on the dial, since on
hlll'\
the short waves the ratio of
p"
M6B.A.NUT
6
discrimination is low. It will
SOLDERED TO
be seen then by cpnsiderSCREW
ED 'ROD
ably increasing the I.F.
Fig. l.-Detail, of
the " image" is a great deal
Variable coupling ¡F. !raniformfr
further removed from the
arronj ed o thai one coil con be rotaLcd through an angle
signal frequency, so that the
of 90 degrees.
strength of the "image" is
very much reduced, and in a properly aligned lator will be, roughly, from the iop of the
receiver will disappear altogether. Most medium waveband up to 800 metres.
modern all-wave receivers use an I.F. Appròximate calibration can be obtained
of 465 kilocycles.
from a broadcast receiver by temporarily
Therefore, the problem of "image" using a tuned-grid circuit similar to that in
interference on the short waves resolves the anode, oscillation being shown by
itself into two parts, first, using a suitable minimùm meter current.
frequency and, secondly, obtaining adeWhen one of the IF, coils has been
quate selectivity. If it i found that a stripped of the necessary turns, it should
short-wave home-constructed superhetero- be tested for frequency across the grid
dyne is using a low I.F., it i not a 4ifficult circuit of the oscillator, and a careful note
matter for the average experimenter to re- must be made of the exact dial reading of
arrange thc-I.F. transformers both for a the anode tuning condenser for the iremore suitable frequency and for high quencv that is to be used. The second
selectivity.
I.F. coil can then gradually be stripped of
the same number of turns, and must resonate
I.F. Transformer Adjustments
at the same position of the oscillator tuning
In Fig. i a typical I.F. transformer is condenser; the dip in the anode currentshown consisting of two "honeycomb" will be quite sharp. Both- coils must be
wound coils on a small diameter former. To
increase the frequency of the IF. coils, it is
simply a matter of taking off a sufficient
number of turns from each coil, but a certain amount of care is necessary, as the two
coils must be resonant on the same frequency.
If an I.F. of 465 kilocycles
is desired, the experimenter must have
on hand an accurately-calibrated oscillator;
it is, though, by no means necessary to use
465 lcc/s, since any frequency may be used
for intermediate work provided the frequency picked is not being used by a powerful broadcast station. 465 ke/s represents,
approximately, a wavelength of 645 metres,
so it can be said that a suitable LF.
will be between 600 and 800 metres.
The nuiiber of turns taken off each coil Fig. 2.-Cirwit diagram of a lesi oscilllor for
checking 1/se frequency of ¡.F. coils.
must be carefully counted and, o that
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Varying the Coupling
When using a high I.F. it is ufortunately
not always possible to get sufficient seleetivity in the short-wave broadcast and
amateur bands, particularly in superhet
receivers using only one stage of I.F.
amplification. Since most of a superhet's
selectivity is obtained from the I.F.
stages it was thought that a great improvenient could be made by varying the
coupling between the I.F. coils. How tItis
is carried out will be seen by referring
again to Fig. 1.
The two IF. coils are separated by
cutting through the former with a finebladed saw, care being taken not to damage
the coils in any way. One coil is then
mounted on its base imm the usual way, and
fixed by nuts and bolts to the top of the.
screening can ; incidentally the trimmer
condensers are usually mounted on the
base of the coil here also. The end portion
of the formem holding the other coil is
drilled through, and a 6BA threaded
brass rod holds the coil in position by

passing through both screening can and
former, as shosn in the diagram.
The variable coil need only be rotated
through an angle of 90 degrees, therefore
some, form of mechanical stop must be
arranged on the movable spindle. One
or two other points of practical interest may
be mentioned. First, the threaded
should be fixed firmly, so that when the coil
is rotated it will stay set in position.
I.F. coils are usually wound with fine wire,
so that the ends of the movable coil should
be soldered to thicker flexible wire. The
soldered joints may be firmly held in
position by binding the coil round with

insulating tape.
In practice, the variable I.F. stage
worked out very well. It was found thattite highest point of selectivity was not
when the coils were at right angles, but
midway between the two positions. In
varying the coupling on stations that were
being badly heterodyned it was possible
to hear the interference drop right down
in strength, also it was possible to detect
tite cut-off in the top frequencies, showing
that the channel width of the I.F. stage
was considerably narrowed. The distance
between the two IF. coils when in the same
axis was half an inch.

-OHT#
5OMVO
I

i:3MJ

I

NEC,

Fig.

3.-Circuit

amplifier for a
of a pre-H.F
short-wave super/tel.
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stages and variable coupling a very high
degree of selectivity is possible. It will
be seen that the IY. transformers can he
linked together mechanically very easily,
and a control knob brought out to the front
of the set.
It may be remembered that variable
I.F selectivity is a recent feature of modern
communication type receivers. Another
feature of these communication type superhets is to separate the pre-H.F. stages
from the receiver proper. The pre.
selector, as it is called in America, is built
as an entirely self-contained unit with
two H.F. stages and power supply. AlAERIAL PROBLEMS

-

such troubles are very pronounced, it may
be necessary to fit one of the many forms
of screened dowaleads now obtainable, as
this section of the aerial is chiefly affected
Dy such interierence.

Vertical Aerials
In many cases it is not possible to

obtain any reasonable horizontal length and
one is forced to use a vertical length,
terminating in some form of mastless
aerial fixed to the chimney stack or other
Providing electrical
prominent point.
interference is not present, quite efficient
results are often possible but, again, much

, POST ORDERS.-Proznpt MI.tioi, on receipt o!remitt,,ee,
AU order, o.er 1OJ
dapo'it, or C.O.D. in3tflctiOn.
I.Carrge aud C.O.D. ch,rge3 paiL Oere., order,, ptease
eid full eab-pha, &ppr.aimate postage or bitt tala, and

S ,.II I' A900»
K

"

5

Scelse

CO.D.

rd

a

4.-Essential details for 1/ic erection
vertical acrid arrangement.

of

a

depends on keeping the downlead well
clear of the house, and securing the maximum possible height. (Fig. 4).

Doublet or Dipole Aerials
This type of aerial arrangement, shown in
Fig. 3, has come right to the fore with the
increasing popularity of short and allwave receivers, as it is a system which
lends itself to efficient reception on all wavebands, but it must not be overlooked that
maximum efficiency will only be obtained
on one particular band, according to the
and "ab." Another very
lengths of
pleasing feature of thistypc of aerial is that
it is very effective in areas where manmade static interfèrence is troublesome;
in fact, it might be looked upon as a reliable

"a"

interference-free aerial system, providing
it is possible for the horizontal portions to
be erected at a height of, say, 25 feet or more,
so that they are out of the field of such
electrical disturbances.
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mierofarads will be ample.
To obtain complete immunity from
"image" reception on the short waves
is difficult with a superheterodyne receiver
because it involves so many points, ineluding the tracking up and ganging of the
various circuits, but with the help of the
information given above it should be
possible to reduce this interference to a

-

(Continued from page 138)

'

output cand nser should be quite small
and a maximum capaéity of 50 micro-

it is not necessary for the home
onstructor to go to this extreme, as was
pointed out earlier, one stage of H.F.
amplification is required in a superhet if
"image" reception is to be overcome.
Where a separate self-contained H.F.
stage is added to a superhet a great deal
more amplification as well as selectivity
is obtained than is usual where the HF.
stage is built into the receiver.
Adding a Pre-H.F. Stage
Fig. 3 shows a suitable circuit for adding
a pre-H.F. stage to a short-wave superhet.
Both the grid and anode circuits are tuned,
and the two tuning condensers can be
ganged. A 50,000-ohm potentiometer is
used to obtain the screen voltage of the
HF. pentode, as the exact voltage will vary
for different valves. Also, any tendency
towards oscillation may be checked by
adjustment of the screen voltage. The
though

(Coutinud from prcvi;us page)

Selectivity
Just what selectivity it is possible to
obtain in kilocycles it is difficult to say,
since this will depend on the number of
¡Y. stages used. But with two I.F.
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Clear reasoning has apparently won the syatem is desirable for modern television
day over a gross misconception of the true reception. The erection of such an aerial
facts, and the plea put forward that a is fácilitated il one of the special Belling-Lee
television broadcast would upset receipts aerials is employed. This consists. of a
is surely without foundation. The rugby metal pole with a right-angle fitting, at
aIISeellaO e
match between England and Scotland each end of which the receiving aerial and
can now be added to the long list of reflector are erected. The accompanying
Increasing Picture Brightness
successful outside television hroadcasts, illustration shows some of these aerials
and varied are the ideas now being and in this case viewers saw the King quite being assembled in the Belting-Lee factory,
MANY
triedin an attempt to produce a picture clearly when he stepped from the stand on and it is possible to see a large number of
brightness for big-screen television which is to the field on his way to shake hands these in the London area erected at the
comparable to that in any modern cinema. with the players. Now we have the news top of well-known buildings. For instance,
The pictures which have already been that the Cup Final is to be televised; the new Odeon in Leicester Square carries
shown at private demonstrations have the one game of the year that has such a one of these aerials at the top of the tower,
exceedingly good quality and are really universal appeal to all football enthusiasts. and the special twin-feeder runs to the
outstanding in the measure, of brightness The B.B.C. are to be congratulated on basement where a splendid picture Is
free from interportrayed, but it is still felt that an im'
iobtained
' Icrence.
provement in this last-named directioz is
einential to meet the varied contingencies
Television
News
that may arise. Details of one promising
several occasions it has
scheme have been made known recently
QN been proposed to harness
and the idea is said to have been conceived
the principles of television for
originally by Sanabria, whose name was
the dissemination of news in
well to the fore in America when large
moving letter form. In 1929
iIi
pictures on a low-definition standard were
1111
Baird went so far as to coin a
being featured in that country. The schejne
for a
word-Tcletogoscopy
is based on an electronic operated device
scheme he had developed for
modulating the intense beam from an
transmitting printed news by
incandescent lamp in such a way that
television, emphasising at the
/
R
i
there is a storage eflect from the light point
time that it was admirably
of view, as is given by the principles of
adopted for transmitting unoperation of the Iconoseope. The light
orthodox characters such as
beam is passed through polarising elements
Chinese, Japanese, etc. Furin much the same way as a Kerr cell nicol
thermore, it formed a rapid
prism combination, but instead of mothimeans of communication
lating via the cell a magnetically operated
which was much simpler than
cathode-ray tube, with a crystal screen, is
-t:h1, 1'j
'"
.1,
the transmission of actual
interposed so that the screen is in the path
scenes, for there was no
of the beam between the polarising elemcnts.
grided light and shade to
When this screen is charged positively it is
vorry about, but merely
arranged that no light passes through
black and white contrasts. It
the combination, but the electrons in the
is now learnt that Peck, of
scanning beam of the cathode-ray tube
America, who h a s always
-neutralise the charge on each element
been a staunch believer in
to an extent dependent on the beam intenmeehanical methods of picture
sity which in turn is governed by the insynthesis and reconstitution,
coming television signal. The degree of
has developed equipment for
will regulate the amount
- neutralisation
giving a news service via
of light passing through each element and
signals transmitted over, a
reaching the screen, which is, of course,
wired circuit. The bulletins
remote from the complete unit.
or messagel are typed- on a
Good Work
The Belling-Lee television aerials 1,ein2 adernbled in theirtransparent ribbon which is
fed through a scanner so that
COINCIDENT with the news announced
factory.
t h e light-beam variations
a few weeks ago that the Epsom Grand
Stand Association has refused to give per. their efforts to provide viewers with pro- penetrate the ribbon and influence a photomission to the B.B.C. for the purpose of gramme items of interest outside the four electric cell, where they are converted into
televising the Derby race, many writers walls of the studio, and continued expan- television signals which, after amplification,
voiced the opinion that as far as the authori- sion on these lines will stimulate public are passed into the wire circuit. A light.
ties organising outside events were con- interest in set purchases in a way that could modulating source working on Kerr cell
principles and a mirror drum scanning
cerned, permission to broadcast them by not be accomplished by other means.
unit act as the picture reconstituting
television would be refused in the bulk of
device at the receiving end, and these
cases. That this black outlook for television's Television Aerials
FOR maximum performance and freedom are built into a. ground-glass frosted
O.B. future has in no way materialised is
from interference a reflector aerial cabinet.
a matter for congratulation to both sides.

-
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Children's Hour
ON April 25th young members of the
Croydon Bunny Club Concert Party
'will meet in a B.B.C. studio to give fifteen
minutes' entertainment. A dialogue story,
"Worzel Gummidge Again," will follow
and young listeners to the London Regional
Programme will hear another adventure
of the radio scarecrow with Hugh E. Wright
in the name part. The Zoo Man concludes
the afternoon's transmission.
On April 26th Part 4 of the serial story,
"Brother Blaekfoot," will be rend by
Howard Marshall. Part 2 of "Peter
Simule." a ulav for most ages, will be heard
on April 27th; followed by the Children's

I
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Bournville, will consist of Portuguese and
English music.

"Old Mole"

]\ /IOLECATCHING as a profession is
on April 26th,
A. Brock, one of the few surviving
Young Farmers" J.
molecatchers in the West Country, will be
on April 28th (West of England proby Harry Cox, the naturalist.
gramme) a young farmer from Dorset interviewed
For many years Mr.
has been making
will give her views about" Beef Production" his living by selling Brock
to farmers the tails of
on the average mixed farm, and J. L. moles, and the secret
of this hard but
Congden, of the Somerset Farm Institute, valuable work will be revealed.
Mr. Cox,
Cannington, will offer his comments.
who has made a special study of bird life,
has his observation hut on Brean Down.
Lisbon Musician's Visit
REITAS BRANCO, who is Director of
Lisbon Radio, and a well-known Dance Cabaret from Bourneinouth
HourEdition of the "Radio Gazette."
DANCE Cabaret will be broadcast from
London's contribution to the Hour on Portugese musician, will be the guestthe Pavilion Ballroom, Bournemouth,
April 29th will be made by John Morgan, conductor of the B.B.C. Midland Orchestra
the Farmer, who will give one of his on April 24th. The programme, which on April 26th, when Sim Grossman and his
will be broadcast from the Concert Hall, Dance Band will play
broadcasts about the qountryside.

"Beef Production"
IN the feature "For

IVI rare nowadays, but
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useful circuit'for using up old-ijjpe plug-in coils.

it wòuld be found exceedingly difficult desirable tö introduce a bass cutoff
to separate even the two London to give more brilliancy to the voice.
transmissions. To use these coils, there- It is possible to do this by using the same
fore; we would suggest a band-pass circuit, two components, but they must now -be
and to ensure that no interaction occnt's joined in series with the loudspeaker, and
between the sets of coils they must :be the condenser and rösistan should thehsarranged at right-angles and also separated selves' he' joined in parallel; This means
by a metal screen. The accompanying that 1I.T. will be prevented from passing
illustration shows a suggested lay-out for through the speaker and so to the anode
a detector-stage with the band-pass.oircuit, of the valve and accordingly the speaker
the coils marked A being for medium must be fed from an output filter circuit or
waves, those marked B being for tise by means of a standard output transformer
long waves, and the coil marked R for (1 to i ratio). For a comprehensive tonereaction. Bottom coupling is recommended
and the coils should be placed ori each sido
of a vertical screen in exactly the positions
indicated in the diagram. In these circumstances there is no reason why the arrangement should not give quite a creditable
performance in spite of the age of the coils.
A No. 40 or 50 should be used for A,
No. loo or 150 for B, and No. 60 for R.
Toiè Control
RACTICALLY every modersi receiver
which is on sale has a tone
control, fitted, the reason being that
no two .listeners agree s.s to the type
of reproduction which is best. The
home constructor may, of course, avoid
the use of a device of this type by
designing his receiver or amplifier to give
the required frequency response, but it is
often asked what form of control should be
fitted for the purpose of adjusting tone.
It should be repeated again that practically
all forms of tone control operate by cutting
off certain frequencies, the most usual
being the higher tones. The effect of
suppressing these frequencies is to give
a more balanced reproduction, but it is
obviously carried out at the expense of
real quality. Usual values for this typo
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metal frame, 36,
URAMO-MOTORS.---UNIVERSAJ. Gramo. Reeor,Ilng Stotoro with
lIjo, turntable. 200/230 volt,. 23/1010, Standard J.C. Ommomotor,, and turntable, 25 t.,
NO-MAINS H.T. UNIT, Vibrator type with metal rectitcr for I V.
D.C. to 80 y. D.C., 37/6.
SPEAKER BARGAINS.
Novthg - mli,
energlecd Gin. cone, coiled but good,
lamo,,, maker,, 4/6 Only. New SpOtter,,
R. 4, A., Gin, cone, 2,500 aim,, and tranet..
7/6. Rygra lijo. will, tean,L. 16,6. 81E.
'
citi, tmoof.. 35/-. Magnaxox Tyire 144,
piI
tilo. cony, 2,300 oho,., 12,8. A,C'. majau
energined Speaker,, a Itt roatiller,, 100!
-230V.. lIlo. cone, "ji), tranetomner. 10'-;
100 e. A.O., 81v.. 000e. 0)), lraac,lo,mcr,
20/-; J00000. SSO o., ,t.C. 8,n. eon, and
Coil,

-

-

tranoíor,,er, 25/-; 100 e., ditto, 7m,
cone, 20/-, Battery Energl,ed ltpeakcro,
KB. 4 w., 7m, cone. 8/8; Stegru y,,
Sin. cone, with tran,fonoer, itV-; Brown
43/12

-.5

'.

HEADPHONES. W.D.

typa wiLb aluminium bradhanda, 219. 4.009
ouae, OSten and Field Telephonen,
obma, 4/6.
wail ,md table, 10!. and 15!-.
AC. ELECTRO-MAGNETS tor 230 voit, 30 rn/a,
hold, 14 ozi., 216.
SOLENOIDS for remoto work or relay, 4 on.] 6
volto, iu. ot;rokc and i Oi. pull, Üb au-cored

y., I liso. cone. asith HR. oyereIs coil. 12/8/
P.A, AMPLIFIERS-For ail purpose. svberg 000rnl ompllflantlos. la
ssanted. Complete asid ro.aed.nat n.AesI oSaseis. 8peell Bargain.
profeeolooisl portable I/S-watt .ompoarc. AO. or D.C., In eowr
cabinet with handle, 20 lb. weight only. Ideal for singer, notert.sloer 0e sesmo., only £8.
Small yre-ompllller. rlulips 2-watt
AO. maine, in oteel case only £4/ID 0; 10-witt sterl cased AsoSplIller.
quite neo, 89/15/O. All these ore complete vlt1i volve, Iea'l)' for

-
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PGE'StT
COND6NSCR.

ELECTRADIX

hndhd, trap and eordi.

-

9,

HAND COMBINATION MICROTELEPHONE
Transmitter and Receiver. These 7,16
will speak over any bell circuit. A Pa1
POCKET

of control are a fixed condenser of .01 mfd.
in series with a variable resistance of 10,000
ohms, the two components being connected
across the loudspeaker. In some cases,
however, it may be found that the bass
response of the receiver is too heavy and
an unnatural deepness may be given to
speech. This form of reproduction is often
preferred by listeners, especially on organ
or dance-band
but
music,
,,when listening
>
to talks it is

AMEMBER has been clearing out his
junk-box and has found a complete
set of' the old-time two-pin coils.
He says that they are in very good condition and ho wonders if they could be used
in a modern receiver. Unfortunately, this
type of coil has a high-efficiency factor,
which means to say that there is a fairly
extensive field surroundIng the coils and tuning
is flat. Therefore, in a
simple type of circuit

151
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control system the two components may
be wired to a multi-switch so that they may
be connected in series or parallel, and joined
in series or in parallel with tho loudspeaker.

on
NEW GES. Ootfit, 8-svott Ampliller and Transverse Mj
Stand. los 3-stage 000aed set, bargain, ¿13/10/0. larger set lay
Ardente, 50e job, 20 watte psu-e ootput, S.C. moine, £18.
PA. SPEAKERS by Taemoy,' Peloso amI Vitovo8, cheap.
CONSTRUCTORS. Hand geared drIlls to Ib., 1,3. Cerneaba 8/W
lead-in, las-ass atem, Sd, lin. stood-oIl 81W Inussiatora, Od. Portable
valve sets kils assembled In suits-nor, partly wired, optoker. aerial,
an,l all port., lee, valve,, 21/. Metal Reetlfoer,, chassis type, 100 V.
341 rn/is ootpot, 5/-. LIghtning As-restore, make aerIals aale In moore
storms. il.. ea. H.M.V. Mains Triuslormers, 1O0230 e. to 300 CT.
03 rn/a. 4 e. 1 a., 4 vi 2 a, 10/6.
30 ily. Chokes, 10 m/a,. 4/..
nap. Chokes, 10/', Peojeclion Lanterns, on Stand, with 230-watt
(oasis halb, 25/., Are hoop, nUde lanterne, Slim luolector,. ansi
soomi heads,
2-VALVE METAL B. CHASSIS. Drilled cod Iltied 2-volve holders,
transloemer, Coil, etc., 2 6 earls.
SLOPE FRONT TEAK CABINETS. Hew, make floe Inotrosssrnt
panel, 10 X 7 Il. 74. roel,.
OAK CABINETS for Short-Wove Thaitary Ileeererr,. 2 or s
poUched Jacobean tlnkh, I3in. o liv. o tlin. devp. Oval hoot.
arcokie btak alominioln poco fitted geared toilS mid. condenoer.
with cunk dial. 3-way col emite, and a cingle plate cogdrnoer.
Sliding back mad 10 terminal Strip, gem, omn,rfaot,eee', ti,iuidotiec,
,tOrk. 15/-.
PANELS, Alaminlum. 16 and 18 gauye, one cid, memel, 121cc
13m, 3/-. lOin, o lOin., 5,0, lin. Ebohute. Silo, o 2410., 5)0.
EXPERIMENTERS 150 WATT TRANSFORMERS. 130 matt.,
l'or Ctl totanI Or Oatlaot 40 V. to 3114) e. 19
tIlted 2 1,00cl.
Witt, 1100ml noitch, 45,,.
1.000 other iiog,rl,aa i,. oar iflo*aled Liai "N ' Free.
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EVERYTHING RADIO
SUPPLIED FOR CASH OR

American Broadcasting

ON EASY TERMS

\JE drawn
often hear of the comparison
by listeners who pick up

CartI),-

tas-

VV

the American broadcast stations, and
when comparing the artists .who are
heard in that country it must be
remembered that the programmes are
still run by private individuals and thus
competition enables the programmes to be
brightened. The amount of advertising
material which is now included in
the programmes lias been considerably
reduced and it is 'interesting to note
the remarkable accuracy with which
the programme times are planned. Seldom
are complaints made regarding items
over-running the allotted time and
accordingly having to be eut. ProgÑmmes
are available for 18 hours of the day, and
37,000,000 radio receivers have been built
up. Apparently the Americans do not want
State ownership of broadcasting, censorship
of programmes, limitation of station service,
or taxes 'or licences for radio listening.
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The Editor does not necessarily agree with the opinions expressed by his correspondents.
All letters must be accompanied by the name and address of the sender (not necessarily
for publication).
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FR8VX, VU2CQ, VS2AK; KA1BE, 'IME,
'IHF; PK1MX, '4DG; K6OQE, '6NZQ,
6KMB, '6JLV; K7FBE; VK2AIHEA, '2YL,
'2XU, '2GLT, '2VV, '2BV, '2BZ, '2BQ,
'2NY, '20J, '2ADE, '2HV, '3XD, '3KX,
'7LG; VE5OT, 'SACN, '5ES, 'EF,
'5ABD, '5BF, '5QF, '5AC; W6E.JC, '6A11,
'6LR, 'ßMZD, '6GRL, '6CQI, '68Z; W7FP,
'7COV, '7BVO, '7ALZ, and 7PEO.
I hope this log will interest fellow
res dors, and I hope to see many more
DX logs published in your very fine
magazine.-" SILENv Dx'ER" (Exeter).

Helping Hand Wanted

SIR,-I

would like to get in touch with

a
in the Dartford-GreenhitbeOur Simplest S.W. One.valvèr
PY2-CK, LM, KP, PY4CP, PY5AQ. Gravesend district. Preferably some one
SIR,-A few words of praise for your XEIGW, XE2HB, BJ. HH2X. U.S.A: experienced and of about my own age, 16
W5ECO,

S.W.L

one - valve simplest short - waver.
Recently between 7 and 9 a.m. I covered
four continents with it on 20m. Here is
my log for those two hours.
SA3HC (North Africa) CN8AV (French
Morocco), LA3B, LA4B, LA1F (Norway),
ON4PK, ON4BG(Belgium), F3IIL, PHOEO,
SM7QD-Wi.2-3 and 9, VK2AD (Austra.
1ià. and
(Esthonia)-and all
these stations with a tired accumulator, which, incidentally, was m' reason
for using the one-valve set. I generally
use it as an adapter, but now I have
constructed a small unit consisting of one
switch, one valve-holder, one terminal
strip, and battery leads, so that when
I want to change from adapter to onevalver I simply plug the adapter into the
unit and connect 'phone leads and batteries.
-E. Cox (Eastleigh).

ED

Circuit. Tester

W6AM, GRL.
(All other W
divisions omitted.) ASIA: VIJ2CA, CQ.
KA1-BH, ZL, ME. VS2AK, VZ2EZ. AunTRALlA: VK2-BQ, ZC. VR6AY (Pitcairn
Island).-P. JACOBS (Goodmayes, Essex).

Correspondent Wanted

SIR,-I

have been a reader of your
paper since 1932, and am pleased to
see you are publishing articles on transmitting. I should like to get in touch with
anybody in this district who is interested
in this branch of radio.-J. G. PIC0T
(18, Castle Road, Luton, Chathain, Kent).

Received on a P.W. Two-valve S.W.

Set
To The Experimenters
SIRS,-A few weeks ago I wrote to you
with reference to my 2-valve SW.
set, and which now, thanks to your helpful
advice, is working splendidly, na you will
see by the accompanying log.
Stations received during March, 1938.
All 20m. 'phone. Aerial used: 66' inverted "L." All reception on 'phones.
CANADA AND NEWFOUNDLAND: VE!.
SB, FG, BB, G!, CF, GP, BK, LT, BQ,
CR, EL, rr, VE2-CP, LP, CO, FO, PA,
GP, BY, HY, CG, CH, W, AQ, ER, BK,
AE, XB. VE3-LF, CI, ACK, JV, QL. ABD,
NF, GK, KO, MD, PM, 1W, VE4SS,
VE9AL, V06,J, VO6D. VP2AB, VP6TR.
AntIcA: CN8.AR, AV, MU, AL, MB, AM,
AJ. SUL-LD, RH, KG, KB, GP, RV, RD,
SU2TW, FT4AN, AI, FA3HC. VQ4KTB,
ZE1.JA. S. AMERIcA: LIJIBA, LIJ9PA.
YV5A-Z, AK, YV4AV. CO2-EG, XC, RA,
JO, JJ, LY, WM. 007-VP. CX, PY1GJ,

A.

SIR,-I've noticed recently that quite New Station in Ecuador

a few of your readers have heard the
Pitcairn Island station, VR6A!
During the past few weeks I've logged
a station signing VR6AY, almost regularly,
at varying times between 06.30 and 08.00
G.M.T. He is on 'phone, and the frequency
used is just outside the JLF. end of the
American 'phone band. llave any other
of your many readers logged this station ?
Other DX of interest I've logged lately
on my O-V-1, includes: l4rnc 'phone..
XZ2EZ, FISAC, XU8RB, VQ4KTB;

SIR,-In reply to the

criticisms of my
Wrinkle, I would point out that tise
generator which I have in my possession is
certainly a D.C. model with brushes, etc.,
and D.C. meters will of course work with it.
I bought it second-hand some tune ago,
and it has no mark of identification on it.
But a friend of mine says that he thinks
it is of German manufactnre.-R. N.
AM1RY (Willaston).

LEAVES FROM

SHORT-WAVE LOG.

Logged at Exeter

should like to draw your attention
Wrinkle published in your issue
dated March 19th, entitled "A small
D.C. Generating Unit."
The niajority, if not all, bicycle generators
supply alternating current and not direct
current. This naturally affects the choice
of suitable measuring instruments, since ZSLAX, '6AJ; ZEIJB, 'IJR,
'IJA;
movinu coil and nolarised movinr iron
instruients will notfunction on alteiiiating
CUT THIS OUT EACH WEEK.
current.-FnNx WEBB (York).

S'-1
to the

years. The trouble is, every short-wave set I
make suffers from hand-capacity, so I
should like a little friendly advice, I've
got a fair amount of S.W. gear, so if anyone
likes to call after 7 p.m. on Mondays or
Fridays, or will write a letter, I shall be
greatly obliged.-E. IIA'rCu (149, Charles
Street, Greenhithe, Kent).

-THAT

certain American receivers have a
special resistance included in the mains lead and
are only suitable for use on 110-volt supplies.
-THAT in cases of the above they may be used
on higher voltage mains by removing the cord
and fitting a standard resistance
-THAT in many cases of H.F. instability the
trouble may be cured by screening the anode cap
and associated lead.
i -THAT In Other cases of such instability it may
be found essential to enclose the entire valve in a
metal box, even when the valve is metallised.
-THAT a screened anti-noise aerial system will
enable greater volume to be Obtained, owing to
z

the tact that the volume control may be further
advanced without introducing the interference
or background noises.
i -THAT a dipole aerial with special feeder will
cut Out a large proportion Of interference and
background noise.

'The Editor will be pleased to conoide, articles of a
practical nature suitable for psiblirat ion in PRACTICAL
Such articles should tse
AND AOEATF.V1l WIRELESS.
written on otis ilde of the paper only, and should coOlain
the name and address of the sender. fl'hilstthe Edito?
does noi hold hi niself responsible for manuscripts, every
stamped and
effort will be made to return them if
is

Ali correspondence
addressed envelope is enclosed.
intended for the Edito, should be addressed. The Editor,
PRACTICAL AND AMATEVR WIRELESS, George LS'ewnen,
Ltd., Tower House, Southampton Street & rand, W.C.2.
Owing So the rapid progress in (he design of wireless
apparatus andto our efforinto teep our readers in touch
with the latest d.'velepmetits, u's give no warranty that
apparatus described in our columns is notthe subject of
letters patent.

FRENCH listeners report the ireception
of broadcasts from a station at Quito
(Ecuador), giving the call sign HC1GQ, on
32.7 m. (9.175 mc/s). They have been
heard on Tuesdays, Thursdays, and. Sundays between G.M.T. 02.00-03.30.

U.S.A.News Bulletins
An interesting feature of the Schenectady
(N.Y.) programmes is a news bulletin broad.

cast daily (except Saturday and Sunday)
foi- the benefit of American citizens throughout the world, at G.M.T. 22.00 through
W2XAD and W2XAF, on 19.56 m. (15.34
mc/a), and 31.48 m. (9.53 mc/e), respectively.
At G.M.T. 23.30, the same stations also
give out "Last Front Page News" iii the
English language. W1XAL, Boston (Mass.),
may also be picked up on week-days on
25.45 m. (11.79 mc/s) at G.M.T. 23.00 for
its special news bulletin contributed by the
Christian Science Monitor, an important
daily journal in that city.

More Ultra-short Wavers
W9XER, Kansas City (Mo.), on 31.6 me/s
(9.488 m.). No fixed schedule. Address:
Midland Broadcasting Company, Kansas
City (Mo.), U.S.A. W9XPD, St. Louis.
on same channel, relays the radio pro-

of KSD and operates from
G.M.T. 13.00-17.00 daily. Address: Pullitzer Publishing Co., St. Louis (Mo.),
U.S.A. W5XAU, Oklahoma City, relays
WKY, from G MT. 16.00-18.00 ; 22.00-23.00
and from 03.30-04.30 daily. Power: 100
watts. Address: WKY, Radiophone Coni.
pany, Oklahoma City (OkIa.), U.S.A.
W9XHW, Minneapolis, a 50-watter also
working on 31.6 mc/s, is on the air daily
from G.M.T. 13.00-16.30 Address: Nicollet
Hotel, Minneapolis (Minn), U.S.A.
grammes

Vatican City to Shortly Change
Wavelengths
It is stated that as soon as the directional

aerials have been installed IIVJ. Vatican,
will abandon one of its present channels to

work on 19.84 m. (15.12 mc/s); 25.55 m.
(11.74 mc/s); 31.41 m. (9.55 mc/s) and
49.75 m. (6.03 moIs). The call will remain:
Citta dei Vaticano.
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3d,. or price 4d. post free. Copies may be obtained
by writing to the secretary or to Dr. Lemon at the
Society's headquarters.
Meetings of the Society are held every Friday
evening at 8.15 during the winter months at 72a,
North End Road, West Kensington, W.j4, Readers
interested liray obtaini further particulars from the
secretary at the above address or alternatively they
are invited tu call at the Society's headquartors any
Friday evening at. 8.15, without formality.

'

CIa) Reports ,hoold not exceed 200 words in length
and should be received First Post euch Mouday
morning lar publication in nhe /ollouia wccks inane.
NORTH-WEST
IRELAND
AMATEUR
RADIO
SOCIETY

READERS residing in Indonderry will be Interested
to know that the above society iras just been
formed in that town. The chairman is Mr. J. J.
Hurgan (2DEB), 4, Chapel Road, Waterside, Derry,
and the hon. sec., Mr. Syd Foster, 2, Florence Street,
Park Avenue, Derry.
EALING AND DISTRICT SHORT-WAVE CLUB
AT the general meeting of the aboyo club, on
Wednesday, March 30th, the hon. sec., Mr. V.

Colciough (2CKL) tendered h is resignation. Re regrete
tuis had been forced on him by the lack of support
and apathy of the members, especially after so many
months ofhard work orgauising and directing the club
affairs.
EXETER AND DISTRICT WIRELESS SOCIETY
AT the meeting of the above society held on Monday,
April 4th, Mr. R. Ridge gave n very Interesting
talk on "Telegraphs, Wire and Wireless."
Mr. Ridge illustrated his lecture by many excellent
slides, and very fully described modern methods of
communication by land line. Many early types of
Instruments used were illustrated ami discussed and
the speaker took his audience right through the early

days of sounders to the present lsig-speed teleprInter
machines. A movie film Ites also been promised for
exhibition to tija society within the next few weeks
and tisis should prove equally Interesting.
Meetings are held each Monday at No. 3, Dlx's Field,
Exeter, and all those interested should get in touch
with the secretary, Mr. W. Cliiisg, 'J, Siveli Place,
Heavitree, Exeter.

CITY OF BELFAST Y.M.C.A. RADIO CLUB
E above club have been having a very successful
TH time during the last few months, tue membership
has increased by over 25, and there are now 16 trasismitting members and 13 AA. licences in the member-

lion secretary, Frank

A. Robb (016TH), 60, Victoria

Ave:, Sydeuhsam, Belfast, Northern Ireland.
THE CROYDON RADIO SOCIETY
night concluded the Croydon
ALOUDSPEAHEIt
lludio Society's session on Tuesday, April 5th
in St. Peter's Hall, Ledhury Road, S. Croydon. Oi
very great interest was the Society!s new test baille.
invented by tus Technical Adviser. Briefly, it could
accommodate Viso loudspeakers at once, and a large
flap moving across the outside, covered up either hole.
Also tisis action of blocking out either loudspeaker
autosisaticahly disconnected it from the circuit. After
comparison on Mr. Menage's oscillator, orchestrai
passages and the B.B.C. Theatreorgan, Mr.Winkworth's.
1)r. R. A. Bailey's, Mr. Bardgett's and tise Technical
Adviser's entrants all reached so high a standard that
opinion alone found preferences.
Concluding, the
Chairman, Mr. P. 0. Clarke, took the opportunity of
rellectingon the past session's very enjoyable meetings.
1f suitable support were forthcoming next session, the
Society need have no fear for the future. The reopening date is the first Tuesday ist October, but tu
the meantime the doelety will be pleased to give
information concerning its activities to readers of
PLtCTICAL ANO AMATEUR WIRELESS. Hon. Pub. Sec.,
E. L. Cuinbers, Maycourt, Campden Road, S. Croydon.
:RADIO, PHYSICAL AND TELEVISION SOCIETY
N interesting lecture was delivered to the above
on FrIday, April 8th, whcu \Er. E. W.
Selwyn, B.Sc,, of Messrs. Kodak, Ltd., spoke upon
The Optics of Photography."
The lecture, which was fully demonstrated ley means
of lantern slides, dealt,niainly with the lemisea employed
in cameras, the various forms of distortion produced,
and tite methods used by the leas iisaisufitcturcrs to
overcome them. Some very interesting slides were also
5
shown of t he testing of lenses.
At question time a variety of questions dealing not
only with (lie subject of the lecture, but also with
;other bi-anches of optim's, were asked,, and all the
questions were answered in ail exceedingly interesting

A
Society

HERTS AMATEUR

RADIO SOCIETY

of the above society was held
of Mr. A. Bitt (2BTV), King's
interesting
evening was spent, including
Langley. An
a demonstration of duplex working on 5 and 40 metres.
A talk was also given by Mr. R. Pegg, of Cheshain,
concerning the properties of au absorptiOn wavemeter.
A very efficient, and careful explanation
was made, and much useful knowledge was gained.
During the discussion oil matters of generai interest,
the question of directional frame aerials was raised,
but 2BTV stated that after numerous experiments
he found that. antennes of this description were not
very successful.
A.Sterne, publicity nianager, 11, Slatioii Road,
Berkhamps end, Kerls.

rington Lane, Worthing, and membership Is open to aU
short-wave enthusiasts under the age of 21.
Several very interesting meetings have now been
held since the inaugural meeting on March 23rd, and
the programmes trave consisted mainly of demonstrations of members' short-wave receivers, and discussions
regarding sanie. Offers of help in the way of lectures,
demonstrations, etc., would be gladly accepted.
It has been decided to attempt to keep a record of tiro
varying conditions on the short waves, and the assistance of other clubs In various norte of the country
would help considerably. A1i applications for
membership and any other correspondence should be
addressed to the hon. secretary, Mr. G. Lambourne
(2DQI), 16, Angola Road, Worthing,

LONDON
ANSMITTING SOCIETY
AT a meeting of this society held on Apr11 10th, lii

was decided to accept. the kind offer of the
Golders Green Radio Society to co-operate in their
40-metre Reid day on May ist. We should be pleased
to hear from members wishing to take part. Further
progress has been made on our new transmitter, and
we are now building a ,ommrmication receiver. We
recently welcomed 2C.JJ as a new member.
Membership of the society Is free and badges and
fixture cards are supplied. All members must produce
a transmitting licence on joining. Please enclose
for reply to G. Yale, 40, RaebUru Road, Edgware.
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'manner.

In view of the interest taken in a ccent leeture on
Aera)s," by the President of the Society, a booklet
dealing with the subject natter of this lecture has been
picar
y Dr.C.O. Lemon, aimmi is now oÜ sale price

WEST

meeting
TREat April
the residence

THE WORTHING AND DISTRICT SHORT-WAVE CLUB
THIS club is now meeting regularly every Wednesday
evening at 7 oclock at. Alpine Nurseries, Dur-

ship.

We have now a very fine clubroom suppjied with both
AC. and D.C. 220v. mains, and this niables all tise
members to construct and try any type of A .C. or D.C.
apparatus. A very fine morsa insuction class is held
on Monsiaa', Wednesday and Tuns. 5ay nights, also on
Saturday afternoons, instruction 1. ing given by the
licensed members of ti'o club.
The monthly meeting is liehiontlie sird.Wednesiiay
of the month, and club night Is every \ Iesjneeday. All
members are supplied with a key whsidu admits them
to tise club at any time of the day, and t'se club Is open
to all members of tise Y.M.C.A. assriation. The
subscription is 55. per year for those over 18 and under
18, 3s. Od. per year.
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Whatever branch of the Industry appeals most strongly to you, the
International Correspondence Schools have a Course to fit your needs.
Under I.C.S. direction, you study when and where you like. You are
guided throughout by highly qualified instructors, whose advice and
assistance is yours just as often as you care to ask for it. Nearly half a
century of unrivalled experience is at the back of this work.

Me.jseisza.

Strand, W.C.2.'

PRACTICAL WIRELESS
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11ER/ES (..
ENL11fRLES¡am
"-T.

/

of the room to the aerial

terminal.

only a beginner and am starting with a
one-valver, so -I wish to make the best
E. -(St. Relier).
aerial-earth system ?

Making Band-pass

Coils

Being desirous of making coils suitable
for a battery band-pass 3-valver, I should
like to know whether coils of this type have
ever beén described and- illustrated in your
paper, or, if not, whether you know of any
handbook or publication where data and
information on the subject may be found."
-W. J. (St. Neots).
BAND-PASS coils are exactly similar to
any standard coils, but the method
of coupling them may differ. It is possible
to couple them by means of a condenser
across the " top" or across the " bottom "
of the coils, and in some eases a special
winding is included on the coils and the
windings are coupled together to provide
inductive coupling. In our latest book,
"Coils, Chokes and Transformers," you
will find constructional details of these
and various rnother coils and some special
screened coils for use in band-pass cil-cuits
are included. The price of the hook is
2s. 6cl. froni your local bookseller or 2s. bd.
from this office by post.

THE lead-in from aerial to aerial terminal should be of the same material
as the aerial proper, and furthermore it
is desirable, for maximum efficiency, that
this should all be one unbroken length of
wire. If YOU are forced to cut and join
the lead-in make a really sound soldred
joint, and afterwards paint it or wrap
with insulation tape to prevent corrosion.
The aerial should preferably be of the
7/22 stranded enamelled wire type, or,
alternatively, a well-insulated copperstranded wire. The earth should also be
insulated, and of similar heavy-gauge
wire, and it should not be permitted to
come into coñtact with anything, from the
point where it leaves the earth terminal
until it is connected to the earth plato or
tube.
-

Overloading and Distortion
"1 find that my amplifier gives
f

RULES

-

-

-

-

Band-spreading
" Can you tell

me wliat capacity condenser to use as a band-spreader for the
Premier 3-band short-wave coil and a
-.0002 mld. tuner? "-R. D. (Uford).
'THE capacity for a band-spread conI denser should be extremely low, but
there is no definito value which may be
adopted. You may, for instance, use a
dial with your .0002 mfd. tuning condenser
which is divided into 10 sections, and then
use a .00002 mid. (20 ihmfd.) band-spreader
so that a complete rotation of the latter
will cover each section of the tuning condenser. On the other hand, you could
me a 40 or 60 mrnfd. condenser with a
good slow-motion dial without difficulty.
In general, we prefer the low capacity
(20 nsmfd.) condenser and adjust this
frequently with a nsinimtmi adjustment
of the main or band-setting condenser.

-

a nasty

-

we wish to draw the reader's attention to the
fact that tile Queries ervlce is intended only
for the solution of problems or difficulties
arising from the cnstrdctioa of receivers
les-rihed In our page, from article-s appearing
in our pagea, or on general wireless matters
Weregretthat we cannot, for obvious reaaons(i) Supply circuit diagrams of complete
multi.-va Ive receivers.
(2) Suggest alterations or moditcations
receivers

pporartes.
(3) Suggest

described

in

our

-

of

cotem-

judge
gap.

w

-

hether the speech coil touches the
-

Frecjuericy

J:

Chnger

I am not quite cléar-' tegarding the
obtaining of I.F. current in a frequency
changer of the pentagrid, heptode -and
similar type
Perhaps you could briefly
outline how this is obtained and isolated
from the remaining currents. Also, could
you explain what the conversion conductance is ? "-T. F. (Rognor).
IT will be realised that a change in voltage
on the grid of a frequency changer will
bring about a change in anode current that:
is the sum of the I.F. current, th oscillator i
current, the image curreiit, and sundry odd
harmonic currents, but these are all waste
-

except the I.F. current.
- Conversion conductance is expressed by
a simple figure, thus conversion conducta-ncc of .6 wojald mean that the valve
undergoes a change in I.F. anode current
of .6 milliamp. when i volt h.P. is applied
to the signal grid.
-

French Television
" I have heard that

-

experiments are
shortly to be undertaken with television
broadcasts from the French capital, and
wonder if you yet have any news of times
or other data concerning these .proposed
ti-ansmlssions,'-G. E. W. (Dover).
THE aerials for this work are situated at
the summit ofthe Eiffel Tower, andit is
stated that on weekdays there will be transmissions from 3.30 to 5 p.m., with a studio
programme on Sundays from 4 to 6 p.m.
It is certain that efforts will be made to
receive these French television pictures in
this country, and it is quite likely that
South Coast resorts will be successful in
obtaining results, especially if directional
aerials are employed, beamed in the direc
tion of 1"ária.
:

-

-

alterations or moditications to
commercial receivers.'

(4) Answer queries over the telephone.
(5) Grant interviews to querists.

A stamped addressed envelope must he
enclosed for the reply. All sketches and
drawings which are sent to us should bear
the name anti address of the sender.
Requests for Blueprints must not be enclosed
with queries as they are dealt with by a

separate department.

replies to qoeties
forni
of flost-crìittplianre
or 'becattae tile point raised is not of

a:yieeri
edite,
Vie

wit/t orn des,
citerai interest,
-

50CC tuend -to the-Editor. PRACTICAL AND
jMATRUR WIRELESS. u,ore, N,wu,l. Ltd.. Tonde
Hsm. Southampton StateS. Strand. London. W.C.2.
- Tb. Coupon malt be euclatid with every tuer,.
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G. A. E. (Hose). The intermediate frequency was
quite definitely 121) ke/s. Your modern Coil is therefore

useless.

rattle to my loudspeaker on certain notes.
lt is especially noticeable on organ music
and dance mùsic when Iget above a certain
I-I.F. Choke Design
I have had aìood look at the lud"I am going to make an H.F. choke but volumé.
am not quite certain of the maindetails or speaker, but-I cannot see where the trouble
from,
comes
and I wonder if you can give
features which have to be attended to in
this type of component. I wonder if you me any hints on tracing the trouble."could outline these and give me a rough O. i. (S.E.5).
idea of the best type of construction."ADISTORTED speeèh coil former
H. E. W. (Leeds).
could give rise to the trouble by
OR the ordinary broadcast band you permitting the speech coil to come into
need a high inductance with a mini- contact with the sides of the gap on certain
mum self.capacity. This means that you frequencies. On the other hand, it must
need a lot of wire and that the total not be overlooked that an overloaded
winding should be split into sections. output stage will often produce a form of
You can make up a former with- spacing distortion which sounds very much like
discs to form small spools, or use a in a mechanical rattle in the loudspeaker.
diameter former and pile wind the wire in We suggest that you reduce volume when
the required sections. Assuming a
to receiving organ music or other items in
in. diameter former, use about 500 to which there is ampie bass and noto whether
700 turns of 28 enamelled vjre for the the distortion is present. If not, and you
medium and long.wave circuit.
think it may he duo to excessive movement
of the con'e, connect the speaker to a
Aerial Design
tapping on the mains transformer primary
"Can you tell me what wire to use for (so that 5 to 10 volts A.O. are applied to
the lead-in, and also for the earth. Does the speaker) and this will provide adequate
it need to be the same wire1from the inside movement at sO cycles to enable yoù to
-

F
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K. S. (Gainsborough). The aerial sltOtild be removed
entirely. You will then find tite effects will not take
place, and a vertical aerial may be erected foi- future

use.
I. M. (N.W.1O). A converte, would be preferable,
but you must rearrange the aerial circuit of tite receiver
-

to a straightforward schonte to enoble maxintulu
results to be obtained.
T. I. S. (Yarmouth). Relay interference is no doubt
respoitsibie. Ask If neighbours experience a similar
-

trouble.
-T. E. C. (Farnborough). We are proceeding with tiro
design but cannot give you any details rcgardiitg
publication date at the moment.
A. R. T. (Warrintton). We could not give all (lie
necessary details in a reply, cad suggest you obtain
our latest book, Coils, Chokes and Transformers,"
in which the information is given.
A. F. H. (E.1O). Tite circuit (s quite in order. Are
you using a ¡nains unit to operate the set? If so, this
is tIle cause otT the trouble.
J. W. (Lot(withiel). The station in qitestion does not
broadcast on a short. wavelengttt, but the signal ou
heard was an harmonic.
S. M. (Farnham). We have not described a fourvalver of tite type mentioned, and suggest (lie Prefect
SW. Three wiLli tito addition Of an ThF. stage.
-

-

The coupon oil page iii of cover
must be attached to every query.
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PREM 1ER

Miscellaneous Advertisements
Advertisements are accepted for these
columns at the rate of 3d. per word. Words
in black face and/or capitals are charged
double this rate (minimum charge 3/- per
paragraph). Display lines are charged at
6/- per line. All advertisement, must be
prepaid. All communications should be
addressed to the Advertisement Manager,
"Practical and Amateur Wireless,"
Tower House Southampton Street, Strand,
London, W.C.2.

SUPPLY STORES

RECEIVERS, COMPONENTS AND
ACCESSORIES
Surplus, Clearance or Secondhand, etc.

RADIOMART
SPECIAL BARGAIN OFFERS
W.B. 8" Permanent Magnet Speakers at
One-third Coat.
Extension Type
(no transformer)

I,

Standard Type
(with transformer) 12 6

RECEIVERS (FOR CALLERS ONLY)

Cossor, Alba, Decca, Aerodyne. Prices from £1 .19 .6
to £4 .17 .6. Battery and malus models. Only a
few left. For caliera salt,.

SHORT-WAVE CATALOGUE
1)d. post free.

G5NI'a 66-PAGE MANUAL

The greatest value asid most comprehensive Manual
ever published In this country. 7d. post free.

RADIOMART
44, HOLLOWAY HEAD, BIRMINGHAM,

i

AIMOGItAPHIC for Volume Controls. Erie and
Centralab. Long spIndle with .ssslteh, newest

R

pattern, 2/6 each.

Radiographic for Electrolyties, best grade by ssell.
known manufacturera, 500v. working, 4 mId., 1/6;
I mId., i/O ; 8+8 mId., 2/6.
Radiographic itesistances, new and perfect, I watt,
31-doz ; fiwatt,6/-doz.
Itadiographic Linecords for midgets, 2/6 each, 350

ohms.
Radiographic Multi-condenser blocks, suit any midget
receiver, 4/6.
Badiographic transformer 6/9 each,-suuit nearly any
British set ; 8/9 each for American sels ; 22/6 each for
051f Special Pri. 2001230/250.
Sec. 375/375, 200 Mils,
6.35'. at 5 amps., 5v. 3 amps.
Itadiographic, Ltd., Dean House, Dean Street, London
\v.1, and 66, Osborne Street, Glasgow, CJ.

VAUXHALL.-Polar Midget condensers, 2-gang'
65.

8d. ;

3-gang, Sa. Od.

;

4-gang, 13s. 6d.

Polar full Vision horizontal drives, Su.
AUXHALL, Rivac valves, entire range, full discounts. Polar station-named acules for horizontal drices, Is.
T.C.C. electrolytic condensers, S mId.
and 4 mid. 500 volt, 2. 6d. 50 mId. 1,0 Volt,
VAIJXRALL.
is. 6d.
VAUXHALL. Iron-cored colIs, 3-gang, on base,
with ctrcnit, IZs. J.B. drives with stationnamed scale, Ss. Od.
VAUXRALL, Magnavox sud Hola P.M. speakers.
7m, cone, i6s. Od. lOin, cone, 22s. Energised
models, 2,500 field colis, 'ln., 12s. 6d.; lOin., i7s. Od.
UTILITIES, 101a, Strand, W.C.2.
Temple Bar 9338. Send postcard for free list.
VAUxRALL
Post paid 2s. Od. and over, or C.O.D.

BAK1tUPT Bargains-All new goods. Phillips
1938 AC. all-wave chassie, complete less only
cabinets, £5/12/6. Decca 1938 5V. all-wave A.C./D0.
transportables, 5gm. Decca AC. Ss'. all-wave 1938
superhets, LI/lO/o. Phllco 3v. all-wave 1938 battery
sets, £4. Brunswick 6V. 1938 4-band supethets, 7gns.
L0tILS 4v, AC/D.C., 57/6. Plessey 4v. battery superhet
chassis, complete valves, speaker, 57/0.-Butlin, 6,
Stanford Avenue, Brighton.

UNITS for operating D.C. Receivers

CONVERSION
trom A.C. bins, improved type, 120 watt
output at £2/10/0. Send for our comprehensive list
of speakers, resistances and other components.
46, Farriesgdon Street, London, 130.4.
WARD,
Telephone:Holborn 9703.

5

RADIO CLEARANCE

63, HIGH HOLBORN, W.C.1. HOlborn 4639.
SPECIAL I SPECIAL
We score again by a keen
purchase of the entire Radio Stocks of Messrs. Gam
brella, enabling us to offer same at a fraction of the
orIginal cost. Stock includes Chassis and complete
Table and Console Receivers. The demand is sure lo
be heavy, ORDER EARLY TO AVOID DISAPPOINT!

MENT.
GAMBR ELL

7-salva

.

All-wave,

All-stage

Chassis.

Constructed throughout ofheavy Cada ium plated steel.
'l'bis Clissais represents a real engineering job. Fitted
smith all tite latest refinements, including Six Marries
Allatage Valves, one Valve for All Positions, plus
50, High Street,
Ilivac UU/120/350 Rectifier. Wave Banc!
Clapham, S.W.4. standard
lissages Long Wave 800 to 2,000 metres, Indicator
Macaulay 2381.
Amherst 4723.
Light Red ; Medium Wave 200 to 550 metres, IndIcator
Yellow; Short-w-ave Band 2, 30 to 75 metres,
Premier 90 Page Giant Illustrated Cata- Light
Light Green ; Short-wave Dand i, 12.5 th 30
Iogue, Handbook and Valve Manual Indicator
metres,
Indicator Light Blue. ProvIsion for Pick-up
Now Ready, Price 6d.
External Speaker. Fitted 2-speed Drive, Built-in
SPECIAL OFFER ROLA SPEAKERS. 8 P.M.'s, and
Tuning.
Wavechange Switch, Combined
15/- ; 1O P.M.'s, 19/11 ; G.12 12 High Fidelity P.M., Visual
Volunse Control, Push-pull Tone Control and Mains
79/6 ; G.12 Mains Energised, 57/6.
Oui-0W. The Dial is a really magnificent affair, size
U.S.A. GEN. E. MOTORS STEP-UP, 12 volts to 285
long and 5ins. wide, Tuning Indicator being built
volts at .00 amps. D.C. output. Complete in Metal 91m.
in the Dial. Tite Chassis throughout is heavily screened,
Case Gin. X 5m. X 3m. 25/- each.
providing stability on all bands, with the finest
BATTERY VALVES, 2 volts, Ht'., L.F., 2/3. Power, thus
performance. Valve Screens spun from one
Super-Power, 2/9. Vsrmu-S,OE, 4. or 5-pin Pentodes, allround
Transformer ami Choke are of massive conH.b'. Pens, V-mu-MY. Pens, 5/-. Class 13, 5/-. }'req. piece.
struction.
In fact, the Chassis throughout is conChangers, 7/6.
structed in such a way that overloads, etc., are provided
EUROPA MAINS VALVES. 4v. s.C. Types, A.C./H.L, jor
without
strain.
Size ofChaesis, l4jins. long, 10/Ins.
A.C./L., A.C./S.G., A.C./V.M.S.G., A.C./H.P., A.C./ ss-ide ainsi 3liius. deep.
Pro R.F. stage operates on ahi
V.H.P., A.C./P., and i watt ».11. Pentocles, all 4/6 basaIs. Reports from satisfied
customers more titan
each. AC/Pens, I.H., 5/6 ; A.C./P.X.4, 6/6 ; Oct. confirms our contention that this
chassis represents
8/6
FVeq. changers,
Double Diode Triodes, 7/6; tIme finest value we have ever opti-ed
;
to the Public.
Triode Hex. Freq. Ch., 8/6 ; Tri. (luid. Pen., 10/6; Supplied complete with Six o? the latest
Harries AllTriodo,
7/6.
3 watt, D.H.
stage
Valves,
plus
Rectifier,
£4
Os.
each.
60.
UNIVERSAL TYPES. 20v. .18a. S.G., Var-mu, Sci.
As above, but with Celestion lOin. Moving Coil Speaker,
H.1I.
4/6
Power, RS. Pen., Var-situ.
Pen.,
each.
£419s. 6d. each.
93v. .2a. (len. Purpose Triodes, 56 ; H.F. Pens and
As aboye, but fitted in Handsome Table Piano Finish
Var-mu. H.!'. Pena. Double Diode Triodes, Oct.
Walnut
Cabinet, complete with Valses and Speaker,
Freq. Changers, 7/6 each. Full-Wave and Half-Wave
£5 lOs. each.
Rectifiers, 5/9 each.,
As abose, but fitted in Handsome Piano Finish Walnut
AMERICAN VALVES. We are sole British Distributors
Cabinet, complete with Valves and Speaker,
for TIllAD High-grade American Valves. All Types in Console
£6 65. each.
stock. Standard types, 5/6 each. All the new Octal Hunt's
1,000
Cardboard Electrolytics, Wire Ends,
base Tubes at 6/6 each. 210 and 250, 6/6 each ; 81 Peak Voltage,mId.
12 volts, 2/- each.
and 2A3, 8/- eaCh.
in
gross
only, T.C.C. 0.1 Wire End,
offer
SlacciaI
PREMIER SMOOTHING CHOKES. 25 m.a., 2/9; Tubulars, 15/- per half lots
gross.
40 ma., 4/6 ; 60 ma., 6/6 ; 150 m.a , 11/6 ; 250m.s.,
Polar
N.S.F.
Resistances,
Our
Selection, ,, ', 1 and 2
i 5/-. Speaker field replacement choke, 60 ma., 80 by.,
watt, 4/- gross.
'
2,500 ohms, 6/6.
Tubular
Condensers,
our
selection,
1/- dozen.
PREMIER TRANSFORMERS, wIre-end type with
Dubilier meg. Volume Controls, with Switch, standard
screened primarIes, tapped 200-250 V. Filaments, model,
very
compact,
1/6
each.
Guaranteed one year, If.T. 8- & 9 or H.T.1O with All orders 5f- or over, popt free orders under
51;
4 y. 4 a. CT. and 4 y. I a., C.T., 10/-. 250-250 a. 60 m.a.,
be accompanied by a reasonable amount for
or 300-300 V., 4 y. la., 4 y. 2 a.and 4 y. 4 a., all C.'I., must
postage ; C.O.D. orders under 5f- cannot be accepted.
V. I a., 4 V. 2 a. and 4 V.
10/-. 350-350 V. 120 m.a.
flours of business 9 n.m. to 7 p.m. ; week-days,
4 a., all C.T., 13/-. Wit'h engraved panel and N.!'.
termInals, 1/6 extra. 500-500 s. .150 ma., 4 y. 2.3 a., 9 am. to I put. Saturdays.
4 y. 2-3 a., 4 y. 2-8 a., 4 y. 34 a., all CT., 21/-. 500-500.
RADIO CLEARANCE, 63. High Holborn,
200m.a.,5v.3a.,4v.2a.,4v.2a.,4v.3.la.,alIC.T., W.C.1. Holborn 4631.

165 & 165a,

Jubilee Works,
167, Lower
Clapton Rd,,
London, E.5.

-

GARRARD SENIOR AUTOMATIC RECORDCHANGER
Standard 12 guInea model, but fitted with high fidelity
Piece Crystal Pick-up. Lirnifed number. £4.1 2.6

ew Edition with dozens of new lines.

CALLERS

POSTORDERS

April 23rd, 1938

ONLY FOR SALE..-3-valva kite with valves

and dIagram, 12/61 3-valve 8/O kits with
h.
valves and diagram, 20/.. Orders executed in rotation.
-Universal Radio Co.. 221. 01ev Road, London, 11.0.1.

25/-.
FILAMENT TRANSFORMERS, lapped Primaries,
200-250 y. All secondaries C.T. 4 y. 3 a., 8/6 ; 4 y..
5 a., 9/6 ; 7.5 y. 3 a., 8/6 ; 6 y. 3 a., 8/6 ; 2.5 s'. 8 a.,

0/6: G.lv.3a.58/6;

.

5v.la.,8/6.

NEW 1-VALVE SHORT-WAVE RECEIVER OR
ADAPTOR KIT. 13 to 86 metres ss'ithout coil chunzing.
Complete Kit and CircuIt, 12/6. VALVE GIVEN

FREE!

DE LUXE MODEL, 14 to 170 metres, complete Kit with
Chassis, 4 Coils and all parts, 17/6.
S_W. SUPERHET CONVERTER KIT, for AC. Mains
Receivers, 22/6. AC. Valve given FREE
NEW 2-VALVE S.W. KIT, 18 to 86 metres without
Coil changing.
Complete Kit and Circuit, 1916.
VALVES GIVEN FREE
DE LUXE MODEL, 14 to 150 metres, complete Rit
and Circuit, 4 Coils and ail parts, 25f-. VALVES
. '
GIVEN FREE.
NEW 1938 S.W. S.G.3 KIT. Pentode R.F., Detector
and Pentode. 14 to 170 metres. Complete Kit of
Patta with 3 Tested Valves 596. Metal Cabinet, 7/6
extra. Ideal for Amateur Reception.
CENTRALAB POTENTIOMETERS, all values, 2f-.
With Switch, 2/6.
MOVING IRON METERS. Any range between 10 and
500 rn/a. Also 1.3 or 5 amps. Head AO. or D.C.
Flush Bakelite case, 21m. diana. J5.E.S.A. standard
specification 89, 5/9 each.
MOVING COIL METERS. i ma. Scale. 100 ohms
resistance, Diameter 31m., 22/6. Flush mounting.
flak-elite case, BES. A. first-grade accuracy. Multipliers for above, 1/- each. 50 ma., 27/6.
PREMIER 'TROLITUL" Short-Wave CONDENSERS. Certified superior to Ceramic. AIl-brasa
Construction, 15 mmfd., 1/6, 40 mmf&, 1/9, 100
mmfd., 2/-, 160 mmtd., 2/3, 250 mmid. 2/6
Double
Spaced 15 mmfd., 2/9 ; 40 mmtd., 3f6 ; S.W.H.F.
Chokes, 9d. ; screened 1/6. All-Brass S,W. Condensers
with integral slow-motion .00015 Tuning, 4/3 ; .00015
Reaction, 3/9. UTILITY 4' MICRO-CURSOR DIALS.
Direct and 100: 1 ratIo, 3/9 each.
SHORT-WAVE COILS, 4 and 6-pin types, 13-26,
22-47, 41-94, 78-170 metres, 1/9 each, with circuit.
Special set of SW. Coils, 14.150 metres, 4/- set, with
circuit. Premier 3-band SW Coil, 11-21,19-43,
38-86 metres. SuitaUc any type circuIt, 2/6.
COIL FORM ERS, 4- or 6.pin low-loss, 1/- Oach.
ELECTRIC SOLDERING IRONS, 200-250 V., A.C.
or D.C., 1(6. Super model. 4/6.
ALL-WAVE AERIAL
KIT.
15-2,000 metres.
Complete with matching transformer, Insulators,
wire, etc., 10/-.
.

VALVES

RADIOG1!APBIC PRICES ARE LOWEST.
AItCflJ1tUS, TRIAD, HYTItON.
5/. each all popular types.
0/- eachall popular types, Octal MAL Metal.
Any popular type
2/6 each for one month only.
American valve, 2/9 post free.
itadiogrssphic, Ltd., Dean Rouse, DeanStreet,London,
\v.1, and 66, Osborne Street, Glasgow, Cl.

LOUDSPEAKER REPAIRS
T OUDSPJ!AKER repaIrs, Jiritlsh, AmerIcan, sny
24-hour service, moderato prices.j._J nsake.
Sinclair Speakers, Alma Grove, Copenhagen Stroet
London, N.1.

REPATES to Moving Coil Speakers, Cosses and COlIS
fitted and itewound. Fields altered. Prices
Quoted Including Eliminators. Loudspeakers Repaired, 4/-. Lb'. and Speech Transformers, 4/- post
free.
Trade invited.
Guaranteed. Satlsl8ctton.
Prompt Service, Estimates Free.-L.S. Repair Service.
5, BaUsana Grove, London, 8.Wi12. Battersea 1321.

CABINETS
ANUFACTU11ERS' surplus cabinets for RadioJ'
IVI grams. Radio sets and Loudspeakers. Large
sad varied stock. Inspection invited, or send particulara of your requirements, with measurements of
chassis. Photos sent for selection. (No catalogue.)
-R. L. Smith & Co., Ltd., 287-289, Edgware Road,
London, W.2. (Pad. 589L)

BOOKS
NY American publication call books, AilED
HANDBOOK, RIDER MANUALS, (IHIB,ARDI
All available from:
Radiographic, Ltd., Dea n Rouse, Dean Street London,
Wi, Gerrard 4971: and 06, Osborne Street, Glasgow,

A
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See

V/ANTED-ambll.ious young men to prepare for
well-paid posts In TELEVISION, the great
career of the rutare. Apply for free booklet [rom
BRiTISH INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING TECHVV

NOLOGY, 181', Stratford Place,

I!

WI.

MISCELLANEOUS
s

No
Universal Superhet, all-wave, £10.
callers, please; delivered free to most parle of
5-Vahe
5, Ennisniore Gardens, S.W.7.

-

London-St. John,

-

that FLUXITE

that

s

a
ex-

Tiere On':

a doubt
your signal

the FLUXITE
-andsee to your

Out

\

wiring.
is always by you-in

and

HARDENING STEEL
TOOLS with FLUXITE.

DIRECT front factory to User. One IIoss of super
3d. blades, advertising oIler, 4/6 per gross, Od.
poltage. Usual value 16/-. Every blade guaranteed.
-Cousins, established 1820, 65, Carden Street,

-

2

i

he

house-garage----workshop-wherever speedy
soldering is needed. Used for 30 years in
government works and by leading engineers
and manufacturer,. Of Ironmongeri-in tins,
4d., Id., 1/4 and 2/8.
Ask to see the FLUXITE SMALL-SPACE
SOLDERING SET-compact but substantial
-complete with full instructions, 7/6.
Write for Free Book on the art of "soft"
soldering and ask for Leaflet on CASE-

,

-.

il

t-/ '

tiring,

JITha:'
»
'

SITUATIONS VACANT

a.

duck

-

-

Road, London

our

firing,
(nd bands, i;ke

x

Get
1929-still
particulars latest Radio
R J .1.I "-estalsllslsed
private-Radio
Television courses:
postal

Training lnttituts', 4ta, Earl's

Wban talk sounds
like motors back-

J

j

TEMPERING

TO CYCLISTS!
You, wheel, will NOT
rsusd and true, unie,, it, apoke, are tied
fine wire ai the r,os,i,sg, A,'tD SOL.
.,traner
DERED.
Thi, make, a muri,
keen

i
f

riti,

Sheilield.

¡t'a simpk-wiih FLUX/TE-bui
IMPORTANT.
wFrd.

NEWNES TOURIST ATLAS of Great Britain and
itoute Guide." Edited by John Bartholomew
Son,tsI., 120 pages ol fully-coloured contour snaps
for the whole of Eagland, Scotland, Ireland und
Channel IslaUds, with Iiidet to the principal Motoring
and Cycling centres and distances, 2e. (Id. froni ail
Booksellers-George Newnes, Ltd., Tower Bouse,
Southampton Street, Strand, London, \V.C.2.

4-Wave Battery Receiver, price 9 guineas
complete with valves, with exceptionally i-ivcly
performance, unusual waveband coverage, and.
satisfying output. 7 stages, 29 'separately
OVPUr4lI OF WIRELESS," by Ralph
Iwsed circuits. Circuit comprises: 1-I/f amj Stranger. Fifth Edition, ge. Gd. not-This
plifier: triode-hecode frequency changer with book, which covers the subject from A to , Is 1.0 Lie
separate oscillator: I.F. amplifier : double recommended to ali who desire to master the theory
iliode-trtode detector, A.V.C. and L F. ampi ifier: of Modern Wireless. At all Booksellers and Newsagent s.
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Y,;. there's areason
behind

this

EXCLUSIVE CHOI'CE
by

"PRACTICAL WIRELESS"
of

Tungsram Valves again chosen as the, one valve forthe
purpose . Tungsram again specified, exciushely. The
reason? Because Tungsram Valves are known for their
reliability, for their proved performance, for their
thorough excellence . . . because Tungsram do all that
a good valve should do, well.
Two short-wave receivers descrbed in this issue of
"Practical Wireless" have Tungstain Valves exclusively
specified.
They are "The Cyclo 2-Valve Converter
(valves: LD 210 and HP 210, 4-pin bae) and 'The
Economy One-Valver" (valve: HL 2).
There is a Tungsram Valve for every circuit-and the
Tungsram range includes both English and American
types (pin and octal bases). You can rely-implicitly---I
on

Twm

AM
MANUFACTURED

AT

TOrrENHAMLoNDoN.

BE

the valve with the

A

VALVES

Barium

S;

THE TUNGSRAM ELECTRIC LAMP WORKS (GREAT BRfl'AIN) LTD.,
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name behind

THEOBALDS ROAD,

LONDON,'PHONE:
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HOLBORN

NEWNES TELEVISION 'AND
SHORT-WAVE HANDBOOK
By F. J. CAMM

A Radio Consultant for the Listener, Expert and Amateur

Constructor explaining the Operation, Upkeep and Overhaul
of all types of Wireless Receivers, with Special Chapters on the
Principles of Radio Telephony, Installation and Systematic
Fault-finding. With 200 Illustrations and Diagrams.
(4/- post free)
3/6 net

EVERYTHING ABOUT-'Drums. Mirror Screws, Scanning
Discs and other Scanning Systems, Neon Lamps, the: CathodeRay Oscillograph. How to Build Short-wave Receivers; How
to Build Ujtra-Short-Wave Receivers.' Straight and Superhet

THE WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR'S
E NCYCLOPIEDIA
By F. J. CAMM

-

316 net

types.

Fully illustrated.
(4/

post free)

Wkeless terms and definitions stated and xplained in concise,
dear language by one of the best-known and roost popular
designers and writers on the practical side of wireless construction. Profusely illustrated. A veriiable treasure of wireless
knowledge.

WIRELESS COILS, CHOKES AND
HOW
TRAÑSFORMERS TO ANO
MAKE THEM
ByF. J. CAMM

FIFTY TESTED WIRELESS CIRCUITS
By F. J. CAMM

An important new Handbook for every home constructor and
anyone interested in radio. With Special Chapters on Selectivity,
Break-through, Coil Winders, Coil Troubles and their
180 pages. cloth bound, with 126 easy-to-follow
remedies.
illust rations.

(5/3 post free)

Mrdern circuits of practically every type from crystal to superhet.
Diagrams and instructions for assembling and, wiring. Details
of components and flotes on operation.

2/6

3563.

AUTHORITY!

EVERYMAN'S WIRELESS BOOK
By F. J. CAMM

5/- net

!

2/6 net

(2/10 post free)

GEORGE NEWNES LTD J

(2/tO by post)
TOWER HOUSE, SOUTHAMPTON
STREET, STRArD, LONDON, W.C.2
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Ike

or seeds are subjected to shcrt-wave radiainterest in tions. It is anticipated that there ma
short-wave reception, we have be some effects upon human life due to
devoted this number to articles dealing short-wave radiations from broadcasting
with this suhject. In addition to the station9.
general articles regarding the best method
of receiving short waves and other material How Many Sets?
we also include constructional articles for
SOME readers are in the habit of using
three separate sets-a three-valve alltwo receivers-one for distant and
waver, a single-valve plug-in ed set, a one for local reception. Manufacturers are
two-valve converter an& an all-wave reported to be interested in this suggestion,
tuner. Thus every reader should find and also in the problem of the number of
something of interest in this issue to assist
him in obtaining the short-wave stations.
It may be emphasised that it is not necesh
sary to build a short-wave set for this
purpose if you already possess a good broadcast receiver with H.F. stage-s. The converter enables you to receive the short-wave
stations on the broadcast set and in effect it
converts the set into an all-wave instrument.
The "Economy" OneThe increasing use of directional aerial
valver ..
..
..
159
systems is bringing more stations within
How to Receive Short
the range of simple sets in this country,
Waves ..
..
..
161
and the Americans especially are now
The "Cyclo" Converter.. 163
very well heard on certain wavelengths.
Practical
Television
..
166
Naturally, although a one-valver will
On Your Wavelength .. 167
enable you to hear these under favourable
Readers' Wrinkles
169
conditions on a pair of headphones, agood
The "Hurrane" All-wave
multi-valve set is essential if you wish to
Three ..
..
..
170
put them on the loudspeaker, and for conAn AU-wave Tuner
.. 172
sistent reception under all conditions a
Readers' Letters
..
178
superhet is undoubtedly the best type of
British Long Distance

A

S a result of the increasing

-

-

-

ON OTHER
PAGES

.

.

receiver.

Scottish Reception

.

.

-

Listeners' Club

179
riesanes..183
..

..

deputation which was recently
mentioned in these pages has now
met the officials of the B.B.C., and Sir
Noel Ashbridge made it clear that the B.B.C.
had been studying the difficulties in the
area in question and remedies were already different types of receiver which are suitbeing applied.
able for sale under modern conditions. It
is held by many dealers that there are too
many different types of receiver, with tho
Wavelength Changes
THE International conference which result that customers are confused and
ended at Cairo a fortnight ago has hesitate to choose a set.
drawn up certain recommendations with
regard to changes in wavelength of European Summertime Changes
stations, but these will not be made until IN accordance with policy certain changes
a further conference i5 held in Switzerland I will shortly be made in the time and
next year.
programme schedules of the B.B.C. These
are due to the fact that it is considered that
Short-wave Radiations For Growth the majority of listeners prefer outdoor
FURTHER experiments are being carried activities in the fine weather and thus lisout in certain foreign countries with tening time is reduced. Band Waggon is
a viev to ascertaining the reason for the one of the pópular items which it is stated
increased growth which results when plants will be cut out during the summer months.
PL

ApriI

30th, 1938.

W RE

of

Short-wave Reception

o. 293.

Cheetah Speed

claimed that the cheetah is the fastest
in existence, and on
May 6th a tame cheetah, which was recently
brought to England by K. C. Gandar
Dower, the famous Cambridge athlete,
will race at Harringay on the Greyhound
track. The race is a private one and is
staged purely to enable the B.B.C. to relay
the spectacle by television, and viewers will
see how, even with a start of 40 yards in
450, the cheetah can overtake thQ fastest
greyhound. John Snagge -will give a cornmentary on the broadcast for listeners.

Tisfour-footed animal

"

i

¡eu de Cartes"
NMay 13th (in the London Regional

O

programme) Clarence Raybould will
conduct the B.B.C. Orchestra in the first
broadcast performance of Stravinsky's
ballet suite, "Jeu de Cartes," which was
first produced at the Metropolitan Opera
House, New York, in April, 1937. "Jeu de
Cartes" (A Game of Cards) is described as
a ballet in three deals, and the characters
in the ballet are the chief cards in a game of
poker. This work was first beard in this
country at a Courtauld-Sargent concert in
October last.
-

"A Night Out"

\ JARIETY, Dancing, Sport and PicV ,,tures will be represented in " A Night
Out, a çompositc feature of various forms
of entertainment (in the West of England
programme) on May 6th. Variety will be
relayed froii a well-known theatre; Sim

Grossman and his Dance Band will play
from the Pavilion Ballroom, Bournemouth;
a commentary on Speedway Racing will
come from the Knowle Stadium, Bristol;
Walt Disney's Silly Symphony, "Little
Hiawatha," will be heard from the Hippodrome, Bristol.

Marconi Memorial
ACOMEMORATIVE monument in
marble is to be erected in the grounds
of the proposed Rome Exhibition in 1942,
and Signor Mussolini ordered the civic
observance of the birthday of the late

Marchese Marconi. It will be recalled that
this occurred on April 25th, 1874, at
Bologna. In additionto these honours the
Royal Academy of Italy will award a prize
every other year for the outstanding discovery in the practical application of electro.
magnetic waves, and the University of
Bologna has founded Marconi scholarships.
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Sunday Television Programmes
May ist a James Bridie play will be

''i

WIRELES S

INTERESTING and TOPICAL
NEWS and NOTES

QN seen and, a week later,

it is hoped to
televise the new Vio-Wells ballet, "Cheekmate." "Richard II" is in the programme
for May 15th.

of

,

April 30th, 1938

j

(Continued)

New Radio Play
MeDOXALD will produce
A110
on May 5th a new play by a Birming;
ham

author. In "Unborn Tonìorrow'
J. Alex Peniberton deals with a man's un-

realised ambitions as to occupations lie

-

have followed. Thus there appear to
part in the performances, and the soloists, might
mind of Mr. Cordon in succession a
Increase in Wireless Licences
who have been specially chosen by the the
conductor, engine driver, author,
to figures published re- maestro, will be: Zinka Milanov, Kerstin tram
explorer, industrial magnate and Prime
j\CCORDING
cently, 692,662 wireless receiving Thorhorg, Helge Roswacuge and JOS
Minister. Lester Mud ditt. of Kettering, is to
licences wore issued last month, a net Manowarda.
the Part of Mr. Gordon.
-

l

LightEntertainmet from Birkenhead

-

--

Argyle Theatre, Birkenhead, muet
providwi more amusement for
listeners than any other "hall" in the
country.
In the Northern and mabi
programmes on May 4th listeners
Regional
will
be able to hear preparations for the
broadcast in the cat-]y afternoon and the
broadcast itself in the evening. It is not
possible to say what items vihl figure in the
bill, but listeners ma-y be sure of an enjoyable
forti- minutes.

-

THEhave

-

-

.

Opera

i
-

ICHARD
STRAUSS's' "Elektra,".
J)
t which bas not been heard in London-

O

4
-

-

.

for thirteen years, will be broadcast in it
entirety from Covent Garden on May 9th
the Regional programme, conducted by
Sir Thomas Beecham. On May 11th the
first act of Wagner's "The Fiyinr Dutchman " will be broadcast, under the direction
of Erich Kleiber, rhio will be making his
first appearance this year at Covent
iii

Garden.

ti
r
I
.

I

j
-

Anna Neagle, the British film star, with Herbert Wilcox (left) and Stuart Robertson, Ilfiss Neagle's
brother, during the rehearsal for "Star Gazing," which Was recently heard in the Regional and
National programmes,
I

increase of 29,380. There vere 8,590,750
licences in force at the end of the month,
compared with 8,127,630 a year ago.

-

-

Midland Variety.
'filE latest.- addition to the number of
independent theatres in the Midlands
which provide contributions to varietybroadcasts is the Embassy, Peterhorough, a
new and commodious theatre which has

installed a Hammond organ. The principal
attractions in the bill during the week
beginning May 2nd arc to be Pickard's
Chinese Syncopators and Jack Daly (entertainer). The broadcast will be on i\iay 4th..

The Davis Cup

players among listeners will be
TENNIS
interested to learn that arrangements
are being made to broadcast a commentary
Splendid Response to Wireless Appeal on the Davis Cup contests to be staged at
sent by listeners in response Wimbledon on May 7th, 9th and 10th.
Tise usual procedure will be followed, the
DONATIONS
to Mr. Christopher Stone's brotdcast
appeal on behalf of the British. Wireless games being described by one or more
Whenever intervals of
for the Blind Fund have reached thehuge commentators.
total of £23,041. Tlìe money was received major duration occur in the play, the cornat the offices of the National Institute for snentator will transfer listeners to a studio
the Blind in more than 50,000 postal in Broadcasting House. By this means, no
packages. Although the appeal was suade loss of entertainment time is involved, as
as long ago as Christmas Day, occasional the musical programme is specially designed
gifts continued to arrive till the latter part to be elastic so that the studio announcer
can return listeners to Wimbledon at sny
of March.
especially exciting point in a match.

London Music Festival

-

Astralian Short-wave Transmission

will be interested to know
Schedules (May, 1938)
Arturo ¡Toscanini will conduct
'L1 that
(Sydney), 31.28 m.: Sundays,
VK21\IE
the B.B.C. Symphony Orchestra in a series
p.m.of six concerts in the Queen's Hall during Sydney time: 4 p.tn.-6 p.m., 8 10.00.
May and June, beginning on Thursday, midnight; G.M.T.: 06.00-08.00,
14.00. Mondays, Sydney timo: 1.30 a.m.May 19th, at 8.15 p.m.
G.M.T.: 15.30-17.30.
A special feature of the series will be the 3.30 a.m.;
VK3ME (Melbourne), 31.5 m: Nightly,
performance at two consecutive concerts of
Verdi's "Te Deum "and" Requiem Mass," Monday to Saturday (inclusive), Melbourne
for soloists, chorus and orchestra. These timo: 7 p.m.-10 p.m.; G.M.T.: 09.00works 'will form the programme of the 1.00.
VK6ME (Perth), 31.28 m. Nightly, Monconcert on Friday, May 27th, and will he
repeated on the following Monday (May day to Saturday (inclusive), Perth Time:
30th). The B.B.C. Choral Society will take 7 p.m.-9 p.m.; G.M.T.: 11.00-13,00.

JLWUHS..
I

t

PROBLEM No. 293
Atkins liad an iSid set which did not inne
down low enough to receive Itadio-Norinandie
on the hew wavelength. Be decided that
instead of altering his coil ¡t. would be simpler
to reduce the Capacify of lus norias! tuning
condenser (.0005 mfd.) ami, accordingly, he
connected a .0002 mfd. fixed condenser in
series with it. He still found, however, that :
lie could iiot get down low enough. Why was
this? Three books will be awarded for thefirst three correct solutions opened. Address
your eavelopes to The Bditor, PISAc-rWsL AN»
AMAThgP, WmBLEss, Geo. Newnes, Ltd.,
Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand,
London, WC.2. Envelopes must be marked
Problem i'o. 203 in tise top' left-hand corner i
and must he posted to reacts this 011cc not
rater thai, the llrst post on Monday, May rot!. ¡

Solution to Problem No, 292
The cause o!' the trouble in Agnew's set was a
broken-down bias resistance in the cathode lear,! of the
output stage. This had open-circuited, end consequently the U.T. circuit to the valve was incomplete,
which accounted for the fact tjiat no anode current
was recorded by his meter.
The following three readers successfully solved
Problem No. 291 and hook-s have accordingly been
l'orwarded to then': F. hughes, 75, London Road,
Gloucester; W. White, 254. Oreenweythe Lane,
Catshalton, Surrey C. A. \VhltehesG, 2, Lovat
Street, Liverpool, 7.
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Constructional Details 6f a Simple Short-wave
Receiver Designed Especially for the Beginner
the name implies, this little receiver
has been built to provide a very
economical little set which may be
built by anyone, and the work involved
in the construction is so small and simple
that even a child may build up the set
in an hour or so. No soldering is required,
and the completed receiver may be relied
upon to provide really high-chsss results
on the short
waves.
Obviously, headphone reception
only is given,
but should it
be desired, an
amplifier could
be added at
AS

is exceedingly

placed in position.

Testing Out

i

Use good quality flex for the battery
leads and attach these as indicated, with
good wander plugs at the ends. Connect the
LT. and L.T. + plugs to the two terminals on tise accumulator marked with the
to
negative and plus signs (connecting
and
and + to +), and plug the RT.
HT. + plugs into the two sockets of the
66-volt H.T. battery so marked. Attach a
pair of headphones to the 'phone terminals
and connect the aerial and earth leads and
the set is ready for use. Remember, however,
that as this is only a one-valver you cannot
expect to receive America on a foot or so of
wire. Use a really good aerial and earth
connection. The aerial should be high but
not too long-say 30 feet inclusive of leadin. If more convenient, you can use a
vertical wire, suspended about 18mg. or 2ft.
from the walls and supported rigidly. The
earth lead should be of heavy gauge covered
wire, and should be taken by the most direct
route to tise nearest earth point. Athough a
water-pipe may be used, it should be of the

ç

some

-

future

date to enable

loudspeaker
to be operated.
a

-

-

As may be

gathered from

Fig.

1.-The

.,

of the low Screw down the two terminal strips at the
and some idea may be rear of the baseboard and mount the
fact that the smallest components on the panel before attaching
to 15 metres with the this to the baseboard. Use thick bare wire
whilst the, second coil for wiring-say 20 or 22 gauge bare tinned
26 metres. There are copper, and make quite certain that all
connections are tight. Remember to turn
the loops in the ends of the connecting
wires in the same direction as the nut is
turned to tighten, and then the ends will
not be pushed out when the nuts are

sharp-in spite

capacity employed,
gathered from the
coil tunes from D
special condenser,
covers from 12 to

-

fin-

ished receiver.

--

dozens of stations on the band covered by
the simplest this second coil, and the selectivity is
(W2XE)
baseboard and panel type, the panel being adequate to separate Wayne (W2XAD)
of metal to avoid hand-capacity effects, on 19.65 metres from Schenectady
and the baseboard a simple piece of fairly on 19.57 metres. Of course, it must be
will not
stout plywood. The dimensions of the remembered that these stations
as conditions on
latter are 8m, by 6m., and the thickness be heard every night,
but
variable,
should be about lin, or tin. The panel is Sin. the short waves are very
by 5m, and is attached to the baseboard under good conditions, and with a good
by three screws along the lower edge. aerial, these stations afford good volume in
1f thinner wood is employed for the the early evening.
The wiring should be executed by
baseboard it will be found difficult to
following carefully the wiring diagram on
attach the panel without it collapsing.
The circuit is the simple reacting detector, page 160, and it will be seen that there
which has been proved tiitie and time is actually very little to do. Screw down
again to offer the most satisfactory results the valve- and coil.holders, and drill the
in normal circumstances. Whilst it is panel from the details given in Fig. 3.
Fig. 2.-Theoretica
admitted that it is not so good as a properly
circuit.
operated electron-coupled arrangement, or
.L 5l
LIST OF COMPONENTS
a super-regenerative detector, these special
Premier,
Condeflser,
One .00016 mId. S.W.
circuits require special care in construction
2s. 3d.
and operation, and are not, therefore, ideally
.0003 mId. Reaction Condenser,Preinier, is. 6d.
mains type-nESt one coming from a tank
suited to the beginner. A standard 6-pin ¡ One 6-pin S.W. Coil-holder (baseboard mountin the house. If possible use a large buried
ing type), Premier, 2,. 3d.
plug-in coil is specified, and the various
mass of metal-a proper earth tube is better
Valve.
One
4-pin
baseboard-mounting
S.W.
components which are recommended, are
holder (V7), Clix, is. 9d.
-or an old pail, for instance. Keep this
very low in price, as may be gathered from
One .0003 mId. Tubular Condenser, type 451,
moist in order to provide maximum results.
is. Od.
the price list of components on this age. ! T.C.C.,magohm
The large dial controls tuning, and the leftGrid Leak, Dubilier, is. Od.
3
The coils are available to cover all ranges ¡'One
One S.W. H.F. Choke, type S.W. 68, Bulgin,
hand control is for reaction. This must be
from 9 up to 2,000 metres, and thus, it is
2s. Od.
used with care and should only be advanced
Two Terminal Blocks, type S.W 47, Bulgin,
possible to tune to various wavelengths as
slowly until a rushing noise is heard in the
'
2s. 6d.
¡
desired.
One On-Off Switch, type S.22, Bulgn, is. 3d.
'phones. At this poiit slacken off slightly
x
5hs.,
Peto-Scott,2s.6d.
OneMetalPanel,8in.
¡
and turn the tuning Iknob. If a whistle is
One Wooden Baseboard, Sin. x 6hs., Peto-Scott,
The Circuit
heard it will indicate that the reaction is too
Is. 3d.
¡
Connecting Wire, flex for battery leads, screws,
far advanced and it should be turned back
The tuning condenser specified is of the
etc,
2s.
6d.
still more. As soon as a signal is received
low-loss short-wave type, and will cover
One I-LL.2 metalltsed valve, Tungsram.
the reaction control may be adjusted to build
quite a small band on each coil, so that
One 66-volt H.T. Battery.
it up to the desired volume. Do not expect,
tuning difficulties need not be expected
One 2-volt LT. Accumulator,
Pair
4,000
ohm
Headphones.
One
however, to bring up signals to loudspeaker
provided that it is borne in mind that
Set of 6-pin S.W Coils-according to the ave
volume with a single valve, and if it is
short waves are not so simple to tune as the
ra
,premjer.
(Continued overkaf)
standard broadcast waveleigths. Tuning

the illustrations, the set

is of

I

Z

-
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receiver. If subsequent amplification is
desired, an ordinary L.F. amplifier may

VALVER
(Contjned

[ro,,,
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etsiIy be added, either as a separate unit or
on a larger baseboard.

previous page)

]IJI!J1&I1E

found that before the signaL is of adequate
volume the set bursts into oscillation you
must remember that that particular station
does not offer entertainment value. With
use, however, it is often found that the reac-

L.T.+ HT

A

,f

ft

@j

PHONES

ti

.

i

1.

-[

/

S.w.'
l-LFC.

I

b.

_

±
8.T..

Fig. 3.-Panel-drilling dimensions.
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TUNING
CONDENSER

-

tioñ control, properly handled, will bring
up a signal to quite a large volume, although
naturally distortion sets in after a point.
Remember, therefore, to uso this control
with care and do not expect to put every
station on the loudspeaker. The set is
designed for headphone use, and as such it
will give splendid results when properly
handled. As previously mentioned, the use
of the metal panel %-i1 avoid hand-capacity
effects, and other erratic tunmg difficulties
sometimes found with the simpler types of

-

fl\

ACTION
CONDENSER

.

-

-s=

=

-

_

(261.1 m. and 1,500 m.)
Wednesday, April 27th.-Military Band
concert.
Thursday, April 28th.- Variety programme from Holborn Empire.
Friday, April 29th.-The Oahg Show:
variety programme.

Saturday, April 3Oth.-Wembley Cup
Final (Jommentary, and Commentary
during the first match of the Australian
tour, from
Ground.

Worcester County Cricket

¡ REGIONAL (342.1 m.)

Wednesday, April 27th.-Co,nmenfary on
'he Two Thousand Guineas Race at
Newmarlcet.

Thursday,
-

April

SWITCH

[j

Thtrsday, April 28th.-Forty.seventh Annual Man-v Music Festival, from the

.

Cumberland variety programme.
Saturday, April 30th.- s. d. A study in
shopping.

WEST OF ENGLAND (285.7 n:.)
Wednesday, April 27th.-A recital of
Handel's music from the Church of
St. Mary.
Thursday, April 28th-Variety from the
Palace Theatre, Bath.
Friday, April 29th.-More Musical Memoirs from the Diary of Lavinia Dowselt.

TELEVISED

Theatre.

Saturday, April 3Oth.-B.B.C. Ballroom:
Dance music programme.
in.)

April 27th.-A Programme
Harmony
gramophone records:

of

i

House.

Thursday, April 28th-Variety from the
Graid Theatre, Derby.
Friday, April 29th.--Stoke - on - Tre ut
Schools' Music Festival.
Saturday, April 3Oth.-Mu.sic in the Air:
vocal programme.

NORTHERN (449.1 in.)
Wednesday, April 27th-Norway: a
feature programme tracing Noi-se influence on Northern England.
Lu......i

enne

Week

T

Saturday, April 30.-Sports Special: a
feature for fan-s.

Palace, Douglas.

Friday, April 29th.-Hark Forrard / West

28th.-Scrapbook for

TVednesday,

-S

I_________

uJ.!'

.

i_s-f-a

1928.

MIDLAND (296.2

PI,

--

-=-----

[]

Friday, April 29th.-Madam Butterfly,
Act 1 (Puccini), from Sadler's IVells
I

-

M

.Important Broadc;sts of the
NATIONAL

F

.

i

DRAMA

Works by W. B. YeiJs, J. Van
D'ruten, Eugene O'Neill, and James
Bridie are to be included in forth.
coming television programmes. W. B.
Yeats' play," The Shadowy Waters"
will be seen in the evening programme on May 4th.
Leonora
Corbeu will appear in " There's
Always Juliet," by John Van
Druten, in the evening transmission on April 27, which will be
repeated in the afternoon on May 2nd.

James Bridie's "Tobias and (lie
Angel" is scheduled for May Ist,
and for the afternoon of May 6th. On
May 11th, Eugene O'Neill's excitinç/
drama, "The Emperor Jones" will
be televised in the afternoon and will
e repeated in the evening programme
on May 13th.

i
¡

WELSH (373.1 ni.)
Wednesday, April 27th.-Blwyddyn Arbennig ya fy Mywyd-a talk.
Thursday, April 28th.-The College
Wee/dy Concert from the Powi.s Hall,
University College of North Wales,
Bangor.
Friday, April 29th.-Siartiaeth ym Maldwyn, a feature programme on Chartism
in Montgomeryshire, by Toni Hughes
Jones.
Saturday, April 3Oth.-Music by Welsh
composers.

SCOTTISH (391.1 ni.)
JVednesdatj, April 27th.-Scotlish Music
of To-day: orchestral programme.
Thursday, April 28th.-The Making of the
Exhibition. A sound impression of the
construction of the Empire Exhibition
(Scotland) 1938.

j

Friday, April 29f h-Harry Gords.rn in
Inversnecky Calling /
Saturday, April 3Oth.-Backstage at Bella.
houston-A last look round, by Alastair
Barth wick.

j
i

NORTHERN IRELAND (307.1 vi.)
Wednesday, April 27th.-Organ recital
from the Cathedral Church of St.
Patrick, Armagh.
Thursday, April 28th.-O rchestrai programme.

¡
f

Friday, April 29th.-Ulster Agriculture
and the British Empire Exhibition, by
Sir Basil Brooke.
Saturday, April 3Oth.-Orchestral concert.

nenne n_fl_c
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TIOW to. Reáe ive Short Waves
-

ArtieDoes Not De ai with Short-wave Receivers as S uch, but with the Use o
Converters and. Adapten as Additions to Various Types of Broadcast Receiver

This

subject is one that has been
dealt with at length in previous
articles in these pages, but in
treating it again we have in mind the
thousands of new readers and the fact that
this is, after all, a special all-short-wave
number. Consequently, the moie ardent of
our readers must excuse us if part of this
week's article is devoted to matters in
which they are. well versed.
OTJR
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junction of the two chokes to a fixed condenser, the other side of which is joined to
the aerial terminal of the broadcast set.
Reaction is so adjusted that the valve is in
a state of continuous oscillation, and the

broadcast set is left tuned to the bottom
of the long-wave band. The oscillations
beat with those of the signal to be received,
producing the intermediate frequency.
This is equal to the difference in frequency
between the oscillations generated by the
converter and the frequency of the signal.

Intermediate Frequency

to generate continuous oscillations. It might
be more readily understandable if it is pointed out that the adapter is essentially a singlevalve receiver and that the portion of the
-broadcast set used with it serves as nothing
more than a Iow-freciuency amplifier. The
adapter takes the p!ace of the detector valve
in the broadcast set, as will be understood
from Fig. 2, which shows the circuit of the
adapter asid, in skeleton form, part of the
receiver L.F. circuit.
Connection is generally made between
the two units by means of a valve plug
adapter, this being placed in the detector
valve-holder of the broadcast receiver after
taking out the normal detector valve. By
this means the L.T. and H.T. supplied to
the detector valve-holder in the set are
automatically applied to the valve in the
adapter, any decoupling and L.F. coupling
circuits remaining in use.

When the broadcast receiver is tuned to,
say, 900 metres, the equivalent frequency For Battery or Mains
is about 330 kcfs, and so the converter
The circuit given applies to a battery.
> # must be tuned to a frequene; higher or operated set, but almost identical connuetions can be used when the receiver is of the
.0/
AIFO
mains-operated type, by replacing the fourpin adapter plug by a five-pin one, and
0001e
connecting the centre pin to the cathode
41FD
terminal of the valve-holder in the adapter.
kQLVE
'
It will be obvious that the aerial lead must
Fig. -Circuit of a typical aulodyne (single
he transferred from the set to the correvalve) S. W. superbe! converter.
sponding terminal on the adapter, hut the
-earth connection can remain unchanged,
But even though we are dealing with a
since it is completed through the filament
familiar subject, it is one which is conor cathode circuit.
stantly changing as improvements are made
in design and in components. For example,
Using a Pentagrid
a common method of receiving short waves
on a broadcast set a few years ago was by
A more-advanced type of converter Circuit
means of an adapter which replaces the
________
than that dealt with above and shown in
detector or second-detector valve of the
Fig. 1 is desirable to-day, and one such
receiver. Later than that was the method
efficient arrangement is fully described on
of using a superhet converter in conjunction
other pages. In that case, separate first
with a "straight" set having at least one Fig. 2.-Aa SW. adapter circuit which replaces detector and oscillator valves are used,
stage of H.F. amplificaVion; the most the detector and preceding valves (if any) in the whereas some constructors would prefer to
common circuit for the converter was one
broadcast set,
use a single-valve frequency-changer of the
using an S.G. or H.F. pentode valve in an
pontagrid or triode-pentode pattern.
autodyne arrangement, as shown in Fig. 1. lower than that of the required signal by circuit is given in Fig. 3, and from this A
it
this amount. Actually, it would be possible will be seen that the principal difference
Autodyne Pros and Cores
to tune the receiver to almost any other between the pentagrid circuit and that
That was all right as far as itwent, and wavelength, because the output or anode shown in Fig. lis that there are two tuning
is still used with fair success. But there circuit of the converter is only tuned very circuits.
These can consist of ordinary
are many disadvantages, the most import- approximately by the broadcast HF. short-wave coils of the four-pin type, and
ant of which is that the circuit is not choke. At the same time, best results are
(Conii,,ued overleou)
particularly selective. Another is that all generally obtained with the
Bhort-wave signals are received at two autodyne circuit when the
positions on the tuning scale, one above and IF. is not higher than about
one below the signal frequency.
450 kc/s, whilst it is imporLargely to offset these disadvantages are tant that the I.F. should not
the important advantages of simple con- correspond with the frestruction and extreme ease of operation. quency of a transmitter if
Additionally, the converter unit can be interference is to be avoided.
made from standard parts and by using a
valve of a pattern that will probably be on
The Adapter
hand as a spare.
It. will be as well briefly to describe the
Before dealing with more
principle of this so-called autodyne con- advanced types of superhet
verter, for the explanafion will be useful converter, let us look at
This again
when we come to consider more advanced the adapter.
systems. The valve is wired purely and is in the form of a singlesimply as a detector with reaction, with the valve receiver with reaction,
exception that in the anode circuit there is but in this case it is used
'
an additional choke of the "broadcast" exactly as a receiver. In
it
is
not caused Fig. 3.-A converter circuit using a entagrid frequency-changer.
type, and that a lead is taken from the other words,
I.

'
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tuning can be carried out by means of a

two-gang .00016-mfd. condenser, with a
35 zn.infd. trimmer in parallel with the first
section.
'[he output is again fed to the aerial
terminal of the broadcast set, w hich is left
tuned to a fixed frequency or wavelength
as before. Oscillation is maintained in the
frequency-changer by the close coupling
between the two windings of the four-pin
coil used for the oscillator section, and it is
therefore necessary only to tune the gang
condenser to select various transmissions.
Once the required station has been tuned in,
fine tuning can be effected by means of the
trimmer.
CONVERTER

I

-

\

l

--

SET

:

I

To
RECT,e,EÁ'

O

V4ZfrE

j

HOhOER

I

I

M.r-

Fig. 4.-How an A. C. converter can be fed
with H. T. and L. T. from most existing
H. F.?type A. C. receivers.

Use With Maui Sets
When it is desired to employ a converter
of this or similar type with a mains receiver,
certain difficulties are almost sure to present
themselves. For instance, if the set is of the
D.C. or AC/D.C. type the extra valve
cannot draw its HT. and L.T. current from
the broadôast set. The reason is that the
power-supply circuits are designed and
adjusted to suit the original valves only.
In consequence, it is nearly always necessary
to build a small mains unit into the converter itself. The leads to this will be joined

Stereoscopic Television

W

WIRELESS

to the common mains suppiy, along with
those to the broadcast set,
Even when the receiver is of the AC.
type difficulties may be encountered,
because there might be insufficient "reserve "of HT, and LT. current to feed the
extra valve. In the case of the majority
of home-built receivers this will not apply,
but the point might be of great importance
if the set is a ready-made commercial
model.
If there is sufficient "spare"
current, the connections can be made as
shown in Fig. 4; if not, a separate small
mains unit will be required for the converter,
as when dealing with a D.C. receiver.
With the arrangement shown
the adapter plug-socket is
placed in the H.F. valve-

April

30th, 1938

should not be attempted in the case of a
commercial receiver. Even if there were
sufficient space to accommodate the extra
coils and change-over switch many cornplications would arise due to the difficulty
ofreachine the wirinu.

Double Frequency-changer
In general, the most satisfactory system
with a superhet is to use what is known as a
double frequency-changer; one is in the
set and the other is in the converter. This
means that the latter must have two
valves, one for frequency-changing and one
to act as an I.F. amplifier. A general

holder, the HF.

valve
being replaced in the adapter
socket. Only a small current
output will be needed, but an
H.T. voltage of about 200,
at 20 mA, and an L.T. supply
of 4 volts I amp. will be
needed. This means that
-a mains transformer and
rectifier vill be essential.

Converter with Superhet

ALV'

,

AND AMATEUR

Queries are often received
from readers who want to
use a snort-wave converter
'r
in conjunction with a broadFie. 5.'-Skeleton diagrcns oJ a convertir for use with a broadcast
cJ.st.type superhet. Unsuper/set.
It incorporates boh frequency - changer and I. F.
fortunately, itis not always
valves.
easy to aavtse on tOSS
point, for superhets are
sometimes inclined to be rather "ticklish." circuit is given in Fig. 5 to show the idea.
You see, there already is one frequency- When this system is adopted the broadcast
changer in the superhet although it is superhet should be pre-tuned to 2,000
used for medium and long waves only. It metres, all further tuning being carried out
is often feasible to include a pair of short- on the converter. It will be seen that a
wave coils in the originalset, making pro- 150 kc/s I.F. transformer is used between
vision for bringing these into circuit in the converter frequency-changer and the
place of the broadcast coils. In this case it converter I.F., an H.F. choke being used
is important that a special oscillator coil in the anode circuit of the latter. The
be used. and that this should be suitable for trimmers on the I.F. transformer should
use in an all-wave set having a .0005-mfd. he carefully adjusted so that the tuning
gang tuning condenser. It is also important matches up with that of the input circuits
that the two short-wave coils be suitable of the set; this is done by tuning them
for the intermediate frequency at which the until maximum signal strength is obtaincd
set is designed to operate. Suitable corn- on a signal toward the middle of the waveponents are obtainable, but the alteration band covered by the converter.

oflevel

ITH further reference to the recent
notes on the German stereoscopic
television system, we may point Out that it
is identical electrically withthat now radiated
from the Alexandra Palace, but instead
the odd and even line scanning being undertaken in one tube to bring about a final
interlace of the one scene, the vision modutaLion is really made up from alternate
pictures, each having slightly different
Optical characteristics. At the receiving
end is set employing a cathode-ray tube
as the picture reconstituting device, so that
the two sets or electrical images are maue
visible on the tube's screen, the viewing
being undertaken indirectly, for the tupe is
mounted vertically, and'an inclined mirror
in the set's lid shows the picture as a reflection. There is - a fundamental diffetence
between this set and a standard one, however, for betwcen the tube and the mirror is
interposed a patented device. This takes the
form of a "grating," which is said to be
formed of alternato transparent and
opaque strips. It rests on the tqp of
the receiver cabinet in the place taken
usually by the Triplex glass mask of the
present-day set. When looking at the
reproduced television picture in the mirror,
therefore, this grating is said to permit one
eye to see only one of the two alternate

tenses most manufactuens' sets. Furthermore, with the background illumination
being transmitted directly there is a constant
$
level for black and the frame and line synchronising pulses. The synchronising pulse
corresponds to zero radiated power from
images, while the other eye observes the the transmitter and in consequence the
second image. Just as the brain blends the tops of these pulses remain at a definite
Iwo eye images together with normal sight, voltage level in the receiver detector output
so the same action takes place with this circuit: This means that to separate the
stereoscopic scheme of Zworykin's, and the picture components of the signal from the
illusion of a complete television picture in synchronising pulses, a simple type of amplithrees dimensions, or having depth, is con- tude filter circuit will prove quite satisveyed to the person looking-in. The scheme factory.
.h
wi iu'
u-( L...-.
ma
and practical, and will, no doubt, pass Music of Finland
ERNARD ROSS (baritone) and Enid
through the normal phases of development,
Payne (pianoforte) will be the artists
to be applied eventually to high-definition
in the eleventh of the series entitled" Musictelevision services.
of Other Countries," devoted to music of
.
.
Finland, on May 3rd.
The American Viewpoint
-

i

NOIES AND NEWS

..-1

ANOTICEABLE difference between English and American television practice
is that the latter, as a rule, employ synchronising pulses which are inadequate from
the dual standpoint of amplitude and time
duration. This will only reduce the measure
of tolerance in the design of television receivers, and in consequence the limits now
set by the B.B.C. standard are to be preferred
to any reduction which would tend to destroy
the marked steadiness which now charac-.
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Thé "Cyclo". C nverter.
An :Efficient and Simple Two-valve Unit Suitable for the Beginner or Advanced
Constructor,. is Described in this Article
inexpensive alternative to a firstclass all-wave or a complete shortreceiver is a good SW. eonverter. which allows any receiverembodying
amplification to receive the
worth-whilQ programmes now being
transmitted on the various short-wave
bands.
is not for nie to enlarge on what
the short-waves have to offer you that

S

.

ment combining to form a very efficient
superhet unit, the wave-range of which is
governed by the eoil employed.
By using a separate oscillator valve, it
will be found that the efficiency holds good
right down- to the ultraslìort, and that the objectionable features of the
single triode autodyne
method are. completely
eliminated, and, what is
also very important, the
operating voltages and
:
conditions are not supercritical.
To avoid that
being taken too
literally, I would
add that reasonable
care mu-st be taken
in the selection and
..

.

.

.

.

..

.

Jator. However, Cl will take care of any
normal arrangements, but do ee that your
aerial is at least ofaverage efficiency.
The three windings shown, namely, the
aerial coupling, the grid and reaction coils,
arc all wound on one former, the necessary
connections being made to the terminals
of a six-pin valveholder into which the
specified

'

,

;

I

\

.

.

'

-
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-
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-

.
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»

-

p
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coil-Eddystone-fits.

For the 40 to 94 metres a type 6R coi
is required, this being identified by a Red
spot on the top flange, while for the 22 to
37 and 12 to 26 metres, a Yellow spot and
a Light Blue spot coil aie required respectively. An additional feature of the design
is that the specified coils can also be
obtained to cover higher vavebands, for
example, the type 6BR covers all the usual
trawler transmissions.
The grid circuit is tuned by the variable
condenser C2, and it is this control which
acts as the station selector, no tuning
adjustments being made on the broadcast
receiver which has to be used in conjunction
with the converter.
The only other control is that provided
by C3, which allows the degree of reaction
or regeneration to be varied until the triöde
is oscillating smoothly.
If all operating
conditions are satisfactory, it will often be
found that it is not necessary to alter C3
once t has been set for any particular coil,
so that operation is reduced to one knob
control, i.e., C2.

-

Construction
r
.

.

.

-

-

lavoet of the component-s. for
example, a poor detector valve
will ruin the whole thing; a
triode which will not oscillate
consistently anti smoothly can
cause poor results. while in- plan.
After this mount the two HF. chokes,
efficient H.F. chokes or variable cotidensers having high H.F. losses can all con(Con,,,,ed overleaj)
tribute to unsatis-HT+2
factory performance.
Therefore, watch
J
J
HTi-I
those points and,
where possible, adIIFC
OUTPUT.
here to the original
-

Fig.

,l.-The

comP

ele

.

-

-

conVe riet
ready Joe

-

use.

.

-

-

.

To assist in the assembly, nd to keep
various leads reasonably short, the complete
unt is built on a- very compact chassis
which has a metallised surface to provide
the -required degree of screening and a
common earth point.
The valve and coil holders should be fixed
in position to st,art iith, and the filament
and grid circuits wired according to the

-

-

.

"

.

--

-

-

-

-.

is done elsewhere in these pages, but I would

like to say that if you have already tried a
converter or adapter, and have given U)
the matter through dissatisfaction, provided
that your local conditions are average,
have another try with the unit described
below, and I am sure you will alter your
views.
To use two valves may seem to many as
both unnecessary and extravagant, especially in iew of the heptodes and triodehèxocles available, but the trouble is that
these valves are not lying spare in everybodys den, whereas those employed in the
circuit aro quite likely within the reach of
all who might be intqrested in the circuit,

The

Circuit

It will

that an or
and screened-grid or
"straight" H.F. pentode are required.
The first acts as a local oscillator in a similar
nianner to the oscillator section of a normal
superhetrcceivor, while the second is used
as a SG. detector, the cmplete arrange.

dinarv

be seen from Fig. 2

trioda

specification.
The variable conCl is wired in
series with the aerial
t-o allow the selectivity to be varied,
and to control the
d a ni p n g which
might be imposed on
the grid circuit by
ce r t a i n e r a I
arrangements. If an
aerial of excessive
length, or one having
a high capacity to
eart,is employed, it
is possibie that the
fit' st valve will he -j,
damped to such an
extent as to prevent
it acting as an oscil-.

der
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Fig. 2.-Theoretical circuit

of the iwo-valve
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If the tuning

taking care to notice that the short-wave
type is used in the anode circuit of the
oscillator, while the screened one is in
the detector anode high-tension feed.
Actually, the first one is mounted underneath the chassis and the second on top, so
no mistake should he possible. The fixed
condensers 05, 6 and 7 can now be secured,
and the resistance R2 fastened to the
anode side of the second H.F. choke.
When all wiring has been checked, the
brackets can be screwed down to hold the
three variable condensers, these, in turn,
being mounted in their respective positions.
A word here maybe necessary regarding
the ,LU. pecIa! .W. condenser U2. 1h18
model is designed for three or single-hole
fixtng, the latter being obtained by screwing
on a little attachment provided with the
component. See that it is securely fastened,
and that all condensers are really firm on
LILIWIL

JflaUflWM.

control 02 is now rotated
the rushing noise will continue until
a station is heard. Should the noise stop,
gently adjust 03 until a setting is found
for the complete movement of 02. Tt may
be necessary to reduce Cl or increase
slightly H.T.l..
When a station is tuned-in, don't touch
03, but you can experiment with the
s?owly,

(Continued from previous page)

ApriI 30th, 1938
reaction control on the receiver, although a
shade too much of that will make the whole
circuit hopelessly unstable.
One of the main secrets of S.W. tuning
is the manipulation of the tuning control.
This must be adjusted very slowly, otherwise it is possible to pass over several
stations without even knowing that they
are there.
-

-

WIRING DIAGRAM

)riR
O

O

V

C2

s

The aerial ahd earth socket strip can now
be fixed, and then the remaining wiring
completed, not overlooking the lengths of
flexible wire required for the battery and
output connections.

__

0001E
MED
1(j)

Operation

-

¿

D

l_-_Li_,

-

First of all the battery leads must be
connected to suitable voltage supplies.
The same batteries that are used with the
broadcast receiver will do, providing that
in the receiver the H.T. and LT. negative
are common with the earth. This arrangement is practically universal, so there is
little likelihood that any alterations will be
necessary.
The earth connection can be left on the
receiver but the arial must be removed
and connected to the appropriate socket on
the converter, while the receiver should be
switched over to the long waves, and the
tuning condenseis set to, say, somewhere
near the bottom of that wave-band.
When the valves are plugged into lic
converter, the output lead from C5 can
then be connected to.1he aerial terminal
of the broadca9t set, and the complete
arrangement is ready for use as soon as the
receiver is switched on.
The reaction control C3 must be adjusted
until a faint rushing sound is heard in the
speaker -or 'phones. The noise should not
be too fierce or too weak. It is a matter
for experience and adjustment, though one
soon knows by practice if the circuit is

V2
H.F.C.

o

o

2 0

CAP
0F VE
TO

R2.

0,000 Û

5(e)

.,

.

j
-

11.1+2

OuTPUT

HT- LT-

L.T.+

L

AL A2

H.T.+l

"alive."

LIST OF COMPONENTS
I Clix socket strip A, Al, and E. (7d.)
2 Clix SW. 4-pin valveholders, Type V.5 (lCd.

4

each.)
i J.B. S.W. special .00015 mfd. variable
condenser. (5s. 9d.)
J.B. Dilecon reaction condenser, .0003. mId.
(2s. ed.)
i Dubilier 10,000 ohm tesis, i ssatt. (is.)
i Dubilier grid leak, 4 watt, 2 megohm. (6i1.) I
3 Component Mounting Brackets, Peto-Scott
(4d. each.)
i Bulgin screened H.F. Choke type HF9. (4s.)
i Bulgin SW. H.F.Choke type HF3. (2s.)
i Eddystone 6-pin coil holder, lype 969 '(and
coils to match for wivelength dtsird).

i
1

i

2s.3d.)

Eddystone variable condenser, .0001, type
(Ss.)
900-100.
T.C.C. fixed condenser, I mId, type 341.
(2s. 3d.)
I T.C.C. li,ced condenser, .1 infd. type 341.

i

1

0003 MF

F

(is.4d.)

T.C.C. fixed condenser, .001 mfd. type 451.
(Is.)
I T.C.C. fixed condenser, .0001 mId, type 451.
(Is.)
I Peto.Scott clsassis, Sin. x 6m, with 3m.
runners. (3s. 6cl.)
1 Tungsramn valve, LD21O.
I Tungsram valve, HP2IO.
1

FJ

-

I

_

II

I

i

c.

0001 MD.

i

'1
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SAVE ò,-:
MORE

ALL POST ORDERS BY RETURN.
ECONOMISE WITH THIS
Cash
KIT BARGAINS.

KIT

SHORT WAVE
ALL WAVE

-WORLD
-

2.-1.:

I-

r_yes

9

Four Matched
Values

F REE

LilValug

14:17:6
BARGAIN

'!'

N.r.S.tWorld 5.0.4 is the

.4:

tb

t

hort

th

..'ntku oat, prometes no ou-

and

Audio

-_"3.in.1"

-

Pentodo

I'Ib
Rfl ru
u'JlvirIL J L

IF

'r

lt

J

5

patos

1
1
i

Co es poi s ssc
ob se best is.i

-

6-pin coils 9-200O metres.
50/6, or 51- fawn nod' 12 monthly payments
015/3,
6 Matched Valves FREE
eluding

i

6

__________

1

1PI'7'19

.............
......
....
........
........

s.

d.

5
5
4

6

3

0

1

4

3

0

1

O

2

0

51 12

0

Peto-Scott ready drilled rhsosls, witte voIre used coilholders fitted
N.T.S. Hssrrtraoe 2-gong condenser und distance plenos
Peto-Scott LP. euler transformer
90,000 ohsn, potentiometer sottIe 3-pt, switch
(-watt resizbos-n, lasoS, 30,660, 120,000 obsess, limeS
tabuLer eoudesceeee, (2) .0602. (It 000 (3) .1 m'd. ..
.05 mcd. fixed condenser
sed
Peto-Sg Lt pesAi 1 mId

t .0001 mId. -esnttos, condenser

1-VALVE SHORT-WAVE KIT
Complete 1 Valve Recesver Kit, meluding .3 roils 12-94
metres sud pare ol snper.ornoitive headphones, 27/6 rulo, 50
2/5 down and 11 monthly papulenls 01 2/6.
VAL.'VE

-DX.
List

FANS' A.C.,4 S.W.
BARGAIN

KIT

12-94 metres.

World

Ail-

ietreo

TP:r

comprises every pact for assembly. including 3 paIrs 4 sud
6-pimo coils (12-94 metreol, 'vincI end uaoembiy
instructIons.
h
COD,, 75/- or 5/-

Type

9

LW 10)0-2,000 motees

¿.43 metres per

T

jale 5!,.
Type 9'S3 24-79 metres per

evl,brted

i'

E;

4-valve

Ø

i

short-wove eatertoloment. Complete Kit, io.
oludrng 3 6-pia collo. Liot valse, £411616.
42/- mob or 2/6 down sod 12
RARGAIS
monthly payments o14/-.

Four Matched Valves FREE.

Curl, or COD., or 7f6 down
und luslanee (n 35 monthly
payments of 8j3

SL/4 (40-96 metres)
SLI5 (70-200 metres)
SL/O (160-350 metres)

-

10/-.
STEEL

drilled for 1-lt valvc.hoklero
CHASSIS, )leudy
Sise 15m. X 9iro. u 31es.
Eleolrolytics and maies, trsooforusrr.
grey eroosuei Snish, bound nest, Macgain, 2/- soak (23/0 per doe.
Carr, poids.

when

BIGGEST

1938

BARGAIN

BRANDAl I luAU
NEW I4LL-YII4V

5 valve

AC. SUPERHET RADIO/GRAM CHASSIS
Comp/efe with 5 Values. Knobs and Eaculcheos less Speaker

BARGAIN

£4:17:6

Cashor COD.
Guaranteed Tested.
Toue the World on Lid Vaine
Fr.
this modero 0-stab
Sit-ware Receiver,
18-5e, 200-550, tlOe.
2,000 metres. Aoto- -

it

/
t

lL__

Jyf

STO. recommended lightweight lyp.

pair
PosI 64.

pee

esôtuel.

7/6 do,ro,
0
bu/once (n 15 ytoolhlo
poymsenle of 7/11, or o
Mole/ned Spouter 27/6 erlro
nr 7/6 doses ossO 37 ,no,,IM pso,ocsls of 8/0.
t

6 : O
Cmb or COD., or 7/e down
and 15 mohthly payments of

K.B. REJECTOSTAT RECEIVER
CHASSIS

9f-.

AC. sod D.C.(A.C. models.
'Olototune "illuminated dmal. Station amaro o,sd metre,.
Waverungo 200-2,000 metre,. Complete ulsoenis with po'oer
poet with B.V.A. Voleen sod 11th fidelity Sto. cone speoher
Bnrgain
mounted os tilt-fitted baffle board. Le,, robinet.
f4f4/0. Yosra 6er 5/- down sod 15 monthly psyomeote
of 0/9. Fully teoted. Steady for une. Leaflet on reqscot.
Model 540. 2-Valve Superhet.

3/3

3/-

.._

3/3
3/6
3/9

,
--

OL/'7 1300-550 mitres)

FREE.y

Cosmocord Model,
Mighty sesesicive pink-up.
otonostie Stop and Start, patculdd eperd regulator, 12 pluck
covered turntable, needle cups. Dimensions l'C z 14'. Urus)
Pelee SO'S. BARGAIN, Cash or COD.. 19/6.
PICK-UPS. coosu.oeord higloiv sensitive type. Complete with
rest. Usuel pries 17/Il. BARGAiN, Cash or COD., 7/6.
-P.M. SPEAKERS. )'reslo conslgameot 01 o eil.laoowss makes,
including R. & A. Role sud Mogsavon.I loe Power or Pentodo
output. SIn, cone. LIot voire, 52/-. BARGAIN, 9/11 roch.
- MAINS
SPEAKERS.
Rolo, tt)in, cone. 2,3*1 ohmu Polsi.
i'e.utode Output. 10/0 raoh.
GANG CONDENSERS. Polor type 3 and 4-SamtS; .0002 mId, each
section. fOr otr&ight circuIto, shielded, oith lrhomnsec,. 2/15 coot,.
watt, all salseo, 4d, cado, 2/6 dos. 2-watt
RESISTORS,
- Besistorn, Ri each.
4-VALVE AO. BANDPASS BROADCAST Chacols. Complete with
alt s-elves, engruvrd dial, 200.2,030 metres, pick-up noukoto,
LI/lO/O,
1 svatto Output, tulip tectrd.
BATTERY 5.0.3 Chassie, 200-2,000 mctreo. Pentodo output, less
valve,, 10/6.
JACKS ALD IPLUOS. KTO. Single and Double Circuit Jacks
List (2 3 each), 1/- each, Jack Plugo, 1/- euch.
CHARGER. 2v,
amp, Mollet, Metal llrrtitice,
- TRICKLE

HEADPHONES

£6

COILS
EXTRA
IL/i (6.13 metres) (IorTelevioien)

Type
Type
Type
Type
Type

NEW. compriotng Motor end
A.O. St-cina, 100-250 cotto, 10 cycles.

Peto-Scott recommended eteel Harrierme eabiaet, 1 2 ¡fi
I
or sith drilled panel. Csb or COD., 151-...
or odd 1/3 to Kit deposit und monthly payments.

MODEL

ASO.

SPECIAL OFFERS

HURRICANE CABINET

..

These popular B.T.S. Receivers available for
Cash, C OD. or easiest of easy terms.

MODEL £5:15:O

.

UNITS.l'or
GRAMOPHONE
Pick-up,

-

erssploying Kit "1' with 3
Seeifted Hurricane Valves, housed in Feto-Scott
recommended Cabinet, lens coils and
before
Rigidly teoned
phones.
tiespateh. Cash orCO]), orG/-dOwn .
and 12 monthly payments of 6/..
See Coil Prices above or if Finished Inst rue,senf
required complete set of IO N.T.S. Hurrocane
Cash or C.O.D.. price 64.9:6 or 7/6 down
Coils.
and 12 monthly payments of 7/il.

IN STOCK-TROPHY 3's

BATTERY

_SIi/1LIFIES

IT

Complete Receioer,

12-94 metre,, will bring a 111061mo of foaeioattng

Short-

EtON I
Airspaced baneispread and taub condensers.
SPECIAL ANTI-BUND SPOT CON3 Calibrated saalte.

comprise, every port for aveemlsty,
K
issclodisag S 4-pin coils, wiring ornI
ascrssehlv iseslraettusn. CarIe or 0.0.». Care. Pd.
25/-. or 2/6 dows, and 11 monthly payments oÍSlO.

-

HURRICbNE
Ç) FINISHED RECEIVERS

42/-

esco

t

DENSER.

Complete Kit with 3 specIfied valves and cet ut
lo N.T.9. Hurricane silo, 57/6 0e 4/9 down rad
12 monthly payments of 4/li.

BatterYISHORT-WAVE KIT
¡7:6 BARGAIN
List Price £4

or may be Used os

,,..-55Ofle-valve

"\

-

24-70.
(12-43.
0.2-27 metres), pee paie 4/-.

or dessred kit.

DAPT3 or converts your bat-

I

cassages

required Coils

A

*

o

s

K IT 2

BANDSPREAD-

VALVES FREE

popao

Wove

metres) per pale 4/6.
(9002,000
Ws
Long
metres) 55cr pote 5/6.
three scovo
Short Wave,

0.3-27 meteco per

Add 1/12th of COSI O"
forwarding depos),,

Matched Valveo FREE.

-New

FREE

N,T.S.

7,ledism

pair 5/-.

K IT

POST

0
HURRICANE COILS
6-PIN COILS

rever

ONE-SHOTINDUCTORS

.....

/

¿

6

Or assailable with Ki I for 2/6 down and 12
monthly payments of 3/5.

-

U

COD.,..

or C.O.D.

SET OF

-

OR

-

,

-

BARCAl N 25/VALVE FREE

0

VALVES
SPECIFIED
COMPLETECash
/

KIT-

Value LS: ¡0 :0

VALVES FREE

"1 "CASK

Velue 3776

List

i

Any part avatlable separately. Orders orer
lOs, sent post and COD. charges paid.

bande. DesIgned opeclally for 5.T.8. 6-pin One-chat Issdoetorc
orN.T.S. typo ST. fi-pincoibs. Only N.T.R ere lu the position
to oSer euch ase amazing bargato. Comptete Kit with highest
grade components only. witte drilled metal oteaseis. trans'
former, condensers and all Itestroctione. Lees Coil,, 57/6 only
or yours for 2/6 dones cod 12 sneol)lly pop0Oeetl of 3/5.
Valve, FREE.

SHORT-WAVE KIT-

RECEIVER-ADAPTOR---CONVERTER

EVERY PART GUARANTEED
MATCHED, PROVED, TESTED.
THESE AR E THE ITEMS IN KIT

tes.

Pre.RF,, 6.0. Detector, Screened-lint

)Z

or C.O.D.

I

Comprising Specified N.T.S. OR YOURS
FOR
2-gang Condenser, N.T.S
Hurricane S.M. Dial, PetoScott Steel Chnssis, L.F.
Transformer and Fixed ConDOWN.
denser, less Valves and Coils
Balance in 12 monthly payments of
2/10.

KIT-

S.G.4

:

i'.

.
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1l.C.4.
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Il'lesse need

tor
N.T.S. Short Wave Booklet and a,naing bargain list covering Radio Kits,
Battery and Mains A,npli/jers and Chassis, Microphones, Famous name sets,
Any goods advertised in this journal available for
etc. (at wholesale prices).
Send NOW for co,nple:e lisis.
yments terms.
cash or on easy

NEW TIMES SALES CO.,

j56 (PeW. 62.). LDGATE HILL, LONDON,

I

use CASTI /

COD. / H.P ........... ................

which I esdose ................................

j

NAMEADDEESS......................................................

Please cross P.O's

sud

EST. 1924
craSsier correera.
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under service conditions

which simulated
as near as nossible those prevailing at the
Alexandra Palace. Furthermore, the B.B.0
mobile television unit transmitted programmes from Olympia to Alexundra
Palsoe for re-radiation to all viewers with
receiving sets. Linked up *ith tiLe line and
radio television transmissions were. about
three dozen of the latest types of commercial set ranged along a "Televiewrs
Parade" so that individual set performance could be compared or contrasted one
with the other. The scheme gave the public.
a vivid impression of the quality of the light
reproductions in miniature on the set screens
of what was happening in the television
studios. The interest which this has created
is enormous, and the huge crowds which
filed around the exhibit testified to the
popularity of this feature.

liSt Oil
April

Oth

'

Vol. 3.

1938.

The Television Telephone

No. 98

stage. Harmonics from sets of this type
are capable. of setting, np strpner interference than an ultra-short-wave set, and
may even cover distances of three or four
hundred yards. With the increasing popularity of short-wave listening it is essential
that this position be regu!ariscd, otherwise
it is likely to cause difficulty in the development of the younger art of television.
An improved standard of performance
with short-wave sets -of the cheaper type
would of course meet the case, and no doubt
this will be watched carefully by those
manufacturers who at the present moment
market sets of the shoit-wave type, as well
as television receivers.

NOT contentiwith showing how efficient
is the telephone cable link between
Berlin and Leipzig for normal seeing
and hearing purposes, the Germans are now
undertaking tests to ascertain how many
long-distance telephone calls can be con-

ducted simultaneously over the ninety
,Difticulties with Films
miles of television cable. This cable is of
THE cinema industry is once more
the co-axial type with a wide frequency
reviewing the situation which lias
acceptance as far as signals are concerned,
arisen because of the decree of competition
and the first exoeriments have enabled
which it is stated is brought ahouthy the.
thirty telephone calls to be undertaken on
B.B.C. television service affecting the
the line at the same time. This is a most
jatronage of cinemas. The Cineniatograph
promising start and officials of the British
Exhibitors' Association are firmly of the
Post Office are watching the developments
opinion that the televising of news reels is
with keen interest. The British co-axial
Comparative
Tests
detrimental to their trade interests. They
cable now being laid through the centre
T the Ideal Home Exhibition at maintain that the B.B.C. should pay a
of the country is still waiting its "field
Olympia the public were given..the rental charge which is as high as the
tests," due to the fact that all the relay.
stations at approximately eiglit-mi!e inter- opportunity of comparing the performances propottion of the public which they serve,
vals are not yet complete. Work is pro- of modern domestic television receivers bearing in niind the fact that clubs, road
ceeding steadily, but if it was contemplated
that all Britain should be put on n television
telephone service, then it would involve
the laying of approximately eleven million
J
miles of special underground cat.k. This
is, of course, out of the question, and what
D
will happen eventually is the eslablishir.ent
/
of a number ofbooths at selected points in
the .big cities where the amenities of
simultaneously talking and viewing will
be possible at a predetermuied chag.
-

.

.

i

-

..

Interference Investigations

tite-

THE degree of success associated wilh

television reception, especially at
points distant from 50 to 75 miles from
Alexandra Palace station, is bound up very
materially with the level of the interference
signals in the immediate locality of the
receiver being used. Even if the strength
of the received television signal is adequate both to hold the picture in synchronlam and give sufficient modulation on the
cathode-ray tube, it often happens that the
picture seen on the creen. is marred because of the whité specks of interfering
signal which distribute themselves at either
irregular intervals or as a mesh pattern.
Very material improvements have been
made as a result of better aerials, and
feeder cables, coupled with a sounder
knowledge of aerial location so as to be
outside the interference field, but this has
not cleared the trouble in the more obstinate
cases. At first the bulk of the interference
was thought to emanate from electrical
medical apparatus such as diathermy
equipment, and also the ignition systems of
motor-ears, but further exl)eriment has
shown that there is still another source of
trouble. This has beep traced to the radiation of oscillations and/or the harmonics
of these oscillations from short-wave
receiving sets of the sujerheterodyne type.
These sets have been built to receive the
television sound transmissions on a carrier
frequency of 41.5 megacycles (7.23 metres,
and the radiation has been strong enoug
either to ruin or spoil' very materially
the obsei'ved television picture. Yet another
source of interference is the short-wave
set working between 13 and 30 metres
which has no radio-frequency amplifying

-

s

-

-

-

.

famo.s war-lime episode-the attack

Mole-was re-enacted

on April 23rd, for
a-television broadcast.
The "battle-' look place on the duck pond at Ale,.cmdra Palace,
London, N.,.and although the production was entirely in miniatura, the lele Vision cameras were so
arranged as Io give a realistic Jul/-scale appearance on home television screens.
Our illustration
shows the miniature fleet being' prepared for a rehearsal.
/1

on Zeebrugge

working under similar conditions of signal
distribution.
In one of the largest cooperative television efforts which has been
planned so far, six leading nianufacturersBaird, Cossor, C.E.O., H.M.V., Marconi and
1lurphy-worked in conjunction with the
B.B.C., the Marconi-E.MJ. Co., and prominent film companies so as to provide a
complete insight into the television art at
the present stage of development. For
this purpose an area of approximately
14,000 square feet of space was arranged
on the secônd Hoor of the Empire Hall,
and a glass-walled studio, covering a floor
space of over 2,000 square feet, showed
exactly how the television programmes are
produced. For this purpose one of the
latest Emitron cameras, together with
sound and lighting equipment, were used

r

houses, etc., give shows to their patrons as
part of the amenities of their service. There
is even talk of cinema exhibitors boycotting the films- rclensed by those companies who now supply the B.B.C. with-new's reels, short-feature films, etc. That
such a situation had to arise is a matter
of deep regret, for as we have emphasised so
often in these columns, it is a matter for
co-operative working, and not antagonism,
It is said that the B.B.C. are prepared, to
prefix the televising of films with an an
nouncement to the effect that they are not
available for public viewing, but this is only
likely to create a more complicated situa.
tion. No doubt wiser counsels will -preva1
all round, and the outcome should be a
healthy form of co-operation with all ftc
major differences-settled amicably.

s
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Automatic Tuning
NORTHAMPTON reader thinks
- that we. published our recent
article about Automatic Tuning with
our tongues in our cheeks. He is
under the impression that radio has
got to the stage when sets have to be
'old by ballyioo, because thé manufacturers have a very low impression
of a British subject. For the price
of automatic tuning he says, they
could have given us pre-H.F. stages,
console cabinets, or noise suppressors,
and a lost of other worth-while
things. He thinks that the British
radio manufacturers do not play
square with the public. For example,
Mr. Smith buys a new set and a
month later the manufacturer brings
Out a new model which may be
radically different, or it may only
have a new style dial. Mr. Smith's
set is no longer new. In another
case Mr. Smith may pay JJ'5 for a
set, onli to find a month later that
a London store is selling off as
"dc-controlled" or "shop soiled"
the same model for /J. This reader
thinks it is the duty of this journal
to remedy this state of affairs. I wish
it were within our power to do so,
but unfortunately the law is against
me visiting each manufacturer with
a large spanner which I should find
necessary to penetrate their skulls
before I touched the seat of knowledge.
Members of the public have it in
their own hands to buy what they
think is good value. There is nothing
to stop any member of the public
waiting for a set to be dc-controlled
and thus saving many pounds.

A

-

Funny

.

-

-

ENGTH
((_t

pg

.,V.

of money, inspired criticisms, ignorant
criticisms, and the insouciant remarks
who haunt
7 of the ifibbertigibbets
J
newspaper offices earning their miser\
able pence for their equally miserable
lines. J hop someone will extirpate
':;.... .-"'
these miserable crawling cI"eatures
V;
who have a few items of knowledge
and regurgitate them like ruminative
By Thermion
quadrupeds which chew the cud
in the field. There is too much
hack journalism, too many people
Defective Parts
who imagine that it is clever to be
you place a wireless set in the able to write, too many people who
P' hands of a dealer and he charges regard anything and everything as
you for replacements, insist upon items to display their " style." These
having the defective parts returned writers regard the Coronation or the
as evidence of good faith. One or Cup Final or Television as themes to
two readers have been charged for enhance their reputations as writers
new valves, transformers, condensers ¿f" powerful" articles. I hope they
and resistances when they have not will soon be banished from the ranks
been changed.
of respectable journalism.
..

-,

'.

V

V

-

N
V

V

V

,

j

j

V

The Attack on Television
Sunday newspaper
ACERTAIN
does not like televiion. For
two weeks running it has been
attacking the B.B.C. on the matter.
One individual in an interview with.
the newspaper is reported to have
said" I think the B.B.C.'s expenditure
on television from the listeners'
licence money is a crime." This
manufacturer ought to know that
it is the Government's wish that the
B.B.C. should improve the television
programmes and encourage the new
science, and it was more or less
forced to do so against its will.
Where the crime comes in I do not
know, unless we consider the three
years' delay as a crime. Television
entertainment is on the same footing
as radio

telephony entertainment.

Absurd Conductors
conductors are in a someSOME
what similar class. It is not
sufficient for them to act as human
temponomes, and wag the baton
they must throw themselves into, a
frenzy, roll their eyes, prance about
the platform, sling their arms about,
distort their bodies after the lines ol
a Grecian dancer, contort their
cracked faces, distend their nostril's,
cut funny capers, and in every way
conduct themselves as insane acrobats
with their bands as foils The band
is the opportunity for them to show
what creatures they are. What need
is there for them to act as though
they have the palsy? What purpose
does it serve? Do they fondly think
that their irritable waggling of their
hands at the brasses is extracting the
music from them? I am willing to
bet that a temponome, stuck up in
place of the conductor, would produce
a more pleasing result.

W., of Liverpool, says that The listener is expecting it, and the
a young fellow came into his B.B.C. must carry out the listener's
shop recently and asked him for a wishes. We pay sos. a year to be
condenser
Quite entertained with our wireless sets,
tubercular
evidently he vas referring to tubular and unless television is radiated
condensers, and was confusing it by the B.B.C. we shall be tied to Listening Barometer
B.B.C. announces that the
blind " broadcast matter for the
with that peculiar valve disease
known as current consumption, or else rest of our days. Radio must event- THEVariety Listening Barometer
he was mistaking the perforations ually be a complete form of home places " Monaay at Seven," the
for a sign of disease.
Another entertainment, and if in so doing it production broadcast at the same
customer, he says, complaining of the becomes a competitor to the film hour on the same day each week,
performance of his set, said " I trade that cannot be helped. You among the half-dozen programmes
can get the Original all right, but the cannot stop progress. Television is with the biggest audiences. Staticians
l'falural can only just be heard, inevitable, as I have said on so many will be interested, I am sure, in the
although the Illuminator is all right." occasions before. It has been ham- follo ¡iig details
During the twelve-week period of
I presume that he was referring to the pered by the caprices of the Governeliminator, Regional and National.
ment, the radio trade, cranks, lack the Barometer, " Monday at Seven"

CA.

!
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was broadcast on the National wavelength on all but one Monday.
Among the two thousand logkeepei's the average weekly audience
for "onday at Seven" was nearly
72 .°per cent., the lowest being 67
per cent. and the highest 78 per Cent.
Analysis showed that an exceptionally small proportion of listeners who began to listen to the programme switched off before the end;
and the audience grew steadily as
the weeks passed.
The audience was greatest 'in the
tenth week ; it was lowest in the
twelfth week when the production
took pl'ce on BoxingDay. Except
for "Inspector Hornleigh," all the
performers on that occasion were
chiidrenT.

/

The report shows that " Monday
at Seven" draws its audience from
men and women in all Regions, and
its appeal appears to be equally
great to both. In the early weeks
listeners in the youngest age group
(sixteen to twenty) did not listen
to the show in such numbers as
older listeners did. Only in the tenth
reek did the proportion of "under
twenties" reach that of the other

AND AMATEUR
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Bench
Lubrication
J'TUMBER of readers still seem
to be under the impression that
radio components with moving n!e?nbers
may be oiled to provide smooth action.
Several receivers which have been received
for servicing have been found to have the
condensers flooded wit/i thin oil, and it
must again be emphasised that oil is an
insulator, in addition to being a lubricant,
and therefore where electrical connection
is made to a moving metallic part which
relies for continuity on friction, oil must
not be used. The contact surfaces should
be clean, and jffor any reason some form
of lubrication is found necessary colloidal
graphite or similar material should be
employed, but even so a minimum of the
material should be applied to ¿void setting
up a high-resistance contact. If valve legs or
sunilar parts are rubbed with eme;y cloth to
clean the surface, great care should also be
taken to remove every particle of metallic
dust, using a soft brush for the purpose.

AC-D.C. Sets
In spite of all this, I understand that SEVERAL cases have been brought
to our
alten/ion where listeners
this feature will shortly be cut out of
have received shocks from handling
the Monday programmes!
Universal mains sets It must be reinem-

that it

is the
Scouts'
Association to remodel the conditions for the Wirelessman's Pro
ficiency Badge for Boy Scouts:
The new conditions are as follow
(i) Have an elementary knowledge
of how a thermionic vlve works as:
(a) H.F. Amplifier
'
(b) Detector,
(e) L.C. Amplifier
in a wireless set, and also how a
Westector" works.
Know the function of con(2)
denser, resistance, inductance, reaction.
and mains rectifier, transformer.
() Know how to cure hum; or
How to build a cheap mains
elinlinator.
Know how to locate and cure a
simple fault in a wireless set.
() Show a working knowledge
of moving-coil loudspeakers, both
permanent magnet and mains energised types.
(6) Draw a simple diagram showing
the way to Connect p a stage of
"resistance coupled" L.F. amplification and another to illustrate
the connections of an " L.F. Transformer," and show a knowledge of
the principles involved.
() Read a technical diagram, and

jUNDERSTAND
intention of the

/

Badge

()

Boy

April

30th; 1938

interpret all the ynboIs ordinarily

,o'P o'rnhifl

Scouts' Wirelessman's

.

bered that on an A:C. supply the usual
type of Universal receiver will have one side
of the mains in direct contact wi/h the
chassis, and by reùersing the mains plug
the chassis may be made either "live " or
"dead." On D.C. mains, however, it may
in some cases be found impossible to use the
receiver without hie chassis being "live" and
it should therefore be handled with care. The
best plan is to'use a large rubber mat, or even
several thicknesses of cardboard upon which
to stand whilst the set is being handled.

Iron Losses
may be again pi'inted out that iron
fTshould
be excluded from a normal conA case where an iron
structional job.
chassis was used recently Caine to our
attention, the yet.. having been reconstructed on this and failing to give its
Wizen rebuilt on
original performance.
aluminium, everything was in order. Even the
undue inclusion of many iron screws or bolts
to affix Certain components can give rise Io various peculiar ffects in some types of circuits.

employed.
(8) Have assembled a simple wireless receiver which works satisfactQrily, and know all the distress signals.
(q) Know the methods of charein
and looking after accumulators.
I am sure readers of this paper will
be interested in the standard which
is being set by the Association for
this particular badge.
Famous Film Star's Appearance
informed that' On 'Sunday
FAM
evening, May Ist, the last con-,
cert of the season in aid of the
Centenary Rebuilding Fund of the'
School for the Blind, Swiss Cottage,
is being held, when a host of celebrities have promised to 'appear.
Among them is Mr. Leslie Howard,
the world-famous film star, who is
now making a film of Bernard
Shaw's "'Pygmalion" in London.
Among the celebrities who are
compêring the programme are Melboume Inman, Tom Webster, and
Sutherland Felce. Three bands will
make an appearance during the,
evening: Bert Firman's famous orchestra from the London Casino,
George Eirick and his Music Makers,
and Troise and his Mandoliers, the
famous radio broadcasting band.
Artistes who have also promised to
appear are Miss Gladys Cooper,
Sir John Martin Harvey, Carlos
Ames, Thorpe Bates, Ernest Butcher,
Constance Carrodus, Gus Chevalier,
Richard Coke, Peter Cotes, Laelia
Finneberg, Richard Goolden (" Mr.
Penny "), Mona Grey, Tommy
Handley, Samuel Kutcher, Lupino
Lane, Ethel Levey, Norman Long,
Vera Lynn. Dinah Miller. Chief
Parker,
Os-ke-non-tn,
George
Michael Redgrave, John Rorke,
Madame Clara Serana, Rudy Starita,
Frank Titterton, Albert Whelan, Thé
Choir of the School for the Blind,
conducted by Sinclair Logan, Robin
Richmond with his Hammond Organ,
and Bert Brownbill. The eight-yearold film star, Rae Collet, will make
an appeal on behali' of the Fund duri
ing the interval.
Prices of admission range from 2s.
to zos. 6d., and all seats, which are
reserved, may be booked at the
Palladium Box Office on any day.

A COMPLETE LIBRARY OF STANDARD WORKS.

i
i

By F. J. CAMM.
WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR'S ENCYCLOPIEDIA 5/-, by post 5/6.
EVERYMAN'S WIRELESS BOOK 3/6, by post 3f10.
TELEVISION and SHORT-WAVE HANDBOOK 3/6, by posi 3/10.
FIFTY TESTED WIRELESS CIRCUITS 2/6, by post 2/10.
HOW TO
WIRELESS COILS, CHOKES and TRANSFORMERS
MAKE THEM 2/6, by post 2/10.
All obt5ioable from or through

Jewageuts, or
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Microphone Switch
HE accompanying sketch shows à
useful safety switch which may be
fitted to any home-made microphone
stand; as shown, it was fitted to a hand
microphone, the handle of which was a

T

TOMIcE

.

Every Reader of "PRACTICAL AND
AMATEUR WIRELESS" must bave
originated some little dodge which would
interest other readers. Why flot pass it on
to us? We pay Li-10-O for the best wrinkle
submitted,and for every other item published
-on this page we will pay half-a-guinea. Turn
that idea of yours to account by sending it
¡ in to us addressed to the Editor, "PRACI TICAL AND AMATEUR WIRELESS."
George Newnes. Ltd., Tower House, Southampton Street,Strand,W.C.2. Put your name
and address on every item. Please note
that every notion sent in must be original,
I
Mark envelopes "Radio Wrinkles." DO
NOT enclose Querie, with your wri Ides,

.ç,e4,e0,,ue,,e

MICROPHONE

-

MOUNT

wrinkles in future must be
accompanied by the coupon cut
from page iii of cover.
All

FIXING

scREw_-j9

PAGEA

-

and cleaned up with a file and sandpaper.
One of the pulleys is screwed concentrically to one disc, and the two can then
be placed on the spindle and the two pieces
of brass tubing soldered to the (liai frame
in the correct position. A piece of stout
white paper is then glued round the clises
and the scale marked neatly on it with
Indian ink, and afterwards covered with
a piece of Cellophane to protect it. Note
that the pointer must be bent to fit round,
and close to, the scale. The actuating cord
is best made from stout fishing line, and the
jockey pulleys from two more pieces of
the brass tube, screwed to the chassis front
with a washer between, al lowing sufficient
play for them to rotate freely.-D. BESSANT
(Morden. Surrey).

-

A Handy Circular Cutting Tool

OME pieces of flat brass, two bolts with
the modified dial shown in the sketch
nuts, and a piece of round rod are
CONTACTS
it will be seen that the dial rotates used to make this handy tool.
j
SCREW
in unison with the wave.change switch,
One piece of square brass is sliafed, as
WOOD
PUSH
and as only the appropriate range is shown, to take the cutting tool and pivot,
DOWELLING
NYUTTON
shown, confusion is impossible.
The while another is clamped tightly over both.
]7
PIECES
materials required
two V-pulleys, from a
-BRASS
Roo
b o y' s constructional
set (the size is not important, but both must
be of the tame diameter); a piece of rod
for the spindle, and a
short piece of brass tuA safety-switch for a home-made microphone stand. bing for bearings. Two
wooden discs 2m, dia.
piece of lin, tubing. The main item is a are cut out with a
CTING
rOOL -e-.
piece of dowelling which should be a tight washer cutter orfretsaw,
fit in the tubing. This dowel is cut down
its diameter for about two-thirds of the
BACpc PLATE
total length and drilled to take the wires
OF- BRASS TUBE
from the microphone. Two spriligy brass PIECES
SOLDERED TO FRPME FOR
strips tin. wide are cut, drilled and bent, DIAL EEARINGS
FBONT PLATE
as shown, to take the fixing screws and
push button, which in this case was an old
A handg bol for culling circular holes in spealer
spade termina! cover cut down. A hole
baffles or chassis.
is drilled in the tubing to take this button.
The spacer pieces are cut to fit in the slot
The switch is mounted on th wood block,
left between the cutter and central point.
and one lead to the "mike" is broken and
Several of these spacers can be niade of
connected to it, the whole being inserted
different sizes for varying diameter of cut.
in the tubing, the push button springing
The tool is extremely useful for speaker
into the hole. Two diametrically opposite
baffles, and also for the holes in chassis
screws may be used to fix the dowelling
for valveholders.-G. WALTON (Middlesfirmly in piace to provide a good base for
brough).
the microphone mounting ring. To use
the microphone the switch must be pressed
whilst speaking. If more suitable the switch
READY!
can be arranged so that the button, when
pressed, disconnects the in7OCKEY
strument instead of cornWIRELESS COILS, CHOKES
pleting the circuit.
J.

I

-

S

SPASS STRIP

aré:smctR

/

-

__4JÇ

NOW

IL4»noN (Glasgow).

An

Improved

-

I

AND TRANSFORMERS, AND
HOW TO MAKE THEM.

Tuning

Dial

Ediled hi

\YJITH the
VV

growing iopularity of four-wave-

band sets the dial tends
to become more and more
crowded aftd more confusng
to the non-technical meinbers of the household. In

FI J.
PULLE,V

Or-i

WAVE-

OANGfr SPDL

A

novel o1ory ¿ia'
operated from tue wavechange spindle.

CAMM

2/6, or 2/10 b post from Ceo. Newnes,
Ltd., Tower House. Southampton Street.
Strand, London, W.C.2.
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i
wavelengths, and
!

it is

obvious

be built around any standardall-wave tuning

I

-

unit. Accordingly, the "Hurricane" has been
designed round the standard type of 6-pin
plug-in coil, and as will be seen from the
accompanying theoretical diagram and
illustrations, two of these coils are empio yed
in this particular set. Furthermore, in
response to the demand for a low-piH iced
receiver, we have utiiised special Ameri mntype valves and other components w] inh
are supplied by the firms specified in the
list of components. To simplify the constructional work and thus bring this rece iver
within the reach of the youngest tyro, we

I

I

i

i'

I

An Economical Simple-to-build .Three-\
Standard .6-pin Plug-jr

employed for the initiai stages and a
pentodo in the output stage, thus ensuring a
very high output in each stage. Both the
aerial circuit and the detector grid circuit
are fully tuned, and therefore a two-gang
condénser is employed. H.F. transformer
coupling is employed in the first stage, and a
parallel-fed transformer is used between
the detector and output stages. A fixed
tone control condenser is included
across the speaker sockets, and
alternative aerial sockets are

I

I
I

-

I

4

I
I

I

'I

obtaining a set of these coils (they are
available in sets of 10) it is possible to tune
over the entire waveband from 9.5 metres
to- 2,000 metres.

r

Construction
As already mentioned the chassis is
supplied with the various holes drilled, and
the valve-holders, coil-holders- and socket
Strips riveted into position. All that
remains to be done, therefore, is to bolt the
transformer, condenser and tuning condenser in position, and place the two
condensers and
volume control on
-.
the front part of
the chassis.
The dial should
then be attached
by means of two
bolts and the small
L.F. coupling condenser should also
be fitted in position
near th valveholder for V2. The
various
resistors

and fixed con-

I

I

I.
I
I
-I

have also specified a special chaSsH
which is supplied by thé manufacturer,
with the valve-and coil-holders and
other necessary essentials riveted into
position. Although a wiring diagram
is included on page 171 a full-size
blueprint may be obtained for is.
for those who prefer to work from a fullsize diagram, and the parts for the receiver
may be obtained as a complete kit, or as
separate units from the firms whose advertisements will be found in this issue.

I
I

I

I

The

This i/se complete receiver.
with two S.W. coils plugged
in ready for S. W. reception.

provided so that a fixed condenser may
be included in series with the aerial if
desired. The coils specified are of the
6-pin type with a locating plug affixed so
that they may be easily inserted in the
holders and wrong connections cannot be
made. In this respect the còils resemble
the octal valve bases which have been
illustrated before in these pages. By

Circuit

The circuit is of the H.F., Detector and
Output type, but two SAI. valves are

_____________________________________________
30000

/

CjJO COO OHMS

p

-

O1

0,
airo

-IE--

011415

I
I

r-iY.I

'a

____000H

MFO.

_______________

______________________
1i.,
0005 j 5

']l2

the

receiver

is

j

,

-

L.

r

employed for shortwave reception, to
use a heavy-gauge
wire for connection, and to utilise a single
length of heavy-gauge bare wire for the earth
return read. The position of this may be seen
from the wiring diagram on these pages,
and various connections may be made direct
to this, using insulated sleeving over the
majority of the wires to avoid any risk of
damage due to short-circuits which might
develop after a period of time. The flexiblo5
-

.uessns,..,,..s.,,...,ea».o.su....o..ns,,s'4s4s"I'-.

I

ib

_________________

-0002

densers (with two
exceptions) are held
in position in the
wiring, and thus
these should be
wired into position
as the circuit is
completed. The two
fixed
condensers
across the aerial
a n d loudspeaker
sockets may be
placed in position
when the wiring to
these sockets is
being carried out.
It is desirable, as

LIST OF COMPONENTS FOR THE
One pressed-steel chassis with valve.holclers and coilholders riveted in position (Peto-Scott) (Ss. 6d.).
One' "Hurricane" 2-gang condenser and distance
pieces (New Times Sales) (5s).
One LF. "Super" transformer (Peto-Scott) (4s. 6d)One 50,000 ohm potentiometer with 3-pt. switch

I

________

.

L

MFO

,

r

OOO2MFo

11./FO.

-

- w68"
68-

000/Mro.

a-

_____________
i
_______________ _________ ___________
_________________________________
________________________
-

L

T/icoreticoi circuit

of

the

Hurricane" receiver.

LT'

(Erie) (Sseh
Four i-watt resistots: 10,000 ohms, 30,000 ohms,
150,000 oJ,ms, 5 megohms (Dubilier) (2s.).
Six tubular condensers: two .0002 mfd,, type 451;
one .005 mfd., type 451; three .1 mfd., type 341

(F.C.C.) ('s.).
One .01, type 34, fixed condenser (T.C.C.) (3s.).
One speciali mid. condenser (Peto-Scott) (is. 6sL).

-

....

--..---...--,_---.
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kilve Set. for Use on All Wavelengths.
Coils are Employed
battery leads are attached to the transformer, common earth wire and the combined volume control and switch, and care
should be taken to connect the correct

leads to these points. It is preferable to
cut off pieces of flex to the desired length,
and as each lead is placed into position an
appropriate wander plug should be attached
to the other end.
Testing Out
Particular care should be paid to the
connections to the grid leak and condenser

-

-

-

-

-

i

L

-

-

i

-

i
t

r

-

below

ThIs

few

--

-

chassis

components and

viw

shows

the

simple wiring.

for the detector stage, the leak being
attached to a lead running from the L.T.
-positive socket on the valveholder V2, and
the condenser being attached to the fixed
vane connection on the gang condenser.
The other ends of both of these components
aro then joined and connected to a short
flexible lead for subsequent connection to
-

"HURRICANE" ALL-WAVE THREE.
One "Hurricane" slow-motion dial (New Times
Sales) (2s.).
One 0001.tnfd. reaction condenser (B.T.S.) (2s. ),
One .0003.mfd.reaction condenser (B.T.S.) (2s. od.).
One set of three
Hurricane" American-type
valves (N.T,S.) (5s6d.).
One set of 'Hurricane" 6pin one-shot inductors
(B.T.S.).
Connecting wire, battery leads, plugs, etc. (Peto.
Scott) (2,. 6d.).
One "Hurricane metolcabinet (12s. od.) andmetal
panel (Zs. od.) (Peto-Scott).
One Junior 383 loudspeaker (W.B.).
One pair of 4,000.ohm headphones (Ericcson).
One 2-volt accumulator,
i

'One 120-voltH.T.

battery.

the grid of V2. In this connection it should
be remembered that these are American
valves, and thus the top caps are grid
connections
not
anodes, as in the
majority of British

-

-valves.

Plug in the

battery leads, connecting the positivo
and negative L.T.
leads to the accumulator, the G.B.
positive to the
positive side of the
G.E. battery and
the negative H.T.
plug to the negative
side of the H.T.
battery.
G.B.should be inserted
into the 4.5-volt
socket for the time
being, but this may
be reduced to 3
volts or increased
to 6 volts at a later
period. H.T.1
should be inserted
into the 72-volt
socket temporarily
- and H.T.2 into the
120-vólt socket,,
when th& receiver
is ready for test.
Connect aerial and
earth, and loudspeaker, and plug
in a pair of coilspreferably for the
medium waves for
preliminary tests.
If the receiver is
found to function
saisfactoriIy

the

condenser

and-

of tuning this should be operated in addition
to the main tuning control and reaction

trolled by the lower left-hand control which
varies the voltage on the screen of the first
valve, and no difficulty should be eperienced in obtaining most satisfactory
results with this simple set.
It should be housed in the metal cabinet
specified and the special metal panel
supplied with this cabinet should be used.

WIRI G DIAG RAM OF THE "HURRICANE"
AL L-WAVE THREE
PEA CT/OW

VOLUME

TUN/NC

;.-p-

-

(

Top
cil
L)UCAP

O/ASEO

Top
13

CAP

b

@0

(\)

I

EE

IMPO

Ei
(TI/e meet on the left of Me c/cocci,
chow, the conncctions to tIce combined
volume control and twitch.)

.4.

A2

E

short-wave coils
may be used, and if
itis not desired to
use this receiver for
medium waves a
coil such as 9/S.2
-15 to 43 metres
-should be used
for the first tests.
It will naturally be
found that tuning
is critical, in spite
of the slow-motion
condenser di ive,
but rafter a little
experience - it will
be found quite a
simple matter to
use the set. The
central knob in the
lower row is a trimmer connected
across the main

should be used to
complete t u n n g
after a station has
been located.
i

During the process

U
TRThdE
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Tuner

-Constructioiìal Det'ails of uñ All-purpose Unit Tuniñg from 5 to 2,000
metres, Which Forms the Basis of a Powerful Modern Superhet Rcejver
THE heart of any receiver is the tuning
employed in the model llustratea
By W J DELANEYThose
circuit, and in a modern receiver
were removed from an old pattern gang
.

I

two or more circuits -are generally
useu ana tunea- ny means ot a gang condenser. In order that the tüning may cover
wavebands which offer entertainment, it is
now customary to use what is known as
an "all-wav'e" tuner, which generally
consists of a standard medium and long.
wave circuit plus one or more short-wave
ranges, but the majoritöf auch rece ivers
and units now available do not, unfortunately, enable the television signals to be
picked up-the minimum wavelength gnérally being about IO or 12 metres. By suitable
design it is possible, however, to make a
receiver wbicJ will includé the television
signals, and if the minimum waveband can
be reduced to 5 metres, it will enable many
interesting amateur transmissions to be
picked up, and some remarkable results
may be expected on that waveband under
normal conditbins
The tuner illustrated and now to be
-described covers such a low wavelbngth
and actually includes five separate waveranges-nominally from 5 to 10, 12 to 33,
30 to 85,200 to 550 and 900 to 2,000 metres.
The actual minimum range on each section
.may vary in individual cases due to the
effects of stray capacities introduced by the
wiring, etc.
-

-

condenser, and have the advantage that

would be used. This means that there will
be three tuned circuits-the aerial circuit,
the frequency-changer grid-circuit, and the
oscillator circuit, aiid accordingly three
five-range tuners are needed. Two of these
should be of the aerial type and one of the
oscillator type, and they are mounted on a
small metal chassis on the top of which the
three-gang condenser is mounted. This
condenser is of the "straight" type,
there are all the necessary trimming and padding condensers
;
mounted on the coil units which

'also contain the
necessary multicontact switches. In
the experim&ntal

'

.

/'

e

¼

'

model which we have
built up we used very
heavy-gauge a I u rn nium, and if this
cannot be obtained
with sufficient thickness to form a rigid
!
assembly it is recommended that a sheet
steel chassis be einploycd. It should be
.
bent to the dimensions
I
Constructional Details
shown, and drilled
The superhet circuit is to be preferred as very carefully from
general rule for long-range short-wave the details given in
results, and the fact that the signal fre- Fig. 4.
The gang
quency is changed enables a more simple condenser w h i ch is
Fig. I-The complete tune, readgj for iflerlion in a receiver.
iayoút to be employed without the risk of specified has small
instability. To avoid image interference, mounting fee t, and
howec-er, a signal 11F: stage is highly to facilitate mounting and connecting each end carries a tapped hole which endesirable, and the tuner to be described is this condenser should be supported clear ables the pieces to be mounted on the chassis.
based on the assumption that such a circuit of the chassis by sinai I distance pieces.
(continued on f.age 174)
i
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HURRICANE
WAVE 3 AUTHOR KITS
PRICES-EASIEST TERMS-EXACT
TO SPECIFICATION

LO WEST

IMMEDIATE DELI VERY-CASH C.QDor H.P

K1T
*

sent

Post

-

Charges Paid.

Peto-Scott premei stee ohsssls, wIth valve sod cotboidere, etc., riveted co poattloss
i OTt. Rorricasse 2-gaog condenser asad diotassee pieCes
i Peto-Scott L.F. caper trsoatormer
i Eroe 50,000 ohms potentsometer wIth it-pt. owltch
4 Erie t-watt reactors, 10,000, 30,000, 150,000 ohms,
5 mrpohsn
6 T.C.C. tobalac condenoers, (2) .0002, .002, (3) .1 odd
i T.C.C. .01 mId, type 34 condenser
i Peto-Scott opecuJ i mid. condsssr
i N.T.S. Hurricosse slow-motion dial
i B.T.S. .0001 sold. rvo--tton comlru,er
i B.T.6. .0003 mid. reoatiOn coudenoer
1 Set of plugs. comsectiog otre, flex for battery teadu,
etc
i

......
............
.......

5

0

4

8

5

0

2
7

0

3

0

1
2

6
0

2

5

2

6

......

..............
KIT

'A'

..

CASH OR COD.

KIT

0

-

.

..

o

-.

-

'.C.'

II

Il IT
7/0

rg

for

-

and

"Krr

A "

comprises rom-

Rrceireru,
supplied
Brand flee' 1938
in sealed manujaciorers' cartons and guaranteed
for 12 moni/rs.
Buy now while the

opportunity lasts!
s

i,

CO

05f.aa

'

DECCA 1938 Model

e
5/-

7

Gns.

drpa,il

£5: 19: 6

2,900
6-volve AU-wave
15
traced decotto. A.V.C. Itrautlfol lsad-poliuhed opright vecinaL
cabinet. Orcea commor,vense tuning ---- No complicated troubleraosing mechaasi,n,. BahI station-earnest dial. Spread-tuning
4

separato. rasp-to-read

cone dyuraunlo opeater.
enimophone pick-op.

scare-bands.
Ovreslre elllpitcal
t'ruvision for calamai olsealder uns!

PRICE

Price

8

BATIERY
J

/

/

-.

WITH ALL VALVES

BARGAIN

79x6

CASH OR O.D. CARRIAGE PAID, OR
Dep. 5/- ami 11 monthly payments of 7/8.
4

WAVEBANTIS

:

ISend coupon for immediate attention, also for
latest lists 0f Receivers, Chassis. Amplifiers,
Microphones, Kits, Speakers, etc. Everything
Radio at from manufacturer to consumer prices

TO

TD

-

77

62

S

.-

BATTERY MODEL
(Lea, Batterien

A.C. MODEL

100/558

V.

40/100 cycle,.

£5:15:O

£6:6:O

0,9/0 d.pooil and 13 o,o,lhty

0v 10/- deposit und 13a,onlhlu
esovoen', of 10/9.

14-31. 28-02. 200-550, 900-1.200 metre,.

eloi

t

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
po.oa:e.l.Øf 9/11.

choc,!,. Screened eolio. Loo HT. Consumption. Euch
applied complete with Severo Oeid, Detevtor and Pentodo
output valve,. Folly tooted 00011 oave-bands before deopatch.

21'-.

diwn,

lOI-

22/S.

--l.

n

hon-motion drive 8-i and100-1 Lvwcnpaeily ow,tch: Airplone
dint lotalan, and wavelength,)
12 month,' guarantee.
BRIEF SPECiFICATION: Provide, reception trom all port,
st the world. Variable Selectivity. Stove enamelled otee!

ECONOMY ONE-VAL VER
PILOT KIT 'A' Cashor
COD.

or
of

-B.T.S TROPHY RECEIVERSMore Records are bein Broken with
these Wonderful Short Wave Receivers

-

CHASSIS

[!'9

DECCA AC.1938
99:
Model
metre,. Seven
to
tuperhel.

SG.3 All-Wave

Assembled. Tested

'o.

PRICE

und 1$ ,,,ae,thIy ,oussvsevls uf 7/4.

liulaoce io 18 ,sOalhly pupcsrnle

Cc,hor
COD.

33:

3-valve AU-nose Buttery Receiver.
Three tuned cIrcuito
coverIng 59-49. 200-535 and 1,000-2,005 metre,. ISlet SoS
dcooity permanent-magnet moving-coil opeaher.
Stationearnest and drgree-vallhes.ted dial. Real w,nlumt rablnel (Illustrated), inlaid witls ebony. Pro,'Isiou loe pick-op and caSernaI
speaker. La. BaIlarle..

Or

.

less coils and valves.
Deposit 3/- and 11 mont/dy payments of 3/6.
2 SpecIfied Valves, 14/9 or add 1/5 to deposit and to
each momthly payment.
B.T.S. Recommended 6-pin coils, 0-14, 12-26 22-47,
41-94, 76-170 metres, 3/3 each: 190-325,
65-51O
metres 4/- each. Order type "S.

j

pIne kit of porto for bailding,
neIadng ready-deilled steel passe land chassis, drawings sod
(seiruotloas, Ieee valves aad cobtset.
List Value £2:O:1O OUR PRICE
Or 2/6 down, 11 monthly payments of 2/9.
KIT "B" with vulve £1: 13 6,'or 3/- down and 11
monthly payments of 3/-.

OUR

-

etc,

windsod

oil

owatehiog

7/6

Our Special Price, Cauh or COD. IT/U
or 26 Deposli and 7 niosifhly paynoestla
of 2/6

'A'
Comprising all parts as specified with
Peto-Scott Metaplex chassis, J.B. 35!
condenser, connecting wire, screws,

¡

und drIlled panel.
or 0.0.1). Currlope Puid, 59/6 u, DepoStI
ucd 12 o.aaIOly puyoeota of 8/-.

A wonderful opportunity to purchase a shop-soiled only Itola,
R k A or Mognavox Permanent
Magnet Moving Coil speaker at
50% off list value. S' Cone for
Power or Pentole OutIl' lt. I

-VALVE

P ETO-SCQT

Comprising ali port, au Kit A.' bet cslth
5 paIrs B.T.S. One-Shot budactoru. Set

SPECIAL PURCHASE of
WHOLESALER'S STOCK
HALF USUAL COST

puri

Complete Kit to designer's circuit
with .T.S. Special S/Wave Condenser, HF. Choke, wire, flex,
screws. etc.. less coils and valve.
Depaait 2/6 aitd 9 oon(Mt, payments of 2(6.
SpecifieJ valve 3/9 extra, or 2/6 down andtO nwnthly
paymtnts of 2/7.
B .T.8. Catis. Jleeoinmended types as for Cyelo 2-ralver.

"t

SPECIALLY RECOMMENDED FOR THE
THREE
ALL - WAVE
HURRICANE

CONVERTER

PILOT AUTHOR KIT

soit lacorporatea

¡agi

1938 RADIO BARGAINS

6

0

12'6
CYCLO

6/

0

Hurricane

taoist-

Ready assembled

mr..

9/3

rigidly con-

ID' ch

c

eiLt
A,aenrbled eou.ctly
5 paIrs B.T.S. One-Shut Inductors covering 5-2,000 metres.
houu,d In Peto-Scott Horriesnne Cabinet, rIgIdly
tested before de,patch, le'o spectre ar.d,jpinonee.
Cad, or 0.0.0. Cureiuge Paid. 65 :5 :0, or poor,
fus 0/1 uod 1.2 v.o,ilhly pey,oe,sf. uf 9/3 or ¡(re_.9!L
qoi red less all codo, Casis or C.O.D. £3 : 19 6 or
7/. Deposit and 12 moot/sly payments of 7/-.

SEANET
::d fil,
C

'

INSTRUMENT-FINISHED
specified valves,
to desieners circuit,

Peto-Scott

Parrifrd

e

of 3 epedfted HurrIcane Valves asad rpectOesl

Il.

S

_!Q_.

12 oronlhlt puooscf5 of 6/3.

SPECIFIED FORTHEHURRICANE3

48-

nnd

O

....

6

52

r-

.

5/6

5
6
5
5

5/

Consprielng oil ports eset to rpeelfi_
n
Pi V
catIon os In Kit ' Jr.' bet wrth
5 paIrs opecifted B.T.5. One-Shot Inductors for 3 Sheet-

SPECIFIED FOR THE HURRICANE
B.T.S. ONE SHOT INDUCTORS
Type
Type
Type
Type
Type

!, 9CSmetr;o
'

I

....

For use with above set
0/MW. (178 to 580 metres) per pair ..
9/LW. (1X110 to 2,000 metres) ,,,,..
9/S.2 (15th 43 metres)
,,,,..
9/S.3. (24 to 70 metres)
,,,,..
9/5.1. (9.5 to 27 metres)
,,,..

low coat.

S

-

It
l
IT "

SPECIFIED LOUDSPEAKER
LI :12 : 6
i W.B. Junior 38J Type Speaker
monthly paymenli of 3/-.
or 2/6 doir n and
HEADPHONES
SPECIFIED
I pair Ericcsons Headphones (4,000 ohms) .. 15/7/6
Peto-Scott lightweight headphones

il

single-

AU-Wave

bI0Wt

-°

A6 ''

-

26
£220

.

onique

A

..

One-Shot lsadaotoa-e, 12-43, 190-510 sod 900-2.000
metres. leso speaker, esbinet, 'phones and valves.
Coo/a ce CuD. C.c-eloge Paid 591- a, 5/- dava,
sod 12 ,000fhiy pasyovsala of 5/9.

SPECIFIED VALVES

I SetofValvesasspecifiesl ....

"

plete Kit.

4-::

-

.

COMPRISING all first specified cornponents for receiver as detailed on left.
Less valves, coils, cabinet, pholes and
speaker.

FIRST SPECIFIED PARTS
Any item supplied separately. Orders acer loi-

¡deal for the All-Wave Beginn:r!

DOWN

or

Balance in 12 monthly payments of 4/-

-'
Listo?

1-valveALL-WAVEKIT

CASH
or COD.

oT

(Pr.W.35) City Road, London, E.C.1.
62 (Pr.W.35) High Holborn, London,WC.1.

I 77

Volo0

t

1248.

Please send me -----------------------------------------Cash/C.O.D. o' H.P.
for which I enclose £ .................................

I Name

......................
......................................................

Address

...................................................

s...,.

I

I
I

City Road, London, E.C.I
Clissold 987S-6-7
High Hòlborn, London, W.C4S Ho!born 3248

S

--

S
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Order of Assembly

lt will also be noted that the front of the

chassis is slotted and this is to en4ble the
complete coil assembly to be placed mto
position without distorting the switch
assembly, and the eüct dimensions given
must be strictly adhered to-otherwise it
will be found difficult, if not impossible,
to place the coils into position.
Before
assembling the coils some extra leads have

---

- ........- ...................................

............

LIST OF COMPONENTS
5-range Aerial Coil
Bulgin
..
Units, Type C.64.
3.rangOsciflator Bulgin ..

2
i

c.66.

2

30

0
0

17

6

21

¡

Polar

Micro-Horizontal

Polar

9

6

.lMfd.TubularCon-

T.C.0

4

0:

I

Drive with degree
markirsgs

i

3
1

I

densers, Type 250
Sheet 16-gauge Aluminium

9ins.

¡

afterwards

be

position required. Accordas goon as one or
two are located a thin,
!on screwdriver should

iniy,

-

im possi ble to

obtain access to
the screws without ismantling
the entire unit.

*

three coils should
be placed at the
edge of the bench

h

.

by 74ins.

.

to be attached to them. These extra leads
should be of flex and preferably of a different
colour from those fitted by the makers to
avoid confusion.
The extra leads aro
soldered to the points on the coils to which
the rod lead is attached on the two aerial
units and to the point where the gold lead
is attached on the oscillator unit. The three
coil units should now be placed down on the
bench or table and the switch rod pushed
through carefully, making certain first of
all that all switches are turned to the
maximum position in either a clockwise or
an anti-clockwise direction.
Push the
coils right up the rod until the first coil unit
is close against the switch locating plate,

*

placed over them
and carefully
pushed along so

that the one

¡

-.-.

unit. Now attach the three condenser'
distance pieces by bolting them from the
underside of the chassis, and in this con;
nection it is preferable to uso shake-proof
washers at this
point as it will

andthechassis

..

3.Gang Bar-Type Con.

mid,

________ApriV3Oth, 1938

fixinc' b

I

-

h

through
mo slot In tilO
front. Now push
up the various
coloured leads

through the

3.-The

Fi2.

moved about
until the small

bolts project
through the appropriate holes.
This will be found

View of ih: complete

underside

holes indicated in the wiring plan, and
then as the chassis js gradually pushed
into position the leads should be gentl3
pulled to ensure that they do noi
get caught round the holding-down bolh
or otherwise get entangled. Then, with tlu
utmost care to avoid distorting the separat
units the chassis and coils should b

-iH

I.

i

4

+"
I

1.4

4

?%.j

i:u

I

o

L3
AJ

I

2

Û/LL

li

6

ÛI'ILL

'Ç
i

3-.J

'1.41ro.

C 6Ri0 SECT
OS41Fo.

J

I

r

ßRowN-

CscSecr

o

5..-

2:

jA

0O0541f&

4,Le.so

-'P''
,,:'?

i--f_4A(/?/AL 5fcr

o

6OO

:'

I

I

.

H-

-

t

tuner.

carefully be inserted under the chassis and
the various bolts pushed into position whilst
the chassis is pressed down. In this way
it will be found that they will all come
through just enough to enabte the locking
nuts to be placed over. Lock up the nuts
carefully, first taking the end ones and
afterwards those in the centre, so that the

H

-0005

7/

O

't

e

,

if

i

---t---I

DNL

41L ,/OES
,VOr(//6 /A EXCEP7 WNEE
OTNERbVI$E Si4rLo
-

-

- --

MARD

De,zL M7EE5
'ra CLEAR CONDEWSER
ÑNNLI ScR*vS.

ST0RPV4VE-

I

C/-lANCE Sis' SPINDLE

-

/'4°
I

.1

fC c,ia SEC TIeN

-

r-

Fig.

4.-Drilling thmsnswns for

i/ic

chassis.

and it will then be found that the 9-inch a slightly tedious
rod recommended will just enable the three job as the bolts
switches to be operated successfully. Re- are eyeletted to
niove the locking nuts from the top of the the coil chassis
three coil uniti and take off the lock- and thus will not
nut and indicating plato from the locator all he in the exact

ASP/AL

SECT/ON

.

IH-yW,,-,

Fig.

5.-Details ej

the

wiring above

LOCAÌ-uq

anJ below

chasth.
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1

'
the projecting leads very carefully, and slip short lengths of insulated
sleeving over those leads which are joined
to the fixed vane Of the tuning condenser.
Cut off the ends of the leads so that just
SPECIFIED FOR THE
sufficient is -left for connecting. Before
mounting the condenser thread a length of
-3
insulated sleeving down the rear hole
and through this pass a length of tinned
PLUG-IN
Coils
with
a
difference
copper wire, This lead should be soldered
There's no guesswork when insertto the fixed vane connectionon the rear ing a E.T.S. One-Shot lirductor into
section and the other end is connected to the
your Receiver.
Wavevange plainly
frequency-changer oscillator grid via a
tisarked on every coil .... A twist, a
fixed condensr (.0002 mfd.). Solder the
push, and the coil is firmly home.
No fiddling, no second attempts, no
leads to the 'points-insIiated in the- wiring
short circuits. The new and original coil
diagram. To the 'three -extra leads which
pin and base design of B.T.S. lnductors
you attachëdand which trojeot'onthe'lcft
is a boon to be svelcomcd by every conof the chassis, .1 mId, fixed condenseîs
stctor. Speci spaily cut slots in the coil
must be attached as shown, and are joined
pins and sockets ensurs that perfect contact to the earth points and moving condenser
which gives freedom frsn pai-asitic »oises and
vanes as indicated. The leads attached
provides ioo per cent, efficiency on all wavebands.
by the makers are thcn used for connection
B.T.S. One-Shot Inductors supers'edc in every
Specially
way ordinary 6-pin plug-in coils.
to the resistors-which form the A.V.C. line,
designed
/or the enthusiast. Buy the genuine
EACH
and it will be found that the inclusion of
B.T.S.
One-Shot
Inductors-and
ensure
success.
the condensers in the points indicated wilt
assist in obtaining a stable layout. The
WAVERANGES (Using .0005 mId. Tuning Condenser)
remaining leads are attached to the H.F.
Price
Price
'
TYPE
METRES
METRES
TYPE
and frequency-changing valves as shown
each
each.
9/I.W
9/MW
!9
195 to 550
'EOO to 2,000
3/3
in the wiring diagram, and the remainder
9/S3
24 to
15 to 43
70
9/S2
-216
2/6
of the receiver may follow any desired idea
9.5 to 27
9/SO
Television Sound
9/SI
2/6
2/9
-incorporating either one or two IF.
B.T.S. One-Shot Inductor Saves ........ i,.. each.
'
stages, with or without beat-f requéncy
B.T S. One-Shot Inductors are also available for .00016 ,nf,j.
Tuning Condensers.
oscillators or cther refinements.
The tuner chassis sho'uld, of course, be
------ALSO
attached to tht; centre of the reèeivèr chassis;
B.T.S. Reaction Condenwhich is cut away for the purpose in the
i
Reaction
B.T.S.
CondenI
manner described in my article in the issue
ter .0003 mId.
.0001 mId.
dated April 16th last. Rsbber supports L___ser,
------------------------The most efficient,
should be employed between the two
inexpensive and popular
receivers ever offered to Short-wave
chassis to avoid tuning shift and other
enthusiasts. Reports are coining in daily
difficulties which might arise from vibration.
from users all over the world testifying to
the marvellous results obtainable with the
RECEIVERS
SHORT-WAVE
TRADE NOTES
Trophy. Enjoy the real thrills of short-waye
Editor "Practical arid Amateur Wireless" states listening with the Trophy 3.

INDUCTORS
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HURRCANE
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RÖF'Y3'

Peto-Scott Communications Set

2613/38:

\ 4ESSRS. PETO-SCOTT have introIVI duced a receiver of th& t'pe khdwn

even on a poor aerial ji was found thai the cÑiency
of the Trophy 3 war very 0ood.'

"Wireles World" states 17/3/38

as a communications set. It is an all-wave
superhet for A.C. mains operation, with a
signal HF. etnge. The rated output is
3 watts and the price is 11 guineas. Four
bands are covered- 10 to 5, 22 to G5,
200 to 550, and 800 to 2,000 metres, and the
tuning scale is calibrated in metres for each
band. The cabinet is of the all-metal blackcrystalline finish tyl)e and provision is made
for headphone and dipole aerial connections.

A

Trophy owner states

rn

-

:

Dserjne the past 12
I have had sh,rt wave sels from ans
sixteen va/eses and the
Trophy 3 i, the most amaejn2 receiver I hasse

to

-

-

VWDEL

-

less

Twin Feeder Cable

type of feeder cable is now
available from Dr. C. G. Lemon, of
ANEW
72A, North End Road, V.14. This is of the
type having two wires embedded in an
insulating material, tise actual substance
being chioriflated vinyl. This material is
impervious 'to damp or other climatic conditions and the cable is available in .two
types, one having tue wires laid side by side,
and tise., other having them separated by
about iu.' 'The prices arc 12 yards foi'
Ss. Gd. and 12 yards foi' Gs., aecordipg to
the type. A booklet on aerial design may
also be obtained from tuo same sôurce for
4d., post free. This is a short treatise which
was the basis of a lecture given by Dr.
Lemon to the Iadio Physical and Tele.
vision Society recently.

\-

Effective waveranie of Trophy 3 6.2-550
metres with extra One-Shot Inductors
ao'ailable.

:

f

Trophy 3 and its ability to pull them

Batleiy and A.C. Models as illustrated. Movingcoil speaker fitted and 'phone jßck fitted for cutting
out speaker. Supplied wit/ì coils for l2-52 metres.

£5

f"

I

£6:6:O

..,

sr
l

I

I

Tthtor,e:

House,
Temp1

10/- with order. Balance in
monthly payments 0110/9

Guaranteed. fully tested

'

BRITISH TELE VISIO
Faraday

O

200/950v., 40/lOO cycles.

I

s'

:

LC. MODEL

i
J

'

'15

sr 916 with order. Balance in
13 monthly payments et 9/11.

il

/

:

Batteries.

Pr.W.3,

Lli 0134.

8/10

Charing

SUPPLIES
LTD.
Road, LONDON,

W.C.1.

Cross

SEND
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"Ñew.* South' WaZes

Po lice

J?ac/

0

"'

THE dOEvelopment and application . of of the assigned frequency. The equipment
radio communication for increasing is placed into operation by push-button
the efficiency of the modern police control which operates a bank of relays
organisation is receiving the' attention of in correct sequence and is complete with
police authorities throughout the world, an adequate 8upervisOry metering system,
and information received from overseas protective gate switches and overload
indicates that police radio is no longer relays. Transmission by either radio teleconsidered an experiment. The State of phony or continuous-wave telegraphy can
New South Wales now possesses a police be accomplished by operating a single
radio communication system with a record multi-contact switch which instantaneously
of service to the public of which it can be changes the circuit conditions. The power
justly proud.
transfer from transmitter to aerial is made
The police 'radio transmitting centre is by means of a 600-ohm line extending from
located at the R.edfern Training Depot, t-ha transmitting room to a tuning box on
this site being chosen with the following the Depot lawn. The radiating system
requirements in view
consists of a quarter-wave aerial supported
(a) Absence of high steel buildings in by two aelf-suporting steel towers l2Oft.
the immediate vicinity of the depot, which in height, built for a head pull of one ton
would reduce the transmitting efficiency and spaced 480ft. apart. An extensive
by absorption.
earth system is buried under the Depot
(b) Facilities and ground, space for the lawn.
erection of an efficient -aerial and earth
In order to ensure that a 24-houi service
system.
can be maintained an emergency radio tele.
(c) Adeqttate power facilities as supplied phony transmitter has been installed and is
by the Electricity Supply Department.
complete with duplicate speech amplifier.
The main transmitter is entirely AC. This unit, which is of the multi-stage type,
operated, even to microphone current employs quartz crystal control and can be
supply, and is of the multi-stage type quickly switched over to the main aerial
consisting of two units which include transmission line or an emergency aerial
power and bias supplies utilising mercury system. The power rating of the main
vapour rectifiers, quartz crystal oscillator, transmitter is 200 watts unmodulated
power amplifiers and linear amplifier. The carrier for telephony and 700 watts for
stability of the oscillator is such that the continuous wave telegraphy, and the
frequency is held constant within .03 % emergency transmitter is rated at 100

ApriI '30th, 1938

watts unmodulated carrier for radio
telephony.
The New South Wales Police Radio
service i.s not alone as regards interference
to radio reception from the largo amount
of electrical apparatus which is in daily
use in city and suburban areas, and it has
been necessary to select a wireless receiving
site in a quiet residential location about
7 miles from the main police transmitting
station. The receiving station is equipped
with a number of superheterodyne receivers
capable of operation on all wavelengths,
and the signal from any receiver is fed
through a switchboard to the main wireless
station by means of direct land line.
Altogether 14 patrol cars and two
launches are fitted with wireless eouipment;
the patrol radius extending up to 6(5 miles
from Sydney and 40 miles from Newcastle.
During the past 12 months over 10,000
messages relating to crime and stolen cars
have been transmitted for attention by
the patrols, an increase of 2,500 messages.
over the previous year's total.
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-
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The owner-driver', journal which tclls you how to
repair, overhaul and obtain the best perforniance from your car.
3d.-every Friday.

-

PRACTICAL MECHANICS

The only English journal of Its type. It deals
with every branch of Science, Mechanics
Invention Model-Making, Chemistry, Astronomy, PhOtOgraPh, Television.
Month.
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THE CYCLIST

j

The leading weekly for every Cyelist,Clubmnan
Utility Cyclist, or Tourist.
'
- Join " The Cyclist" Road Club and also take
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"HURRICANE" ALL-WAVE 3

ONOMY"

I

VALVER
pec:pea
The.

in-

ALL

WAVE TUNER
POLAR BAR-TYPE

4,

3-GANG

CONDENSER
For Ericsson Super-sensitive Telephones are
simply unexcelled for sound reception in purity, tone
strength, and amplification.
The shortwave fans know how essential these fine telephones
are for really good DX listening-they are just as essential
in television reception.
Wonderfully sensitive, comfortable in wear and very pure
in tone. Hook them up to your 'HURRICANE' ALLWAVE 3 or 'ECONOMY' i VALVER and notice the
exceptionally fine results you will obtain.
No wonder

Three

L

Three-gang or
Superhet. type,

POLAR IVIICRO HORIZONTAL DRIVE

,

resstanees

ir2000nd4,000I5f_

Super-sensitive
Telephones
At oli GOOD dealers or apply direct to:

ERICSSON TELEPHONES LTD.,

22,

V

Steel frame. Low minimum capacity. Available
with ceramic insulations,
2s. 6d. extra.

!

Lincoln's Inn Fields, London, W.C.2.

I

Pròvides two reduction ratios of
IO I and 50 : I operated by a
and Polar-NSF.single 2m, knob. Supplied with
Catalogue,
[ degree scale. Lamp-holders.
for fully
illustrated Polar
Send

WINGROVE & ROGERS LTD.

188-189 STRAND

W.C.2

LONDON

PRICE

9/6

2244.
Tempi
Works:OldSwan,
Liverpool.

Telephone: HOL6orn 6936
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Signals from Tahiti

Martinique Down 10 Kilocycles

(Martinique),
Fort-dc-France
hitherto working on 30.98 m. (9.685
Inc/s), may now be found on a slightly higher
condenser setting, i.e., 31.01 m. (9.675
mc/s). Broadcasts from this station have
been heard well recently in the British Isles.
FZF6,

A New Mexican Call-sign
A correspondent reports the reception of

a programme from XEYU, Mexico City,
The
working on 31.32 m. (9.58 mcjs).
opening announcement stated that the
station was operated by the Universidad
Naional or National University in the
capital. The power of the transmitter was
said to be 1.5 kilowatts.

Calling

Rddio

Oceanie

(FO8AA),

Papeete, a French transmitter at Tahiti
on 42.25 in. (7.1 mc/a), has been heard
broadcasting a programme of gramophone
records (native music). Announcements
were made in the French language only.
Transmissions are carried out every
Wednesday and Saturday between G.M.T.

A

01.00-04.30.

Schedule of Guatemala Broadcasts

Although no definite schedule has yet
been advertised of the transmissions of
TGWA, Guatemala City, on 19.78 m.
(15.17 mo/s), a correspondent reports that
these broadcasts ai1 regularly carried out on
Sundays between GM.T. 15.30.20.30, and
A Powerful Mexican SignaI
on Mondays between 17.45-20.45, but that
XEWW, Mexico City, now definitely on other days they are occasionally given
moIs), at odd times only, and are still of an experi(9.5
m.
logged on 31.58
may be heard nightly at good strength mental nature.
relaying the radio programmes of
medium-wave studio XEW in the Mexican
capital. The call is Estaciones XEW y Another Puzzling Harmonic
Notwithstanding the fact that the little
WEWW, La Voz dei Americana Latina
the interval signal consisting of four Belgian private transmitter at Verviers is
chimes (descending scale) with one stroke only rated at 100 watts, the fourth harmonic
on a gong between announcements. Address: of its fundamental wave (199.3 m.) is well
Estaciones XEW y WEWW, Apartado heard by listeners dwelling on the south
Postal, 2,516, Ajuntamiente, 54, Mexico coast of England, on 49.82 m. (6.021 mc/a).
This studio broadcasts in French only.
City, Mexico, Central America.

te

Boston Tries Out New Frequeticy
WIXAL, usually logged on 25.45 m.
(11.79 mc/s), is testing on a now channel,
Experimental
25.58 m. (11.73 mc/s).

broadcasts are being carried out between
G.M.T. 20.00-20.30, and after 02.00.

The Daily
Colomat

Schedule

of

Paris-

Short-wave work demands
reliability in all components
-particularly ¡n condensers.
Say "T.C.C." and get reliability-get the benefit of
30
years specialised experience in the design,
manufacture, and improvement of condensers-and
nothing but condensers.

New Buenos Aires Station Testing
Experimental transmissions of gramophone records have been picked up from
LSM3, Hurlingham (Buenos Aires), Argentine Republic, on 15.67 m. (19.14 mc/s).
This 12 kilowatt station used for commercial
radio telephony with Europe, occasionally
relays radio programmes.

THAT IS WHY T.4C.
0 ARE SPECIFIED FOR

With the opening of thenew transmitters Putting Punch into Schenectady
at Essarts-le-Roi, the daily schedule of
Signals
Radio-Colonial (Paris) is now fixed as
If is reported that W2XAD and W2XAF,
follows:
TPA3, G.M.T. 06.00.09.00,
25.24 m. (11.885 me/s) for Africa, New
Zealand, Australia, etc.; on 31.35 m.
(9.57 mc/s) a special broadcast is simultaneously made for North Africa. TPA2,
on 19:68 in. (15.243 mc/a) comes on the air
at OEM.T. 10.00 and broadcasts continuously until 15.00 for Indo-China, the Far
East, and Australia. TPC3. on 16.88 m.
(17.765 mc/s) works from G.M.T. 13.3015.00 for Indo-China and is followed by
TPA3, on 25:24 m. (11.885 moIs), from
1.15-22.00, for the Middle East, East

Schenectady (N.Y.), will be shortly bringing
new plant into operation for their shortwave transmissions, and that the power
may reach 120 kilowatts, thus making them
the most powerful short-wave radiotelephony transmitters in the world.

THE

FOLLOWINC :

ALL-WAVE TUNER
Three T.C.C.

.1

mid. Type 341, each Is. 4d.

HURRICANE

Listen to Finland

The Suomen Yleisradio, the company Two T.C.C. .0002 mfd.
responsible for the Finnish radio pro.- One T.C.C. .005 mfd.
grammes is testing out a 1 kilowatt trans- Three T.C.C. .1 mfd.
mitter on 31.58 m. (9.5 mc/s) nightly. No
regular schedule has been arranged, so far,
but on most evenings the station relays
portions of the Helsinki programme from 'ECONOMY'
G.M.T. 19.00. Announcements are made
in Finnish, German, French and English. One T.C.C. .0003 mfd.
The power of the station in the near future
will be raised to 25 kilowatts.
/
e-;

Africa, Brazil and Argentine Republic.
A simultaneous broadcast is made on
31.35 m. (9.57 mois) for North Africa.
Until April 16th, TPA3 carried out a transmission on 25.24 m. (11.885 mc/s) from
G.M.T. 23.15-01.15; after that date the
broadcast will be abandoned on that
channel, but will be carried out on 19.83 m.
(15.13 mc/s) for South America. TPA4, on
25.6 m. (11.72 mc/s), comes on the air at Three New Mexicans
G.M.T. 23.15 until 01.15 for the U.S.A.,
XEGW, Mexico City, 49.1 m. (6.11 mets),
Canada, etc., and again at 01.30-04.00 for 250 watts. Address: Senor J086 Garza
North and Central America.
The last Fox, Estaçion XECW, Mexico City D.F.
broadcast is taken by TPA3, on 25.24 m. (Republic of Mexico). XEBF, Jalapa de
(11.885 mc/s), for North America from Vera Cruz, 49.26 m. (6.09 mets), 100 watts.
G.M.T. 01.30-04.00. As against the power Address: Señor Pedro Coronel Aburto,
of 12 kilowatts radiated by the Pontoiso Estaçion XEBF, Jalapa, Vera Cruz (Re-,
transmitters, the new stations at Essarts- public of Mexico). XEXR, Mexico City,
le-Roi are rated at 25 kilowatts, and the 49.46 m. (6.065 mctsl, 100 watts. Address:
power can be increased if necessary to 100 Estaçion, XEXR, Secretaria do Educaçion
kilowatts.
Publica, Mexico City.

ALL-WAVE

3

Type 451, each Is. Od.
Type 451, each le. Od.
Type 341, each Is. 4d.

ONE-VI4L VER
Type 451, each le. Od.
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CONDENSERS
Telegraph Condenser Co., Ltd
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A 14 mc/s Log from Yorkshire

IR,-I enclose my log heard On 14 mc/s on

I

Sunday morning, March 2OEtlI, between
lirs. 30 mina, and 11 his. 30 thins. G.M.T.
WIIFD, WICR, W2VT, -WEKV,
4.1 W2IXY, W2JT, W2UK, W2GYM, W2BFH,
W2AZ, W2HNA, W2GIZ, W3MD, W3EMM,
W3AMIi, W3CHE, W3Çjtk,, W4AH,
W4BM, W4YC, W4EHO, W4DAA, F8UE,
F8DC, F8PY, F8JJ, F3cP, F300, F3FA.
Miscellaneous stations include ON4PJ,
ON4AR, GGPC, LA1G, EI3J, SMÖYU.
i
LX1TW, W9YGC, and PA-NA.
The Editor does not necessarily agree with the opinions expressed by -his correspondents.
The stations listed were all received at
AU letters must be accompanied by the name and address of the sender (not necessarily signal strengths varying between R7 and
R9, with the exception of the Netherlands
for publication).
station. The receiver used was a twodraw-n. Unles9 variable-mu control is being valver, employing two triodes, and an indoor
An Economical Q.P.P. Circuit
SIR,-The Short-Wave Section of PRAc- used, a volume control should be fitted aerial consisting of a nickel-plated steel
TICAL AND AMATEUR WIRELESS has after the detector stage, because locals will spring stretched across the bedroom.
I should be very pleased to hear from
ilways proved interesting to many of overload the set, especially on the ground
your readers who have decided to builã wave signal. The accompanying theoretical any short-wave enthusiast who reads your
short-wave receivers, and I am sure the circuit diagram will no doubt prove of in- excellent paper.-A. 1'cowijs, 59, Carlton
articles describing H.F. stages, tuned and terest to home constructors.-GEO. C. Terrace, Oarlton, Barnsley, Yorkshire.
u tuned, or the merits of H.F. transformers CASTLE (Newcastle-on-Tyne).
A Hih-aualitv Amolifier
or tuned-grid coupling between stages,
the iiterest of accuracy, may
have helped to increase the popularity of Underground Reception
I pomt out that early in 1035 (or was
short-wave construction. With the present
it late in 1934) you published details of my
read D'Arcy Ford's letter in a then direct-coupled paraphase amplifier
po'er and reliability of short-wave transrecent issue on "Down to Earth," (you later corrected two resistance figurrs
nIissions, anyone who has built an efficient
receiver must feel that they have come to with great interest, and also those from
from 1,500 ohms to 15,000 ohms) which did
the end bf theii experiments, and the Hill and4eslie Tearney. I can well support not use high voltages, and which did work
the valves on the best parts of their
HTI0Ov
characteristics.
HI-I-120v
5ooO
I have no wish to seek notoriety over this
---HI-l-Izo
jiaov
80v
matter, but I would ask you, Sir, to consider
5y.l8
technically the mamum r.m.s. undistorted
10000Cl ImId
outputfromanMRL4valveeonsuming .3mil20,000
liampere (which is as Mr. Hunt has it), and
,opooc
then compute the resulting PX4 undistorted
HR mid
íd
7pomFd
output. It will not exceed 200 milliwatts.
Again, will you please consider that,
00005
after 3 milliampere has passed through
LS
ESE:
50,000 ohms the MIIL4 cathode is at
15 volts positive only. Th
wans that the
AC/P anode is less than 15 volts positivej)
hardly an ideal state from a quality point
of view.
_____
Again, withtb extei'nal hsics adopted
_______
50000
by Mr. Hunt, even a .0001 mfd. shunt
0002
causes a nasty drop in amplification long
0002Ød
mid
before 10,000 óycles are reaclied.-'W. S.
Sv 08
mid
_______
(King's Lynn).
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Theoretical circuit diagram

of

Mr. G. C. Ca.l!es shjrl-wav. battery receiver will?

Q.P.P.
urge to experiment leads them to buy other
types of coils and components which
probably do not improve their reception.
In my opinion not enough has been written
about improving the LP. and power
stages,- and after all, until we can obtain

T4

output.

Leslieearney's suggestion thatradio signals

travel through the earth.
I am studying S.W. propagation underground in mines, lead and coal, and have
received good results from various amateurs
on 7 mc/a, using & commercial two-valver.
really stable mu1ti-highfrequency ampliHere is a log of a few of the stations I
fiers, it is easier to add another valve after have received underground on a 4Oft.
the detector in straight sets, powered by aerial slung on the bars supporting the
batteries. This is where the Q.P.P. system roof.
G8TX, Q5, RG, dg, test. 7 me/s (13-S-37);
proves its worth. After two years' use of this
system I feel it is to be recommended to ON4XX, Q5, R5, T9, QSO GI8GK, 7 mo/s
battery users for its remarkable power out- (24-7-37); G8FY, Q5, RO, dg, test, 7 mo/s
put with economy in high tension. Strong (25-2-38); G8KD, Q5, RS, T9, dg, test,
signals can be adequately handled in 14 mo/s (25-2-38); PAOEO, Q5, R5, dg.
conjunction with a good loudspeaker. test, 14 me/s (14-2-38); G2XV, Q5, RS,
Another advantage is the saving in current T9, QSO W9RUIK, 14 me/s (14-2-38);
when searching, and when quiet signals are G6WY, Q5, R4, T8, QSO VPIAA, 14 mo/s
being received. To gain the best from this (14-2-38).
I am now building an S.G. H.F.-S.G. deis.system I have alway used two batteriesone for feeding the Q.P.P. valve only, and Pen. L.F. receiver for my next experiments.
the other the H.P. Det. and LP., including I have tried a 56 mo/s receiver underground,
separate reactor valve, with songer life for but with no rcsults.-J. STEPHEN GINor.u.
.each battery, owing to less current being (2AAM) (Swanwick, Derbyshire).

j

-THAT the impedance of the feeder to a dipole
aerial should be very carefully chosen.
-THAT the impedance of a feeder for television
reception should be about 90 ohms.
-THAT it is very important to keep the earth

connection in a moist Condition to reduce the
resistance to H.F. currents.
-THAT hum can sometimes be caused by vibration from a mains transformer or choke, setting
into vibration the electrode assembly of a valve.
T
-THAT the efficiency of a band-pass coupling
varies at different frequencies.
t -THAT it is possible to arrange an aerial teed
to a Coil which will remain constant at all normal
broadcast frequencies.

t

t
t

The Editor esili he pleased to convide, articles of a
Practical sial,Ire eesit able for pvblieatio,i in PRACTICAL
Seth articles shonld Os'
AND AMATEUR WLRKe.EsS.
mitten on one side of (he paper OnIp, and ehould contais,
sender.
Whilst tise Editor
and
address
the
f/se name
of
does not ,old himself responsible for manuscripts, ereri
ih,e,n
if
made
rrtesrn
a stamped and
effort will be
to
All correspondence
addressed envelope is enclosed.
should
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Tise Editor,
fort/ic
Editor
be
intended
PRACTICAL AND AMATEUN WIRELESS, Geotge ,t%'ewncs,

Lid., Tower House, Sotstiiampkisi Street Strand, U'.C.2.
Owingto 1/ic rapid progreso in 111e design, of 'eire/es.'
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letters patent.
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6Lrßrìsish Loria-Dìstance

cnerI.

special short-wave issue,
have received many
for details for making
we give herewith t.he main
standard types of 4- and
6-pin coil, such as are employed in thu
receivers described in this issue. It should
be remenibered that coil formers, fitted
with either 4 or 6 pins, and with grooves
or plain, are available from various firms,
and many constructors find interest in

this is a
and as
requests
short-wave coils,
essentials of the
S

ve

gauge. The exact size is not important.
Th3 w,sve-range covered will depend in
the sml1er coils to a large extent upon the
stray epaeity existing in the wiring to
condensers, etc., auU no extra aetaiis can
therefore be given. Briefly, if a .00015
or .00016 mfd. tuning condenser is employed,
you will be able to tune from 10 to 100
metres with three coils in which the secondary windings will consist of 4, 8 and 25
turns. The primary windings for these
coils will have 2, 5 and 9 turns, and the
reaction windings a similar number of turns.

" Earth " Aerials

'f
The H.F. transformer produced by Bu/gis,, Jo,
use in television receivers

-7

making or winding their own coils. In
the Economy One-valver and the Cyclo
$.W. Converter the coils recommended
are of the 6-pin type, and it will be
seen in the wiring diagrams of those
receivers that we have numbered the pins.
It should be remembered, however, that
the pins are not numbered by the makers,
either on the coil holders or on the coils
themselves. The three windings on a 6-pin
coil are primary, secondary and reaction,
the latter winding being in some cases an
interwound layer and in other cases
a continuation of the secondary winding.
Between terminals i and 4 the secondary
winding is joined, arid the primary is
connected to terminals 3 and 6. The
remaining two terminals are used for the
reaction winding. Bear 1h mind that
all turns should be in the same direction, and to ensure even spacing the
type of former having threads cut on the
ribs will be found of great value.
Enamelled wire should be used for
primary and reaction, which may be regarded as a singlo winding with a tapping
at the centre (the two ends of the tap
being, of course, cut and joined to separate
legs). The aerial winding, orprimarywinding,
should be wound from a fine-gauge silk
or double-cotton covered wire of about 26

The recent correspondence on the subject
of aerials lying on the ground has aroused
considerable interest, and it must again be
pointed out that the idea is not new.
Wo have before given details in these pages
of the method of using such an aerial and
some time ago in America it was customary
to use such an aerial in order to prevent
severe static interference. During the Great
War it was quite a common occurrence for the
R.E.'s to use lengths of wire laid along the
ground in prehrence to erecting a mast, and
old war-time operators will confirm that
resulto were admirable under certain
conditions. The anti-static aerials on sale
in America mostly consisted of coils of wire
enclosed in a metal can and furnished with
an insulated leading-out wire. It was
intended that the can be buried and connected to the aerial terminal. Although
the signal-to-noise ratio was good, signal
strength suffered on most wavelengths,
although a peculiar effect vas sometimes
noticed on some short-wave Lands at
certain periods, where excessive volume was
available, much better, in fact, than that
obtained with orthodox aerial arrays. For
those members who wish to try such a scheme
the length of wire enclosed in the can may
vary from 50 to 204 feet, and it should be
wrapped neatly round a small diameter
cardboard tube. An old copper screening
can taken from a coil unit will be found
ideal for a container and the depth to which
it should be buried will have to be found by
trial-in most cases 12 to 18 inches proving
most suitable.

Television Circuits

¡I. Heath Bradley, I'nncipal of T.C1l.C.

My &udénts
get god jobs
Thanks io your excellenitrainjng.va(uab(e
ntrodactions, and good adaice, ¡ am now
earning twice as much as when I enrolled.
only six months ago."
That i, an extract from just one of ih hundreds of

letters from grateful students.
Whet they have
done, you can do. Without interfcr,ng with your

ordinary occupation, you can learn in your own
honte how to become a Qualified Radio Engineer.
Let me train you for a successful radio career and
help you to secure employment, or earn good money
in your spare tame.
Students write
Since
starting your Course I am getting more and more
¡
doing guite well at Sentier
repair ioha, and
worb now as ¡ get a, many.set.s as I can cope with in
ttt

my apare

time.'

TC.R.C.

RadIo, Television and Short-Wave
Courses are prepared by practical esperta and are
praised by leading rnanufacturrra and the Technical
Pce,,. W-0 specialise in Radio subjects and all
our energies are concentrated on helping our
students to brcomc money-earnIng Radio Engineers.
COUPON NOW FOR FREE
COPY OF
RADIO AS A CAREER
FREE SPECIMEN LESSON.

AND
*POST

TECHNICAL AND COMMERCIAL

RADIO COLLEGE
Fairfax House, High Holborn, London, W.C.1.

Post in unsealed envelope: Id. stamp.

To

:

T. & C. RADIO COLLEGE,

Fairfax House, High Holborn, London, W.C.l.
Please senil me Free Specimen Lesson and free
copy of Radio as a Career,' in plain envelope.

NAME......................................
ADDRESS..................................
P.R.706 .....................................

The type of circuit to use for the reception
of television (sound or vision) is still a
difficult point for the majority of listeners
to decide. Although the superhet has so
many points in it favour, many listeners
prefer the straight type of receiver, and at
least one firm uses a straight receiver in its
complete television apparatus. The ampli.
fication of each stage must be kepÌ low, and
Enter for this Interesting
transformer coupling must be employed with
Photographic Conipetition
special arrangements to provide a square
peaked response of sufficient width to give
adequate quality. Special components for
this purpose are now available, and the
IN THE APRIL
Bulgin component is illustrated on this page,
from which it will be seen that it is screened
and provided with flexible output leads.
Resistances are connected across the windings to flatten the response and pro-set
condensers are mounted on the case so that
the tuning may be pre-adjusted and the The Helpful Monthly for the Amateur
set then fixed tuned in the same manner as Of All Newsagents ant Eookstalls
a superhet.

S KNS. O F
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Specified for the
CYCLO 2-VALVE CONVERTER."

4-pin with terminals
without ..

..
..

A REVIEW OF

lOd.
Sd.

H.M.V.
IT would

SHORT-WAVE
BASE-BOARD TYPE
Specified for the

"ECONOMY"
ONE-VALVER
4-pin, withterminals1/9
without .... 1/6

-

CLIX FOLDERS" N"
FREE ON REQUEST.

CLIX CHASSiS
MOUNTING STRIP, with

-

Terminals and Eegraved, A.1, A,2, E.
Price 7d.
CLIX SOLID PLUGS for use with above, 2d. each.
-

BRITISH

rn

MECh4NIQ1

79a, Rochester

Row,

n
u

CTIONS LTD

London, S.W..1

RADIO
EVERYTHING
SUPPLIED FOR CASH OR
ON EASY TERMS
LRS-

£

no,lt
d.
3

o.

Monthly

Do-

Prie,

5.T.900 Complete Kit
Wit. Steotorlon Senior (04
Gar raed AAlS 2to.dioenoo

Payment

II

of
oi

7/..
0(0

-lOo!

4/3
4/5

8 15

0

0/6

Ii

2

2

6

al..

LO

2

2

0

2

5

0

4/5!-

........

10

0

-

llcf
lt

6/8
'uii,ii1oZIS

01

of 6/5

-

or C.O.D.

DELI-

ORDERS

guarantee

I

=

r

naclì

prompt delivery only
tìtoaUse

10/7
4/-

10/Oli

Unit

Unit

Of

U

5 15
2 2

Garrorri AGIO Motor only ..
Itotberniel Plexo Electric
Pick-up
Acorn100r Teot Meter
..
000iic,Ofl. LO. Tom-eon,

CASH

we

.

.

-

carry

large etori., nod, being

Write

RADIO SUPPLY
ESTD.COM PA NY 1925

us your
req drerneni,

ii OAT LANE NOBLE

-

'

werr,IIq,xolrbesl
gern,s by retarn.
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-
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NATIONAL 6828-9

Phone:

r

FOYLES
Bookse]lers

to
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World.

Special department for Wireless Books.
119-125, CHARING CROSS RD., LONDON, W.C.2

--

Telephone: Gerrard 5660 (14

-
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THE LATEST

GRAMOPHONE RECORDS

of the great days of the Ballad Concert,
to with his singing of "Oh, promise me,"
please who cou!d not find something which he does delightfully on H.M V. DA
acceptable to his musical taste in the 1600. His other song is "The Hills of
record releases for this month. There are Home."
Paul Robeson and Peter Dawson have
some attractive records of light orchestral
music. The B.B.C. Variety Orchestra, also chosen ballads, the former "Just a'
conducted by Charles Shadwell, with Wearyin' for You" by the composer of "A
Reginald Foort at the B.B.C. Theatre Perfect Day," and Cadman's charming
organ, play "Lulworth Cove" and" Seville" little song "At Dawning" on H.M.V.
on H.M. V. BD 523. The combination of B 8731, whilst Peter Dawson sings two ne
robust ditties-" Wandering the King's
organ and orchestra is very effective.
Barnabas Von Geczy's Orchestra, re- Highway" and "The 'prentice Lads o'
puted to be the most famous restaurant Cheap "-both with Orchestra and Male
orchestra on. the Continent, plays two chorus, on H.M.V. B 8723.
The Bauldauf Brothers, newcomers to
favourites-" Chanson Triste" and JameH.M.V., do some very pretty yodelling in
felt's" Bcrceue"-on H.2W.V. B 8730.
There are plenty of new tunes in the new "In the Ziller Valley" and also a catchy
film "Sailing Along" from which Louis vocal march, "Gailthaler," which has a
Levy's Gaumont-l3ritish Symphony plays a tra-la-la-ish refrain. Both are sung in
selection, with vocal refrain-H.M. V. German with aither and guitar accompani.
BD 526. Baby Terry (one of the famous ment-H.ilf.V. BD
A record that will prove a great favourite
Terry's Juveniles) éives impressions of
the child film star in "Shirley Temple is the Kentucky Minstrels' rendering of
Memories," with Anto and the Paramount Liddle's "Abide with Me," arranged by
Theatre Orchestra, on H.M.V. BD 529. Doris Arnold. The chorus work is splendid
Leslie Jefferies, well known for the popular and the accompaniment is played by orchesbroadcasts of his Orchestra from the Grand tra and organ. This number was repeated
Hotel, Eastbourne, which ho now leaves to on the air by request recently-H.M.V.
tour the Halls, makes his first H.M.V. BD 535.
Ernest Lough devotes his "grown-up
record. Hc has chosen "Dearest Love"
from Noel Coward's "Operette" and baritone voice to two Easter melodies,
"Hey Gypsy, play Gypsy," from Kalman's with orchestra, orga.n, and chorus. Gounod's
"Countess Maritza," which is to have a setting of" There is a Green Hill far Away"
be a very difficult person

50].e

London revivaJ-H.M. V. BD ß34.
An exceptionally fine record of the brass
band is provided by Callender's Senior
Band, which plays the well-known marches
"Colonel Bogey" and the "Entry -of the
Gladiators "-H.M.V. BD 518.
The H.M.V. records made from the
sound trackpf the Walt Disney film "Snow
Whte and the $even Dwarfs" were prereleased ltst month. They are now followed
by a selection of the principal tunos, played
by Reginald Foort on the B.B.C. Theatre
Organ-H.M.V. BD 532, and a dance
record of "Whistle While You \Vork" and
"With a Smile and Song" by Cuy Lombardo and his Orchestra on H.M.V.

and Carey's well-known hymn, "Jésus
Christ is Risen To-day" may be heardIL M. V.

B

8729.

Parlophone

RICHARD TAUBER has chosen for his
latest record two songs from the
film "Rosalie," .hy that well-known
composer Cole Porter. They are the theme
song, "Rosalie," and " In the Still of the
Night" on Parlophone RO 20382.
A number of famous singers appear in
the "classic series," including Joseph
Schmidt, the well-known tenor, who sings
"La Paloma," and "O Sole Mio," both in
Italian, on Parlophane R 2498, and Herbert
BD 1i348.
E. Groh, also a tenor, sings "Serenade"
Yehudi Menuhiro, who is once again in and "Good Night, Oh! My Love," both in
this country after two years' retirement German, on Parlophone R 2497.
for study in California, has made a set of
Leslie A. Hutchinson, more familiarly
records with his sister Hephzibah (piano) known as "Hutch," who has recently,
and Maurice Eisenberg ('cello), of Tchai- been on the "air," has made two new
kovsky's "Trio in A Minor," Op. &0, on records this month. The firste-Parlopho,u
ILM.V. DB 2887-91 and DB$ 2892. The F 1069-introduces "So Many Memories,"
work occupies eleven sides, the "odd "disc a hit of tlie moment, coupled with" Outside
being charged for at half rate. Kreisler an Old Stare Door" from the film "A Star
contents himself with two of his own Without a Name." On tise other-Parloarrangements of short pieces, the" London- phone F 1070, he sings " Souvenir of Love"
derry Air," and "Poupée Valsanto ' one from the film "Sailing Along" and "Two
of Poldini's Doll pieces, descriptive of the Dreams Got Together."
Waltzing T)oll-H.M.V. DA 1622.
Harry Roy and his band, who have
recently left on a tour of South America,
Vocaf Records
have recorded "You're a Sweetheart"
AVERYvaried list, headedby Gigli sing- and "Me, Myself and I" on Parlophone
ing two fine Italian songs, Tosti's F 1057, as well as two tunes from "Snow
With
"Serenata" and tise vigorous White and the Seven Dwarfs
"Mattinata Veneziana "-H.M.V. DA a Smile and a Song" and "Whistle While
1618. Nelson Eddy brings baek memories You Work" on Parlophone F 1054.
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RADIO CLUBS

AND SOCIETIES
Chrj Reports sSosW tot exceed 200 words in le,uot5
and shosld be receired ¡'lrst Post escS Mondos
..
morning br psblucation In the following
THE EXETER AND DISTRICT WIRELESS SOCIETY
A T the last meeting of the Exeter and District
%
Wireless Society, a lecture was given by Mr.
Rich, of the Mullard Wireless Compnny,on" Measuring
Instruments." Re had many types with him for
demonstration, Including cathode-ray oscillographe,
frequency modulators, and also a measuring bridge.
Mr. lieb showed how these pieces of apparatus could
be brought into good use by any enthusiastic exponmentor, and many questions weresatisfactorily answered
at the close of the meeting.
Meetings are held each Monday at No. 3, Dix's
Field, Exeter, and all those interested should get
in touch with the secretary, Mr. W. Ching, 9, Sit'ell

l'lace, Reavitree, Exeter.

KING'S LYNN SHORT-WAVE CLUB
A!sLEETINcI of the above club was held at the
Oddfdflows Institute, Railway Road, on April
11th. The chairman reported he had received his full
licence, his call sign being 031P. 11e hoped to be on
the air soon, and would welcome any reports. He also
demonstrated a D.C. receiver using a circuit similar
to the All World Two " described in the March Issue,
and in spite of tite poor loçality, and aerial, many
interesting transmissions u*e tuned in, including

e

Underthe supervision of G8SS a 1.7 me/s transmitter
has been constructed for use with an artificial aerial
under the call-sign of tite secretary, 2CVM, and it is
hoped to experiment with various forms of modulation,
etc.
DX amateur hand listening is still encouraged, and
members have expressed their willingness to build
56 mc. receivers for the coming summer months, whets
it is hoped some field days can be held. We shall 1.se
pleased to co-operate with any transmitting stations.
and invite mrnbershin of all wino are really interested
in amateur radio. Further particulars can be obtained
from F. G. Maynard (2CVM), hon. sec., 160, Invicta
Road, Sheerness, Isle of Sheppey.
SLOUGH AND DISTRICT SHORT-WAVE CLUB
AT the meeting held on April 12th, the extremely
poor attend:snce provoked a diselmsion on ways

and means of improving the attendance at meetings
and of attracting muore members to the climb. It was
decided to inaugurate a publicity campaignin which all
members are asked to participate. Each member
will receive further particulars from the secretary.
It was aleo decided that n great effort shOuld be made
to malte the agenda of the meetings more attractive,
and it was agreed that a step towards this end would

the sound and vision signals from Alexandra Palace.
80W delivered an Interesting talk on aerial location
and direetioti, and with theaid ofa \Vebbs" Azimuthal"
map he shosved how necessary it was, in view of the fact
that the principal amateur countries lie east and west
nf fIt. Britain, to plan the aerial system In most cases
so that it ran jiortli and south.
2VS has a Pye television receiver, and baa been
receiving a very good picture at night. 11e is troubled
by car QRM, in spite of his O5ft. high dipole. It was
decided to hold a morse class during tite first halftour of each subsequent meeting, and Mr. A. l'ortcr,
(imBW, and G3IP volunteered to act as instructors.
lion. Sec., O. W. Rodgers, 112A, High Street, Kings
Lynn.

-

181

if there we're always some apparatus at the
meetings for discussion and demonstration. With
titis in view, 2IIDG will bring slong a modulated
osillator to the next meeting.
The scores in the current section of the ltX contest
were also compared, and the next section, Europe,1
u ill be held under somewhat different rules, 01 whIch1
all members will receive details. Hon. see., J. H'
Whide, 20, Cftalvey Road East, Slough, Bucks.
Fe made

THE EAST DORSET AND WEST HANTS. RADIO
CLUB
TRE membership of this Club now numbers 32, and
a number of attractions a re being arranged for tIs
near future, including a lecture by Mr. Cholot, of Lisseu,

-

Ltd., a visit to Dorchester Beam Radio Station.
The question of a Club transmitter is tinder consideration. David M. Wiflianss, Organising Sec., "Amberley," Cornwetl Road, Poole, Dorset.

FOR FRAMLINGHAM
5f. Brand proposes to form a short-wave club
for amateurs residing in and around the Franihinghani area. He has no transmitter at present, but
any tersos who has one is cordially invited to help.
Please write to H. Brand, Station Rad, Framuhmughans, Suffolk.

PROPOSED CLUB

4R.

IVI

.

'

-

SHEPPEY AMATEUR RADIO CLUB

'T'ME above club have been fortunate in securintr
i the services and support of two fully licensed
amateur radio stations on the island, namely, G8SS
ansi G3GW, and it is with their instructions, etc., that
rapid progress has been made in the theory of transsnitting.

DO ANY OF THESE SUBJECTS INTEREST YOU?
Accountancy Luminations
Adverlisisg and Sales Management
AMI. Fire E. Esoso.
Applied Mechanics
Army Certificate,
Auctioneers and Estate Agents
Aviation Engineering

Bashing

our rides,
general inlerert
stivi

o

The following replies to queries
are given in abbrgriated foro,
either beco use of non-cornpiiance
because tite point raised as not of

(Watlerd). The best set for your purpose is
the AC. Hall-Mark, FW. 45. This is classed as a fourvalver au ¡t lias n push-pull output stage and may be
retied upon for really high quality with adequate
selectivity for your purpose.
F. A. P. (W.4). We cannot identify your coils and
cannot recommend you to build one of our sets round
these corn poile sto.
Whilst we admit that tile majority
P. R. (Brundall).
of the pointu you raise are correct, we suggest you build
ampillier
and'ee
If theoretical considerations are
up the
R. J.

borne out in practice.
T. A. M. (Glasgow). You would need a rectifler and
mains transformer, hut no exact details can be given
iii the abscnee of details of the charger you have already
but lt.
Your set may be faulty and wo
E. W. (Shsfleld).
exainitied by the maltera of
suggest that you have
their nearest local service agent.
F. B. (Deptiord). We did not design the receiver in
question, and, as pointed Out in these columna, we
cannot give lnstructlonq for modifying receivers designed

mc
If

-

satisfactory.

s

J

Naval Architecture
Navet Writing
Pattern Making
Potine, Special Course

Preeeptors, College n!
Press Tool Work
Pumpo sod Pumping Maoliinery
Radio Communications
Radio Service Engineering
Road Making nod Maintenance
Salsamaoshíp, 1.S.M.A.
Sanitation
Secrelarial Encnus.
Skeet Metal Work
Shocthnod (Pitmso',)
nhort Story Writtag
Shipbuilding
Structural Eogsneeriog
Surveying
Teachers si Hsndlcratts
Tetephony and Tglegrapby

a

D'jI., .L1

Transport Inst. Esami.

Weights asad Renonces Issapector
Welding
r
Wireless Te!egcupby and Telephony
Mathemotics
Itlolriculatian
Wachs Managers
you do .40! sSe sour ow,, ,eqv(reo,en(s osore, wdre to 's o,. ont, subject. / Fut! part fo,ilars free.

Journalism

STUDY AT HOME' IN
YOUR SPARE TIME

it

by other experts.
D. H. (Windsor). The wire in question should be
used for maximum results, but eighteen is the minimum
to which you should go. Remember that If you can
obtain It, silver-plated wire is desirable, but as an
alternative, use hare tinned copper wire and shellac
or coat It with collodion.
A. W. M. (Bradlîe!d). We cannot supply wirin
diagrams to indivIdual requirements. Our latest boo
Coils, Chokes and Transformers," would give you
the necessary coli data.
G. S. A. J. (Heybridge).
We have several different
types ol portable, hut you do not state your exact
requirements. Some of tite designs aro self-contained,
but others require a throw-out aerial.
G. E. T.(Radtord). The choke is obviously ineffective,
an'l as a suggestion we might point out that a high
resistance could be peed in its piace.
R. W. (Brighton). The aerial should be provided
with a reflector, when we ar&certain results will prove

Boilers
Book-keeping, Acccnntaney and Modern
Business Methods
BBc. (Eng)
SSc. (Estate Management)
Building, ArchItecture and Clerk of
Works
BuIlders' Quantities
Cambridge Senior Salacot CertiSento
Civil Engineering
I.
Civil Service
Ali Commercial Subjects
Commercial Art
Concrete and etrnctarat Engineering
Draughlamoaskiy. Alt Broaches
Engineering. All branches. subjects
and examinations
General Education
G.P.O. Eng. Dept.
Heating and Venlitoting
IndovinaI Chemistry
laso rance

Metatlurgy
Mining, alt subjects
Mining, Elctrtcal Engineering
Motor Engiuceulog
Motar Trade
Municipal and County Engineers

IF YOU ATI'END TO THIS NOW IT MAY MAKE
YOUR FUTURE

OU R N A LIS M

AWONRFUL DIFFERENCE TO

Short Stbry and Novel. Writing
-

There is money and pleasure in Journalism
and in Story Writing. No apprenticeship, no
pupulage, no examinations, no outfit necessary.
Writing for newspapers, novels or pictures, is
not a gift; it is a science that can be acquired
by diligent application and proper guidance.

hhe:tsCin:

requifed, we do the tfaining by-post.
tell you all about it.

EVERY DEPARTMENT IS A COMPLETE COLLEGE: EVERY STUDENT
IS A CLASS TO HIMSELF

h,..OJ

PO..

OUT'
------.-

TO DEPT. 104, THE BENNETT
COLLEGE LTD., SHEFFIELD.

Please send me ((ree of charge)
Particulars of
(Cross out line which
dom not apply)
Your private advice sbout J

..........

"ftEA''fiftt'
Let us

Name

ÏÑ'

........................................

Address .....................................

DEPARTMENT OF LITERATURE 104.

SHEFFIELD
DEPT.' 104. THE BENNETT COLLEGE LTD.,
-

-

¡
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ELE TRADIX
SALE

Have you got our new April

LIST?

MICROPEONES.-Lesdiz Microohou, r,,produce pass voice amplified from your
radio vet to load speaker. SOLO BUTTON
MICROPHONES. 1/-.
Ps
new Pr,etinnl
Solo Microphone for broadcasting at home.
lt l a general purpose, robust ,nike.
with solid bakrilte body, bacO terminals,
Iront meld grubs. No. 11. New design.
finely flubbed, 5/6. No. liA. fipeecit,
in oolld bezo, body, unequalled at tIn
price on speech and music, 716.
No.

'NW "

Mike-This

11 Tolde

'RACTICAL WIRELESS
Date of baue.
CRYSTAL SETS

'-

L.
-

is a

-

SOUND

RECORDING

t'arerue rod.

Bot

-

a/tb

Trnohissg

......

(tear. Pick-isp and Tone-aras fittesi

........

Diamond Cotter Needjeo fit all

-

......

losen.

-

-.

-

-

.........

D.C. MOTORS.-1/40 h.p.. 110 or
220 voit.,, eerie,, Type KB., 1.750
levs., 15/-. Type 0, 1/33 h.p., 2,000
ver,., 18/-. 1(12 h.p. Type O, 110
or 220 y. chant, 1,700 revs., 20/-.
Tiny Motors, 0v.. 12/6. 00 V., 14/-.

........

V.,

volts. 10 amp,., DO., £8 SOs. Od. Trickle Charger tor AC.,
giving HT, and LT., 35/-. As eve have n wide rao3e 01 Other
alaco, kindly openly wont,.
FIXED CONDENSERS (or odd moothlaap jobs. 1,000 Mauobrldge
I mid. Condenser, to dear ut 2/- doc., 20/- gross.
PARCELS nl capovimeniai odd coil,, magnete, wire, etches,
nitehos. terminai,. tc., pout ieee 10 lb,., 7/- 7 Ile., 1/..
1.Ov.r 1,000 elk,, !Jaryote
In 00e eobee9ed IlIoair,,h'd 1958 Liai" N."

ELECTRADIX RADIOS
Upper Thame3

Street,

-

'

II

218,

-

........

15/-. 14 roiL I/i h.p. compound, 40/-.
EIeetrte Water
Pumps, 67/6. Comiarvreor Palot Spray Set,. 45/... ElealvIo Puno,
12/6. MOTOR GENS-220 y.
to 100 r, 1 amp.. 1)0,, 60/-.
111g otork oli tvpvc. ».0. to A,O. 15 wattS to 3 KW.
LIGUr RAT CELLS. LESDIX CELLS ore light ornsitire, vith
gold grIdi, moisture proof. 5/-. Mounted In 1t.ckelite Care, 7/C.
Suprr.modet io ozy.beaas body, vitt, window. 10f-. I'hotronio
Sell-GeneratIng lAghi Celte. Lnte,t model, 22/-. Oonaplete Roy
llnegtnr-AIue,o Sets. £5 10,. Oit.
SMM.L CRAROERS.-From LO. main, Midget tor 2 volt,, 4 amp.,
12/0. 6 Volt,. 14 amp,.. 20f-. PaSty, AO. Mama Charger, giving
100

-

......

er.,

..

I

of

..
..
9.1.37
t'W71
STRAIGHT SETS. Battery Operattd.
One-vaive : Blueprints, is. each.
All-wtve Unipen (Pentode)
..
PW3IA
Beginner's One-valver ..
..
19.2.38
PwS5
Two-valve : Blueprints, le. each.
Four-range Super Nag Two (D, Pen)
1°WI6B
The Signet Two (D & LF)
.. 29.8.36
PW76
Three-valve Blueprints, Is. each.
The Long-range Expresa Three (SG, D, Pen)
24.4.37
PW2
Selectone Battery Three (D, 2 LI?
(Trans))
"vio
Sixty Shilling Three (D, 2 LI?
(RC & Trans))
PW34A
Leader Tutee (SG, D, Pow)
22.5.37
PV35
Summit Three (HF l'en, D. Pen)
PW37
All Pentodo Three (HF Pen, D
(Pen), Pen)
29.5.37
p%V3'3
Hall-Mark Three (SG, D, Pow) .. 12.6.37
PW4I
Hall-Mark Cadet (D. LI?. Pen (RC)) l6.3.3a
PW4S
F. J. comm's Silver Souvenir (Lit'
Pen, D (Pen), Pen) (All-wave
Three)
PW4O
13.I.35
1°wi
Geriet Midget (D, 2 LT (Trane)) .. June'33
cameo Midget Three (D, 2 LV
rw51
(Trane))
1930 Sonot.one Three-Pour (11V
PWS3
Pen, HF Pen, Westector, l'en).
Battery All-Wave Three (D, 2 LT PW5S
(LIC))
PWOL
The Monitor (11F Pen, D, Pen) ..
PW62
The Thtor Three (HF Peri, D, Pen) 21.3.36
14.8.37
PW84
The Centaur Three (SG, D, P)
The Oladiator AU-Wave mico
.. 29.8.36
PWOO
(HF Pen, D (Pen). Pen)
F. J. Comm's itecorti All-Wave
Three (HF Pen, D, Pon)
PWOP
.. 31.10.36
The Colt" All-Wave Three (D,
.,
2 LV (RC & Trans)
.. 5.12.36
PW72
The "Rapide" StraIght 3 (D,
.... 4.12.37
PWS2
2 LT (RC & Trans))
F. J. ('amm's Oracle All-Wave
PW78
Three (HF, Oct. Peri) .... 28.8.37
1938 "Triband" All-Wave Three
PW84
(UP Pen, 1), Pen)
.... 22.1.38
F, J,i Comm's "Sprite" Three
157
(HF Pen, D, Tet)
..., 20.3.38
Four-valve Blueprints, iii. each,
PW48
Sonotone Four (SG, D, LT, t') ..
1.5.37
PWI1
Fury Four (802, D, Pen)
.. 8.5.37
Beta Universal Tour (SG, D, LP,
dB)
..
PW17
Fucicon Class B Four (SO, D
.... 6.1.31 PW34B
(SO). LT. Cl. B)
Fury Four Super (SO, SG, D, Pen)
PW34C
Battery Hall-Mark 4 (HF Pen,
PW48
D, Pu1-Pull)
F. J. Comm's "LimIt" All-Wave
.. 28.9.30
PWO7
Four (HF Pen, D, LT, P)
All-Wave "Corona" 4 (11F Pen,
9.10.37
PW7O
D, LT, Pow)
"Acme" All-Ve ave 4 (HF Pen, D
.... 12,2.33
(Pen), LI, Cl. B)
Mains Operated.
Blueprints, Is. each.
Two-valve
Pen)
P.W18
Twin
D
(Pen),
AC.
Pj&31
AC-D.C. 3woSO Pow).
Selectonc A.C. Rsdogrsn TW3
PW1O
(D, Pow)
Three-valve Blueprints Is. each.
Double-Dioje-Triodo Tiree (HI!
p Pw23
Pen, DDT Pen)
..
..
D.C. Ace (Sd, D, Pen)
PW29
A. C Three (SO. D, Pen)
PW35C
AC. Leader (HF Pen, » Pow) ::
..
313M
PW35B
Premier
Pen
iS
Pen)
D.C.
(HF
Pen).. 28.7.34
PW3OA
Tjblque (EF Pen, D
Armada Mains Three (11F Pen, D,

Complete Acouotic Sets
J,snlor Typo, 6/6 each, complete.
a, 10/8
WESTINGHOU3E RCCTiFIEER 10 enfla I soap, 35/-, 51v.
lIA. 17/5.. 20 e. .t.t.. 45/-,. 5v. aa. 26/-.
TELEPHONES-Foe oU putposve. T.,ble or wall, house or office
phase., from 10/-. I'ortstsle Esset'genry Telephones and Cable
Ileadpiiooee. Pocket type WO., enfler Headband,, 2/6 pr.
S,slllvis,, Utsclia Als,nlnIno, Headband.a, 2/9 pr. 4,000 elisia 91W
lightwrieht Hvadphonea. 010 pr.
CRYSTAL SETS-Buy one, they coot nothing lo ron. No battery.
cheap. Enoisoed type. 2/8 nod 716 meli.
MOTORS.-A.0. Start On foil laud
g.
-.
1/Ott h.p. cith pulley. Type 20, 1,500
18(6. 1/22 h.p., Type 30.0,
3.500 rev,., 27/6. 1/4 h.p., 2.000
'
revs,, 45/-. SquIrrel Cage 1/IO h.p.
Motore. 2,500 rev,.. 35/-.

.a.- -t
de Lace, 15'- ite.

No,

Blueprint.

Blueprint, Gd.
1937 Crystal Receiver

Itleviric FEIGU set lias ball.
bearing centre gear box md geared

.me

-

SIRIE

L.i

J

epiendid mlcropbone (or speech and saoule. The Ivikelite case,
rocstntnIug a Nia, mike nod traoaiornier. is ne a bronzo pedestal.
Brifais ted plug sockets are fitted OD the case. lt stooda unrivalled for qu&lty aad prive. 15/-.

-

......

London, E.C.4

Tcjep//onc: Centre! 461!

.

-

-

-

Wireless Coils,

......

Chokes &
Transformers:
and

How

By

F.

to

J.

....

........

Make Them.

CAMM

F.

-

Comm's AC. All-Wave Sltve'r
Souvenir Three (HP Peo, D,
.1.

......

11.5.35

PWS0

PW5I

I

-

-

A.C. £5 Superhet (Three-valve)
D.C. £5 Sisperhet (Three-valve)
Universal £5 Superhet (Three-

PW34D
PW4S

9.2.35
6.11.37

PW47
PW81

SUPERHETS.
Blueprints, Is. each.
.. 5.6.37
£5 Superhet (Three-valve)
K J. Camm e 2-valve Superhot .. 13.7.35

PW4O

:

PW52

-

1'W58
PW75

27.2.37

PW4I
PW42

1.12.34

valve) ....
F. J. Comm's AC. £4 Superhet 4 31.7.37
F. J. Comm's Universal £4-Super-

PW44

,

het4
.........
"Qualitone" UniverualFotir

One-valve Blueprint, is.
Simple S"V. One-waIver ..
..
Two-valve r Blueprint, is.
Midget Short-wave Two (D. Pen)
Thres-valve r Blueprints, is. each.

PW5O

-

18.1.37
SHORT-WAVE SETS.

Pwtso

PW73
-

:

9.4.38

PW3SA

...... -

PW3OA

Experimenter'o Short-wave Three

(SG D, Pow)
The Prefect 3 (D, 2L}' (RC and
Trans))
7.8.37
The Band-Spread SW. Three
(HF Pen, D (Pen) Pen) .... 29.8.30
PORTABLES.
Three-valve r Blueprints is. each,
F. J. Camm'e ELF Tl'iree-alve
Portable (HF Pen, D Pen) ..
Parvo FlyweIght Miaget Portable (SG, D. Pen)
.. 30.6.37
Four-valve r Blueprints, lt. each.

........

Portable Four (SG,

........

Featherweight

D, LT dB)
.......
"Imp" Portable 4 (D, LT, LT,

Pen)

PWS8

-

MISCELLANEOUS.

SW. Converter-Adapter (1 vulve)

13.5.37

19.3.38

-

PWO3

PW88

PW65
PW77

PV33
PWS&
PW48A

AMATEUR WIRELESS ANO WIRELESS MAGAZINE
CRYSTAL SETS.
Blueprints, Od. each.
Four-station Crystal Set ,.
,, 12,12.30
AW427
1934 Crystal Set
AVe 444
150-mlle Crystal Set
,,
,.
AVe'450
STRAIGHT SETS. Battery Operated.
One-vales
Blueprints, is. each.
B.B.C. Special Ono-volver
..
AW387

...... -

:

-

'fwenty.station

Loudspeaker
One-valver (Class B) ,,
,,
Two-valva
Blueprints, is., each.
Melody Ranger Two (D, Trans)
Full-volume Two (SO det. Pen)..
B.B.C. National Two with'Lucerne
Coil tD, Trans)
Big-power Melody Two with
..
ucerne Coil (SO, Trans)
..
Lucerne Minor (D, Pen) ..
....
A Modern Two-val Ver
Three-valve
Blueprints, is. each.
Class B Tliree(D, Trans, Class B)..
New Britain s Favourite Three
(D, Trans, Class B)
.. 15.7.33
Home-built Coil Three (SO, D,
Trans)
Fan and Fa'ssíily Tiwec (ñ Traz
:

.......
.

-

AW'449

AW388
AW392

Aw377A
AW338A
AW426

:

.

-

.

...

AW3SO

AW391

AW404

Class B)
.. 23.11.33
555e. S.G.3 (8G, D, Tran)'
2.12.33
1934 Ether Searcher; Baseboard
..
Siodel(SG, D, Pon)
..
1934 Ether Searcher: Clissais
..
Model (SO, D, Pen)
..
Lucerne Ranger (SG, D, Trans)
Cossor Melody Maker with Luecrni
Coils
Mullard Master
Three with
Lucerne Coils
Three: De Luxe Version
(SO, D, Trans)
19.5.34
Lucerne Straight Three (D, RC,

AW4IQ
AW412

Pe»,Pen') -

AU-Britain Three
"Wireless League
Three (EF
Pen, D, Pen)
3.11.34
..
Transportable Three (8O,ï, Poz)'
£6 Ss. Radiogram (D, RC, Trans)
Simple-tune Three (SO D, Pen) .. June '33
Economy-Pentode Tbice (SO. D.
Pen)
0cL '33
"W.M." 1934 Standard Three
(SO, D, Pen)

AW448

-

WElls

-

........

Pw7o
P\vso

24.7,37

Battery Sets

Sirand, W.C.2.

F. J. Cismni's £4 Superhet
-.
F. J. Csnsnm'v
Vitesse" AllS'aver (5-waiver)
..
Mains Sets Blueprints, is. each.

.

-

-

I

Tissas Blnrprinl.s ate drama fsill ubre.
Copies el appropriate issues containing deseriptiona of
these sets can In sonic casco be supplied at the following
prices, ,ehod, are addllio,,al lo lAo rosi of tile Aiaspef,,i. .5.
lush bofore ihr Blueprint Bomber Indicates that Liar houe
io ont al l'rint.
Issues et Pracileal Wirelrsu .... 4,1. l'ast Paid
Amaleus Wireless ...........
Peaclie& Meehaniel
.,
7jd .....
Wireless Magaziac
1/3
Thr index letter, whiel, precede the Blueprint Number
IndIcate the periodhcul ha winch Ihr deseription appears
thus P.W. refer, to PRAersOAL Vmannso, jaW. te Amole,,r
dEhvrlo.t, PSI, to Pesiirni ,ticedaeies. W.M. to tri,elss.
.ilogsciso.
Send iproterahiy) u pc,lai order to cover the eo,t Ot tise
i,lueprint and the issue (stamps ever Gd, unareeptable), to
Po,uctec,at, Ase» Ass,arsen
V,n.nneo Blueprint Dept..
000rge Serties, Lid.. Toner Bouse. Southampton Street.

.

.

5.12.38
Pcn, D Pen)
28.8.37
All-Worki Ace (15F Pen, D, Pen)
Blueprints, is. each.
Four-v'hlve
AC. Fury Four (SG, SO, D, Pen)
AC. Fury Four Super (SO, SU, D,
..
..
..
Peu)
D,
A.C. Hall-Mark (UF

..
Push-Pull)
Universal Hall-Mark (11F'i'on, j
Push-Pull)
AC. All'Wave Corona Four

rwas

-

.

I

______________________________________________

reo)

Pen)
..
All-Wave" AC. Thre (D,
Lie (RC))..
..
AC. 1038 Sonotone (11F Peo, 111?
Pen, Westector, Pen) ....
Mains Record All-Wave I (HF

CEORCE NEWNES,

I_._______.._

-

(en,

216 by post 2/10
LTD.,
House, Southampton St.,
London, W.C.2

......

:

An important new Handbook for
every home constructor and
anyone interested in radio. 'With
Special Chapters on Selectivity,
Break-through, Coil \Vinders,
Coil Troubles and their
iSo pages, cloth
Remedies.
bound, with 126 easy-to-follow
illustrations.

Tower

April 30th, 1938

......
......

Trans)

...qc

........
.......

-

AW417

-

AW4IO
AW422

-

AW423
AW421
AW435
A

WilT

AW451

WM2II
WM327
WM337
WM351

I
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is joined from tise anode to earth it is still

/j/.1?ìES

V

;:n

ci-vq'.

metal one and the control winch is mounted

V

-

-

-

A.C.-D.C. Heater Circuit

-

I am building an A.C.-D.C. set, but am

not quite certain regarding the wiring of
the heaters. The set will use four valves,
X, W, D, and N. 31's, and for a rectilier
I propose to use a U.30. I should also like
Meter Conversioz
to include a dial-light of suitable type, and
Some time ago you published an article should be glad of your recommendation
on converting a i rn/A meter for use on regarding the best order of wiring the
I possess a 2 rn/A meter heaters and lamp and what type of ballast
A.C. volts,. etc.
actually having a resistance of 500 ohms to employ."-P. S. (Margate).
per volt (yours had 1,000 ohms per volt),
THE heaters should be wired in the
and I should like to know how to adapt this
following order-commencing from the
for use in an all-purpose test instrument of
mains side and finishing on the earth line
the type you described."-E. G. M. (South-U.30, dial lamp, \V.31, N,31, X.31 and
sea).
D.31.
dial lamp shuld be a standard
S the meter has half the resistance of Osram The
bulb made for the purpose.
our instrument, YOU could adopt To feed "S"
heaters from the mains use
exactly the same method of wiring shunts, an Osramthese
Barretter type 304, and remember
cte., and thereby obtain doubic the sead- that in a set
of this type it is highly desira bio
ings of our instrument. You will appre. to
include a filter on the mains side, con
elate, of course, for A.C. readings you sisting
of the special low-resistance H.F.
would have to use a 2 mA type rectifier,
(one in each mains lead) with fixed
and the instructions which wo gave for chokes
calibrating the instrument may be used in condensers across the chokes and earth.
-

-as

A

your

Caso.

Tone Controls
You recently mentioned the position of
tone control, but I am rather uncertain

Interference Suppressor
"1 often wish to listen when the vacuum-

cleaner is being used in the house, and I
find that tite interference is terrible. I
had a spare pair of fixed condensers, but
am rather doubtful as to the best position
for these as the lead for the cleaner is of the
three-wire type, one of them being earthed.
Can you suggest the best connection, or
tell me if there is a ready-made device I
could clip on to prevent the trouble? "THE third lead may be regarded merely
as the earth and thus you can deal
with the remaining tuo leads in the usual
way. We would point out, however, that
Belling-Lee supply a special suppressor
mounted in a neat bakelite ease intended
for inclusion in the flex leads to such a
device as you refer to, and this costs
7s. 6d. It consists of fixed condensers plus
a choke, and will be found very satisfactory
for your purpose.

Valve Formulae

"I have been reading some of your
recent articles on valve characteristics,
but have so far not found the formula
for the amplification factor and undistorted
output. I wonder if these are simple and
could be worked out by the average amateur
where the, figures were not available?
F. R. A. (Weybridge).
E amplification factor could be
TH worked out by connecting grid bias
and H.P. batteries and noting the change
in anode voltage required to bring back
t lie outrent to a given value when the grid.
bias is altered. The formula would then
be expressed as amplification factor equals
change in anode volts divided by change
in grid volts. In other words, tiic anode
current is kept at a constant value. The
undistorted output is a rather complicated
formula and takes into account a number
of different things.
However, for all
practical purposes you may work on the
assumption that the difference between
maximum and minimum anode current.
multiplied by the difference between
maximum and minimum anode volts
divided by 8 will give the output in watta.

"-

We wish to draw the reader's attention to the
fact that the Queries Service is intendel only
for the solution of problems or difficulties
from the construction of receivers
$arising
described in our pages, from articles appearthg
in our pages, or on generai wireless matters.
We regret that we cannot, forobvious reasons(i) Supply circuit diagrams of complete
multi-valve receivers.
(2) Suggest alterations or modiuicatious of
receivers describs
in our conten,I

$
$
$

j

porarics.
(3) Suggest alterations or modifications to
commercial receivers.
(4) Answer queries over the telephone.
(5) Orant interviews to queriste.
A stamped addressed envelope must he
enclosed for the reply. All sketches ad
drawings which arc sent to us should bear
the name and address of the sender.
Requests for Blueprints must not he enclosed
svith queries as they are dealt with by a
separate department.

$

$
I

I

-

"I

have built a simple short-wave matns
set, but find great difficulty in cutting out
hum. The signals are very rough when
received, but I cannot listen owinr to the
background of hum. Is there any way
of removing this difficulty, or must I go
back to a battery set for the purpose ? "
-R. T. J. (Port Talbot).
is usually very difficult to remove
IT hum on a short-wave set operated from

the mains, especially if headphones are
used. Very elaborate smoothing should
be included on the H.T. side of the sét
and in addition you will no doubt fifld it
essential to include varions devices on
the HF. side. Amongst thcse may be
mentioned fixed condensers direct from the
heater pins on the HF. valves to earth,
shunting all by-pass condensers by small
capacity mica condensers, in case they are
not entirely non-inductive, and screening
the heater leads to each valve.

Thermal Test Instruments

"I have seen an advertisenent for a
meter for wireless tests which is described
as a thermal instrument, and I should be
glad if you could tell me just what type
of instrument this is and whether it is as
good as a moving-coil, as I am thinking of
getting a good instrument as the basis for an
all-purpose tester."-J. B. (Carlisle).
HE thermal instrument operates by the
expansion of a very fine wire, which
heats when current is passed through it,
or by the movement of a pointer which is
carried out by heating a wire round tuo
jtnction point of two dissimilar metals.
The instrument would not be suitable for
an all-purpose tester of the type you
require, and for this purpose we advise a
really good ioving-coi1 having a maximum
reading of only i mA. JI you can afford
it an instrument reading only .1 mit
would be even better.

T

Electric-light Wiring

1am going to make up a trickle charger
and want to fit it to the mains. When I
Send your Querie, to the Editor, PRACTICAL AND
unscrewed a cover of a switch, however,
¡ OSArEUR WIRELESS. George Newaeo, Ltd.. Tower
I found three wires running to it, two
Rouse. Southompton Street. Strund, Loados, W.C.2.
The Coupon most be enclosed with every query.
joined to one connector and one to the
other, Is this a standard thrce-wire system,
and if not, how is it that there are three
regarding my set where the tone control wires and not two? Perhaps you could
(which is so marked) is supplied with only tell me the besti way to fit my charger ? "
one lead, and it works perfectly. I cannot -L. S. (Brighton).
see how it can be in circuit with a single
TITE switch is knot a three-wire circuit,
lead and this lead goes through i fixed
and the fact that there are two wires
condenser to the speaker. Perhaps you could on one connector merely indicates that the
solve this point, which has puzzled one or wiring is looped in. That is, the wire is
two of my radio friends? "-P. A. W. brought down from the ceiling in a loop
(Bradford).
and the end of the loop cut and attached
THERE is quite a simple solution to to avoid making a joint above the ceiling.
your problem, we imagine. The You should not tamper with the wiring at
usual position of a tone control circuit is the switch, but if you need an additional
n cross the loudspeaker, and one side of point for your charger, you should use an
the speaker is joined to the output anode adapter in a convenient socket, with a
whilst the other side is connected to H.P. switch on the adapter to enable either the
positive. Now the HT. battery is at earth charger or the other socket to be used.
potential, and therefore if the tone control If you at-e not familiar with the mains
we recommend that you get a good electrician to carry out the work for you.

T

WIRELESS
CONSTRUCTOR'S
ENCYCLOPIEDIA

5/-

Gcorte

N'ncs

or

5/6

Ltd.

euen000uossIIt}..uI
The coupon on page iii of cover
must be attached to every query.

by post from

Tower Horw, Southamtton .S

London, W.C.2.
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Advertisements
Advertiemens are accepted for thece
columnaattheraraof3d.perwqrd. Worda

R

I

I

in black face and/or capitals are charged
double this rate (minimum charge 3/- per
paragraph). Display lines are charged at
6/- per line. All advertisements must be
prepaid. AI! communications should be
addressed to the Advertisement Manager,
"Practical and Amateur Wireless,"
Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand,
London, w.C,2.

S PPL

CALLERS
165 & 165a,

Jubilee Works.

RECEIVERS, COMPONENTS AND
ACCESSORIES

FICtStrri8t.C.4

.

Clapton
London, E.5.
Amherst 4723

RECEIVERS, COMPONENTS AND
ACCESSORIES
Surplus, Clearance or Secondhand, etc

STORESIRADIO
CLEARANCE
63, HIGH HOLBORN,

POSTORDERSI
167, Lower

April 30th, 1938

50, High

Clapham,

Street.
8.W-4

Macaulay 2381.

W.C.1
Holborn 4831.
We score again by a keen
purchase of the entire Radio Stocks of Messrs. (lambrella, enabling us to offer same st a fraction of the
original, cost. Stock includes Chitmsis and complete
Table and Console Receivers. The demand Is sure to
be heavy, ORDER EARLY TO AVOID DISAPPOINTSPECIAL

MENT.
GAMBRELL

SPECIAL

7-valve

!

All-wave,

Al:-ntage

Chassis,

Constructed throughout of heavy Cadmium plated steel.
l'bIs Chassis represents a real engineering job. Fitted
with all the latest refinements, including SIx B.arries
Now Ready Price Gd.
All-stage Valves, out Valve for All Positions, plus
standard Hiver IJU/i20/550 Rectifier. Wave Biid
SPECIAL OFFER ROLA SPEAKERS. Ranges: Long Wave 800 to 2,000 metres, Indicator
8" P.M.'$, 15/-; 1O P.M.'s, 19/11 ; G.12 Light Red ; Mcdium Wave 200 to 550 metres, Indicator
Light Yellow; Short-wave Band
30 lo 15 metres,
12 High Fidelity P.M., 79/6
G.12 Mains Indicator Light Green; Short-wave2, Ban,1
1, 12.5 to 10
57/6
metres
Light
Energised,
Indicator
Blue.
Provision
for Pick-up
SP.CIAi. aARGAIN OFFERS
and External Speaker. Fitted 2-speed Drive, Built-in
U.S.A. GEN. E. MOTORS STEP-UP, 12 volts to 285
Wave-change Switch. Combined
W.B. 8" Permanent Magnet Speakers
volts at .06 amps. D.C. output Complete in Metal Visual Tuning.
Volume Control, Push-pull Tone Control and Mains
Case Gin. x Sin. X 3m. 25/- each.
Oe,e-thlrd Cost.
On-Off. The Dial is a really magnificent affair, size
BATTERY VALVES, 2 volts, HF., Li., 2/3. Power,
Extension lype
standard Type
Super-Power, 2/8. VaX-mia-SO., 4- or 5-pin Pentodes,' Ilins. long and Sins, wide, Tuning Indicator being built
no translornier'
'with transformer) 12 6
the Dial. Time Chassis throughout is heavily screened,
HF. Pens, V-mu-HF. Pens, 5f- Class E, 5/- Freg. in
thus providing stability ou all bands, with the fusst
GARRARD SErliQa AUTOMATIC RECOROCHAPiGER Changers, 7/6.
ail-round
performance. Valve Screens spun from one
Standard 12 gulneg model, but fitted with high fidelity EUROPA MAINS VALVES. 4v. A.C. Types, AA'./B.L, piece. Transformer and Choke are of massive conA.C.JS.G., A.C./V.M.S.G., AC/H.P., AC.!
Piezo Crystat 'ic¼-U
IÄmU"d number
struction.
In hect, the Chassis through is con£4.1 2.6 A.C./L.,
V.H.P., A.C]P., and I watt D.H. Pentodes, all 4/6 structed in such
a way that overloads, etc., are provided
escil. AC/Pens, 1.11. 5/6; A.C./P.X.4, 6/6; Oct.
for without strain. Size of Chassis, l4llns. long, 10ies.
RECEIVER1i (FOR CALLERS ONLY)
Freq. changers, 8/6; Double Diode Triodes. 7/6; edda and ljins. deep. Pro-HF. stage operates on all
Coisor, Alba, liesca. Aerodyne. Prices from £1 .10 .6 Triode Hex. Freq. Cn., 8/6; Tri. Grid. Pen,. 10/6:
bands. Reports from satisfied customers more timan
to £4. 17 .6. llattery and mains models. Only a 31 watt, D.H. Triodo, 7/6.
confirm our contention that this chassis represents
kw left. Fei aller" "sig
UNIVERSAL TYPES. 20V. iSa. SG., Var-mn, '.G. the finest value we have ever offered to the Public.
Power, 11F. Pen., Var-mu. H.F Pen., 4/6 each.
Supplied complete with Six of the latest Harriss AllEHCRT-WAVE CATALOGUE
HF. Pens and stage Valves, plus Rectifier, £4 Ss. 6d. each.
13v. .2a. Gen. Purpose Triodes, 5/6
.ha'us
IÇcw Edition wit
new lines. 1/d. post free.
Doubla Diode Triodes, Oct.
Var-mn. HF. Peims.
As above, but with Celestion lOin. Moving Coil Speaker
Freq. Changers, 7/6 each Full-Wave and llalf-Wave
£4 19s. 6d. cach.
G5NI's 68-PACE MANUAL
Rectifiers, 5/9 each,
As above but fitted In Handsome Table Piano Fitusli
Tue greatest value and most comprehensive 1,Ianual AMERICAN VALVES. We are sole British DIstributors Walnut Cabinet, compete with Valves and Speaker,
ever publigbel " "i '-uuntry 1d. post free.
£5 lOs, each.
for TRIAD High-grade American Valves. All Types in
As above, but fitted In handsome Piana Finieh Walnut
stock. Standard types, 5/6 each. All the new beta!
Console
Cabinet, complete with Valves and Speaker
I
base Tubes at 6/6 each. 210 and 250. 8/6 each 81
£6 6v. each.
and 2A3, 8/- each.
Hunl's
nitd. Cardboard Electrolytics, Wire Ends,
1,000
PREMIER COMPONENTS forEconomy -. One-Valver"
44, HOLLOWAY .iEAD, BIRIVIINGHAM,-1
Voltage, 12 volts, 2/- each.
in this issue. Complets Kit of PremIer Parts with 2- Peak
Special
offer
gross lots only, T.C.C. 0.1 WIre End,
In)
volt valve and 4 coils, 23/6. Post Free.
PREMIER TRANSFORMERS, wire-end type with Tubulars, 15/- per half groat.
Polar
N.S.F.
Resistances,
Our Selection, i, , 1. and 7
screened primaries, tapped 200,-250 V. Filaments.
4/. groas.
ALL good' pr' emily advertised are standard Guaranteed one year. H.T. 8 & 9 or lIT.10 with
Tubular
Condensers,
our
selectIon,
1/- dozen.
lines, still vviallable. Post card for hat free.
4V. 4a. CT, and 4v. la., CT., 10/.. 250-250v. SOma.,
Dubiiisr meg. Volume Controls, with Switch, standard
VAUXHALL -UTILiTIES, 163a, Strand, W,C.2. or 300-300 V., 4v, la., 4V. Ia, and 4V. 4a,,all CT., moslel,
ves-y
compact,
1/6
each.
the Booksellers. (Tempio Bar 10/-. 350-350 e. 120 ma., 4 V. la,, 4 y. 2a. ansI 4 V. H.T.8
Os-er Deun\
Type Rectifiera (kcleton type). A really
P338.)
4 a., all CT., 13/-. With engraved panel and NP.
job, 4j6 each.
terminals, 1/6 extra. 500-500 V. 150 m.a., 4 V. 2-3 a., splendid
6 Bank 4 Position Yaxicy Typo Switches, beautifully
4 y. 2-3 a., 4 V. S-4 a., all CT., 21/-. 500-500.
(SONVERSION UNITS for operating D.C. Receivers 4 y. 2-3 a.,5v.
finished.
3a,, 4v, 2 a., 4V. 2v., 4V. 3.5 a., all CT., 5/- each. Each Bank S Contact Type, plus Common.
from At.. lia ne, improved type, 120 watt 200 m.a.,
output at £2/lu/I Send for our comprehensive Pst 25/-.
Visual Tuning Indicator, ns/:s type, complete w;th
FILAMENT TRANSFORMERS, Tapped PrImaries,
of speakers, r'-'si-isu,ces and other components.
mounting Bracket, 1/3 each.
200-250 y. All secoudar les CT. 4 V. 3 a., 8/6: 4 y.
46, Farringdon Street, London, E.C.4.
3-gang .0005 Straight Condensers. A precision instniWARD,
7.5 V. 3 a., 8/6; 6 V. 3 a., 5/6; 2.5 y. 8 a.,
o a., 9/6
ilolhorn 9703.
Teleplioss
ment with Ceramic Insulation, suitable for all Circuits,
8/6; 6.Ov.3n.,8/6; 5v.3a.,8/6.

Premier 90 Page Giant Illustrated Catalogue, Handbook and Valve Manual

Surplus, Clearance or Secondhand, etc.

RADOMART

at

;

ml

I

FiIOMART
s

;

ONLY FOil SALK-3-valve kits with valves
2 5 and diagram, 12/6; 3-valve S/fl kits with
valves and dIagram, 20/-. Orders executed in rotation.
-Universal Radie C',., 221, Olty Road, London, E.C.1

SEW 1-VALVE SHORT-WAVE RECEIVER OR
ADAPTOR KIT. 13 to 86 metres without voll changing.
Complete Kit and, Circuit, 12/6. VALVE GIVEN

FREE!

DE LUXE MODEL, 14 to 170 metres, complete
4 Coils and all parts 17/6.

Chassis.

Recetver Bargains-Makers'
NEW
A li- SVese
Cartons, l"rranti 837 AC., liet 9 gns., £61101-.
Ferranti 1137 sA 'Ist 12 gas., £81101-. Ultra 121
AC., list 121 aus.. £9/i0/. (Universal, 29/12/-). Ultra
AC. Two-wave, list 91 gus., S gas. Carriage extra.Sinyth's Radii, Store Bstlygowass, Belfast.

BANK1tUPI Bargains-Large stock receivers and
components of all types at very keen prices.
II new goods.-Butlin, 6, Stanford
Write for quote
Preston 4030.
Avenue, Brightos,

VALVES GIVEN FREE.
DE LUXE MODEL, 14 to 150 metres, complete Rit
and Circuit. 4 Colla and all parts, 25/-. VALVES
GIVEN FREE.
NEW 1938 S.W. S.G.3 KIT. Pontode HF., Detector
and Pentode. 14 to 170 metres. Complete Kit of
t'arte wIth 3 TeSted Valves, 59/6. Metal Cabinet, 7/6

extra. 4deal for Amateur Reception.
CENTRALAB

POTENTIOMETERS, ail

With Switch, 2/6.

NEW RECEIVERS, COMPOI'JENTS
AND ACCESSORIES
Brand New 1938 20-valve Midwest.
16 Bargain,
Six eavebands. Push-hutton motorised
tunIng. 3 Speakers Every new feature.
£21. 18-valve Midwest. Six wavebands. Motorised
tuning. 2 Speakers.
¿10 lOs. Brand sew Ilathcraíter Sky-Chief Communication receivers. 7 valves, 110/250 volts. Bandspreiad
dial, B.F.O., AY control. L.F. control. kV.0. switch,
pitch contro
Bran new Hailicrafter. Sky Buddy.
£7 17s. Od.
5-valve communlea oua receiver, 110/250 volts.
17s. Od. for 27s. Sd. Blrnbaels Allwave arais. Two
transformers. Measly for erection, Really fine job.
Push-button-tuned Compact. Handsome
£5. 5s.
polished walnut cabinet.
Marvellous pkrformarsce.
Long and Medium.
Badiographic, Ltd., Dean Honse, 2-4, Dean Street,
London, Wi. 68 Osborne Street, Glasgow, Ci.

L

i

RIt with

5.W.SUPERHET CONVERTkR KIT, for AC. Raina
Receivers, 22/6. AC. Valve given FREE i
NEW 2-VALVE S.W. KIT, 13 to 86 metres without
Complete Kit lind Circuit, 19/6.,
coil changing.

values,

2/-.

MOVING IRON METERS. Anyrange between 10 and
500 rn/a. Also 1.3 or 5 amps. Read AC. or D.C.

Bakelite ease, 21m, diam. ilESA. standard
specification 89, 5/9 each.
100 ohms
MOVING COIL METERS. i ma. Scale.
resistance, iMameter 3fb., 21/6. Flush mounting,
Bakelite case, B.E.S.A. first-grade accuracy. Multipliers for above, 1J- each. 50 ma., 27/6.
PREMIER ' TROLITUL" Short-Ways CONDENSERS.
Certified superior to Ceramic.
Ail-brasa
Construction, 15 mmtd., 1/6, 40 mmiii., 1/9, 100
mmiii., 2/-, 160 mmid., 2/3, 250 mnaid. 2/6 ; Double
Spaced 15 mmtd., 2/9 ; 40 mmiii., 3/6; S.W.H.F.
Chokes, Sii. ; screened 1/6. All-Brass S.W. Condensers
with integrai sIow-moion .00015 Tuning, 4/3; .00015
Reaction, 3/9. UTILITY 4' MICRO-CURSOR DIALS.
Direct and 100: 1 ratio, 3/9 each.
SHORT-WAVE COILS, 4- and 6-pin types, 13-26,
22-47, 41-94, 78-3.70 metres, 1/9 each, with circuit.
Special set of SW. Coils, 14-150 metres, 4/- set, with
circuit. Premier 8-band SW. Coil, 14-25, 19-43,
38-80 metres. Suitable any type circuit, 2/6.
COIL FOR ERS, 4-Or 6-pin low-loss, 1f- each.
Fluait

ru

Including All Wave, 3/- each.
Dials lar above, 2-Speed type, 9 Long, 5 Wide.
Station Marked for 4 WaVe flands,'Two Short, Medium
and Long, 4/6 each.
465 I.F.s, Iron Cored, with Trimmers, 2/6 each.
Piessey Can Type Condensers (FJectroiytice), complets
with Fixing Clamp, 8 plus IS Pfd. 8 Mft!, working
voltage 450, 16 MIII,, ss'orking voltage 350. 2/- each.
Plssaey 16 MId., 150 voIt workIng, 1/3 each.
Special offer Mains Traneformers, 350-0-350, 120 n.a.
15 volts C/T at 4 amp., 4 volts O/T at 2.5 amp. Mains
Input Adjustable 200-250 volts. Heavily Shrouded,
4/6 each.
20 Hy, 100 ma., 500 ohms Choke, Unehrouded, 5/Il
eacri.
3S0/12

Indirectly Heated Rectifier, Octal Busc type,
well-known make, compiete with Octal Base Valveholder, 4/6 each.
Ail orders 5/- or over, oost free; orders under 5/must be accompanied by a rgasonable amount for
postage; COD. orders under 5/. cannot be accepted.
All enquiries must be accompanied by I }d. stsrnp il
reply expected. floors of business 9 am, to 7 p.m.

weekdays; 9 sm. to i p.m. Saturdays.
RADIO CLEARANCE, 63, High
W.C.l. Holborn 4631.

Holborn

LOUDSPEAKER REPAIRS
LOUDSPEAKER repairs, British, AmerIcan, any
make. 24-hour service, moderate prices.Sinclair Speakers, Alma Grove, Copenhagen Street,
London, N.j.
REPAIRS to Moving Coil Speakers, Cones and Coils
fitted and Rewound. Fields altered. Prices
Quoted including Eliminators. Loudspeakers liepaired, 4/-. L.F. and Speech Transformers, 4f- post
free.
Trade invited.
Guaranteed.
Satisfaction.
Prompt Service, Estimates Free.-L.S. Repair Service,
5, Balsam Grove, London, S.W.i2. Battersea 1321.
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NEW RECEIVERS AND CHASSIS
Compaty pioneer firm supplying nil
British Radio receivers In chassis form, announce
ItMSTRONG
several new models as under:
J1MSTRONG Model 3NBP/T, 7V. (Includlg
Cathode Ray), all-wave racliogram chassis, complete with moving coil speaker, £711816.
RMSTItONG Model EF731T; this 8-valve chassis
has been designed In answer to many requests
for a luxury chassis with smaller output.
A RMSTRONO Model RF94/T 10-valve Radiogram
Chassis with 10 watts push-pull output; £13113.

A
A

yr

--

Latestata1ogue ontains1llustrated
Technical Data of Model 3NB1'JT; also many

ARMSTRO'NG

o...

new models.
A ItMSTRONG Chassis Carry Generons Guarantee,
no charges for material, labour, or carriage for
12 months.
A 1tMSTRONG Chassis

rL_____

Town, N.W.1.

BULGIN 5-RANGE COILS
as used ¡n the "All-Wave Tuner." The only 5-range

"INSIDE ¿NFORM4?IOY," FREE.

for Booklet,

BULGIN & CO.,
Road, BARMINO,

F.

Abbey

LTD.,

Essex.

netare

and accurately all faults
revealed by the D.C. AvoMinor. N0 more encasing I
Here's a radio test-bench in a
No calculadoss
single instrument-l3 meters in One. The D.C.
AvoMinor gives direct readings of carrent, voltage
milliamp rongcs sufilcient br
and resistance
testing ail valves and apparates Volts for LT.,
HT.. Grid Bias, Moins
nod Eliminator teats:
Ohm, ronges for oli reSi,tance tests, in Cose
testing
with lend s
prods, croeod1e elias
and instruction booklet.
I

.

"

.

3

.

-
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RADIOGRAPIITC PRICES ARE LOWEST.
ARCTURIJS, TItIAD, UYTRON.
5/. each all popular types.
6/- each all popular types, Octal MG. Metal.
2/6 each for ono month only. Any popular typo
American valve, 2/9 post free.
RadIographIc, LW., Dean house, Dean Street, London,
WI, and 66, Osborne Streot, Glasgow, Cl.

and L.W. Bands. Built-In switch.
Price 21/-d.
-List No. C.64 Aerial.
Price 30/-d.
List No. 0.66 Osc. Coil.
A.

Ring's Road, Camden

Oulliver 3105.

'

Qoly

VALVES

coil units obtainable for use in all modern receivers.
Covers Television hands, two S.W. bands and the M.

WoO,

Sent on 7 Days' Trial, pack.

Ing and carriage free.
J-\AI1MSTRONG
Co., 100,

fr

Ii_Aa

lfl ONE
--

a

M

M-

VOLTaGE
0- 6,01,,
O-12

t

u_lao
0-osa

,.o-

0-_-000

a_600..
OESIrTANCE
0.000 06,,,,

O-60000

O-0200000

BATTERY CHARGING PLANT

TNGIN [[RI NCOPPORIUN1TIES'

85/1/SM

-ç

')-VOLT, amp. charger, 8/O; lamp., 12/fi; 2 amps,
Z. 18/O; 6-volt i amp., 15/-. Complete In steel
cases, metal rectifiers: Just plug-ln.-lirighton RadIo
ServIce, 34, MIddle Street, BrIghton.

J

,how. the easy way to
A.N.I.C.E.,
A.M.I.MeOb.E., A.IW.I.E.E..

",

4 ANUFACTUItERS' eurplus cabinets for RadioIVI grams. Radio opts and Loudspeakers. Large
and varied stock. Inspection invited, or send partiCulars of you.r recuirementa, with measurements of
chassis. Photos sent for selection. (No catalogue.)
-H. L. Smith & Co., LtuI., 287-289, Edgware Road,
London, W.2. (Pad. 5891.)

Motor. Aero, 'Radio and Television Engineering, Building, Government Employment. etc. Write for this enlightening Handbook
to-day FREE and post free.
British Institute of Engineering Technology,
II,

19.

Slratfnrd PI. W.i

ill

TUITION
by hieing Out ike M.P,R. 12
VVTD L MAMVV
O5.ILi
L.ra I I%1%
fi Statt.
AQ. Amplifier;

V
A DM
LilI[5.i

at

Ready for connecting to
or Microphone.
Price 57/7f0 or 11/-

-

Training Instituto, 40a, Earl's Court Road, London.

-

.

',,

SITUATIONS VACANT

Other

monthly.

models franO 45f-. Fall purtleslare from M.P.H. Electrical
252, Victoria Road, Romfoed, Enex.
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AMAZING RADIO GADGET. CUTS
OUT UNWANTED STATIONS.
No mere "three programmes al

-

No loss o? sigoul sirrnglh.
No tiresome adjustmeels.

away with aerial llreqnirrd.
SPECIAL
4 I EACH

110es

POSTFREE

11, New Station
Street, Leeds. 1.
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& Ropers

well-paid posls tri TELEVISION, tise great
%'%'
career of tile future. Apply for free booklet from
BRITISH INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY, iSP, Stratford Place, WI.

MISCELLANEOUS

once."

"EXIT,"

"W1,'*

p.

-

4
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IVJANTED-nmbitiOus yoimg men to preparo for

STATION

¡

r

Co.,
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SEPARATOR

TRIALOFFER

-
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I

R

',

pick-up

m

C4AF?T I-i
fha&

strength.

Samt

lull

M

"-established 1920-stlll lead. Get
free particulars latest Radio and
'J' I
Television courses:
postal and private.-Rodio

Dance,, Sociale, etc. Complete with Five Volves, lOin. PM.
ker, and Volume ConWill reproduce
iroL
Gramophone recording,

rOif desired.

AUTOMATIC COIL WINDER & ELECTOICAL EQUIPMENT CO ITO.
001,4,, Moo,,. Doogi,, Or,.,. Lordo,. O.W.I.oh,o, VkI,,s 3404-1

A.]R.I.W.T..

A.M.I.R.E., and nimilar qualificatiene. WE GUARANTEE-" NO PASS-NO
FEE." Betulle are given of over 150 Diploma
Courses in all branches of Civil. MeOh., Elec.,

409, Shakespeare Hanse, 17,

AVOMIN0R
Write for olescrip Vice pamphlet

CABINETS

secure

A.M.I.A.E..

The D.C.

Dejected Semis

IJndboek

UniqUe

This

I

-

MADE

r

(

..

_/__.y'______

I.

I
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-

NEWNES TOURIST ATLAS of Great Britain and
Route Guide." Edited b John Bartholomew
Son, Ltd., 120 pages of fully-coloured contour maps
for the u-hole of England, Scotland, Ireland and
Channel Islands, with Index to the principal Motoring
and Cycling centres and distances, 2s. Od. from all
Booksellers-George Newnes, Ltd., Tower House,
Southampton Street, Strand, London, W.C.2.
&

by Ralph
'T'RE OUTLINE OF
Stranger. Fifth EditIon, 8e. Od. net.-Thls
I
book, wbirh covers the eubject from A t-o Z, is to be
recommended to nil who desire to master the theory
of Modern Wireless. At all Ilooksellers and Newsagents.
-George-Newnes, Ltd., Tower Hou.se, Southampton
Street, Strand, London, \V.C.2.
WIRELESS,0

FREE ADVICE BUREAU
T

COUPON

Titis coupon is available until May 7th,
1938, and must scrorripany all Queries and
Wrinkles.
PRACTICAL AND AMATEUR WIRELESS,
30I4i8.

j

t

1

Battery Receiver, price 9 guineas
complete with valves, with exceptionally lively
performance, unusual waveband coverage, and
satisfying output. 7 stages, 19 separately
tuned circuits. Circuit comprises: RIF amplifier; triode-hexodc frequency. changer with
separate oscillator :- IF. amplifier
double
diode-triodc detector, A.V.C. and L.F. amplifier:
double pentodo quiescent output valve. Waveranges :. ¡2.8-33, ¡8-So, 290-550, 1,000-2,000
metres.
A new 4.VaVe

Frill ichizical details, cataloue, easy te,,ns on

application.

i

j
i
i

44CAI?T1fl' F2AtIC

I.TL

«a, \Vestbourne Grove, London, W.2.
Tehi,hcn.e:

Bausw,ie, 3201/2.
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subjects, specially
by the Editor
for one reason and one
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convenient pocket
size, GALAXY gathers
together the cream of
the contents of many
magazinesandperiodicals
-the most striking
slories;
articles
and
humour.
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Published every Wednesday by

GEOROB NEWNES, LIMITED, Tower flouse, Southampton Street, Strand, London,
W.C.2, and Printed sss Englandby
TotE NEWNES & PE&nsoN PansTzRa Co., LTD., Exinoor Street, London, W.1O. Sole Agente for Australia
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